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PREFACE 

The 1992 edition of Geulqical Fieldwork: A Summary of Field Activities and Curnm Research s the 
eighteenth in this annual publication series. It contains reports on Geological Survey E;r;mch activitie and 
projects in a year which saw a modest reduction in base-budget funding, in line wirh government. wide 
efforts to control the provincial deficit. The base budget of the Branch for the 1992193 fiscal year was : i6.96 
million, supplemented by an additional $732 000 from the 1991.1995 Canada British Columbia Mineral 
Development Agreement, (MDA) and by $900 000 from a new government program, the British Columbia 
Corporate Resource Inventory Initiative (CRII) designed to improve resource inventories and assist Ian i-use 
decisions. 

The budget reduction resulted in the suspension of the British Columbia Geoscience f&search Pro: :ram, 
which is reflected in a sharp reduction in the number of university research papers published this year. 
However, the Branch has maintained a vigorous and diverse program of fieldwork and related resear :h as 
demonstrated by the contents of this year‘s volume which include: 

0 Reports on nine I:50 @X-scale geological mapping programs: two in the !Stikine distrizt of 
northwestern British Columbia, three in the northern Quesnel trough, two on tile central In erior 
Plateau, one on northern Vancouver Island and one in the sensitive Tatshenshini ,~n:a in the nort west 
corner of the province. 

l A report on the Katie alkaline porphyry copper prospect in the Salmo area of I:hr: West Kootf nays, 
the first discovery of its type east of the Intermontane Belt. 

0 The work of the Branch’s Environment Geology Section is reported in papers covering the on- going 
Regional Geochemical Survey program; surficial geology mapping in the cerltral Interior P’ateau 
and research on the viability of lake-sediment geochemistry as an exploration technique iI1 this 
extensively drift-covered area; the Quaternary geology of buried gold placers in the Cariboo di strict: 
and evaluation of construction aggregate resources in the Howe sound area of the: Lower Mail land. 

0 Progress reports on ongoing studies of the quality of British Columbia coals and the wind-up )f the 
digital mapping program in the Northeast coalfield. 

l Reports on three diverse industrial mineral occurrences: magnesite and talc in Cambrian carbc nates 
in the Rocky Mountains. and graphite in the Coast Plutonic Complex. 

The volume includes ten papers on the results of work by the Mineral Deposit Rer~e.?m:h Unit (Ml )RU) 
at The University of British Columbia. Seven cover ongoing research on the metallogenesis of the Iskut 
River area and related topics; three derive from research on the alkaline porphyry copper-gold syste ns at 
Copper Mountain, Mount Polley and the Iron Mask batholith. 

Two major programs warrant special emphasis: the Tatshenshini and Interior Plateau proja ts. A 
proposal to develop the huge Windy Craggy copper-cobalt deposit in the Tatshenshini area of northw, :stem 
British Columbia has precipitated a major land-use conflict. The existing geoscience database in this rf :mote 
and sensitive region is inadequate to fully evaluate its mineral potential. The Tatshenshim project, fun< ed by 
CRII, is covered here by a four-part report. New geological and geochemical data to twist sound lard-use 
nanagement decisions are reported. 

The Interior Plateau project, funded by MDA, is part of a cooperative effort between the Geol +a1 
Survey Branch and the Geological Survey of Canada to expand the geoscience database in this hinly 
explored, heavily drift covered region. The Branch contribution, reported on in six papers in this volu ne, is 
an integrated program of bedrock and surficial geological mapping and lake-sediment Igeochemist 

This volume of Fieldwork contains 48 articles, a modest decrease from last year. largely as are: ult of 
the reduced number of university research papers. Even so, meeting the January plublicatkm de ldline 
demands a concerted and unstinting effort from our editorial and publications staff. ‘hi: acknowled :e the 
efforts of Doreen Fehr and Janet Holland on formatting and page layout, John Newell f,:n timely edit 3, and 
Brian Grant for managing the entire process. We thank the staff of the Queen’s Printer for their ct zrful 
cooperation and enthusiasm. 

W.R. Smyth 
Chief Geologist 
Geolo@d Survey Branch 
Mineral Resources Division 
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TECTONIC SIGNIFICANCE OF STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRU~CT URAL 
CONTRASTS BETWEEN THE PURCELL ANTICLINORIUM ANC THE 

KOOTENAY ARC, EAST OF DUNCAN LAKE 
WW 

By Marian J. Warren and Raymond A. Price, Queen’s University 

kE’WORDS: Regional geology, stratigraphy, Windermere 
Supergroup, Horsethief Creek Group, Hamill Group, defor- 
mation, thrust fault\. 

INTRODUCTION 
The main goal of this study is to elucidate the wture and 

tectonic significance of the profound stratigraphic and strut- 
tural changes that occur between the crest of the Purcell 
anticlinorium and the Kootenay Arc. 

Reconnaissance (12.50 000) mapping by Reesor (1973) 
outlined conspicuous contrasts between the thick hasal Pal- 
eozoic (Hamill-Badshot) succession that overlies the Wind- 
ermere Supergroup in the western Purcell Range and the 
thin, condensed early Paleozoic succession with overlap- 
ping Upper Devonian strata that occurs in the eastern Pur- 
cell Range. Reesor also described the abrupt contrast 
between the tight upright fold structures in this area and the 
refolded, west-verging, recumbent isoclinal folds that occur 
immediately to the west in the Kootcney Arc. He also 
showed that several small granitic plutons in the area proba- 
bly were emplaced while the folding was still underway. 

The rocks exposed in this area (Figure 1-l-l ) record both 
the Late Proterozoic early Paleozoic birth and develop- 
ment of the Cordilleran miogeoclinal passive margin of 
North America (Bond and Kominz, 1984; Bond of a/., 
1983, and the late Mesozoic -early Cenozoic deformation, 
regional metamorphism and granitic plutonism resulting 
from “collisions” between North America and a series of 
allochthonous terranes that have been accreted to it (Monger 
et al., 1982). 

Detailed geological mapping (I:50 000 and greater) was 
completed during July and August of 199 I and 1992 within 
an area of about 900 square kilometres in the western 
Purcell Mountains, between Duncan Lake and the head- 
waters of Tohy and Jumbo creeks (Figure I-I-2). This work 
will link the detailed mapping along the Kootcnay Arc by 
Fyles (I 964) to the detailed mapping by Root (I 987) and 
Pope (1990) in the central and eastern Purcell anticlinorium. 

The main objectives of this study are: (I) to establish the 
nature and tectonic significance of the stratigraphic rclation- 
ships within the thick sequence of Windermere, Hamill and 
Badshot strata in the study area; (2) to investigate the 
stratigraphic and tectonic relationships between these strata 
and the condensed onlapping early Paleozoic succession 
that occurs on “the Windermere high” to the east. below the 
Mount Forster thrust fault in the central and eastern Purcell 
Mountains (Root, 19X5: Reesor, 1973); (3) to establish the 
nature, evolution and regional tectonic significance of the 
change in structural style between the study area and the 
adjacent areas in the Kootenay Arc and in the central Purcell 

Mountains; and (4) to invest&ate the relation ship hetaeeo 
the initial structural configuration of the rifts d margin and 
the major structures that develc#ped during Me iozoic tenam: 
accretion and deformation of the margin. 

SUMMARY OF STRATl~GRAPHIl: 
RELATIONSHIPS 

WINDERMERE SUPERGR~XJP 
The Windermere Supergroup in the study a’ea compr;!;ez 

the Tohy Formation and the o,,,erlying Hor ,ethief Cr:ek 
Group. Although the Horsethief Creek Gnup was [‘::e- 
viously undivided in this awe, mappable unit i can be xx- 
ognizcd within it at a scale of I:50 000 or greater. Two 
markedly contrasting sequence< :lf units have been defined 
by detailed mapping of the Horwhief (Greek Group in the 
study area. Variations between th;: thin scquen :e exposecl to 
the south and east, and the thicker fsequence e :posed to the 
north and ucst xc summarizetl in Figure l-1 4. 

The southern and eastern seqwnce is ex )osed in the 
Jumbo, Tohy, Glacier, and Hamll Creek drai Iages. It lies 
apparently conformably on cobble or boulder, ,onglomt:rate 
of the Toby Formation, which in turn reyts ur conformally 
on the Dutch Creek and Mount Nelson form Itions of :iw 
Middle Proterozoic Purcell Super-group. The ower part of 
the Horsethief Creek Group is in general cha ,acterired by 
fine-grained rocks. A laterally c’antinuous UI it of merl~le 
and calcareous slate (Htl) lies at lhe base. over ain hy a unit 
characterized by graded beds of slate and netasiltst:cne 
(Ht2). The middle of the Honethief Creek 3roup (li~.S) 
contains abundant discnntinuou,; jirit~ and pehhl,: cnn~lorn~:r- 
ate beds (metre scale) and interbedded pelite. I ,oth feld:ipx 
and mnfic fragments or minerals are common ir these rocks. 
The coarse facies fine upward to overlying rzlitic rocks 
(Ht4). The sequence is overlain by a. quartz gri unit, tran ii- 
tional to the o\,erlying Hemill qwrtzite (Hint). Total thicl;- 
ness of this sequence varies from a maximum o ‘about I S’:,O 
metres in Jumbo Creek to less than 200 mctres i t Eagle Nt::st 
Lake. 

The northern and western sequence is well exposed in 
Howser, Tea. and Rory creeks aud on adjace It ridges. It 
consists of a lower sequence (I-lt:i) of rhythyn ically intw 
hedded, thick (tens ofmetres) feld,:,p;rthic grit 01 conglomtr- 
ate and slate. These coarser clatic rocks are o ierlain by a 
sequence of dark marble and calcareous slate (Ht6) UPI to 
several hundred metres thick. The upper part 0’ the Hors:- 
thief Creek Group (Ht7) contains abundant slz te or pelitic 
schist, siliceous carbonates, minor ,grit, and a remarkable 
amount of graded quartz sandstone. Discontin mus greel- 
stone lenses are common in Unit Ht7. Near tl e mouth <If 
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Figure 1-1-l. Tectonic map of the Canadian Cordillcre showing Iocatk~n of the study area. 
Modified after Duuelas (1968) and Price (19%). 



Hawser Creek. the Horsethief Creek Group is overlain hy 
upper Hamill quartzite. In all other localities. the top of the 
sequence is not exposed. The bottom of the Horsethief 
Creek Group is nowhere exposed in this area. However, the 
thickness of the exposed strata exceeds 2000 metres, and 
individual units are in general both thicker and more contin- 
uous than to the south and east (as ohserved hy Reesor, 
197.3). 

The divisions of the Horsethief Creek Group in the 
Hawser Creek area closely resemble the lower elastic, mid- 
dle marble and upper ciastic divisions dcscrihed from arcas 
to the north by other workers (Read and Wheeler, 1976; 
Brown of ul., 197X: Pell and Simony, 19X7). The southern 
and eastern sequence is more similar to that mapped hy 
Reesor (1973) in the eastern Purcells. although it is thicker 
and contains less coxsc elastic mater&l than ohscrvrd to the 
east. The top two units of the southern and eastern sequence 
(Ht3, Ht4) grade laterally into thr upper part of the northern 
and western sequence (Ht7). Lateral relationships between 
the lower parts of the two sequences are unknown. 

HAMILI. GROUP 

TRANSITIONAL UNIT 
The Hamill Croup (Walker and Bancroft, lY29) lies sfrat- 

igraphically above the Horsethirf Creek Group. Strat- 
igraphic relationships within the HimGIl Group are sum- 
marized in Figure l-l-5. The contact between the 
Horsethief Creek and Hamill groups is marked hy B distinc- 
tive trnnsitionill unit, which is included in the base of the 
Hamill Group. The transitional unit i\ characterized by 
quartz and feldspar grit and pebble conglomerate in a quartz 
sand matrix. This unit thins to the west and north, and is 
absent near Howsel~ Creek. Laterally continuo~~s dolo,stonr 
and quartr grit heds are common in this unit to the east, 
whereas dolostone-clast conglomerate and rapid frlcies vari- 
ations occur to the west. The lower confect is more abrupt to 
the east, whereas the upper contact with the lower Hamill 
Group is more abrupt to the west. ‘The transitional unit and 
its relationships to Horsethief Creek and Hamill groups are 
in many ways similar to the Three Sisters Formation to the 
south (Little, 19601. and the Jasper Fonnntion to the north 
(Lickorish. 1902). 

The remainder of the Hamill Group. which overlies the 

transitional unit, is divisible within the study area into four 
map units. including the Mohican Formation (Fyles and 
Eastwood, 1962). The lowermost unit (Hml) is a clean. 
crossbedded quan&e, with minor quartz grit and pehhlc 
conglomerate, and minor pelite. It lies conformably on the 
transitional unit. The middle Hamill Group iHm2i contains 
pelitic schist, impure quatirite. minor carbonate and, most 
significantly, greenstone. This unit thins. and contains less 
abundant greenstone, to the east. In the Blockhead Moun- 
tain syncline, it contains little or no lmafic material. and it 
pinches out. The upper part of the Hamill Group (Hm3) 
consists of clean, white quartrite at the base, and interhed- 
ded light and dark quartzite and petite near the top. It is 
overlain by the Mohican Formation. a calcareous schist 

which is transitional between the upper Unit Im3 and he 
Badshot Formtttion. In the Blccr:hrad hlount lin syncline, 
the Mohican Formation contains il distinct, la :rally contin- 
uous orthoqunrtzite marker unir. 

The contacts herwern Units Hml, Hm2, ; nd Hm3 are 
abrupt, although where the less m.aure nuddle mit 1:Hm2) is 
absent, it is commonly difficult 10 distinguish between the 
lower (Hml) and upper (Hm3) c,uattzite unit! The contact 
between Unit Hm3 and the Mohican Formation is grarla- 
tional. The total thickness of the Hamill Grou I varies from 
900 to IS00 metres. The seqwnce described in this attIdy 
area bars some marked simlarities, as wt II as several 
differences. to those described b) HGy (1974) o the soutl~ in 
the Kootenay Arc, and hy Devlir (198Y1 to tb: notth i.n lhc 
Dogtooth Range. 

Within the Kootenay Arc (st~xctural dam rin I: Fi&:!m: 
I I -3), Units Hm2 and Hm3 arz ;:xposed with n the cores of 

rccumbrnt anticlines, and nc, older rock i have ht:en 
observed. An important relation!:hip was docl mented in tht: 
adjacent westew edge of the Purcell anticlit orium: ripper 
Hamill Group (Hm3) directI:! overI& upr zr Horsethief 
Creek Group near the mouth OF IHowser Creel This cc~rtnct 
is apparently stratigraphic. and i. is considerefl likely, thwe- 
fore, that the lower part of tne Hamill nay bc ahax 
beneath the Kootcnay Arc. 

BADSHOT FORMATION 
The Bndshot Formation (‘NUker and B. ncroft, 192’;) 

stratigraphically overlies the Mohican For nation elf the 
Hamill Group. The Badshot Formation is ck aracterize8i by 
cliff-forming, white to mediuln gey. comnx mly laminated 
tmarhlc or dolomitic marble. At the eastern cI Ige of ths wea 
mapped by Fyles (lYh4). marble hori.?on: ens of mzfra 
thick may he sepwated by gre~y. locally cal :areous schist. 

PHYLLITII IN THE CORE OF THE BI,OCKHEAD 
MOUNTAIN SYNCLINE 

Silvery grey phyllite and nterhedded an calci~rious 
schist overlie the dolomitic m:i rble of the B gdshot Form:l- 
lion in the corz of the Blockhr:ld Mountain syncline. Rotx 
(1987) mapped this unit as Io\ver Index Fo mation, of the 
Lardeau Group. The grey Iphyllite, however. diffe.; in 
apprarancc from the lower lndl:n Formation exposed t.:, the 
west along Duncan Lake. The lower Index p tyllite or xhist 
is characteristically black. commonly gap litic, and 1:0x- 
tnins abundant black or graphitic marbles ab, we t~he ccntact 
with the Badshot Formation. Therefort:. the ichistose snacks 
in the core of the Blockhead Mountain syncl: ne are included 
in the Badshot Formation 

LARDEAU GROUP 

The Index Formation of ine Lardeau Group is well 
exposed in tight map-scale tolds within tht Kooten;vi Arc 
on the east side of Duncar, ;md Kootena, lakes (i;ylw. 

1964). The Fwmation as mapped by Fyles I 1964) in,‘ndcs: 
black, commonly graphitic Iphyllite or sch st of the leer 
Index Formation, with interbxlded black nu rhle at the xtie; 
green phyllite or quartz-musl:o,,it,e-chlorite I chist. grs)’ mar- 
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Figure l-l-2. Simplified geological map of the study area and ad,jacent segment of the 
Kootenay Arc. Mod&d after Reesor (1971). 
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ble and minor greenstone of the upper Index Formation. The 
lower Index Formnlion, between the mouths of Glacier and 
Hawser creeks, contains thin bandr of ultramafic to mafic 
schist. 

SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL 
RELATIONSHIPS 

The study area is divisible into three domains with con- 
trasting structual styles and tectonic histories (Figure I- I-3). 
These are, from east to west: the western Purcell anti- 
clinorium; a thin transitional belt; and the western Kootenay 
AK. 

DOMAIN 1: PURCELL ANTICLINORIUM 
The map pattern in Domain I is dominated by open to 

locally tight, upright folds, which deform an upward-facing 
stratigraphic .sequence. The dominant regional schistosity or 
cleavage is axial planer to these folds. Locally developed 
shear zones are common and are parallel to the dominant 
foliation. Earlier east-verging recumbent folds are preserved 
in competent strata at outcrop scale, but do not affect the 
map pattern. A later crenulation or spaced cleavage com- 
monly overprints the dominant foliation. The youngest 
observed structures are locally developed but widespread, 
east-striking left-lateral kink bands. Lower greenschist 
facies metamorphism accompanied the dominant phase of 
folding. 

One significant fault was mapped within this domain, in 
the easternmost belt of Honethief Creek Group. The fault is 
moderately west dipping and appears to cut the dominant 

folds and axial planar cleavage. litratigmphic relationships 
ACROSS the fault are striking and puzzling. Ne; r Eagle Nest 
Lake, the faultjuxtaposes the transitional unit it the base of 
the Hamill Gmup, in the hangingwall, again ;t lowermost 
Horsethief Creek Group (Htl) in the footaall. Appr*~x- 
imetely 1000 metres of Horsethi,ef Creek Gn up strata are 
missing. Along strike to the north, in northern, umbo Creek, 
the fault repeats part of the Io\w:r Honcthief Creek Group 
section. Both hangingwall and footwall u lits truncate 
against the fault toward the soxh. These relatil Inships imply 
that the fault cuts a preexisting structure. 

DOMAIN 2: TRANSITION.CI, 
Domain 2 is a belt of subvertical rocks. “he struct~~ra 

style is transitional between that ;zf the Purcell anticlinor curry 
to the east and the Kootenay Arc to the WC St. The strat.- 
igraphic sequence is upward f::.cing and is deformed b! 
upright isoclinal map-scale (km) folds and ductile h ;;h,- 
strain zones. These structures dsform eerlier outcrop-s:alt: 
isoclinal folds and an axial planar fabric. but r 3 earlier “lap- 
scale structures have been obs~::rried in this domain. l‘he 

Figure l-1-3. Sketch map stowing location I of structural 
domains in the study area. 
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Windermere Supergroup Stratigraphy 

Northwestern Purcells Seattence 

Warren (this srudy) 

South-central Purcells Seauence 
Warren (this sudy) 

Reesor (1973) 

Eastern Purcells Sequence 
Reesor (1973) 

graded metasandstone or 
metasiltstone: minor slate; grit; 

limestone; minor greenstone 

HM 
slateiphyllite & quartzose 

schisWquartzite 
3 
*\ 

\ 
i 
\ 
\ , 
\ Cranbrook Fm. I 

---- 2 
Toby Formation ?i 

Figure I- I-4. St&graphic rrlationrhips between sequences of Windermere Supcrgroup across the Purcell anticlioorium. 

vergeence of the early structures is unknown. The dominant 
deformation was accompanied by upper greenschist to 
amphibolite facies metamorphism. 

DOMAIN 3: WESTERN KOOTENAY ARC 

Domain 3, which was mapped in detail by Fyles (1964). 
is characterized by the more intense and complex deforma- 
tion that is typical of the Kootenay Arc. Large-amplitude 
(IO km scale) wst-verging recumbent folds were deformed 
by two phases of upright, tight to isoclinal folds, under 
conditions of amphibolite facies metamorphism. Much of 
the stratigraphic sequence is overturned, and along the east- 
ern boundary of the domain, the sequence is everywhere 
overturned. 

The boundary between Domains I and 2 is defined by the 
axiirl trace of sn anticline cored by Horsethief Creek Group. 
Strata east of this boundary are gently to moderately dip- 
ping, whereas strata to the west we subvertical. Although oo 
significant fault was mapped along this boundary. it repre- 
sents an abrupt contrast in metamorphic grade and structural 
style. 

NATURE OF DOMAIN BOUNDARIES 

The boundary between Domains 2 and 3 is defined by a 
subvertical, locally mylonitic fault, which separates the Pur- 
cell anticlinorium from the Kootenay Arc. The fault is 
significant because it juxtaposes an upward-facing strat- 
igraphic sequence to the east, against sn overturned 
sequence to the west. Similar relationships have been 
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described along strike to the south by H(iy (1974). along the 
West Bernard fault, and by Leclair (1988) along the Seeman 
Creek fault. The sense of motion along this fzwlt has been a 
long-standing enigma, due primarily to the fact that the 
staror tndp unit of the Hamill Group was ohserved on both 
sides of the fault. However, east of Duncan Lake, rocks of 
the middle ;md upper Hamill Group to the west, are jux- 
taposed against upper Hamill Group, and, where the fault 
intersects Duncan Lake, Index Formation. These relation- 
ships imply a west-side-up sense of motion, although this 
interpretation requires caution, as the fault cuts previously 
folded strata. 

In ~111 three structural domains, the second-phase struc- 
tures xe dominant. A poorly understood subhorizontal 
stretching lineation parallels the axes of second-phase folds 
in all three domttins. It is important to note that the smtdl 
early folds preserved in the eastern domain are east verging, 
whereas the large-amplitude early folds in the Kootenay Arc 
are west verging. The younger phase of upright folding in 
the Kootenay Arc is coplanar with the srcond-phase defor- 
mtttion. tmd similar in structural style. It probably represents 
a continuation of the dominant deformation. In Domain I, 
the younger ~tructores appear to have formed under slightly 
more brittle conditions than the dominant second-phase 
structures. 

Granodiorite plutons were intruded late in the mnin phitse 
of deformation in Domains I and 2 (Reesor, 1973: Warren 
and Price, 1992). Abundant granitic dikes or sills were 
intruded during the main phase of deformation in the south- 
ern part of Domain 3 (Fyles, IYb4; Warren and Price, 1992). 



Paleozoic Stratigraphy 

:j 

Delphine Creek 
&ml ,mss, ,DBli 

A similar sill immediately south of the study area, on the 
west shore of Kootenay Lake, has yielded U-Ph zircon ages 
of 173i5 Ma (Smith rf rrl., 1992). 

SUMMARY 
Stratigraphic relationships within and between Upper 

Proterozoic and Lower Cambrian rocks show that sedimen- 
tation during this interval was punctuated by several tee- 
tonic events, related to extension and/or rifting of the North 
American continental margin. and to emergence of “the 
Windermere high” (Rcesor, 1973) as B high-standing conti- 
nental crustal block. Regional sedimentation is disrupted at 
the base of the Windermere Supergroup, within the Horse- 
thief Creek Group. beneath the Hamill Group, and again in 
the middle Hamili Group. Immature grit and greenstone 
within the Lardeau Group also imply tectonic events of an 
unknown nature. The duration of active tectonism was 
clearly longer than can he accounted for by recent models of 
continental rifting (P.R., Bond and Kominz, 1984; Bond 
rf ul., 1985). It is hoped that trace element and rare-earth 
element geochemical analyses of mafic igneous rocks in the 
Horsethief, Hamill and Lardeeu groups will contribute to an 
understanding of the tectonic settings recorded by these 
rocks. 

The houndarv between the Purcell anticlinorium and the 
Kootenay Arc is a steep regional-scale fault. which sepa- 
rates rocks with early west-verging deformation, on the 

west side, from rocks with e&y east-vergin J deformation, 
on the east side. Relationships within tt is study area 
strongly sug:‘rst that the west side moved u[ relative to tte 
east side. T’,ll other significarlt faults affe :t the wexwn 
Purcell anticlorium: a thrust fault in the H( rsethief Creek 
Group near the Purcell divide, :lnd the Mour t Forster iault, 
which carries rocks of the study arca in it; hangingadl. 
Relationships between hangin@wall and foe wall stm!igr,~- 
phy across all three faults suggest that they are intlu,encc:d 
by struct”res related to the development oi the “%lder- 
mere high” during Late Proterozoic/early Palecxoic 
extension. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A regional geological mapping program in the Quatsino 

Sound area was initiated in 1990 with a reconnaisance 
investigation (Massey and Melville, 1991). Mapping at 
I:50 000.scale started this past summer on the Mahatta 
Creek (92U5) sheet as part of a multiyear project aimed at 
improving our understanding of the geology and mineral 
potential of tnthem Vancouver Island. This report presents 
a brief account of the geological highlights of the field 
season. Fieldwork in 1993 will be conducted north of Quat- 
sine Sound in parts of the 92W12 and 1021/S-9 map sheets. 

exposures of sedimentary rocks have been ~“1 lmarized by 
Jeletsky (1976) who made ext~rmsive fossil collectious 
largely identified by Tozer (1967). Howev~ r, the most 
recent comprehensive account o:i the regiona geology of 
northern Vancouver Island (Alat Bay Ca?e Scott) is 
provided by Muller er al. (1974; and set’ Mul er and Rw- 
dick, 1983, for a coloured edition of thei I:250 000 
geological map). 

STRATIGRAPHIC NOMIENCLATI IRE 

The Mahatta Creek map area is located near the north- 
western extremity of Vancouver Island due west of Port 
Alice (Figure 1-2-l). A base camp was established at 
Mahatta River, some 65 kilometres west of Port Alice at the 
north-central edge of the map area. A dense network of 
well-maintained logging roads provides access to most of 
the map area except in the extreme south (Kyuquot Provin- 
cial Forest) and northeast where access is poor. In addition 
to the road network, over 100 kilometres of coastline was 
investigated, stretching from Brooks Peninsula north to 
Quatsino Sound and east into the northern part of Neroutsos 
Inlet. The map area is covered by the I:50 000.scale Van- 
couver Island aeromagnetic survey (Map 1733G) and the 
1988 Regional Geochemical Survey (Matysek rr al., 1989). 

The region boasts the largest producing mine on Vancou- 
ver Island, the Island Copper open-pit operation located on 
Rupert Inlet (Figure l-2-1). The mine has been a major 
producer of copper and molybdenum ore since 1971 but is 
scheduled to close in 1996. Exploration activity in the 
region has recently increased in the continuing search for 
base and precious metal deposits. Mineral potential maps 
for Vancouver Island at 1:250 CO&scale are currently in 
preparation as part of the recent Corporate Resource Inven- 
tory Initiative (CRII). 

In the descriptions that follw, we have adopted he 
stratigraphic nomenclature of Muller and cow .kers (Muller 
et al., 1974, 19X1; Figure l-2-2). There are, t owcver, out- 
standing problems beyond the scope of this re ,ort that will 
need to be addressed at some fi,ture date. Ther : is prese:r~ly 
no continuous type section for the Quatsino Fc rmation. The 
Parson Bay Formation, as used by Muller an 1 co-auttrtrrs, 
also has no complete section, and at its typ: locality ton 
Harbledown Island across Johrlsmne Strait only the lov.t:r- 
most member is present. The Harbledown F xmation ms 
not been recognized as a mappable unit in the Q”at:sino 
Sound area, and appears to be I.xgely correli live with the 
Bonanza volcanics (and interbedded sediment:) of Quatsino 
Sound whereas these lithologis:s form two d stinct forma- 
tions on the east coast of Vancwver Island (C rlisle, 19;“2). 
As recognized by Muller, J&sky. and othw , many :;txt- 
igraphic sequences have been Ireassembled across ion- 
sions, faults and other structunl complexities without ade- 
quate control. 

TECTONIC SETTING A.ND REGJONAL 
GEOLOGY 

PREVIOUS WORK 
The first geological investigations of northern Vancouver 

Island were made by Dawson (1887) who paid palticular 
attention to Cretaccous coal-bearing strata on the north and 
south shores of Quatsino Sound. Subsequent studies of the 
geology and mineral deposits of the region include those of 
Dolmage (1919). Gunning (1930, 1932). Jeffrey (1962) and 
Northcote (1969, 1971). Detailed descriptions of shoreline 

Vancouver Island lies within the southert part of the 
Insular Belt of the Canadian Corclillera and fo! ms part of the 
Wrangetlia tectonostratigraphic terrane wt ich stretcha 
northwards through the Qwen Chartotw into Alzska 
(Wheeler et al.. 1991). Southern Wrangellia is bounded to 
the east by Cretaceous to Terti.ary plutonic rocks of the 
Coast Belt and is underplated csn the west by tl le Pacific ~<im 
and Crescent terranes which ibrm part of a subduction 
complex that is still being accreted today off :he west coast 
of Vancouver Island (Riddihougz and Hyndm m, 199111. Th’: 
amalgamation of Wrangellia and Alexander 7 :rrane into, th’z 
Insular Supertemme had appiixntly occurre i by late: Pal- 
eozoic (Late Carboniferous) ti!:ne (Gardner et al., 19f18:l. 
Accretion of the Insular Supertrxrane to mo e inboard ter- 
ranes of the Intermontane Bell: t lntermontam Superterrsn~:) 
may be as late as the mid-Creweous (Mong :r rr al., 1’38Z.) 

ldegroot
1992



,\ /’ Jurassic and older 

Figure l-2-1. Generalized geology of northern Vancouver Island (modified after Muller et al., 1974). 
Shaded inset shows location of Mahatta Creek map area. 

or as early as the Middle Jurassic when a single Super- 
terrane was attached to the North American continental 
margin (van der Heyden, 1991). 

The crustal architecture and Mesozoic-Cenozoic strat- 
lgraphy of northern Vancouver Island are shown in Figures 
l-2-1 and l-2-2. A northwesterly trending structural grain is 
delineated by the major stratigraphic units, plutons and 
faults. The region is characterized by numerous fault- 
bounded blocks of homoclinal strata generally dipping 
westward (Muller et al., 1974). The major northwesterly 
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trending faults are transected by a northeasterly trending 
high-angle fault system in the vicinity of Brooks Peninsula. 

The Quatsino Sound area is largely underlain by weakly 
metamorphosed (subgreenschist) Triassic sedimentary 
rocks and Lower Jurassic volcanic-volcaniclastic sequences 
of the Vancouver Group and Bonanza Group, respectively 
(Figure l-2-2). The base of the succession is marked by 
mid-Triassic (Ladinian) argillites (“Daonella beds” in Fig- 
ure l-2-2) intruded by numerous diabasic sills and lesser 
dikes (“sediment-sill” unit of Muller er al., 1974) that have 
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fed a thick sequence of tholeiitic pillow hasalts, submarine 
hreccias and tuffs, and lava flows of the overlying Kar- 
mutsen Formation. In reference sections at Buttle Lake, a 
tripartite subdivision of the Karmutsen Formation has heen 
recognized, comprising a basal pile of pillow Inus overlain 
by hrrccia and tuff and capped by massive lava flows with 
interlava limestone in the uppermost 300 metres of the 
section (Surdam, 1968; Carlisle and Suzuki, 1974). The 
laws are conformably overlain by a succession of Upper 
Triassic marine sedimentary rocks comprising massive bio- 
cl&c limestone and thinly bedded, generally fine-grained 
elastics and impure limestone. The Triassic succession has 
been interpreted to represent a rapidly extruded (3.5-S Ma) 
submarine flood basalt province (Karmutsen Formation) or 
hack-arc rift sequence overlain by platformal limestone and 
shelf rediments (Quatsino and Parson Bay formations; 
Muller, 1977: Barker eta/., 1989). This sequence developed 
on a Devonian to Early Permian island-arc succession of 
calcalkaline volcanics and marine sediments (Buttle Lake 
and Sicker groups; Figure l-2-2). 

Marine sedimentation continued into the Lower Jurassic 
with the deposition of feldspathic wackrs and calcareous 
siltstones (Harbledown Formation). These rocks we uncon- 
formably overlain by subaerial to submarine arc volcanics 
with minor interbedded sediments. and together comprise 
the Bonanza Group. The lower Mesozoic stretigraphy is 
intruded by Early to Middle Jurassic granitoid plutons 
(Island Plutonic Suite) considered to be comagmatic with 
the Bonanza volcanics. Variably deformed gahhro and gra- 
nitoid intrusions in mid-crustal amphibolite-grade rocks of 
the Westcoast Crystalline Complex exposed on the Brooks 
Peninsula are probably genetically related to the Bonanza 
volcanics (Muller ef nl., 1974). Cretaceous marine and 
fluviatile sequences, including the Longarm Formation 
(Kyuquot Group’) and Queen Charlotte Group, were deposi- 
ted as elastic wedges on previously deformed and denuded 
basement rocks. During the Tertiary, localized felsic to 
mafic Alert Bay volcanics and dikes were emplaced across 
northern Vancouver Island in a fore-arc environment spa- 
tially coincident with the trend of the Brooks Peninsula fault 
zone (Armstrong er al., 1985). 

LOCAL STRATIGRAPHY 
The Mahatta Creek map area is underlain principally by 

Bonanza Group volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks. Upper 
Triassic sedimentary rocks and Karmutsen hasalts are 
restricted to the southwestern coastal regions except for a 
narrow strip of Parson Bay Formation along the west side of 
Neroutsos Inlet (Figure l-2-3). Outliers of Cretaceous strata 
are preserved on the west coast and along the southern 
shores of Quatsino Sound. Outcrops of the Queen Charlotte 
Group on the north shore of Quatsino Sound were not 
investigated, and sediments belonging to the Upper Cre- 
taceous Nanaimo Group appear to he absent. Intrusions of 
the Island Plutonic Suite occur throughout the map area 
whereas mafic dikes of presumed Tertiary age appear to be 
concentrated in the south. 
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KARMUTSEN FORMATION 
The Karnutsen Formation is well exposed along the 

southwestern coast between Brooks Peninsula and Restless 
Bight (Figure l-2-3) and extends farther north than shown 
by the mapping of Muller cr al. (1974). The principal 
lithology comprises dark grey to maroon, aphanitic to finely 
porphyritic amygdaloidal basalt flows; pillow basalt. pillow 
hreccias and bedded hyaloclastite deposits are com- 
paratively rare as are coarsely porphyritic, plagioclase- 
phyric lavas. The preponderance of massive flows, the 
recognition of the overlying Quatsino Formation, and the 
local occurrence of limestone beds apparently intercalated 
with Karmutsen basalt in some fault blocks suggest that 
only the upper part of Karmutsen stratigraphy is exposed 
(Figure l-2-3). 

Textures observed in outcrop include a locally pro- 
nounced flow foliation defined by trachytic plagioclase or 
centimetre-scale alternating layers of amygdaloidal and 
compact lava (Plate l-2-1). Amygdules may he concen- 
trated at flow margins and localized vesicle trains are usu- 
ally oriented within the flow foliation. The margins of flows 
are generally sharp and smooth; flow hreccias are rare. 
Irregular joints are commonly lined with chlorite which is 
locally polished and exhibits slickensides; primary col- 
umnar jointing has not been observed. 

In thin section, the primary phases of aphanitic basalts are 
plagioclase microlites (less than 0.5 mm), clinopyroxene, 
iron-titanium oxides (up to 10% by volume) and altered 
volcanic glass (typically 5.20%) displaying intergranular to 
suhophitic or intersertal textures. Plagioclase (lahradorite) 
phenocrysts and rare glomerocrysts in finely porphyritic 
variants reach 2.5 millimetres in length but may exceed 6 
millimetres in coarsely porphyritic flows; clinopyroxene 
rarely attains 1 millimetre in diameter. The more 
holocrystalline flow interiors characteristically contain 
interstitial quartz typical of a tholeiitic residuum. 

The Karmutsen Formation has been subjected to burial 
metamorphism ranging from zeolite facies near the top to 
prehnite-pumpellyite facies in the lower part (summarized 
by Greenwood ef al., 1991). Secondary mineral assem- 
blages observed to date in the Mahatta Creek area com- 
monly include chlorite, epidotelzoisite, carbonate, sericite, 
sphenelleucoxene, quartz, pyrite and clays. In addition, 
zeolite, alhite, prehnite(?) and rare potassium feldspar have 
been observed intilling amygdules, and fibrous actinolite is 
locally found in veinlets and basaltic groundmass. The 
occurrence of actinolite does not appear to be spatially 
related to granitoid intrusions and suggests that peak meta- 
morphic conditions locally reached greenschist grade in the 
some parts of the Karmutsen pile. 

QUATSINO FORMATION 
The Quatsino Formation was named by Dolmage (1919) 

for a thick (750 m) limestone unit exposed at the eastern 
extremity of Quatsino Sound and in Rupat Inlet. Previous 
workers have noted that the formation can he informally 
subdivided into a lower massive and upper thinly bedded 
sequence that grades into overlying Upper Triassic elastic 
rocks of the Parson Bay Formation (Figure l-2-2). Work by 
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Figure I-2-3. Grneralized geology of Mahatta Creek area (92W5); for detailed map .see Open File 19W 10, Q indicates the presencr: 
of Quatsino limestone at the base of the Parson Bay Formation. The star indicates an exploration Projemx I, L&are Lax, Minnwa 
Inc.; 2, Madhat. Pan Orvana Resources Inc. 

Plate 1-2-I. Flow lamination in Karmutsen basalt defined 
by amygdaloidal and compact layem. Southeastern tip of 
unnamed island in Klaskino Inlet 0.4 kilometre northeast of 
Anchorage Island. 

Jeletsky (1970, 1976) has shown rhat the sul standal thick- 
ness of Quatsino limestone in the Rupelt Ink t Alice l.akz 
area is drastically reduced in exposures on he west cozt 
(and also to the east along Que:en Charlotte Strait) w>ic~l 
appear to represent a shorter time span. An monites place 
the Quatsino-Karmutsen contact in the uppe I Carnian: the 
contact with overlying Parsorl IBay Form&i< n is diachror- 
ous, reaching a middle Noris.n a,ge in the irea where the 
Quatsino is thickest (Jeletsky. :.9’76; Tozer, 967). 

In the Mahatta Creek area, Qoatsino limes1 me is expxed 
in the northeastern crxner of the map area i nd as isolated 
outcrops around Klaskino Inlzt where it is I lore exterl:iive 
than previously recognized. TWI new fossilif :rous loca~itics 
have been examined, on an island at th: entrant: of 
Klaskino Inlet, and another deep within it. ‘I he presen~:~z of 
the western facies of Quatsino limestone at tl,e Karmutien 
Parson Bay contact is indicated syn,bolicall,i in 
Figure l-2-3. 

Exposures on the eastern side, of Neroutsos Inlet comprise 
a predominantly massive, though 1ot:ally :hinly bakl.xl, 
medium to dark grey micritic: limestone tha weathers pale 
grey to white. Stylolitic struonrer; are comr 3” and a JIOCIC- 
marked weathering surface is usually ] ronounc:ed in 
shoreline exposures. 

The Quatsino-Karmutsen contact is expos :d on the south- 
eastern shore of Klaskino lnler and in a m :asured xction 
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Plate I-2-2. Thickly to thinly bedded, moderately dipping Quatsino limestone conformably overlying Kannutsen basalr, 

just outside the entrance (Klaskino section of Muller et al., 
1974) where it is sharp and conformable or paraconform- 
able (Plate l-2-2). At the former locality (Figure I-2-3). the 
Quatsino Formation rests on amygdaloidal basalt. The 
Quatsino and Parson Bay formations comprise a westward- 
dipping, westward-facing, continuous stratigraphic succes- 
sion with some minor folding of Quatsino limestone and 
mafic Bonanza dikes near the Karmutsen contact. The basal 
part of the Quatsino comprises a massive, pale grey tine- 
grained limestone about 10 mews thick in gradational con- 
tact with very thinly bedded argillaceous limestone with 
laminae and concretions of black chert. These beds grade 
into very thinly bedded, medium grey, impure micritic lime- 
stone with black shaley partings which in turn passes into a 
laminated to very thinly bedded, dark grey siltstone-argillite 
sequence at the base of the Parson Bay Formation. The total 
thickness of the Quatsino Formation here appears to be 
about 30 metres. A thin limestone layer with abundant 
ammo&es occurs less than 20 metres above the Karmutsen 
contact. 

In the Klaskino section measured by Muller et al. (1974, 
Figure S), the thicknesses of the lower and upper divisions 
of the Quatsino were estimated at approximately 24 and 48 
metres respectively. Massive to locally thinly bedded lime- 
stone at the base of the section is interstratified with Kar- 
mutsen basalt regarded as sills by Muller er al. However, 
there are no obvious thermal or metasomatic effects at these 
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contacts and work in progress may establish an intercalated 
limestone-basalt flow succession as documented elsewhere 
(Figure l-2-2). An isolated limestone horizon in Karmutsen 
basalt was discovered north of Lawn Point (Figure l-Z-3). 

The Quatsino Formation can be traced from its coastal 
exposure in the Klaskino section across the top of Red 
Stripe Mountain where it runs into a fault. It is encountered 
again farther south near the northern tip of an unnamed 
island northeast of Anchorage Island. The Karmutsen- 
Quatsino contact has been intruded by Bonanza diorite and 
is not exposed. The succession here is very similar to that 
described above for southern Klaskino Inlet. Gastropods 
were recovered from the massive basal pan of the Quatsino 
limestone which is at least 12 metres thick. The upper thinly 
bedded division is locally tightly folded; its thickness may 
reach 20 mews. 

PARSON BAY FORMATION 
The Parson Bay Formation is preserved in fault blocks 

surrounding Klaskino Inlet and northeast of Klashkish Inlet, 
in a westerly striking belt extending from Red Stripe Moun- 
tain to the coast (Klaskino section), at Side Bay, and on the 
south shore of the main channel of Quatsino Sound where it 
becomes Neroutsos Inlet. The fommtional name was advo- 
cated by Crickmay (1928) for Triassic sedimentary rocks 
originally comprising part of the Triassic-Jurassic Parson 



Bay Group on Harbledown Island (Bancroft. 1913). Muller 
et al. (1974) were the first to apply this name to the Upper 
Triassic sediments of northern Vancouver Island. As used 
by these authors, the Upper Triassic Parson Bay Formation 
now incorporates the following units mapped by Jeletsky 
(1976) as part of his “Sedimentary Division of the Bonanza 
Subgroup”, from base to top: a basal pelitic unit with minor 
impure limestone interbeds or “Thinly Bedded Member”; a 
elastic or “Arenaceous Member” comprising predomi- 
nantly interbedded greywacke and xgillite with minor tuff 
and pebble conglomerate, locally argillaceous at the top; an 
upper limestone unit with minor elastics or “Sutton Forma- 
tion” present only in eastern Quatsino Sound; and a 
sequence of waterlain volcanic breccias and tuffs or 
“Hecate Cove Formation” (base of Jeletsky’s “Volcanic 
Division of the Bonanza Subgroup”) directly underlying 
Lower Jurassic Bonanza volcanics and also best exposed in 
the eastern part of Quatsino Sound. The age of the Parson 
Bay Formation in the area is well controlled by fossils and 
extends from lowermost to uppermost Norian. 

The Klaskino section described by Muller et al. (I 974, 
Figure 4 and Table 3) is considered to be the most complete. 
From south to north, laminated to thinly bedded dark grey to 
black impure limestones, calcareous siltstones and shales in 
gradational contact with Quatsino Formation pass into simi- 
lar lithologies with local interbeds of normally graded, feld- 
spathic wacke and minor intraformational limestone brec- 
cia. At the top of the section, a fault separates these thinly 
bedded sediments from coarser elastics comprising pre- 
dominantly thickly bedded limestone breccias with a 
tuffaceous matrix with minor micritic limestone and pebble 
conglomerate. These beds are overlain by mafic to inter- 
mediate lavas of the Bonanza volcanics that appear to repre- 
sent the Parson Bay Bonanza transition. Jeletsky (1976, 
p. IS) considered the latter rocks to be uppermost Triassic 
(“Hecate Cove Formation”). 

Outcrops of Parson Bay Formation in eastern Quatsino 
Sound at Buchholz Channel have a significantly higher 
proportion of carbonate beds and coarse volcaniclastic 
detritus than their counterparts on the west coast. These 
rocks, together with correlative units on the north shore of 
Quatsino Sound, were studied in detail by Jeletsky (1976) 
and formed his uppermost Triassic - lowermost Jurassic 
stratigraphy. 

The northwesterly striking succession at Buchholz Chan- 
nel generally dips and youngs to the west but is structurally 
complicated by faults and small-scale folds (Jeletsky, 1976, 
Figure 17). A wide variety of lithologies recur throughout 
the sequence: pale to medium grey, relatively pure fine- 
grained massive limestone, whife to pale buff on weathered 
surfaces and locally exhibiting laminae and concretions of 
black chat; thinly bedded, impure micritic limestone com- 
monly with interbeds of calcareous siltstone and black 
argillite; limestone breccias with angular fragments (up to 
8 cm across) of dark gray limestone set in a micritic matrix; 
medium greenish grey, thinly bedded tuffaceous wackes; 
volcanic conglomerates and sandstones with carbonate-rich 
matrices; and grey-green volcanic breccias of epiclastic and 
pyroclastic origin. At the eastern end of Buchholr Channel, 
coarse epiclastic deposits including limestone breccias over- 
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lie dark greenish grey medium-xzdded lapilli t offs and mas- 
sive augite-phyric mafic flows. leletsky (197 5, p. 29) ?as 
also identified pillow lava and pillow brecc ias at apr’ar- 
ently the same stratigraphic horizon. A success eon of aug ~:e- 
phyric Iwas and thickly or indistinctly bedded volc:ardc 
breccias is also exposed along the westtm shore of 
Neroutsos Inlet where they appear to be interc dated loc~illy 
with massive limestone and laminat~ed to third: bedded dirk 
grey siltstones, mudstones and argillaceou limestoru:s. 
Although there is little doubt that thes, carbon;W 
volcaniclastic sequences were laid down in st allow marine 
or littoral environments, the marsive laws I lay repn:!c:nt 
locally emergent or intratidal conditions. Th,: Parson llay 
Formation at Buchholz Channel thus appear: to mark lhe 
transition from Upper Triasx marine sedimentation tc 
Lower Jurassic Bonanza volcari:,m. The exact timing off fair 
transition may be revealed by limestone sam ales cum%ntlq 
being processed for microfossils, 

The Parson Bay Formation cropping out on the north a.ncl 
south shores of Klaskino Inlet also contair s the Parror. 
Bay Bonanza transition. Here, I he strata con prise a g:nw 
ally westward-dipping, westwarcl-fixing succc &on of l~arni-. 
nated to medium-bedded, dark grey to black, ocelly pyl.i,tic 
argillites, silicified siltstones, calcareous ! iltstones a.ntl 
argillaceous limestones. The sections are arti Ficially th .l:k.- 
ened by faulting, folding and intrusion of E onanza ~&Ire!; 
and sills. In both sections, the uppermost xds of fne.- 
grained elastics with minor c;ubonate are o wlain by, 0’ 
intercalated with, a structurall:y concordant sequence 0~: 
well-bedded volcaniclastic-epi8zlastic depo ;its and lilvi~ 
flows. For mapping purposes, we have arbitra ,ily placed the 
contact shown in Figure l-2-3 at the lowes stratigmphic 
horizon of lava, pyroclastic cc coarse epicl. .stic material. 
Both Jeletsky and Muller and coworkers reco :nire an ird:er- 
fingering of Parson Bay and Elonanza litholc :ies. 

On the north shore of Klaskirro Inlet, the t ighest part of 
the Person Bay Formation, a very thinly be, ,ded, varixbl!i 
silicified argiltite-siltstone suw:ssion, is in sharp cortact 
with an aphanitic intermediate ::ill(?) and is overlain tl,y ii 
medium to thickly bedded, mix& epiclastic-p troclastic iuc- 
cession of variegated maroon to pale green tu ‘faceous brec- 
cias, sandstones, lapilli tuffs and minor mafic amygdalcidal 
flows. The fragmental rocks wntain angular o subrourded 
clasts (up to 5 cm across) of fi,ne-grained n afic to r:i icit: 
volcanic rocks and mark the base of the Ban ~nza Group as 
defined above. These ctasti::. are overlain by a thick 
sequence of malic amydaloidxl flows. 

The contact between the Parson Bay formation and 
Bonanza votcanics on the south shore of Kl lskino Inl:t is 
gradational. The top of the transition zone is marked by 
variably altered, pale greeni!;h grey, tmassi ie vitric~-lithic 
tuff (welded?) of silicic compcxition, overlaj n by aphanitic 
rhyolitic lavas with spherulitic devitrifici tion texture:;. 
These lithologies overlie dark grey laminat, d to med 1u11- 
bedded micritic limestones arld calcareous n ludstones with 
minor siltstone and argillite intcrbeds. Disseminated pyriw 
is locally concentrated in conformable Iaye s up to ~1 cew 
time&e thick. These rocks are overlain by a ess calcareous 
sequence of mudstones and :;iltstones int x&ted with 
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tuffaceous sandstones and siltstones and medium-bedded 
crystal-vitric (water-washed?) intermediate to silicic tuffs. 
The exact thickness of the transition zone is uncertain due to 
intrusion and faulting, but it probably represents a minimum 
stratigraphic interval of several hundred metres. The more 
xenaceow and tuffaceous character of elastic sequences 
within the transition is reminiscent of lithologies in the 
uppermost part of the Parson Bay Formation at Side Bay. 

BONANZA VOLCANICS 
According to present definitions, the Bonanza Group 

(Gunning, 1932) comprises Lower Jurassic sedimentary 
rocks of the Harbledown Formation unconformably over- 
lain by Bonanza volcanics (Muller ef al., 1981; Figure 
l-2-2). Where the Harbledown Formation is missing, as 
appears to be the case in the Mahatta Creek area, Bonanza 
volcanics rest directly on Upper Triassic sediments of the 
Parson Bay Formation with no definitive evidence for a 
major erosional unconformity. In fact, as noted above, a 
narrow tuffaceous interval records the passage from a 
marine shallow-water to predominantly volcanic environ- 
ment. Muller ef al. (1974) measured a thickness of some 
2500 metres for a section of Bonanza volcanics at Cape 
Parkins but expressed doubts as to its stratigraphic integrity. 

The age of the Bonanza volcanics has been established as 
early Sinemurian to early Pliensbachian by ammonites and 
bivalves collected from intra-Bonanza sediments within the 
Mahatta Creek area (Muller et al., 1974; Jeletsky, 1976). in 
a measured section at Cape Parkins (Muller ef al., 1974) and 
further south in Kyuquot Sound (Frebold and Tipper, 1970). 
Macrofossils in the Harbledown Formation yield a similar 
age range indicating that this formation is largely coeval 
with Bonanza volcanics and interbedded sedimentary rocks. 
Potassium-argon isotopic dates (103-161 Ma, mid- 
Cretaceous to early Late Jurassic) are minimum ages only 
(Muller et al., 1974). 

The Bonanza volcanics show many of the characteristics 
inherent to ancient volcanic terrains that prevent formal 
subdivision, not the least of which are the lack of distinctive 
lithostratigraphic markers. extreme variations or recurrence 
of lithologies in space and time, and inadequate fossil con- 
trol. When combined with the structural complexities 
known to exist, it is not surprising that previous workers 
have had their respective difficulties in attempting to sub- 
divide the Bonanza into regionally significant mappable 
units. It was for these reasons that Muller et al. (1974) 
decided to incorporate the Upper Triassic sedimentary units 
recognized by Jeletsky (1969, 1970, 1976) into the Parson 
Bay Formation, and placed little faith in Jeletsky’s informal 
lithostratigraphic subdivision of Bonanza volcanics. At this 
time, we offer limited insight into these problems. 

The Bonanza volcanics are an extremely diverse suite of 
extrusive and intrusive subvolcanic rock types that range in 
composition from basalt to rhyolite and reflect both sub- 
aqueous and continental volcanic and epiclastic environ- 
ments. The main volcanic lithologies include basaltic flows, 
relatively minor pillow breccias and tuffs, and rare pillow 
laws; rhyodacitic to rhyolitic flows; intermediate to silicic 
ash-flow tuffs, pyroclastic breccias and minor ash-fall mate- 
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rial; and intermediate porphyritic lavas of apparently minor 
volume. Intercalated sedimentary sequences include fine- 
grained elastics and carbonates, volcanic wackes, sand- 
stones and conglomerates, and laharic breccias. Descrip- 
tions of lithologies that illustrate the diverse natwe of 
Bonanza volcanics in the Mahatta Creek area are given 
below along with some preliminary insights into potential 
regional differences in volcanic regimes that require further 
investigation. 

The basaltic rocks are typically dark grey to greenish grey 
where freshest, and maroon to pale green where altered. 
They have aphanitic to fine-grained textures and are com- 
monly amygdaloidal with carbonate, chlorite, epidote, 
zeolite and silica infillings. In thin section, aphanitic var. 
ants contain plagioclase microlites and microphenocrysts 
and clinopyroxene grains set in an oxide-charged ground- 
mass. Plagioclase phenocrysts rarely exceed 2 millimetres 
in length in the more porphyritic laws. Rare megacrystic 
flows contain phenocrysts of euhedral plagioclase and 
glomerocrystic intergrowths exceeding 1 centimetre in mu- 
imum dimension that may comprise up to 15 volume per 
cent of the rock (Plate l-2-3). Some of these textures resem- 
ble those found in Kannutsen basalts. However, Bonanza 
basal& are usually less epidotized than Karmutsen lavas, 
which appears to reflect primary differences in bulk 
composition. 

Excellent exposures of basaltic pillow breccias interbed- 
ded with shallow-water marine sediments occur on the 
unnamed point forming the northern tip of Restless Bight 
(Figure l-2-3). Dark grey to bright red or pale green, 
altered, aphanitic basalt flows (2 to 6 m thick) with dense 
interiors that grade into amygdaloidal tops overlain by 
scoriaceous flow breccias form the lowest outcrops of a 
westward-dipping, westward-younging stratigraphic suc- 
cession. These flows are overlain by a thinly to thickly 
bedded sequence of grey-brown weathering intercalated pil- 
low breccias (Plate l-2-4), pebble conglomerates and coarse 
tuffaceous sandstones with calcareous cement, including a 
thin (2 m) bed containing abundant crystals of gypsum (5 
mm across). Some of the pillow breccias have been 
emplaced as submarine debris flows in which broken and 
whole pillows (up to I m long) are suspended in a cal- 
caxous sandy matrix. The gypsum bed probably represents 
a local sabkha-type environment. These beds are overlain 
by a succession of thin to medium-bedded sandy limestones 
and calcareous sandstones that contain large, coarsely car- 
rugated clams identified as Weyla sp. (GSC locality 
C-2081 19, Haggart, 1992) which is consistent with an Early 
Jurassic (Sinemurian to Toarcian) age. 

Viscous rhyolitic lavas are pale grey to greenish grey or 
maroon rocks with aphanitic to finely porphyritic textures. 
Dark grey to greenish black, partially devitrified obsidian is 
found in dikes and flows. Porphyritic varieties contain 
sparse (less than 5% by volume) euhedral feldspar phe- 
nocrysts less than 2 millimetres in length. Flow lamination 
and flow folds are usually conspicuous. Local flow breccias 
contain variably rotated, angular fragments of flow- 
laminated rhyolite up to 30 centimetres in length. Sphemli- 
tic devitrification textures are locally well developed with 
individual spherulites attaining 3 centimetres in diameter 
(Plate l-2-5). 



Plate l-2-3. Coarsely plagioclase-physic basalt flow show- 
ing glomerocrystic texure, Bonanm volcanics. 

Pale grey-green t” maroon, rhyolitic to dacitic or andesi- 
tic ash-flow tuffs and monolithic to heterolithic tuff- 
breccias and pyroclastic breccias are commonly associated 
with the rhyolitic lavas. Monolithic breccias typically con- 
tain abundant angular t” subrounded clasts of tlow- 
laminated rhyolite; most are lapilli-sire although some 
blocks exceed a metre in length. Heterolithic breccias con- 
tain contain accidental clasts of basaltic laws in addition to 
rhyolitic fragments. Vitroclastic matrices are nonwelded t” 
strongly welded wilh dark green. collapsed pumice lapilli. 
These pyroclastic deposits m”st likely represent small- 
volume explosive phenomena associated with the growth of 

rhyolitic flow-dome complex~;. The ash-fh w tuffs inc:lude 
vitric, vitric-lithic and crystal- Ethic varieri< s and moot ire 
welded to some degree with locally prom unced eotaitic 
pumice (Plate l-2-6). The m”re intemxdia e comp”siticns 
are generally crystal-lithic lapilli tuffs with /up to IS r~~~lume 
per cent accidental rock fr;lg,ments, 20 p:r cent pumice 
lepilli and I5 per cent euhedr;d to broken xystals, mostly 
plagioclasr (less than 3 mm hng). Their dl cidrdly h:tero- 
lithic nature and finer average clast size uith fcwrr llow- 
laminated rhyolite fragmenls soggrsts thz r these caroling 
units represent the far-travelled rquivale Its of rh),olitic 
hreccias associutrd with tlowd”me corn@ :xer or dixal(?) 
outtlow facies of caldera complexes. The w &spread occur- 
rence of densely welded textures~ in the sili~ ic t” intermedi- 
ate pyroclastic rocks s”gge:a that much If the Bonar~za 
volcanism \PAS continental. H:owever. the :“tal volu ne of 
silkir pyroclastic material appears to he s tbstantially Ie:ss 
then that of rnafic lavas in the area. 

Coarsely pwphyritic, greer!.ish grry to maroon sugite- 
phyric lava\ and associated I:uffs are ~XI “srd &rg ‘:he 
eastern margin of the map are;~ (Figure 1-2 3). These mafic 
to intermediate flows are chrrxterired by up to 20 v Aume 
per cent euhedral phenocrysts “f augite (UK to 8 mm long), 
or au& and plagioclase, an~d exhibit seriee textuwc and 
amygdaloidal tops. They an: int,ercalated \ 6th more fin:ly 
porphyritic C.-Z2 mm) au& ;!.nd plagiocla ;e-hearing lass 
that may extend slightly farther west tlxm de limit sh<lwrl in 
Figure l-2-3 The succession includes 1~ xl&d Ibeds of 
a&-bearing lapjlli tuff and tuff-breccia I Ich in frag,ments 
of fine-grained t” porphyriti: ~volcanic rock i. Some “‘these 
pyroclastic deposits may be waterlain. 
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Plate l-2-5. Spherulitic devitrification in 
rhyolite flow, Bonanza volcanics. 

Maroon to pale green laharic breccias are a minor but 
conspicuous component of the epiclastic rocks. They incor- 
porate angular to well-rounded clasts (up to 0.8 m across) of 
the volcanic lithologies described above, in addition to 
minor sedimentary rocks including rare limestone. Flow 
imbrication or prefened orientation of clasts in the plane of 
the flow is locally apparent. The finer grained epiclastic 
detritus generally forms well-bedded sequences of 
tuffaceous pebble conglomerate, sandstone, siltstone and 
argillite. Marine sediments intercalated with Bonanza vol- 
canics comprise dark grey to grey-green, laminated to 
medium-bedded impure limestone, calcareous mudstone 
and siltstone, and variably silicified siltstone and argillite. 
These limy sequences are very similar to Parson Bay sedi- 
ments and recognition is dependant on fossil control where 
contacts with volcanic rocks are obscured. 

Some interesting relationships are evident in the distribu- 
tion of volcanic lithologies across the Mahatta Creek map 
sheet. The western two-thirds of the area is underlain by a 
seemingly bimodal aphanitic to finely porphyritic basalt- 
rhyolite association in which basaltic rocks appear to be 
much more volumeuically significant. Distinctively por- 
phyritic, mafic to intermediate augite and plagioclase- 
bearing extrusive rocks appear more abundant in the east. 
As both assemblages are intimately associated with Upper 
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Triassic sedimentary rocks of the Parson Bay Formation, it 
seems probable that this spatial petrographic variation in 
lava types was established at the onset of Bonanza 
volcanism. 

Geochemical data provide some insight into the possible 
significance of these petrographic variations. Muller et al. 
(1974. Table 4) presented I9 major element analyses of 
B0tXilXa “andesites”, “dacites” and “rhyolites” from 
Cape Parkins at the entrance to Quatsino Sound (Figure 
l-2-l) and concluded that the petrography and chemistry of 
these rocks was compatible with a calalkaline affinity. It is 
worth noting, however, that based on silica content alone, 
almost all of the “andesites” in this table would be classi- 
fied as basal@ the “dacites” are andesites, and the 
“rhyodacites” have rhyodacitic to rhyolitic compositions. 
Orthopyroxene was apparently confirmed in some samples 
but these were not identified. The titania content of the 
basalts (>l weight %) is consistently high and unusually so 
for an arc-related calcalkaline suite. Muller et al. (197411 did 
note an alkalic affinity for the more mafic members of the 
suite on an alkali-silica plot but attributed this to alkali 
metasomatism. Recent geochemical analyses of basaltic to 
rhyolitic rock types by Minnova Inc. geologists at LeMare 
Lake, and work in progress, leave little doubt that alkali 
metasomatism is a factor, but the freshest basalts consis- 
tently exhibit a mildly alkalic affinity. This contrasts with 
the geochemistry of augite-phyric Bonanza volcanics in the 
Pembenon Hills area northwest of the Island Copper mine 
which are demonstrably subalkaline with a tholeiite (arc?) 
signature (Panteleyev and Koyanagi, 1993. this volume). 

LONGARM FORMATION 
The Longarm Formation was proposed by Sutherland 

Brown (1968) to include all sedimentary rocks of Early 
Cretaceous (Valanginian to Barremian) age on the Queen 
Charlotte Islands. Long Inlet, previously called the Long 
Arm of Skidegate Inlet on Graham Island, was defined as a 
type area for this formation. Lithostratigraphy described by 
Sutherland Brown includes shallow-water marine con- 
glomerates fining upward to shale. A recently refined Cre- 
taceous stratigraphy on the Queen Charlotte islands (Hag- 
gart, 1989, 1991; Haggart and Gamba, 1990; Haggart ef al., 
1991) may be similar to northern Vancouver Island strat- 
igraphy, but scarcity of Cretaceous sedimentary rocks in the 
Mahatta Creek area allows for only the simplest of correla- 
tions at this time. The stratigraphy of the Longarm Forma- 
tion on Vancouver Island has been subdivided by Jeletsky 
(1976) into five mappable facies. From oldest to youngest 
these lithologies are: fossiliferous calcareous greywacke; 
massive, calcareous, fossiliferous, concretionary siltstone; 
impure limestone, calcareous sandstone and conglomerate; 
bioclastic limestone and calcarenite; and calcareous concre- 
tionary greywacke with pebble conglomerate at its @se. 

Strata assigned to the Longarm Formation crop out along 
the northern and northwestern margins of the map area. 
Here, this unit represents a transgressive sequence ranging 
from basal shallow-marine fossiliferous conglomerates and 
lithic sandstones up to deeper water shales. The sequence 
onlaps Lower Jurassic Bonanza volcanic rocks with angular 
unconformity. 



Plarc I-2-h. Welded. lithic-rich lapilli-tuff, Bonanza \‘oIcanics. I&tare Lake property. Edinnava Inc. 

Thick accumulations of Cretaceous sediments are com- 
mon north of the study area (Figure 1-2-l). The scarcity of 
these sediments within the study area, and their distribution 
only along its notthem margin, suggests that most of the 
region persisted as a paleohigh throughout Cretaceous time. 

For the most part, Jeletsky’s facies arc not observed west 
of Mahatta River. Here, fossiliferous marine conglomerate 
and lithic arenite are the most common Cretaceous 
lithologies. At Goading Cove, a structurally complex area at 
the western margin of the study area (Figure l-2-3). the 
sequence fines upward from conglomerate into black tissile 
shale. The conglomerate is typically composed of well- 
rounded granule to cobble-sized clasts grading upward into 
and interbedded with massive, buff-weathering, medium to 
light grey, calcareous lithic arenite and wacke. Bivalve 
shells are very common. Conglomerate clasts are typically 
volcanic with the exception of rare medium-grained diorite 
clasts. Coarse-grained rocks grade upwards into unfossili- 
ferous, thinly bedded, dark grey calcareous siltstone and 
tine-grained sandstone which in turn grades upward into 
orange-weathering, black fissile shale. 

East of Mahatta River, at Kewquodie Creek (Figure 
l-2-3). gently dipping, grey-green weathering, light grey to 
maroon siltstone and lithic wacke predominate. These beds 
are locally coocretionary and have minor conglomerate 
interbeds; carbonate concretions are common locally. 

Geologicnl Fieldvvork 1992. Puper /993-l 

Jeletsky placed rocks in thi!; ;xea within tis uppermost 
(Barremian) subdivision of the Longann FOI mation. 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
Granitoid intrusions of the, Island Plutomc Suite cccur 

throughout the map area and we the prime tz rgeta for skarn 
and porphyry copper exploraion. The most common rock 
types are greenish grey to white weathel ing, mediunl- 
grained. equigranular homblf:nde diorite to quartz diorits:, 
feldspar porphyries of dioritic: composition, nonzonire and 
minor granodiorite. The more mafic graniiaids are chlo- 
ritired and variably sericitired Two varietb :s of porphy~,y 
are found: crowded porphytiezi with large :<I cm:1 ph<:- 
nocrysts and glomerocrysts of plagioclar : (30.40 .vol- 
ume %) and lesser homblendt: (6%); and [ orphyries wil,h 
5-10 per cent phenocrysts of cuhedral plagio :lase (<4mm). 
The latter intrusions locally show syenitic margins a few 
metres wide and some have local concentr,ltions (up to 5 
volume %) of pyrite cubes reaching 1 centir xtre in dia~m,:- 
ter. The large monzonitic intrJr,ion in Klootc hlimmis Creek 
has a core of granodiorite. Weakly deveh ped magrls-tite 
skams are locally present at their margins. 

Dikes of presumed Tertiary age cut thro Igh foldecl aud 
faulted Upper Triassic and Lower Jurassic ocks. The vat 
majority are dark grey, weakly omygrlaloir al basal& with 
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distinctive dark brawn to buff spheroidal weathering of 
blocky joints; rhyolitic dikes are comparatively rare. The 
dikes reach 4 me&es in width and commonly display chilled 
flow-laminated margins extending up to 15 centimetres 
from the contact. Most are aphanitic to sparsely porphyritic; 
plagioclase-phyric varieties containing up to 15 volume per 
cent phenocrysts with hiatal textures are rare. Pyrite is 
locally present along fractures but propylitic alteration is 
generally inconspicuous. The dikes are steeply dipping 
(65”.90”) but appear to have no preferred regional orienta- 
tion. They do, however, appear to be spatially restricted to 
the vicinity of the Brooks Peninsula fault zone where north- 
easterly trending, post-tectonic dikes of intermediate to 
rhyolitic composition have been mapped previously 
(Smyth, 1985). These intrusions may represent the conduits 
for Neogene extrusive rocks known farther east which have 
been related to near-trench plate-edge volcanism (Arm- 
strong er al., 1985). 

STRUCTURE 
Block faulting typifies the structural style within the 

study area where abundant faults of various orientations 
commonly dip steeply and exhibit both strike-slip and dip- 
slip displacement. Sedimentary and volcanic rocks within 
fault-bounded blocks almost invariably dip and face west- 
ward and describe a northwesterly trending homocline. 
Muller ef a(. (1974) have placed this area on the western 
flank of the Victoria arch, the culmination of which is 
located east of Nimpkish Lake, approximately 40 kilo- 
metres east of the study area (Figure l-2. I). East of the arch, 
block-faulted strata dip and face eastward. 

Rocks within the study area have undergone multiple 
stages of deformation ranging in age from Jurassic through 
to Tertiary as follows: 

0 The oldest episode of deformation recognized is a 
folding and block-faulting event which postdates 
Lower Jurassic volcanism but predates Lower Cre- 
taceous sedimentation. 

0 Folding and faulting of Lower Cretaceous sedimentary 
rocks represents a second event apparently controlled 
by northwesterly trending, predominantly right-lateral 
transcurrent to tmnspressional faulting. 

0 Normal faults of Tertiary age truncate and reactivate 
many pre-existing structures. 

Unfortunately, marker horizons are scarce and valley-fill 
masks most major faults making motion determinations 
difficult if not impossible to ascertain directly. Most pro- 
gress has been made using kinematic indicators associated 
with minor faults found near the more dominant features. 

UPPER TRIASSIC THROUGH LOWER JURASSIC 
Volcanic rocks of the Upper Triassic Karmutsen Forma- 

tion form the base of the stratigraphic succession exposed in 
the study area. Conformable contacts between the Kar- 
mutsen and overlying Upper Triassic Quatsino and Panon 
Bay Formation marine sediments, as well as the subaqueous 
to subaerial Lower Jurassic Bonanza volcanics, confirm that 
this time span represented a period of uplift, but otherwise 

relative tectonic quiescence. Some faulting was certainly 
ongoing during Lower Jurassic volcanism as Bonanza- 
equivalent dikes have locally intruded along pre-existing 
faults. 

PRE-LOWER CRETACEOUS DEFORMATION 
The earliest recognizable deformational episode occurred 

prior to the deposition of the Lowrr Cretaceous Longarm 
Formation. The time period between Lower Jurassic volca- 
nism and Lower Cretaceous sedimentation accounted for 
significant shortening and block-faulting. The apparent 
absence of volcanic and sedimentary rocks of Middle to 
Late Jurassic age suggests that this was also a period of 
extensive uplift and erosion. 

Probably the earliest tectonic event was prompted by east 
to northeastward directed compressional stresses that 
caused widespread tilting of Lower Jurassic and older strata 
to form the northwesterly trending homocline recognized 
throughout the study area. Some of the northerly plunging 
mesoscopic and megascopic folds may also be attributed to 
this episode, as well as northwest to northeasterly striking 
reverse and thrust faults. Jeletsky (1976) assigned a Middle 
Jurassic age to this period of deformation, and more recent 
studies in the Queen Charlotte Islands have also defined a 
Middle Jurassic episode of folding and faulting (Thompson 
et al., 199 I; Lewis and Ross, 199 1). 

Within the Middle to Late Jurassic time-frame, folded 
and tilted sediments were cut by easterly striking, northerly 
dipping thrust faults and associated drag folds which formed 
in reponse to south to southwesterly directed compression. 
Southerly directed compression is supported by the pres- 
ence of an east to southeast-striking, steeply dipping, pres- 
sure solution cleavage in Quatsino limestone on the eastern 
side of Neroutsos Inlet as well as in Parson Bay limestones 
in the southwest corner of the study area. 

POST LOWER CRETACEOUS To PRE-TERTIARY 
DEFORMATION 

The Lower Cretaceous Longarm Formation is a fining 
upward, transgressive sequence which onlaps the older units 
with angular unconformity. As noted earlier, most of the 
study area was a paleohigh forming the southern flank of a 
Cretaceous basin. 

Lower Cretaceous and older rocks have been displaced, 
sheared and folded by northwest-trending, steeply dipping 
faults which locally show right-lateral displacement. Defor- 
mation associated with these faults increases in intensity 
toward the western part of the study area. Drag folds along 
these faults, as well as faults of similar orientation, are 
believed to have formed in a north to northeasterly directed 
compressional regime. Longarm Formation sedimentary 
rocks typically have a shallow dip but are locally dragged 
into northwesterly plunging folds adjacent to these faults; 
this is particularly evident along the Goading Cove fault. 
The Restless fault is another example of a northwesterly 
trending fault which shows a west-up and probably right- 
lateral sense of displacement (Figure l-2-3). Parson Bay 
sediments adjacent to it have been thrown into a series of 
northwesterly plunging chevron folds (Plate l-2-7). 
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Plate I-2-7. Chevron folds in thinly bedded Parson Bay sediments. 

Steeply dipping, northwesterly trending faults form some 
of the most conspicuous lineaments within the study area. 
One of the most notable and intensely studied is the Mahatta 
River fault (Figure l-2-3). North of the study area it offsets 
Cretaceous strata with right-lateral motion and, within the 
study area, there is some evidence for dip-slip motion bring- 
ing the southwest side up (J&sky, 1976). 

The LeMare Lake fault is the only major fault in the 
Mahatta Creek area that displaces a known stratigraphic 
marker. At Red Stripe Mountain, Upper Triassic sedimen- 
tary rocks of the Quatsino and overlying Parsons Bay forma- 
tions are displaced to the south in a right-lateral sense by a 
system of subparallel faults. The magnitude of displacement 
across this composite fault trace, as indicated by the Quat- 
sine limestone, is of the order of 5 kilometres. Subsidiary 
minor faults on the south side of the entrance to Klaskino 
Inlet locally exhibit subhorizontal slickensides consistent 
with late lateral motion. 

TERTIARYNORMALFAULTING 
Northeasterly trending normal faults truncate and reacti- 

vate many pre-existing structures throughout the study area. 
The most intense zone of normal faulting lies along the 
Brooks Peninsula fault zone. Earliest movement along this 
fault is constrained by the truncation of major, north- 
westerly trending faults which cut Lower Cretaceous beds. 
Latest motion probably coincides with the eruption of Alert 
Bay volcanics and intrusion of coeval basaltic dikes. 

Geological Fieldwork 1992, Paper 1993-I 

KINEMATIC ANALVSIS 
Motion determinations on m:Ljor structure, were diflicult 

to assess due to the overall lack of ma-ker horixns. 
However, kinematic features shown by mar y minor faults 
were analyzed. Most fault planes are slick msided, and a 
small percentage of faults show minor offse s or drag Folds 
giving a definitive movemem direction. 

When poles to faults are p:lotted and c~mtoured, what 
appears to be a somewhat random array of Bults reveals a 
few consistent orientations (Figure I-2.4A, B). Kbwnalic 
indicators on some of these faults (drag folds, af’sels, 
slickensides) also reveal some consistencies IS follows (Fig- 
ure I-2-4C): 

. The majority of stnxturw which revea ed right-~l;lteml 
motion are associated with steeply dipr ing, northuwt- 
trending faults (Figure I-2X, I~-2.5A ). 

l Nonnal faults are more variable in or entation cue to 
the reactivation of older structures. T xse fault:; t)p- 
ically trend northeast and dip steepl! to moderately 
(Figure l-2.4C, l-2.SB). 

0 Structures which displa,y thrust or rev xse motirm xc 
also quite variable but are somewhat consisten. with 
northeasterly directed and south tc southwesterly 
directed compressional events (figure l-1..4,C, 
I-2.5C). 
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Figure I-2-4. Equal-arca plot of poles to faults within the Mahatta Creek map area. 
(A) plot of poles: (B) contoured utilizing a contour interval of 2% points per I ‘/r area: 
(C) faults with known displacement. 
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LITHOLOGICALCONTROLSONSTRUCTURAL 
STYLES 

Thick, massive Karmutsen hasalts, the stratigraphically 
lowest unit in the area, may have controlled the dominant 
structural style by accomodating strain by block faulting 
(Muller, 1974). This competent unit has formed a firm base 
which may have shielded the less competent overlying units 
from more intense deformation. 

Bedded sediments of the Parson Bay Formation, and to a 
lesser extent the Quatsino Formation, have accommodated 
strain by flexural-slip folding and bedding-parallel shear. 
These folds are most evident in the west of the study area 
and typically verge toward the southwest or northeast. 
Locally, the overlying Bonanza volcanics are also broadly 
warped along similar fold axes. Bedded epiclastic and 
pyroclastic rocks within the Bonanza Formation commonly 
show bedding-parallel shear but mesoscopic folds are rare. 

Poles to bedding planes have been plotted on equal-area 
stereonets for the Bonanza volcanics and Parson Bay, Quat- 
sino and Longarm formations (Figure l-Z-6). The Triassic 
and Jurassic lithologies show fairly consistent northwesterly 
to southwesterly dips. The Parson Bay sediments have been 
more prone to accomodation of strain by folding along 
north-northeast to north-northwesterly trending fold axes. 
Longarm sediments are typically subhorizontal to gently 
dipping, except where they have been dragged along north- 
westerly trending faults. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY AND 
EXPLORATION ACTIVITY 

The prime economic targets in the Quatsino Sound area 
are gold-bearing iron and copper-rich skams, precious metal 
bearing epithermal systems, porphyry deposits as charac- 
terized by the Island Copper orebody, and gold-enriched 
high-sulphidation systems transitional between porphyry 
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and epithemml environments (Panteleyev, 1992). Recent 
summaries of these deposit types can be found in McMillan 
ef al. (1992) and Dawson et al. (1991), and the results of 
recent fieldwork in transitional environments west of Island 
Copper (Red Dog Hushamu) are given by Panteleyev and 
Koyanagi (1993, this volume). Some 40 mineral occur- 
rences in the map area are documented in the MINFILE 
database. Details of their locations and principal com- 
modities are given in Open File 1993-10. 

The Mahatta Creek area contains one past producer, the 
Yreka mine. situated just west of Neroutsos Inlet (Figure 
1-2-3). Work began in 1898 and intermittent production 
between 1902 and 1967 totalled some 145 Ooo tonnes aver- 
aging 2.7 per cent copper, 31 grams per tonne silver and 
0.34 gram per tonne gold. The ore is associated with an 
epidote-garnet skarn assemblage developed in limestones 
and augite-plagioclase-bearing limy tuffs of the Parson Bay 
Formation. The skarns are associated with quartz- 
plagioclase porphyry dikes and sills. Disseminated pyr- 
rhotite and chalcopyrite with sparse pyrite. magnetite and 
hematite are locally controlled by faults or occur along 
stratigraphic horizons as lensoid replacement bodies 
(Wilson, 1955). Skam occurrences in the surrounding area 
also contain minor amounts of sphalerite and galena. 

Minor quartz feldspar porphyry intrusions are also found 
farther south near the eastern margin of a larger body of 
diorite near the mouth of Teem Creek. Hydrothermal altera- 
tion is pronounced and hints of porphyry-style mineralira- 
tion are found in local breccia pipes that contain dissemi- 
nated chalcopyrite. The breccias contain rare sulphide 
fragments that signify a complex multi-stage history (,C.I. 
Godwin. personal communication, 1992). Hydrothermal 
stockworks and veins containing copper and traces of 
molybdenum and precious metals are found elsewhere in 
the region. 

Exploration activity in the Mahatta Creek area in 1992 
was largely focused in the west, at LeMare Lake, on claims 



Figure l-2-5. Displacement vcct~rs on fault planes derived from drag folds, offsets and/or slickensides 
(A) dextral faults: (B) normal faults; (C) thrust faults. 

held by Minnow Inc., and on the Madhat property by Pan 
Orvana Resources Inc. Both properties were sampled exten- 
sively over the summer for soil and bedrock geochemistry, 
and drilling programs were conducted in the fall. 

The Minnow property at LeMare Lake (Figure l-2-3) 
covers an extensive zone of hydrothermal alteration. The 
hillsides west of the lake are underlain by a well-exposed, 
cyclical, basalt-rhyolite succession of intercalated flows, 
pyroclastic and epiclastic deposits which strike north- 
northwest and have westerly dips and facing directions. A 
typical lithological cycle, from bottom to top, includes: dark 
greenish grey to maroon, weakly amygdaloidal, aphanitic to 
finely porphyritic (<I mm) basalt; volcanic siltstones, 
sandstones and minor granule conglomerates of predomi- 
nantly mafic to intermediate heritage; greenish grey to pink, 
intermediate to predominantly rhyolitic, non-welded to 
strongly welded, lithic-rich lapilli tuffs and tuff-breccias, 
locally including rhyolitic base-surge deposits with shallow- 
angle cross-bedding and airfall material, overlain by vis- 
cous, flow-laminated rhyolite. The epiclastic-pyroclastic 
succession is usually less than 20 metres thick, and the 
intermediate units generally comprise a mixture of rhyolite 
and basalt clasts. The common occurrence of densely 
welded textures involving flattened pumice lapilli indicates 
a subaerial environment of dominantly bimodal volcanism. 

Alteration of these lithologies is most pronounced in a 
zone covering an area of more than a square kilometre just 
west of the southern tip of LeMare Lake. Widespread 
argillic, advanced argillic and more localized phyllic altera- 
tion commonly contain minor amounts of disseminated 
pyrite accompanied by rare malachite staining along fract- 
ures. The most intense alteration involves higher tempera- 
ture, quartz-pyrophyllite assemblages that, unlike similar 
assemblages at the Island Copper mine, appear to lack 
dumortierite. These alteration zones are cut by a series of 
variably altered mafic dikes, some of which are quite fresh 
and appear to post-date the alteration. This strongly sug- 
gests that the alteration is syn-Bonanza or Early Jurassic in 
age. 

Similar bimodal lithologies with more restricted zones of 
argillic alteration also occur southeast of LeMare Lake. 

However, these alteration zones are unlikely o represet~r an 
extension of their counterpart!, to the wet as they are 
separated from them by the L.eMare fault, which stems 
some 5 kilometres of right-lateral offset. A small zone elf 
potassic alteration containing :rare chalcop irite, possibly 
associated with porphyry-style mineralizatil mn at depth, us 
exposed in the northern pan of the claim bl xk in the low 
ground between L&are Lake and Harvey (:ove. 

The Madhat property of Pal-t Orvana Re sources Inc. is 
located approximately 5 kilometres souti I-southea:;,: of 
O’Connell LaC- (Figure l-2-3:1. The claims cover a strut 
turally complex region at the intersection If major cast- 
northeast and northeast-trending faults. “he northzast- 
trending faults are intruded by Ik~anza(?) diKes of malic l:o 
rhyolitic composition; the larttx have chill Ed marginr Iof 
greyish green partly devitrifal obsidian. 11 additio,n, the 
lithological ,. imities of fault panels of voh anic and sedi- 
mentary rocks, currently assigned to the Parr an Bay Fcrma- 
tion and Bonanza volcanics, remain to he fir nly establ :ihr:d 
by microfossils and geochemiwy respectivr ly. Structurally 
controlled quartz-carbonate a~lteration an< veining ,with 
minor disseminated pyrite ao.d chalcopyrite coincides with 
anomalous gold geochemistry in soils and be jrock; ele i&d 
copper values occur near the fringes of the ;;old anoma.liss. 
The mineralization appears tcs be related to a shallow hbdro- 
thermal source, possibly linked with diorit c intrusions in 
the vicinity. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Mount Tatlow map area is located about 240 kilo- 

metres north of Vancouver (Figure l-3-1), along the eastern 
boundary of the Coast Mountains. Elevations in the rugged 
mountainous western part of the study area range from 1300 
metres to just over 3000 metres. To the north and east the 
physiography changes abruptly to the flat, open range ter- 
rain of the Interior Plateau; elevations there vary from 1300 
to 18tM Inetres. 

This report introduces the Tatlayoko project. and dis- 
cusses the observations of the first of three proposed field 
seasons. The project is partially funded by the Canada 
British Columbia Mineral Development Agreement 
1991-1995, and is designed to provide a modern database 
for evaluating mineral potential in this pan of the Coast 
Mountains. The pmject area is contiguous with the recently 
mapped Taseko - Bridge River area to the southeast 
(Schiarizza pf al., 19YOa and references therein; Schiarizza 
et al., in preparation) and the Chilko Lake area to the 
southwest (McLaren, 1990; Figure I-3. I ). 

REGIONAL GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The Mount Tatlow map area lies along the northeastern 

edge of the eastern Coast Belt (Monger, 1986; Journeay, 
1990), which includes a number of distinct, partially coeval 
lithotectonic assemblages that originated in ocean basin. 
volcanic arc and elastic basin environments. These units are 
late Paleozoic to Cretaceous in age and are intruded by 
granitic rocks of mid-Cretaceous through Early Tertiary 
age. They are juxtaposed across complex systems of con- 
tractional, strike-slip and extensional faults of mainly Cre- 
taceous and Tertiary age. Lithotectonic units and structures 
of the eastern Coast Belt extend southward into the Cascade 
fold belt of Washington State (Misch, 1966). and comprise a 
strongly tectonized zone between the lntermontane Belt to 
the east and the western Coast Belt and Wrangellia to the 
west (Monger, 1990). Stratigraphic relationships between 
lithotectonic assemblages of the eastern Coast Belt and 
coeval rocks to the east and west are uncertain or disputed. 
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The Mount Tatlow area is underlain by upper Paleo;:~air: 
through Lower Creteceous rock:. of the Bridg : River (:clrn~~ 
plex. Cadwallader Terrane, and the Tyaughtol and Methow 
basins, together with Upper ~Cretaceous secimentery and 
volcanic rocks of the Silverquicl: and Powell Creek fclrma- 
lions. These rocks are intruded by Cretaceou i and Teri,xy 
dikes and stocks, and are overl,rin by Neogenr plateau lixia:; 
of the Chilcotin Group. The mosit prominent xructural fee- 
ture of the area is the northxst-striking ~alakorn fault, 
which was the locus of more than 100 ;ilometn:! of 
Eocene(?) dextral strike-slip displacement. 

LITHOLOGIC UNITS 

BRIDGE RIVER COMPLE,X: 
The Bridge River Complex is best enposet in the Br ,dg<: 

River drainage basin, 100 kilornetres south, ast of hllunt 
Tatlow. There it comprises an auemblage of :hert, argi:lite, 
greenstone, gebbro, blueschisl:, limestone an 1 cl&c xdi- 
mentaty rocks with no coherent ~mternal strati: :raphy (Petter, 
1986; Schiarizza ef al., 1989, 1990a). Chet ts range Iron1 
Mississippian to late Middle Jurassic in age (t Zordey, 199’1, 
and blueschist-facies metamcrphism occurs :d in tht: ‘Tri- 
assic (Archibald et rrl., 1991). In its type ~:a, the Bridge 
River Complex is structurally interleaved wit I Cadwallader 
Terrane, and is stratigraphically overlain ‘y Tyauglton 
basin sedimentary rocks. 

The Bridge River Complex i:i representec in the M:mur~t 
Tatlow area by several poorly exposed we< k outcrc~p!; rsf 
sheared ribbon chert that d,zf:me a thin cast-west <trip 
through the forested slopes northeast of Mou ,t Tatlow. The 
grey and black chert beds are I to 6 centime tres thick, and 
separated by thinner interbed!; (of dark grey Irgillite. <:lwt 
beds are intensely fractured in all drecti<mns normal to 
bedding surfaces. Beds are commonly CT unpled ~:Plate 
l-3-1). Associated with the chert beds are c ten-rich szntl- 
stones, amygdaloidal greenstones, intensely foliated blue- 
green serpentinite lenses, and sheared mudd: breccia:; row 
mining boulders of greenstone, chat and marble. Shear 
foliations in all of these rocks ntrik~e east and, .re subvenical. 

The Bridge River Complex within the Mot nt Tatlow ;xca 
apparently comprises a fault-bounded lens that separates 
Cadwallader Terrane to the north from the Taylor Creek 
Group to the south. It is conimonly associ; ted with the!;e 
same units in its type area, more than 100 ki ometres t:, the 
southeast. The fault-bounded p;mels north oi Mount Tztlow 
are truncated to the east by the Yalakom fat It. 
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Figure I-3. I. Location map. 

CADWALLADERTERRANE Umhoefer, 1990). Trace element geochemistry of volcanic 

The Cadwallader Terrane. as defined 75 kilometres rocks and the composition of the elastic sedimentary rocks 

southeast of Mount Tatlow, consists of Upper Triassic vol. suggests that the rocks of Cadwallader Terrane accumulated 

canic and sedimentary rocks of the Cadwallader and on or near a volcanic arc. 

Tyaughton groups, and Lower to Middle Jurassic elastic Rocks assigned to the Cadwallader Terrane in the Mount 
sedimentary rocks of the informally named Last Creek Tatlow area include siltstones, sandstones, conglomerates 
formation (Rusmore, 1987; Rusmore et al., 1988; and limestones correlated with the Upper Triassic Hurley 
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Plate I-3. I. Bridge River ribbon chert 

Formation (Cadwallader Group), together with overlying 
sillstones and cherty argilliles correlated with the Lower to 
Middle Jurassic Last Creek formation. 

HUKLEY FORMATION 

Rocks assigned to the Upper Triassic Hurley Formation 
(uTRCH) are exposed in an east-striking band about 12 
kilometres long and 2 kilomerres wide, north of Mount 
‘Mow. They crop out in the lowest set of bluffs south of. 
Konni Lake and in canyons in Tsoloss and Elkin creeks near 
their confluence. Disrupted Hurley-type rock sequences 
(uTRCHy) and associated sheared serpentinite lenses crop 
out along the trace of the Yalakom fault eat of Big Onion 
Lake and in Elkin Creek downstream from the confluence 
with Tsoloss Creek. 

The Hurley Formation in the Mount Tatlow area consists 
mainly of thinly bedded black-and-ten siltstones and shales 
with thin to medium interbeds of brown-weathering cal- 
cureous argillite, siltstone, sandstone and argillaceous lime- 
stone. These predon%antly thin-bedded intervals are punc- 
tuated by thick. commonly graded beds of culcareous 
sandstone, and locally by limestone-bearing pebble to cob- 
ble conglomerates. The conglomerates have limy sand or 
mud matrix and also contain clasts of granitoid and volcanic 
rock, chat and calcarenite. Smell carbonaceous fragments 
of plant debris were f(>und in brown calcarenites in Tsoloss 
Creek and Elkin Creek outcrops. The Hurlry Formation also 

includes massive, white-weathering limestone, which form!; 
a lens several tens of metros thick within clasti I rock\ on tht: 
low slopes southeast of Konni Lake. 

The belt of rocks we assign fc, the Hurley formation wa 
in large part mapped as Lower Creteceous Taylor C~t:el; 
Group by Tipper (1978). although he inciuded the exposura 
of massive white limestone southeast of’ Kon Ii Lake in the 
Upper Triassic Tyaughton Cir’:,up. Wr ha> e prrviwlsly 
mapped the Hurley Formatiw from its t)pe area near 
Eldorado Creek (Rusmore. 19X5, 19X.7) ea ,tward to the 
Yalakom River (Schiarirra cz :I/., 1989, I9 X&a). and an: 
confident that the belt north 01’ Mount l’atlw is part of the 
formation. Collections of limect,:lne and calci reous argillis: 
are presently being processed fw conodonts il un attempt to 
confirm the inferred Late Triassic age rlf the rocks. 

LAST CREEK FORMATION 

The Hurley Formation is stratigraphically werlain to the 
south by an east-striking belt of rocks that w : assign t,~ the 
Last Creek formation. Our assignment is c msistrnt with 
that of Tipper (1978) who mapped these rock; as Ihe Lower 
to Middle Jurassic portion of ths? ‘Tyyeughton Group (tx Iuiv- 
alent to the Last Creek formation in the revi ;ed nome~&- 
ture of Umhoefcr, 1990). Tht: -‘ormation is :xpoted iri the 
Tsoloss Creek canyon and norlheasr ofTarlor ,Creek, uhez 
it consists mainly of well-hedded grey t( black cbsrty 
argillite. Pyrite is abundant in some beds, an I they wather 



rusty orange where sheared. The sequence also includes 
black micritic limestone beds 2 to IO centimetres thick and 
minor cobble conglomerate with limy matrix and sedimen- 
tary and volcanic clasts. West of Tatlow Creek we mapped a 
discontinuous coquina bed 5 metres thick, and collected 
belemnites, radiolarians, shell fragments and ribbed 
bivalves from another limestone bed. 

In its type area near Tyaughton Creek, the Last Creek 
formation comprises upper Hettangian to middle Bajocian 
conglomerate, sandstone and shale that disconformably 
overlies the Upper Triassic (middle to upper Norian) 
Tyaughton Group (Umhoefer, 1990). Correlative rocks have 
also been identified farther east, in the Camelsfoot Range, 
where they comprise cherty argillites and argillaceous lime- 
stones that overlie the Hurley Formation. These rocks were 
included in the Hurley Formation in the preliminary map 
and report by Schiarizza ef al., 1990~1). but have subse- 
quently yielded two collections of radiolaria of Early or 
Middle Jurassic and Middle Jurassic age, respectively. The 
Last Creek formation north of Mount Tatlow is specifically 
correlated with the Last Creek formation of the Camelsfoot 
Range, which it closely resembles in lithology and in its 
stratigraphic position directly above the Hurley Formation. 

TYAUGHTON BASIN 
The Tyaughton basin (Jeletrky and Tipper, 1968; Garver, 

1992) includes shallow-marine elastic sedimentary rocks of 
the Middle Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous Relay Mountain 
Group, together with synorogenic marine elastic rocks of 
the Lower Cretaceous (Albian) Taylor Creek Group. Within 
the Mount Tatlow area, the Tyaughton basin is represented 
only by the Taylor Creek Group. 

TAYLORCREEKGROUP 
The Taylor Creek Group outcrops as an east-trending belt 

north of the Mount Tatlow ridge system, where it is in fault 
contact with the Last Creek formation and Bridge River 
Complex to the north, and the Powell Creek and Silverquick 
formations to the south. It also underlies much of the south- 
eastern part of the map area, in a belt that extends from 
Taseko Lake to Nadila Creek. Taylor Creek Group 
exposures in this area are cut by numerous intrusions, and 
unconformably overlain by Powell Creek volcanics and 
Quaternary cover. 

The Taylor Creek Group consists largely of black shale 
and siltstone, together with chert-rich sandstone and pebble 
conglomerate. Olive-green muscovite-bearing sandstones, 
brow” limy sandstone, and green ash and crystal tuffs also 
occur in the Taylor Creek sequence. 

Pebble conglomerate is the most distinctive lithology. It 
contains clasts of white, grey, green, black and red chert, 
together with white and grey quartz, felsic volcanic rocks 
and, more rarely, calcarenite, black shale and siliceous 
argillite. Most of the conglomerates are clast supported, but 
sandy matrix-supported beds also occur. Pebbles are com- 
monly I to 2 centimetres across, and rarely larger than 4 
centimetres. 

Black shale beds are commonly splintered and locally 
contain lighter coloured silty and sandy interbeds, resistant 
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carbonate-cemented interlayers, thin micrite beds, and lime- 
stone concretions. Small plant fragments and cone frag- 
ments are rare. Shales are commonly cleaved into paper- 
thin sheets near intrusions. 

The Taylor Creek Group in the southeastern part of the 
Mount Tatlow map area is lithologically similar to, nod in 
part continuous with, the Taylor Creek Group in the north- 
western corner of the Warner Pass map area (Glow and 
Schiarirza, 1987). Those rocks were also mapped as Taylor 
Creek Group by Tipper (1978) but he assigned rocks we 
include in the group along Tasek” Lake and north of Mount 
Tatlow to the sedimentary unit of the Kingsvale Group. 
McLaren and Rouse (1989) adopted the revised nomencla- 
ture of Clover e’f al. (I 988,. b) and reassigned the sedimen- 
tary rocks along Taseko Lake to the Silverquick formation, 
which locally rests gradationally beneath the Powell Creek 
(Kingsvale Group) volcanics to the southeast. None of the 
rocks we include in the Taylor Creek Group are dated, but 
we did not note any lithologic distinction that warrants 
separation into two different units. Furthermore, our map- 
ping along Taseko Lake west of Taseko Mountain reveals 
that the sedimentary rocks there lie beneath the Powell 
Creek formation across a” angular unconformity; this cor- 
roborates their correlation with the Taylor Creek Group to 
the southeast, which is also unconformably overlain by the 
Powell Creek formation (Glover and Schiarizra, 1987). 

SILVERQUICK FORMATION 
The name “Silverquick” was introduced by Clover e’f al. 

(198% b) and Garver (1989) as an informal nnme for a 
thick succession of middle to Upper Cretaceous, predomi- 
nantly nonmarine elastic sedimentary rocks that we well 
exposed in the Noaxe Creek and Bralome map areas. There, 
the Silverquick formation consists of a lower unit of chert- 
rich conglomerates and associated finer grained clasric 
rocks, and an upper unit of predominantly volcanic-clast 
conglomerates; this succession rests unconformably on the 
Taylor Creek Group and grades upwards into andesitic brec- 
cias of the Powell Creek formation. The Silverquick forma- 
tion is absent in the northwestern pat of the Warner Pass 
map area and the contiguous pan of the Mount Tatlow map 
area east of Taseko Lake, where the Powell Creek formation 
rests directly on the Taylor Creek Group. A succession of 
volcanic conglomerates and breccias at the base of the 
Powell Creek formation in the western pen of the Mount 
Tatlow map area is, however, tentatively included in the 
formation, as it closely resembles the upper, volcanic-rich 
portion of the Silverquick formation in its type locality. 

The Silverquick formation crops out in a westward- 
thickening wedge northwest of Mount Tatlow. where its 
pronounced stratification readily distinguishes it from the 
more massive and resistant flow hreccias of the overlying 
Powell Creek formation (Plate l-3-2). It consists mainly of 
volcanic conglomerates and breccias in beds rah&g from 
tens of centimetres to more than 10 metres thick. And&tic 
clasts are poorly sorted, angular to subrounded and gener- 
ally wry in size from less than a centimetre to 30 cen- 
timetres; coarse conglomerates in the lower part of the unit, 
however, contain clasts more than I metre in size. The 
matrix is commonly sandy and rich in feldspar and 



Plate I-3-2. View to the west from the slope north of Mount Tatlow peak. 

hornblende crystals. Stratification is accented by relatively 
thin interlayers of purplish siltstone. The base of the Silver- 
quick formation is not seen as it is bounded to the north by 
the east-striking Mount Tatlow fault. The east-tapering wt. 
crop geometry of the unit in part reflects truncation along 
this fault, but a primary depositions1 pinch-out is also 
inferred as this unit does nor occur S&her east, where 
massive breccias of the Powell Creek formation rest directly 
on the Taylor Creek Group. 

POWELL CREEK FORMATION 
The Powell Creek formation (informal) is a thick succes- 

sion of Upper Cretaceous volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks. 
These rocks were assigned to the Kingsvale Group by 
Jeletzky and Tipper (1968) and Tipper (I 978). The name 
“Powell Creek” was introduced by Clover ef al. (1988~1, b) 
following the work of Thorkelson (1985). who suggested 
that the term “Kingsvale Group” be abandoned as it is not a 
valid stratigraphic entity where originally defined by Rice 
(1947). and has not been used consistently by subsequent 
workers. 

The Powell Creek formation underlies the steep peaks of 
Mount Tatlow and the adjacent mountains and ridges, and 
also outcrops in the hills east of Lower Taseko Lake and on 
ridges east and south of Anvil Mountain. It comprises more 
than 2llOO metres of and&tic tlow breccias, crystal and ash 
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tuffs, laharic breccias, flows, alld volcanicIt stic sat&tones 
and conglomerates. Feldspar and homblee .e-needle :likes 
and sills are ccmnn~n within the successi( n and mxy lbe 
coeval with the volcanics. Fragmental fa&s are far more 
abundant than flows. The se<~t~ence is notal ale for its con 
positional uniformity; fragmental materials in the brcccias 
and tuffs do not represent any s~-rurces outsid: the “nil: tself. 

Fragmental rocks are purple and green or green on fresh 
surfaces. and are rich in plagioclasc crystals and c:yxal 
fragments. Many are rich in hornblende an i some cuain 
pyroxene. High hematite content is respons hle for tbt: pur- 
ple colours which range from ~,a11: lilac and I nauve to s:arlet 
and maroon. 

Flow breccias are massive, and the most I :sistant mcks in 
the sequence; they support the high peak and form the 
steep cliffs. Clasts are nortn~lly I to 8 ten imetres a~:ross; 
breccias with larger clasts occur locally. El idote Ate-ation 
is pervasive in the flow brewias on fractut : planes and as 
CliXS. 

Laharic breccias are a sign~~ficant part o the seai’x on 
the ridges south of Mount Tarlow peak (Pate l-3-3:. The 
lahars have a muddy matrix ,lnd are utscrte j, with rwnded 
cobbles and boulders of all sizes up to over a metre axoss. 
Muddy and sandy layers, centimetres to tens of net:-es 
thick, are intercalated with the ~coarse heds i nd delineate the 
bedding. On a gross scale, thl: Ibedded inten 31s are remarka- 
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Plate l-3-3. Laharic brrccias with muddy interbeds “f Unit uKpc. south of Mount Tatlow peak. 

bly planar; individual layers can be trxed without disrup- 
tion for thousands of metres. Muddy layers weather brown 
and maroon, and are brick-red in some sections. 

Ash and crystal tuffs typically form relatively thin sec- 
tions (<IO m) within sequences dominated by flow breccias 
or lahars. An exception to this is at the Vick property on the 
mountain directly west of the narr”ws at the foot of Lower 
Tasek” Lake. There, the top 300 or 400 metres of section on 
the mountaintop are dominated by crystal tuffs, with lesser 
intercalated flow breccia. The tuffs are markedly less resi- 
stant than other rock types in the Powell Creek formation 
and the transition t” tuffs from flow breccia is marked by an 
abrupt break in slope. Tuff matrix is commonly calcareous 
and in some places the rock is friable. The luffs have a 
grainy or sugary appearance on weathered surfaces. 

Most tlows are andesitic, but dacites also occur, and thin 
bands of rhyolite are intercalated in the section at the Vick 
property. The andesite flows are green, and feldspar- 
hornblende or feldspar-pyroxene phyric. In the coarsest 
flows crowded feldspar crystals are up t” 5 millimetres 
across. 

The Powell Creek formation lies conformably above the 
Silverquick formation northeast of Mount Tatlow, but rests 
unconformably above the Taylor Creek Group east of Tas- 
eko Lake and in the contiguous part of the Warner Pass map 
area to the south (Plate 3-4-Z of Glover and Schiarizre, 
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1987). The age of the Silverquick and Powell Creek forma- 
tions is constrained only by plant fossils. m”st “f which 
indicate a general Albian to Cenomanian age (Jeletzky and 
Tipper, 1968; Schiarizra et al., in preparation). ‘As the 
unconformably underlying Taylor Creek Group includes 
middle and upper(?) Albian rocks (Garvcr, 1989). the 
Powell Creek formation is thought to be largely 
Cenomanian. 

METHOW BASIN 
The Methow basin includes Lower Jurassic to mid- 

Cretaceous rocks that crop out east of the Fraser fault in the 
Methow Valley of northern Washington State and con- 
tiguous southwestern British Columbia (McGrodrr e’f nl., 
1990). Correlative rocks (mainly Lower Crettseous Jackass 
Mountain Group) also crop out west of the Fraser fault, and 
extend from the Camelsfoot Range northwestward t” the 
Mount Tatlow area. These exposures of the Jackass Moun- 
tain Group were included in the Tyaughton basin by 
Jeletrky and Tipper (1968) and Kleinspehn (1985), who 
considered the Methow and Tyaughton as pans of the same 
basin, fragmented by the Yalakom and Fraser fault systems. 
Thus the Tyaughton and Methow subdivisions have com- 
monly come t” reflect the present geographic distribution of 
rocks inferred t” have been deposited in a once-continuous 



basin, referred to as the Tyaughton-Methow basin 
(Kleinspehn, 1985). 

We adopt a different approach and define the Tyaughton 
and Methow basins strictly in terms of their distinctive 
stratigraphies. Within the Taseko Bridge River and Mount 
Tatlow map areas the Tyaughton basin comprises the upper- 
most Middle Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous Relay Mountain 
Group together with the Lower Cretaceous Taylor Creek 
Group. The Methow basin includes Middle Jurassic rocks 
correlated with the Ladner Group together with overlying 
Lower Cretaceous rocks of the Jackass Mountain Group 
(Schiarizza er al., 1990a). The two assemblages are locally 
in contact across Cretaceous and Tertiary faults. Provenance 
studies indicate that the two basins received detritus from 
common source terrains in the mid-Cretaceous (Carver, 
1992). but they had little in common prior to that time. 

In the Taseko Bridge River map area, Methow basin 
strata occur as two distinct facie% referred to as the 
Yalakom Mountain and Churn Creek facies respectively 
(Schiarizza er al., in preparation). The lower part of the 
Yalakom Mountain facies consists of Middle Jurassic vol- 
canic sandstones and rare volcanic breccias that Schiarirza 
rt a[. (1990a) correlate with the Dewdney Creek Formation 
of the Ladner Group (O’Brien, 1986, 1987). These Middle 
Jurassic rocks are disconformably(?) overlain by a 
lithologically similar succession that has yielded Barremian 
and Aptian fossils and is assigned to the lower pert of the 
Jackass Mountain Group (this unit includes Llnit 7b of 
Roddick and Hutchison, 1973, and Unit 3v of Glover 
et a/.(l9XXa), but was included in the upper part of the 
Jurassic volcanic sandstone unit of Schiarizzu ut~/., lY9Oa). 
The Barremian-Aptian unit is in turn overlain by a distinct 
assemblage of arkosic sandstones and granitoid-bearing 
pebble conglomerates of Albian age [includes units 7c and 
7d of Roddick and Hutchison (1973), Unit 3ak of Clover 
et al. (19X@, and the Jackass Mountain Group of 
Schiariza a al. (1990~01. 

The Churn Creek facies includes an interval of poorly 
exposed Middle Jurassic sandstones and siltstones that are 
overlain by two mappable units of the Jackass Mountain 
Group. The lower part of the group comprises volcanic 
sandstones rich in plant debris (Unit 3f of Clover cf al., 
19XXa) that have yielded plant fossils of pmhahle Aptian 
age (Jeletzky and Tipper, 1968). The upper unit of the 
Jackass Mountain Group consists mainly of granitoid- 
bearing cobble and boulder conglomerates (Unit 3cg of 
Glover rf al., 1988~1). This unit is not dated, but is correlated 
with the Alhian arkose unit of the Yalakom Mountain facie% 

Both the Churn Creek and Yalakom Mountain facies of 
the Methow basin are represented in the Mount Tatlow map 
area. The Churn Creek facies is exposed northeast of the 
Yalakom fault, where it was mapped as the Kingsvale 
Group sedimentary unit by Tipper (197X). The Yalakom 
Mountain facies outcrops southwest of the Yalakom fault on 
the slopes north of Konni Lake. Our mapping supports the 
interpretation of Kleinspehn (19X5) that these exposures 
were displaced from the Camelsfoot Runge by more than 
100 kilometres of dextral movement along the Yalakom 
fault (sw sectior, on Structural Geology). 
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YALAKOM MOUNTAIN FAClt:S 

The Yalakom Mountain faciel; is well exposed on the 
south-facing slopes of Konni Mountain and Mol,nt 
Nemaiah, north of Konni Lake. The section di?s steeply to 
the north and is right side up. It comprises t\ /o mappallle 
units that correlate with the two units of he Yalakom 
Mountain facies mapped in the southwesterr Camelsfoot 
Range (Schiarizza er nl., 19908). 

The lower unit (JKy) outcrops on the slopes lirectly n.crth 
of Konni and Nemaia lakes. It consists main1 i of green to 
grey gritty sandstones and granule to small-pebble c’~n- 
glomerates which occur as medium to thick xds inter:a- 
lated with lesser volumes of finer grained si ndstone, :ilt- 
stone and shale. The sandstone!; imd conglomr ‘ates are wll 
indurated, and contain feldspar, volcanic lith c fragments, 
some quartz and abundant shalt: rip-up clasts. The unit also 
includes a thin band (<IO m) cmf Iblue-green zu d&tic latilli 
tuff and hreccia. Tipper (196!)i repons a pr lbahle lower 
Bajocian ammonite from near the northeast :nd of Kormi 
Lake, so Unit JKy is at least in part Middle Jurassic. ‘The 
correlative unit in the Camelsfoot Range cant Iins A&r ian 
and Bajocian ammonites (Srhiarizza et al., 199Oa: 
Mahoney, 1992) but passes str~:,tigraphically upward int( 
lithologically similar rocks that have yielded Early Cre- 
taceous (Barremian and Aptian) fossils (in p; R Unit 7b of 
Roddick and Hutchison, 1973:. 

The upper unit of the Yals~kom Mountail facies I:Uni: 
IKJMy) consists mainly of clive-green t) blue-greert 
feldspathic-lithic sandstones ad gritty sar dstones. ‘Tht: 
sandstones form massive resistant layers, ten i of metrcs to 
more than 100 metres thick, that a.re intercal; ted with !,ub- 
stantial intervals of grey siltstone ;and shale. ilassive :s;lnd- 
stone at the base of the unit fwms the lowest set of prcmi- 
nent cliffs on the south tlank of Konni hlountain. The 
contact was actually observed at only one lo< slity, where it 
is marked by several mews of granitoid-bea -ing prbblt: to 
cobble conglomerate. A simil;lr thin conglor [crate imerval 
marks the base of the correlativt: interval in t be Camelsfoot 
Range (Jackass Mountain Group of Schisrizra ef z/., 
1990~1). There, the unit locally conl~ains ibssih of Albian ,a~: 
(includes Units 7c and 7d of Roddick and Hui :hison, 19?3:. 

Tipper (1978) included the Jurassic rocks n xth and soutl? 
of Konni Lake in the sane uni.t, which he snapped as th: 
Jumssic section of the Tyaughlorr Group (Las Creek folma- 
tion in present terminology). However. the lurassic nxks 
north of the lake, here assigned to the Met1 ow basin. are 
lithologically distinct from the Middle Jura: sic portion cf 
the Last Creek formation, which consists of black ,:al- 
careous shale or cherty argillite with only mil or amoun:i cf 
coarser grained elastic rocks i:llmhoefer, 19”O; Last {Creek 
formation of this report). The .Iurassic rocks ( f Unit JK:r are 
lithologically more similar to the Midclle Ju assic volcanic 
sandstones, conglomerates. tuffs and Ilows that cotq~ri~e 
the Dewdney Creek Format’on of the I.adner Gx~p 
(O’Brien, 1986, 1987). with u/h 141 they are I we carrel I&. 

CHURN CREEK FACIES 

Rocks of the Churn Cree’n facies are restricted to the 
northeast side of the Yalakorn fault. They crop out (71 the 
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steep slopes on both sides of the Taseko River, in the Elkin 
Creek canyon, and in creek gullies east of the Taseko River 
below the level of the Chilcotin Group basal& (about 
1600 ml. Both the plant-rich volcanic sandstone unit and the 
overlying granitoid-bearing conglomerate unit of the 
Jackass Mountain Group are represented in these exposures. 
However the stratigraphic contact between them is difficult 
to follow due to poor exposure and numerous small faults. 
Consequently both units are included within one designa- 
tion (IKJMc) on the geological map (Figure l-3-2). 

The lower unit is dominated by green, coarse-grained 
feldspathic sandstone with abundant carbonized logs, 
branches and twigs. Weathered surfaces are green, grey or 
brown. Sandstone grains include plegioclase crystals and 
felsic, intermediate and mafic volcanic lithic fragments. 
Quartz is present in most of the sandstones and in some 
locations is abundant. Black, angular rip-up clasts occur 
locally. The sandstones are thick to medium bedded, but are 
commonly massive with bedding that is conspicuous only 
from a distance; locally they are crossbedded. Granule to 
cobble conglomerates with a sandy matrix are also common 
within the unit. Cl&/matrix ratios range from about X0/20 
to 50/50. Conglomerate clasts include andesitic feldspar- 
crystal lithic tuff, quart&e, quartz-feldspar sandstone, sil- 
icified volcanic rock, hornblende and feldspar-phyric 
and&e, and rare. medium grey chat. Black shale beds also 
occur in the section, but they outcrop poorly. 

Marine fossils were found in the lower unit of the Churn 
Creek facie east of Big Lake and in the Elkin Creek 
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canyon. The fossil assemblage includes shell fragments, 
gastropods, ribbed and smooth-shelled bivalves, and, at the 
Elkin Creek location, a large ammonite. 

The upper conglomerate unit of the Churn Creek facie is 
well exposed in the bluffs along the east side of the Taeko 
River in the northernmost section of the map area. The 
conglomerates are poorly sorted with a sandy matrix. Well- 
rounded clasts of medium-grained granodiorite and dark to 
medium green feldspar-phyric volcanic rocks up to 60 cen- 
timetres across are most abundant. Feldspar-crystal tuff, 
dark grey massive basalt and green then clasts were also 
observed. Granodiorite boulders are generally larger than 
other types. No plant or animal fossils were found in this 
unit. 

VOLCANIC AND SEDIMENTARY RICKS NEAR 
FISH LAKE CREEK 

An enigmatic assemblage of volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks crops out south and east of the Churn Creek facies 
near the mouth of the creek that drains Fish Lake. It is 
designated Unit JKsv on Figure l-3-2. This assemblage 
includes andesite with minor rhyolite layers, tuffaceous 
sandstone, pebbly sandstone with carbonaceous plant 
remains and limestone rip-ups, black argillite with shell 
fragments, and well-bedded flinty siltstone. 

We speculate that these rocks are related to the volcanic 
and sedimentary package (observed only in drill core) that 
hosts the Fish Lake porphyry copper-gold deposit. The Fish 



Lake host package forms the hangingwall of a gently 
southeast-dipping fadt (the Fish Lake thrust of Caira and 
Piroshco, 1992) that is intersected at about 750 metres depth 
in drill holes on the Fish Lake property. As sedimentary 
rocks that may correlate with the Churn Creek facies occupy 
the footwall, this same fault may constitute the boundary 
between Unit JKsv and exposures of Chum Creek facies to 
the west. 

CHILCOTIN GROUP 
Flat-lying basalt flows of the Chilcotin Group (Tipper, 

1978; Bevier. 1983) crop out extensively in the map area. 
They unconformably overlie all older rock units and strut- 
tures, including the Yalakom fault. They are part of the 
southwestern margin of an extensive belt of Early Miocene 
to early Pleistocene plateau lava that covers 25 000 square 
kilometres of the Interior Plateau of south-central British 
Columbia (Mathews, 1989). The Chilcotin Group forms a 
blanket 50 to 200 metres thick that is preserved over much 
of northeastern part of Mount Tatlow map urea, except in 
creek and river valleys that have cut down into the underly- 
ing rocks. Where the topographic relief is higher, Chilcotin 
Group flows form isolated erosional remnants that cap older 
rocks (Figure l-3-2 and Plate l-3-2). 

The most common rock type is orange-brown weathered, 
black to dark grey basalt, locally with olivine and plag- 
ioclase phenocrysts. Flow thicknesses range from about IO 
centimetres to IO or 15 metres. Columnar jointing at the 
bases of flows is common and well developed, and flow 
tops are nomxdly vesicular. In almost all locations, layering 

is near horizontal, the rocks art: undeformed and the min- 
erals are unaltered. 

Spectacular debris tlows an: ,.:xposed beni rth columnar- 
jointed flows in the cliffs east o~i the Taseko I Liver, south of 
the Fish Lake turnoff. They iar:: unsorted al d unstratitie(J 
and contain clasts up to 5C centimetres across. Clasts 
include Chilcotin-type rocks (::lmygdaloidal basalt, bluc~c 
glassy shards and dense black basalt with gl;~ssy rims) ;mtJ 
foreign rocks (feldspar-porphyritic andesit :, feldspzthi: 
sandstone and limestone). Beds of spherulitic ash ;ufl’, 
lapilli cuff, and pahoehoe and aa lavas are a so expoacd in 
the cliffs. 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

DIORITEANDHoRNBLENDlF FELDSPAR PORPHYRY 
Hornblende diorite, leucodi~x:itc, and horn1 lade feld>;pz.r 

porphyry occur as stocks, plug:, and dikes t Iat intrudt the 
Taylor Creek Group (Plate l-34). They are most common 
along the Anvil Mountain ridg,e system and a ong the wuth- 
em boundary of the map area east of faseko Lake. 
However, they are represented in all areas where Tqlor 
Creek Group rocks are exposed, including tl e north alopix 
of Mount Tatlow, “ear the headwaters of El :in Creek. and 
along the Beece Creek road east of the foot 01 Lower Tareko 
Lake. These bodies were assigr:ed tentative I Zocenr ages t’y 
Tipper (197X), but none are dated Their ab mdance in the 
Taylor Creek Group and appal-ent absence in the F’wwuell 
Creek formation suggests that at least some If the intrusive 
activity was mid-Cretaceous in ,ag,e and pred bted deposition 
of the Powell Creek formation 



Plate l-3-4. Light-cdoured feldspar-porphyry dikes cut *rdimenbxy rocks of the 
Taylor Creek Group, southern boundary of the map area, east of ‘I-aeko Lake. 

QUARTZFELDSPARPORPHYRY 

Light grey felsic sills and dikes occur within all Mesozoic 
rock units but do not constitute mappable bodies. These 
rocks contain equant euhedral white plagioclase up to I 
centimetre across, slightly smaller pinkish quartz grains, 
and 1 to 3.millimetre matic grains in a pale grey ground- 
mass. Felsic sills are particularly prominent within the 
Powell Creek formation on the ridges south of Mount Tat- 
low peak, where they are up to 120 metres thick and can be 
traced through adjacent ridges for several kilometres. 

BEECECREEKPLUTON 

The Beece Creek pluton consists of light-coloured 
medium-grained quartz monzonite to granodiorite of Mid- 
dle Eocene age (44 Ma, Archibald ef al., 1989). It crops out 
on the ridges east and west of Beece Creek near its head- 
waters, and extends south into the Warner Pass map area 
(Clover and Schiarizza, 1987). The pluton intrudes rocks of 
the Taylor Creek Group and the Powell Creek formation; 
abundant quanz porphyry and rhyolite dikes intrude country 
rocks adjacent to the pluton. 

FISH LAKE-CONE HILLINTRUSIVE SUITE 

A number of small stocks and dikes intrude both the 
Jackass Mountain Group and Unit JKsv in the vicinity of 
Cone Hill and Fish Lake Creek. Most are hornblende feld- 
spar porphyries with varying amounts of quartz phenocrysts 
in a grey aphanitic felsic groundmass. There are differences 
in composition and texture between the bodies, but none are 
dated so it is not possible to say whether they are related to 
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the same intrusive system. They resemble Fish Lake intru- 
sive rocks in that they are feldspar porphyritic, often coar- 
sely (>5 mm), and they generally contain quartz. 

TETEHILLGRANITE 

T&r Hill forms a solitary knob of hypabyssel granite that 
pokes up above the level of the Quaternary glacial deposits 
about 5 kilometres northeast of the Fish Lake deposit. The 
granite is fine grained; quartz, orthoclase and plagioclase 
crystals are less than 2 millimetres long. Some of the out- 
crops contain abundant miarolitic cavities. The miarolitic 
rocks are slightly coarser and contain plagioclase laths over 
1 centimetre long that overprint the original rock texture. 
The age of the grmite and its relationship with the Fish 
Lake intrusions are unknown. 

STRUCTURE 

STRUCTURE EASTOF TASEKO LAKE 

The southeastern part of the Mount Tatlow map area is 
underlain mainly by the Taylor Creek Group and overlying 
Powell Creek formation. The contact is an angular uncon- 
formity that was observed 2 kilometres east of Taseko Lake, 
and is well exposed at several localities in the Warner Pass 
map area to the south (Clover and Schiarizza, 1987). The 
mid-Cretaceous deformation documented by this unconfor- 
mity included southwest-vergent folding and thrusting that 
is well displayed in the Taseko Bridge River area 
(Schiarizza ef al., 199Ob). 



The Taylor Creek Group in the Anvil Mountain Nedila 
Creek area is overlain by the Powell Creek formation to the 
northeast and southwest, suggesting that it cores a broad 
northwest-trending anticline or arch. The abundant dioritic 
intrusions within the Taylor Creek Group in this area may 
be in part responsible for uplift along the axis of this 
structure; alternatively, the intrusions may predate the 
Powell Creek formation and the anticlinal fold. Other map- 
pable structures in this area include a series of northerly 
striking faults along the southern boundary of the area east 
of Taseko Lake. These faults have apparent west-side-down 
displacement of the Powell Creek formation, hut their actual 
sense of movement is unknown. 

STRUCTURE OF'~HE K~NNI LAKE -Mou~,r 
TATI.OW AREA 

The structure southwest of the Yalakom fault and west of 
Lower Taseko Lake and Taseko River is dominated by four 
east-striking panels separated by east-striking faults. The 
northernmost panel comptises the Methow basin. It is sepa- 
rated from Cadwallader Terrane (Hurley and Last Creek 
formations) to the south by an inferred fault (the Konni 
Lake fault) in the valley of Konni and Nemaia lakes. The 
Cadwellader Terrane belt is also inferred to be bounded by a 
fault to the south, as it is at least locally separated from the 
Taylor Creek Group by a narrow lens of Bridge River rocks. 
The Taylor Creek Group is, in turn. faulted against the 
Powell Creek and Silverquick formations to the south: the 
trace of this fault is well defined in the vicinity of Mount 
Tatlow, where it is perallel to bedding in the Taylor Creek 
Group, but truncates the SilverquickIPowell Creek contact 
(Plate l-3-2). 

Methow basin rocks north of Konni Lake comprise a 
simple north-dipping homocline that, farther to the north- 
west, is folded through a” east-northeast-trending, doubly 
plunging syncline (Tipper, 1969). The internal sfn~cf~re of 
the Powell Creek formation is also relatively simple, and 
comprises a broad east-trending syncline. The intervening 
Taylor Creek Group, Bridge River Complex and Cad- 
wallader Terrane, however, are strongly deformed by east- 
plunging folds that are observed on the mesoscopic scale, 
and indicated on a larger scale hy domains of opposing 
facing directions. Folds with both north and south vergence 
were mapped, but the macroscopic geometry of the belts is 
not well conwained. It is suspected, but not proven, that 
much of the internal deformation within these belts occurred 
during the mid-Cretaceous contractional deformation docu- 
mented beneath the sub-Powell Creek unconformity to the 
southeast. 

None of the inferred major east-striking faults between 
Konni Lake and hZount Tatlow was actually observed. The 
Mount Tatlow fault is Late Cretaceous or younger, while the 
two faults to the north are mid-Cretaceous or younger. A 
northerly dipping mesoscopic fault observed within the Tay- 
lor Creek Group along Elkin Creek has oblique reverse- 
sinistral movement, and a prominent north-dipping fault 
within the nonhernmost Silverquick exposure on the ridge 
west of Robertson Creek displays northeast-plunging 
slickensides compatible with a similar sense of movement. 
These observations are of interest because reverse-sinistral 

faults have been documented in several areas in the TaxLo 
Bridge River area, including the Camelsfoot Range where 
they bound and imbricate structural panels th it are infe-red 
to he the offset equivalents of those at Ko mi Lake :re<? 
section on the Yalakom fault). The reverse-sir istral fad:; in 
the Taseko Bridge River arex :xe mainly L; te Cretact~ou~ 
in age, and are interpreted a!; later product of the sxne 
protracted deformational event that pr educed mid- 
Cretaceous thrust faults and fi&js. The rnajc~ r east-strikin;: 
faults between Konni Lake and Mount Tatlo ul may also bf: 
products of this Late Cretaceous deformation, but this i: net 
proven. Alternatively, or in addition, som of the ast- 
trending structures in this area. such as the east trendin:: 
synclines in the Methow basin and the Powel Creek folme- 
tion. may have formed during!, Eocene or older dextral 
tnovement along the Yalakom fault. 

STRUCTURE NORTHEAST OF THE YU,AK~M 
FAUI~T 

The structure of the Meslnoic rocks m rtheast ol’ the 
Yalakom fadt is poorly undtxxtood becaus : much 0~’ tt.e 
area is covered by flood hasaltc; and thick g acial deposits. 
However, both north and northeasterly strik “g fault!; have 
been recognired. Major structws outlined b, diamond dril- 
ling at the Fish Lake deposit ixzlude the Car xmha fau II, an 
east-striking subvertical fault that transects tt e southel-r part 
of the deposit, and a gently east-southeast-di Iping faul: that 
marks the base of the deposit, The latter fau t places miner- 
alized volcanic and intrusiw rocks above unminwalized 
sedimentary rocks; it has been named the F sh L.ake thrust 
by geologists working on the deposit, alth( ugh the nave- 
ment sense along it has not been established The IO” t:< 25 
dip of the fault suggests that it ,will intersect he surfaa: 2 to 
4.5 kilometres west of the depwdt; thus it mz y constime the 
boundary between exposures of Chum Cre :k facies oblong 
the Taseko River and Unit JKsv to the eist, hut this is 
speculative as this contact is not exposed. 

THIS YAI~AKOM FAULT 
Leech (1953) first used tx: name Yalal om fault: for a 

system of steeply dipping faults houndin,: the nonhwst 
margin of the Shulaps Ullramafic Com,+zx alon:~ the 
Yalakom River. The fault system was tracec northwesward 
through the Taseko Lakes and Mount Vv~ddington map 
areas by Tipper (1969, 1978) who postulate I that it ws the 
locus of 80 to 190 kilometres of right&later: I displacement. 
It was traced southeastward through the nor heastern corner 
of Pembenon map area by Roddick and HI tchison I: 1073). 
from where it extends into the westem part of the As xrzft 
map area (Duffel1 and Mcl‘aggart. 195:,: Monger and 
McMillan, 1989). There, it is I:runcatcd by :he more :lorth- 
erty trending Fraser fault sysvx~, along whit h it is sep.xated 
by about 90 kilometres from i!:s probable o Fset equivalent, 
the Hozameen fault, to the ?;outh (Monger, 1985). 

Within the Mount Tatlow area the Yalek xn fault is uell 
defined, although not well tcxposed, alo ~g lowel- ~Elkin 
Creek and on the slopes north c.!f Big Onion -ake; elsewhxe 
its trace is hidden beneath Miocene or Q laternary vx’er. 
The fault juxtaposes the Chllrn Creek facit s of the Jxkass 
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Mountain Group to the northeast against a number of dif- 
ferent map units to the southwest. Where defined, the fault 
zone comprises up to several hundred me&s of fractured 
and sheared sedimentary rock, most of which resembles 
Hurley Formation, structurally interleaved with lenses of 
serpentinite. No reliable shear-sense indicators were 
observed within the fault wne. 

On its southwest side, the Yalakom fault truncates a 
succession of east-striking fault panels that include, from 
north to south: the Yalakom Mountain facies of the Methow 
basin; Cadwalladrr Terrane: and the Bridge River Complex. 
The same three-part structural succession is truncated on the 
northeast side of the Yalakom fault in the Cam&foot 
Range, more than 100 kilometres to the southeast, and 
provides an estimate of dextral offset along the fault. This 
correlation strengthens the argument of Kleinspehn (1985) 
who postulated about I50 kilometres of displacement by 
matching only a part of this structural succession, the 
Jackass Mountain Group of Methow basin. 

Geological relationships in the southwestern Camelsfoot 
Range are summarized in Figure l-3-3. In this area the 
Yalakom fault, which to the northwest is well defined as a 
single strand separating the Shulaps Ultramafic Complex 
from the Methow basin, bifurcates to enclose a lens of 
thrust-imbricated Cadwellader Terrane structurally overly- 
ing the Bridge River Complex. The lens is juxtaposed 
against the Shulaps Complex to the southwest by a fault 
along the Yalakom and Bridge rivers that was referred to as 
the Bridge River fault by Schiarizza et al. (1990e), and is 

interpreted to be the principal strand of the Yalakom fault by 
Schiarirza et (11. (in preparation). Along the northeast 
boundary of the lens, Cadwallader Ternme is juxtaposed 
against the Yalakom Mountain facies of the Methow basin 
across a fault that was labelled Yalakom fault by Schiarizza 
ef al. (1990~1). but which Schiarizra E, al. (in preparation) 
call the Cam&foot fault, and interpret as an older structure 
that is truncated by the Yalakom fault. The Camelsfoot fault 
is not well exposed, but appears to dip northeast; it; together 
with northeast-dipping thrust and oblique (sin&ml) thrust 
faults within structurally underlying Cadwallader Terrane 
and Bridge River Complex are thought to have formed 
during mid-Cretaceous contractional deformation that is 
well defined elsewhere in the area (Schiarizza e’f a/., 1990b). 
This interpretation is consistent with that of Miller (I 98S), 
who examined the structures in a relatively small area north 
of the confluence of the Bridge and Fraser rivers and con- 
cluded thet they fit a strain ellipse for left-lateral slip along 
the Yalakom fault. His study area, however, is along the 
probable southeastern extension of the Camelsfoot fault 
whereas the Yalakom fault, interpreted to be the locus of 
younger dextral-slip displacement, is farther to the south- 
west. The interpretation shown in Figure l-3-3 differs from 
that of Coleman (1990: Coleman and Parrish, 1991). who 
interpret the northeast-dipping Camelafoot fault and under- 
lying splays as the Yalakom fault. 

Correlation of the Camelsfoot Range structural succes- 
sion with that exposed around Konni Lake is based on: the 
gross three-fold succession comprising Methow basin/ 

1c 
I , 

Kilometms 

includes rocks of the Hurley and Last Creek formations 

Figure l-3-3. Geological relationships in the southwest Camelsfoot Range 



Cadwalleder Terrane/Bridge River Complex; the internal 
stratigraphy of the Jura-Cretaceous Methow basin succes- 
sion, which is virtually identical in the two areas; and the 
internal stretigraphy of the Cadwallader Terrane, which in 
each area comprises Hurley Formation directly overlain by 
cherty argillites of Last Creek formation (elsewhere in the 
region the Last Creek formation was deposited on the inter- 
vening Tyaughton Group). The dextral offset on the 
Yalakom fault derived from matching the cutoffs of the 
Konni Lake and Camelsfoot faults is II5 kilometres. This is 
considered approximate as the offset structues are not vert- 
cal and the synclinal disposition of the Jackass Mountain 
Group north of Konni Lake (Tipper, 1969) suggests that the 
Konni Lake fault may be folded and truncated again farther 
to the northwest. This estimate is similar to the lower limit 
of the I25 to I15 kilometre offset postulated by Kleinspehn 
(1985) whose criterion, similar facies of the Jackass Moun- 
tain Group, is one component of the structural succession 
used here. Other comparable estimates of dextral offset 
along the Yalakom-Hozameen fault system include the 120 
kilometres between the Shulaps Ultramafic Complex and 
the Coquhihalla serpentine belt (Schiarizza ef al., in prepa- 
ration), and 80 t” 120 kilometres separation between belts 
of Middle Jurassic volcanics and associated plutons north- 
west of the Mount Tatlow area (Tipper, 1969; Schiarizze 
et al., in preparation). 

The timing of movement along the Yalakom fault is not 
closely constrained in the Mount Tatlow area; it is post 
Lower Cretaceous and pre-Miocene. Movement is thought 
to have occurred mainly in the Eocene, based on the timing 
of deformation established in metamorphic complexes asso- 
ciated with the fault to both the northwest (Friedman and 
Armstrong, 1988) and southeast (Coleman and Parrish, 
1991). 

MINERAL OCCURRENCES 

FISH LAKE (MINFILEE~ WI) 
Taseko Mines Limited drilled 7506 metres in ten holes on 

the Fish Lake porphyry copper-gold property in I99 I, and 
in 1992 completed approximately 60 000 metres of NQ and 
BQ drilling in I21 holes. As a result of this work, on 
October 8, 1992, Taseko Mines announced a preliminary 
reserve estimate of I.191 billion tons (1.08 billion tonnes) 
of ore with an average grade of 0.23 per cent copper and 
0.41 gram per tonne gold. 

The Fish Lake deposit is spatially and genetically related 
to an irregular, steeply dipping lenticular body of porphyri- 
tic quartz diorite which is surrounded by an east-west elon- 
gate complex of steep, southerly dipping. subparallel quartz 
feldspar porphyry dikes. This intrusive complex cuts 
and&tic flows and tuffs, together with a possibly coeval 
body of subvolcanic diorite porphyry. The potential orebody 
is essentially coextensive with a central zone of potassium 
silicate alteration, within which mafic minerals have been 
idtered to biotite (which shows variable late alteration t” 
chlorite). Secondary orthoclase is widely developed within 
the central porphyrttic quartz diorite, mainly along quartz 
veinlets and microfractures. 

Geolo~icnl Fieldwork /992, Paper 1993-l 

An irregular annular z”ne of lexture-destru:tive phyllic 
alteration occurs along the nonhxn and eastc m bodies c”f 
the deposit; variably developed propylitic alten tion is wide- 
spread outside this phyllic zone. Numerous stn :turaily wit- 
trolled zones of late, pale sericitwmkerite alter, Ition are a :s” 
present, but are less abundant. 

The Fish Lake deposit is oval in plan ant is I.5 kilo- 
metres long, up to 800 metres wide, and locall) extends tfl a 
depth of 880 mares; its long axis parallels ‘he east-w?st 
trend of the mineralizing intrusive complex. The depN:;it 
contains widespread bornite, almost everywl ere subordi- 
nate to chalcopyrite, and is surrounded “n its northern i nd 
eastern sides by a fairly well defined pyrite h do, whkt is 
essentially coextensive with the ~phyllic altere ion zone. .4t 
least two-thirds of the deposit is in altered vc lcanic reeks, 
and in detail, high-grade interwlls often em elope qwrtz 
feldspar porphyry dikes. A maj,sr low-angle fi ult form!; he 
lower contact at depths between 750 and 850 metres. 

VICK (MlNFlL~920 027) 

The Vick prospect is a polyntemllic vein sh wing hosted 
by and&tic flow breccias and ft:ldspar cry%; I tuffs of the 
Powell Creek formation. It is lo~.:at:ed on a stc ep mountain 
directly west of the narrows at the north etd of Lower 
Taseko Lake. Two exploration adits were dr ven into the 
east side of the mountain at about 1700 metrt s (5500 fwt) 
elevation in 1935 (Lalonde, 1987). Exploratit n in the area 
surrounding the 2407.metre (78!%--foot) peak began in the 
early 1970s. A four-wheel-drive i~ccess r”ad tc the peak was 
built around the south side “1’ the mountain in the cxly 
1980s. 

The showings are gold, silver and copper-bl,aring quartz- 
sulphide veins within a notthca!;t-striking sh :a zone that 
can be traced across the top of the peak and d rwn the st:eF 
cliffs to the lower adits on thli! east face. Iiorite dikes 
roughly parallel the fault zoo:. The quartz eins conlain 
iron carbonates, pyrite and chalcopyrite concc ntrations par- 
allel t” the walls of the veins,. Malachite ar d amrite itre 
common. Specularite pseudorn”rphs pyrite in the uppet 
parts of the vein shear system. iSignificant p’ecious m:ta 
assays (up t” 72 grams per ton”‘:: gold, up to 86 gram ,,a 
tonne silver; McLaren, 1990) an:: generally a! so&ted witt1 
the sulphide-rich sections of the veins (DC Image, 15’36, 
Lalonde, 1987). 

DILKNIGHT (MINFILE 92oon2) 
The Dil and Knight claimi ,are located ‘I” the ri~dge!; 

between Nadila and West Nadila creeks on the souttwn 
border of map sheet 92016. Tlx area is under ain by sh,rle:; 
and pebble conglomerates OF the Taylor t:reek Gnup, 
intruded by irregularly shapt:d bodies ;nd dike:s OF 
hornblende feldspar porphyry. 

Discovery of northeasterly trending bou,der traini of 
banded, vuggy vein quartz sp.nked explorati 1” for an epi- 
thermal precious metal target in the area in tl me early ~1980s 
(McClintock. 1989). The vein quartz b”ulde! s are up tm] 53 
centimetres across. Sulphides ctlmprise less t ~a” I per cat 
of the veins, and include fine-grained py~ te and kriser 
arsenopyrite, stibnite and chal#:opyrite. Sa nples corll:ain 
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metal concentrations as high as 19.3 grams per tonne gold 
and 35.4 grams per tonne silver, and rock and silt geochemi- 
cal studies identifird coincident anomalies of gold, arsenic 
and molybdenum in the area (McClintock, 1989). McClin- 
tack studied thin sections of altered rock mixed with the 
quartz float and a sample of feldspar porphyry, and recogn- 
ized two distinct types of alteration: phyllic alteration with 
associated pvritization, and intense argillic alteration with 
associated siicification and carbonate alteration. 

To date, no mineralized quartz veins have hren found in 
PlXC 

A 1990 mapping and sampling program by lnco Limited 
(Bohme, 1990) identified the Knob showing, a hydrother- 
mally altered pebble conglomerate. The conglomerate is 
hornfelsed and silicified, carhonatized and pyritized: 
assayed samples yielded up to 54.43 grams per tonne gold 
and 8.3 grams per tonne silver, together with anomalous 
levels of copper, arsenic and bismuth (Bohmc, 1990). Asso- 
ciated argillaceous sedimentary rocks are intensely fract- 
ured and carbonatired, but do not carry any anomalous 
metal concentrations. 

SUMMARY 
The Mount Tatlow map area is underlain by Mesozoic 

sedimentary and volcanic rocks of the Cadwalladcr Terrane, 
the Bridge River Complex, the Methow basin. the 
Tyaughton basin, the Silverquick formation and the Powell 
Creek formation. These rocks are intruded by several suites 
of Cretaceous(?~ and Tertiary dioritic to granitic plutons, 
and are overlain by flat-lying Neogene plateau basalts of the 
Chilcotin Group. The northwest-striking, dextral-slip 
Yalekom fault is the most prominent structural feature of the 
map area. map area. 

Rocks of the Upper Triassic Hurley Formation (Cad- Rocks of the Upper Triassic Hurley Formation (Cad- 
wallada Terrane) and the Mississippian to Jurassic Bridge wallader Terrane) and the Mississippian to Jurassic Bridge 
River Complex had not been recoenized within the mao River Complex had not been recoenized within the mao 
area prior to our study. Their recognition in fault-hound& 
panels south of Methow basin str& on the southwest side 
of the Yalakom fault provides a compelling match with the 
same structural succession mapped northeast of the fault in 
the Camelsfoot Range (Schiarizza er al., 1990~1); this COT- 
relation indicates that there has been about I I5 kilometres 
of dextral offset along the Yalakom fault. It confirms the 
earlier work of Kleinspehn (1985) who matched just one 
component of the structural succession, the Jxkess Moun- 
tain Group of the Methow basin. 

The Fish Lake porphyry copper-gold deposit occurs in a 
poorly exposed area on the nonheast side of the Yalakom 
fault. The deposit is hosted by a multiphase dioritic to 
quartz dioritic intrusive complex and and&tic volcanic and 
volcaniclastic rocks that are separated from underlying sedi- 
mentary rocks IJackass Mountain Group?) by a gently east- 
dipping fault. Intrusive rocks similar to those of the Fish 
Lake deposit outcrop for a short distance to the west and 
north, but are restricted to the northeast side of the Yalakom 
fault. The volcaniclastic rocks may be related to a poorly 
understood succession (Unit JKsv) that crops out locally to 
the west and north of Fish Lake, but these rocks have no 
obvious correlatives elsewhere in the map area. If the east- 

so 

erly dipping fault that bounds the Fish Lake deposit is a 
thrust, then correlatives might be found to the northeast, 
where volcanic successions of both Early and Late Cre- 
taceous age are known (Hickson, 1992). 
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ratio correlates with iron, calcium and ma@xsium oxides 
and that iron oxide correlates with sulphur. Apparently most 
of the iron is in pyrite and the calcitm~ and magnesium is in 
clays. In contrast to Hritish Columbia cottis calcium oxide 
correletes with base-acid ratios f<,r the Queensland coals, 
possibly indicating a urhonatr influence on base-acid ratio. 

A plot of iron oxide versus sulphur concentrations (Fig- 
ure S-1-9) for Pennsylvania and Nova Scotin coals Produces 
linew trends with data plotting nrx the pyrite line. Data 
from Illinois and Appalachian coals plot to the right of the 
pyrite line and indicae excess sulphur. 

Base-acid ratios of eastern Canadian and eastern U.S.A. 
coals are high mainly because of varyinfi amounts of pyrite 
and possibly iron carbonates. The coals do wash to a low 
ash and this provide:; tlexibility for blending with British 
Columbia coals to reduce base-acid ratios. 

BLENDING FOR IMPROVED CSR 
Recent work investigated the effect on CSR values of 

coke of adding specific minerals to the parent coal samples 
(Price et&, 1992). The addition of minerals such as calcite, 
pyrite and quatiz changed the base-acid ratios of the doped 
coal sample and produced a change in the CSR wlws of the 
resultant coke. The CSR values were changed &w~rally in 
amounts predicted by changes in the base-acid ratios and 
Equation A. This suggests that CSR values of coal hlends 
can be estimated usag the calculated hlendcd base-acid 

ratio 3s long as there is not a wide disparit! of rank. or 
rheology. 

Equation A predicts that CSR decreases tot nlinearly as 
base-acid ratio increases (Figure S-l-3). Thi\ means th;lt 
there will be a better than additiw improvemen in CSR i’ a 
high base-acid ratio coal is blenti,ed with a IL w base-acid 
ratio cwl. Tahlc 5-l-2 can he used tc, provide tu example. If 
two coilIs A (57% of blcnd) alttl B (43% of blend) vvith 
BARKSR values of 0.06/70.5(1\) and 0,20/D?. i(B) (line I, 
Table S-l-2) are mixed, then the wsultinp BAR’CSR \‘alt~es 
are 0.12159.3. This is no X2 per cent improvt merit in the 
CSR value of coal B and the hI’srid ha\ an act :ptahle C!;R 
value. There is adequate flexihility to product blends IV th 
good CSR valttes for the range of Ibase-acid rnti JS of Briti!,h 
Columbia coals. 

The study hy Price er <!I(. (IYY2) also indic,wd that the 
mitwal used to produce a change in CSR also lad an efft:<:t 
on the CSR value independent of its effect (8” base-acid 
ratio. Thus if the base-acid ratio was changed a constant ~81:r 
cent by addition of the appropriate amount: of apatit’z, 
gypsum, calcite or lime, the decrease in CSR \‘alue 
depended on the mineral (least for apatite mcit for lim’:). 
Similar rewIts were observed for iron. Siderite addition hi.d 
less effect than pyrite addition which had lcs effect th;.n 
adding iron oxide. 

This has interesting implications when cot sidering the 
cffcct of weathering on CSR. For a property I 3 dependwt 
on ash chemistry one might expect it to he resistant to 
weathering. which lnainly affects coilI, not mi teral matter. 
This is not the case. and an answcl’ might be tha: wratheri?g 
changes the form of some of tht: lxx oxides. I’or exampl~z, 
pyrite weathers to iron sulphatc: ;~nd in this w >y increa:t:s 
the detrimental effect of the as? w CSR witt out actoa ly 
changing the base-acid ratio. 

DISCUSSION 
Coke stren@h after reaction is an importen me;~sun: of 

coke quality. especially at a time whc I the ratio 
coke(kilogramVton hot metal is being drcreaxd by the LX 
of pulverized coal injection IPCI 1. 

A sensitivity analysis using ilro Iempirical t qnation 11131 
predicts CSR values provides for a better undt rstattdin:; of 
the relative importance of ash content, base-ac d ratio, rarlk 
and tluidity in intlurncing the restlltant CSK. 7 ne base-xld 
mtic of the coal is one of the mcst important cc .tI propertic? 
effecting the CSR of the resultat coke. 

Correlation analysis of ash oxide data can in licate which 
oxides are responsible for variations in base- lcid ratio. It 
then becomes impotlant to idc:ntif,y the min~rel host lot 
these oxides. This can hc achieved using cone ation an,a1:1- 
sis, iron-sulphur plots, normative calculati<ms or 1o.w 
temperature ashing combined with x-ray diffr; ctiott. Often 
variations in base-acid ratio are ~cnrrelated with vwiittions in 
iron oxide concentration, probably present as pyrite or ;.n 
iron carbonate. This information may lead to wi ys of selw- 
in& or washing run-of-mine coal ior improved CSR. 

On-line ash analyrers in coal wash-plants m ty be able ‘:o 
measure changes in iron content. From there ~lata it mignt 
be possible to predict fluctuations in the CSR GIILKX of tbr 
clean coat hefore it reaches the customer. 



AN OVERVIEW OF THE INTERIOR PLATEAU PROGRAM 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Interior Plateau program is a major new intitiative 

that is funded and operated under the guidelines of the 
Mineral Development Agreement lYYlLl9Y5 (MDA) 
between the governments of Canada and British Columbia. 
During the program geoscientists from both the Geological 
Survey of Canada and the British Columbia Geological 
Survey Branch will collaborate on a number of multi- 
disciplinary projects throughout the Interior Plateau region 
of British Columbia (Figures I-4-1 and l-4-2). Mineral 
exploration in this region has been severely hampered by 
glacial drift, Neogene lava flows, an obsolete geological 
database, and lack of modern geophysical or geochemical 
coverage. Geological environments favourable for mineral 
deposits exist in neighbowing areas (e.g., porphyry style 
deposits such as Endako and Gibraltar, the Equity Silver 
deposit and epithennal precious metal deposits like Silver 
Queen and Blackdome). Extrapolation of plutonic suites 

Figure I-4-1. Major producing mines (shown by diamonds) 
and other significant mineral deposits in the Interior Plateau 
EglO”. 

Geologicul Fieldwork 1992, Puper 1993-l 

and stratigraphy suggests there is potential for simil,ir, 
undiscovered deposits in the Interior Plateau r :gion. 

The projects include regional geochemical a Id aeroms>:- 
netic surveys, I:50 000.scale bedrock and surfi :ial geolog- 
cal mapping, airborne multiparameter survey: and a bio- 
geochemical survey (Table I-4.. 1). The objea ive of these 
projects is to upgrade the existirlg geological al Id geophyii- 
ml databases in order to provide a ‘more accurat : assessme Int 
of mineral potential, and to axmulate mod:m data for 
providing information vital to informed wource maw 
agement and land-use decision in the lntr .ior Plateau 
region. 

Field-based projects initiated in 1992 will conclude in 
1994. Annual reports accompanii:d by maps vill be pub 
lished for projects active during ii. given year. A final VI+ 
ume synthesizing the Interior Plateau prograrh is plann:d 
for publication in 1995. 

ldegroot
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figure 1.4-2. Location of projects in the Interior Plateau region. 

Briti.yh Columbia Geologicul Sunq Branch 



REGIONAL GEOCHEMISTRY 
In anticipation of a lake sediment Regional Geochcmical 

Survey (RGS) covering the NTS 93C (Anahim Lake), Y3F 
(Nechako River) and Y3K (Fort St. James) map sheets, 
Stephen Cook, of the British Columbia Geological Survey 
Branch, carried out a lake sediment orientation study in the 
Vanderhoof-Houston region of the Interior Pleteau in 1992. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of 
lake sediments as a sample medium for the regional sari- 
pling program. Studies were focused on sites that represent 
a variety of differenl lake types found draining each of two 
rock types most likely to be mineralized plutons, with 
porphyry potential, and volcanic rocks of the Eocene Ootsa 
Lake Group with epithermal precious met31 potential. Ana- 
lyses from 625 lake-sediment samples obtained at 437 sites 
will determine the extent to which sediment geochemistry 
reflects the presence of nearby mineral occumences. the 
effect of differing lake conditions, and the most effective 
sampling strategy for the RGS survey. 

GEOPHYSICS 
Denis Teskey of the Geological Survey of Canada is 

coordinating an aeronregnetic survey of an area in the Inte- 
rior Plateau that will cover at least 30 adjoining I:50 000 
mapsheets. Data processing and interpretation, an integral 
part of this project. are necessary to minimize effects of thin 
hut extensive sheets of Neogene flood basalts that may 
mask patterns due to older strata and deeper stroctures. 
Airborne geophysical surveys are planned for lYY3. Pro- 
cessing of the digital data will follow with publication of a 
series of high-resolution residwl total field maps at 
I50 000.scale and total field contour maps at I :250 OOO- 
scale, planned for 1994. 

Robert Shives, Ken Ford, Bruce Ballantyne and Don 
Harris of the Geological Survey of Canada initiated an 
applied geophysical study. They will carry rut airborne 
gamma ray spectmmetry (AGRS), magnetic and VLF- 
electromagnetic surveys over the two key mineral deposit 
types that represent likely exploration targets in the Interior 
Plateau region the Clishako epithermel precious metal 
occurrence and the Fish Lake porphyry copper-gold deposit. 

Potassic alteration in rocks, present at both Clisbako and 
Fish Lake, provides excellent potential for successful 
application of the gamma ray spectrometric technique. 
Gamma ray spectrometry maps subtle variations in radio- 
element contents (K, U, Th) of bedrock and overburden. 
Where disruption of normal radioelement concentrations by 
mineralizing solutions can be recognized in bedrock or in 
derived surficial rruterials, the radioelements provide path- 
finders to zones of alteration. Radioelement enrichment and 
depletion in concen with magnetic and VLF signatures can 
be interpreted and used as guides for mineral exploration. 

Ground orientation and follow-up studies, in collabora- 
tion with other MDA projects, will include ground spec- 
trometry, mineralogical studies and multimedia geochemi- 
cal analyses, to explain the airborne patterns, to demonstrate 
practical applications of the data, and equally important, to 
foster the transSer of the relatively simple, inexpensive 
ground technique to the mapper and explorationist. 

Ground tests were conducted in 1992 and terial sur\ay:, 
will he completed in 1993. Col~x~r ~contour anr profile mapr~ 
of radioelement, magnetic and VLF-EM data will be a\uil- 
able at I :50 000 and I : 100 00’3 cc&s for ea’ ,h area. 

BEDROCK MAPPING 
In 1992. two new bedrock mapping programs b,egarl 

along the eastern boundary of tile Coast Belt and adjzw:n: 
lntermontane Belt. Paul Schixirza and anet Rid~jell 
mapped about 1000 square kilon~etres in pert! of the Nlwmt 
Tatlow area (920/5. 6, 12). This work est; hlished slr& 
igraphic continuity with the recently mapped lhilko Lane 
Taseko Lakes Bridge River awl to the \c Jth-southi iast. 
The Yalakom fault transects the map area; ct nsistent sIrat,- 
igraphic relationships across the fault imply ~pproximatel!) 
I15 kilometres of dextral displacement. T te Fish I,akc 
porphyry copper-gold deposits is in the Tatlow a.ea. 
Uranium-lead geochronometry on zircon f om a miler- 
alized phase of the intrusion will help to ap xoximate the 
timing of intrusion-related mine::alization at :ish Laks?. 

Farther northwest, Peter van der Heyden, r!’ the Geol.gi- 
cal Surr’ey of Canada, mapped the Charlotte Lake (93C;1), 
Junker Lake east-half (93C/4E:s, and parts ,f the Bu:.sel 
Creek (92Nll4) map areas. Eixploration pn spects in Ihi< 
area include epithermal pre&us metal bear ng v&x ;tnd 
porphyry copper-molybenum :;howings. TI ,ese mapping 
projects will he geographically linked in 1594, providing 
contiguous I:50 000-x& geolr8gical covera~ e along it wet 
tract of the eastern Coast Belt and western Intermontaw 
Belt. 

In much of central British Columbia, Eoce me magma~:sm 
is manifest as a broad field of continental volt rnic rocks ;an<J 
associated calcalkaline plutons. Several fort ler produ:in:: 
mines and scattered prospect:; throughou the In~tcrior 
Plateau represent epithermal-type precious m :tttl miner,ilir- 
ation related to this magmatic episode. Du ing the I993 
field season a new mapping projat, coordin lted by C;l.his 
Hickson, of the Geological Surrey of C’anad. ~, is schedJle,J 
to begin in the central region of the Interior F lateau (93C15’. 
16 and Y3B/12, 13). The focu:. will be to -wise Exenc 
stratigraphy and identify metallotects. Eocer e rocks i,r the 
area contain several precious mel,al occurre! ces; the trwt 
notable at this time is at the Clisbako propel ty. 

During 1992, Larry Diakow ;and Kim Grec n, of the ~i:ril,- 
ish Columbia Geological Survey Branch mapped the 
Natalkuz Lake (93F/6) area ir, the northern part of the 
Interior Plateau. This area is underlain by h liddle Jurassic 
and older volcanic and sedimenrary rocks tha are cut lb:/ the 
Late Cretaceous Capoose batholith. The N; talkuz fat It, a 
northeast-trending linear structure, cuts acre! s the map iarea 
and juxtaposes older Jurassic :.trata against a dominantly 
Eocene and younger volcanic p~lle. At the Ca moose propxty 
in the Fawnie Range, finely disseminated : ilver is found 
within rhyolite sills and. nearby, a nunbe r of porphyry 
copper-molybdenum showings are known it the Capuo>e 
batholith. Rhyolitic rocks of the Ootsa Lake Group contain 
sparse pyrite; their potential ar, hosts for epith :rmal pnx iotis 
metals is perceived to be low irf the area ma ?ped. In 1!)93, 
work will continue with enp;.n!:ion of the n tipping farther 
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south into the Fawnie Creek area where silicified Eocene 
rocks contain precious metals at the Wolf property. 

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY AND 
GEOCHEMISTRY 

Peter Bobrowsky, of the British Columbia Geological 
Survey Branch, leads a surficial geological mapping project 
at I :50 000.scale in parts of the Anahim Lake (93C) and 
Nechako River (93F) map sheets. Both areas have potential 
for mineral deposits in porphyry and epithemxd environ- 
ments; however, an extensive veneer of drift has signifi- 
cantly hampered exploration in both areas. The project will 
present surficial data in thematic formats that will aid drift 
prospecting. The maps will also integrate glacial process 
information into a format which will provide an additional 
tool for effective exploration of the drift-covered terrain. 

In 1992, two field parties mapped the surficial geology in 
the four easternmost map sheets of the Anahim Lake area. 
Till samples were routinely collected throughout the map 
area for geochemical analysis and provenance studies. In 
1993 surficial and bedrock mapping are proposed in the 
Fawnie Creek area (93F/3) which will result in a fully 
integrated terrain-bedrock map. 

Alain Plouffe of the Geological Survey of Canada is 
engaged is a two-part project that addresses regional surf- 
cial geochemistry and Pleistocene glacial history. The pro- 
ject area comprises the northwest quadrant of Taseko Lakes 
(920) and the northeast quadrant of the Anahim Lake (93C) 
map sheets. Further detailed surveys will be conducted 
around the Clisbako and Fish Lake properties to collaborate 
with and support studies of other projects in the area. 

The till samples will be analyzed for a variety of elements 
and results compiled on regional reconnaissance geochemi- 
cal maps. These maps will establish background concentra- 
tions of elements in till over different bedrock lithologies. 
Such maps have applications in drift prospecting. The his- 
torical aspect of the drift investigations is of primary impor- 
tance for interpretation of the regional geochemical maps. 

BIOGEOCHEMISTRY 
Colin Dunn of the Geological Survey of Canada is under- 

taking a project to evaluate the effectiveness of bio- 
geochemistry as a prospecting tool by sampling at several 
mineralized test sites that encompass an area roughly equiv- 
alent to two I:50 COO-scale map sheets. In a previous case 
study, over the QR deposit in the Quesnel trough, the 
biogeochemical survey demonstrated that reconnaissance 
level biogeochemical mapping is effective. Data were 
obtained from tree-top organic material by helicopter in a 
fast, cost-effective, and efficient program. This technique 
can detect mineralized bedrock concealed by dense forest 
and/or a veneer of overburden. The Interior Plateau program 
will involve detailed ground and airborne biogeochemical 
reconnaissance surveys at the selected test sites the 
Clisbako and Fish Lake properties. The orientation survey 
done in 1992 will be followed up by the full survey in 1993. 
The work will be carried out in collaboration with other 
project leaders in the area. Approximately 50 elements will 
be analyzed. The maps produced will focus attention on 
areas with anomalous concentrations of metals. 

GENERAL 
Results of the various projects conducted by staff of the 
B.C. Geological Survey Branch in the Interior Plateau 
region we summarized in this volume. These include the 
following papers: 

Riddell, I., Schiariazza, P.. Gaba, R.G.. Caira, N. and Findlay. A.: 
Geology and Mineral Occurrences of the Mount Tatlow Map 
Area. 

Diakow. L.1. and van da Heyden. P.: An Overview of the Interior 
Plateau Program. 

Green, K.C. and Diakow, L.J.: The Fawnie Range Project Geol- 
ogy of the Natalkuz Lake Map Area. 

Cook, S.J.: Preliminary Repon on Lake Sediment Studies in the 
Northern Interior Plateau, Central British Columbia (93C. E. 
F, K, L). 

Giles. T.R. and Ken, D.E.: Surticial Geology in the Chilanko Forks 
and Chezacut Areas (93Ul.8). 

Proudfoot, D.N.: Drift Exploration and Surficial Geology of the 
Clusko River (92U9) and Toil Mountain (93Ul6) Map 
Sheets. 
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THE FAWNIE RANGE PROJECT - GEOLOGY OF THE 
NATALKUZ LAKE MAP AREA 

(93F/6) 
By Kim C. Green and Larry J. Diakow 

(Contribution to the Interior Plateau Program 

Canada - Brihkh Columbia Mineral Development Agreement 1991-1995) 

KEYWORDS: Regional geology, Fawnie Range, Natalkuz 
Lake, stratigraphy, Capoose batholith, Capoose AwAg 
deposit. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Fawnie Range mapping project began in 1992 and is 

a component of the Interior Plateau program, a new multi- 
disciplinary study in the Interior Plateau physiographic 
region. The program is funded through the Canada-British 
Columbia Mineral Development Agreement (MDA) 
1991-1995. The Interior Plateau program involves coopera- 
tive field investigations and research by geoscientists from 
the Geological Survey of Canada and the British Columbia 
Geological Survey (Diakow and WI der Heyden; 1993, this 
volume). 

The new Fawnie Range prqject is aimed at bettrr under- 
standing the stratigraphic and structural development of 
Mesozoic and Cenwzoic volcanic sequences and assessing 
the geological controls of mineral deposits in the northern 
Interior Plateau. 

Regional mapping at I :50 000 scale, and at I:20 000 
scale in parts of the Fawnie Range, was completed in 
Natalkuz Lake map area in 1992 (Figure 1-5-l). Much of 
the area is dominated by low rounded hills covered by forest 

4 1992 MAP ARE, 

Figure I-S- I. Location of Natslkuz Lake map area 
(93/F6) and proposed 1993 map area (93/F%. 

and mantled by extensive glacial deposits. Ex :ept for wni-. 
continuous exposure in the Fawoie Range, ou :crops tentl t<, 
be widely separated and confined to thr cres s of hill:; and 
the shoreline of the Nechako IReservoir (N italkuz Lake, 
Knewstubb Lake, Euchu Reach:‘. 

ACCESS 
A well-maintained network #of logging road j connects the 

northeast corner of the map area with Vande; hoof, app:vx- 
imately I IO kilometres to the north-northeast These roads, 
and the Nechako Reservoir which transects the: northern part 
of the map area, provide good access to n~inly Tertiary/ 
rock sequences. The oldest rock units crop out primxily 
southeast of the Nechako Rerei-voir in the f awllie Ra lge. 
This area is best reached hy hclicoptet; alth ugh a bar~el:i 
passable four-wheel-drive road connects the southern cep- 
merit of Fawnie Range and the Capoose pn spect with a~ 
all-weather logging road. The 8dr~ve to the Cal loose prospect 
from Vanderhoof via the Klusku:i- Ootsa Fore t Service -‘:>a’.i 
is about I60 kilometres. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 
Early geological investigations in the Nata kur Lake map 

area formed part of a systematic regional ma Iping pnqmrn 
conducted in the Nechako Rive]- area (YDF) luring the late 
1940s to early 1950s and later .:ynthesired i I a Geologic;d 
Survey of Canada memoir (‘l$per, 1063). <efinemerl;: c#f 
stratigraphic rock units and their distribution n the Natalkur 
Lake map area as determined in this study are shwun in 
Figure l-5-2. 

The eastern and southeastern parts of the map an::. ale 
underlain mainly by andesitic flows that ire part “1’ the 
lowest stratigraphic unit (Jv,:;), Thin interfl IW sedirnznti, 
we believe are well up-section in this unit, contain tcnt;b- 
tively identified early Middle Jurassic fauna and suggest a 
possible correlation with the IEarly and Iv iddle Jur~~ssic 
Hazelton Group. Along the easr-f,acing slope of the Faun’e 
Range these flows apparently constitute the base of a thin 
sequence of fine elastic sediments contail ,ing Callwia 
fauna which suggests a time-straiigraphic a ,sociation w,:h 
the Ashman Formation of thr: lilowser Lake Group. In turn 
the sedimentary unit passes upxection into a conformable 
package of and&tic fragmrxxal~ rocks an I minor inter- 
spersed flows. Although the age of these volcanic ;istic 
rocks is uncertain, they may represent a prev ously unr~x”,~- 
nized, spatially restricted volxnic unit of PI esumable Mid- 
dle to Late Jurassic age. Collectively, layera rocks south of 
Natalkuz Lake that form the backbone of the Fawnie R.an::e 
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Figure I-5-2. Distribution of rock units in the Natalkuz Lake map area as determined in this year‘s study 

are intruded and thermally altered by the latest Cretaceous 
Capoose batholith. 

The Natalkuz fault, a regional northeast-trending exten- 
sional structure places pre-Tertiary successions and the 
Capoose batholith against predominantly volcanic rocks of 
the Eocene Ootsa Lake Group which underlies the west- 
northwest part of the map area. Basaltic flows of the Endako 
Group nonconformably overlie the Ootsa Lake Group. 
Basement for these Tertiary units is represented by gener- 
ally small exposures of the Hazelton Group, homblende- 
bearing pyroclastic deposits of the Upper Cretaceous 
Kasalka Group and one occurrence of Albian tuffaceous 
sediments. 

The youngest rocks in the map area are fresh olivine 
tholeiite flows assigned to the Miocene and younger 
Chilcotin Group. 4 solitary erosional remnant of these 
flows rests nonconformably on the Capoose batholith along 
the southern margin of the map area. 

3-R 

STRATIGRAPHY 

JURASSC VOIXANIC AND SEDIMENTARY 
ROCKS (UNIT JV,S) 

Unit Jv,s is particularly well exposed along the axis of the 
Fawnie Range south of Natalkuz Lake. The Late Cretaceous 
Capoose batholith intrudes and alters rocks of Unit Jv,s in a 
broad area of near continuous outcrop at Mount Swannell 
and Tut&i Mountain. Immediately east of the Fawnie Range 
numerous scattered outcrops are restricted to the crests of 
knolls. Adjacent to the narrow waterway connecting 
Natalku and Knewstubb lakes thick glacial cover limits 
exposure to a few. widely spaced low hills. Neither the top 
nor the bottom of the unit is recognized in the map area. Its 
total thickness is difficult to ascertain; however, part of a 
homoclinal section at Tutiai Mountain is at least I kilometre 
thick. The most representative section of relatively 
unaltered lava flows and associated volcaniclastic rocks, 
about 350 metros thick. is exposed immediately west of 
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Saddle Hump. This section can be reached on foot from the 
Top Lake Forest Service campsite 3.S kilometres to the 
south. 

A secondary assemblage of 2pidote-quartz-chlorite is 
ubiquitous and a significant feature that distinguishes this 
unit from younger, comparatively unaltered rock sequences 
in the map area. This assemblage of alteration minerals 
generally lines fractures, and less commonly occurs as 
irregular clots in the laves. Microscopically. calcite and 
sericite, with or without epidote, incipiently alter plag- 
ioclase phenocrysts. This is often accompanied by chlorite 
and granular opaques which selectively replace ferromagne- 
sian phenocrysts and the matrix. 

Unit Jv is made up predominantly of lava flows. Frag- 
mental deposits are prominent locally, but regionally they 
are minor and occur as comparatively thin beds that inter- 
finger with the lava flows. Rare interflow sedimentary rocks 
also occur sporadically throughout the unit. 

Geological Fieldwork 1992, Paper 1993-J 

sYw3oLs 
Geological boundary (approximate, rs*,,“,%#) .................................. _, .- ..... 
Fault ppproximate. ar*umed, ............................................................ ___, d-e. 
Bedding. tops k;nOvm ............................. ........................................... -.L-. 
Road.. ....................................................... ........................................... _ .- - 

Lava flows of Unit Jv an: remarkably L niform in ,com- 
position and texture. They ax typical and :sites with par- 
phyritic and amygdaloidal texlwres, and cot tain pla@xlase 
and relatively fresh pynxenr: phenocryst set in a dark 
green or maroon groundmass. Plagioclase l ~henocry:rt~. typ- 
ically vary from I to 3 millimetres in leng h and comprise 
between 15 and 35 volume pt:r cent of the rock The com- 
mon occurrence of vitreous augite phenocr ‘sts (I to 5% by 
volume) is a diagnostic feature of these flows. /rug,ite 
occurs in glomerocrysts witlh plagioclase and as micro- 
phenocrysts throughout the grwndmass. Ri re relict outlines 
of olivine grains may be present,. The appe xance of Ming- 
dules is variable in the porphytitic lava flom few volume 
per cent to 30 volume per c’:nt of the rock The amy,$dlles 
are typically round and filled with chlorite. epid’o:,: zand 
quartz. Hematite-rich breccia smith c;dcite- filled interstices 
forms discontinous layers up to I metro thick on sane 
flows. At one locality a lens of grey lin estone about 50 
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centimctres thick is exposed at the top of an amygdaloidal 
flow. 

Fragmental deposits comprised of monolithic lapilli and 
blocks interleave the lava flows. The best continuous 
exposure of these deposits is immediately southwest of 
Chedakuz Arm on Knewstubb Lake. The fragments have a 
similar texture and bulk composition to the porphyritic 
andesite flows. 

Porphyritic and&es are interlayered with dark green to 
black baaltic andesite flows in the volcanic section imme- 
diately west of Saddle Hump. Distinguished by a dense. fine 
granular aphyric texture, these rocks form largely snuctwe- 
less flows as much as 75 mrtres thick that weather to a 
smooth, orange-hued surface. In several places they contain 
resistant laminae that protrude from the weathered surface 
(Plate 1-5-l). Olivine microphenocrysts comprise up to 3 
volume per cent and minute augite grains occupy interstices 
between the plagioclase microlites. 

Interflow pyroclastic units are difficult to recognize in the 
hydrothermally altered and hornfelsed section adjacent to 
the Capoose batholith at Mount Swannell. Elsewhere, the 
fragmental rocks tend to be areally restricted in rather mas- 
sive featureless sections less than 50 mrtres thick. In the 
area of the reference section immediately west of Saddle 
Hump, an apparently minor fault juxtaposes a sequence of 

Iwas and lapilli tuffs. The luffs contain subangular maroon 
and maux porphyritic and aphyric pyroclasts in an ash 
matrix charged with plagioclase crystal fragments. A superb 
bedded outcrop about 75 metres long on the north shore of 
Natalkw Lake exposes variegated maroon to green frag- 
mrntal rocks. Lapilli tuff forms several thick beds that 
alternate with thinner, well-laminated ash-tuff beds, some of 
which contain accretionary lapilli (Plate l-S-2). The lapilli 
comprise a heterolithic mixture of crowded porphyritic 
andesite, tlou-laminated rhyolite, porphyritic dacite and 
aphyric siliceous fragments. A similar section of variegated 
tuffs interleaved with sparsely fossiliferous waterlain ash 
tuff crops out in road cuts in the extreme northwest comer 
of the map area. 

Sedimentary rocks ([Jnit Is) directly underlie porphyritic 
andesite laws at several widely spaced exposures imme- 
diately north of Natalkuz Lake. The best outcrop is on the 
point that projects southward into the narrow waterway 
connecting Natalkw and Knewstuhb lakes. At this location 
a well-bedded sedimentary section about 75 metres thick is 
abruptly and conformably overlain by coarse augite-bearing 
porphyritic and&e flows and associated fragmental rocks. 
The sedimentary rocks consist mainly of drab, olive-green 
arkosic sandstone and siltstone, and black Inudstone. The 
arkosic sandstone is composed of well-sorted suban&u 
grains of plagioclase, augite and lithic clasts. The detritus is 

Plate I-5-1. Fine-grained basaltic andcsitrs of Unil Jv 
sometimes display protruding laminae on weathered 
surfaces. 
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undoubtedly derived from a local volcanic source. presum- 
ably from nearby augite-bearing porphyritic andecite ilows. 
Concretions genemlly less than IO crntimrtres in diameter 
on rare occasions reach 0.5 metre in diameter. The concre- 
tions are weakly calcareous and as a consequence weather 
recessively in the fine cl&c beds. Conglomeratic sand- 
stone with well-rounded siliceous (chert’!) pebbles is 
exposed near the base of the section. A collection of pel- 
ecypod fossils, including Trigonio and scarce belemnites 
resembles some early Bajocian fauna (T.P. Poulton, per- 
sonal communication. 1992). Moreover, the arkosic sedi- 
mentary beds replete with fossils resemble deposits of the 
Smithers Formation which crop out extensively 100 kilo- 
metres to the west, in the Whitesail Lake map area. 

MIDDIX TO LATE(?) JURASSK RECKS 

In the Fawnie Range, between Fawnie Nose and Green 
Lake a west-southwest-dipping monoclinal succession of 
sedimentary strata passes stratigrephically up-section into 
predominantly fragmental volcanic rocks that have been cut 
by a variety of felsic hypabyssal intrusions and also ther- 
mally metamorphosed by the nearby Capoose batholith. 
Topographically lower, and presumably comprising the 
stratigraphic base of this succession, are wlcanic rocks 
tentatively assigned to Unit Jv. Near the midpoint of the 
ridge, an east-trending normal fault offsets the layered wc- 
cession and in the uplifted northern block exposes a basal 
section about a kilometre thick. The stratigraphically lowest 
rock is a maroon and green block-lapilli ruff. The fragments 
are subangular to subrounded, monolithic and contain up to 
40 volume per cent of feldspar phenocrysts. Up-section 
feldspar-phyric maroon and green crystal-lapilli tuff inter- 
layered with amygdaloidal flows predominates. At the 
Capoose prospect L succession of sedimentary rocks over- 
lies the flows and tuffs with slight angular unconformity. 

SEDIMENTARY HOCKS (UNIT mJs) 

Sedimentary rocks crop out discontinuously from the 
Capoose prospect in the north to Fnwnie Dome in the south. 
At the Capoose prospect sediments weather recessively in a 
section I20 mefres thick and composed of interbedded 
argillite and tuffaceous sillstone (Tipper, 1963). To the 
south, lithologically similar rocks are cxposcd 0.6 and 1.4 
kilometres east and southeast of Fawnir Nose. At these 
locations the section is over 300 metres thick and consists of 
alternating argillite and siltstone layers I to 2 centimetres 
thick with conspicuous massive interbeds of greywacke. A 
layer of black chert-pebble conglomerate less than 10 
mefres thick occurs locally near the top of the sedimentary 
sequence. The conglomerate contains subrounded quartz, 
chert, argillite and luffaceous clasts up to 1.5 centimefres in 
diameter, supported by a fine-graincd, dark grey matrix. 

Fossil collections from sedimentary sections in the south 
as well as in the northern section include ammonites, 
bivalves and belemnites. The age of the sedimentary rocks 
near Fawnie Now. as inferred from preliminary cxnmina- 
tion of the fossils. is tentatively Middle Jurassic, prohahly 
Bathonian or Callovian (T.P. Poulton, personal communica- 
tion, 1992). Thi:. corresponds with the Callwian age for 

fossils identified in the sediment.. from the no them loczlit) 
(Tipper. 1963). This sediment;rry unit i’; prwlably cot~:la.. 
tive with the Ashman Form;~lion of the Bowst I Lake Ciraup 
as the ages and lithologic chamclxistics are broadly sin&r. 

VOLCANIC ROCKS (UNIT m,Jv) 

In the Fwnie Nose area the sediments of Unil mJs an: 
overlain with slight angular unxmlbrmity by ipproximatelv 
600 metros of crowded feldspar crystal tuff. crystal-la$lii 
luff and local accumulations 31’ maroon ant green block- 
lapilli tuff. The stratigraphically highest mem xx of the unit 
is crystal-lapilli tuff with distinctive chloritic Fiammi (,F’lats: 
l-S-3). that crops out for I .5 kilcmctres along the ridge <rest 
between Fawnie Nose and the Capoose pros xct. 

Hornfels alteration, causr:d by emplac :ment of th? 
Capoose batholith, is extensix in the YO canic secliol 
exposed between Fawnie Nose and the Cap lose pro:ip:c~~. 
The effects of the intrusion a-e indicated bq the incre,isemJ 
hardness of the rocks and ixarnpanying lestructiw cf 
primary volcanic textures to Ibrm massiw and crudely 
bedded units in which the ii-.~igment;ll tex ure is totally 
obliterated or only faintly waled on the ‘veatbered :wr- 
face. Veinlets and clots of epi,:lote and chl~lrite are ~bicl- 
uitous throughout the section. The age 0’ Unit mJv ‘s 
loosely bracketed by underlying Callovia t sedimewary 
strata of Unit mls and a Maawichtian date obtained %m 
the Capoose batholith (Andrew. 19881. 

Volcanic rocks of tentative L,ate Crewxo~ s age crop wt 
mainly in the vicinity of Hoult ILake and extt nd as sca!:lwd 
outcrops in a belt trending solrtheastward tolards Natakuz 
Lake. Several representative exposures of I nit Kv, one of 
which was sampled for U-PD and K-Ar gr ochronwrctry, 
crop out adjacent to the road ;tl’ang the south shore of liot It 
Lake. 

The volcanic rocks comprise a strucfu eless ma:;3 (of 
block-lapilli tuff. The pyrocla!its we ch Iracterisl:i:ally 
monolithic, grey-green 01 purple hornilende-phyric 
andesite that are up to I.5 cer~timetres in liamefer. .?]a$- 
ioclase crystals between I and 3 millimetrer long comprix 
up to 35 volume per cent ;ard hornblende as long 1s 4 
millimetres accounts for up tc 5’ wlumt: per ( ent of thl: rock. 
Despite the presence of quarwepidotc veir lets cutting: ix 
tufl’s and incipient replaceml:nt (of plagiocl use by ep dole, 
the hornblende in many sect’ons is remarks bly Ifresh. 

RHYOI,ITE (UNIT I.Kr) 

Rocks of Units Jv,s, mJs and mJv. whi :h underlie the 
ridge between Green Lake and Fawnie Nose are intruded 0~ 
numt‘rous rhyolitir dikes and sills (ret Intro ;ive Rock::) and 
overlain by rhyolitic flows and tuffs. A Late Crelaceou~ age 
has heen determined for the rbyolitic intrur i(,ns expo ;ed at 
the Cepoose prospect (Andrw, 198s). 

Rhyolite ilows and tuffs: South of the C lpoosc property 
rhyolitr tlows and ruffs overli<:: volcanic ro, ,ks of Unit IT Iv 
with apparent angular unconFul-mity. l’he tlg mws ire white to 
light grey, finely laminated or tmxciated an I vary in texture 
from aphanitic tu sparsely p~~npbyritic. Quz rtz and fr ~dspar 
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Plate l-5-3. Chloritic iiamm6 are a distinctive feature in crystal-lapilli tuffs of Unit mlv. 

phenocrysts, less than 1 millimetre in diameter, and finely 
crystalline brown garnet occur in the flows in concentra- 
tions of less than 5 per cent by volume. 

Light grey to pink rhyolite ash, crystal and crystal-lapilli 
tuffs are interlayered with the flows. The tuffs are thickly to 
thinly bedded. The ash tuffs are very fine grained and 
appear cheny in outcrop. Crystal and crystal-lapilli tuffs 
contain euhedral to fragmented quartz (up to 30% by vol- 
ume) and feldspar (<5% by volume) phenocrysts from I to 
3 millimetres in diameter. Lithic fragments, 0.4 to 1.5 cen- 
time-es across, are predominantly angular, aphanitic, sil- 
iceous volcanic rocks. 

EOCENE OOTSA LAKE GROUP 

The Ootsa Lake Group is the name applied to a succes- 
sion of continental calcalkaline basaltic to rhyolitic volcanic 
rocks of Eocene age (50.0 Ma) exposed in the Whitesail 
Range and Whitesail Reach areas (DuffelI. 1959; Diakow 
and Mihalynuk, 1987a. b). Ootsa Lake Group volcanic 
rocks in the Natalkuz Lake area are confined. for the most 
part, to the northwest side of the Natalkur fault. A 750. 
metre section of volcanic rocks consisting of amygdaloidal 
andesite, coarse feldspar-phyric flows and platy dacite 
unconformably overlies Upper Cretaceous volcanic rocks 
along the north side of Natalkuz Lake. Rhyolite flows and 
lesser tuffaceous rocks underlie most of the northwestern 
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comer of the map area. Field relationships suggest that the 
rhyolite overlies older lithologies on a surface with signifi- 
cant paleotopography. Biotite-phyric dacite flows exposed 
on an island I kilometre east of Jim Smith Point either 
underlie or are interlayered with the rhyolite flows. 

AMYGDALOIDAL ANDESITE FLOWS (UNIT EO,) 

North of Natalkur Lake, dark grey, massive and amyg- 
daloidal andesite flows less than 75 metres thick unconfor- 
mably overlie hornblende-bearing crystal-lapilli and block- 
lapilli tuffs of Unit Kv. The flows are aphanitic and locally 
brecciated with matrix infillings of chalcedonic quartz. 
Amygdules contain silica, calcite and epidote. Similar 
amygdaloidal flows are interlayered with bladed feldspar 
phyric flows of Unit EO,. 

BLADED FELDSPAR ANDESITE PORPHYRY FLOWS 
(UNIT EO,) 

Dark green-grey coarse feldspar-phyric andesite flows 
approximately 250 me&es thick conformably overlie the 
amygdaloidal andesite tlows. Alignment of tabular, 5.milli- 
metre to l.5-centimetre, feldspar phenocrysts impan a well- 
developed flow fabric to outcrops. Hand samples contain a 
phenocryst assemblage of plagioclase (20.40% by volume) 
and pyroxene (5.10% by volume). Phenocrysts are exten- 
sively replaced by calcite and chlorite. Epidote. hematite 
and silica occur on fracture surfaces. These flows are 



lithologically similar to and&es of the Ootsa Lake Group 
mapped to the west in the Whitesail area (Unit 6, Diakow 
and Mihalynuk, 1987b) 

SPARSELY PORPHYRITIC DACITE FLOWS (UNIT EO,) .., 
Sparsely feldspar-phyric da& flows overlie the coarse 

feldspar-phyric andesitcs with apparent conformity. The 
&cite flows have an estimated thickness of 150 metrrs. 
However, this is a minimum thickness as the upper contact 
is not exposed. The dacite weathers readily along flow 
surfaces producing Ilaggy, porceltaneous fragments. The 
rock is medium to light blue-green or grey and contains 
tabular feldspar phenocrysts 2 to 3 millimrtres long (S-IO% 
by volume) and acicular hornblende phenocrysts I to 3 
millimetres long. Alignment of the phenocrysts imparts a 
trachytic texture to the flows. Calcite and epidote have 
selectively replaced the feldspar phenocrysts. Hornblende 
phenocrysts are commonly replaced by chlorite and fine- 
grained opaque minerals. 

DACITE FLOWS (UNIT EO,) 

Biotite-phyric dacite flows underlying or interlayered 
with rhyolite flows are exposed on a island approximately I 
kilometre east of Jim Smith Point. At this location dacite 
flows about 140 metres thick are exposed on the side of a 
hill directly above lake level. This represents a minimum 
thickness because the base of the dncite is not exposed. The 
dacite has a light grey to pinkish grey fine-grained 
groundmass and contains a phenocryst assemblage of plag- 
ioclase (20% by volume), annrthoclase (20% by volume) 
and biotite (5.10% by volume). Plagioclase phenocrysts 
(An,,) are white, euhedral, subvitreous to chalky and com- 
monly up to 0.5 centimetre tong. Anorthoclase phenocrysts 
range from 0.3 to 0.5 centimetre long and are colourless, 
euhedral and vitreous. In thin section anorthoclase is 
observed rimming plegioclasr phenocrysts. Biotite occurs 
as vitreous, euhedral, I to 2.millimetre phenocrysts. Clots 
of intergrown fine-grainrd feldspar and biotite up to t 
centimetre across occur throughout the groundmass. A bulk 
sample has been collected for the purpose of determining a 
K-Ar age on biotite for the dacite tlows. 

Textures in the rocks vary considerably over sf art distanws. 
They include massive flows and flow brecciz 3, planar and 
contorted laminated flows, sphwulitic flows (1 mm to I cm 
spherulites) and interlayered prchstones. Tt e phenmxyst 
assemblage in the flows is variable across tt e map shext. 
Flows typically contain a phenocryst assemt lage of plag- 
ioclase (up to 20% by volume), I:~UBRZ (5.IOr/’ by volume). 
potassium feldspar (up to ,O 7 Sb bv volume) urd tract! 01 , 
biotite. Plegioclase is vitreous artd occurs as :uhedral, :! tc’ 
3.millimetre phenocrysts. Quarti: is almost a ways pr~:::en~. 
as I to 2.millimetre euhedral phenocrysts. Salt eon pink, ! trl 
3.millimetrr euhedral potassitur feldspar pt :nocrysti ,arr: 
generally uncommon but locally comprise up :o 20 per en: 
of hand samples. Biotite is usually present as euhctlral, 
vitreous phenocrysts between I and 2 n illimetrer in 
diameter. 

Rhyolitic Air-fall ‘Ihffs: Whtte and light 1 reen. massiw 
to well-bedded ash, crystal, cryr;tal-lapilti an i lapilli-b ock 
tuffs are interlayered with rhyslite flows alo] g the Ent ;ako 
River and on low ridges south of Euchu Re rch. Rhvolitis: 
lapilli and ash-tuff beds are shatply overla n by E&rl;lko 
flows in Chedakuz Arm on Knewstubb Lake. A section of 
graded crystal-lepilli tuffs 300 metres thick c -ops o”t a on,: 
the north side of Netalkut Lake ;almost direct y north of .lirn 
Smith Point. The tuffs conteir~ ,a phenocryst usemblagf: cf 
feldspar, quartz and biotite. Lithic fragm :nts are fine- 
grained, subangular to angular and predor linantly fj:lsic 
volcanic rocks. Carbonized ,wood fragtnmts and rare 
upright tree trunks occur in thy tuffs at a nz mber of Ioc.- 
tions in the map area indicating that the tuff: were, in part, 
subaerially deposited. 

RHYOLITE FLOWS AND TUFFS (UNIT EOJ 

Rhyolite flows and tuffaceous rocks comprise the most 
laterally extensive unit of the Ootsa Lake Group in the map 
area. Rhyolite flows outcrop along the north shore of 
Natalkuz Lake; interlayered flows and tuffs predominate 
along the south side of Euchu Reach. Rhyolite flows are 
exposed on ridges at two locations southeast of the Natalkuz 
fault unconformably overlying lava flows of Unit Jv. The 
thickest accumulation of rhyolite is exposed in the canyon 
walls along the Entiako River near its confluence with the 
Nechako Reservoir. At this location a fractured, pyritic 
subvolcanic plug domes the overlying sequence of flows, 
tuffs and sediments about 850 metres thick into a broad 
antiformat structure. This is a minimum thickness as the 
upper contact is not exposed. 

Rhyolite Flows: Chalky white, pink and cream-coloured 
rhyolite flows are the most abundant rocks in the map area. 

Geologicul Fieldwork 1992, Paper 1Y9.j.I 

Tuffaceous sediments are pre rewed benea oh basalt flows 
of the Endako Group at three locations nor h of Natalkcz 
Lake. Locally they contain crubonaceous p ant fragnlNzn:s 
and delicate bivalves. The thickest accumu ation of ;edi- 
merits is exposed in a stream canyon 0.5 ki lomctre :souttt- 
west of the western end of the road which -uns along tte 
northern edge of the map sheet. Here they a ‘e estimated to 
be SO metres thick and grade Iupwards frxn lamina~ted, 
quartz-rich tuffaceous siltstcni: to carbona leous, cows,:- 
grained lithic wacke. 

EOCENE VOLCANIC ROCKS Nk:AR : <NTIAK:(I 
LAKE 

Andesite flows conformabl!, overlain bq rhyolite ?lows 
crop out in the southwestern corner of the nap area. jto~xg 
the Entiako River near Entiak’:, Lake. We t elieve the!! z+e 
part of the Ootsa Lake Group. however, th :ir deposi :;onal 
relationship with other stratigraphic units is uncertain. They 
are discussed separately beau se their mineralogy and tex- 
ture differs from other volcanic units dest ribed as 100&a 
Lake Group. 

ANDESITE FLOWS (UNIT EO,) 

Maroon, feldspar-phyric flows crop out :n a bend of the 
Entiako River approximately 5 kilometres df wnstrean from 
Entiako Lake. The flows unconformably overlie quartz 
monronite of the Capoose batklotith. Flows are finely iarni- 
nated with individual flow laminations avt raging O.!; ccn- 
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timetre thick. Flow breccias consisting of dark red to black 
vitrophyric fragments are interlayered with the laminated 
tlows through the and&e section. The andesite contains a 
phrnocryst assemblage of plagioclase (15% by volume), 
biotite (I % by volume) and clinopyroxene (I % by volume). 
The phenocryrts are trachytically aligned in a very fine 
greined groundmass of feldspar microlites and devitrified 
volcanic glass. 

RHYOLITE FLOWSKJNITEO,) 

Quartz-phyric rhyolite flows directly overlie the lami- 
nated andesite flows along the top of a ridge at the bend in 
the Entiako River. The rhyolite flows are messive to thickly 
layered. The phenocryst assemblage comprises quartz (25% 
by volume), feldspar (5.10% by volume) and biotite (I% by 
volume). Quartz and feldspar phenocrysts are vitreous, 
euhedral and 2 to 4 millimetres in diameter. Biotite phe- 
nocrysts are I millimetre across and subhedral to euhedral. 
The groundmass is light grey, very fine grained and con- 
tains vugs lined with yellow clay. 

RHYOLITE TlJFFS(UNITEO,,) 

An isolated outcrop of rhyolitic lapilli-crystal tuff occurs 
approximately I kilometre downstream from Entiako Lake 
on the east side of the Entiako River valley. The tuff is well 
bedded with individual beds from 3 to IO centimrtres thick 
and has a buff-grey, moderately consolidated ash matrix. 
Crystals in the tuff include euhedral and fractured quartz 
phenocrysts (30% by volume), feldspar (5% by volume) and 
trace amounts of microscopic biotite, augite and sphene. 
Lithic fragments are 3 to 5 millimetres across and consist of 
devitrified siliceous glass shards, fine-grained rhyolite and 
fine-grained granitic rock. 

ENDAKO GROUP (UNITES) 

The Endako Group, as originally defined by Armstrong 
(1949). included Oligocene or younger, flat-lying lava flows 
of variable composition up to 600 metes thick that underlie 
the Endako River drainage basin in the Babine Lake- 
Francois Lake areas. More recently, Diakow and Koyanagi 
(1988) have identified basalt flows dated at 41 Ma (whole- 
rock K-Ar) that unconformably overlie Ootsa Lake Group 
rocks in the Whitesail map area as Endako Group. Basalt 
flows mapped as Endako Group in the Natlakuz Lake map 
area nonconformably overlie rocks of the Ootsa Lake Group 
and infill preexisting valleys within Ootsa Lake Group 
strata. These basalts occur less frequently as flat-lying ero- 
sional remnants capping hills and ridges in the northern pan 
of the map area. 

Exposures of the basaltic flows are generally massive but 
locally display columnar jointing. The flows are charac- 
teristically dense, black, aphyric to sparsely porphyritic but 
commonly include vesicular or amygdaloidal varieties. 
Black, glassy, feldspar-phyric flows that occur at a few 
localities are also included in the Endako Group. The phe- 
nocryst assemblage in the basalt flows includes plagioclase 
(An,,), augite, hypersthene and trace olivine. Clay minerals 
and chlorite occur as alteration products of both phenocrysts 
and groundmass phases. Amygdules are commonly filled 
with creamy opalescent silica, and calcite. 
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CHILCOTIN GROUP (UNITCV) 

Early Miocene tu early Pleistocene basalt flows cover an 
area of approximately 25 000 square kilometres extending 
from the Okanagan Highland northward to the Nechako 
Plateau (Mathews, 1989). Basalt flows mapped as Chilcotin 
Group we exposed in a valley, near the base of the western 
slope of Fawnie Nose. The basalt flows crop out as small, 
flat-lying, isolated knobs and boulder piles. Larger 
exposures occasionally display columnar jointing or flow 
layering. The flows are dark grey, fine grained and contain 
up to IS per cent by volume yellow-green olivine phe- 
nocrysts (I mm). Iddingsite. identified in thin section. is 
commonly pseudomorphous after olivine phenocrysts. Vesi- 
cles and amygdules, up to a centimetre in diameter, are 
often present: most are partially filled with fine-grained 
drusy quartz crystals. The zeolite natrolite, identified in thin 
section, is present in small (1 mm) amygdules. 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
The largest intrusion in the map area is the Capwse 

batholith (Unit LKqm) which underlies an area of approx- 
imately 100 square kilometres in the southern half of the 
area. The batholith has subdued relief and typically crops 
out along low ridges and in creeks. Exposed surfaces 
weather readily to produce rounded knobs and boulder 
piles. The batholith intrudes and pervasively alters Jurassic 
volcanic strata (Unit Jv) along the southwestern side of the 
Fawnie Range between Mount Swannell and Fawnie Nose. 
Alteration associated with the intrusion varies from intense 
silicification immediately adjacent to the contact to a zone 
of homfels alteration up to 2 kilometres wide, characterized 
by destruction of primary volcanic textures and the local 
development of secondary biotite. The batholith has a bulk 
composition consistent with quartz monlnnite but locally 
varies between quartz monzonite and granodiorite. Out- 
crops are typically light grey to salmon pink with a coarse- 
grained or feldspar-megacrystic texture. The phenocryst 
assemblage includes plagioclase, potassium feldspar, 
quartz. biotite and trace hornblende. Plagioclese and 
potassium feldspar typically occur as euhedral phenocrysts 
up to I.5 centimetres in diameter. Chlorite has been identi- 
fied in thin section partially replacing biotite and 
hornblende phenocrysts. The batholith is truncated along its 
western margin by the Natalkuz fault. A K-AI date of 
67.1f2.3 Ma (on biotite) has been determined for the 
batholith (Andrew, 1988). 

An oval-shaped, I by 2 kilometre quartz feldspar por- 
phyry plug (Unit LKqfp) intrudes volcanic rocks of Unit Jv 
in the valley between Mount Swannell and Tutiai Mountain. 
We believe it is a satellite intrusion related to the Capoose 
hetholith. 

At the Cepoose property rhyolitic dikes and sills (Unit 
LKr) intrude sedimentary rocks of Unit mJs and underlying 
volcanic rocks of Unit Jv. The intrusions are generally 
massive hut locally are finely laminated. The texture in the 
intrusions varies from sparsely porphyritic to aphanitic. 
Euhedral. I to 2.millimetre quartz (7% by volume) and 
finely crystalline, anhedral, red and brown gernet (3% by 
volume) comprise the phenocryst assemblage. Potnssium- 



argon dates on three whole-rock specimens from the rhyoli- 
tic intrusions vary from ahout 64 to 7022.3 Ma (Andrew, 
1988). These dates are concordant with the K-Ar age drtrr- 
mined for the Capoose batholith. 

Volcanic rocks of lJnit Jv are intruded hy a gahhro stock 
(Unit Jgh) which underlies an area of approximately Y 
square kilometres along the south side of Natalkur Lake 
near the eastern edge of the map area. A dike with a similar 
appearance and mineralogy underlies a prominent ridge 3 
kilometres south of the stock. The gahhro is fine to medium 
greined displaying a salt-and-pepper texture and contains a 
phenocryst assemhlege of plegioclase (50% by volume), 
chlorite pseudomorphs after olivine (15.20%; hy volume) 
and uugite (20-2.5% lby volume). 

A number of quartz feldspar porphyry dikes (Unit Tqfp) 
are exposed in the northwestern corner of the ~map area 
intruding Jurassic volcanic and sedimentary rocks. The 
dikes contain phenocl-ysts of quartz, feldspar and hiotite in a 
fine-grained siliceous groundmass. 

A subvolcanic dacite plug (Unit Ti), compositionaly simi- 
lar to the dacite flows of Unit EO, crops out along the south 
shore of Euchu Reach. The plug is massive and has a 
porphyritic texture. The groundmass is light grey, fine 
grained and contains anorthoclase and plagioclase phe- 
nocrysts up to I centimetre long. Biotite is vitreous, 
euhedral and 3 to 5 millimetres across. Quartz (1.5% by 
volume) occurs as small I to l-millimetre suhhedral phe- 
nocrysts. Plagioclase phenocrysts commonly have 
anorthoclase rims. 

STRUCTURE 
Rocks in the Natalkuz Lake map area are characterized 

hy crudely layered sequences in which numerous small 
high-angle faults locally disrupt bedding. However, in gen- 
eral there is a problem recognizing throughgoing faults in 
the field because of sparse outcrop or broad areas underlain 
by homogeneous rock units that have only minor lithologic 
variations. For example, tlow measurements and bedding 
attitudes from interllow sediments in Unit Jv south of 
Natalkuz Lake indicate a consistent, gentle northward dip. 
This general trend in attitude deviates abruptly westward in 
a segment of the Fawnie Range south of Green Lake. A 
northerly trending fault immediately east of the Fawnie 
Range may account for this change in hedding attitude. The 
anomalous thickness of Unit Jv east of the Fawnie Range 
may he caused by suhparallel northeast-striking normal 
faults with south-side-down movement. One such east- 
striking fault in the Fawnie Range displaces a distinctive 
fossiliferous sedimentary unit (mJs). South-side-down 
motion on this structure resulted in about I.50 metres of 
displacement on the upper sediment-volcanic contact. 

A major structure called the Natalkuz fault is assumed to 
trend diagonally across the map area through heavily for- 
ested, low-lying terrain. Indirect evidence for this structure 
is the abrupt change from older Jurassic units and the Late 
Cretaceous Capoose hatholith to the southeast. to mainly 
Tertiary volcanic units to the northwest. The age of this 
structure is uncertuin; it may he synchronous with or post- 
date Ootsa Lake magmatism. Some obvious north-trending 
high-angle faults juxtapose Ootsa Lake rocks against 

Jurassic and Cretaceous basement north of Na alkuz L;tI:tz. 
The Endeko Group appears t” be unaffected b i faults. 

With the exception of d&harmonic folds re ;ulting frun 
rheomotphism in viscous rhyolitic flows, the rocks in the 
map area lack evidence of con~~xessional strw tures. 

ALTERATION AND MINERALIZATION 
Hydrothermally altered rocks occupy D belt #bout 7 kilo- 

metres long adjacent to the eastern contact of the Cnpocse 
batholith, from Tutiai Mountain ir the north to :awnie NC !;e 
in the south. The most diagnwtic altered rot :s are white 
and stained with iron oxides cn weathered s trfaces. The 
contact between the Capoose tatholith and c untry rocks 
appears to he a relatively planar surface inclined gen:!y 
toward the east beneath the :Fwnie Range Generally, 
altered rocks nearest the contact are cherecteril ;d by pe:rxi- 
sive replacement of the primary minerals b: silica, and 
destruction of primary textures. These rock commorlly 
grade imperceptibly. over just a few met es, into un 
assemblage of silica and pyrite with or witho It clay m II- 
erals. Disseminated pyrite is part.icularly ahu tdant (up ‘:o 
15% hy volume) in rocks aro~mj Green Lake were :I[ is 
oxidized and forms an extensiw gossan. Minor sericite 
accompanies the quartz-pyrite aswnhlagr in his area. IIln 
the southwest side of Tutiai Mountain the silit ified zone is 
at least IO0 metres thick and plubahly thicker as expo:iure 
continues down slope where it i:; obscured h, cover. The 
silicifird zone passes abruptly ouward into at road zone of 
hornfelsed propylite. The volcani<; rocks are t,,pically dark 
grey-green and recrystallized so that fresh sut Faces hail: a 
tine granular or rare spotted appe~xance which ohscure?, lhe 
primary textures. A secondary mineral assemh age of chl’a- 
rite, epidote and calcite, with or without pyrite, 1s uhiquitas 
hut rapidly diminishes in intensity outward :rom the !,il- 
icified zone. Unit Jv, the most ~comm~~n COL ntry rock in 
contact with the batholith at M,wnt Suanne I and Tutiai 
Mountain, contains a regional me.iamorphic ep dote-quartz- 
chlorite assemblage which can he difficult t,, distingu :ih 
from intrusion-related alteration. 

Metallic mineral occurrence!; in the map a’ea all occur 
close to either the Capoose hathl-llith or suhw lcanic intu 
sions (Table l-5-l). The main :itfles of Iminer rlized show- 
ings include: 

l Disseminated and fra~tl~lre-controll:d copper- 
molybdenum in the Capcow batholith tnd ndjawnt 
country rocks. 

. Disseminated gold and silver in base metal hearing 
rhyolite sills (Capoose prwlxct). 

0 Minor lenses of pyrrhotil~e in hornfelsfd propyil te. 
l Disseminated pyrite awxiated with an Eocene suh- 

volcanic dome. 

The Capoose base and precious; metal depot it is the most 
extensively explored prospect ir, the map an a. Rio Tirdo 
Canadian Exploration Limited &covered thf : prospect in 
I970 during a regional explotaion program f( card on the 
Capoose batholith and porphyry-style milrralizatisn. 
Grangrs Exploration Ltd. explored the proper y from ~1976 
to 1985. An inventory of 2X.3 million t<mnes grading 0.91 
gram per tonne gold and 36 ;grams per tom e silver mitts 
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TABLE l-5-1 
DOCUMENTED MINERAL OCCURRENCES IN THE 

NATALKUZ LAKE MAP AREA 

TYPE NAMES MINFILE NO. ECONOMIC 

MINERALS 

DESCRIPTION 

VEIN CAP G93F 021 chakopyrie, Sulphide mineralization occurs along fractures 
“Wl@d~“ik in quart.7 mommite of the Capoose Lake Batholith. 
covelIke, pyrite East-vest trending dikes of probable Tertiary age 

ccwr proximal t0 mineralized fractures and may be 
associated with mineralization. 

VEIN CAPOOSE. CAP 093F 022 chalcopyrite, 
molytdenite, 
cwelliie. pyrite 
malachite 

Northwest - southeast trending fractures within the 
Capewe Lake Batholith contain Cu.Ma sulphide 
minediilii. Best assay, repated are 0.56% Cu 
and O.W,% MoS2 from a grab sample taken fmm 
one of 14 blast pits 0” the property 

DISSEMINATED NED 093F 039 chalcopyrite, 
molybdenite. pyrite 

The only outcrop on the property contians trace 
amounts of disseminated pyrite. chalcopyrite and 
molyhdenite. The best interSection reported fmm a 
percussion drill hole assayed 0.044% MoS2 and 
0.15 % cu. 

PORPHYRY CAPOOSE. 
CAPOOSE LAKE 

(or CAPOOSE 
PROSPECT) 

W3F 040 pyrite. sphalerite. 
g?.k”a, 
chalcopyrite. 
arsenopyrite. 

Mineralization at the Capaxe prospect is hosted 
in and adjacent to Late cre,ace.xs garnet-hearing 
rhyolite sills which intrude Hazeltan Group volcanic 
and sedimentary reeks. Sulphides wcur mainly as 
disseminations but alw as veinletts and kacture 
fillings within the rhyolite. Grange* Exploration Ltd. 
has reported unclasskied reserves of 28.3 million 
tonnes grading 0.51 g/t Au. and 36 gfl Ag. 

reported (U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, Form ah&on, albeit sparse, is as an indication of hydrothermal 
IO-K 1987). activity associated with Eocene magmatism in the map area. 

Although the Capoose prospect was not studied in detail 
in 1992, its setting will be examined more closely during the 
field program in 1993. The reader is referred to thesis 
research by Andrew (1988) for a comprehensive review of 
the geology and genesis of this deposit. Briefly, precious 
metals occur in base metal sulphides disseminated in a 
series of rhyolitic sills. Isotopic evidence cited by Andrew 
favours a genetic association of the sills and the nearby 
Capoose batholith and a hydrothermal event involving both 
magmatic and meteoric fluids. She concludes that Capoose 
resembles “a low grade, epigenetic, intrusion-related, 
porphyry-style deposit”. 
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GEOLOGY, MINERALIZATION AND LITHOGEOCHEMISTRY OF THE 
STUART LAKE AREA, CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(PARTS OF 93K/7, 8, 10 and 11) 

By C.H. Ash and R.W.J. Macdonald 

KEYWORDS: Regional geology, Cache Creek Terrane. 
Stuart Lake belt, ophiolitic remnant, subduction complex, 
mesothermal veins, gold. 

INTRODUCTION 
Economic mineral deposits found in oceanic terranes 

include: mesothermal gold-quartz veins, Cyprus-type mas- 
sive sulphide, podiform chromite. platinum or cobalt associ- 
ated with nickel sulphides, as well as asbestos and jade 
deposits. These are rither hosted by, or otherwise closely 
associated with oceanic crustal or mantle lithologies. Meso- 
thermal gold-quartz veins and related placers are histor- 
ically the most economically significant in British Colum- 
bia. Ophiolitic crustal and upper mantle rocks are 
significant in that they delineate deep crustal faults, a first 
order control for the development of mesothermal veins. 
Recognition of these lithologies is therefore an important 
criterion in identifying areas of high mineral potential. Due 
to their tectonic formation these oceanic terranes are 
lithologically heterogeneous in detail and they remain 
undifferentiated on many current geological maps as a result 
of the small scale of previous mapping. This is particularly 
true for rocks of the Cache Creek Terrane (CC) in central 
British Columbia (Stuart Lake belt) where the existing 
geological database was compiled at I :380 I60 scale (I inch 
to 6 miles) almost half a century ago (Armstrong. 1949; 
Rice, 1949). 

During the 1992 field season three weeks were spent 
geological mapping at I:50 000 scale in the Stuart Lake 
area, northeast of Fort St. James in central British Columbia 
(Figure 1-6-l). The area mapped occupies a northwest- 
trending belt to the southwest and northeast of Stuart Lake 
and includes parts of the NTS 93K/7 (Shass Mountain), 
93K/X (Fort St. James), 93WlO (Stuart Lake) and 93Kll I 
(Cunningham Lake) map sheets. It was selected for map- 
ping in order to provide a revised and more detailed 
geological database needed to evaluate its mineral potential. 
Stuart Lake itself, and an extensive network of logging 
roads with a high percentage of forest clear-cut to the west 
of the lake, provided easy access to a large area. Mapping 
has been compiled at I: 100 OO@scale and combined with 
the geology of Paterson (1973) for the Pinchi Lake area east 
of Stuart Lake (Ash ef al., 1993). 

Previous investigations by the authors in this area focused 
on characterizing the tectonic setting and timing of gold- 
quartz vein mineralization and associated felsic intrusive 
rocks at the Snowbird antimony-gold mewthermal vein 
deposit (Ash er al., in preparation). 

This report describes the geology and discusses the min- 
eral potential of the area mapped. Whole-rock major, trace 
and rare-earth elemental data obtained for metabasalts from 
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the Pinchi and southern Stuan Lake area are pr :sented ard 
used to interpret the paleotectonic setting of tt ?se oceanis 
rocks. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
Earliest published geological maps of the regi XI are those 

of Armstrong (1942a, 1944). which focused in a nort:~- 
trending belt 20 kilometres wide. entred on the Pinchi fault 
zone. Armstrong (1949) also conducted the fir> t system;rtic 
mapping of the region. He subdivided the Cache Crwk 
rocks into two units, including b,>tb limestones md a mi.wd 
sedimentary suite of argillites and chats with subordinetr 
mafic volcanics. Ultramafic rocks throughout t le belt were 
referred to as the “Trembleur intrusions”, wh ch he intc:w 
preted to be later, crosscutting Fllutons. Subseq Jently, Rice 
(1949) produced a I:506 880.sc:ale geological compilati~in 
and mineral occurrence map f(x the Smitheli Fort lit. 
James area. 

Paterson (I 973; 1977) mapped ;:Ind described the geology 
of the Pinchi Lake area and determined that th: lithologitx 
present were consistent with those of a d smembwd 

km Sionlir 
--. 

Figure l-6-l. Luxation of thf Stuart I,ake I lap area. 

ldegroot
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Figure l-6-2. Regional geology of the southern Stuart Lake belt. CC = Cache Creek, PSV = Pelagic sediments and volcanics. lmsf = 
Limestone, QN = Quesnellia, ST = Stkinia, TV = Tertiary Volcanics, MI = Mesozoic intrusions, UM = ultramafic rocks. 

ophiolite suite. He suggested that the Pinchi fault may 
represent a fossil oceanic transform fault. 

Ross (1977) documented the detailed structural history of 
ultramafic rocks underlying Murray Ridge to the southeast 
of Pinchi Lake. He defined three generations of fabric in the 
residual harzburgite and concluded that the two earlier fab- 
rics were generated by mantle transport and the later fabric 
by high-level structural emplacement (abduction). Whit- 
taker (1982% b; 1983a. b) and Whittaker and Watkinson 
(1981; 1983; 1984; 1986) presented detailed petrological 
and phase chemistry data for the majority of the larger 
ultramafic bodies in the region which support the interpreta- 
tion that they are abducted fragments of uppermost oceanic 
mantle material. 

The geology of the Snowbird deposit (Game and 
Sampson, 1987a, b) and the area immediately to the west 
(Callan. personal communication, 1991) have been mapped 
in detail. 
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REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The study area covers late Paleozoic to early Mesozoic 

oceanic rocks of the Cache Creek Terrane (Figure l-6-2). 
The Cache Creek Terrane in central British Columbia forms 
a north-trending belt, 450 kilometres long, which averages 
60 kilometres in width, and is referred to as the Stuart Lake 
belt (Armstrong, 1949). Bounded by faults, this belt com- 
prises a tectonically intercalated package of undifferentiated 
pelagic sediments, limestones and subordinate oceanic 
metavolcanic and plutonic ultramafic rocks. 

The age of the Cache Creek rocks in this region is solely 
constrained by paleontological data. Limestones throughout 
the belt contain fusulinids that range in age from Pennsylva- 
nian to Late Permian (Armstrong. 1949; Thompson, 1965). 
Conodonts from massive carbonate near Fort St. James 
indicate a middle Pennsylvanian (Moscovian) age (Orchard, 
1991). Chats collected from the shore of Stuart Lake within 
the town of Fort St. James contain upper Norian conodonts 



(Orchard, 1991) and Carnian radiolaria (Cordey, IYYOa, b). 
Available fossil evidence thus places the currently defined 
upper age of the Stuart Lake Belt at middle Upper Triassic 
(Norian). This interpretation is, however, based on a very 
limited number of samples. By comparison, the youngest 
f%ils identified from silicious pelagic sedimentary rocks in 
the Atlin Tetmne are Early Jurassic in age (Cordey (it al., 
1991) and the Stuart Lake belt probably has a similar age 
range. 

Several large ultramafic bodies, including Murray Ridge, 
Mount Sydney Williams and Ruby Rock are exposed within 
the belt (Figure l-6-2). These consist of harzburgite with 
subordinate dunite and pyroxenite or their serpentinized 
equivalents and are interpreted to represent residual upper- 
mantle material tectonically emplaced into their present 
positions (Paterson. 1973, 1977; Ross, 1977; Whittaker, 
1982a. b, 1983a, b; Whittaker and Watkinson, 1981, 1983. 
1984, 1986). Most commonly exposed as topographic 
highs, the inferred contacts of these ultramafic bodies tend 
to be circular, maintaining a consistent topographic eleva- 
tion, suggesting that they may represent relatively flat-lying 
thrust sheets that form isolated klippen. 

Cache Creek oceanic rocks are intruded throughout by 
Middle Jurassic and later felsic plutonic rocks that include 
diorites, granodiorites, tonalites and granites (Armstrong. 
1949; Carter, 1981; Ash ef a/., in preparation). These intru- 
sions were initially divided into both the Topley and 
Omineca suites by Armstrong. Carter later subdivided the 
Topley intrusions of Armstrong into the Francois Lake and 
Topley suites which he defined on the basis of K-Ar mica 
age groupings at 173 to 206 Ma and I33 to IS.5 Ma, 
respectively. 

Along its eastern margin the belt is separated from the 
earlv Mesozoic Takla rocks of the volcanic-olutonic arc 
termne of Quesnellia by the Pinchi fault zone (Armstrong. 
1949). Paterson (1977) described the fault zone in the 
Pinchi Lake area as a series of elongate fault-bounded 
blocks of contrasting lithology and metamorphic grade. It is 
interpreted as a high-angle transcurrent structure (Gabrielse, 
1985) with the earliest movement occurring before the Late 
Cretaceous and recording a protracted history of displace- 
ment from Middle Cretaceous to Oligocene time. In the 
Pinchi lake area, Patterson (1973, 1977) described a belt of 
gleucophane-lawsonite-hearing mafic metavolcanics and 
metesediments within and paralleling the Pinchi fault zone 
that indicate a hlueschist grade of metamorphism. Four 
K-Ar dates on muscovite from these blueschists range from 
212 to 21827 Ma, indicating a Late Triassic metamorphic 
age (Paterson and Harakal, 1974). Referred to by Armstrong 
(1966) as the Pinchi mercury belt, the Pinchi fault is a 
strongly carbonatized zane with associated mercury miner- 

I alization occurring intermittently along most of its exposed 
length (Armstrong, 1942a. b, 1949. 1966: Rice, 1949). The 
Pinchi mine is the only significant mercury producer; during 
two periods of operation (1940.44, 196X-75) it produced 
6.28 million kilograms (182 296 flasks) of mercury from 
2.23 million tons of ore milled (I. A. Paterson, personal 
communication, 1992). 

Contact relationships along the western margin of the 
central and southern parts of the belt are poorly defined, as 

they are masked by both Tertiary volcanic roc1.s and he:wy 
drift cover. To the north, the west~i:rn boundary of the belt is 
marked by the Vital fault, an c:aterly dippin;, thrust fault 
which places Cache Creek rocks over the Sitlik L assrmbltge 
(Paterson, 1974, Monger er (I/., 1978) B I enigmatic 
sequence of Upper Triassic tsl possibly Leer Jurassic 
volcano-sedimentary rocks (Paterson, 1Y74) vhich shows 
similar lithologic and tectonostr:idi,graphic rel Itionships to 
the Kutcho Formation along th: :southeart bol ndary of he 
Atlin Tetnne (Thorstad and Gabrielse. l986), These rocks 
are tentatively included with the Cache C eek Terrxne 
(Gabrielse. 1991) and consi&red to be rtlated to he 
destructive stage of the Cache IDeck ocean b; sin. The L lnit 
is separated from arc-volcanic and plutonic rot (s of Stiki r!ia 
by the Takla fault to the west. 

GEOLOGY OF THE STlJART LA CE MA~F’ 
AREA 

The study area is underlain by accreted ace: nit sedim:n- 
tary, crustal and upper mantle lit~hologies whi:h are alt by 
Middle Jurasic and and possibl:y younger fi lsic plutorlic 
rocks (Figure l-6-3). Pelagic wdiments wilt lesser litne- 
stone are the dominant rock types. Oceanic cruxal 
lithologies, including mafic wlczanic as well as matic .tnd 
ultramafic plutonic rocks, are found closely associa$:c in 
several localities throughout the map area. Cue to lack 01 
exposure, contact relationships are poorly defi led. how’rier. 
most are interpreted to be tectonic. 

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

Pelagic sedimentary rocks including argill te and miux 
argillite and siliceous siltstom: with lesser r bboned illen: 
dominate the map sheet. Limeslmne occurs i I rare bed:lecI 
sections but is most common ,as massive Ilocks wilhirl 
tectonized argillite. A geographir::ally and lithI ~logically :;is-. 
tinctive bedded sandstone-argilli te unit is alst D present. 

ARGILLITE AND PHYLLITIC AKGILLITE 

“Argillite” enclosing pods ;ar.d slivers of I mestone, ribs- 
boned chert and metavolcanic necks is regio! ally the most 
widely exposed rock type and dominates the rentral, lowe- 
lying areas of the map sheet. This unit, althot gh domim;axl 
by siltstone, contains variabl: amounts of finer grained 
mudstone and therefore the mol-e general te m argillit? if; 
used. In most outcrops it is homog,eneoas, va ,iably clt:awl 
to fissile and rarely retains ,xny primary bzdding (Flatc 
I-6. I ). The rocks are dark grq to black and v eather dark to 
light grey and occasionally u;t-brown as 1 functiorl of 
localized iron staining. More massive, light :r weathering 
lenses of chert or siliceous ar::illite (Plate I- 5.2) are cam- 
man throughout the unit. Siliceous lenses are charactcrl:red 
by moderate to high aspect ralios and are USI ally from ~onf: 
to several centimetres wide ar.d from ten to : everal te:n:: of 
centimetres long, with long axes parallel to the dominant 
foliation fabric in the surrotmding elastic rot ks. The ~bun- 
dance of these lenses is both ktighly \~ariab e and erratic:, 
ranging from a few identifiable lenses in more homc- 
geneous exposures to locally wmprising fro] I 40 to h(:, per 
cent of the outcrop. Exposures with abundant silic8:ous 
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Plate I-6-1. Weathering appearance of strongly sheared, 
relatively homogeneous argillite. 
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lenses were mapped as a distinct, mixed chefl-argillite unit. 
The mixed unit rarely has any definable continuity at the 
present scale of mapping and is nor distinguished on 
Figure l-6-3. 

Phyllitic Yarieties of the unit predominate along the 
shorelines of a northwest-trending chain of islands in Stuart 
Lake, in the east-central part of the map area. This subunit is 
clearly much more micaceous and weathered exposures 
have a silvery grcy sheen retlecting their higher meta- 
morphic grade. Siliceous or cherty lenses also characterize 
the phyllite but are much more attenosted and contorted 
than their counterparts in lower grade rocks. As the volume 
of siliceous lenses increases. an anastmosing fabric 
develops in the finer grained sediments accentuating the 
competency contrast between the two rock types 
(Plate l-6-3). 

RIBBONED CHERT 
Ribboned chert is best exposed along the northeast side of 

the North Arm of Stuart Lake where it forms a belt of 
intermittent outcrops along the shoreline. It also occurs as 
isolated cxposurcs throughout the argillite unit. Ribboned 
chert is commonly associated with the metavolcanic rocks, 
possibly retlecting a paleotectonic pre-emplacement strat- 
igraphic relationship. It is very distinctive in outcrop, con- 
sisting of rhythmically layered massive then beds with 
thinner interbeds of fissile argillite (Plate l-6-4). Chen beds 
ax buff-white to light grey to khaki and typically 
recrystnllized. They weather a buff to chalk-white and less 
commonly maroon. Individual beds vary from 0.5 to IS 
centimetrcs thick hut arc usually on the order uf I to 4 
centimetres. Argilliceous interbeds are dark grcy and range 
from 0.5 to I centimetre in thickness. These interbeds 
weather preferentially and form recessive bands that impan 
a rihhed appearance to outcrops. 

The unit is folded in most outcrops. Typically most dcfor- 
mational strain is accommodated by the argillaceous layers 
and as B result, close to tight similar folds predominate 
(Plate l-6-S). Parasitic minor folds arc common throughout 
the unit and arc the clearest indication of the vergcnce and 
orientation of larger scale structures. 

BEDDED SILTSTONE-SANDSTONE 
Thinly laminated and rhythmically interbedded siltstone- 

sandstone occupies an isolated outcrop arc.? marginal to the 
Shass Mountain pluton, south of Whitefish Lake. Siltstone 
layers arc light grey to black, variably fissile, and usually 
form the thinnest laminations in the sections. Individual 
beds range from wispy crossbeds, less than I millimetrc 
thick, in a sandstone matrix, to thicker. often fissile inter- 
beds up to 2 centimetres thick. Biotite is a common 
accessory mineral and is interpreted to he metamorphic in 
origin, related to intrusion of the Shass Mountain pluton. 
Locally the siltstone is siliceous and cherty in appearance 
giving the rock a light grcy colour. These layers arc easily 
distinguished by colour, lack of fissility and more blocky 
fracture. 

Sandstone layers arc maroon, buff-weathering, fine to 
medium-grained quartz wacke. Beds arc generally thicker 
than the siltstone layers and range from 0.5 to IO ccn- 
timetrcs in thickness. 
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Plate l-6-3. Competent lensc:; <of siliceous argillite ar: 
parallel to the dominant foliation of the sheared argillaceour 
matrix. 

Plate l-6-4. Typical w:a:hering appear; ncc of 
the ribboned chert unit. 

Plate I -6-S. Folded ribboned chat, exposed a ong the vwit- 
em shoreline of the Non~h Arm of Stu; rt Lake. 
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Contacts between the interbeds are sharp, and grading 
within the individual beds is uncommon. Sedimentary fea- 
tures such as crossbedding and flame structwes are com- 
mon. Locally the bedding is truncated by thick, massive 
beds of maroon biotite-bearing wacke suggestive of larger 
scale crossbedding. Finer and larger scale sedimentary 
structwes observed in the “nit suggest that it may be 
turbidltlc. 

LlMESTONE 
Limestone forms a continuous northwest-trending belt 8 

t” 10 kilometres wide, immediately east of the area mapped 
(Figure 1-6-2). Locally throughout the map area, it is the 
only unit with clearly definable c”ntact relationships, occur- 
ring most commonly as massive, isolated bodies that sit as 
blocks or rafts within B matrix of sheared phyllitic argillite 
or limy mudstone. It is typically recrystallized, weathers a 
buff-white t” light t” dark grey to blue-grey and is locally 
mottled. Blocks range in size from metres (Plate I-6-6) to 
hundreds of mares (Plate l-6-7) t” kilometres in size. 

Locally, 2 to Sxntimetre grey to buff-white massive 
limestone layers are interbedded with thinner I to 2.cen- 
time&e interbeds of tan-brown weathering, limy mudstone- 
siltstone. In these outcrops the limy mudstone layers are 
recessive and exposures have a ribbed appearance (Plate 
l-6-8). 

OCEANIC CRUSTALAND UPPER MANTLE 
ROCKS 

Oceanic crustal lithologies include metabasalts and mafic 
and ultramafic pluronic rocks and occur in close association 
with one another in four localities in the map area (Figure 
1-6-3). All these areas contain the lithologic components of 
an idealized ophiolite or oceanic crustal section and are best 
characterized as “ophiolitic remnents” that have been 
intensely disrupted by folding and faulting during and after 
terrane collision. These remnants are the dominant unit in 
the topographically higher. northern part of the map area 
and along a ridge to the south. The m”st extensive ultra- 
matic units mapped crop ““t at the highest topographic 
elevations. This relationship is interpreted t” be a function 
of an inverted ophiolite stratigraphy produced by structural 
stacking during abduction of the oceanic lithosphere, 
however, currently available data are insufficient t” prove 
this relationship. 

METABASALT 
Metabasalts are found in association with other crustal 

lithologies and in isolated localities with siliceous pelagic 
sedimentary rocks. 

These rocks are typically grey green, fine grained, 
aphanitic t” less commonly porphyritic and massive, 
however, brecciated and rare pillowed structures are identi- 
fied locally. In some exposures the fine-grained aphanitic 
metabasalt grades into a slightly coarser, lighter weathering 
rock, representing a diabasic phase of the unit which is in 
part transitional t” the metagabbroic “nit described 
following. 
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Piatc I-huh. Llarsivc limest”nr block within a shared 
and flarened. limy mudstr~ne cuntaining small flattened 
tnassive limestone 1cnses. 

Plur l-h-7. Limestone block within sheared phyllitic 
matrix. Battleship Island, Stualt Lake. 

Plate I-f-8. Bedded limestone with thinner and darker 
marly limcstone interbeds. 



The unit is microcrystalline with a felted texture. It is 
characterized by 40 to 60 per cent, randomly oriented, 
subhedral, tabular plagioclase microlites. These grains are 
variably sericitired and range from 0. I to 0.S millimetre in 
length. Intergranular, finer grained, variably chloritized 
pyroxene with trace to 2 per cent opaque minerals. forms 
the remainder of the rock. Augite microphenocrysts vary 
from subhedral to often euhedral 0.5 to 2.millimetre grains 
and comprise from trace to IO per cent of the unit. 

Quartz, chlorite, epidote and minor carbonate occur as the 
vein, vug and fracture filling material. In all but one of the 
thin sections examined, evidence of deformation is minimal 
with little or no preferential growth of secondary minerals. 

METAGABBRO 

Metagabbroic rocks are best exposed along the lake shore 
and on several islands in the middle arm of Stuart Lake. 
They also crop out along the eastern ridge of ultramafic 
rocks to the west of the Snowbird property and form a 
poorly defined belt between the Ruby Rock ultramafic body 
and the North Arm of Stuart Lake. Metagabbro in the 
McKelvey Lake area is confined to a few isolated exposures 
associated with the ultramafic rocks. 

The gabbroic rocks are typically dull grey and weather a 
tiin brown. They are medium to coarse grained, generally 
equigranular but locally varitextured and comprise roughly 
equal proponions of mafic and felsic minerals. Mafic min- 
erals include 2 to 4.millimetre anhedral clinopyroxene 
replaced to varying degrees by secondary amphibole. Relict 
plagioclase, of similar grain size, is typically completely 
sericitized. 

Mafic minerals in gabbroic rocks adjacent to the Shass 
Mountain pluton nnear Mount Nielsp have textures that 
appear to result from the close proximity of the pluton. 
Mafic grains are replaced by 1 to 2.millimetre tabular to 
highly irregular shaped amphibole (relict pyroxene ?). 
Under cross nicols, individual grains are seen to comprise 
finer aggregates with a polygonal texture, suggestive of 
recrystalliration. 

ULTRAMAFIC ROCKS 

The best and most continuous exposure of ultramafic 
rocks is along the upper levels of a series of northeast- 
trending ridges that include Mount Nielsp. to the west of the 
Snowbird property. They also form a continuous belt along 
the western margin of the McKelvey Lake pluton and are 
identified over a distance of several IO0 metres in a single 
large cliff exposure near the large gabbro body on the north 
side of the middle arm of Stuart Lake. 

Variably serpentinized and locally carbonaired dunitic to 
wehrlitic ultramafic cumulates are the most abundant ultra- 
mafic rock type. Harzburgite is only identified along the 
western margin of the Ruby Rock ultramafic body. The unit 
is black to dark green and weathers tan to dark brown where 
only moderately serpentinized. Where serpentinization is 
more complete, surfaces are light to dark grey to grey green 
with a characteristic mottled appearance. In several 
localities, incohesive sheared serpentinite has a characteris- 
tic anastomozing cleavage fabric. 

Geological Fieldwork 1992, Paper 1993-l 

Thin sections were reviewxt only from tl.e ultramz~ic 
rocks along the ridge to the wst of the Snov bird deposit. 
These rocks locally preserve reliix magmatic nikilitic tx 
ture with cumulate olivine Andy intercumulz te pyroxcne. 
Olivine comprises from 80 to 95 per cent <f the unit as 
individual I to 3.millimetre eubedrel grains w lich are from 
40 to 75 per cent serpentinized. Relict grains form isolated 
kernels surrounded by mesh-textlured antigorit :, as serpelti- 
nization has developed along fractures. De elopmem at 
secondary magnetite in asso&tion with serpt ntinizatio> ir 
minor to rare. Relict pyroxene is not pres :rved, a:; the 
intercumulate phase is totally replaced by f brow agt;re 
gates of chlorite and talc. The relict cumu ate poik.i itk 
texture is, however, well preserved. Chrorr: spine1 i:; a 
minor accessory mineral, comprjring less thal I per cent 01‘ 
the rock. Its habit is highly variable:, forming I.3 to 2.Millie- 
metre. anhedral to subhedral grai,ns that arc t! pically found 
in the altered intercumulate ptw;e, 

CARBONATIZED ULTRAMAIW ROCKS 

Carbonatized ultramafic rocks are exposed on the SO~IW-. 
bird property and locally developed marginal tc, the 
McKelvey Lake pluton. At the Snowbird roperty, :ar,- 
bonatized and potassium met.asomatired ult smafic rwk:; 
occur as slivers or tectonic lenses closely at so&ted \ritb 
mineralized quartz veins along the Sowcht a fault zone. 
These are buff-cream cohxned, rusty crange-bl-own 
weathering rocks comprising xnrse-grained aggregate< of 
magnesite and quartz that arc: (cut by II netliork of ‘ubie: 
dolomite and quartz veinlets. ‘The alteration i ffecting these 
ultramafic rocks has completely oblitcratec any primar:i 
minerals and textures which would help t( interpret ths 
original protolith. 

The extent of carbonate a.tr:ration affect “g ultramafir 
rocks along the western margin of the M :Kelvcy l.ake 
pluton is not well established. (:arbonatizati< n is most pw- 
nounced immediately northeast of McKelv:y Lake, in a 
cliff face 50 to 60 metres high The effect, of carbcnate 
alteration diminish over a distance of approx mately I Glo- 
metre north of this exposure. 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

The Middle Jurassic (165 h4a) Stuss Nountain pluton 
(Ash er al., in preparation) i:; the largest in rusive bojy in 
the region. It is an elongatr northwest-tre iding int:rJsion 
exposed between Stuart Lake and Sutherlan i River (Figure 
l-6-2) that metamorphoses otxxnic rocks al, >ng the w::itern 
edge of the map area. The u’txtem margin If a previxcly 
unnamed intrusion, informally referred o here ai the 
McKelvey Lake pluton, crop!; o”t along t ,e nolthwitern 
edge of the area. It is similar in weathers ng appearance, 
texture and mineralogy to the Sbass Mount iin body. 

Isolated, small stocks thal~ are compositimally and ~CX- 
turally similar to both the Shass Mountain and McKclvey 
Lake plutons are exposed nxthwest of thl North Arm of 
Stuart Lake and a poorly corslrained hody I raps out cast of 
Whitefish Lake. Small, pervasively <neta rmatized :;tot:ks 
are identified in two other localities. 
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The Shass Mountain pluton is a medium to coarse- 
grained, equigranular white to buff-white weathering 
ton&e (Plate l-6-9). The unit varies from being completely 
isotropic to locally displaying a well-developed llow fabric, 
most conspicuous near the margin of the body. Orientation 
of the fabric consistently parallels the intrusive contact and 
is characterized by a penetrative foliation defined by align- 
ment of mafic minerals (Plate i-6-10). Mafic xenoliths are 
also common near the margins of the pluton and include 
fragments of both hornfelsed sedimentary country rocks and 
more commonly, melanocratic, medium to coarse-grained 
amphibole-rich cognate xenoliths. Within undeformed areas 
of the intrusion, xenoliths are completely angular and range 
from several centimetres to several tens of centimetres 
acc~oss. In foliated areas of the pluton, matic xenoliths are 
strongly attmwated and visually emphasize the fabric where 
they are elongated within foliation planes (Plate l-6-l I). 
Locally, these xenoliths are completely attenuated, giving 
the unit a banded or striped appearance. 

Primary minerals, in decreasing order of abundance. are 
plagioclase, quartz, amphibole and biotite. Both felsic and 
mafic minerals show little or no sign of secondary alteration 
in thin section. Plagioclase occurs as I to 3.millimetre, lath- 
shaped subhedral to euhedral cumulate grains which com- 
prise from 35 to 40 per cent of the rock. Quartz is typically 
anhedral, comprising from 35 to 40 per cent of the unit and 
occurs as both isolated I to 3.millimetre anhedral grains and 
as larger 3 to 5.millimetre grains which poikilitically 
enclose plagioclase, hornblende and biotite. Mafic mineral 
content locally varies from 15 to 30 per cent. Hornblende 
which forms 0.5 to 5.millimetre euhedral to subhedral 
grains is usually the dominant matic mineral, however, 
biotite occurs locally in greater abundances. 

The mineralogy and preliminary elemental analysis of the 
pluton supports an I-type classification corresponding to a 
biotite hornblende tonalite association (Ash et al.. in 
preparation). 

METASOMATIZED SATELLITE STOCKS 

Two small pervasively metasomatized linear felsic intru- 
sive bodies are known in the map area. A northwest- 
trending elongate body near the lake shore east of the 
Snowbird property was mapped by Game and Sampson 
il987a. b). The other outcrops as two small, isolated islands 
in the centre of Stuart Lake. 

A finer grain size and a dull brown to flesh-tone weather- 
ing appearance clearly distinguish these bodies from the 
previously described felsic plutonic rocks. Disseminated 2 
to 4.millimetre pyrite cubes, varying in abundance from 2 to 
4 per cent, produce rusty brown weathering pits on exposed 
surfaces which are also diagnostic. Preliminary 
petrographic analysis indicates that secondary sericite and 
carbonate are also present in addition to pyrite. 

The Snowbird stock is an oblong tonalite body, roughly I 
kilometre long and up to 200 metres wide, which intrudes 
deformed pelagic sediments and metabasaltic rocks between 
Stuart Lake and the main Snowbird showing (Figure l-6-3). 
This intrusion was referred to as the “granite zone” by 
Faulkner and Madu (1990). This usage is discontinued here 
as petrographic review combined with potassium feldspar 

Plarc l-h-9. lsorropic, cquigranular texture oi 
the Shass Mountain pluton. 

Plate I-6-10. Alignment of matic minerals defines a well- 
developed foliation fabric. 

Plate l-61 I, Strongi) attenuated, matic xenoliths aligned 
suhparallel to foliation in the Shass Mountain pluron. 



staining indicates that the intrusion is potassium-deficient 
and therefore not a granite. Quartz and feldspar occur in 
roughly equal proportions varying from 40 to 4.5 model per 
cent. Matic minerals which comprise from IO to 20 modal 
per cent of the rock are pervasively carhonatized and 
weather orange brown. 

Preliminary petrological analysis and whole-rock geo- 
chemical data for the Snowbird stock suggest that it is 
compositionally similar to the Shass Mountain pluton 5 
kilometres to the west. Argon-argon isotopic analysis of 
sericite by laser step-heating methods indicates a Middle 
Jurassic (157 Ma) age of potassium metasomatism (Ash 
ef al., in preparation). This age is interpreted to represent 
alteration due to the effects of megmatic volatiles during the 
final stages of crystallization. 

STRUCTURE 

The map area is dominated by a prominent structural 
grain that is defined by the subpamllel alignment of major 
structures, characteristic of the Stuart Lake hell as a whole 
(Armstrong, 1949). The grain trends predominantly to the 
north and northwest and is typically steeply dipping hut 
locally flattens and rotates to a westerly orientation. This 
feature is most conspicuous in the centre of the map sheet at 
the bend in Stuart Lake and suggests that the shape of the 
lake may he structurally controlled. 

Equal-area, lower hemisphere stereographic projections 
indicate several map-scale trends (Figure l-6-4). The plots 
suggest the rocks iwe folded about suhparallel axes that 
reflect the dominant structural grain. Cleavage and bedding 
mimic each other in distribution and orient&on, striking 
northwest and dipping southwest and northeast. with mod- 
erate southwesterly dips predominating. Bedding-cleavage 
intersections and axes of small-scale parusitic f<)lds plunge 
gently to moderately toward the southeast and northwest 
and are most easily recognized in the pelagic sedimentary 
sequences. Fold types range from open buckle folds in the 
thicker, more competent layers, to tight to isoclinal similar 
folds in the thinner bedded lithologies with the highest 
competency contritsts. A strong axial planar cleavage is 
associated with this folding and varies from gently inclined 
to upright, rotated around northwest-trending axes with 
changes in the attitude of the folds. Higher order, parasitic 
folds display characteristic S, M and Z-shapes and are a 
reflection of the asymmetry of the larger scale structures. 

Folding is not as clearly recognizable in the more massive 
units such as thickly bedded limestone, and the plutonic and 
voIcanic rocks, however, a foliation fabric paralleling the 
axial planar cleavage of the sediments is common and forms 
broad .zones within these rocks. Similerly, flow fabrics ill 
rocks of the Shass Mountain pluton and related stocks 
parallel this regional trend. 

Discrete zones of intense shearing and foliation develop- 
ment are identified in all units and range in width from 
centimetres to tens of rnetres; they are most pronounced in 
silty layers. These shears locally disrupt bedding, fragment- 
ing individual layers and isolating them as competent blocks 
within an anastomosing sheared matrix. Shearing appears to 
he related to folding as these fabrics roughly parallel the 
axial planar &a\ ages of the folds and is probably the result 
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Figure I-h-4. Equal-area. 1ow::r hemisphere tereograph,c 
projections of structural d;ne from the I’ort s, James mz p 
area: (a) plut of poles to txdding; (h) plot of poles 11 
foliation and cleavage: cc) plot af linealions, ncl~tles axm:s 
of small-x& folds and bedding-clrnvegr ntetsectior!,. 

of a progressive increase in deformation of the Ji,ldcd 
IttyWS. 

BASALT GEOCHEMIS’TRY 
The major element chemistry of hasalti: rocks in the 

Pinchi Lake area has been presented and discussed prz- 
viously by Paterson (1973). I+: established he presenx af 
both alkali and tholeiitic basalis in the area 

A total of 25 mefic metavolcanic samples were coll~xtcd 
from near Pinchi Lake and within the genera, vicinity of the 
Snowbird deposit (Figure I-(i-5). Major an< rare-earth ele- 
ment (REE) analyses have bN:cn oh&ed f< r nearly all t’x 
samples collected, hut trace ~:I::ment analys :s are cur~~emly 
available for only I4 of the samples (TabI,: I-6. I). ?hese 
chemical date are used to int<:rprI:t the palec tectonic scttilg 
in which these rocks erupted. 

All samples analyzed are basaltic in composition wth 
silica contents varying between ,I5 and 5 I Myeight pr cent 
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(Figure 1-6-6~4) and are divisible into both alkaline and 
subalkaline suites (Figure I-6.6b). Trace element discrimi- 
nant diagrams involving the immobile high field-strength 
elements (Y, %r and Nb: Figure I-6-78, b and c) indicate that 
subalkaline and alkaline suites fall into the fields of mid- 
ocean-ridge (MORB) and within-plate basal& (WPB), 
respectively. This relationship is also evident on a plot using 
ratios of more incompatible to less incompatible elements 
(e.g., Tin! Figure l-6-8). On the titanium ver.w.s vanadium 
plot the subalkaline basalts occupy a field which in part 
overlies the area of overlap between arc-tholiites and 
MORES. The range in titanium and vanadium abundances 
of this suite. however, defines a field which clearly follows 
the hypothetical fractionation path (solid line) characteristic 
of MORBs (Shervais, 1982). Alkali basalts have TiN ratios 
greater than 50, consistent with ratios of Hawaiian alkali 
basalts and suggesting an ocean-island setting. 

On a MORB-normalized multi-element plot (Figure 
l-6-9) the two suites are clearly distinguished. Alkali 
basalts are enriched in most of the incompatible elements 

relative to MORBs. The least incompatible elements (Y and 
Yb) show no enrichment relative to MORBs while the most 
incompatible elements (Th, Ta and Nb) show a humped 
pattern characteristic of within-plate basalts (Pearce, 1982, 
1983). More specifically, they show abundance patterns 
which arc indicative of ocean islands and a negative slope 
between Y and Yb clearly discriminates this suite from 
E-MORBs (Helm. 1985). The subalkaline suite displays 
characteristic N-MORB abundances for all the high field- 
strength elements. Unlike the high field-strength elements 
which are considered to be generally immobile during 
hydrothermal alteration or low-grade metamorphism (Cam, 
1970; Pearce and Cam. 1973; Pearce, 1983), abundances of 
the low field-strength or large-ion lithophile elements (Sr, 
K, Rb and Ba) are highly variable in both suites. The 
mobility of these elements due to the effects of alteration 
and metamorphism is well established (Humphries and 
Thompson, 1978: Pearce 1980, 1982, 1983: Pearce and 
Cann, 1973; Saunders et al., 1980) and not considered 
diagnostic. The MORB abundances for thorium, the least 

Qure 1-b-3. Cieneralzed geology ot the Stuart t’inchi Lakes area illustrating the locations and geochemical character of sampled 
metabasaltic rocks. MORE = mid-ocean-ridge basalts, OIB = ocean island basalts. 



TABLE 1-6-1 
REPRESENTATIVE MAJOR, TRACE AND RARE-EARTH ELEMENT AaNALYSES 

OF METABASALTS FROM THE STUART-PINCH1 AREA 

Nd 

7Y 



a. 

Figure i-6-6. Classification of mrtavolcanic rocks from the Stuart Fort St. James area using (a) Na20+K20-30, 
(after Le Make, 1984). and (h) Zr/TiO,-Nb/Y iafter Winchester and Floyd, 1977). 

Ti , la, 
Nb x 2 

C. 
20, 1 

Figure I-6-7. Trace element dircriminant diagrams illuslrating fields of melabasalts from the Stuart Fort St. James area using (a) 
Ti-Zr-Y (after Pearce and Cam. 1973) (h) Nb-Zr-Y (after Meshrde, 1986) and cc) ZriY-Zr (after Pearce and Norry. ,979). WPA = 
within-plate basalts, OFB = ocean-floor basalts. LKT = low-K tholeiites, MORB = mid-ocean-ridge hasalts (E = enriched, N = 
normal), VAB = volcanic arc basal&, TAB = island arc basalts. 



mobile large-ion lithophilr element (Wood et al.. 1979) are 
consistently compatible with or lower than N-MORB ahun- 
dances, suggesting ,no suprasuhduction zone intluence. 

Subdivisions of the samples for which only major and 
REE abundances are available (Table 1-6-l) are clearly 
defined by differences in their REE contents (Fi&ure 
I-6-10). The ocean-island suite has a negative slope charac- 
terized by light-REE enrichment accompanied by a less 
pronounced heavy-REE depletion. In contrast the MORB 
samples display relatively tlat to slightly concave upward 
patterns. The two suites may also he discriminated on the 
basis of major element content using titanium abundances 
(Table l-6-l) as illustrated by Figure l-6-8. The MORB 
samples range from 0.73 to I .X6 weight per cent TiOL while 
rocks of ocean-island affinity vary from 2.5 to 5 weight per 
cent. This difference in TiOz abundances was used to sub- 
divide major element analyses presented by Paterson (I 973) 
for the Pinchi Lake area (Table l-6-2, Figure 1-6-S, inset 
map). 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Available geochemical data suggest that m rfic volcanic 
rocks in the Pinchi southern :Stnart Lake arc a record two 
distinct pnlrotectonic environment:; of hesalt : voIcani!mx 
Regionally, hasalts of mid-ocean ridge affir ity are most 
prevalent (Figure l-6-S). Except fix one isol lted local 1:~. 
ocean-island basults are localized along the Pinchi F;wlt 
zone, while those of suhalkalin:: tcompositio t occur hsth 
eat and west of the fault and an: predominu: to the w:st. 

The presence of basaltic rock!; with geoch :mical signa- 
tures indicative of ocean island!;, primarily alo tg the eazstern 
margin of the Stuart Lake helt in t:his region, may explain 
the presence of broad, thick sections of mas: ivc, shallow- 
water limestone. This relationship supports dt velopmen: oi 
carbonate as reefs fringing ocean islands wit1 in the Ca:he 
Creek ocean. and is consistent with this ocean b:!;in 
developing at a normal mid-ocetan ridge ~preas ling centn:, It 
would clearly he of.interest to dexrminc the In eral extent ot 
the ocean-island basalt-limestwx: ;rssociation farther north 
along the eastern margin of thl: !jtoart Lake t elt. 

MINERALIZATION 
As previously indicated, mineral deposits identifiec ir 

oceanic terrnnes are found i:? asociation .vith ignrxt: 
oceanic crust or metamorphic: lupper mantlt rocks. Fout 
isolated areas of oceanic crusta, rocks are pres, :nt in the map 
area, three of which are not portrayed on the previou!. 
geological map of the area (Artwrong, 1941). The Sna~w.- 
bird mewthermal gold-stibnite..quartz-ca.honate \eio 
deposit is clearly associated with oceanic ultr lmafic cru~.taI 
rocks and the most economically significant. 

SNOWBIRD GOLD-STIBNITE Dwosr 
The Snowbird deposit (MINFILE 093K 0:6) is the only 

significant mineral occurrence known in the nap area. It is a 
shear-hosted mesothermal quarrr--carbonate vein deposit, 



TABLE 1-6-2 
MAJOR ELEMENT CHEMISTRY OF METAVOLCANIC ROCKS FROM 

THE PINCH1 LAKE AREA (From Paterson, 1973) 

located IO kilometres west of Fort St. James at the south- 
eastern end of Stuart Lake, several hundred m&es inland 
from ii small peninsula. 

The geology of the Snowbird-Sowchee area has been 
mapped and in pan compiled at a I: IO 000.scale (N. Callan. 
personal communication. 1992). The area of the main show- 
ing has been mapped in greater detail (Heshka, 197 I; Game 
and Sampson, 1987a. b). Previous published descriptions of 
the deposit include those of Armstrong (1949). Faulkner 
(1988) and Faulkner and Madu (1990). Fluid inclusion and 
isotope data on mineralized quartz-carbonate veins have 
been presented by Mad” P, al. (1990). 

The early history of the deposit, as brietly reviewed 
below, is taken from Armstrong (1949). The property was 
first staked in 1920 and initially referred to as the McMullen 
Group; it has obtained its current name from the Snowbird 
claim block covering the main showing (Plate I-6-12). It 
was mined for antimony between 1939 and 1940. producing 
roughly 77 tonnes of hand-picked ore grading 60 per cent 
antimony. Mine development during that period included 
the sinking of a 45.metre inclined shaft and an unknown 
amount of drifting. The property was dormant from 1940 
until 1963 when exploration aimed at determining its gold 
potential was first undertaken. This work is summarized in 
assessment reports filed with the British Columbia Ministry 
of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources (Poloni, 1974; 
Heshka, 1971; Dewonck, 1980; Game and Sampson, 
1987a. 1987b). 

VEIN MINERALIZATION 

Mineralized veins are hosted by the Sowchea sheer zone 
(Armstrong, 1949). a prominent northwest-trending fault 
zone which dips from 40” to 50” to the northeast. The 
character and orientation of this structure are well con- 
strained by both drill-hole data (Poloni, 1974; Dewonck, 
1980: Game and Sampson, 1987~1, b) and excellent surface 
exposure. The southwest-facing slope of a ridge has been 
completely stripped of overburden and provides a near 
continuous exposure of the vein system. Information from 
assessment reports indicates that 57 diamond-drill holes 
totalling roughly 5000 metres have been drilled on the 
property. All drill holes were collared in the hangingwall of 
the Sowchea shear zone and the vein system. The fault zone 
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Plate l-6-12. Adit on the Main xin at 
the Snowbird showing. 

is up to several tens of metres wide and characterized by 
intense carbonatiration, brecciation and shearing. Arm- 
strong (1949) interpreted the structure as: “a zone of fault- 
ing, shearing and brccciation that provided channelways for 
later carbonatizing and mineralizing solutions”. We fully 
support this interpretation. Pervasively carbonatized ultra- 
matic rocks and mafic volcanic rocks occur as tectonic 
slivers within intensely sheared graphitic and vartidbly 
pyritized argillite. 

Ore shoots at the Snowbird deposit are hosted by three 
quartz-carbonate~mariposite and/or illite veins, the Main, 
Pegleg and Argillite veins. Both the Main and Pegleg veins 
are structurally controlled by the Sowchea fault zone. The 
Argillite vein follows a high-angle cross-fault perpendicular 
to the main shear zone. Vein minerals include gold, stibnite, 
arsenopyrite, chalcopyrite and pyrite. Stibnite is the domi- 
nant sulphide mineral, occurring as a massive, grey, 
fracture-filling phase. Other sulphide minerals are only spo- 
radically developed and a minor component of the vein 
mineraliration. The Argillite vein is reported (Armstrong, 
1949) to hew carried a body of massive stibnite IO metros 
long by IO centimetres wide that was mined out by the 
Consolidated Mining and Smelting Company of Canada, 



Limited during the short life of the mine. The outcrop of the 
Main vein contains a lens of massive stihnite 4 centimetres 
wide. 

Significant gold values, assayed in drill core, are consis- 
tently from vein intercepts along the shear zone, either 
within, or adjacent to quarrz-carbonate-mariposite-altered 
ultramafic or volcanic rocks. Gold values are highly erratic, 
with no definable continuity, a characteristic of bonanza 
style deposits. Game and Sampson (1987a) report that sig- 
nificant gold intersections on the main vein are all associ- 
ated with massive stihnite. One IO-centimetre intersection 
of the Main vein, in contact with listwanite, contained 
visible gold and assayed 8500 grams per tonne gold and 
2900 grams per tonne silver. 

Fluid inclusion studies on the quartz-gold-stihnite veins 
(Madu et al., 1990) suggest that the veins were formed from 
low-salinity, CO,-rich aqueous fluids at temperatures 
greater than 240” C and in excess of 80 000 kilopascals (0.8 
kilobar) pressure. As such, they fit into the global class of 
mesathermal vein deposits as defined by Bohlke (1989). 

Argon-argon isotopic analysis of mariposite by laser step- 
heating methods on two samples of listwanite wallrock of 
the Main vein indicate that the age of carbonate alteration, 
and presumably gold mineralization. is Middle Jurassic, 
between 162 and 165 Ma (Ash er al., in preparation). Based 
on the lithotectonic setting, and the age of the veins and 
spatially associated felsic intrusive rocks (Figure 1-6-l I). it 
is proposed that vein minerals were precipated from fluids 
generated by cmstal thickening through partial melting, 
magmatism and metamorphic devolatization during Middle 
Jurassic collision. Obduction of oceanic lower crustal and 
upper mantle lithologies provided deep through-going 
cmstal fault zones active during the collisional event. most 
critically, during the period of fluid generation and 
mobilization. 

MINERALPOTENTIAL 
The only known mineral occurrence in the Stuart Lake 

area is the Snowbird deposit described previously. No other 
significant showings were noted during the coarse of map- 
ping, however, an area of intensely carbonatized ultramafic 
rocks was identified to the cast of McKelvey Lake, adjacent 
to the contact of the McKelvey Lake pluton in the northwest 
comer of the map area. Intense carhonatization with associ- 
ated mariposite and minor 2 to 10.centimetre barren quartz 
veins together with carbonatized and pyritized felsic dike 
rocks were identified in numerous large angular boulders at 
the base of 40 to 50.metre cliff face several hundred metres 
to the northeast of the lake. The extent of the alteration zone 
in this area is not welt constrained and deserves closer 
examination. 

Potential for mineral occurrences in the northeastern sec- 
tor of the map sheet cannot be ruled out as the area is 
heavily mantled with overburden and received only limited 
coverage, yet it has tectonic and lithologic characteristics 
conducive to gold-quartz vein mineralization. 

We suggest that the lack of known mineral occurrences in 
the pelagic sedimentary rocks that dominate the central part 
of the map area reflects the lack of oceanic crustal and upper 
mantle “ophiolitic remnants” in the area. 

The few quartz veins scattered throughout tl me map area 
are typically bull white with no vii.ihle mineralication. Sei- 
era1 of the larger veins were sampled for go d and base 
metals. Assay results are not available at the tin e of writing 
of this report. Samples locations alnd assay rest Its are tahu- 
lated on Open File Map 1993-9 (Ash et al., I! 93). 

A number of gossanous zone:s were also id mtified and 
sampled. A zone of gossanous homfelsed sed merits acjja- 
cent to the Shass Mountain plut,xl, approximat :ly 4.5 kilo- 
metres west-southwest of Mount Neilsp, ir rout hly 20 to 10 
metres wide along a linear topogr.ilphic trough hat parallels 
the intrusive contact. The sediments are varia )ly silicifi:d 
and carry from 1 to 4 per cent finely disseminate :d sulphidcs, 
primarily pyrite. 

A gossanous, brittle fault z,one cuts an i ;&ted cliff 
exposure of quartz diorite to thr: northeast c f McKelvey 
Lake. It trends north-northeast, dips steeply an i is possibly 

T 

Figure I-6-1 I. Geochronology off tactonism, mu neraliration 
and plutonism for the Snowbird gold-stibnie deposit. 

CCCT Central Cache Creek Terrane (Orchard 199 I: Cw 
dey ef al., ,991) 
SAC - Stubini arc complex (Tipper. 1984; L. Diakow. 
personal communication) 
BB Bower basin (Currie, l’%4) 
SA - Sitlika assemblage (Paterson, 1974; Tmntild and 
Gabrielse, 1986) 
SMP - Shass Mountain pluton ((Ash er ~1.. in xeparation) 
SS - Snowbird stock (Ash et ,-rl., in preparatio 1) 
zr - Zircon 
mp - Mariposite 
mu - S&cite 
All mica ages are by 40Ar-1YP.r. 



up to several tens of me&es wide: however, the limo&e 
staining with associated trace pyrite is only I to 2 metres 
wide at the centre of the zone. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Regional geological mapping in the Stuart Lake area has 

established a geographic distribution of oceanic crustal and 
uppermost mantle “ophiolitic remenants” which are impor- 
tant to the development of mineral deposits in oceanic 
terranes. The only significant mineral occurrence, the 
Snowbird deposit, is spatially associated with one such 
ophiolitic remnant at the southern end of the map area. A 
lack of mineral occurrences in the lower lying central part of 
the map sheet is considered to be lithologically controlled 
and reflects the dominance of pelagic sediments and lack of 
ophiolitic remnants in the region. An increased abundance 
of oceanic crustal and upper mantle lithologies in the north- 
ern part of the map area suggests a higher mineral potential. 
A knowledge of the distribution of such remnants within the 
largely sedimentary Cache Creek Terrane is therefore neces- 
sary to adequately evaluate its mineral potential. 

Combined geochemical data. petrographic analysis and 
potassium feldspar staining of felsic intrusions throughout 
the map area suggests that they are compositionally similar 
and are interpreted t” have been intruded during a Middle 
Jurassic magmatic event which immediately followed 
emplacement of the oceanic terrane. 

Geochemical data from mafic volcanic rocks in the 
Stuart-P&hi area indicate that basalts of both mid-ocean- 
ridge and ocean-island affinity are present. Ocean-island 
basalts are concentrated along the eastern margin of the 
Stuart Lake belt and provide a reasonable explanation for 
the presence of thick sections of limestone along the belt. 
This interpretation clearly supports Monger’s (1975) con- 
clusion regarding the presence of shallow-water limest”nes 
in the Cache Creek Terrane of northwestern British 
Columbia. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE KLAWLI LAKE, KWANIKA CREEK ANID DISCOVER\’ 
CREEK MAP AREAS, NORTHERN QUESNEL TERXANE, 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
(Y3N/7W, llE, 14E) 

By JoAnne L. Nelson, Kim A. Bellefontaine, 
Mary E. MacLean and Keith J. Mountjoy 

KEYWORDS: Refional geology, Nina Creek, Lay Ran&z, 
Takla, Slate Creek, lnrena Lake, Witch Lake, Plughat 
Mountain, Chuchi Lake, Twin Creek. Juressic sediments. 
mineralization, structural geology, Manson fault, Discovery 
fault, dextral transfer. 

INTRODUCTION 
This report covers I:50 000.scale geological mapping ot 

93N/7 West Half, 93N/I I East Half and 93Nl14 East Half, 
completed in the summer of lYY2, the third and final mep- 
ping season of the Nation Lakes project. The maps are 
available as Open Files 1993.3, 4, and S (Nelson ef al.. 
1993~1, b; Bailey et rrl.. 1993). The area, shown on Figure 
I-7-1, links previously published map coverage by the 
Nation Lakes project (Nelson rtnl., IY9lb. 19Y2a) with that 
of the Manson Creek and Northern Quesnel Trough projects 
(Ferri et al.. 198X, lYX9, 1992~; Ferri and Melville, lY90b). 

Mapping highlights include a major northwest-trending 
aeromngnetic high in the Valleau Creek valley, Takln Group 

b \ 57’00’ ,^. 

54’00’ 

Figurr 1-7-t. Irxation map showing Nation Lakes. Man- 
son Creek and N,rthern Quesnel Trough pmjects. Shaded 
area depicts lY9? map area. 

Geological Fir&cork 1992. Paper 19Y3-1 

stratigraphy and structure around the Takle-Ra mbow prrp 
erty, and a regional transcurrent tult system ir the Disct ,I- 
cry Creek map area. Exploraticbn activity was quiet in the 
northern Quesnel belt following Placer Dome’ ; decision 1.0 
shelve the Mount Milligan prajizt and the d ssolution of 
B.P. Resources Canada Limited. 

MAPPING GOALS 
Mapping goals in I992 were directed towa d resolution 

of the following problems: 
. Work in I990 and 1991 led to a fourfold stratigrap?ic 

subdivision of the Takla Group in map zreas Y3K.116, 
Y?N/I, 93N12E and 93N/7E (Nelson Ed ul.. 1991~1. 
1992b). Do these informal formations, :he Rainb;lw 
Creek. Inrana Lake, Witch Lake and t:huchi L.ake, 
persist northward, or do gro!;s faries c tanges i~wer- 
vene? In particular. what is the relation ;hip betwxn 
this stratigraphy and that proposed by Fe Ti and ot.hers 
in the Germansen Lake x:xt (Fen-i nnc Melvill~e in 
preparation). 

. On the basis of mapping for Elastfield Rt sources Llm- 
ited and Golden Rule Resowc~es Limited. David Ba leq 
(personal communication, 1991) reportr d a Triasiic- 
Jurassic unconformity in the Twin Cr.%< area ott the 
Takla Rainbow property. f:arther soutt, the contac’: 
between Triassic and Jurassic volcanic r xks is ap]xw 
ently transitional (Nelson t’f al.. IY92b I. How cwdd 
these conflicting observatiwu be reconc [led’? 

l Regional aeromagnetic coverage shows a very strong 
northwest-trending linear magnetic an Jmaly in the 
Valleeu Creek valley. It terminates ; .bruptly ttear 
Klawli Lake. What is the grolopical :ource of this 
anomaly’? Does it bear arty relationship o alkalic: .<~r- 
phyry copper-gold deposit:;? 

0 Do potassic-propylitic alteration hal’xs, common 
around the Nation Lakes. persist northu ard withir th,: 
Tilkla Group? 

0 The Discovery Creek ueit is transected t y the nott’~en 
extension of the Manson fault zone, a r, gional d~::(tn~l 
transcurrent fault which apparently dies to the north 
near Wasi Creek (Figure l--7-2; Ferri et nl., 199;!c:>. A 
second array t,f dextnd faolt:i occws in the Discowy 
Creek valley but dies wuthward ne lr Germe?sen 
Lake. A reasonable structural model involve:s the 
transfer of motion from the Manson t’a Ilt zone to tt,e 
Discovery Creek fault sy:am. What i. the natw: of 
this transfer zone? 
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Figure I-7-2. Regional geological setting “f the Nation Lakes area. Small squares represent Nation Lakes 1992 mapping. 
The larger area depicts mapping of the Uslika Lake area (modified after Fcni PI ul., 1992a). 

GEOLOGIC OVERVIEW 
Most of the mapped area is underlain by the Upper 

Triassic to Lower Jurassic Takla Group of the Quesnel 
Terrane~ (Figure l-7-2). It is intruded to the wet by the 
Hogem intrusive complex (Garnett, 1978; Nelson ef al., 
1992b). Lower Jurassic sedimentary rocks, slightly younger 
than the volcanic Takla Group, form a single panel within 
the Discovery Creek fault zone 2 kilomares north of the 
Omineca River. They contain a rich ammonite fauna of 
latest Toarcian age (Table l-7. I ). Rocks of the upper Pal- 
eozoic Lay Range assemblage, part of the Harper Ranch 
Terrane, and Nina Creek group, belonging to the Slide 
Mountain Terrane, occur in fault-bounded panels east of the 
Discovery Creek fault system in 93Nl14. Cretaceous t” 
Early Tertiary units are restricted to the Discovery Creek 
fault zone. 

STRATIFIED UNITS 

NINA CREEK GROUP 
Upper Paleozoic oceanic rocks of the Slide Mountain 

Terrane, termed the Nina Creek group, form a large klippe 
ahove the miogeoclinal Cassiar Terrane in the Nina Creek 
area (Ferri and Melville, in preparation). The Nina Creek 
group comprises a lower package of Pennsylvanian- 
Permian pelagic sedimentary strata with gabbro sills, 
termed the Mount Howell formation, and an upper, 
Pennsylvanian-Permian basaltic pile with minor chat and 
argillite called the Pillow Ridge formation. The age overlap 
between the tw” suggests that they are separated by a thrust 
fault rather than a stratigraphic contact. The two formations 
are probably facies packages that have been subsequently 
telescoped. 



TARLE l-7-1 
FOSSIL IDENTIFICATION 

REPORT Jl-1992-GRJ 

Report on Jurassic fossils from the Manson River map area (93N14) and submitted by J. Nelson 
(BCGS) in September 1% for identification. 

Field No.: 
LocaIity: 
Identifications: 

Age & Comments: 

Field No.: 
Lcdity: 

Identifications: 

Age & Comments: 

Field No.: 
Locality: 

Identifications: 

Age & Comments: 

Field No.: 
LOCdity : 

Identifications: 
Age & Comments: 

92-JN-24-l G.S.C. Lm. No.: C-189742 
Diivery Creek, T&la Group. UTM 3686XlE 6187ooON; 
ammo&s 

Pkyddia n.sp. 
Lytocems sp. 
Phymatoceratidae n.gen. et n.sp. 
ammonite aptychi 

bivalves 
late Late Toarcian 

92-JN-21-4 G.S.C. Lot. No.: C-189663 
Discovery Creek, approtiately 2.25 km from road crossing. UTM 367 iooE 
6187975N. Takla Group. 
Pelecypods 
rhynchonellid brachiopods 
b&m&e 
The presence of a belemaite with an internal radiating structure suggesl s an 
age younger than Middle Toarcian. 

92-JN-21-5 G.S.C. Lm. No.:: C-189664 
Discovery Creek, approximately 2.25 km from road erossiing UTM 367 525E 
618805ON. TakIa Group. 
ammoaites 

Dumorrieria asp. 
Phymatoceratidae n.gen. et n.sp. 

late late Toarcian 

92-JN-22-1, G.S.C. LOG No,.: C-189665 
750 m northeast of Ron Repko’s house. UTM 37OKWlE 6186825N. Tal la 
GUXlp. 
crinoid wlumnals 
not diagnostic 

Note: Data contributed by G.R. Jakobs, Visiting Scientist, Geological Survey of Canrada, Vancou per 

The northeastern corner of 93N/l4 is underlain by the 
Nine Creek group (Figure l-7-3). Although outcrop control 
on the contact is poor, it apparently rests structurally on the 
lower Mississippian Gilliland felsic tuff unit of the Cassiar 
Temne (Ferri and Melville, in preparation). 

MOUNT HOWELL FORMAT~ION (PPMH) 

The lower part of the Nina (Creek group : s a monotmws 
sequence of grey to black argillitelchen and green chert mat 
dips moderately to the southwest. It is we* ;ain by 50 to 75 



Figure l-7-3. Geology uf the Klwli River (93Ni7W), Kwanika Creek (93Nll IE) 
and Discovery Creek (93Nil4E) map areas. Ser following pages for adjoining map sheets 
and legend. 
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metres of distinctive bright blood-red and bright green rib- 
bon chert with argillite partings. This upper red chert unit is 
of regional extent and can be traced over 3 kilometres of 
strike length in the present map area. Identical cherts occur 
at the top of the Mount Howell formation from northwest of 
Nina Lake to south of Wasi Lake (E Ferri, personal com- 
munication, 1992). Diabase-gabbro sills intrude both it and 
the underlying argillites and cherts. 

PILLOW RIDGE FORMATlON(PPPn) 

To the west, near the Manson fault zone. red and green 
cherts of the Mount Howell formation are overlain by a 200. 
mew-thick sequence of gabbro and diabase sills with minor 
chert remnants (Figure l-7-3). This unit thins to the north- 
east; at the eastern edge of the map area pillow basalts of the 
Pillow Ridge formation directly overlie the pelagic 
Seq”eIlCC 

The contact between the diabase-gabbro sill unit and the 
pillow basal& is well exposed and apparently transitional. 
The average grain size in the diabase decreases upwards. 
Chert disapprars only tens of mews below the lowest 
occurrence of variolites that marks the first basalt flow. The 
sill unit is probably a feeder zone to the overlying flows and 
is included within the Pillow Ridge formation. A thrust fault 
between the sills and the underlying cherts and argillites 
cannot be demonstrated locally, but is inferred based on 
regional evidence. 

The highest part of the Nina Creek Group is a 200.metre 
sequence of commonly pillowed basalt. These basal& are 
generally fine grained and equigranular, aphanitic or 
diabasic. Variolites are common in the finer grained and 
glassy flows. Pillow morphologies show upright tops that 
dip gently southwest. In one area pillow imbrications indi- 
cate a southerly paleoslope. 

LAYRANGEASSEMBLAGE 

The Lay Range assemblage is named for extensive 
exposures in the Lay Range, 100 kilometres northwest of 
the present map area. There, it consists of a lower division 
of Mississippian to middle Pennsylvanian mixed siliciclas- 
tic, epiclastic, carbonate and pelagic-hemipelagic strata 
overlain by several kilometres of volcanic sandstone, fine 
lapilli tuff and ash tuff of Permian age (Ferri ef al,, 1993a, b; 
and authors’ 1992 observations). Ferri et al., (1992a. c) 
recognized Lay Range sequences in the southern part of 
94C13, which adjoins the Discovery Creek map area. In 
1992 we redefined contiguous parts of the Discovery Creek 
area as Lay Range assemblage that were previously 
included in the Takla Group by Armstrong (1949). 

MAIN SEQUENCE(MPuw,c) 

The Lay Range assemblage outcrops on the high ridges 
east of Discovery Creek (93N114E; Figure l-7-3). The regu- 
lar bedding in the steeply dipping, generally west-facing 
panel results in the formation of ribby, ridge-top exposures. 
The assemblage consists of two conformable stratigraphic 
divisions; a lower siliceous fine-grained epiclastic division 
(MPLRh) and an upper volcanic division of lapilli tuffs, 
agglomerates and flows (MPLRc). The contact between the 
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two is transitional and is marked by an upward increase in 
coarse volcanic units over several hundred metres. 

The lower division is dominated by olive green volcanic 
sandstone and siltstone, siliceous argillite and crystal, tine 
lapilli and ash tuff. Rare but diagnostic grit beds contain 
clasts of a variety of volcanic lithologies as well as chert, 
vein quartz, quartrite and/or metachert, minor limestone and 
plutonic lithologies. A few turquoise green and red beds of 
radiolarian chert form pan of this sequence. 

The upper division is dominated by heterolithic lapilli 
tuff containing variable volcanic clasts including plag- 
ioclase porphyry with an aphanitic green or, less commonly, 
maroon matrix; clinopyroxene porphyry with an aphanitic 
green or, less commonly, maroon matrix; clinopyrox- 
ene~plagioclase crowded porphyry with clinopyroxenes 
larger and less abundant than plagioclase; and clinopyrox- 
ene and fresh olivine porphyry with an aphanitic 
groundmass. Other less abundant lapilli include brick-red 
aphanitic to glassy fragments and black cumulate 
clinopyroxenites. Green to maroon augite-olivine- 
porphyritic flows and flow breccias, and brown-weathering 
andesites with small, sparse plagioclase phenoclysts form 
an important part of the upper division in some areas. 
Epiclastic units such as sandstones and apple green ash tuffs 
are also present. 

The smaller ridges northeast and north of Lounge Lizard 
Mountain are included within the Lay Range main 
sequence, based on lithologic similarities. Grits with 
rounded chert and quartz pebbles and clasts of green and red 
lapilli tuffs are found within these sequences. 

In contrast with the type locality in the Lay Range, the 
lower heterogeneous sedimentary sequence of the Lay 
Range assemblage is missing in the Discovery Creek area. 
Instead, the tuff sequence, which is lithologically similar to 
the upper part of the type stratigraphy, passes upward into a 
volcanic section 2 kilometres thick and is not observed 
farther north. The presence of abundant coarse volcanic 
material in Discovery Creek could be a function of a higher 
structural level or the preservation of strata closer to a 
volcanic edifice, perhaps near the axis of the Paleozoic arc. 

COOKCREEKPANEL(MPW 

The valley at the head of Cook Creek is underlain by a 
distinctive lithologic assemblage that is hounded and also 
transected by faults (Figure l-7-3). It contains more chert 
and less epiclastic detritus than the main Lay Range 
sequence. Lithologies include thin-bedded siliceous sand- 
stone and siltstone, siliceous tuff, bedded then and siliceous 
argillite. One sample of volcanic siltstone from the head- 
waters of Cook Creek contains approximately 1 per cent 
detrital muscovite. There is no source for muscovite in the 
Lay Range assemblage, thus it, together with quart&e and 
rare plutonic fragments in the main sequence, may provide a 
link to a pericratonic or continental terrane with a Paleozoic 
plutonic component. The Lay Range arc may have formed 
adjacent to a suspect pericratonic terrane similar to the 
Yukon-Tanana Terrane, or to the Kootenay Terrane on the 
margin of ancestral North America. 

British Columbia Geological Survey Branch 



DISTINGUISHING LAY RANGI? ASSEMHLAGE FROM 
TAKLA GROUP 

The Lay Range aswnblage and Takla Group are two very 
similar lithotectonic assemblages. They both represent 
primitive volcanic arcs consisting of basalt and andesite and 
related marine sediments. Individual rock textures can be 
strikingly similar, such as green and red heterolithic lapilli 
tuff, or olivine-augite-phyric basalt. Distinction at an out- 
crop scale is difficult, particularly in the upper. volcanic 
division of the Lay Range assemblage (MPl.n<). Whole stm- 
igraphic sequences must be examined. In this broader con- 
text, the differences between the Lay Range and Takla arcs 
are clear. 

The Lay Range assemblage contains a number of 
lithologies that do not occur in the Takla Group. Most 
notable are the brightly coloured radiolarian cherts and the 
then-quartz-quartrite grits. The very regular bedding and 
ribby outcrop aspect of the lower division distinguish it 
from most Takla e~pasures. Lay Range tuffs and sandstones 
are harder. more indurated and much more siliceous than 
those of the Takla Group. 

Overall, the Triassic Takla and Lay Range arcs show 
parallel evolution. Both have progressed from deep marine 
deposition of epiclastic and fine pyroclastic material 
through a phase of basaltic volcanism and on to shallow 
marine conditions in which maroon volcanics are promi- 
nent. However, the abundance of maroon. plagioclase- 
phyric fragments in the lower Lay Range tuffaceous sub- 
marine sequence is not paralleled in the Takla arc. This 
suggests a shallow marine volcanic edifice that was shed- 
ding maroon volcanic material into the epiclestic submarine 
fans. 

Chemically, the arcs show different trends. The Takla 
volcanics in this part of Quesnellia have characteristic 
island-arc signatures and chemistries that range from 
alkaline to transitional calcalkaline (Bellefontaine and 
Nelson, 1992). PI-eliminary data from the Lay Range 
assemblage suggest a transitional arc to ocean-floor setting 
with subalkaline volcanism (Ferri et nl., 1992b). 

TAKLA GROUP 
OVERVIEW AND STRATIGRAPHIC NOMENCLATURE 

Previous mapping defined an informal fourfold strat- 
igraphic subdivision of the Takla Group near the Nation 
Lakes (Nelson ef Al.. 19Y la, 1992h). The Rainbow Creek 
formation comprises dark grey to black basinal shales and 
siltstones with subordinate epiclestic and pyroclastic strata 
and is assumed to be the oldest part of the Takla Group. The 
younger lnzana Lake formation is a mixed pyroclastic- 
epiclastic sequence in which lithologies range from augite- 
phyric lapilli tuff to fine-grained black siltstone and 
argillite. It has yielded three conodont collections, two of 
late Carnian age and one of middle Norian age. The lnrana 
Lake formation is overlain by and interfingers with the 
Witch Lake formation, a thick sequence of mostly augite- 
phyric, coarse pyroclastic basalt debris with lesser flows 
and minor plagioclase-dominant units and epiclastic sedi- 
mentary beds. It is overlain by plagioclase and augite-phyric 
fragmental rocks and tlows of the Chuchi Lake formation. 

Geologk:al Fieldwork 1992. Paper 1993.I 

Sedimentary units within the Chochi Lake fo.mation have 
yielded ammonites of early and late Plien bachian age 
(Nelson ef al., 1992b). 

Fen+ and Melville (1988, 1989,. l990e. ir preparatian) 
developed a parallel but internally distinct Takla Group 
stratigraphy in the Manson Crwk ;md Germa lsen Landing 
areas. The basal Slate Creek fo~rmation has :,ielded con”- 
donts with ages ranging from Iaxe Anisian to Carnian. It i$ 
lithologicnlly similar to the Rainbow Creek fo mntion in Ihr 
Nation Lakes area. The Sla:e Creek fornation parse!, 
upward into an epiclastic-pyrcciastic facies (omparahlt: tcl 
the lnzana Lake formation, which in turn i ; overlain b) 
augite-phyric agglomerate and lapilli cuff. I toth volcanic 
units are included within the Plughat Mount: in formaion. 
Jurassic intermediate to felsic wlcanic rocks equivalent to 
the Chuchi Lake formation are snot recognize i. 

The Plughat Mountain formation is simila to the Witch 
Lake formation in age and parental magma; t 0th are duni- 
nated by augite-phyric porphyritic basalt. Ho “ever, a n.~m- 
ber of striking differences between the two so pport the: de;1 
that they represent two separate .iolcanic piles The volcmic 
sequence on Plughat Mountain includes at lea ,t 1500 mct~rei 
of aphyric to weakly augite-pbyric porphyriti : hasalt flow, 
in contrast with the almost wholly fragment 11 Witch I.,&: 
formation. Bright red, highly ;.mygdaloidal augite_tol&ine- 
phyric tlows are common in the Plughat MC untain folma- 
tion hut absent in the Witch L.&e formaticx. Plagiwlasz 
phenocrysts are subordinate in the Witch L: .ke forma:ion, 
hut small crowded plagioctase plwphyry fragr xnts makt: up 
a significant proportion of clasts in many py .oclastic r’xks 
of the Plughat Mountain formation. There an also cant-asts 
in the chemistry of the volcanics,, The Witc I Lake basahs 
are alkaline while the Plughat Mountain has; Its range l?om 
alkaline to calkalkaline (Ferri and Melville, n preparation: 
Bellefontaine and Nelson, 1992). Overal , the Plughat 
Mountain formation is a more beterogeneou i package than 
the Witch Lake formation. 

Both of these stratigraphies project into the 1992 map 
area (Figure l-7-3). The Witch Lake formatic n caps the hills 
east of Valleau Creek in Y3Nl7, but does nc t continue into 
93N/I I. The Plughat Mountain formation c utcrops ;rlmast 
continuously from its type area near Gcrmar sen Landing to 
Germansen Lake and into ‘93N/l I. The I .ower Jurassic 
Chuchi Lake formation exteals into the Ic wlands east af 
Ahdatay Lake in southern 93&/7. A separa :e intermediate 
volcanic package, of presumed Early Jurass c ape, ovwli:s 
the Plughat Mountain formation near lwin Crec,k in 
93N/ll. Because of its distinct internal sratigraph) and 
lack of continuity with Chucbi Lake expo ;ures, we lha+e 
separately designated this volcanic sequ, :nce the Twin 
Creek formation. 

SLATE CREEK FORMATION (mu’Ihc) 

Grey slates, siltstones and minor tuffacea 1s sediments of 
the Slate Creek formation outuop around tt e northerr cca- 
tact of the Germansen batho~litb in the Gerr lansen Laading 
map area (Ferri ef al., 19X9), They continm into the :,ou:h- 
eastern comer of 93NlI I. around the west :m edge of the 
batholith (Figure l-7-3). The Jates are oft, n strongI! foti- 
ated and foliations appear to wrap around tt e margin of I he 
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batholith. Exposure of the oldest unit of the Takla Group 
encircling most of the Germansen batholith might suggest 
that diapiric emplacement entrained and uplifted the base of 
the Mesozoic section. We have designated the basal strata in 
this area the Slate Creek formation instead of the Rainbow 
Creek formation because of continuity with the type locality 
(Ferri and Melville, in preparation). 

INZANA LAKE FORMATION (u’h~) 

Well-foliated green tuff, lapilli tuff and grey siltstone and 
slate of the Inrana Lake formation extend from previously 
mapped exposures near Tsaydaychi Lake in 93Nl7 East Half 
(Nelson et al., 1992~1) into the headwaters of Valleeu Creek 
(Figure 1-7-3). Foliation and bedding strike northwest and 
dip steeply. In contrast, the contact with the overlying Witch 
Lake formation, defined in outcrops on the hills east of 
Valleau Creek, is nearly horizontal. This structural discor- 
dance between gross attitudes and attitudes within incompe- 
tent units is common in the Takla Group. It probably reflects 
strong disharmonic folding due to competency contrasts and 
the presence of dCcollements between massive and thin- 
bedded units. 

WITCH LAKE FORMATION (ulkw) 

The Witch Lake formation east of Valleau Creek (Figure 
I-7-3) consists of predominantly green and minor maroon 
augite porphyry flows, with lesser aphanitic flows, augite- 
plagioclase porphyry agglomerates. hornblende-porphyritic 
flows and plagioclase-phyric subvolcanic bodies. Subordi- 
nate volcaniclastics include tuffaceous sandstone, crystal 
tuff and lapilli tuff. The prominence of flows within these 
exposures is more akin to the Plughat Mountain formation 
than the Witch Lake formation to the south. However, the 
rocks lack olivine phenocrysts and large amygdules which 
are often present in the Plughat Mountain formation. This 
area may represent a mixing of volcanic styles between two 
different volcanic centres, or perhaps be the product of a 
centre with transitional characteristics. 

PLUGHAT MOUNTAIN FORMATION (uTTPM) 

The Plughat Mountain formation outcrops in most of 
eastern 93N/l I and on both sides of the Omineca River in 
93N114 (Figure l-7-3). It is a lithologically and spatially 
highly variable, basalt-dominated volcanic pile. The most 
southerly exposures on Caribou Mountain, in eastern 
93Nll I, consist of interbedded green au&e-porphyritic 
vesicular basalt flows and fragment& with lesser maroon 
heterolithic agglomerate and flows. Minor quantities of 
plagioclase-phyric crystal tuff and a monzonite intrusive 
clast were noted on the north side of the mountain. The 
ridge north of West Dog Creek consists entirely of green 
augite?plagioclase-porphyritic agglomerate and lapilli tuff 
with one maroon augite-olivine porphyry flow at the base of 
the sequence near the road. Eaglenest Mountain is domi- 
nated by green augite~olivineiplagioclase-bearing flows 
and agglomerates. There are similar porphyritic flows and 
agglomerate on the mountain southeast of Eaglenest, as well 
as large outcrops of well-formed pillow basalt. The pres- 
ence of pillow basalt in the hea? of the Plughat Mountain 
formation may strengthen the case for the structural panel 
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hosting the Lounge Lizard intrusive complex as being part 
of the Plughat Mountain formation. 

In the Omineca River valley lithologirs include large- 
augite, small-plagioclase porphyry flows and agglomerates, 
large-amygdule flows, maroon and green amygdaloidal 
large-olivine porphyry flows and heterolithic lapilli tuffs 
that contain clnsts in which plagioclase and augite are the 
primary phenocrysts. Limestone clast$ occur within such 
lapilli tuffs near Twentymile Creek. Also along Twentymile 
Creek, aphanitic basalt flows, small-hornblende porphyry 
flows, augite and hornblende porphyry heterolithic lapilli 
tuffs and minor interbeds of tuffaceous sandstone form part 
of the sequence. In general, maroon colours are more com- 
mon in the south while plagioclase contcnts of the volcanics 
increase to the north. 

One thrust panel north of the Omineca River contains 
aphyric to small-olivine porphyry pillow basalts that are 
intruded by the Lounge Lizard intrusive complex. The 
southeastern continuation of this panel into 93Nl15 is a 
narrow, fault-bounded sliver of pillow basalt and green and 
red basalt lapilli tuff. Although continuity cannot be estab- 
lish. this panel is assigned to the Plughat Mountain forma- 
tion on the basis of lithologic similarities. 

An Upper Triassic limestone reef (uTw~a), viewed from 
a distance, resembles a kilometre-wide cliff nest, giving rise 
to the local name of Eaglenest Mountain (Plate I-7-1). A 
well-used golden eagle nest is located on one of the lime- 
stone buttresses. The reef itself contains a rich and varied 
coralline fauna in discrete packstone beds that are interbed- 
ded with crinoid wackestones and calcirudites. Its intimate 
relationship with Plughat Mountain basalts is shown by 
abundant volcanic debris in the wackestones, and con- 
versely by limestone clasts in nearby lapilli tuffs. Its 
perched position in the western cliffs of Eaglenest Mountain 
suggests that the mountain itself is part of an exhumed Late 
Triassic volcanic edifice. Identification of coral swcies is 
pending. 

One continuous, mappable subunit was defined at the top 
of the Plughat Mountain formation west of Kwanika Creek. 
It is a brieht red to maroon aueite~olivine-ohvric basalt 
flow (uTw;b) that is often highly vesicular td s&riaceous. 
Flow breccia is common near its top. The presence of 
scattered bright red sandstone lenses overlying the breccia 
suggests reworking in shallow water. This maroon basalt 
marker unit overlies green augitelolivine porphyry 
agglomerates and flows of the main Plughat Mountain 
formation. 

CHUCHI LAKE FORMATION (IJn.) 

In the eastern half of 93N/7, the Chuchi Lake formation 
overlies the Witch Lake formation in a gently south-dipping 
homocline (Nelson er al., 1992~1). This continues into the 
lowlands west of Valleau Creek, east of Ahdatay Lake and 
in bank exposures along Valleau Creek where plegioclase- 
augite-porphyritic amygdaloidal flows, heterolithic 
plagioclase-dominant laharic agglomerates, plagioclase- 
porphyritic lapilli tuffs and a body of large plagioclase- 
phyric hypabyssal monronite are exposed (Figure l-7-3). 
The Chuchi Lake formation does not outcrop north of this 
area. 



TWIN CREEK FORMATION (IJrr) 

West of Kwanika Creek. nex Twin Creek. the red basalt 
at the top of the Plughat Mountain formation (uTrwb) is 
overlain by heterolithic lapilli tuff, agglomerate, crystal tuff 
and local heterolithic volcanic conglomerate, all with sig- 
nificant to dominant plagioclase phenocrysts plus augite and 
hornblende (Figure l-7-3). Augite-hornblende, plagioclnsc- 
augite, plegioclase and plagioclase-tquartx porphyry flows 

also occur. These arc all included in the informal Twin 
Creek formation. Heterolithic lapilli tuffs predominate in 
the lower, more northerly exposures where augitr is more 
prominent near the base. Less abundant, strongly hetero- 
Jithic plsgioclase-rich fragmental units are also present and 
high-level intermediate intrusive clasts occur in the con- 
glomerate. Stratigraphically higher exposures southwest of 
Twin Creek include large-plagioclase and plagioclese- 
iquartr porphyry flows and related fragmental units. In 
general the section is consistent with progressive felsic 
differentiation of volcanic magmas through time. The pres- 
ence of quartz is noteworthy. 

The base of the hetrrolithic lapilli tuffs rests sharply on 
the red basalt. The contact is irregular on both minor and 
major scales. It undulates over SO to 100 metres of elevation 
on mountain sides. In outcrop and hand sample scale the top 
of the basalt shows sharp irregularities. with clasts incorpor- 
ated or partly incorporated in the overlying debris (Plate 

l-7-2). Bedding in the red sandstones of th: unduly lag 
basalt unit approximately parallel:; the overall ; ttitude of the 
contact. Both dip very gently to the south. Thx attributes 
describe a low-angle unconformity or pwacor formity, car- 
responding to a volcanic hiatus wilh nr sipnificsnt 
deformation. 

We assume that the Plughal: Mountain formatic~r is 
entirely Late Triassic in age. B:i lithologic ani logy with the 
Chuchi Lake formation we liiii:n ZI pro\’ \ional E~;~-ly 
Jurassic age to the Twin Cree’i formation, p nding ziwon 
dating of one of the plagiwlase porphyry floats nt:ar 
Groundhog Creek. The lapilli tuff red tasalt con’nc 
detailed above is considered 10 reprsent the Trias;ic~ 
Jurassic boundary (Plate l-7-2). 

WIILY GEORGE SEQUENCE: ,o’,i-w., 

A distinctive pyroclastic-epic’,a!;tic scquen :e is exp~:;ed 
on the ridge east of Willy Geor,:r: Creek in we tern 93N/l4E! 
(Figure l-7-3). Overall, this paskage is strong y heterolilbic, 
although many of the indi!fliduaj Japilli tuff mits w&n it 
arc monolithic. The lapilli tuna:; represent v riations 01 ,I 
theme of augite-plagioclase, au:@, plagiocl. use-augite ;amJ 
plagioclase porphyry voIcani(: clasts. Consi item voIcmi<: 
textures within some units su~:gcst sourcin ; from :,i ~gl<: 
volcanic events: others are stroni:ly heterolith c and chaotic. 
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Plate l-7-2. Triassic-Jurassic contact marked by an irregular surface between maroon basalt (uTrwh) 
and overlying heterolithic agglomerate and breccia of the Twin Creek formation (IJlt). 

One unit, traceable over several kilometres, contains white 
dacite blocks with sedimentary and other volcanic clasts. 

The lapilli tuffs are interbedded with crystal tuffs and 
sandstones, which make up about half of the section. Sedi- 
mentary breccias like those in the inrana Lake formation in 
93W16 (Nelson ef al., 1991~1) are also present. Limestone 
clasts occur in the sedimentary breccias and also in the 
volcanic-dominated fragmental units. Some lapilli tuffs 
have a limy matrix. An interval of pale grey lithic arkosel 
wacke, argillite and siltstone lies within the sequence. 

The Willy George sequence strikes northwest and dips 
and faces steeply west. Its uppermost unit is a fine to coarse 
monolithic pyroclastic rock, in which clasts show a distinc- 
tive texture of very large augite and tiny plagioclase phe- 
nocrysts in a grey groundmass. This unit apparently under- 
lies the Plughat Mountain formation in exposures north of 
the Omineca River. Thus, the Willy George sequence is a 
stratigraphic and facies equivalent of the lnrana Lake for- 
mation, but the prominence of plagioclase within it con- 
trasts strongly with the lnzana Lake. If it is Late Triassic in 
age, then it implies the existence of a so-far undocumented 
Late Triassic intermediate volcanic centre. Such centres 
must have existed in Late Triassic time, as plagioclase- 
porphyritic volcanic clasts, thin trachytic tuff beds and inter- 
mediate hypabyssal intrusive clasts occur in the Inzana 
Lake, Witch Lake and Plughat Mountain formations. The 
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Willy George sequence is the closest indication of a more 
felsic Triassic volcanic centre observed thus far in the Takla 
arc. 

TAKLA FELSIC UNIT (TrJn) 
A Triassic or Jurassic mixed volcanic and volcaniclastic 

package crops out in the southeasternmost corner of 
93N/J4E (Figure l-7-3). In contrast to the neighbouring 
Plughat Mountain formation, it has a large component of 
felsic material. Lithologies includes heterolithic lapilli tuff, 
agglomerate-conglomerate, amygdaloidal augite- 
porphyritic flows and crystal-ash tuffs with plagioclase 
dominant over augite phenocrysts. Fragments in the coarser 
units include plagioclase+subordinate augite-porphyritic 
volcanics, monronite to diorite intrusives, maroon augite- 
porphyritic volcanics, silicified tuffaceous sediments and 
cherty argillite. 

This unit continues beyond the Discovery Creek map area 
mto low ridges northwest of Plughat Mountain (93N115; 
Ferri er al., 1989). Planar bedded, quartz-rich conglomeratic 
sandstones, sandstone, siltstone and cherty sediments 
together with maroon quartz-bearing amygdaloidal 
plagioclase-porphyritic volcanics attest to the felsic nature 
of this unit. 

The age of this sequence is unknown. The presence of 
volcanic quartz in some of the volcanics and sediments 



suggests a link to the Jurassic Twin Creek formation. 
However, the presence of the nearby Willy George scqurnce 
supports the possibility of a Triassic ag:r for these felsic 
rocks. 

UPPERMOST LOWER JURASSIC SEDIMENTARY 
SEQUENCE (IJs) 

Lower Jurassic cl&c sedimentarv rocks form small 
cliffs along Discovery Creek for appro&nately 4 kilometrrs 
north of the road bridge (Figure l-7-3). The most abundant 
lithologies are green to brown-weathering lithic arkose and 
greywacke with interbedded siltstones. Minor, local con- 
glomerates contain green to maroon plagioclase-augite- 
porphyritic volcanic clasts. Many of the sandstones are 
composed of grit-sized grains and crystals of plagioclase, 
orthoclase, hornblende, biotite and augite that appear to be 
the immature eroded remnants of a plutonic source. The 
most likely candidate is the nearby Hogem into-usive com- 
plex. Less than I per cent detrital muscovite occurs in some 
of the beds. 

Three fossil localities were identified on Discovery 
Creek. The macrof’ossil collections were examined by 
Giselle Jakohs and Howard Tipper of the Geological Survey 
of Canada. Two localities with ammonites similar to the one 
in Plate l-7-3, yielded Toarcian ages. An internally radiat- 

ing helemnite fossil suggests a po!;t latest mi Idle Toewiun 
age for the third locality (Table: I-‘7-l). 

The presence of plutonic debri; and detrital muscovitc in 
these late Early Jurassic srdiment~ provides in portant ini’or- 
mation on Jurassic tectonics. Pmxassium-argon mineral ages 
for the Jurassic phases of the Hogan intru ,ive complex 
range from ?Oh+-8 to 17126 MI (Garnc%, 1578: data cnn- 
verted to new decay coniunts, K.L. Armstri?r,g. 
unpublished data). Toarcian tirnt: is Ihrackt ted betw:en 
l87-+15 and 178ill in the new time seal: of Hal-lmd 
rf ol., (1990). The plutonic d&is in these late Toarciar 
sediments shows erosion of the Hogem intrusive comf~lex 
while parts of it were still forming and cooli lg. 

The positive identification of !mwscovite in this Toan,i~ar 
sequence would require a pericmtonic. mioge, jclinal or f:ra~~ 
tonic source. The deposition of thrx sediment I was approx. 
imately coeval with the emplacemrnt of Qua Nell& onto I:he 
North American margin (I 8 I to I73 Ma; Mu phy et 01.. it! 
press; or possibly as early as IN6 Ma, C. Niron, prr,wmal 
communication, 1992). They przdate the suh xquent oplift 
of metamorphic core complex~:s in the Omin :a Belt. ‘The 
oldest known cooling age for II rnetamorph,: rock in the 
lngenika Group is 174 Ma (I<..Ar wh<lle IC :k; Ferri and 
Melville, in preparation). The sowce ol rnus~ ovite ma) Iif: 
farther east, perhaps in the cratol’~; or altcrnati rely within all 
accreted pericratonic terrene. 



USLIKA FORMATION (KTu) 
The Uslika Formation is a &Sic package that occurs as B 

panel within the Discovery Creek fault zone. The rocks are 
contiguous with the Conglomerate Mountain exposures in 
94C13 (Ferri rf ul., 1992~). In the northern part of 93N114E 
(Figure l-7-3) conglomerate and coarse sandstone predomi- 
nate with minor occurrences of siltstone and mudstone with 
rare broadleaf and coniferous macrofossils. The conglome- 
rate is composed of well-rounded coarse cobbles and boul- 
ders of monzonite, syenite, augite-porphyriric volcanics, 
plagioclase-porphyritic volcanics, green and maroon tuffs, 
green, red and pale beige chat, black and grey siliceous 
argillite, quartrite (often weakly foliated) and vein quartz. 
The rocks are clast supported, poorly sorted and very well 
indurated. Hematite in the matrix gives clasts a shiny coat- 
ing and imparts a reddish hue to outcrops. Bedding is 
weakly visible in conglomerate beds and better defined in 
sandstones and conglomeratic sandstones. in general the 
stretigraphy strikes northwest to north. Dips vary from gen- 
tle to steep. 

Approximately I5 kilometres south of these exposures in 
Discovery Creek, grey and black conglomerate occurs with 
interbeds of arkosic sandstone, siltstone, and mudstone. A 
bituminous coal bed I metre thick outcrops along the stream 
bank. The conglomerate contains small cobbles and pebbles 
of two main lithologies, dark grey to black chert ;md sil- 
iceous argillite, and lithified grey arkose. Minor compo- 
nents include vein quartz, turquoise green chat and quartz 
biotite granite. Bedding strikes northwest and dips steeply 
to the southwest. 

Clasts in the Uslika Formation are probably derived from 
local sources: intrusive clasts from the Hogem intrusive 
complex, volcanic rocks from the Takla Group, quart& 
from the Atan Group and chats from the Lay Range 
assemblage and the Nina Creek group. Metamorphic clasts 
were not recognized in the study area, however, Roots 
(1954) documented rare clasts of quartz-mica schist and 
quartz-mica-feldspar gneiss less than 2 centimetres in diam- 
eter. The absence of abundant metamorphic clasts may 
indicate a more local source for the majority of clasts in the 
Uslika Formation; or perhaps the bulk of the metamorphic 
core complexes in the Omineca crystalline belt were not 
unroofed at the time of erosion and deposition. A syenite 
clast from the conglomerate yielded a 16821 Ma U-Pb 
zircon age (Parrish and Tipper, 1992). placing a maximum 
age of Late Jurassic on the Uslika Formation. Rare quxtz- 
biotite-bearing intrusive rocks and coarse orthoclase por- 
phyria are more akin to Cretaceous phases of the Hogem 
intrusive complex than Jurassic. This evidence supports a 
Cretaceous to Tertiary age for the Uslika Formation. 

The Uslika Formation is bounded by faults of the Discov- 
ery Creek fault system. It is probable that it was deposited in 
graben structures along the fault in response to transcurrent 
motion (see Structure; Figure I-7.5C: Ferri ef al,, 1992a). 
The grabens arc likely long-lived growth structures that 
contain different fans of elastic material derived from 
various areas. This structural scenario would also explain 
the large variation in inclination of beds in a seemingly 
undeformed sequence. 

The Uslika Formation may be broadly correlatable with 
the Sustut Group in the area. Although Sustut elastics are 
less cemented and have better fossil control, the Sustut 
Group and the Uslika Formation are clestic packages of 
similar age, deposited in similar sedimentary and structural 
environments. 

CRETACEOUS - TERTIARY(?) SEQUENCE WEST 
OF GERMANSEN LAKE (KTvs) 

A variable suite of volcanic and elastic rocks is exposed 
at the west end of Germansen Lake in West Dog Creek 
(Figure l-7-3). Pale pink-grey to buff-coloured homblende- 
biotite-bearing, quartz-eye rhyolite is the most abundant 
lithology. It is locally flow banded and has a chalky 
weathering appearance. Less abundant but diagnostic 
quartzofeldspahic conglomerate with angular and rounded 
fragments of rhyolite, medium-grained equigranular biotite 
granite, volcanic quartz and vein quartz occurs with green 
sandstone, siltstone and volcaniclastics. 

The contact of this unit with the Takla Group is not 
exposed. The steep dips in this section, its restricted aerial 
extent, and the lack of T&la volcanic fragments in the 
conglomerates, support deposition in a small, fault-bounded 
graben. The volcanic quartz is probably derived from the 
rhyolites and the vein quartz and intrusive clasts may have 
been shed from the Germansen batholith. This graben xpre- 
sents the southernmost extent of the Discovery Creek fault 
system and is most likely Cretaceous to Tertiary in age. 

CRETACEOUS - TERTIARY(?) MAROON TUFFS 
IN DISCOVERY CREEK (KTv) 

Bright mil~oon crystal-lithic tuffs outcrop in the lower 
part of Discovery Creek in narrow fault-bounded panels. 
The lack of bedding and the homogeneous texture of these 
tuffs suggests subaerial deposition, perhaps an ash flow. The 
volcanics contain phenocrysts of plagioclase, orthoclase and 
embayed quartz with lithic fragments of feldspar porphyry 
and carbonate. In one exposure the massive tuff grades into 
bedded red sandstone and mudstone. A similar unit is 
exposed in the eastern tributary creek next to a splay of the 
Discovery Creek fault. 

The age of these rocks is unknown. They may be coeval 
with the Uslika Formation or as young as Tertiary. No 
evidence of interbedding with other lithologies was seen. 
These small felsic accumulations may have been localized 
along the faults, or in ancient stream valleys that followed 
faults. 

INTRUSIVE UNITS 

VALI.EAU CREEK INTRUSIVE COMPLEX 
(TrJvc) 

The Valleau Creek intrusive complex is a tabular, com- 
posite matic to ultramafic body. It extends southeasterly 
from the southern pan of 93N/l I along the Valleau Creek 
valley for 30 kilometres to the vicinity of Klawli Lake. 
There it turns abruptly eastwards and ends (Figure l-7-3). 
This complex is reflected by a very strong linear north- 



westerly trending aeromagnetic anomaly (Geological Sur- 
vey of Canada, 1963). The roost widespread lithologies are 
fine to medium-grained diorite and gebbro. Plugs or rafts of 
coarse-grained pyroxenite and hornblendite with up to 
IO per cent magnetite are scattered within it. The linear 
nature of the Valleau Creek complex and the presence of 
mylonitic float on its eastern margin suggest the complex is 
fault bounded and structurally controlled. A Late Triassic to 
Early Jurassic age for the complex is inferred as its northern 
end is truncated by a probable Early Jurassic monzonite 
phase of the Hogem intrusive complex. 

L~UNCE LIZARD INTRUSIVE COMPLEX 
Vt-JN 

Most of Lounge Lizard Mountain north of the Omineca 
River and east of Discovery Creek is underlain by a com- 
posite diorite-gabbro body with a wide variety of textural 
variants (Figure l-7-3). In general, the body shows increas- 
ing average grain six away from its southern margin, where 
it intrudes Plughat Mountain pillow basalt. Finer grained 
phases usually cut coarser units, although the reverse is 
sometimes observed. Near the southern margin, fine to 
medium-grained diorite is most abundant. The summit of 
the mountain is underlain by very coarse grained to peg- 
matitic diorite with areas of igneous layering, intruded by 
white plagioclase-clinozoisite pegmatites. Large plag- 
ioclase-phyric diorite dikes cut all other phases. 

The age of this body is not known. It intrudes pillow 
basalts inferred to be Upper Triassic. Texturally, it resem- 
bles the diorite-gabbro border phase of the Hogan intrusive 
complex near Chuchi Lake (Nelson et al., 1992a. b). 

APLITE CREEK INTRUSIVE COMPLEX (EJAc) 
The Aplite Creek intrusive complex is centred on a low 

mountain 5 kilometres southeast of Ahdatay Lake (Figure 
l-7-3). Like the Valleau Creek complex, it is dominated by 
fine to medium-grained diorite and gabbro. Textures range 
from nearly equigranular to porphyritic with large augite 
phenocrysts. These rocks. mapped as volcanic in previous 
work (Paterson and Barrie, 1991), are distinguished by their 
holocrystalline matrix and lack of fragmental or amygdaloi- 
dal textures. Minor amounts of intrusive breccia, consisting 
of hypabyssal augite-hornblende-porphyritic monrodiorite 
and epidotized clasts, occur in Aplite Creek. Several small 
outcrops of hypabyssal crowded monzonite porphyry are 
present and later aplite, syenite and monronite dikes are 
also part of the complex. 

HOCEM INTRUSIVE COMPLEX (EJH, EKH) 
The map area includes parts of the eastern edge of the 

Hogem intrusive complex. Two broad lithologic suites are 
present: a quartz-deficient suite of monzonite, quartz 
monzonite, granodiorite and diorite of probable Early 
Jurassic age (EJH) and a quartz-rich granite suite of proba- 
ble Cretaceous age (EKH) with textures identical to those in 
the Germansen batholith (EKG) and Klawli stock (EKK; 
Figure I-7-3). The quartz-deficient suite is characterized by 
medium to coarse-grained equigranular and rare porphyritic 

textures. The quartz-rich suite is represented b i Tao discxtf 
granite plutons, one west of Valleau Creek thz t intrudes I:hr 
Valleau Creek intrusive complex and one at the headwatzr!; 
of Twin Creek. Orthoclase megacrysts are ch xacteristil: o‘ 
these plutons. Orthoclase-m~:g;rcrystic, me hum-grained 
granite dikes intrude the Takl;l ~Group in an< north of the 
Twin Creek valley. A small body of syt nite weit oF 
Eaglenest Mountain is assigned to the Cre aceous zsoite. 

A vertical mylonite zone, :250 metres wile with steep 
lineations, is exposed along the eastern rlargin of the 
Hogem complex I kilometre southwest of Go It Ridge. .Thi,; 
substantiates structurally controlled emplacement of the 
Early Jurassic mon~onite-gratto,diorite phast of the c:m 
posite intrusion in this area. 

GERMANSEN BATHOI,ITH (EKG) 
The Germansen batholith outcrops on the eastern edgr: of 

93Nll IE near Moly Lakes amJ in the no, them par: of 
93N/7W at the headwaters of Valleau Creek t Figure I.-? .-3). 
At the first locality the batholith is a fine to III :dium-gra ned 
equigranular hornblende granite. It has intm led and !metB- 
morphosed black shales and slia::s of the Slate Creek fcxma- 
tion to biotite schist and strong,ly hornfelsec phyllite. Th? 
contact is sheared and folded; kinematic im icators in th’r 
metasediments show southwest--side-down s xar senst: OI 
moderate to steeply dipping foliation planes. rhis is coosis- 
tent with the upward emplacement of the we6 :ern margin cf 
the Gemxmsen batholith along ;I~ southwest-d Ipping contact 
zone. 

Near Valleau Creek, the Germansen hathol th is a coirse- 
grained equigranular to onhocla!ie,-megacryst c biotite grar- 
ite. Minor syenite and aplite dlklrs cot the intrusion. The 
host lithologies are sheared and foliated meta uffs and mzti: 
volcanics of the lnrana Lake fc~rnmation. Mir or amoun::c c#f 
molybdenite occur on fractures here and nes r Moly I.&:;. 

An Early Cretaceous, 106’4 Ma age for I ne Germawn 
batholith has been obtained b,y a K-Ar datit g on a biotite 
sample (Ferri and Melville, in preparation), 

KLAWLI STOCK (EKK) 
The Klawli stock extends onto 93Nl7W from the area 

mapped in 1991 (Nelson <?f al.. lY92a). Orthocl;w- 
megacrystic hornblende biotite granite out< cops in small 
glaciated gullies on the north side of Klawl Lake (Figwe 
l-7-3). The body has a rim of microdiorite a Id gabbro that 
probably represents the south~x;tern tail c mf the Va’leau 
Creek intrusive complex ant, its associatec aeroma,g xt:c 
high. The Klawli intrusion i!; texturally idt mica1 to ;arg,e 
parts of the Germansen batholith and is therefore as!;i,gned 
an Early Cretaceous age. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 

VALLEAU CREEK FAULT; A SYNVO .CANIC 
STRUCTURE? 

The tabular nature of the Triassic-Jurassic Valleau Creek 
intrusive complex (Figure l-7-3) and the a: sociated linear 
magnetic signature suggest a strong stwcturi I control for its 
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emplacement. This mafic-ultramafic complex is similar to 
the earliest identified phase of the Hogan intrusive complex 
and is probably synchronous with Takla volcanism. Long- 
lived synvolcanic str~ctwes are key to the generation of 
alkaline porphyry copper-gold systems (Nelson ef a/., 
1991~1). The Vallrau Creek fault may he one of the best 

examples of a synvolcanic structure in the Takla arc. The 
presence of Jurassic Chuchi Lake formation west of the 
complex and Triassic lnzana Lake formation to the east 
suggests that the fault was active until at least the Jurassic 
and had an overall displacement of roughly I kilometre, 
vest side down. The lack of crowded porphyry intrusions 
and porphyry mineralization and alteration may be a func- 
tion of a deep level of erosion. Minor disseminated mal- 
achite was noted south of Wudtsi Lake. 

Another fault structure occurs east of the Valleau Creek 
complex near the headwaters of Valleau Creek. The fault is 
represented by an irorvcurbonate, quartz and s&cite altern- 
tion zone 1.5 to 2 kilometres wide with minor pyrite and 

mariposite(?). Motion and offset on the structure are 
unknown as it lies entirely within the lnrana Lake forma- 
tion. To the north this fault may have helped control the 
western margin of the Germansen batholith. 

TWIN CREEK MAP AREA 
The Twin Creek map area is cheracterired by predomi- 

nantly subhorizontal Takla volcanic stratigraphy. High- 
angle faults near Groundhog Creek and north of Twin Creek 
have displacements in the order of a hundred metres or less, 
determined by the offset of the maroon basalt marker bed 
(uTrP>tb; Figures l-7-3. l-7-4). The northwest-trending 
Twin Creek fault cuts these small-scale structures. Quanr- 
bearing potassium feldspar porphyry dikes and associated 
hydrothermal alteration and polymetallic sulphidr mineral- 
ization are cotmulled by the Twin Creek shear zone (Bailey, 
1991). Many of the dikes are deformed, suggesting a proba- 
ble synplutonic Cretaceous motion on the Twin Creek fault. 

SW NE 

R Manson Fault 8’ 

Discover8 Creek/ 

Looking NE 

3cwanika Creeb 
kilometres 

Figure l-7-4. Cross-sections uf map area. Sre Figure t-7-3 for locations. 
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North-trending faults near Twentymile Creek merge into 
the transcurrent transfer zone in Discovery Creek 
(93N/I 4E). 

Manron Ck:Dlrcovory CL. I \ 

THE MANSON CREEK-DISCOVERY CREEK 
DEXTRALTRANSFERZONE 

The Discovery Creek area is transected by two major 
strike-slip fault systems; the Manson fault zone and the 
Discovery fault zone. The northwest-trending Manson fault 
zone is a vertical dertral strike-slip fault with an overall 
strike length of 150 kilometres. It continues southwards into 
the McLeod and Rocky Mountain Trench fault systems 
(Figure l-7-2). Ferri and Melville (in preparation) suggest a 
Cretaceous age for most of the motion on this structure. The 
fault dies northward, as there is no apparent offset of strat- 
igrephy across its projected location sourh of Wasi Lake 
(Ferri rf al., 1992~). 

The Discovery Creek fault zone is a north-northwest- 
trending strike-slip system that is approximately 5 kilo- 
metros wide in the map area. Its southern extent is the west 
Germansen Lake graben where Cretaceous to Tertiary 
rhyolites and sediments (KTvs) outcrop. To the north, the 
fault swings slightly more northwesterly and joins the Lay 
Range fault system (Ferri eta/., 1993a) and then the Finley- 
Ingenika-Pinchi fault system (Wheeler and McFeely. 1991). 

The area between these two fault systems corresponds to 
a region of we\t-northwest-trending faults along the 
Omineca River. These faults divide stratigraphy into pre- 
dominantly west-facing, steeply dipping, homoclinal pack- 
ages that have a general trend of younging from northeast to 
southwest (Figure 1-7-4). 

Figure I -7-S. (AI. Schematic di:qram 01.8 con ,pressiona,l 
transfer zone brlwecn the Mansor, Clreck la~lt z ane (MFZ) 
and the Discavery Creek fault zune (DF7.1; s!ztigraphic 
abbreviations as in legend. Figwe l-7-1. (B A strain 
ellipse lor the compressional do.tr:il transfer zone shows the 
maximum stress direction (art) ;md predicts thru ;ting along 
direction a, dextral offset along cmrientation b, a Id sinistral 
offw in attitude c. (C). Figure !;hos’ing changer in attitude 
of a dextral strike-slip fault (zftrr ierri YT ol. I YS Ib). Cros!:- 
section A-A’ depicts a negative flower struct~: .e forming 
grabens; an analogue would be the Lslika Forma ion (KTu). 
A positive flower strwturc (cro!ir~srction B-B’) zsuhing in 
compression and thrusting as in the Manson Crrc < Discm- 
cry Creek dexrral transfer zone 

Kinematic indicators in the Discovery Creek area can be 
grouped into three categories consistent with various stress 
directions in a dextral trenscurrent setting in which motion 
is stepping from one fault system to another. The result is a 
zone of compression linking the two fault strands (Figure 
I-7-5A). Atlitudc a (Figure I-7.SB) is perpendicular to the 
maximum stress ((~1). lt predicts pure compression or 
thrusting along west~northwest~trending faults. This com- 
spends to the major west-northwest~striking faults that 
divide the region into structural Hocks. Kinematic indica- 
tors from the northeastern margin of the Lounge Lizard 
intrusive complex are consistent with northeast block up; 
that is a high-angle thrust fault. The general facing and 
younging of the structural panels towards the southwest is 
consistent with a strep southwest-verging thrust duplex. 
Regions where this younging trend is violated can be 
explained by less prominent west-side-up reverse faults or 
hack thrusts, as in Cook Creek where limestone uf the 
Middle to Upper Triassic Slate Creek formation is inter- 
leaved with Mississippian to Permian Lay Range 
assemblage. 

structures are expected along wst-west trem s (attitude c, 
Figure I-7-58). East-west siniwal shear is s’lggested ty 2, 
fault zone S mctres wide in Discovery Cre,:k as wel a!; 
numerous offset beds includiq: a I-centirretre laya o:‘ 
anthracite in the late Toarcian rsediments. A carbonatt: 
alteration zone 20 metres wide, and smaller ca -bone@ veins, 
also follow prominent east-west trends. 

The structures observed war the Omine :a River and 
southern Discovery Creek are cuxistent with the westward 
stepping of motion from the !ul;inson faul zone tu the 
Discovery fault zone through a zone of cc mpressiorl 01 
positive flower structure (Figlm: I-7-5C). II contrast, thl: 
Discovery Creek fault in the non:hem part oft ~c map art:,a ii 
characterized by fault strands containing the Cretacecmu:. to 
Tertiary Uslika Formation in simple graben?. This system 
continues northward into the ‘&tika Lake m up area where: 
Ferri rf al., (1992a) have concludr:d a northe Ist shift in ths: 
dextral fault has produced an exta.-nsional 1% ,wer stmctw.‘ 
preserving younger sediments in grabens alor 5 fault strands 
(Figure I-7-X). 

Attitude b in the strain ellipse (Figure I-7-58) corre- 
sponds to an intermediate stress field in which dextral 
synthetic stmctwes prevail. These structures are manifest as 
tight northwest-verging folds with steep southeast-plunging 
axes exposed in Discovery Creek (Plate l-7-4; Figure 
l-7-6). Their vergences support relative dextral motion for 
the Manson-Discovery fault system. Sinistral antithetic 

The change from compres:;ional to exten ;ional re,g mcs 
along the Manson Creek Diwwery Cree : dextral fault 
system occurs over a very short distance. Thus rapid change 
in orientation may reflect crust;~l-scale in mmogene I:iei, 
such as the first appearence of the Lay Ran: :e assembl,ag:. 

Timing of movement on tt,e Manson Cre :k Disczcvery 
Creek fault system is constrained t:o be as old as Cretacwus, 
based on the most probable ag,e of the 1Jslika Formatiw ard 



Plate I-7-4. Tight folds with steep southeast-plunging 
fold axes, Discovery Creek. These are consistent with dex- 
tral synthetic structures predicted by attitude b in strain 
ellipse (Figure I-7-58) for the Manson Creek Discovery 
Creek dextral transfer zone. 

the estimates of age of motion on the Manson fault zone 
(Ferri and Melville, in preparation). The fault probably 
continued to be active during the Tertiary with the deposi- 
tion of the Sustut Group in the north (Fen? et a/., 1992~) and 
Cretaceous to ‘Tertiary rhyolites at the west end of Ger- 
mansen Lake. 

Minor fault-bounded. maroon, quartz-feldspur-bearing 
volcanics in southern Discovery Creek may represent later 
faulting along a north-northwest trend to open up small 
extensional structures. 

MINERAL PROSPECTS 
Mineral prospects in the map area are diverse and include 

epithermal, lode-gold, late-stage magmatic and skarn tar- 
gets. Of these, the Aplite Creek (093N 085) and Takla 
Rainbow (OY3N 082) prospects have extensive exploration 
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Figure 1-7-h. Steeply southwest plunging fold axes from 
tight folds in Discovery Creek, consistent with dextral syn- 
thetic structures in the Manson Creek Discovery Creek 
dexrral transfer zone. 

histories. New mineral prospects include the Groundhog 
(093N 212). Vail (093N 213), Tsay (093N 214) and Wudtsi 
(093N 215). The abundant alkaline porphyry systems preva- 
lent in the Nation Lakes area do not continue northwards 
into the area studied in 1992. 

APLITE CREEK, AHDATAY (MINFILE~~~N 08% 

The Aplite Creek mineral prospect is situated 4.75 kilo- 
metres east-southeast of the southern end of Ahdatay Lake, 
along Aplite Creek. The area has received considerable 
exploration sporadically since the 1970s for porphyry 
copper-molybdenum, and most recently for porphyry 
copper-gold deposits. The prospect is within the Aplite 
Creek intrusive complex. 

The area is cut by fracture zones trending northwest 
(345”) or northeast (060”). Deeply incised gullies with good 
outcrop exposures are coincident with these subvertical 
fracture zones and form prominent topographic linear% 
Moderate to intense propylitic and potassic alteration envel- 
opes up to 20 to 25 metres thick occur around the fractures 
(Paterson and Barrie, 1991). 

Mineralization consists of disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite 
and chalcopyrite in anastomozing quartz-carbonate veins up 
to 4 centimetres thick. Sulphides are also present in the 
matrix of the country rocks, locally up to 100 metres away 
from the fractures (Paterson and Barrie, 1991). Various 
amounts of malachite. azurite, limonite and hematite are 
associated with the sulphide minerals. 





The Triassic and Jurassic volcanic suites probably did not 
form uniform blankets. Instead the Takla arc in the Nation 
Lakes area is composed of interfingering volcanic aprons 
with different volcanic styles and compositions. Significant 
differences occur between the Witch Lake and Plughat 
Mountain formations and between the Chuchi Lake and 
Twin Creek formations. The Plughat Mountain formation 
contains more flows, many with maroon colours and large 
amygdules. and a limestone reef. These suggest shallow 
marine conditions or partial emergence of the Plughat 
Mountain formation, in direct contrast to the Witch Lake 
formation. Compositional differences include abundant 
olivine in the Plughat Mountain and distinct rrachyte flow 
units in the Witch Lake formation near Mount Milligan 
(Nelson rr ul.. 199la. b). 

The Twin Creek formation shows textural similarities to 
the Chuchi Lake. for instance in its heterolithic lapilli tuffs. 
It lacks interbedded basic flows and in particular the 
Pliensbachian sedimentary marker. Unlike the Chuchi Lake, 
quartz occurs in the more felsic units. This evidence for 
greater silica saturation in the north agrees with the contrast 
in chemistry between the shoshonitic Witch Lake formation 
and the transitional Plughat Mountain formation (Ferri and 
Melville, in preparation; Bellefontaine and Nelson, 1992). 

JURASSIC TE~TONKS 
The ‘Toarcian sedimentary sequence in Discovery Creek 

shows evidence for early uplift and exposure of monzonites 
in the Hogem intrusive complex, prior to emplacement of 
the Ducking Creek syenite. Muscovite in these sandstones 
requires either a pericratonic or a North American sedimen- 
tary source. In the latter case it would support the Tow&n 
accretion of Quesnellia to North America. If North Ameri- 
can, the exact identity of the muscovite source is still diffi- 
cult to pinpoint. It is probably not the metamorphic core 
complexes of the Omineca Belt, as they were not uplifted 
until post-Toarcian time. 

LATE CRETACE~US-EARI-Y TERTIARY 
STRIKE - SLIP TECTONICS 

At the latitude of the Omineca River, dextral transcurrent 
motion steps westward from the Manson to the Discovery 
Creek fault zone. This step occurs across a transfer zone of 
high-angle southwest-directed reverse Faults that juxtapose 
various stratigraphic levels of the Nina Creek group, Lay 
Range assemblage, Takla Group and younger sediments. 

Motion on the Discovery Creek system may have accotr- 
panied deposition of the Lower Cretaceous to Tertiary 
Uslika boulder conglomerates. It also postdates Uslike 
deposition, as strands of the system transect the Uslika 
Formation, dividing it into moderately to steeply dipping 
panels. ‘The southern end of the Discovery Creek fault 
system is a graben filled with rhyolites and siliciclastic 
sediments at the west end of Germansen Lake. A K-Ar age 
on one of the rhyolites may provide further age constraint 
on fault motion. 

MINERALIZATION 
Large propylitic and potassic alteration haloes like the 

Mount Mill&m, Taylor, Witch and BP-Chuchi centres clus- 

ter near the Nation Lakes area and do not extend north into 
the present map area. It appears that alkalic porphyries are 
not scattered evenly throughout the northern Quesnel trough 
but are instead concentrated in camps. Delineation of these 
mineralized camps is an important ongoing endeavor. What 
are the controls for the clustering of porphyry systems’? 

The Nation Laker concentration of alkalic porphyria lies 
at the southern end of the Hogan intrusive complex, where 
it turns abruptly east and either plunges or terminates (Fig- 
ure l-7-2). Also, a nonhwesterly trending line of porphyry 
deposits follows the cryptic southern extension of the Va- 
leau Creek fault. Perhaps these regional-scale geologic fea- 
tures reflect fundamental discontinuities in the basement of 
the Takla arc. The proposed large-scale structures are shown 
by regional magnetic lineamenfs; they might also be model- 
led using gravity data. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE AIKEN LAKE AND OSILINKA RIVER ARE4S, 
NORTHERN QUESNEL TROUGH 

(94C/2, 3, 5, 6 & 12) 
By Filippo Ferri, Steven Dudka, Chris Rees 

and Daniel Meldrum 
(Canada - British Columbia Mineral Development Agreement 199I-1!1y5) 
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Mountain Terrane, Hogem intrusive complex, Takle Group, 
Lay Range assemblage, ultramafic intrusions, strike-slip 
faults, metamorphism, porphyry, copper-gold, carbonate- 
hosted, lead-zinc. 

INTRODUCTION 
This repolt summarizes the second year of the Aiken 

Lake project which is a 150 000.scale mapping program 
funded by the Canada - British Columbia Mineral Develop- 
ment Agreement (I991 1995). The project consists of three 
years of field mapping, covering an area extending from 
Uslika Lake northward to Johanson Lake (Figure l-8-l). 
Mapping has focused on the northern limit of Mesozoic 
volcanics within the Quesnel trough (Quesnel Terrane), 
upper Paleozoic oceanic volcanics and sediments of the 
Harper Ranch Terrane and Paleozoic carbonates of the Cas- 
siar Terrane. The project area has known porphyry copper- 
gold and carbonate-hosted lead-zinc occurrences and the 
potential for economic mineral concentrations. The primary 
goal of this project is to provide detailed geological base 

I 
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Figure I-X- I. Location of the map area. 

Geological Fieldwork 1992. Puper 1993.I 

maps in support of the search of new minera discoveries. 
Secondary goals include an updat;: of the mint ral inventory 
database and the placement of known minera occurewes 
within a geological framework.. Stream-sedir dent samples 
from creeks and lithogeochemical samples o prospective 
lithologies were collected for tke purpose of o Itlining was 
of higher than average miners.1 potential am to assist in 
defining metallotects. 

Mapping during the 1992 field season co: wntrated on 
the Aiken Lake and Osilinka R.iver arcas (I igure 1-8-I). 
The Aiken Lake map area inchldsss most of N TS map stu:el 
94ClS together with parts of 94C16 and )4Cll2. -The 
Osilinka River map area includes parts of 94C’2 and 94U3 
These areas are located 200 to 250 kilolxtres no?h~ 
northwest of Fon St. James (Figure 1-8-l). F oad acccs~~ i!: 
by the gravel, all-season Ominxa mining act :ss road firm 
Fort St. James, or a similar forestry acces road whucti 
originates at the southern end of Williston Lake. l‘l~csr: 
roads follow the Mesilinka, 0s:linka and Tena cihi drainage:; 
and connect to numerous secondary loggins roads in the: 
area. Almost all of the Osilinka map sea is accessible b) 
gravel roads. In contrast only 30 per cent of tl e Aiken Lake 
map area has road access. The Omineca mini] g access road 
follows the Mesilinka River and Lay Creek valleys in the 
Aiken Lake area. A major logging, road alms st reache:s the 
mouth of Abraham Creek along the south sic e of the Ales- 
ilinka River. An old 4x4 track leads through the b~rxxl 
valley north of Black Pine Lake fo the Ingenil ~a mine DI the: 
lngenika River. 

This year’s work in the Aiken Lake mq area is con- 
tiguous with mapping completecl during the i 99 I field sea- 
son (Ferri et al.. lY92a, b). The first geologif ,al map of’ th’: 
Aiken Lake area was produced by Lay (1940) ,whl> 
described the geology along the m:ijor draina; es in the a-ez.. 
Roots (1954) produced a 4.mile :geological m up for the: ‘we!,t 
half of the Mesilinka sheet in the first c amprehemive 
geological study of the area. Detailed mapp ng withhr the 
map area has been produced by :Zhang and Hynes (I ;‘91, 
1992) who are studying the T&la Group on bl Ith sides of the 
Finlay fault. Bellefontaine (1989, 1990) car ied out :an irl- 
depth structural study along t:he western nargin of the 
Cassiar Terrane on the east side of the Swam tell River. ‘The 
east half of the Mesilinka sheet was mappea I by G&else 
(1975) and mapping to the south was publi ;hed at fi-mile 
scale by Armstrong (1949). Detailed geological studi<::i of 
Paleozoic rocks within the map area were completszd by 
Monger (1973) and Monger and Paterson (I 374) and tiiere 
summarized, in part, by Mon,ger (1977). Parrish 1:1!>76, 
1979) carried out a structural ;md geochronol3gical study of 
metamorphosed Ingenika Group rocks betu een Blacl.pire 
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Lake and Chase Mountain. Irvine (1974, 1976) described 
Alaskan-type ultramafic bodies around Aiken Lake. 
Unpublished detailed geological maps of the Lay Range and 
surrounding areas compiled by 1.W.H Monger of the 
Geological Survey of Canada were incorporated into this 
map. Garnet (1978) carried out a study of the southern 
Hogem intrusive complex and Meade (1975) mapped Takla 
Group rocks in the Germansen Lake area. 

Detailed mapping by the British Columbia Geological 
Survey in this area includes the Manson Creek project (Ferri 
and Melville, 1988, 1989, 1990a. b, in preparation: Ferri 
et al.. 1988. 1989). The Manson Creek and Aiken Lake 
projects are contiguous with mapping by the Nation Lakes 
project (Nelson eta/., 1991, 1992, 1993). Nixon (1990) and 
Nixon er al. (I 990~1. b) produced detailed maps and descrip- 
tions of the Polaris Ultramafic Complex. 

Mapping along the Osilinka River covered a small area of 
Paleozoic rocks north of End Lake. This provided complete 
coverage of these important Paleozoic rocks: it has also led 
to some reinterpretation of the complex geology in adjacent 
map areas covered during the Manson Creek and Aiken 
Lake projects. 

Many of the unit names used in this paper are informal 
and have been defined by various authors in the region (see 

Ferri ef al., lY92a; Nelson ef (I/., 1992; Ross and Monger 
197X). This is reflected by the use of lower case lettering at 
the group and formation levels. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The project areas straddle the boundary between the 

Intermontane and Omineca geomorphological belts of the 
Canadian Cordillrra. They are underlain by accreted vol- 
canic rocks of the Intermontane Superterrane and displaced 
rocks of continental margin affinity (Wheeler and McFeely, 
1991; Figure l-X-2). 

Parts of at least four tectonostratigraphic tcrranes are 
exposed in the map areas. The easternmost rocks are dis- 
placed continental rocks of the Cassiar Terrane. To the 
extreme west lies the Mesozoic island-arc terrane of 
Quesnellia. These termnes are separated by two upper Pal- 
eozoic terranes in the Osilinka River map area: the 
volcanic(arc’?)-sedimentary Harper Ranch Terrane, and the 
oceanic Slide Mountain Terrane. The Slide Mountain Ter- 
rane is absent in the Aiken Lake map area. 

Strata of the Cassiar Terrane include the Upper Pro- 
terozoic Ingenika Group through to the Mississippian to 
Permian Cooper Ridge group. These rocks are predomi- 
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Figure I-8-2. Regional geological setting of the Uslika map area. See text for details. 
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nantly elastic with carbonates becoming more common 
higher in the stratigraphy. The structurally and strilt- 
igraphically lower parts of this sequrncc are polydefixmed 
and metamorphosed to sillimanite grade and outcrop as core 
complexes (Wolverine, Butler). 

In the Osilinke River area the Slide Mountain Terrane lies 
structurally above the Cassiar Terrane. It is rcpresentrd by 
the Pennsylvanian to Permian Nina Creek group (Ferri and 
Melville, in preparation). This package is composed of 
oceanic volcanic and sedimentary rocks (pillwv hasalts and 
cherty sediments) which have been thrust onto North Amer- 
ican rocks. 

The Quesnel Terrane is represented by the Upper Triassic 
to Lower Jurassic Takla Group (Roots. 19.54). This is a 
volcanic and sedimentary arc sequence which is intruded 
along its western margin by the Triassic to Crrtaceous 
Hogem intrusive complex (Garnett, 197X) and related intru- 
sions. The eastern part of Quesnellia is further subdivided, 
in this area, into the Harper Ranch Suhterrane (Wheeler and 
McFeely, 1991). This suhterrene is represented by the enig- 
matic upper Paleox)ic Lay Range assemblage. a package of 
volcanic and sedimentary lithologies with predominantly 
arc affinities although some of the sedimentary units sug- 
gest continental origins. Takla Group and Lay Range 
assemblage rocks are intruded hy several ultramafic bodies, 
the most notable heing the Polaris Ultramafic Complex. 

OSILINKA RIVER AREA 

LITHOI.OGK UNITS 

NORTHAMERICANCASSIARTERRANE 

An exhaustive description of t3ssiar stratigraphy in this 
area will not he attempted here. Lithologic units are identi- 
cal to those described in previous articles and the reader is 
referred to these for detailed descriptions (Ferri and 
Melville, 1989: Fcrri et al., 1992x Figure I-X-3). The dis- 
cussion here will focus on new data or insights into each 
unit and any reinterpretation of previous work. 

lngenika Group to Big Creek group stratigraphy is rec. 
ognized in the area straddling the Osilinka River. These 
rocks are exposed within a broad, northwest-trending syn- 
cline and can be traced across the Osilinka River into the 
Rev&y Mountain area where they are cut by a series of 
steep normal faults and placed against higher grade rocks of 
the Swannell Formation. 

Razorback rocks are seen in rubble along the main log- 
ging road on the north side of the Osilinka River and in 
several ruhbly outcrops along the ridge to the north. The 
unit was also recognized along several logging-road cuts on 
the south side of the Osilinka River. These shales were 
originally thought to belong to the Echo Lake group hut the 
recovery of Early Ordovician graptolites suggests that they 
are part of the Razorback group. Their occurrence within 
rocks of the Echo Lake group suggests a thrust fault repeat- 
ing Echo Lake strata. The Razorback group is characterixd 
by grey and dark grey slate, argillite and argillaceous lime- 
stone. Its thickness is approximaely 50 to 75 metres and its 
exposure is quite poor. The trace of this unit is, in part, 

based on the recessive notch it produces brtw :en carboratrs 
of the Atan and Echo Lake g”,ups. 

Middle Ordovician shales on rhs east side If Wasi Creel:, 
that were originally mapped 11s Echo L.ake 5 roup, art: now 
thought to he the Razorhack g~vup. This ir tetpretatit~~l IS 
based primarily on regional trends and on th : reassesitnet~t 
of carbonates below these shale!; which are n IW helievcrl to 
he the Lower Cambrian Mouv Kison form tion. 

Two subdivisions of the Echo L.ake group xe recogr ized 
in the area: the basal limestone and dolotxite up t’:> 6Cll 
metrrs thick, and the succeed.ng !sandy dolo] nite which ca 
approach several hundred tnetxr in thicknt ‘ss. The I~wu 
section is characterized by ;hick successit ns of grcy IO 
white fenestral dolomite (Plare l-8. I). T re Echo ..ake 
group is commonly more dolornitic than ca honates of the 
Mount Kison formation, and contains ireas of silica 
replacement. Thick sequence:; of massive Ii nestone within 
this succession are difficult to distingllish f om the !Vi~aunt 
Kison formation. 

The sandy dolomite unit i> well exposed ilong tht: main 
logging road on the north side of the Osilin a River. ‘JVe I- 
rounded, spherical quartz grd! ns constitute u I to SO pr:t’ cent 
of the rock and are f&nd within thickly cross-stratified 

Plate 1-8-l. Sample of typical Echo Lake group fene::lra 
dolomite from the Osilinka Ki ver areas This ithology Ifurn:; 
thick sequencea in the Iowcr part of the EC x7 Lake ig~nup 
and helps distinguish it from fcarbonetes of t le Atan Gr~~up. 
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horizons. Twin-holed columns of several crinoid species 
were found at this locality and suggest a late Early Devo- 
nian (Emsian) age for the uppermost part of the Echo Lake 
group (B.S. Norford, personal communication, lY92). Mid- 
dle Ordovician graptolitic shales. originally thought to be 
part of the Echo Lake group, are now known to belong to 
the Razorback group. This suggests that the lower age limit 
of the Echo Lake group is Middle Ordovician. 

One of the distinguishing characteristics of the Echo Lake 
group in this area is the presence of carbonate breccia or 
conglomerate. Two types are seen: one which appears to be 
primary (i.e., debris flows) and the other secondary. Primary 
breccia is characterized by locally derived carbonate clasts 
set in a limy mud matrix, or sandy matrix if found within the 
upper sandy dolomite unit. Clasts are up to tens of cen- 
timetres in size. The thickness of these deposits is difficult 
to deduce but is thought to be in the tens of metres. 

Secondary breccia is characterized by metre-scale angu- 
lar blocks separated by span’y dolomite or calcite which 
may display several generations of infilling. Some areas 
appear autoclastic (i.e., fragmented in place). The origin of 
this breccia is not known. It may be either a solution 
collapse breccia or one related to faulting. though many 
features do not support a tectonic origin. A third possibility 
is that these occurrences are of debris-flow origin and the 
original limy mud has been selectively replaced by sparry 
carbonate. 

Conodonts were recovered from the Otter Lakes group 
east and west of Wasi Creek. Both these localities yield 
faunas with a late Early to early Middle Devonian age range 
(Emsian to Eifelian; M.J. Orchard, personal communica- 
tion, 1992) which is consistent with past interpretations of 
this unit. 

The extent of the Big Creek group has increased in our 
present interpretation of the geology. Felsic tuff originally 
assigned to the Lay Range assemblage (dacitic tuff unit, 
MPlr4, in Ferri et al., l992a, b) is now known to be within 
the upper part of the Big Creek group. Mapping of Big 
Creek group stratigraphy in the Aiken Lake area has deline- 
ated a similar package of felsic tuff in support of this. The 
inferred fault separating Big Creek from Unit MPlr4 is not 
required and this contact is now reinterpreted as strat- 
igraphic. This felsic tuff is known as the Gilliland tuff in the 
Germansen Landing area (Ferri and Melville, in prepara- 
tion) and is lower Mississippian. Similar tuff is found east 
of Wasi Creek, but is much thinner. This tuff has regional 
extent as it has now been recognized from the Aiken Lake to 
Germansen Landing areas. The large expanse occupied by 
this unit west of Wasi Creek is not only a function of its 
substantial thickness but also due to broad, low-amplitude 
folding recognized immediately to the southeast. 

The Big Creek group (and Gilliland tuff unit) is now 
thought to underlie the Nina Creek group east of Wasi Lake 
and Wasi Creek (Figure l-8-4). Felsic tuff formerly mapped 
as Unit PPnhb of the Mount Howell formation (lower Nina 
Creek group, Ferri ef al., 1992b) is now grouped with the 
Gilliland tuff: shales and argillites below this are also con- 
sidered part of the Big Creek group. Furthermore, shales, 
argillites, cherty argillites and tuffaceous units exposed at 
the mouth of the creek which flows into the northeast end of 

Wasi Lake are now also believed ‘to be part oft le Big Creek 
group. These changes better reconcile the geol jgy on either 
side of the Wasi Lake Wasi Cr~zek drainage, u ith the result 
that the offset on the fault along the lower ,art of Wasi 
Creek is not as large as previously interpreter 

Dark grey to grey, wavy to planar-bedded ugillites and 
shales, and minor massive beds of brow to g ey limestone 
are found above typical Big Creek lithologie I on the tat 
side of the syncline south of the Osilinka Rive], These ro:ks 
have been informally termed the Cooper Ri{ ge group by 
Ferri and Melville (in preparation). This pack Ige was oa’ig- 
inally placed in the Slide Mount;tin Terrane a i Unit Pl’:i,nl 
by Ferri and Melville (1990b). :However, cone tdonts sutse- 
quently recovered from the linlwtones in the upper pan of 
this unit returned an Early Permian age; al io, Ross ;ind 
Monger (1978) recovered fusilinids of probal le Early Itr- 
mian age from limestones of this unit. This su, :gests con:in- 
uous North American deposition in this area until at lust 
the Early Permian and that the: rocks of the t Zooper R.iIge 
group belong to the Cassiar Rrrane. The pr:sence of the 
Cooper Ridge group north and west. of Whistler Mountain ir 
less certain. Argillaceous rocks above the Otte -Lakes gmup 
and below the Nina Creek group hive been placed with t,hc 
Big Creek group. The possible absence of I Zooper Ri :Ige 
rocks in this area may be due to lack of iepositio’n 01 
removal by the thrust fault at the base of th : Nine Crt:ek~ 
g‘“Up. 

Echo Lake group carbonates on the Or prey miwra. 
claims are intruded by a small, grey, aphan tic and inter.. 
mediate to felsic body. The intrusion is less tan IO metra 
in diameter, and associated with !sulphide mins :ralization. It:; 
undeformed nature suggests it is related to po sibly Teltlar! 
felsic intrusions into the Swannell Formation near Bei+ 
Mountain. 

SLIDEMOUNTAINTERRANE 

The lower part of the Nitu 80eek group was mapped 
south of the Osilinka River. These wavy bed jed argillites. 
siliceous argillites and bedded cherts are part of the Nltwn[ 
Howell formation. Minor lithologies include chert-quert;! 
wakes (with 10% to 20% ~coarse elastic naterial) and 
brown argillaceous limestone. ‘Tlhe uppermost exposed parti 
are intruded by gabbro sills. 

STRUCTURE 

Late northwest and notieawrending no, nal faults are 
the most dominant structural f:lt:ments in the Osilinka nap 
area. These faults cut the brwd syncline below Mount 
Howell and truncate it to the northwest against p:~ly- 
deformed rocks of the Swannell Formation. 1 he fault :zones 
are quite wide, as exemplified north of t le Child.hootl 
Dream mineral occurrence wh:re several hun ired metic II of 
strongly fractured and crumbl:i carbonate of he Echo Lake 
group are placed against the Swannell Form; tion. The jux- 
taposition of garnet-grade Swannell For nation rocks 
against those of the Echo Lake group suggestl that displace- 
ment on segments of these: Faults is in the orde: cf 
kilometres. 

Mapping along the Osilinka River has al owed the ha::- 
monization of the geology between the Bev:ley Mountain 
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area and that south of the river. In the Beveley Mountain 
area the northwest-trending, southwest-side-down normal 
fault that separates a wedge of carbonates from the Swan- 
nell Formation must connect with the similar, large 
nonhwest-trending fault (with similar sense of displace- 
ment) south of the Osilinka River (Ferri and Melville, 
l99Oa. b). Furthermore, a similar fault to the southwest 
begins northeast of Wasi Lake, separating the Nina Creek 
group from Cassiar Terrane, and continues noflhwestward 
along Tenakihi Creek. 

A northwest-trending, southwest-side-down normal fault 
inferred along the lower part of the Osilinka River (Fen? 
and Melville, 1990~1, b) must exist and veer northward to 
separate the Paleozoic succession from Swannell rocks. It 
ultimately trends southeastward into the Wolverine fault 
zone, a steep brittle-ductile shear zone along the west side 
of the Wolverine Metamorphic Complex. 

The major northeast and east-trending faults north of the 
Osilinka River are not parallel to any other major faults in 
the area. 

A thrust fault (End Lake thrust) is now known to repeat 
Razorback and Echo Lake stratirraphy south of the Osilinka 

is provided by the strongly brecciated Razorback and Echo 
Lake lithologies several kilometres south of the Osilinka 
River. This fault would help to explain the thickness of the 
Echo Lake group in this area. Displacement on the fault 
appears to decrease southward and the fault must terminate 
just south of the map area in Figure l-S-4. 

AIKEN LAKE AREA 

LITHOLOCIC UNITS 

NORTH AMERICAN CASSIAR TERRANE 

Cassiar Terrane rocks described by Ferri et al.. (I 992a) in 
the Uslika Lake area are also recognized in the Aiken Lake 
map area (Figure l-8-5). Lithologies are similar except for 
minor differences which may reflect regional facies varia- 
tions. Units of the Proterozoic Swannell Formation to the 
Devon”-Mississippian Big Creek group are exposed within 
a southwest-dipping panel cut by late normal faults. The 
Middle Devonian Otter Lakes group is not recognized. It is 
not certain whether this is due to lack of deposition or poor 

River and must continue north&&l. Evidence for this fault exposure 

/ \ -L \ \ \ i \ \ .I / 
/ 

\ i, 

I14 

0 I 2 3 4 jk,, 

Figure l-8-4. Geology of the Osilinka River map area. 
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Figure l-X-5. Geology of the Aiken Lake map sea. Inserf at top left is a cross-section through the middle of the map area 

Cassiar rocks are found in the northeastern part of the 
Aiken Lake map area and are dominated by the Proterozoic 
lngenika Group. This is overlain by Paleozoic strata which 
show abrupt changes in thickness and lithology along strike. 
Paleozoic rocks in the map area include both a thick plat- 
formal sequence, typical of stratigraphy in the Osilinka 
River area, and a thin argillaceous basinal succession 
which has not yet been mapped in this region. 

INCENIKA GROUP (UPPER PROTEROZOIC) 

The four formations of the Ingenika Group (defined by 
Mansy and Gabrielse, 1978) crop out in the map area. These 
are, from oldest to youngest, the Swannell, Tsaydiz, Espee 
and Stelkuz formations. Swannell rocks roughly correspond 
to the Tenakihi Group of Roots (1954) with the remaining 
formations being part of his lower lngenika Group. The 
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thickness of this package is estimated to be a minimum of 
2800 metres. 

Swannell Formation: Approximately 700 metres of 
semicontinuous outcrop of the Swannelt Formation is 
exposed along a ridge south of the Swannell River. A 
further, stratigraphically lower 1400.metre section is 
inferred from exposures along the Swannell River, indicat- 
ing a total thickness approaching 2100 metros. This mini- 
mum thickness is in accordance with sections described 
elsewhere in the Cassiar Terrane (Roots, 1954: Mansy and 
Gabrietse, 1978; Ferri and Melville, t990a). 

An upper and tower sequence are recognized along the 
ridge section. The upper part is roughly 500 metres thick 
and composed of interlayered grey to tan, very fine to 
coarse-grained sandstone to fetdspathic sandstone and grey 
to silvery grey or green phyttite to quartzitic phyttite. Phytti- 
tic tithologies commonly make up less than 30 per cent of 
the outcrop. Sandstone beds are up to I metrr thick and 
contain up to 40 per cent phyttitic material. This unit 
becomes schistose down-section as the metamorphic grade 
increases. 

The lower sequence is composed of thick to massively 
bedded arkosic psammites (fetdspathic grits) interlayered 
with thin to thickly bedded, green to brown phyltite or schist 
which may contain porphyrohtasts of garnet. biotite and 
chtoritoid. Petitic rocks comprise less than 20 per cent of the 
outcrops. Only 200 stratigraphic metres of this unit was 
mapped. 

Tsaydiz Formation: The Tsaydiz Formation is roughly 
150 metres thick on the ridge south of the Swannett River 
and at least 300 metres thick in the core of the anticline 
north of the Swan mineral showing. It is characterized by 
grey to brown limestone thinly interlayered with tight grey 
to grey state. Minor beds of grey, recrystallized limestone, 
up to several mares thick, occur throughout the section. 

Espee Formation: The Espee Formation is about I50 
metres thick south of the Swannelt River and over 300 
metres thick north of the Swan mineral showing. Extensive 
outcrops occur within the core of the antictine northeast of 
the Swan mineral claims and good exposures are found 
along creeks cutting the southwest side of the synctine 
southeast of the Swannell River. It consists of grey to white, 
thin to moderately bedded and platy recrystallized limestone 
which locally is coarsely recrystallized and dotomitic. Thin 
micaceous partings are occasionally present along bedding 
surfaces. 

Stelkuz Formation: The Stetkuz Formation is some 200 
to 300 metres thick and is best exposed along a ridge south 
of the Swannett River. It is quite variable containing both 
silicictastics and minor carbonate. The basal 100 me&es is 
composed of dark brown to brown or grey-green phyltite, 
argillite and catcareous argillite with rare, grey siliceous 
limestone layers up to 2 metres thick. There are also thin 
layers or very fine grained sandstone. At the top of this 
sequence is a honey-coloured, coarse to finely recrystallized 
massive to thickly bedded limestone. The phytlite imme- 
diately below this carbonate has a distinctive deep green 
cotour as do the gritty phyttites just above it. These distinc- 
tive limestone and green phyltitic horizons are a useful local 
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marker. The upper 100 metres of the formatic n begins with 
thin to thickly bedded quartz sandstone roughly 5 tc IO 
metres thick which gives way upwards to gre i to dark gre!, 
phyltite. 

The Atan Group can locally he subdivided into two 
formations; the tower Mount Brown formation composej OF 
siliciclastics and the upper Mount Kison form Ition made up 
of carbonates. The Atan section varies in tl ickness fnm 
150 metres south of the Swanr~ell River to 4( 0 metres nea: 
the Swan mineral showings. Together with t le Echo Lake 
group, it shows the greatest cha:ng;e in chara ter north ad 
south of the Knott fault near dw Swannett iiver (Fil:lm: 
I-8-6). 

Archaeocyathids have been recovered fron the Mum 
Kison formation indicating an Early Cambri; n age for I:hc 
upper part of the Atan Group. ‘The Mount Brc wn formal ior, 
is similar to Lower Cambrian wilta elsewhere in the Cascial 
Terrane (Gahrietse, 1963). 

Mount Brown formation: The Mount Broan formation 
ranges in thickness from 45 me’tres to apprcrimatety 15C 
mews. Near the Swan mineral :;,howings it e ihibits thick- 
nesses and tithotogies similar to those in the (lsilinka Rivet 
area (Figure t-8-6): a basal grey to scream or br wn qualt?ite 
or orthoquartrite up to 50 metro. thick, succe :ded by tight 
green to olive green phyttite with minor li::ht brown to 
brown, very thin to thin sittstc~nt: to fine sane lstone tayxs. 

The Mount Brown formation is considcabty thinner 
immediately south of the Swannell River. The xtsat quartci- 
tic unit is 5 m&es thick axl (composed primarit:y of 
quartzose sandstone with pure ortboquartzitr layers Boeing 
less abundant and only 5 to IO centimetres thi :k. The bzat 
unit is succeeded by 40 meres of grey to green phyltite wth 
traces of thin silty horizons. The contact with shales off the 
underlying Stetkuz Formation :i~ppears to b : gradational 
over a distance of 5 metres. 

Mount Kison formation: The Mount Kisol, formatio 1 is 
some I50 metres thick in the vicinity of the :;wan mineral 
showings. It is composed 01’ white to :rey, fin:ty 
recrystallized limestone which is locally coars,:ty 
recrystallized. Typically the wit is massive t I moderately 
bedded featureless limestone with minor ootit c horizon:; in 
the upper pan and thinner beddt:d sections in tl me tower pxt. 

The Mount Kison formation is only 60 to 71 metres thick 
south of the Swannelt River. It xnsists of a bi sat sectiorl of 
grey to dark grey, thin to thickly bedded, wavy to pl;n~;w 
bedded limestone. It is locally 3laty and has hinds of al :w 
nating tight and dark grey limestone. There ax some wry 
massive, coarsely recrystallized white limestot e horizon; in 
this section. Carbonate breccia <or congtomerat : of sedim:n- 
tary origin (i.e., syndepositionslt) are develop, d locally. 

The top of the section is composed of grey to dark grey, 
thin to moderately bedded, argitlnceous and gl aphitic, play 
limestone. There are lesser massive beds of WI ite limestone 
up to a metre thick. Horizons of sedimentar i or prirnlry 
carbonate hreccia are also present. 
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Figure I-X-6. Stratigraphic columns of Upper Proterozoic to upper Paleozoic rocks in the northeast of the anap area. Locations of 
columns E to G arc shown in Figure l-X-5. Columns E and Fare nonhwest and southeast. respectively, of the Knoll fault; note the 
marked thinning of the Lower Cambrian (Mount Brown formation) to Devonian (Echo Lake group) succession across this fadt. 

The Razorback group is 50 to 90 metres thick. It is poorly 
exposed throughout most of the map area. In the eastern part 
of the area it is characterized by grey to dark grey phyllite or 
slate in the few exposures that were observed. The best 
exposure is on the ridge south of the Swannell River. In this 
locality the basal part of the section is a green to light green 
phyllite with greyish phyllite in the middle part. The upper 
part is grey to greenish phyllite with brown limestone nod- 
ules which constitute up to 50 per cent of the rock. The 
uppermost 5 metres of the Razorback group is composed of 
silvery grey to dark grey or black phyllite with interlayers of 
dark grey limestone and argillaceous limestone. 

I/R 

No fossils were collected from this unit in the Aiken Lake 
map area. Lower and Middle Ordovician graptolites were 
recovered from the Razorback group in the Osilinka River 
area. The Cambrian lower age range is inferred from its 
position above the Atan Group and local similarities to 
Cambrian argillaceous facies elsewhere in the Cassiar 
TWEXlC 

ECHO LAKE GROUP (MIDDLE ORDOVICIAN? TO LOWER 
DEVONIAN) 

Approximately 800 metres of limestone, dolomite, cherty 
carbonate and chert are assigned to the Echo Lake group. 
This unit is best exposed on a hill northwest of the Swan 
mineral claims. The lower part is composed of massive, 



buff-grey to grey dolomite and limestone. It is moderately 
to coarsely recrystallized and poorly to well bedded. In the 
upper part the carbonate is replaced by grey to pale grey 
cherty quartz. This chert replacement occurs along layers 
and in some areas affects almost IOU per cent of the rock. 

Along the ridge immediately south of the Swannell River, 
grey to pale grey, recrystallized dolomite and dark grey- 
brown to black argillaceous, thinly bedded. platy limestone 
overlie the Razorback group. The dolomite is at the base of 
the succession but also occurs locally in the upper 
argillaceous section. The argillaceous limestone succession 
contains lenses of primary carbonate hreccia or conglomer- 
ate and some horizons are relatively rich in crinoid ossicles, 
sponge spicules and shell fragments. The entire succession 
in this area is only 200 metres thick. These lithologies are 
not typical of the Echo Lake group but they are found in the 
expected stratigrephic position suggesting they must be an 
unusual facies (Plate l-X-2). The change between this sec- 
tion and the typical, thick Echo Lake group appears to occur 
across the noitheast-trending Knoll fault (Figures l-8-5. 
l-8-6) immediately northwest of the Swan mineral claims. 
The change is abrupt, no transitional features were seen in 
these units. Alternatively, the apparent thinning of the Echo 
Lake group in this area may he the result of a northwest- 
trending normal fault, but no such fault appears to be pres- 
ent southeast of the Knoll fault and furthermore it would 
have to change stratigraphic position (i.e., southeast of the 
Knoll fault it would he stratigraphically above the Echo 
Lake group whereas northwest of the fault it would have to 
be below it). Another possible explanation for this drastic 
change is an abrupt facies transition nonhwestward towards 
the Swannell River. Many of the Paleozoic units show 
marked thinning and change in lithologic character to the 
northwest, suggesting a facies change. The abundance of 

argillaceous material points to a lmore basinal setting for the 
northern area. The Knoll fault, which forms the boundary, 
may be a long-lived structure jwhich origini Ily contrclled 
local basin development and WBS later reacti iated. 

No definitive macrofossils were found in typical Echo 
Lake group rocks in the Aiken L.ake area. Da .k grey-bmwn 
to black argillaceous limestone and limeston: south of ths: 
Swannell River, which are tenwively assign, d to the E,cho 
Lake group, have yielded crinoid and shell fr igments span- 
ning the Ordovician to Devonian time pc riods. In th,: 
Osilinka River area fossils sugp~~ a Middle Ordovician to 
Lower Devonian age range (F:n-i and Melvii :e, in prepare- 
tion, and this study). 

The Big Creek group is perh:lps the thick< st unit withirl 
the Paleozoic succession of the Aiken Lax area. It ii 
upwards of 1500 metres thick and duminated by 
argillaceous lithologies. This epparent thicl ~ness ma) hc: 
exaggerated due to tectonic thickening. 

The basal 200 to 300 mares i;. composed o igrey to blue- 
grey shale or argillite which I~:xally is qui e fissile. Tb: 
middle part of the group contain>, beds of dark grey to black. 
then-quartz wackes (black cla:;tics). Typic; Ily the black 
cl&c component of these strata is from IO :o 50 per :ent 
but black quart& layers are p:re:sent locall:, These bl3cl< 
elastic units are usually fine to medium gra ned but s~xn: 
heds contain flattened chat gnins up to sew al centinwres 
in length. It is difficult to estimae the thickne s of this hlaci 
elastic sequence but it is helicved to he a least se! ,:nl 
hundred metres thick with elastic rocks consti uting less thet 
30 per cent of the section. 

Plate I -X-Z. Looking northwest at the ridge immediately south of the lower part of the E:uannell River. 1 he 
viewer is standing on the Stelkuz Formation with siliciclastics of the Mount Brown formation in the immediate 
foreground. Mount Brown to Razorback rocks in this section are much thinner and more argillac~:ous than in ot ler 
puts of the Cassiar Terrane in the map area. Argillaceous carbonates at the top of the hill occupy the sane 
stratigraphic position as the Echo Lake group. hut are much more argillaceous. See Figure i-8-6 and text ‘or 
details. 
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Approximately 200 to 300 metres of dark grey argillite or 
cherty argillite sits above the black c&tic sequence. At the 
top of this succession are more elastics which locally con- 
tain a cobble to boulder conglomerate section IO to 30 
metres thick, with clasts of quartzite, limestone, argillite, 
tuff and augite-feldspar-porphyritic basalt. The restricted 
nature of these deposits suggests that they may be channel 
fills within the shale basin. 

The upper part of the Big Creek group is composed 
predominantly of dark grey, wavy bedded argillite with 
minor beds of limestone and black elastics. The limestone is 
grey to dark grey, planar, very thin to moderately bedded 
and contains some very coarsely crystalline lenses. This 
sequence is over 50 metros thick south of the Mesilinka 
River. Limestone of this thickness is not typical of the Big 
Creek group as first described in the Nina Lake area (Ferri 
and Melville, 1990~1; Ferri et al., 1992a). 

Grey, quanzi_feldspar-bearing tuff, 50 to 200 metres 
thick is exposed towards the top of the upper part of the Big 
Creek group. Quartz and feldspar clasts make up less than 
30 per cent of the tuff which may be strongly cleaved. The 
tuff is sometimes quite pyritic and rusty weathering. 
Argillites above, below and along strike with the tuff unit 
contain tuffaceous material either as thin, wispy horizons or 
as clasts. This tuff unit is now thought to be equivalent to 
the lower Mississippian Gilliland tuff of the Big Creek 
group described farther south in the Germansen Landing 
area (Ferri and Melville, in preparation) which has yielded 
an early Mississippian U-Pb date. There are no other age 
con~tramts for the Big Creek group in the map area except 
its similarities to the Upper Devonian to lower Mississip- 
pian Earn Group described elsewhere in the Cassiar Terrace 
(Gabrielse, 1963). 

Units MPlr3 and MPlr4 (argillite and dacitic tuff divi- 
sions) assigned to the Lay Range assemblage by Fen-i ef al. 
(1992b). are now thought to belong to the upper part of the 
Big Creek group. This interpretation is based primarily on 
their much stronger lithological similarities and affinities. 
This reinterpretation includes a section of Unit MPlr3 along 
the Tutizika River which can be traced into the Big Creek 
group south of the Swannell River. The Tutizika section 
contains lithologies in its northwestern section which may 
be part of the Lower Cambrian, although the upstream 
section resembles the Big Creek group. As well, felsic tuff 
known to be within the Big Creek group is probably equiv- 
alent to the original dacitic tuff division (MPlr4) formerly 
included in the Lay Range assemblage. 

HARPERRANCHTERRANE 

Rocks of the upper Paleozoic Lay Range assemblage in 
the Uslika Lake area (Feni et a/., 1992a. b) extend north- 
westwards into the present map area. Here they are well 
exposed in the Lay Range between Lay Creek and the 
Swannell River where mapping has led to a better under- 
standing of the st~cture of the assemblage, and some revi- 
sions to last year’s interpretation of the stratigraphy. The 
present work was helped considerably by unpublished maps 
and field notes generously made available by J.W.H. 
Monger of the Geological Survey of Canada. 

Along the northwestern part of the Lay Range, a large 
northeasterly overturned anticlinal fold has been mapped 
(Plate l-8-3). The core of this southeasterly plunging anti- 
cline, outcropping over a width of about I kilometre, con- 
tains the oldest rocks of the Lay Range assemblage, a 
Mississippian (?) to middle Pennsylvanian sequence of 
chert, tuff and cl&c sedimentary rocks which are tightly 
folded, judging by strong cleavage development and 
numerous facing reversals. At the top of this sequence, 
referred to as the “lower sedimentary division”, a fos- 
siliferous limestone is overlain by distinctive maroon 
argillite and chat. This marker clearly outlines the core of 
the anticline on the northeastern limb but it is less easily 
traced on the southwest limb which is complicated by 
faulting. 

Above the limestone maroon argillite marker is a thick 
succession of tuff, agglomerate and volcanic flows, at least 
2000 metres thick, referred to as the “upper mafic tuff 
division” which has an age range of middle Pennsylvanian 
to Permian. The northeast limb of the anticline is charac- 
terized by overturned strata of this division; facing indica- 
tors are less common on the right-way-up southwest limb. 
Southeast of this fold, in the rest of the Lay Range and the 
Mesilinka valley, only the upper mafic tuff division of the 
Lay Range assemblage is exposed. 

East of Polaris Creek, the upper mafic tuff division is 
intruded by the Polaris Ultramafic Complex (Nixon, 1990; 
Nixon ef al. (1990a, b). The contact aureole of the intrusion 
is commonly marked by hornfelsing and metamorphism to 
lower amphibolite grade, but on the northeastern margin 
contacts have been modified by shearing where both the 
Polaris Complex and the Lay Range assemblage have been 
thrust onto or faulted against the Big Creek group or older 
rocks (Nixon et al.. 1990a). This suggests a tectonic rela- 
tionship between the Lay Range assemblage and the Cassiar 
Terrane; however, a primary stratigraphic relationship 
between them should not be ruled out. 

A fault on the southwest side of the Lay Range 
assemblage separates it from a problematic rock unit which 
may be part of the Upper Triassic Takla Group. This fault 
zone is marked by strongly altered and fractured rocks. 

Ferri et al. (1992a) tentatively included the dacitic tuff 
unit (MPlr4) and the argillite-grit-limestone unit (MPlr3) in 
the Lay Range assemblage, but they are now assigned to the 
Big Creek group. 

Lower sedimentary division (Mississippian(?) to middle 
Pennsylvanian): The stratigraphy of the lower sedimentary 
division is not well defined, but it is important to recognize 
the probable continental derivation of some of the 
lithologies, in contrast to the upper volcanic-rich division. 
Fossil collections made by Roots (1954) probably came 
mostly from the this division; the oldest fossils were tenta- 
tively identified as Mississippian. The youngest unit, as 
defined here. is middle Pennsylvanian. 

The division consists mainly of black and grey argillite 
and siltstone, bedded grey chat, thin-bedded feldspathic 
sandstone, chert-pebble conglomerate and ‘grit’, and less 
common fine to medium-grained quanzite, rhyolitic tuff, 
shaly or thin-bedded limestone, limy argillite and green 
tuffaceous rocks. The conglomerates are heterolithic, con- 



Plate I-R-3. View to the northwest within thr Lay Range, north of Polaris Creek. The mid-middle I’rnnsylvanian ci -honate ol-lhr 
uppermosl lower sedimentary division of the Lay Range assemblage is visible on both sides of this ovrrtumed, norrheas verging Sol~l. 
The viewer is from a carhonatc at Ihe ~nose of the fold. The distance between the carbonates is approximately I kilo netre. 

mining up to cobble-size clasts of varicoloured chat, quartz, 
argillite, carbonate, green tuff and clinopyroxene-phyric 
volcanic rock (Plate l-8-4). A thin. coarse-grained cal- 
careous sandstone unit contains abundant fossil material, 
possibly crinoids. Locally there are small felric or diorilic 
intrusions, and a narrow serpentinitr hody is exposed along 
a fault zone northeast of upper Polaris Creek. 

The most distinctive limestone is at the top of the divi- 
sion. The largest body, in the hinge zone of the anticline, is 
50 metres thick, hut elsewhere the limestone may be only a 
few metres thick, or absent. It is a grey to white, massive to 
thinly bedded hioclastic limestone, locally rich in colonial 
and solitary horn corals, crinoidal material, fusilinids and 
foraminifera. Fusilinids collected by J.W.H. Monger indi- 
cate a middle Pennsylvanian age (early Moscovian, Ross 
and Monger, 1978). The limestone is locally dolomitic, and 
contains green tuflaceous layers and nodular masses of red 
or grey chat. 

An interval of thinly bedded argillite, silty argillite and 
jasperoidal chert, several metres thick is usually present 
above the limestone. Some of these rocks are strikingly 
maroon to red, although shades of grey are also present. 

This sequence is gradually swxeeded hy gn en tuffs of the 
upper division. 

Upper mafic tuff division (middle Pe msylvaniz II IO 
Permian): The Lay Range assemblage COI sists predomi- 
nantly mefic crystal, lithic and lapilli luffs, a :glomeratc and 
volcanic flows, with subordinate interhedde I green t’o ,:n:y 
argillite, siltstone, volcanic wacke and conglomerate, r,Iwt, 
limy siltstone and limestone:, all of whict comprise the 
upper mafic tuff division. On? limestone un~ t. mapped near 
the base of this division on the southwesttm limb of the 
anticline, contains middle Pennsylvanian usilinid:; ~:late 
Moscovian, Ross and Mange:, 197X), slight1 y younger than 
the limestone marker unit at th’z top oi‘ the ower sedirnen- 
tary division. Permian conodon~ts were reco~ xed from :imy 
siltstone within mafic cuffs much higher in ,he divisirtn, in 
the Uslika Lake area (M.J. Or,::hard, persor 11 communica- 
tion, 1991; Ferri rf ul., 1992;r). 

The volcanics are litholog-8caJly similar to the Upper 
Triassic Takla Group, hut an: distinguished in the field Iby 
their deeper green colour due: 113 epidote, gr’:ater indwdion 
and stronger cleavage, and lby the press rice of quartz 



Plate I-X-4. Polymict conglomerate within the lower sedimentary division of the Lay Range assemblage. Large chcrt and 
carhnnare clasts are visible. This conelomcmte is milch wxncr and more indurated than the younger maroon conglomerae illustraed 
by Plate I-8-7. 

(although rare) in coarser tuffs. The tuffs are bedded in units 
from several metres thick to centimetre-scale graded beds 
and fine laminations. Volcanic flows, locally pillowed, com- 
monly have clinopyroxene and feldspar phenocrysts, and 
may he vesicular and amygdaloidal. They have the com- 
position of basaltic and&e, and geochrmical characteris- 
tics transitional between an island-arc and an ocean-tloor 
origin. Rocks in this division, particularly the volcanic& are 
locally maroon, and maroon fragments are common in tuffs. 
Small felsic intrusions and gahhro occur in places. 

QUESNEL TERRANE 

The Takla Group in the Aiken Lake area can he suh- 
divided into the Plughat Mountain formation and the ma- 
roon tuff unit (Unit IJuTrt, Ferri et al., 1992h). These rocks 
are best exposed in the mountains southwest of Lay Creek 
wd the Mesilinka River. They are a continuation of units 
described in the Uslike Lake area by Ferri era/., (1992a. b). 
Plughet Mountain rocks are believed to he restricted to the 
Upper Triassic. Roots (1954) collected Upper Triassic 
faunas from Plughat rocks near Granite Basin and Carnian 
conodonts were recovered from limy horizons in the lower 
part of the Plughat formation near Uslika Lake. The maroon 
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tuff unit is thought to contain both Upper Triassic and 
Lower Jurassic rocks as it is equivalent to a unit of these 
ages to the southeast (Unit IJuTrt, Ferri et al., 1992b). The 
Takla Group is hounded on its northeast side by the strike- 
slip Lay Range fault (Wheeler and McFeely. 1991) along 
the Lay Creek Mesilinka River drainages, and is intruded 
by the Hogem intrusive complex to the southwest. Takla 
rocks are hornfelsed and recrystallized along the margin of 
the Hogem intrusive complex. Culcareous lithologies may 
be altered to skarn and traces of copper arc very common 
along the contact. 

Plughat Mountain formation: The Plughat Mountain 
formation is at least 4000 metres thick and is composed of 
matic luffs, agglomerates and lesser tuffaceous sediments. 
Two broad subdivisions of the formation were delineated by 
Ferri er al. (1992 a, h) in the Uslika Lake area to the south: a 
lower, dominantly tuffaceous sequence which grades later- 
ally and upwards into a thick and extensive upper 
agglomeratic succession. The Plughat Mountain formation 
in the present map area, however, is dominated by 
tuffaceous lithologies which in places comprise the entire 
thickness of the exposed Takle succession. Thick accumula- 
tions of agglomerate were seen only in the southern and 
northern parts of the map area. These pinch out laterally into 



coarse tuffs over a distance of a few kilometres. Kilometre- 
thick tongues of agglomernte (as seen on Mount Elsie) xc 
also present within the tuffaceous sequence but illso quickly 
pinch out. 

Major lateral fries variations also occur within the 
tuffaceous rocks. Coarse volcaniclastics in the syncline 
south of Tutizri Lake quickly pinch out northward. along 
strike, into massive sections of coarse crystal-ash and lapilli 
tuff. These coarse tuffs continue to change in character 
northward, becoming finer grained, more distinctly bedded 
and containing sections of tuffaceous siltstone and argillite. 
A very similar transition is seen in the Granite Resin area 
northwest of Aiken Lake. 

The absence of il clear tuff to agglomerate transition or 
any other marker within the Plughat Mountain formation 
means that the generalized stratigraphic columns north ot. 
Tutirzi Lake (Figure l-8-7) cannot be correlated with any 
confidence. Nevertheless, given their en echelon position 
and the predominantly westerly dip, they can be projected 
into one another to suggest a total stratigraphic thickness in 
excess of II kilometrrs. 

The lower part of the Plughat Mountain formation is 
dominated by blue-grey to grey, very fine to coarse crystal- 
ash tuffs to coarse lapilli tuffs with lesser agglomerate, 
tuffaceous siltstone, argillite and limestone. Layering tends 
to be massive to thickly bedded but finer grained sections of 
tuff display thinner bedding (Plate l-8-5). Finer luff sections 
are dominated by feldspar crystal fragments with subordi- 
nate pyroxene. Volcanic clasts are augite and plagioclase 
phyric, though locally carbonate fragments arc prominent. 
Tuffs and agglomel-xes in this section locally have a cal- 
careous matrix. 

The lower tuff sequence contains minor sections of finely 
bedded tuffaceous siltstone, siltstone. argillite, calcareous 
argillite and tuff, and limestone ranging from a few rnetres 
to 50 metros in thickness. These beds are rare in the upper 
and eastern part of t.he tuff section but become more pmmi- 
nent eastward and downward in the section. The lowest part 
of the tuffacrous section, exposed on the north-facing 
slopes above the Mesilinka River, is dominated by well- 
bedded, very fine grained crystal-ash tuffs, tuffaccous silt- 
stones, siltstones, wgillites, calcareous argillites and lime- 
stones. Sections of predominantly sedimentary lithologies 
up to 200 merres thick can be mapped over strike lengths of 
several kilometres within the fine tuffs. 

Massive agglomerate and suhordinatr coxse Iapilli tuff 
to crystal tuff several kilometres thick, generally rest above 
the tuffaceous sequence in the map area (Plate l-8-h). Mas- 
sive agglomerate interfingers with the tuff%xous section 
and is also present within it. The agglomeratic sequence is 
sometimes interrupted by very thin beds of siltstone, 
argillite and limestone, as seen vat of Granite Basin. The 
agglomerate is typically monolithic being composed of 
au&e porphyry and sometimes feldspar porphyry clasts. 
Heterolithic agglomerate with clasts of plegioclasr and 
augite porphyry and sometimes plafioclase porphyry as 
well as intrusive feldspar porphyry IS exposed on Mount 
Elsie. Feldspar porphyry agglomerate crops out north of 
Granite Basin. It is above a section of distinctive augite 
feldspar porphyry agglomerate with abundant carbonate 

clasts up to 30 centimetres in SIX. The fcld;par porpl~yry 
agglomerate appears to grade along strike intc~ typical iiuj:it,: 
feldspar porphyry. 

Maroon tuff unit: A fault-b,:xmded pack; ge of rn.~oo~~ 
to g~ren vokanics and minor wdiments wtc ‘ops along ths 
eastern boundary of the Takla ~Group. It is be\, exposed XI a 
northwest-trending ridge b<:tween the b esilinka anal 
Tutizika rixrs. The stratigraphy and thicknes of this urt’t is 
not known hut regional strike:; ;and dips indil ate it mwt b= 
in the order of several kilometrcs thick. 

The unit is characterized b) maroon to ;reen basalti? 
agglomrratr, lapilli to ash ttlffs and massi ,e flows. The 
maroon colour is more dominant toward tht south. Flo\\rs 
and coarse elastic material ar’? ~composcd 01 amygdal~wd;.l 
hornblende or pyroxenc-tfeldspeI- porphyry. Dark grey ta 
grey itrgillite is a minor constituent. Rare hete -olithic pebble 
conglomerate with clasts of gre:y ,chen, blacl argillitr, ~nz- 
roan feldspar porphyry, quart,, and green volt anics is found 
along the southwestern boundwy of the unitjj 1st north of the 
Tutirika River. This conglomerate is similrr to youngc’r 
pebble con&lomerate found along the tnargi 1s of thic unit 
(SW section below). 
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Figure 1-8-7. Representative stratigraphic columns of Takla Group rocks. Location of column 
A to D is shown in Figure 1-8-S. No common stratigraphic datum’is implied. Note the predominance 
of tuffaceous lithologies over agglomeratic ones. 
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PROBLEMATIC UNIT (PALEOZOIC OR MESOZOIC) 

A fault-bounded section of steeply dipping argillitcs, tuffs 
and minor coarse volcaniclastics outcrops on the ridge 
between Lay and Polaris creeks. The southwestern margin 
of this package is the Lay Range fault along Lay Creek. The 
character of the fault on the northeastern margin is not 
presently known though it oppewrs to he less significant 
than the southwestern fault zone. 

The overall appearance of these tuffs and sediments is 
very similar to the lower part of the Takla Group southwest 
of the Mesilinka River. The blue-grey to grey colour of the 
tuffs, lack of penetrative cleavage in finer grained 
lithologies, lack of continentally derived material and over- 
all poorer induration indicate stronger affinities with the 
Takla Group than with the Lay Range assemblage. 
However, we believe that the lithologic similarities alone do 
not justify the relocation of a terrane boundary. More data, 
in the form of fossil ages, are required before these rocks 
can be definitely assigned to either the Takla Group or the 
Lay Range assemblage. 

Rocks within this package are dominated by grey to blue- 
grey. very fine to coarse crystal-ash tuffs, tuffaceous silt- 
stone, dark grey to black graphitic argillite, calcare~us 
xgillite and minor limestone. Lesser au&itr+plagioclase 
porphyry Iapilli tuff and agglomerete are present within the 
northern part uf the unit. These coarser volcaniclastics may 
he a fault sliver of Takle Group rocks. Layering is predomi- 
nantly very thin to thickly bedded in the finer grained 

lithologies and becomes more :~nassive to th: north w .I:hin 
the lapilli tuff\. These rocks fixtn il panel whi :h generally is 
upright and steeply dipping to the southwest though locally 
bedding is overturned to the !;oothwest. 

OVERLAP ASSEMBLAGES 

Several exposures of yourger conglomel ate, sand:tore 
and siltstone are found primarily zalong the t ult bound~rics 
between terranes. Conglomemt~;: is also expc sed in the Lzy 
Range. Many of these package!; are too sma I to display c’n 
the map in Figure l-8-5 hut their pl-esewe may d:no:e 
significant fault zones. Several varieties of thzse elastics are 
present but none have beat dated, althorgh their te<:- 
tonostratigraphic position and overall sim larity tn Late 
Jurassic(?) to Tertiary conglomerate in the Ll Jika Lake an:a 
(Ferri et al.. 1992h) suggests a correlation. 

Maroon pebble to boulder conglomerate ii exposelj in at 
least two places in the Lay Ri;nge north of Polaris Creek. 
The northern body forms a long, discont nuous ou:t:rop 
which varies from 300 mews to less than I( 0 metres wide. 
It occurs within a high-angle strike-slip fr ttlt zone :II its 
northern part where it is tect~~nically jut :tposed +xirst 
strongly sheared serpentinite and volcanix of the L;ty 
Range assemblage. In its swthern part an unconforr~~atle 
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relationship with Lay Range tuffs was found along parts of 
its contact. 

Another body of conglomerate to the southeast is roughly 
I square kilometre in area and more brown than maroon. It 

sits unconformably above rocks of the Lay Range 
assemblage although locally this contact is faulted. 

The maroon conglomerate is composed of well-rounded 
clasts of quartzire, chert, argillite, phyllitr, green luff, 
amphibolite gneiss. schist and rare coralline limestone set in 
a coarse sandy matrix iPlate l-8-7). This unit appears very 
similar to the Cslika Formation of the Uslika Lake area 
(Ferri et al.. 1992a. b: Roots, 1954) which has a poorly 
constrained age of Late Jurassic to Early Tertiary. The most 
obvious source of the metamorphic clasts is the Wolverine 
Metamorphic Complex. Unroofing and cooling of this com- 
plex appears to have occurred rapidly in the Late Cretaceous 
to Early Tertiary. This is substantiated by the presence of 
metamorphic clasts in the nearby Upper Cretaxous to 
Lower Tertiary Sifton Formation (Gabrirlse, 1975; Roots, 
1954) and from K-Ar cooling ages in these metamorphic 
rocks (Fen+ and %lrlville, in preparation). These considera- 
tions help to further constrain the age of the conglomerate to 
Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary. 

CoNCLoMPRArE (I.OWEH CRETACEOUS?) 

Pebble to cobble conglomerate is exposed on either side 
of the Marion tuff unit south of the Mesilinka River. Most 

of these bodies are strongly sheared and indicates involve- 
ment in the shear zone in which they are found. Three areas 
are underlain by these younger elastics but their general 
similarity suggests they are related. The largest body, at the 
northeastern contact of the maroon tuff unit, is associated 
with ~milroon to black feldspathic sandstones and mudstones 
with coaly fragments and plant fossils. Clasts are composed 
of quartzite, chert, green tuff, siltstone and argillitr. The two 
bodies to the south contain pebbles of only quartzite and 
chert. 

The age of these conglomerate bodies is not known as no 
diagnostic fossils were found. Their location suggests that 
they may have filled a depression produced by erosion of 
softer rock along the fault zone or that they have been 
preserved in grabens along the fault zone. The maroon to 
black sandstone and siltstone along the northeastern bound- 
ary of the maroon tuff unit bears some resemblance to Early 
Cretaceous sediments in the Uslika Lake area (Ferri et al., 
1992 a, b). 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

The Hogem intrusive complex is exposed in the south- 
eastern part of the map area and intrudes rocks of the Takla 

Plate l-X-7. Mamon polymict conplrlmernts in the Lay Range. The age of this unit is inferred to he Late Cretaceous to Early 
Teniary based on clast composition and its similarities to younger conglomerate father south. It is far less indurated than 
conglomerate elf the Lay Range assemblage IPlate I-8-4). 



Group. It is a multiphase complex with latest Triassic to 
Middle Jurassic alkaiine phasesand Cretncrous calcalkaline 
bodies (Garnett, 147X). Only a cursory examination of its 
margin was conducted during the 1992 field season. 

The contact with the Takla Group is commonly an intru- 
sive breccia. Takla rocks arc hornfelxd and coarsely 
recrystallized for up to a kilomrtre away from the Hogem 
contact. Minor amounts of copper are commonly found 
along this contact. 

Hogem mcks in the southern part of the map area are 
alkaline in composition and made up of tan to pink, medium 
to coarsely crystalline quartz monzunite tu monzodiorite 01 
syenitr to monxxyenite with hornblende and/or biotite as 
accessories. Mottled pink and white, coarsely crystalline 
granodioritr crops out south of Abraham Creek. Coarsely 
crystalline gabbru i’l exposed along the ridges between 
Abraham Creek and the Mesilinka River. This body may be 
related to mafic and ultramafic intrusions along the margin 
of the Hogem complex (Irvine, 1974. 1976). Tan ro pink, 
medium to coarsely crystalline granite to granodioritc, con- 
taining chloritized hornblende as an accessory, is exposed 
north of the Mesilinka River. 

Two lenticuler bodies of grey to green feldspar porphyry 
and related diorite are found north of the Mesilinka River 
and south of Kliyul Creek. They are locally rusty weather- 
ing to gossanous due to the presence uf I tu 5 per cent 
disseminated pyrite. 

Hogem rocks are cut by numerous dikes of pink aplite or 
syenomonzonite from several centimrtres to several mares 
in thickness. The relationship of these dikes to uther budies 
in the Hogem intrusive complex is not known. The Takla 
Group volcanics are also cut by numerous small dikes or 
irregular bodies of cowse feldspar porphyry. These rocks 
are characterized by feldspar phenucrysts up to seveml 
centimetres in length. The abundance and size of the dikes 
decreases away from the Hogem contact suggesting a 
genetic link to the complex. 

One, and possibly two, bodies of poorly exposed prey, 
magnetic, hornblende-bearing monronite intrude the prob- 
lematic unit and the nearby maroon tuff unit north oS the 
Mesilinka River. Argillites and fine tuffs in these packages 
are homfelsed and pyritized. The monzonitc is cut by diorite 
or gabbro dikes up to I metre wide. 

Pot.~nts Utsn~nr~tw COMI~F.X AN,, REI,A.I.FI> 
INTnUsloNs (EARLY .tURASSIC) 

The Lay Range assemblage is intruded by a large com- 
posite Alaskan-type ultramafic body culled the Polaris 
Ultramafic Complex. covering an area of some 40 square 
kilometres. This transgressive sill-like body is composed of 
varying amounts of dunite, pyronenite, hornblendite, 
wehrlite and gabbro, and is of late Early Jurassic age (G.T. 
Nixon personal communication, 1992). Only its margins 
were examined as it was recently mapped in detail by Nixon 
et al. (1989, l990a, b; Nixon and Hammack, in prepara- 
tion). The reader is referred to these publications for further 
details. 

A composite body of gabbi-o. hornblendit :, pyroxc~ite. 
orthopyroxenite and peridotite, OVF:~ 20 kilom :tres long and 
2 to IO kilomrtres wide, intrude:; the Takla Croup near the 
Hogan contact. These rocks awe examined n some dc!ail 
by Irvine (1974, 1976) who dw::ribed at leas two separate 
bodies. Field data from this yex’s work, in co (junction with 
published aeromagnetic maps of the area; suggest that 
Irvine’s two bodies are actually one. The aeromegrcti~: 
signature of the gabbro body south of l‘ntirri Lake suggest< 
it is r&ted to this mafic-ultrame5c unit. The : ge of this unit 
is not directly known. If it is :an Alaskan-t: pe ultranafi,: 
body and related to the nearby Polaris CornpIt x then a latest 
Early Jurassic age is postulated (G.T. Nixan, perso~nrl 
communication, lY92). Alternatively if the x bodies ar- 
related to mdic phases of the Hogan intro sive corn;aler 
they may be as old a the late!;t Triassic (( arnett, 15781. 

Very coarse to finely crystallirx, multiphi se hornblende 
gabbro is the must dominant li,:hology in the r orthern plar~t <f 
the lergr intmsion The most malic litholog es (prridw;itc, 
homblendite and orthopyroxenitmz) form a Ion ; sinuous lrody 
along its western margin. Hogem rocks apyxr to cut this 
ultramafic intrusion. 

A small body of dark green, wry fine to coarsely cry:;. 
talline gubbro intrudes the Takla Group sou h of the Me:;- 
ilinka River, and is most likely related LO the mrfi<:- 
ultramefic unit. 

STRUCTURE AND METAWIORPHISM 

Structural style and metamorphic grade a e quite di,/rr;e 
in the Aiken Lake map area ~due to the varif ,d terranet, arld 
rock packages present. Broad open fclds and sub 
greenschist grade metamorphism charlicterii es the Qu :snel 
Terrane. The intensity of defc!rmation and m :tamorphi,;m is 
higher to the east in the Harpet Ranch Terra le. and is mast 
intense in rocks of the Cassix Terrane w were polyphaie 
deformation is associated with metamorphism up to pamet 
grade. 

Terranes are bounded and wt by major f L&S. The mr,st 
important fault zone in thr map area is the 1 ay Range fault 
(Wheeler and McFeely, I99 I) a steep, nor hwest-trending 
strike-slip structure which trends roughly palallel to the L:ty 
Creek valley. In this area strongly shearec and crumpl~:d 
tuffs. tuffaceous siltstones and ,rr;giliites oft le Takla Ciroup 
and the problematic unit are juxtaposed ICIOSS aln ana- 
sternosing fault zone about I kilometrr in \ zidth. The fault 
zone is exposed on the nonheasl: side of th: upper I?;lrt of 
Lay Creek; southeastward, it i:% covered by &wium in tx 
Mesilinka River valley but we believe it rerges with the 
wide and intense shear zone mapped on the southwest sidle 
of the maroon volcanic package: of the Takla Group. Several 
other parallel structures are fc’und within t ,e Takla Group 
and problematic unit. 

The northeastern boundary of the probIg matic unit ir; a 
fault zone we believe to be ,-elated to the 1 ay Range Fault. 
Although it is not as wide. ar, d no kinematic indicator!, wfre 
observed, its steep dip and trend parallel tc the Lay Rar~ge 
fault suggest they are genetically linked. This fault also 
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merges with shear zones south of the Mesilinka River valley 
which separate the maroon volcanic unit from tuffs of the 
Lay Range assemblage. 

High-angle. strike-slip faults were also observed within 
the Lay Range assemblage. One, along the southwest flank 
of the lower sedimentary division, is marked by sheared 
serpentinite. Younger mar”“n Uslika-like conglomerate is 
also exposed within this fault zone. 

We believe the various northeast-trending fault zones 
described here join structures mapped by Ferri ef al. (1992~1, 
b) in the Uslika Lake area. These fault zones ultimately 
c”nnect with stmctures described by Nelson rr al. (1993, 
this volume) along Discovery Creek. The Lay Range 
Uslika Lake Discovery Creek faults form a parallel struc- 
ture en echelon with the Manson fault zone. 

A major northeast-verging, ductile shear zone is exposed 
along the northeast c”ntact of the Polaris Ultramafic Com- 
plex. This zone is upwards of 75 metres thick within 
peripheral gahhr” of the complex and dips steeply t” the 
southwest. A similar thickness of sheared argillite may be 
present within adjacent rocks of the Big Creek group hut 
this is difficult to demonstrate due to the fine-grained, 
m”n”t”n”us nature of these rocks. This. shear zone was 
observed at several localities and was mapped by Nixon 
er al. (1989, 199&x, b). We believe it extends to the south- 
eastern end of the Polaris Complex. 

This shear zone represents the boundary between the 
Harper Ranch and the Cassiar terranes in this area as the 
Polaris Ultramafic Complex intrudes the Lay Range 
assemblage (Harper Ranch Terrane). To the southeast, the 
shear zone does not wrap around the southern end of the 
complex, but presumably continues southeastwards, sepa- 
rating the upper mafic tuff division of the Lay Range 
assemblage from the Big Creek group of the Cassiar Ter- 
rane. The absence of the lower sedimentary division any- 
where between them supports the continuation of a fault 
along this c”ntact, but without direct structural evidence for 
this, an unconformity is not precluded: it is possible that the 
lower sedimentary division was not deposited, or that is was 
eroded away between Big Creek and upper mafic tuff depo- 
sition. However, a fault is more likely. This contact would 
continue south of the present map area and “nt” the Uslika 
map sheet (Ferri er al., 1992h) where the upper mafic tuff 
division (Unit MPlr2) is next to Unit MPlr3. now placed in 
the Big Creek group. Sheared tuffs of the upper mafic tuff 
division were mapped along this boundary south of the 
Tutirika River suggesting a fault contact between the tw” 
packages. 

Normal faults are recognized mostly within Cassiar 
rocks. Two generations of normal faults have been identi- 
fied; northwest-trending, southwest-side-down faults and 
later northeast-trending, southeast-side-down faults. The 
northeast-trending Knoll fault south of the Swannell River 
has considerable displacement as it juxtaposes garnet-grade 
rocks of the Swannell Formation against lower greenschist 
rocks of the Echo Lake group. Stratigraphic thicknesses and 
lithologic characteristics of units change across the fault 
suggesting that it may be a reactivated older structure which 
controlle,d hasin development in the area. This fault also 
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displaces the major shear zone at the base of the Polaris 
Con1plex. 

The northwest-trending fault cut by the Knoll &It has 
not been recognized to the northeast of Knoll fault, although 
it may he hidden within monotonous shales of the Big Creek 
gr*llp. 

Structural attitudes within Quesnel rocks are relatively 
simple in comparison to the other rock packages. Bedding 
dips typically southwest to northwest, with variations “ut- 
lining broad folds, as seen south of Tutirika River. The only 
deviance from this is along the northeast margin of the 
Qursnel Terrane where finer grained units define tighter 
folding. One such area is south of the Mesilinka River and 
southwest of the maroon tuff unit. At this locality, fine ash 
tuffs. tuffaceous sediments and argillites define steep, tight 
folding which on a macroscopic scale appears t” be 
chevnln-like. Northward, along this fault zone, bedding is 
steep to overturned. This may reflect its proximity to the 
fault zone. 

Northeasterly bedding trends common in the Takla Group 
in the cenfral and northern parts of the map area are dif- 
ferent from the northwest-trending attitudes seen in the 
other terranes, which are more typical of the region. The 
regional significance of this is not yet resolved. 

Folds within the problematic unit are upright or over- 
turned t” the northeast Macroscopic f”ld strwtures were 
not observed directly and are inferred from dip reversals and 
overturned bedding. 

The Lay Range assemblage locally contains a penetrative 
fabric or cleavage within the finer greined lithologies. The 
trace of the carbonate unit at the top of the lower sedimen- 
tary division outlines a megascopic southwest-plunging, 
northeast-verging, overturned fold which must represent the 
overall structural style of the package. Bedding reversals in 
the upper mafic tuff unit suggest the presence of similar 
megascopic folds but the m”n”t”n”us nature of the tuffs 
precludes their accurate delineation. 

In general, Cessiar rocks form a southwest-dipping panel. 
This is modified by several large-scale broad folds (F,?) in 
the northeastern part of the map. The vcrgence of these 
megascopic folds is not known but Roots (1954) and Belle- 
fontaine (1990) indicate that these structures are southwest 
verging. Mesoscopic folds (F,) which have axial planes 
parallel to the dominant cleavage or foliation (S,) show 
northeast vergence. This foliation is subparallel to composi- 
tional layering (S,,). The upright nature of the megascopic 
folds suggests that they are unrelated to the mesoscopic, 
northeast-verging structures. The dominant foliation in 
these rocks is cut by several sets of crenulations some of 
which are subparallel t” S, and others which cut S, or S, at 
high angles. 

Takla Group volcanics are characterized by sub- 
greenschist grade metamorphism at lower grade than rocks 
of the Lay Range assemblage. The more intense green to 
apple green colour of Lay Range volcanics results from the 
greater abundance of epidote which may be a reflection of 
the higher metamorphic grade (lower greenschist). The 
greater induration of Lay Range rocks is also a function of 
increased metamorphic grade. 



Cassiar rocks display the most penetrative deformation 
and highest grade of metamorphism in the map area. Meta- 
morphic grade along the Swennell River is upper green- 
schist in the lower parts of the Swannell Formation. High- 
grade sssrmblages consist of garnetichl[)ritoid~biotite- 
muscovite with the appearance of garnet and biotite essen- 
tially coinciding. Garnet porphyroblasts are idioblastic and 
appear to overgrow both the main foliation and ii later 
cl-enulation cleavage. although in some areas the garnet 
porphyroblasts deflect the crenuletion cleavage planes. This 
suggests several generations of crenulation cleavage forma- 
tion. Garnet and biotite pophyroblasts are locally 
chloritized. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 
A variety of mineral deposit styles are represented in the 

Aiken Lake and Osilinka River map areas. These include 
porphyry copper-gold, carbonate-hosted lead-zinc-baritei 
precious metals. and various vein deposits. Occurrences of 
lesser importance include ultramafic-hosted chromite, 
skams and industrial minerals. The reader is referred to 
Table 1-8-l for a brief description of the various occur- 
rences in the map area. 

Takla rocks host a large number of copper occurrences 
(some with associated gold) in both porphyry-style systems 
and hydrothermal veins often associated with shearing. At 
some occurrences there seems to he a direct correlation 
between copper mineralization and ultrnmafic dikes or sills 
that intrude the Takla volcanics. Porphyry mineralization is 
related to the syenite-monlonite-diorite-graniticintrusive 
phases which comprise the Hogem intrusive complex. The 
Porphyry Creek and Granite Basin occtmrnces in the Aiken 
Lake map area are examples of this style of mineralization. 

The Porphyry Creek occurrence, located on the extreme 
western boundary of the Aiken Lake map area, is the largest 
known porphyry system in the map area. Takla volcanics. 
sediments and limestones are intruded by diorite, quartz 
diorite, granodiorite and quartz monzonite of the Hogan 
intrusive complex and pyroxenite and gahhro of an ultra- 
mafic body. Sulphides include chalcopyritc, rae chalcocitc 
and bornite together with native gold, galena, sphalerite and 
molybdenitr occun-ing as disseminations, fracture fillings 
and in shears. Higher concentrations of gold and base met- 
als are associated with late-stage intrusive activity. At least 
Tao complex mineralized systems are present on the Por- 
phyry Creek property. The first is a calcalkaline porphyry 
molybdenum system with mineralization within a tabular, 
potassically altered and zoned granodiorite intrusion SW- 
rounded by a weak copperitungsten halo. The second sys- 
tem is related to an intrusive brecciu peripheral to the 
grnnodiorite stock and has potential for copper-gold miner- 
alization of possible alkaline affinities (Grexton and 
Roberts, 199 I ). 

There xe many smnll copper (-tgold?molyhdenum) 
occurrences throughout Takle Group rocks (w Table I-X- I j 
that are commonly related to an intrusive body and/or 
localized hydrothermal veining (usually quartz or ankerite). 
Mineralization is also frequently found along fractures and 

in veins within maftc to ultramafic rocks of m ultramxlic 
body. 

Mineralization commonly cun:;iQs of chak spyrite, n~;~l- 
achitr and a/uriteitnagnetite~‘Irltolybdenite-t speculerit:i 
galena+sphalrrite in quartz and/or carbonat< (commonly 
ankeritr) veins. The amount of mineralization varies frown a 
few specks of malachite to strongly mineri lized quanz- 
carbonate vein systems severel metres wide. 

Carbonate-hosted lead-zinc occurrw~ces ICCUI within 
each of the various Paleozoic and Upper Pn ,terozoic (:;I- 
careow lithologies. Most showin:i:s appear to t: stratahound 
replacements, although some are interpreted as stratifwm 
(Frrri and Melville, in preparation). or rrleted to hvdrott:er- 
mal activity. with remobilization and deposi ion to vc 11s. 
Examples of carbonate-hosted lead-zinc occurren:es 
include the PAR and Childhood showings in the Osilil~ka 
River area and the Swan, Rein and Crag shl wings in the 
Aiken Lake map ilrea. 

Recent minerill exploration ill the Osilinka I Liver area has 
centred on the PAR claims held by Comina) Exploration 
Limited. Lead. zinc, gold and :silver mineralization with 
associated barite is found within and associ [ted witb the 
Lower Cambrian Mount Kison formatin ! limestone. 
Cambrian to Middle Ordovician Razorback group limy 
shales to argillite, Ordovician to Lower Dr vonian I%ho 
Lake dolostone and Middle Devonian Otter Lakes lilne- 
stone. Trenching on the property in 1991 waled thin 
lenses (less than 0.4 m) of 60 to 80 per cent ;ulphide r’:ck 
intercalated with shales, phyllite:; and dolomi :e boudiw 01 
the Razorback group. Best assay rewlts r :ported from 
trenching were: 6.1 per cent lead and 2.5 per a em zinc wet 
4.0 metres: I, I per cent lead and 3.2 per cent ; inc over l8.(: 
metres; 6.1 per cent leed and 3.4 per cent :inc over 1.C 
metre (Craig, 1991). 

The Childhood Dream prospect is located north of the 
Osilinka River and east of B~xeley mounta n. Hostc:c in 
both primary and secondary brcccia of the Ect o Ltke groul: 
(as described earlier in this ani~:lt:), it consists of massiw tc 
coarse-grained pyrite with disseminated galrna and 
sphalerite. There are two exploration adits ot the proput) 
with the best assay reported from a 1.8~metn chip sample 
returning 0.34 gram per tonne g;old, 24.0 gn ms per to:ne 
silver, 2.6 per cent lead and I I.2 per cent zim (Lay, 1931) 

Hydrothermal veining and mineralirat on are 51s~’ 
attributed to faulting and shearing along th: Lay Rnlgr 
tiult. Occurrences related to thr: I..a,y Range fill ,It include the 
Polaris and Polaris Zinc showir,gs hosted hq sheared \,ol- 
canics and sediments of the T&la Group and pos,jibl) 
related to small diorite porphyry and quar I motwolitr 
stocks mapped in the area. hliirteraliratio~ consists 01’ 
quartz-calcite veins with disseminated pyrite arsenopyrite 
and pyrrhotite together with thick lenses of II assivc p:yt’ite 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite, and fmcture coa ings of &I.~ 
copyrite and molybdenite. Tht: Jupiter and 1 CF prospect!. 
consist of quartz-carbonate-veined rock within the La) 
Range fault zone. 

The presence of skarn mineralization in some of th’: 
numerous limestone horizons within the Tak la Group iug- 
gests a strong potential for similar mineraliz aion alon,; its 
contact with the Hogem intrusix complex. 
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TABLE 1-8-I 
TABLE OF MINERAL OCCURRENCES IN THE .AlKEN LAKE 

AND OSILINKA RIVER AREAS 





C” 

AI, cu. 7.n. Pt. A” 

w 
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The Polaris Ultramafic Complex is host to minor chro- 
mite and cht-ysotile ;~sbestos mineralization. Chnmitr at the 
Aiken Lake showing consists of bell-like masses up to 
5 centimetrrs actors. as disseminated grains up to 3 milli- 
metres in diameter and in layers up to 30 centimetres thick 
with up to 5 per cent chromite. Platinum group elements 
have been detected by stream sediment sampling around the 
Polaris Complex hut have not heen found in outcrop. 

CONCLUSIONS 
l Mapping in Caviar rocks of the Aiken Lake area has 

delineated a sequence of Paleozoic siliciclastics and 
carbonates very similar to those in the Osilinka River 
area. Basinal and platformal facies may he present. 

0 A re-examination of the Lay Range assemblage in its 
type locality has led to recognition of a lower sedimen- 
tary division and an upper mafic tuff division. The 
dacitic luff unit (MPlr4) and xgillite unit (MPlr3) are 
now believed to be pan of the North American Cassiar 
TetTXl.% 

l Takla Group wlcanics are dominated by luffs at least 
4000 m&es or more thick. Coarse volcaniclastic units 
are suhorditxlte. Abrupt lateral facies variations 
betwecn the various lithologies are present within the 
map area. 

l A package of rocks cast of Lay Creek, originally 
mapped as Lay Range assemblage, is prohahly pert of 
the Takla Group. 

l Major strike-slip structures cut through the map area 
and are part of the Lay Range fault system. This fault 
zone joins fault zones mapped south of the area. 

0 Mineral occurrences in the map area are dominated by 
porphyry copper-gold prospects within the Takla 
Group and at the Hogem-Takla contact, and by carbo- 
nate hosted lead-zinc showings in carbonates of the 
Cassiar Terrane. 
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GEOLOGY AND MINERAL OCCURRENCES OF THE MESS LAKI: AREA 
(104G/7W) 

By .J.M. Logan and J.R. Drobe 
.-- 

KEYWORDS: Regional geology, Mess Creek. Schaft Creek, 
calcalkeline porphyry, Stikine assemblage, Stuhini Group, 
Mount Edriza Volcanic Complex. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Schaft Creek project culminates three years of 

150 000.scale regional mapping in the Stikinr-lskut rivers 
area. Current mapping completed the west half of Mess 
Lake map area (IO4C/7), in which the large-tonnage Schaft 
Creek porphyry copper-molybdenum-g[,Id deposit is 
located (Figure 1-9-l); the east half lies within Mount 
Edzira Provincial Park. Fieldwork was completed in a 
5.week season. 

Project objectives include provision of an updated 
I:50 000.scale geological map with mineral occurrences 

and metallotects. determination of the timing of mineralira- 
tion at the Schaft Creek porphyry copper-molybdenum 
deposit through a IJ-Ph Lircon date. and ultimately a mineral 
potential map of the area west of Mount Edrira Park. 
Preliminary accomplishments and geological highlights 
include the recognition of a Lower Permian calcalkaline 
volcanic succession and a middle Pennsylvanian bnsal~ic 
volcanic succession. The age of both packages is indicated 
by intercalations of fusulinid limestone. The Forrest Kerr 
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pluton, now known to he as okI as Late De ronian (D-‘ah; 
ef nl.. 1992) was traced to the ~north edge of tt e map arel. In 
addition, the thick granite and ql~wtz-bearing zonplomextc, 
interpreted to he Permian by L.ogan er ul. (I Y 22~1). has been 
reassigned an Early Jurassic age as originall: suggeste~i by 
Soother (1972). 

The map area straddles thi: physiogrqhic boun’iary 
between the rugged Coast hlowmains and Tab tan HighLmds 
of the Stikine Plateau. East of Mess Cree ;, the Tahltan 
Highlands are dominated by I:hs ,volcanic si- ield of h4xmt 
Edziza (Soother, 1972). West (of Mess Crr:k, then: is a 
significant increase in topographic relief an I the sumnils 
are more rugged and underlain b,y Meswoic I alcanics ot the 
Stuhini Group. Mess Creek, which flows uorth within a 
fault-controlled valley, contain:; tufa depos? i and actively 
discharging hot springs. 

REGIONAL GEOLOG,Y .AND PR EVIOU:3 
WORK 

The map area contains some of the oldes and youri:e<t 
known rocks of Stikinia. Relatively few intewls are r:is:;- 
ing from Early Devonian to Re,:ent time. Fz ults divide tte 
area into four dominant lithotwtonic package j. From ei rit to 
west these are Devonian to Mississippian, ‘:arly Perrlian, 
Pennsylvanian and older, and Triassic 10 Jur wit. Volc:;m c 
outlien of the Pleistocene and Recent Mou It Edziza ‘Vol- 
canic Complex overly these lpackages as fai west as Ivlex 
Creek. 

Geology south of the map ;uea is descr bed by Lr~gan 
ef a/. (19x9, 1990~1, h, lY92a, b), Logan and Koyanagi 
(1989) and that to the immedixe west by B own and. ‘GUI- 
ning (IYXYa, h) (Figure l-9,-1). Regional tudies in&de 
I:250 OUO-scale mapping oF I:he Telegrap, Creek :;hezt 

(Souther, 1972) and detailed studies of the Mount I%~Jzi:!a 
Volcanic Complex (Southcr a;~td Symons, 1974: Souhu, 

lY70, 198X). 

STRATIGRAPHY 
The geology of the Mess L&z iarea is illus rated in F~,gure 

l-9-2 with only minor simplif’.cations. Figl~re l-Y-3 sur- 
marizes the stratigraphic and wuctural r&r onships irl two 
schematic cross-sections ilcros~, the north ana I south pa-& nf 
the map area. 

STIKINE ASSEMBLAGE 
Monger (1977) defined the Stikine asseml lage to int:lude 

all late Paleozoic rocks perpheral to the Bower E asin. 
These rocks form the basemerIt of Stikinia and recod :ts 
history before and after accretion to the I‘orth Ameriun 
continent. The Early Devonian I:hrough Carh miferous -ocks 
of the Mess Lake area record more than I00 nillion ye,rs of 
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Figure l-9-2. Simplified geology of the Mess Lake area. SW facing pge for legend. 



LEGEND 
LAYERED ROCKS 

WATERNAil” 
PElSTOCENE IWD RECENT 

island arc volcanism and cxl:~onete hccw iulation inter- 
rupted by tectonism and upliii. Calcalkaline volcaniwl, in 
part subaerial, was followed by (carbonate dq osition dt,ling 
the Early Permian interval (Brown er ol.. IS91). 

DEVONIAN OR OLDER (D&t, DSqs) 

Penetratively foliated, polydeformed it termediatc 10 
mafic volcanic rocks underlie a~ narrow belt along the :ast- 
em margin of the area mapped (Figure 1-9-Y ). These rocl:s 
crop out sparsely between Nehta Cone and E tile Hill \\here 
they are overlain by Tertiary I;:Iw flows. Cc ,ntact relatiow 
ships with Early Carboniferous and younger ocks are either 

faulted or hidden beneath overburden. To he east, IG!r:y 
Drvoniun hornblende diorite ;rr,d biotitr grar ndiorite (I. nits 
LDd and LDg) intrude the vol::anic rocks ( Ggure l-9-3?). 

Purple and green tuffs. aphyric to play ioclase-phyric 
flows and rare silicified, ankeritic carhc nate horizons 
(D&t) are exposed in a wr!;t~flowinp tree < 3 kilomctres 
north of Nahta Cone. Farther Inorth are pla :ioclasr-plyric 
volcanic rocks, including lapilli ash flow t Iff (D&t: and 
intermixed phyllite, chlorite ,and quartz ericite schists 
(DSqs). These volcanic rock:, are variably fc #liared ant as- 
nulated and distinguished from younger ro, ,ks in the map 
arca by their degree of deformatmn. 

LOWER CARBONIFEROUS (ICSt, ICSc) 

A distinctive orange-weathering belt of lir ratone ext~m~s 
southward 7 kilometres from Tadekho Creek to just n’x-:h of 
Arctic Lake in the Forrest Ken map area (Logan CI ol., 



lYY2a). The belt is split from the southern edge of the map 
area to Nahta Cone (Figure l-9-2). Fossils indicate that the 
eastern branch is Lower Carboniferous and the western 
Lower Permian (E.W. Bamber, personal communication, 
1992). Small patchy outcrops of Lower to mid- 
Carboniferous limestone (ICSc) can be traced 6 kilometres 
north from the map border to Nahta Cone, where it rests 
conformably on medium-greined pink granite of the Late 
Devonian Forrest Kerr pluton (Figure I-Y-3b). The base of 
the limestone is limonitic and conpains quartz grains and 
granitic grit, although no basal conglomerate was observed. 
Elsewhere, the limestone overlies penetratively foliated 
mafic volcanic rocks, tuff and chlorite and sericite schist of 
Devonian and older age. The contact relationship is not 
&%+I. 

At its northmost extent, the limestone is unconformably 
overlain by Pliocene columnar basalts and Pleistocene and 
Recent tephra and basalt of Nahta Cone (Plate 1-9-l). Pre- 
liminary fossil identifications from the limestone give early 
mid-Carboniferous (Serpukhovian) ages (E.W. Bamber. prr- 
sonal communication, 1992). 

Well-bedded, pale green to khaki greywacke and cherty 
volcanic siltstone of Unit ICSt overly limestone in apparent 
conformity south of Nahta Cone and in il small exposure 
north of Exile Hill (Figure I-Y-3b). Macrofossils collected 

from these sediments are non-diagnostic. West of Mess 
Creek, similar limestone and volcaniclastics correlate on the 
basis of lithology and ctratigraphy. Fine-grained aphyric 
lapillistone luff. ash and dust tuff grading to thinly interbed- 
ded sandstone and siltstone of Unit ICSt crop out along the 
top and extending down the eastern side of the plateau west 
of Mess Lake. Limestone (ICSc) is interbedded within this 
volcaniclastic sequence, but the thickest accumulation par- 
allels the top of the Mess Lake pluton. This succession 
fotms the footwall of a faulted contxt with Late Car- 
boniferous mafic volcanic rocks. 

UPPER CARBONIFEROUS (UCSB, UCSC) 

Upper Carboniferous rocks are confined to a nal~ow, 
north-trending, high plateau west of Mess Creek, in the 
northwest corner of the map area between Mess and Skeeter 
lakes (Figure l-Y-2). They are separated from Upper Tri- 
assic rocks to the west and Lower Permian rocks to the east 
by northerly trending regional faults. 

A succession consisting of polydeformed, structurally 
thickened limestone, chert and siliceous tuff (UC.%) is 
exposed east of Skeeter Lake and extends to the top of the 
plateau. It structurally overlies a lower package of massive, 
amygdaloidel basalt flows and tuffs (uCSb) (Figure 
1-9-3~1). These lacks are in fault contact with Lower Car- 
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Figure l-Y-3. Schematic representation showing stratigraphic relationships of the various units across the northern (3a) and 
southern (3b) pan ofthc Mess Lake tirld wea. Mineral DCCCU~T~~C~S arc shown in their rrspective stratigraphic positions. Sw text and 
Figure l-9-2 for description of units. Numbers correspond to minerill occurrences; I = Schaft Creek: 2 = Run. Mix, Run North: 3 = 
BB 38 and 57; 4 = Cot & Bull. 



boniferous wlcanic wacke, tuff and limestone. The upper 
unit of limestone. tuff and cherty sediments has accwnmo- 
dated much of the det?mnation. At the top of the volcanic 
package are maroon basaltic tuff and interbedded limestone 
containin& Pennsvlvaninn (Kasimovian to Gzhelian) 
fusulinacean foran;inifers (E.W. Bamhcr, personal con- 
munication. 1992). 

Lower Permian rocks undzrlir a fault-repeated. north- 
trending belt 4 to 5 kilometrcs wide east of Mess Creek and 
wending south 10 the boundary of the map (Figure I-Y-2). 
Medium-bedded I.ower Permian packstones form the 
uppermost unit and are underlain in dep~xirional conformity 
by a characteristically maroon, in part subaerial, calc- 
alkaline volcanic succession (Figure I-Y-3a, b). Interbedded 
limestone horizons containing abundant Wolfcempian 
fusulinecean foramlnifers crop out near the top of the vol. 
canic package (E.W. Bamber. personal communicirtion. 
1992). 

A moderately uest-dipping, fault-duplicated section of 
Lower Permian volcanics is exposed 3 kilomctrrs west of 
Exile Hill. The western section is 200 metres thick and 
forms a dip slope down to Mess Creek. Aphyric purple and 
green amygdaloidal hasalt, plagioclasc and pyroxenc-phyric 
andesite breccia flows and associated volcaniclastics form 
what appears to hc the lowest unit WSvh), but also occur at 
various levels wnhin this section (Figure I-9.31). Well- 

bedded, feldspar-phyric interme~Sate and fc sic turfs ~nc 
cpiclastic rocks comprise the c:xrxteristicall: pale mar’~or 
wrathwing medial unit OPSvt:. Imerbedded ( uartz-bexing~ 
polylithic epiclastic rocks and ra~re accrctioni~ ‘y lapilli trff!; 
and ash-llow tuifs record contzrnporaneous s rbmarine a~ntl 
subaerial depositional environments. The UI ,permost ,101,. 
canic unit (IPSr) consists of mwre to hrowr tlow-lay:red 
and spherulitic rhyolite, quart;:-feldspar-pl yric rhycliti: 
tlows, autobreccia and ash-llow luffs. These f :Isic rock:s an: 
resistmt and fcxm most of the prominent ridp :s and the dip 
slope cast of Mess Creek. 

Medium-bedded to mxsiw: Lower Perm an packwne 
(IPSc) forms prominent knobs and disconc nuous ridgs 
extending us far north as TadcLho Creek. It 01 erlirs epi<las~ 
tic rocks of Unit IPSvt and f1o.w layered rh polite of IUnit 
IPSr, in apparent conformity. 6 kilometrx south and 
2 kilomrtres northwest of Nnhta Cone, respt ctivcly. ‘Thin- 
bedded limestone contains an abundant L’wer Perrlial 
fauna ofrugose and tabulate cwds, productoi I brachioprrd!,, 
pelecypods, hryozoa and fusulirxxean forem nifers. 

UPPER TRIASSIC STUHI:VI GROUP 
(uTSmt, uTSvp, uTSvt, uTSv, uTS s) 

Volcanic rocks of the Stuhini Group unde lie Mount Lz- 
Casse and most of the rugged mountainou area w:;t of 
Mess Creek. They also crop c,ut in a narrow north-trending 
hclt east of Mess Creek, where they we Ia well exposed 
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(Figure l-9-2). They lie unconformably on Lower Permian 
limestone 3 kilometres northwest of Nahta Cone. They are 
unconformably overlain by Lower Jurassic conglomerate 
southwest of Nahta Cone and in two localities went of Mess 
Creek (Figure I-Y-3.?, b). They are truncated on both east 
and v&t sides by several lerge intrusions. 

West of Mess Creek, Upper Triassic rocks are divided 
into five volcanic and one sedimentary unit (Figure I-Y-3b). 
The lowermost unit is green-blue, recessive weathering, 
mafic lapilli tuff with minor flows (uTSmt). The 
scoriaceous I;tpilli are altered to serpentine, talc and chlo- 
rite. East of Mess Creek. Unit uTSmt overlies Lower Per- 
mian carbonate of Unit IPSc in two areas; the contact in one 
is partly faulted. Volcanic rocks of Unit uTSvp were not 
observed to directly overlie Unit uTSmt, but they usuelly 
crop out nearby. Dark grey, massive, plagioclase-phyric 
basalt flows and related similarly textured intrusive rocks 
crop out south of the Schaft Creek porphyry copper deposit. 
Contacts with other units are poorly exposed, except where 
Unit uTSvp is intruded by Unit LThd. Tuffs of Unit uTSvt 
were observed to overlie these basaltic rocks in only one 
place. Unit uTSvt comprises massive to weakly stratified, 
polylithic, grey to mauve lapilli tuff and crystal tuff that 
form thick sections underlying the east-facing slope above 
Mess Creek. Both plagioclase and augite crystals are com- 
mon. although augite is generally less than 5 per cent of the 
rock. Measurable bedding attitudes are rare: the few mea- 
sured indicate steep dips. The thickest Upper Triassic unit 
comprises augite-phyric, plagioclase-phyric, augite and 
plagioclase-phyric, and aphyric basaltic and&e flows 
CuTSv). It extends the full length of the western edge of the 
map area snd hosts the Schaft Creek deposit. Subvolcanic 
intrusive rocks are difficult to distinguish and separate from 
the extrusive rocks and are included with them. Tuffs and 
flows occur subequally and vary in colour from maroon to 
green; it is common for purple tuff to be interbedded with 
green tuff. The basaltic andesite is pillowed for 3 kilometres 
both northeast and southeast of Schaft Creek. All bedding 
attitudes of intercalated tuffs observed were steeply inclined 
to the northeast and southwest. Locally the unit is very 
likely tightly folded, but the lack of good stratification 
makes the extent of this difficult to ascertain. Unit uTSs 
comprises about 150 metres of well-bedded green dust tuff, 
tuffaceous siltstone-sandstone and wackes which crop out 
on the eastern flank of Mount LaCasse, 4 kilometres north- 
east of the Schaft Creek deposit. Near its western margin, 
the well-bedded section thins considerably where it is 
faulted against Unit uTSv. The tuffs also apparently thin to 
the northeast, limiting their usefulness as a marker unit. 
Steeply dipping, tightly folded sediments consisting of vol- 
canic conglomerate, interbedded sandstone and siltstone, 
pyroxene crystal sandstone and limy siltstone (Unit UT%) 
are exposed about 4 kilomares south of the Schaft Creek 
deposit. A thin maroon quartz and limestone-bearing vol- 
caniclastic unit (possibly Unit IJcg) may overlie these sedi- 
ments conformably but is faulted against pyroxene-phyric 
volcanics of Unit uTSv farther east. Fossils from thin inter- 
bedded siltstone, sandstone and conglomerate are identified 
as Upper Triassic (Norian: E.T. Tozer, personal communica- 
tion, 1992). 

East of Mess Creek, Upper Triassic rocks are limited to 
units uTSmt. uTSvp and uTSs (Figure I-9.3b). Unit 
uTSmt is highly visible in creek exposures where alteration 
and weathering have produced characteristic dun to bluish 
green hues. It is intruded along its western limit by the Loon 
Lake stock (Unit LTmz) and may be overlain by silicified 
dust Luff and turbiditic siltstone of Unit uTSs, as it is west of 
Mess Creek on the More Creek sheet (Logan PI al., IYYZa, 
b). Massive tuffs and flows of Unit uTSvp include associ- 
ated subvolcanic intrusive rocks which could not be mapped 
separately. Both are predominantly plagioclase phyric with 
lesser pyroxrne. Pillowed and breccia flow textures occur 
locally in the massive sequence of plagioclasr-phyric basal- 
tic andesite. The unit is unconformably overlain by Lower 
Jurassic conglomerate. 

LOWER TO MIDDLE JURASSIC (IJcg) 

West of Mess Creek, Lower to Middle Jurassic rocks rest 
with angular unconformity on volcanics of the Upper Tri- 
assic Stuhini Group (Figure l-9-2). East of the Schaft Creek 
porphyry deposit, on Mount LaCasse, the Jurassic unit com- 
priscs conglomerate xvith equal proportions of well-rounded 
crowded plagioclase porphyritic and&e and aphyric basalt 
clasts, interbedded with coatxe sandstone containing high 
proportions of quartz and potassium feldspar. The con- 
glomerate overlies propylitically altered pyroxene vol- 
canics. The nature of the contact is uncertain, but the con- 
glomerate appears to occupy a fault-bounded graben (Figure 
I-9.3~1). The conglomerate itself is pervasively epidotized 
(due in pan to its permeability). Alteration is probably 
related to dike swtrtns associated with the Middle Jurassic 
Yehiniko pluton. 

Moderately south-dipping Jurassic conglomerates rest 
unconformably on steeply dipping Upper Triassic 
pyroxene-phyric flows and volcaniclastics in a second 
exposure 3 kilometres south of the Schaft Creek deposit 
(Figure l-9-2). The section comprises 90 mares of quattz- 
bearing polymictic volcanic conglomerate above a lower 
quartz and feldspar crystal tuff layer 20 mews thick. The 
sediments are well-bedded granule or weakly stratified to 
massive boulder conglomerates and lesser sandstones. 
Clasts are generally subangular, purple, maroon and green 
plagioclase and/or pyroxene-phyric and&e. Epidotized 
clasts are common and clasts of quartz feldspar crystal tuffs 
increase in abundance down section. The volcanic lower 
zone is a pale maroon, pink-weathering feldspar and quattr- 
eye crystal-lapilli tuff. Upper and lower contacts are grada- 
tional and therefore conformable with the conglomerate. 

East of Mess Creek, the conglomerates outcrop in a belt 
2 to 2.5 kilometres wide belt extending north from Arctic 
Lake to Nahta Cone (Figure l-9-2). At the northern end of 
this exposure, they overlie volcanic rocks of the Stuhini 
Group with structurel conformity, but farther south they 
unconformably overlie Late Triassic plagioclase hornblende 
porphyritic diorite (LTmz). The conglomerate is at least 250 
metres thick. In general, the lowermost sections are maroon. 
well-bedded, immature, volcanic-derived conglomerate. In 
places they are graded and consist entirely of maroon 
plagioclese-phyric andesite clasts in B plagioclase-rich 



groundmass. Up section, quartz and potassium feldspar 
grains and granite clasts appear then increase in abundance. 
Layers of coarse carbonate boulders are prominent within 
the unit. The 4 to S-metre well-rounded boulders are Meso- 
zoic reefoid limestone. Rare interbedded limestone and 
sandstone lenses have been sampled for radiolaria. 

UPPER CRETACEOUSTO TERTIARY SUSTUT 
GROUT 

Small isolated remnants of Sustut Group sediments (Unit 
uKSs) are preserved on Exile Hill snd north of Nagha Creek 
(Souther, 1988). On Exile Hill, they are well-bedded, pale 
green weathering and friable qunrtzose sands.tone and poly- 
lithic then-granule conglomerate thut rest unconformably 
on Late Devonian diorite of Unit LDd (Figures l-9-2 and 
I-9-3@. The sediments are limonitic, and thoroughly fract- 
ured and veined by calcite. Granitic, aphyric volcanic, chat 
and quartz clasts comprise roughly equal proportions of the 
granule conglomerate. 

PLIOCENE-NIDO (TNb) AND SPECTRUM 
(TSr) FORMATIONS 

Subaerial llows of aphyric and olivine-phyric basalt with 
inrercalated tluvial gruvel of fhe Nido Formation (TNb) and 
peralkaline rhyolite flows of the Spectrum Formation (TSr) 
underlie the Arctic I..ake pleteau and Quaternary members 
of the Mount Edria Volcanic Complex on the eastern 
border of the map area (Figure l-Y-2). These Pliocene rocks 
were not specifically examined because they were mapped 
by Souther (198X) at a scale of I:50 000. The Nido Forma- 
tion unconformably overlies Paleozoic carbonate. intrusive 
and volcanic rocks and also Upper Cretaceous sedimentary 
rocks (Figure I-Y-31, h). It is overlain by the Spectrum 
Formation. Flows iu both formations are essentially flat 
lying. At one locality, an intraflow cobble conglomerate is 
exposed between flows of the Nido Formation. 

QIIATERNARY 
ARCTIC LAKEF"HMATIoN(Qb) 

Basalt flows of Ihe Arctic Lake Formation (Qb) form 
erosional outliers eat of Mess Creek (Figure l-Y-2). Most 
are exposed at elevations above 1000 metres (3500 feet), 
but one flow crops out on the floor of Mess Creek valley. A 
whole rock K-AI date of 0.4520.07 Ma was obtained from 
flows at the head of More Creek. Unit Qb is characterized 
by flat to gently inclined, brown to grey weathering, thick, 
usually vesicular beds of plegioclase, augite and olivine- 
phyric basalt. 

BIG RAVEN FORMATION (Qub) 

The youngest consolidated unit in the map area consists 
of olivine basalt flows of the Big Raven Formation (Unit 
Qob) which form Nahta Cone (Figures l-9-2 and I-Y-3b). 
The cone is approximately 70 metres high and consisIs 
mainly of black and brick-red scoria blocks. Nahta Cone 
was breached on its east side and at least two highly fluid 
laves flowed to the north along a drainage where rhey are 
still preserved. Levees of tlow breccia mark the path of the 

flaws down the creek. The cone :s iifuated on the conlac:t 
between Lower Devonian volcanic rocks of Lhlit ICSt zulld 
g’anitic rocks of Unit LDg. A V-shaped apro 1 of lapil i- 
sized tephra covers these units for a~ distance ( f about ‘700 
metres north and 500 metres we:8 of the mai I cone. The 
apron provides evidence that the cone erupted ( n two “cc& 
sions with differing wind directions. Souther (I 970) carbon 
dated the tlows at 1340 years b.p. 

HoTSpRING DEPOSITS (Qt, 
Hotspring deposits of tuft (Un’t Qt) occupy an elong,l:e 

area of about SO hectares southeaut of Mess Lake (Pl;,!e 
l-9. I ). The hotsprings are loc:aled along ni rth-trendi ?g 
faults. They are discharging ad depositing tufa into a 
connected series of poorly drained flat-bottom ned valle:is. 
Water percolating in the active springs is belo v body t’e’w 
perature. Most of the deposits w.: of the low- Iill. terraced 
type, but six small circular conl:s I to 4 mctre i high autl a 
hill of wavertine up to 10 metres high xe also p rsent. Many 
of the tufa terraces have raised ‘,ressure ridges prcsunxdly 
reflecting recent fault movemer,f. The ridges hwe relief <>n 
the order of IO to 40 centimetre:; and lengths 01 the order #Jf 
50 to 100 metres. According 1o a local tlmppel, new rid::<% 
appear each year, suggesting the faults are sti I active. 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 
Three intrusive episodes are -ecognized in tl le Mess I>:lke 

area: Late Devonian, Late Triassx or younge , and Middle 
Jurassic. These correspond in part with episo les descrilxd 
by Anderson and Bevier, (199C’): Holbek (198 3) and L~:,:;an 
e, al., (IY9Oa. 1992~1). 

LATE DEVONIAN 
Tonalite, granodiorite, diorite and hornhler dite crop OUI 

along the eastern margin of the map area (I ‘igure l-9-2). 
These rocks are the norrhward ex[ension of Lt e Law Devo- 
nian Forrest Kerr pluton that is exposed aroun 1 Arctic Li,kr 
in the More Creek map area (Lo!gan PI ul., 19’12b). Ourcro~ 
of the intrusion extends north ,as far as Taiekho Crwk, 
where thr pluton is covered by Lower Carb miferow ant, 
Lower Permian limestone and volcanic rock. and Tert :q 
lava tlows. Tertiary and Recelt lava tlows i Is” cover :hr: 
eastern edge of the pluton. Alc~ng the westt m edge, if i:i 
faulted against Lower Permian volcanic rocks and is loc;.ll! 
unconformably overlain by Lower Carhonifer :xs cxb8oxa: 
(Figure I-9.3b). 

As ro the sourh (Logan (if al., l9YOa. 199: a), the pluton 
comprises three phases: a granitic phase of ( oarse-grained 
biotite tonalite, granite and gr,modiorite (LD :), chlorit I:& 
hornblende diorite (LDd) and minor hornb enditelgabbro 
(LDum). Most of the rock lhas an equigr;nular texlurt. 
Weakly foliated and passively folded gneissic textures o:cur 
close to intrusive contacts and phase bounda ,ies wither thz 
intrusion. The pluron intrudszs penctrati-ely folialec, 
schistose metatuffs of Unit D%t. 

Pink. coarse-grained, equigranular granite west of Mess 
Lake resembles rocks of the Forrest KZIT plu on, but hi!: an 
unclear relationshjp with overlying carbow e of pmbable 
Early Carboniferous age. The Ivless Lake body crops cmt 
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only on the east side of the ridge between Skeeter and Mess 
lakes and, therefore, presumably has a moderate to steep 
westerly dip (Figure l-9-2 and I-9-38). The granite, limr- 
stone and tuffaceous wacke (ICSc and ICSt) are cut by a 
north-trending west-dipping diorite dike swarm. From a 
distance this gives the cliffs a bedded appearance. The 
contact between the intrusive and the limestone strikes 
north-northwest and dips moderately southwest. 

LATE TRIASSIC OR YOUNGER 

HICKMAN PLUTON 

A medium to fine-grained, pink or grey elongate stock of 
monzonite to diorite (LTHd) is exposed IO kilometres south 
of the Schaft Creek deposit (Figure l-9-2). It crops out on 
the east-facing slope above Mess Creek and is probably an 
eastern extension of the Hickman pluton. Along ifs western 
margin numerous aplitic dikes extend from the main stock 
into Upper Triassic volcanic rocks of the Stuhini Group 
(Unit UT.%). The eastern contact is more problematic. The 
stock is monzonite near the top (i.e., western margin) where 
it intrudes Upper Triassic rocks, but grades eastward and 
downwad into hornblende d&rite, commonly with occur- 
rences of dark grey hornblendite. To the north, it appears to 
be faulted against grey plagioclase-porphyriric d&rite of 
unkown age. It is possible that the plagioclase porphyry is a 
border phase of the yuigranular stock or plagioclase por- 
phyry of Unit LTmz. 

The monzonire portion of the stock is pink and equi- 
granular with up to I5 per cent oxidized hornblende. Where 
the percentage of hornblende is higher, pink, fine-grained, 
equigranular dikes to about 30 centimetres wide are com- 
mon. The mafic content of the stock increases until the rock 
is fine to coerse-grained hornblendite, with hornblende 
crystals up to a centimetre in length. The crystals are mostly 
weakly chloritized, though vitreous hornblende is present. 
Narrow carbonate-epidote and zeolite veinlets are a com- 
mon alteration feature. 

UNIT I,Tmz - LOON LAKE STOCK 

A north-trending hypabyssal stock of plagioclase 
hornblende monzonite porphyry (LTmz) forms the eastern 
slope above Mess Creek (Figure l-9-2). On its eastern side 
it intrudes Upper Triassic sediments and volcanic rocks of 
Units uTSvp and uTSs and, farther north, Lower Permian 
rocks. The intrusion is unconformably overlain by Lower 
Jurassic conglomerate of Unit IJcg in a creek exposure, 
about I.5 kilometres north of the south boundary of the map 
sheet. The western limit of the Loon Lake stock appears to 
be faulted against intrusive Unit LTpp but the contact may 
be in part intrusive (Figure I-9.3b). 

The typical texture of the Loon Lake stock is crowded 
porphyry with 20 to 40 per cent euhedral plagioclase laths to 
7 millimetres in length and 0 to IO per cent hornblende to 3 
millimetres in length. The rock is mostly salmon pink to 
mauve grey. Common variations in the texture include 
darker grey, less crowded plagioclase porphyry and fine to 
medium-grained, equigranular grey diorite. 
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UNIT LTpp 

Hypabyssal plagioclase diorite, not unlike the monronitic 
Loon Lake stock, crops out along the lower slopes of Mess 
Creek valley, west of the creek between the Loon Lake 
stock and intrusive unit LTHd (Figure l-9-2). It was 
mapped as ii separate body, but may be a border phase or 
related to the Loon Lake stock. The diorite is typically pale 
green and contains stubby plagioclase phenocrysts to 4 
millimetrrs in length and rare chloritic hornblende or 
pyroxenz. 

UNIT LTpd 

Plugs of pyroxene dioritc crop out in several areas west of 
Mess Creek (Figure l-9-2). About 5 kilometres south of the 
Schaft Creek deposit, a small plug intrudes Upper Triassic 
sediments. About 2 kilometres south of the deposit, and also 
about 5 kilometres north of the deposit, similar plugs 
intrude Upper Triassic volcanic rocks. A similar, larger 
stock intrudes Upper Triassic volcanic rocks in the north- 
west corner of the map area. 

The plugs are mainly medium-greined, green-grey augite 
plagioclase diorite. They are generally associated with 
plagioclase-phyric and coarse pyroxene-phyric dikes and 
are probably related to them. 

YEHINIKO PLUT~N (MJmz) 

Middle Jurassic monzonite of the Yehiniko pluton 
intrudes volcanic rocks of the Stuhini Group east of Schaft 
Creek and north of the Schaft Creek deposit. Most of the 
contxt is gradational and consists of numerous aplite and/or 
rhyolite apophyses in the country rock (Figures l-9-2 and 
l-9-&). In places the contact is a simple curviplanar sur- 
face. Several small outcrops of the intrusion on the north 
edge of the Schaft Creek deposit are mineralized together 
with adjacent volcanic rocks. The southern contact with the 
Late Triassic Hickman batholith is covered by overburden. 

The main phase of the Yrhiniko pluton is pink, medium 
to coarse-grained biotite granite (Brown and Gunning, 
1989a). Near its contacts with Upper Triassic volcanic 
rocks, the texture is finer, more fractured and the colour is 
grey to orange. Within the Schaft Creek deposit, the intru- 
sion is white, argillically altered, equigranular monzonite to 
quartz monzonite. North of the deposit, the apophyses of the 
intrusion are aphanitic to fine-grained, flow-layered pink 
rhyolitr dikes and sills of quartz-eye feldspar porphyry that 
are possibly younger. These alter the country rock locally. 

DIKES 

West of Mess Creek, at least four distinct dike and/or sill 
suites are recognized within the Upper Triassic Stuhini 
Group. Most are I to IO metres wide. Plagioclase-phyric 
dikes (pl) are the most common. They typically have 5 to IO 
per cent opaque, pale green plagioclase crystals averaging 2 
to 6 millimetres in length. Pyroxene diorite dikes (pp) have 
textures very similar to those of extrusive rocks within the 
Stuhini Group and are probably in pat coeval with them. In 
the larger dikes, plagioclase averages 2 to 4 millimetres, 
augite 5 to IO millimetres, and the groundmass is finely 



crystalline rather than aphanitic, as it is in the equivalent 
extrusive rocks. Hornblende-porphyritic diorite (h) is less 
common and f~xms irregular bodies (plugs or smzdl dike/sill 
complexes), mainly north of the Schaft Creek deposit. 
Vitreous hornblende to IO per cent and averaging 3 to IO 
millimetres long forms glomerocrysts in a prey, aphyric 
vitreous or sparsely feldspar-phyric groundmass. The age 
relationships of these dikes is not known. The felsic aphyrx 
and quanr-feldspar-phyric apophyses (f) of the Yehiniko 
pluton cut them. The youngest dikes are aphyric andesite 
and basalt. These are typically green to grey ill colour, 
average less then 3 metres wide, and arc commonly wnyg- 
daloidal near the margins. They postdate mineralization at 
the Schaft Creek deposit. 

STRUCTURE 

Forms 
Lower Devonian rocks of Unit DSst are penetratively 

foliated and schistose. The foliation dips gently to the west 
and is folded isocltnelly about northwest-trending axes. 
Folds are typically recumbant and northeast verging. 
Macrofolds are overprinted by nonpenetrative and penetra- 
tive crenulation folds on millimetre and centimetre scales 
respectively; related crenulation cleavage is present. 

ILower Carbonifcrous carbonate rocks (ICSc) ewt of 
Mess Creek, which unconformably overlie Units LDp, and 
DSst, are unaffected by this penetrative deformation. The 
rocks are deformed into open gentle folds on a scale of 
hundreds of metres. The folds are the only deformation 
recognized in the carbonates and may reflect movement in 
the underlying rocks. 

The same fold geometry and relationships of Lower 
Devonian rocks are seen in Upper Carboniferous rocks 
underlying the plateau between Skeeter and Mess lakes. 
Foliated, thin-bedded tuffs and carbonates display recum- 
bent isoclinal and tight parallel folds in cliff exposures on 
both sides of the plateau. Most folds have amplitudes on a 
scale of several metres. Fold axes plunge gently either 
northwest or southeast, and verbence appears to be to the 
northeast. Schistose and slaty beds also have millimetre and 
centimetre-scale crenulation folds. The mttssive basalt of 
Unit uCSb is weakly foliated but shows no evidence of 
folding. 

The poor correlation between stratigraphic position and 
deformation suggests strata forming the ridge between 
Skeeter and Mess lakes hew undergone a localized defor- 
mational event, possibly related to unrecognised thrust 
f&Jhing. 

Lower Permian volcanic rocks and carbonates east of 
Mess Creek are homoclinal; minor deviations in attitude are 
due to brittle faulting and disruption by intrusion of the 
Loon Lake stock. On the south slope of Tadekho Creek, the 
carbonate is involved in some large open folds. It is also 
drag folded adjacent to a minor north-trending fault about 
4 kilometres southwest of Exile Hill. The most extensive 
deformation is adjacent to a well-exposed listric fault that 
places Lower Jurassic conglomerate against Lower Permian 

limestone. Approaching the faJll from the east, bedding 
dips in the carbonate steepen horn west to rertical, and 
become east dipping adjacent t(~l the fault. The east-dipping 
beds are either overturned or the cat-honate is t ghtly folded 
into an upright syncline in which the closure is not exposwi. 

Upper Triassic rocks east of Mess Creel have steep 
westerly dips. Most of the variation in attitt da in these 
rocks is probably caused by i,wueion by thl Loon I.;l!<e 
stock. Exposure is too poor to recognize larg z-scale fol:ls; 
minor folds were observed in a small :reek abljut 
7 kilometres southwest of Nahta Cone. West 01 Mess Cre?k. 
Upper Triassic rocks dip steeply to rhe southwr ,st and north- 
east, suggesting tight folding. The paucity of bedding atti- 
tudes in much of the section hinders recognitisa of folding. 
Tight noncylindrical folds do occur in well- ledded sa:d- 
stone of Unit uTSsn. Well-heddszd tuffs of 1 nit uTSs ire 
drag folded into a shallow, open anticline against a normal 
f&t, 5 kilometres north of the Schaft Creek Jeposit. 

FAULTS 

Curvilinear north-trending faults are the ml 1st significanl 
structures in the Mess Lake area They contrail topogra:h), 
and affect the distribution of nearly all rock units 
Northeast-trending splays cut the ridge betwet n Skeeter ~,ntl 
Mess Lake valleys. 

Movement along the faults took place duril g at least two 
separate episodes. The first episode of nr rtnal faul:ing 
uplifted rocks east of Mess Creek and Skeeta Lake relative 
to rocks to the vast. The second episode hz 1 an opp,!;ite 
sense of displacement and uplifted rocks vest of I\lesc 
Creek and Skeeter Lake relat,vc to rocks to the east. Th,: 
first episode brought Devonian rocks to tie surfaw i:l 
Eocene time. Most of the mo\ernent was alo tg faults ores- 
ently located in Mess Creek and Skater Lake valleyn.. 
However, rocks as young as Exly Jurassic \‘ere presewj 
in a listric fault block east of L.oon Lake. Tile trace 01’ the 
listric fault is well exposed and c:ao he traced tlong the czlge 
of the Arctic Lake plateau frotnjust south of vahta Colt: t3 
west of Arctic Lake in the More Creek map rea. The ‘,m,t 
juxtaposes a tilted block of east-dipping cc nglomer:ar: c,f 
Unit IJcg and west-dipping volcanic, sedimet tary and intni- 
sive rocks of Units uTSvp, uT!k and I,Tm: against west- 
dipping Lower Permian carbonate of Unit IF’ SC. A maroon, 
quartz-bearing fragmental unit is exposed a ong the er,tite 
length of the fault and appears to underlie Jnit lPSc W 
believe that the fragmental ulil may he fau t breccia (i.e., 
milled Unit l&g). 

The second episode of f&thing uplifted rocks west tof 
Mess Creek and Skeeter Lake along faults m. .inly to thr: east 
of the creek. The uplift war. young enougt to affe,ct the 
distribution of Eocene and youmger rocks to :he east, and to 
cattse the dramatic difference in topograpt y across {iless 
Creek. East of Mess Creek, uaest-side-u!, faults xpeat 
Lower Permian stmtigraphy south of ‘Tadek ho Creek. Evi- 
dence of the sense of movement along thest faults is iound 
in a minor creek 4 kilometres southwest of E <ile Hill, where 
drag folds in Unit IPSc clearly indicate wes -side-up nobe- 
ment along a minor north-tn:nding structur : (Plate 1 5.2). 
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MlNERAL PROPERTIES 
The locations of mineral properties are shown in Figure 

l-9-4. Their stratigraphic positions are shown in Figure 
I-Y-3 and details are summarized in Table I-9-I. 

SCHAFT CHEEK PORPHYRY DEPOSIT 

The Schaft Creek porphyry copper-molybdenum deposit 
is situated at the western edge of the map area, at an 
elevation of 1000 metres on the west-facing slope above 
Schaft Creek (Figures I-9-1 and l-9-4; Plate l-9-3). Since 
its discovery in 1957, successive drill programs by Silver 
Standard Mines Ltd., American Smelting and Refining 
Company, He& Mining Company and Teck Corporation, 
the present owner, tested the property. The deposit is classi- 
fied as a high-level calcalkaline volcanic porphyry (Linder, 
1975; Fox et al., 1976). It consists of a linear intrusive 
tourmaline breccia pipe, the Breccia ozone, and the Main 
zone; a fracture-controlled zone of mineraliration. Both are 
hosted in andesite flows and epiclastic rocks. Mineralization 
includes pyrite, chalcopyrite, bornite and molybdenite. 
Reserves are Y IO million tonnes grading 0.3 per cent cop- 
per, 0.03 per cent molybdenum, 0. I 13 gram per tonne gold 
and 0.992 gram per tonne silver (Melville cf al., 1992). 

The geology of the deposit is complicated and poorly 
exposed. Our visit consisted of one day looking at drill core 
and one day mapping drill roads and outcrops along the 

eastern edge of the deposit. Regional mapping trxed the 
slretigraphy along ridges from the north and south into the 
deposit area. The Ibllowing discussion presents our obser- 
vations but the reader is directed to Linda (I 975) and Fox 
ef a/. (1976) for discussions of the genesis. stratigraphy and 
mineralogy of the deposit. 

Our observations of the Upper Triassic stratigraphy in the 
area of the deposit aerce with observations of Fox er ul. 
(1976). They note that 90 per cent of the deposit is in 
plagioclase-phyric and aphyric basalt flows and associated 
subvolcanic intrusions (uTSvp), massive tuffs, and bedded 
green and purple epiclastics (uTSvt). The epiclastic rocks 
are overlain by weakly mineralized mixed purple and green 
flow breccias and tuft:? of units uTSvt and uTSv. Dike 
swarms of plagioclase porphyry, pyroxene plagioclase por- 
phyritic dioritr. felsite iaplite and quartz-eye feldspar por- 
phyry) and hornblende porphyry, in order of abundance, cut 
the Upper Triassic volcanic rocks (Figure 1-9-3~1). The fel- 
sic intrusives are bleached, altered and mineralized with 
disseminated and fracture-controlled sulphides. 

No simple lithologic or stratigraphic difference was rcc- 
ognized between the purple volcanics and the mineralized 
green andesitic volcanics distinguished by earlier workers. 
The colour difference may reflect proximity to the intrusive 
and the centre of alteration and mineralization. Epidote 
clasts. originally probably mafic pumice fragments that 
have been completely replaced by epidote, and volcanic and 



TABLE I-9-1 
MINERAL 0CC”HKENCES FOR THI? MESS CREllK MAP AREA (I”4G,“7’N, 

TWW MINFlLE 
PROB. AGE ,040 NAME HOST COMMODITY DESCRWTION ___ REI ERENCE 

GOLD-COPPER PORPHYRY 
Late Triassic - 015 SCHAFI’ UTSVP. “TSv, 
Middle Jurassic ? CREEK LTIW 

Late Triassic ? 040. RUN. MIX, uTSvp, 
41 RUN LTlllZ 

NORTH 

Late Triassic ? 119 BS 38 “TS”,. 
“TSv 

GOLD-SILVER-GUARTZ VEINS 
Jurassic 057 COT & UC% 

BULL 

- 

Cu. Au. 
Mo 

C” 

C” 

A& Cu. 
AU 

intrusive fragments that ttre variably replaced by epidote, 
occur within purple volcanic flows and tuffs of Units uTSvt 
and uTSv. The presence of epidote defines a propylitic 
alteration zone marginal to mineraliretion. South of the 
deposit, this stratigraphy is unconformably overlain by 
quanr-eye felsic t&s and quartz-bearing Lower Jurassic 
conglomerates that contain epidote clasts and clasts of epi- 
dotized volcanic rocks. 

In the areas south and east of the deposit, the overall 
strike of bedding is north-notthwesterly with easterly and 
westerly dips that average 70”. Locally strikes are notth- 
easterly, also with steep dips, suggesting tight folds. Other 
workers describe gentle east dips for bedding in the western 
part of the deposit, uggesting a simple synclinal structure. 
Northwest, north and northeast-trending faults truncate the 
deposit and produce a mosaic of fault blocks with varying 
internal structure and stratigrephy. 

The deposit is hosted by Upper Triassic volcanic rocks of 
the Stuhini Group adjacent to the eastern contact of the 
coeval Hickman pluton, where it is cut by the Middle 
Jurassic Yehiniko pluton. These intrusive events are well 
constrained by K-AT dates (Holbek, lY8X). The timing of 
mineralization is not well constrained. It could be related to 
either plutonic event or perhaps in between and Early 
Jurassic. A whole-rock K-Ar date for hydrothermal biotite 

Geological Fieldwork 1992, Paper 1993-l 145 

Lhll er (197% 
Pox I tat. (,976), 

Me ville et at. 
:1992, 

Guts ah (1971). 
Fmte eye” (1971) 

Cl0 ttier (t976:l 

Trace amounts of disseminated chatcopyrite. 
magnetite and pyrite occur in fraeturut a:nd 
sheared andesite. 

Disseminated hlehs oftetrahedrite. chatmpyrite *etnanis(t981). 
and pyrite occupy fmeturer and breccia z:ones R wgill and 
in a bedding-parallel, east-trending fault cutting Wt lb” (t986:l 
timeaone. Mineralization either predab!; 01 
is syngenetie with a north-trending ba!;al~l dike 
dike swarm. 

__-.- 

is 18525 Ma (Panteleyev and Dudas, 197: 1. This may 
reflect: the age of mineraliratiun, argon lost t ue to Middle 
Jurassic resetting, or excess argon. In the hope of establish- 
ing an age for the deposit, WI: <collected a zircon sample 
from quartz monzonite porphyl-y intrusive xwn to be 
spatially and temporally associated with the minerall?ine 
SYSMll. 

OTHER PORPHYRY PKOS,PIECTS - Rk N 

The Run property is located :approximately 0 kilometres 
southeast of the Schaft Creek deposit, on thr east side ot 
Mess Creek (Figure l-9-4). NC, active explore tion was GIT- 
ried out on the Run claims during the sum ner of lYY2. 

The claims are underlain by .I salmon-pir k weathtxing 
plagioclase hornblende porphyritic munzon tic intrusior 
(LTmz). Rafts of hornfelsed I;:ipilli and cr ‘stal tuff itrc 
exposed where creeks are incised into the n lain intrutive 
body. Farther upslope, dikes of pink monzo lite intmds 2 
thick package of plagioclase-ph:yric basalt tl< ws, tuff>: IX 
subvolcanic gabbro dikes and plugs of Late Triassic uge’ 
(Figure I-Y-3b). 

Fractures, faults and intrusive breccias con:rol altera,ion 
and stockwork mineralization. The monzc nite contitins 
magnetite to several per cent, partly alteret to hemaxte. 
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Figure l-Y-4. Mineral occurrence map showing locations of OCCU~~CCS discuswi in text and 
shown in stratigraphic position in Figure l-Y-3. 



Locally pyrite range to IO per cenr. Chalcopyritc. nrolyh- 
denite and local chalcocite occur as disseminations and 
fracture fillings in the monronite and in quartr xinlrts in 
the wlcanic rocks. 
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MINERALOGY AND CHEMISTRY OF THE RUGGED MOZJNTAIN PLUTCb~W: 
A MELANITE-BEARING ALKALINE INTRUSION 
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tain, syenite, pyroxenite, silica undersaturated. m&mite. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Rugged Mountain intrusion is a small (14 km% 

zoned alkaline pluton located in northwestern British 
Columbia, 25 kilometres southwest of Telegraph Creek 
(Brown eta/., lYY2;r. h). The pluton is exposed on the north 
side of Shakes Creek, a southeasterly flowing tributary of 
the Stikine River and on the south flank of Rugged Moun- 
tain from which it takes its name. 

The Rugged Mountain pluton was first mapped by EA. 
Kerr (1948). In his exploration of the Stikine River, Kerr 
mapped a series of seven alkaline bodies stretching down 
river from Telegraph Creek to the Iskut River. The north- 
ernmost of these bodies, referred to in his paper as the 
Shakes Creek mass, is known as the Rugged Mountain 
pluton. Souther (1972) also studied the Rugged Mwntain 
intrusion while mapping the Telegraph Creek map sheet at 
I:250 000 scale. Porphyry copper-gold exploration of the 
intrusion was undertaken during the 1988 and 1989 field 
seasons by Homestake Mineral Development Company as a 
joint owner with Equity Silver Mines Limited. Several sam- 
ples of magnetite-rich pyroxenite with malachite staining 
returned copper values as high as 2.32 per cent with 1.58 
grams per tonne gold. 

Subsequent I50 000.scale mapping of the Chutine and 
Tahltan map sheets by the British Columbia Geological 
Survey Branch (Brown cf al.. 1992b) provided an oppor- 
tunity for detailed mapping of the intrusion by the senior 
author (Figures I-IO-I and I-10-2). Rocks of the Rugged 
Mountain pluton have similar mineralogy throughout and, 
in paticular, have igneous melanitr garnet in all phases of 
the intrusion. Other common miner& include aegirine- 
augite, potassium feldspar, magnetite, apatite and titanits. 
The field petrographic and chemical observations described 
in this paper suggest that the suite is cogenrtic. Further- 
more, these same field, mineralogical and chemical charac- 
teristics are found in other alkaline intrusions within the 
Cordillera of British Columbia, suggesting a common 
mechanism is dominant in the genesis of this type of 
alkaline pluton. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Rugged Mountain intrusion is one of a chain of 

alkaline plutons located within the western margins of the 
lntermontane Belt, just east of the Coast Plutonic Complex 
(Kerr, 1948; Woodsworth ef ul. 1991; Brown e’f al., 1992a). 
It lies within Stikinia and is hosted by Upper Triassic 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Stuhini Group. The 

major tectonic structures of the region inclu Ir the St:i~(in,: 
arch, the Skeena arch, the Boti:ier Basin (w lich separatei 
these two features) and the Atlin horst (So” her and P~rrn- 
strong, 1966). The Rugged Mrluntain intrusic 1 is part co1 th,: 
Stikine arch. The arch forms a northeasterly trending :struc- 
tural high of crystalline and met;zimorphic rocl .s hetwecr th? 
Coast and the Cassiar crystalline belts and s a sourc: of 
sediments for basins to the rwrth and south. 

The hasal sections of the ,Slkine arch wmprise upper 
Paleozoic rocks of the Stikine assemblage (hlonger, 19?7:#. 
This assemblage is characterircd by Middle Devonix to 
Permian flows and pyroclastics, interhedded vith thick car- 
honatc sections. argillite and minor chcrt 1-x thick lime- 
stone sequences in the western lwt of the arc 1 locally n:ac~ 
thicknesses of over 2800 mctrrs (Brown tf al., l9Vla1, 
suggesting stable shelf consjil:ions during the Perrlian 
(Souther, 1971). The rocks of the Stikine a:cemblage sul- 
feed uplift, metamorphism, intrusion and de hrmatiw dw 
ing the Middle to Late Triassic ‘Tahltanian or >geny, lea pin! 
a marked unconformity betueen Stikinc a! iemblege anl 
younger strata. 

The Upper Triassic marked the end o’ the Tahltal 
orogeny and the onset of arc magmatism, eading to th: 
formation of sequences of suh~:wial volcan c rocks intw 
fingering with elastics and limestone. These I xks comprise 
the Stuhini Group and are the host of the Rugged Matmain 
intrusion. The Stuhini Group is thought tc have formed 
from the buildup of volcanic islands, with xedominzntly 
subaerial deposition in active periods. Frinj inp carbonate 
reefs with sediment reworking mark periods of quiesc~mce 
(Souther, 197 I). 
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The maximum age of the Rugged Mountain inwusion is 
constrained hy the Upper Tri;lssic Stuhini GI-oup that it 
intrudes. Potassium-arson dating of the Ten Mile Creek 
syenitc (Morgan. 1976). 40 kilometres to the northeast. 
yields an age of 20927 Ma. Mineralogical and petrological 
similarities between these two plutons suggest that Rugged 
Mountain i) coeval, implying Early Jurassic emplacement. 

THE RUGGED MOUNTAIN INTRUSION 
The Rugged Mountain pluton is emplaced into Upper 

Triassic Stuhini Group rocks. Close to the pluton, Stuhini 
rocks comprise four distinct rock types. including: wstward 
dipping. unmetamorphosed. frcen and white banded 
crystal-ash tuff to the north of the intrusion: deformed and 
homfelsed, blue-grey tuffaceous, pyritic siltstone inter- 
layered with shale and limr~one: crystal-lapilli tuff: and 
intermediate volcanic flows. 

The pluton itself contains four main rock types with 
variable contact relationships including: pyro.xcnite. sycnite, 
“hybrid” and a later set of dikes (Figure I- IO- I). The 

intrusion is concentrically Toned, with a syenite core and 
pyroxenite forming an incomplete border between the 
remainder of the intrusion and the country rocks (Figure 
I-IO-?). The hybrid phase is characteristically in contact 

wilh the pyroxenite and has gradational contacts with the 
less mdfic syenitic rocks. Contacts between either syenite or 
hybrid and the pyroncnite are commonly sharp, such as 
along the thin strip of pyroxenite in the northwest pwd~t of the 
pluton. In other areas the syenite and hybrid clearly disrupt 
and hrecciate the pyroxenite. Late potassium feldspar megu- 
crystic syenite 10 mwxonite dikes cut the intrusion as well 
as the country rocks. 

Samples were collected from all rock types of the Rugged 
Mountzain intrusion. Each sample was cut and stained for 
potassium feldspar content. Feldspathoid staining on a sub- 
set of sanples using the method of Shand (1919) proved 
inconclusive, as the only stain which adhered to the samples 
appeared to he bonded to alteration assemblages. Further 
study of stained thin sections provided no evidence of 
primary feldsparhoid minerals. A summary of mineral 
occurrence in thin section is presented in Table I-IO-I. 



PYROXENITEPHASE 

The pyroxenite generally occurs at the margins of the 
pluton, but also outcrops in a single large mass in the 
northern pan of the intrusion (Figure l-10-2). At the north- 
west limit of the pluton a continuous strip of pyroxenite. 
5 to IO meres wide, separates country rock to the north 
from the syenitic rocks to the south. In this locality, contact 
relationships between syenite and pyroxenite are sharp, 
unfaulted and steeply dipping to the north. Near the eastern 
and southeastern contacts of the intrusion, the pyroxenite 
also occurs as a border phase, with the mafic content of the 
syenitic rocks increasing with increasing proximity to the 
pyroxenite. The pyroxenitr is brecciated by both syenite and 
hybrid and locally is cut by pink-weathering potassium 
feldspar wins. 

The unit is dark green to black in colour, medium grained 
and weathers recessively. Pyroxene and biotite are idrntifi- 
able in hand sample and the unit varies from strong to 
weakly magnetic. In places (e.g., the northern contact) the 
pyroxenite has malachite staining and pyrite which correlate 
to the copper and gold anomalies reported by Homestake 
(Marud, IWO). 

In thin section the primary mineralogy of the pyroxemte 
includes aegirine-augite, megnctite. apntite, titanite and bio- 
tite. Garnet also occurs as small anhedral crystals and in 
fractures. Aegirine-augite is the most common mineral and 
occurs as aligned, elongate euhedral crystals forming a 
cumulate texture. Optically the grains are strongly 
pleochroic and have discernible chemical roning. Magnetite 
and apatite are the next most common phases: the former 
occurs as interstitial subhrdral crystals or as irregularly 
shaped infillings between aegirine-augite and the latter 
forms small elongate prisms and stubby euhedral crystals. 
Biotite and titanitr are less common euhedral &rains. Red- 
brown m&mite garnet occurs as small euhedral &r”ins 
inl’el+rd to represent primary magmatic crystallization. 

Secondary and alteration minerals include chlorite ,ifttr 
aegirine-nugite (Sample INE ‘9 I-80-2). talc> e fracture t’il& 
ings and space-filling brown-coloured atndra, lite. The habIt 
and composition of this garnet mdicates that it is a sec:‘n~ 
ary mineral. 

SYENITE PHASE 
Syenite forms the core of the complex am generally lies 

in contact with the hybrid phw:. ‘The syeniti : rocks pl teed 
within this map unit are felsic to intermedi,.te. varying in 
colour index from IO to 60. The!! weather ligl It grey to pink, 
are medium grained and porphy~rmc with pot; wium fel,c!;p;r 
crystals up to 2 centimetres in length. 

Primary minerelogy of the syenitic r’vzks inclrdcs 
potassium feldspar, aegirine-aui:ite, garnet, i patite, tilxnitc:, 
magnetite, biotite and hornblende. Pla&io :lase wa.s not 
observed, which may be due to sericitizatic?. Alkali 1el(l- 
spar occurs as phenocrysts and as large intWstitial grsini. 
Hornblende occurs both as a primary phase ; nd as a pxii;ll 
replacement product of aegirine-augite. MeI2 nite garnet has 
two habits; euhedral, dark red crystals sugge ting a primary 
occurrence and light-brow~~ space fillin ;s commsnly 
including feldspar, apatite and lpyroxene. Th : latter habit is 
also primary. Titanite occurs as diamond-she1 bed, high-tf:licf 
phcnocrysts, identical to those xen in the py ,oxenite phax 
Biotite forms green and brown pleochroic subhedral 10 
euhedral crystals and is comn~onl:y spatially ssociated wifh 
apetite and/or magnetite. Secondary mil erals inc1uc.e 
sericite after feldspar, chloritr: ,~md hornblen le after pyro:c- 
ene and calcite infilling frxtlrres. 

HYURID PHASE 

The hybrid phase generally occurs beW:en the pyco:~- 
enite and the syenite core. It i!, gradational in :omposil:i’:n 1~0 
the syenite and is arbitrarily :xpamted fro n the sytnitic 

Sample No. Rock Type 

INE 78-2 Pyrorenite X 

TABLE l-10-1 
MINER1,. ASSEMBLAGES OHSERVE” IN THIN SECTl”N FOR RIIcxxD hlOlNrAlN IEITKIISI”E ROC cs. -_.- 

~~ Primary Pban :s secom 
PX Hbl Bi Ksp PI Gt Ttn Ap 0~ 1 Hbl C;t.- Chl Cc Q ,Ser 

X x I X 

INE 80-Z Pjwxenite X 
IKE 76-2 Hybrid X 
INE 115 Hybrid X 
INE 119 Hybrid X 
INE 336 Hybrid X 
INE 121 Syenite X 
NE 122 Syenite X 
INE 316 Syenite X 
INE317 Syenite X 
INE 320 Syenite X 
INE 322 Syenite 
INE 324 Syenite X 
INE64 Dike X 

X 

X 

X 
X 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
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X 
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X 
X 
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X 
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X 

JC x 
X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
X 

:X 
:X 
IX 
x 

X x 
x 
X 

X X 
X 
X 
X 
X 

-x.x- 
INE 73-2 Dike x 

INE 82 Dike x x x x x x x/x -.- 
Px pyroxene, Hbl hornblende, Bi - biotite, Ksp -potassium feldspar, PI - plagioclase, Gt - gmet, Ttn - titanite, A~I - apatite, 
Opq -opaques, Chl - chlorite, Cc -calcite, Q -quartz, Ser sericite. 



rocks on the basis of percentage of mafic minerals. The 
hybrid phase contains greater than 60 per cent dark- 
coloured minerals making it mafic in composition. The 
geological map for the Rugged Mountain intrusion (Figure 
I-10-2) marks regions where either the syenite or hybrid 
phase dominates. Much of the actual contact between the 
two phases could not be mapped because parts of the intru- 
sion are inaccessible. 

The hybid phase of the intrusion is fine grained, equi- 
granular and weathers a dull pinkish grey. Primary mineral- 
ogy of the hybrid includes feldspar, aegirine-augite, garnet, 
biotite, apatite, titanite, magnetite and hornblende. The most 
abundant mineral in this rock type is potassium feldspar, 
which occurs as phenocrysts and as interstitial grains. One 
sample contains myrmekitic intergrowths in the 
groundmass. The intergrowth may be between potassium 
feldspar and a feldspathoid (e.g., Kwak, 1964). although 
this has not yet been confirmed by x-ray diffraction. 
Aegirine-augite phenocrysts are less elongate than in the 
pyroxenite and occur in clusters with biotite and subordinate 
apatite and magnetite. Garnet varies from deep red to light 
brown in colour and is commonly euhedral. Apatite is a 
late-stage crystallization product with euhedral titanite and 
commonly occurs as inclusions in garnet, pyroxene or bio- 
tite. Secondary and replacement minerals in the hybrid are 
identical to those in the pyroxenite and syenite. 

DIKE PHASE 
The dikes of the Rugged Mountain intrusion represent the 

last intrusive event. They intrude the sedimentary rocks that 
surround the pluton and in places cut the intrusion itself 
(Figure I-10-2). The dikes are diverse in texture and in 
phenocryst mineralogy and probably represent a series of 
injections, although for this study they are grouped together. 
Included within this unit are trachytic to non-trechytic 
dikes, megacrystic to non-megacrystic dikes and dikes that 
are dominated by potassium feldspar or sodium feldspar 
phenocrysts. Also included in this group are a series of 
syenite pegmatites which outcrop at the margins of the 
pluton. Feldspar megacrysts in the dikes and pegmatitic 
syenite reach I centimetres in length. 

In thin section the rocks are seen to contain feldspar, 
plagioclase, garnet. hornblende, apatite, titanite. magnetite 
and augite. Biotite was observed in several hand specimens 
of the dike phase but was absent in the samples for which 
thin sections were prepared. Pyroxene occurs infrequently 
in this unit as small fractured phenocrysts. Titanite is com- 
mon in the dike rocks, but has a different habit than seen in 
the other intrusive phases. It occurs as elongate prisms with 
simple twinning along { IOO}. Garnet is present as large 
euhedral poikilitic grains. The garnet phenocrysts show 
euhedral growth banding and reach 1 centimetre in diame- 
ter. Titanite occurs as inclusions in the garnet and is aligned 
parallel to the crystal edges of the garnet. 

Secondary and alteration mineralogy seen in the dikes 
consists of sericite after feldspar and chlorite, and 
hornblende after pyroxene. Secondary quanz was seen in 
one section. 

GEOCHEMISTRY 
Chemical compositions, including major, minor and trace 

element concentrations of each phase of the Rugged Moun- 
tain intrusion were measured by inductively coupled plasma 
analysis with reported detection limits of 0.01 per cent. 
Ferrous iron was measured volumetrically for each sample 
and ferric iron calculated from the total iron oxide. Chemi- 
cal compositions are reported with the computed normative 
characteristics in Table I-10-2. 

CHEMICAL CHARACTEROFTHERUGGED 
MOUNTAIN SUITE 

Figure l-IO-3 is a chemical plot of alkalis against silica 
and indicates the definite alkaline nature of the Rugged 
Mountain rock suite. Silica content in the rocks ranges from 
35 to 60 per cent and spans the compositional range of 
ultramafic to intermediate rocks (e.g.. Philpotts, 1990). 
Within the intrusion, the syenitic rocks are the most alkaline 
and the pyroxenites plot as mildly alkaline. The dike rocks 
are similar in alkali content to the syentites. 

Chemically, the rock suite is strongly undersaturated with 
respect to silica. The calculated normative mineralogy 
(Table I-10-2) shows all intrusive rocks to be nepheline to 
nepheline-leucitc normative. Calculations in Table l-IO-2 
reflect the measured ferrous and ferric iron contents of the 
rocks, however, the undersaturated character of the norma- 
tive mineralogy is maintained regardless of the treatment of 
iron. These normative characteristics are somewhat at odds 
with the fact that neither nepheline nor leucite were 
observed in thin section. This may be due to alteration of 
intergranular feldspathoids in the original rock. 

There are several notable chemical trends within this 
suite of igneous rock compositions. Firstly, the pyroxenites 
have high concentrations of Fe,O,(T), CaO and PzO, rela- 
tive to other phases of the Rugged Mountain intrusion. 
Within the rock suite, the concentrations of these oxides 
strongly decrease with increasing SiO, content. Both TiO, 
and MgO, although less strikingly enriched in the pyrox- 
enite, exhibit similar patterns when examined against SiO,. 
Constituents characteristic of alkali feldspar, Al,O,, Na,O 
and K,O, all increase in concentration with increasing SiO, 
(e.g., from pyroxenite to dike rocks). 

Trace element data are plotted on a trace element discrim- 
ination diagram to differentiate between volcanic-arc gran- 
ites, syncollisional granites, within-plate granites and 
erogenic granites (Figure l-10-4). All Rugged Mountain 
rocks, save one of the hybrids, fall within the field of 
volcanic-arc granites. This correlates well with the tectonic 
setting proposed for the area (e.g., Souther, 1971: Monger, 
1977). 

The same chemical data are plotted on an AFM diagram, 
which is generally used to differentiate between calalkaline 
and tholeiitic rock series. Figure l-10-5 is used here to 
illustrate one of the remarkable chemical characteristics of 
the Rugged Mountain suite: as a whole the series is 
extremely iron enriched. The dike rocks and syenites plot 
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Na,O 
+ 

MAJOR ELEMENT “X,DF.S. TRAC,? ELEMENT COMPOSITIONS AND CALCUIATIID NORMATIVE 
MINERAL”GY OF RUw.x” M”UNTAlN INTRUSIVE ROCKS. 

Sample No. 18-2 80-l 16 115 336 121 122 316 317 320 322 324 -64 73-2 T2 -.--- - 
so* 38.90 31.59 46.43 47.13 48.56 51.86 52.51 53.72 50.42 51.11 54.12 51.52 6028 51.09 51.14 
Ti02 1.54 1.41 0.91 0.99 0.92 0.64 0.16 0.52 0.63 0.85 0.68 0.99 0.14 0.54 x28 
%03 3.20 4.41 15.24 15.23 15.52 19.29 19.26 20.78 18.93 18.71 20.35 20.09 :!I.06 19.21 13.88 
-24 9.80 8.05 4.23 4.10 3.66 2.53 3.12 2.25 2.61 3.30 1.18 2.43 0.80 2.03 1.04 
Fe0 10.10 9.45 4.93 5.21 5.09 2.81 2.19 2.03 2.11 3.6 3.25 3.21 0.85 2.33 1.01 
M"0 0.34 0.32 0.20 0.11 0.18 0.15 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.13 0.12 0.03 0.10 I.08 
M80 9.96 7.91 3.43 3.33 3.88 1.41 1.51 0.99 I.41 1.18 0.10 1.32 0.14 I.06 I.40 
cao 21.33 20.24 10.19 10.33 9.91 6.33 5.51 4.91 6.11 1.14 4.59 4.98 2.88 4.86 2.62 
Na20 0.81 0.81 1.16 0.19 1.38 2.45 3.24 2.96 2.23 1.15 2.25 2.34 5.29 3.79 1.87 
KS’ 0.06 1.23 1.73 7.03 7.54 8.68 8.21 9.03 8.49 8.51 10.70 10.24 1.49 RX0 11.18 
E 2.58 0.18 2.31 4.83 0.83 3.71 0.82 2.61 0.91 1.13 0.29 2.32 0.28 3.61 0.24 2.58 0.34 4.06 0.46 2.01 0.16 2.39 0.32 0.01 0.22 1.39 D.01 

2.93_144 176 
Tot.9 98.80 98.14 99.65 98.34 99.28 98.76 IW.49 100.14 98.81 100.06 lW.50 100.49 lC”Z.41 lW.62 19.53 -.--- - 
WJK’-I 21.02 18.55 9.11 9.89 9.32 5.65 5.56 4.51 5.15 1.30 4.19 6.00 1.14 4.62 2.23 

Trace Elem”, Co”ce”vatio”s ,ppm) -.- 
Sr 1038 1241 1909 2932 2554 ,603 1162 1505 2095 2157 ,105 1498 lfi14 2371 K 
Rb Cl0 24 152 I50 179 115 135 145 169 200 204 214 132 134 210 
Zr 52 68 81 61 58 85 93 71 80 80 67 48 105 134 16 
Y 26 23 22 7.1 19 20 22 26 20 22 11 18 <IO 18 It 
m 1 10 <5 <5 <5 10 8 6 <5 <5 <5 6 5 13 1 
S" 29 23 19 28 15 <15 <15 <I5 <I5 18 16 <I5 ~15 15 <15 

Calculated Normative Minerala,$y -.- 
Or 20.09 31.53 32.61 53.26 50.59 54.78 53.03 49.58 58.60 48.67 44.18 47.69 11.30 
Ab 2.00 1.99 6.79 0.55 33.30 19.94 8.11 
A" 4.99 4.96 14.11 18.03 14.22 16.61 14.01 17.20 11.52 18.44 13.91 14.58; 11.11 11.91 il.31 
Lc 0.28 6.01 21.62 4.62 10.21 1.40 4.00 11.08 
Ne 3.16 4.24 5.54 3.18 6.48 10.56 11.02 10.23 10.49 8.18 10.31 11.11 6.46 6.10 4.05 
Do 62.61 57.11 26.61 25.12 25.08 Il.83 9.21 5.45 11.41 14.81 7.04 1.711 X10 9.24 2.19 
W6 1.58 - 0.03 0.54 0.81 0.1, cl.31 0.22 
01 2.47 0.93 0.61 1.89 0.18 0.91 1.99 0.52 
CE 2.29 4.10 
Mt 14.61 13.40 6.71 6.66 5.80 3.91 4.63 3.31 4.30 5.01 3.63 2.28 1.19 3.04 1.51 
II 2.91 2.91 1.92 1.96 1.19 1.26 1.49 1.01 1.26 1.65 1.30 1.9:; 0.27 1.03 0.54 
Ap 6.21 5.83 2.06 2.04 2.22 0.12 0.69 0.59 0.86 1.12 0.38 0.7'~ 0.02 0.53 0.02 -- 
Sample numbers are without IN& prefix. Major and trace elements determined by ICP. Fe0 was mearured bg volumct~c aoal X 

-35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 7.5 
SiO 2 (wt %) 

Figure I-10-3. Compositions of Rugged Moun~nin intru- 
sive rocks are plotted as per cent Na,O+KIO WI,TIJS SiOl. 
Symbols correspond to pymxenitc (tilled circles), hybrid 
rocks (diamonds). syenitic rocks (triangles) and dikes (solid 
squares). 

Geological Fieldwork IYYZ. Paper lYY3.I 

toward the alkali apcx but the hybrid rocks a Id pyroxenites 
define a strong iron-enrichment trend that is chemially 
distinct from most other rock series. 

COMPARISON TO OTHEIR SIMILAR INTRUSION:~ 
Chemically the Rugged Mountain intru: ive rocks a~ 

very similar to rocks from the Averill intrusion, a small 
zoned, alkaline intrusion in the IFrankli~~ min ng camp wn~- 
prising pyroxenite, monzogabbl-a, monlodio ite, monr~mil:e 
and syenite (Keep, 1989, Keel? and Russell, 989; in press). 
Compositions of rocks from the Averill inrru: ion are pl,xtcd 
on an AFM diagram for coq:‘arison agair It the Rugged 
Mountain chemical compositions (Figure l-10-6). Ttle 
chemical patterns are very similar and share the prom lneat 
iron-enrichment trend establizdxd, by the py xxenites. This 
same chemical pattern is seen in the Kuger Complex tCur- 
rie, 1976) and the Duckling Creek body t Garnett, 1973; 
Woodsworth PI ul., l%Jl), both of which have mafic to 
ultramafic, silica-undersaturated rock types. 
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Figure 1-10-4. Trace element chemical compositions of 
Rugged Mountain intrusive rocks using symbols as in Fig- 
urcs l-10-3. 

FeO” 
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8’ 
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Figure l-10-5. AFM diagram with chemical camposi- 
Lions of Rugged Mountain rocks plotted wilh same symbols 
as used in Figure l-10-3. 

MINERAL CHEMISTRY 
Pyroxenes and garnets from each of the four different 

intrusive rock types were chemically analyzed with the 
Cameca SX-50 electron microprobe at the The University of 
British Columbia. Standard operating conditions (Keep, 
1989) were used including a I5 kilovolt acceleration voltage 
and a 20 nanoampere beam current. Count time on stand- 
ards and unknowns was 20 seconds and K-alpha peaks were 
used for analysis. Identical standards were used for analysis 
of the garnet and pyroxene unknowns. Where possible, 
grain cores and rims were analysed. 

The K-beta peak of titanium overlaps the K-alpha peak of 
vanadium, thus an empirical correction factor is commonly 
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.\ 
Na20 + KzO MgO 

Figure 1-10-h. AFM diagram of Rugged Mountain 
igneous rock compositions (filled circles) and chemical 
compositions of Averill plutonic rocks (Keep, 198% Keep 
and Russell. in press: Neill, 1991). 

required to eliminate the “apparent vanadium” counts 
induced by the presence of titanium. This factor was meas- 
ured by analyzing a titanite standard containing no van- 
adium and calculating the correction factor from the ratio of 
“apparent measured vanadium” to “known titanium”. This 
value was used to correct the vanadium measured in 
unknown phases containing titanium (e.g., m&mite garnet). 
The magnitude of corrections required was insignificant 
suggesting that, unlike many other instruments, the analys- 
ing crystals of the Cameca SX-50 are capable of discrimi- 
nating between the two overlapping peaks. 

PYROXENE ANALYSES 
Pyroxenes were analyzed for the elements Si. Al, Ca, Na, 

Fe, Mg, Ti, Mn and Cr. Representative chemical analyses 
are listed in Table I-10-3 with the calculated structural 
formulas: chromium was below detection limits in all sam- 
ples. Structural formulas were computed on the basis of four 
cations with adjustment of ferric-ferrous iron to obtain u 
best fit. 

Pyroxene compositions from the pyroxenite, the syenite 
and the hybrid are plotted in Figure I-10-7, which repre- 
sents the ideal solid solution series augite to aegirine (solid 
line). The Fe’ 1 Fe+? distinction derives strictly from the 
structural formulas calculation. Most pyroxenes are augitic 
in composition although in some pyroxenes there is up to 
20 mole per cent substitution of the aegirine molecule 
NaFe+‘Si,O,. Deviations below the ideal solid solution line 
represent the presence of other substitutions such as 
Ca-tschermaks pyroxene [CaAI(SiAI)O,]. There is little 
chemical variation between cores and rims of analysed 
pyroxene grains: where chemical zoning is present, mineral 
grains have rims with higher sodium and lower calcium 
contents. 



GARNET ANALYSES 

Garnets from each rock type were analyzed for the elr- 
merits Si, Al. Ca, Fe; Mn, Mg, Ti, Na, Cr and V. Sodium and 
chromium were below detection limits in all samples. 
Representative chemical analyses are reported with calcu- 
latcd structural formulas in Table I-10-4. Mineral formulas 
are based on eight cations with all iron treated as ferric. 

Two compositional varieties of garnet are found in 
Rugged Mountain rocks. Melanite, a titanium-rich 
andreditr, is the most common type annlysed and com- 
monly occurs as an igneous crystallization product in silica- 
undersaturated systems (e.g., Dingwell and Brrarly, 1985). 
The m&mite garnet is also interpreted to be a primary 
magmatic phase on the basis of texture. In the dike rocks 
m&mite occurs as euhedral, I-centimetre, chemically zoned 
crystals with titanite inclusions in a fine-grained sub- 
volcanic groundmass. The second and rarer type of garnet 
lies within the andradite-grossular solid solution which is 
commonly associated with hydrothermal alteration, meta- 
somatism, contact metamorphism or other nonmagmetic 
origins. Commonly these compositions are encountered on 
the rims of melanite crystals or as fracture fillings. The 
titanium content of these garnets varies from 0.2 to 0.6 
cations per formula unit. Representative analyses of both 
m&mite and andradite are included in Table l-10-4. 

Within the Rugged Mountain intrusion, m&mite garnet 
has a wide range in titanium content (Figure I- 10-X). Ding- 
well and Brearly (1985) state that titanium substitution 
occurs primarily in the tetrahedrally coordinated site replac- 
ing silica, but that titanium can also occur in the 
octahedrally coordinated site. The electron microprobe ana- 
lyses of Rugged Mountain m&mites are compared against a 
model solid solution line in Figure l-10-8. The data plot 
significantly abovr the model lint representing Si-Ti 
exchange. The figure shows that, even though there is a 
strong negative correlation between the two elements, the 

‘x,,, 

Figure I- I O-7. Electron mi,:mprobe analyu s of pymx- 
enes from all units of the Rug& Mountain in) rusion. Linz 
represents the solid solution Ibetwccn ideal au&e anl 
aegirinc. 

m&mites contain more titanium than car possibly be 
explained by vacancies on the tetrahedral site ,. Possibil tie,< 
for accomodating the titanium include replacil ,g some of’ the 
ferric iron with ferrous, thereb;! creating va :ancies in the 
octahedrally coordinated site for titanium. \‘anadium was 
also detected in the m&mite and is assumed o occur in thl: 
trivalent state and assigned to the octahedra site (Gotnes, 
1969; Meagher, 1982). 

Melanite appears to be an important acctx xy phase in ,I 
number of other alkaline intrurirms in Britist Columbia In 
addition to having similar rock types (pyre .enitelsyenite) 
and chemical compositions to the Rugged M mntain pl!lton 
the following intrusions contain m&mite; T, n Mile C”:e’< 
(Morgan, 1976). Duckling Crwk (Garnett, 1978: Wo,:‘ds- 
worth ef ul., 1991). Zippa Mountain (K.G. i .nderson, pet- 
sonal communication, 1992), Galore Creek (Allen e’f al.. 
1976; Meetch, 1965) and the: Averill (Keel and Rusxl’, 
1988, 1989, in press). Two otht:r alkaline intn sions repcne,J 
to have brown-coloured garnet as an accessor ’ phase art: thz 
Kamloops syenite (Kwak. 15164) and the F~ayfield River 
intrusion (McLean, 1973). The presence w ahsenmx of 
melanite has two consequences. Firstly. it is 1 clear in~ica- 
tion of the degree of silica understauration in these alla.lin: 
magma, where the feldspathoi,:ls are no Ion :rr preserved. 
Secondly, it may form a solid petrological basis for sut,- 
dividing or classifying Cordilleran alkaline plutons more 
finely. It appears to us that tb: Coppper 1lountain :a& 
(Woodsworth et al., 1991). which include i the RIJi:ged 
Mountain intrusion, includes many petrologi< ally dissinilx 
bodies which could be separated on the basi i of accessory 
phases. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Rugged Mountain pluton comprisz a suit,: c’f 

alkaline. strongly undersaturale~:l m&mite-he iring intxribe 
rocks. The intrusion is crudely zoned and (omprises four 
rock types: pyroxenite, syenite, hybrid and syenitt: to 
monzonite dikes. The zonation is from py~ oxenite al tte 



REPRESENTATIVE ELECTRON MlCROPHOBE MELANITE GARNET ANALYSES 
FROM RUGGED M”“NTAlN INTRUSIVE ROCKS. 

Unit Hybrid Hybrid Hybrid Syenite Syenite Dike Dike Gr- And 
. - .I15 SampleNo. 78 78 119 115 322 322 64 64 115 

Si0.j 32.57 32.35 31.09 33.48 34.87 34.06 30.92 35.12 33.83 35.92 
TiOn 6.62 3.70 8.07 4.41 2.63 2.24 8.94 2.12 4.34 0.61 

2.47 2.54 2.50 2.46 4.00 1.62 I .93 7.37 6.68 16.72 
v205 0.79 0.86 0.87 0.M) 0.32 0.31 1.12 0.67 0.47 0.23 
b0, 23.41 25.21 23.36 25.40 23.66 28.36 24.99 22.45 21.03 8.27 
MIIO 0.41 0.41 0.43 0.29 0.39 0.57 0.75 2.44 1.94 0.36 
W’ 0.39 0.31 0.52 0.12 0.21 0.20 0.37 0.25 0.32 0.02 
cao 32.16 32.39 31.70 32.61 32.78 31.95 30.92 29.90 30.86 36.66 
TOtal 98.82 97.77 98.54 98.85 99.06 99.31 99.44 103.32 99.47 98.79 

Si 
AI(N) 
Ti 
Al(W) 
Fe+’ 
V 
Mg 
Ca 

2.77 
0.23 
0.42 
0.02 
1.50 
0.04 
0.05 
2.93 

Mineral Structural Formulae Calculated on the Basis of 8 Cations 
2.78 2.66 2.84 2.92 2.89 2.61 2.69 2.81 2.g2 
0.22 0.25 0.16 0.08 0.11 0.20 0.11 0.19 0.18 
0.24 0.52 0.28 0.17 0.14 0.58 0.13 0.27 0.04 
0.03 0.00 0.09 0.32 0.05 0.00 0.61 0.46 1.36 
1.63 1.51 1.63 1.50 1.81 1.61 1.39 1.31 0.49 
0.05 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.04 0.03 0.01 
0.04 0.07 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.04 0.00 
2.98 2.91 2.97 2.94 2.91 2.84 2.64 2.75 3.08 

MntZ 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.17 0.02 
z Oxygen 12.14 12.03 12.14 12.06 12.06 12.05 12.18 12.13 12.11 11.89 

margins to syenite at the core. The zonation of the pluton 
suggests a relatively simple genetic relationship between the 
syenite. pyroxenite and the transitional hybrid. Miner- 
alogically, the rocks of the Rugged Mountain pluton share 
the same critical mineral assemblage of aegirine-augite, 
potassium feldspar, magnetite, apatite, titanite and magma- 
tic m&mite garnet. The continuity in mineral assemblage 
and continuum in modal proportions funher suggests a 
cogenetic relationship between all phases of the intrusion. 
The chemical character of the intrusion mirrors the field and 
mineralogical patterns. The chemical trends are smooth and 
continuous and the chemical characteristics (normative min- 
eralogy) are consistent throughout the suite. 

The presence of m&mite garnet and aegirine-augite 
throughout all phases of the intrusive further suggests the 
presence of a single evolving magma chamber. Electron 
microprobe analysis has shown a strong chemical linkage 
between pyroxenes from the syenite, the hybrid and the 
pyroxenite. The pyroxenes lie along the aegirine-augite to 
augite solid solution line. Similarly, electron microprobe 
analysis of m&mite garnets in all phases of the intrusion has 
delineated a continuum in mineral chemistry: high titanium 
contents in garnets occur throughout the rock suite. 

These observations suggest that the pyroxenite represents 
a cumulate phase of the original Rugged Mountain intrusion 
and that it is comagmatic the syenite. The hybrid appears to 
represent a transitional unit derived from later interaction 
between the syenite and pyroxenite. The syenite and 
monronite dikes are later yet and probably represent the last 
stages of magmatic activity. 

Other alkaline intrusions of British Columbia show some 
of the same characteristics, including: petrological zoning, a 

similar pyroxenite-syenite association, strong silica under- 
saturation, strong iron-enrichment trends, aegirine-augite 
and potassium feldspar dominated mineralogies and the 
presence of accessory m&mite garnet. Several show 
enough of these attributes to suggest a separate sub-class of 
alkaline intrusion (perhaps within the Copper Mountain 
suite of Woodsworth ef al., 1991). At the very last, the 
repetition of these chemical, petrographic and field relation- 
ships in other Cordilleran intrusions in British Columbia 
suggests a common mechanism operating throughout time 
and space 

0.7 

i 

Metmite Garnet Analyses 
x 

Figure I-IO-X. Electron microprobe analyses of garnets 
from all units of the Rugged Mountain intrusion. Line repre- 
sents the effects of ationic exchange between tetrahrdrally 
coordinated Si and Ti (see text). 
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GEOLOGY OF THE BEARSKIN LAKE AND SOUTHERN TATSAMENIE 
LAKE MAP AREAS, NORTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIP. 

(104Wl and 8) 
By J.A. Bradford and D.A. Brown 

KEYWORDS: Regional geology. Golden Bear, Stikine 
assemblage, Stuhini Gruup, Moosehorn batholith. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Golden Bear project was designed to provide a 

regional geological framework for exploration in the 
vicinity of the Golden Bear mine, and to expand on recent 
I: IO OOO-scale mapping by Jim Oliver (Oliver and 
Hodgson, 1989, 1990). Mapping of the Bearskin Lake 
(104WI) and the southern third of the Tatsamenie Lake map 
sheet (104K/X) was completed at 150 000 scale during the 
1992 field season. The project area is northwest of the 
Tahltan Lake sheer C 104G/13), mapped under the Stikine 
project in 1991 (Brown PI al., 1992: Figure I-II-I). 

-a -.-, 
milled from its opening in late 1989 to Augu t, 1992. The 
mine is located above the north aside of Bear! kin (Mud~ly) 
Lake. about 140 kilometres west of Dease !,ake. Access 
along the company road is restricted and t lkes appr’x- 
imately 4 hours from Dease Lak;:. A private 1 ravel airsl-ip 
is located just west of Bearskin L.&e and sew ces the mine. 
During the 1992 field season a helicopter wa’ based at the 
airstrip rind provided access to moyt of the m up area. 

The Golden Bear mine has produced about 3 504 000 
gams (I 12 670 ounces) of @I from 271 231) tonnes of ore 

Much of the area is a rolling Early (?) Mioc :ne peneplain 
comprising pan of the Tahlten Lake Plateau ‘Ryder, 1984: 
and is deeply dissected by U-:;haped and hat ging valleys 
Large alluvial fans charactrrix the upper r’:aches of !:he, 
Samotua River and pans of Barskin valley. P lpine glacier!. 
have carved a rugged landscape of ar@tes and Srques in ;ht: 
southwest quadrant of 104WI, Numerous large rock :,l:de:; 
are found throughout the map area, the mt~st prominent 
being the Bearskin slide (Sourher, lY71), curnntly the loca- 

- __-.- =:=-- ---.- 
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tion of the Golden Bear mine buildings and haul road. 
Debris from this slide dammed the creek to form Bearskin 
Lake and now covers about 2 square kilometres. It was 
derived from the area immediately east of the open pit. 

Accomplishments during the 1992 field season include: 
documentation of pre-Late Triassic deformation: division of 
Upper Triassic and older volcanic and sedimentary rocks 
into Stuhini Group and Stikine assemblage; and discovery 
of potential volcanogenic stratabound alteration within pre- 
Upper Triassic volcanic rocks. interpretation of strat- 
igraphic and structural relationships among lithologic units 
remains tentative due to the paucity of age controls. Sam- 
pling for conodonts (36 samples), radiolaria (2), mac- 
rofossils (4). and U-Pb (4) and K-Ar (2) dating should cast 
light on problem areas. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The project area is situated along the vextern edge of the 

lntermontane Belt. It lies within Stikinia, with the possible 
exception of metamorphic rocks in the southwest corner of 
104KIl. Previous mapping at I:250 000.scale by Souther 
(1971) identified an extensive unit of Triassic and older 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks (his Unit 4) containing 
Permian limestone in structural culminations. This unit has 
been subdivided into Upper Triassic Stuhini Group and 
Paleozoic Stikine assemblage. These rocks are intruded by 
Triassic, Jurassic and Eocene plutons. and are overlain by 
Tertiary volcanic rocks. The only Jurassic stratigraphy in 
the project area consists of a small, fault-bounded wedge of 
elastic sedimentary rocks of the Takwahoni Formation. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
PALEOZOK(?)METAMORPHIC ROCKS (Pm) 

Amphibolite-grade metamorphic rocks (Unit 5 of 
Souther. 1959, 1971) were briefly examined just south of 
the map area in the northwest comer of the Chutine Peak 
map area (104F/l6). A high-angle reverse(?) fault between 
these rocks and lower greenschist grade metavolcanic rocks 
(possibly Stuhini Group) was projected north to intersect a 
knife-edged nunatuk in the southwest corner of lO4Wl. 

The amphibolite-grade rocks include well-foliated poly- 
deformed schists of variable compositions, including: rusty 
brown weathering quartzofeldspathic biotite schist, 
amphibole(?)-chlorite schist (mafic metavolcanic rocks), 
marble, and orthogneiss (felsic sills?). 

This succession is tentatively correlated with the Bound- 
ary Ranges Metamorphic Suite that lies west of lower grade 
rocks of the Laberge and Stuhini groups and Stikine 
assemblage, as described in the Tutshi Lake and Tulsequah 
Glacier areas (Mihalynuk and Rouse. 1988; Smith and 
Mihalynuk, 1992). This belt of rocks may represent meta- 
morphosed Stikine assemblage as advocated by Currie 
(1992) for the Tdgish Lake area (104M). 

PALEOZOIC - STIKINE ASSEMBLAGE 
CARBONIFEROW?) LlMESTONE (CSls) 

Undated limestone exposed in structural culminations in 
the Samotua River valley and along the western margin of 

the Moosehorn batholith (Figure I-l l-2) is provisionally 
interpreted as the oldest unit in the project area, based on 
regional and stratigraphic considerations. The unit com- 
prises massive to thin and thick-bedded, white to medium 
grey, recrystallized limestone with dull grey siliceous layers 
and lenses. No bioclastic material or macrofossils were 
noted, possibly due to recrystallization and deformation of 
the limestone. On the west side of the large antiform strad- 
dling the Samotua River in 104K18 (“Samotue antiform”), 
well-bedded siliceous arbonate with chloritic laminx at 
the top of the limestone grades intu overlying chloritic 
metavolcanic rocks with carbonate layers. Although the 
contact is sheared, it is interpreted as stratigraphic. 

These limestone bodies, interpreted as Permian by 
Souther (1971). are overlain by a significant thickness of 
polydeformed metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks. 
Significant sub-Stuhini volcano-sedimentary sections over- 
lying Permian limestone are virtually unknown in Stikinia, 
but lithologically similar sequences below the Permian 
limestone have been described in the Scud River area and 
elsewhere (Brown a (I/., 1991). If the overlying sequence is 
pre-Permian. then the Samotua limestone could be Car- 
boniferous or older, assuming an upright stratigraphic suc- 
cession. In the absence of definitive fossil evidence, a Car- 
boniferous age is assumed. 

CARHONIFEROUS(?) - FOLIATED METAVOLCANIC 
ROCKS (CSv) 

Foliated, chloritic metavolcanic rocks of the Stikine 
assemblage contain lithologies similar to Stuhini Group in 
part, but are distinguished from them by the following 
criteria: 

l strong, penetrative flattening foliation (especially evi- 
dent in lapilli tuffs and pillow basalt) and phyllosilicate 
fabrics; 

l well-developed mullions and stretching lineations; 
l a “chloritic” green weathering colour, lacking the dis- 

tinctive red-brown weathering of Stuhini rocks; 
l in general, more and&tic compositions; 
0 greenschist metamorphic grade; 
l bright green colours on fresh surfaces. 
The dominant pre-Upper Triassic volcanic lithologies 

include: andesitic ash to lapilli tuff; feldspar and lesser 
augite-phyric tuff and flows; massive and&tic flows; lami- 
nated green and white, locally cnlcareous tuff; maroon and 
green tuff and flows; rare pillow basalt and argillite. In 
places, thin to thick-bedded grey and white recrystallized 
limestone up to 25 metres thick is present. 

A phyllitic foliation is common, but strain is variable and 
some outcrops have only a very weak foliation. Near the 
Bandit showing (Figure I-11-2). and southeast of the 
Samotua antifonn, relatively unstrained tuff and massive 
flows locally resemble Stuhini Group, and transitions from 
phyllitic to very weakly foliated rocks are abrupt. In some 
cases, massive diabasic rocks may represent Stuhini feeder 
dikes and sills. 

The age of the Stikine assemblage metavolcanic rocks is 
poorly constrained. Chloritic metavolcanic rocks at Sam 
Creek (Figure I-1 l-2) structurally overlie Upper Car- 



boniferous (Moscovian) Selsic volcunic rocks in ujhat could 
be an inverted strwtuml sequence; if xx il Moxwvian or 
older age is implied. Green and mxoo~~ phyllitic andcsitcs 
in southeastern I &&K/X resemble powly dated pwPel-mix 
volcanic rocks in the Chutine and Liltle Tahltan cuhnina- 
tions in IOJGII (Brown rf <I/.. lYY2). 

CARBONIFEROUSI’!) TUFF, VOI.CANIC 
SEDlMENTARY ROCKS AND AR(;II.LITE (CSvs) 

A distinctiw unit of well-hcdded tuff and sedimentary 
rocks crops out along the Samolua River south of the mouth 
OS Bear\kin Creeks Similar rocks are exposed cat of the 
Samotua Glacier in the south-ccnlml part of IOJKII. The 
unit consists of thin to medium-hcddcd. fclsic to intermed- 
ate ash luff. tuffaceou\ sandstone and al-fillite. Interheddcd 
volcaniclustic rocks and xgillitc are characterized by 
graded bedding. flume structures and xgillitc rip-ups. Hct- 
erolithic pebhle conglomerate with abundant chew-t and 
metawlcanic clasts is present locally. Minor limcstmx cu. 
carcous ush tuff and foliated pyroxene-phyric sills also 
occw within the sequence. The interhedded tuff and sedi- 
mcnts of Unit CSv\ wscmhlc the “siliceous unit” in the 
Scud River area (lWG/S, 6). which stl-atigl-aphically undcr- 
lies Permian limestone (Brown and Gunning. IYW). 

CARBONIFEROUSl?) - SEDIMENTARY ROCKS (CSs) 

Strongly deformed argillaceous sedimentary rocks occur 
within the Stikine assemblage melavolcanic sequence lneil! 
the mouth of Bcxskin Creek. They consist dominantly ol 
slate to argillaceou< phyllite. with [minor ash luff. silfsfone, 
and hnwn-weathering limestone heds and lenses up tu 0.5 
metre thick. The contact with overlying fnlialed volcanic 
rocks app&s to hc stratigraphic. 

A unique stretched-pebble conglomerate occurs nets the 
top of the sediment package and i\ exposed along the 
Golden Bear Imine road. This matrix-poor pehhle ttr cobble 
conglomerate cons~s almost entirely of \uhrounded felsic 
volctmic clxts, with minor black chet? or cherty argillite 
and black silty limestone. Wcanic clasts include well- 
laminated felsic luffs and plagioclase-physic ducite. All 
~oIcil~~ic clusts arr intensely aluxed tu an asxmhla~e ol 
fine-grained quartz, sericite and pyrite. .Thr conglomerate 
c~xtrsens upward over it thickness of ahour 5 mwcs. Clasrs 
have undergone marked ductile strain. with a length to 
width ratio averaging 3.4: I. The source of the felsic vol. 
canic clasts is unknown. 

UPPER CARRONIFKROUS - FEISIC TO MAFIC 
VOLCANIC ROCKS AND SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 
lucsvsl) 

A hetcrngeneou% section of foliated fclsic to mid’? w- 
canic rocks, argillaceous phyllite and litnestone structurally 
overlies thick Permian limestone at the head of Sam Creek 
(Figure I-I l-2). Similar felsic phyllite and carbonate can hc 
traced to the west xide of Misty Mountain, ushere they alw 
overlie a thick limestone package. 

At Sam Creek. Lwver Permian limestone is werlain hy a 
thin (100 m) unit ofchloritic metavolcanic rocks with inter- 
calated pink nxtrhle. This is in turn overlain hy a thick 
section (300-400 111 apparent thickness) of pale gwy. tan a 
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Batholith 

Figure 1-11-2. Geology of the Bearskin Lake and Tatsamenie Lake map areas (104K01/08), 
simplified from Open File 1993-l. 



UPPEX TRIASSIC - STUHINI GROUP (uTSv) 

The Stuhini Group comprises a thick package of volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks underlying most of the central por- 
tion of 104K/I and part of 104K/8. Stuhini rocks overly a 
variety of older unit>, including an inverted section at Sam 
Creek, along a pronounced regional unconformity. The 
basal ~ontxx is well exposed in two areas: Sam Creek and 
near the Bandit showing. At Sam Creek, weakly foliated 
pynnene and plagioclase-phyric Stuhini volcanic rocks 
overlie polydeformed chloritic phyllitr, dolnmitic lime- 
stone, argillaceous phyllite and siliceous phyllitc along a 
foliation-parallel disconformity. At Bandit, gently northeast 
dipping pyroxcne crystal-lithic lapilli tuff unconformably 
overlies strongly folded and foliated metawlcanic rocks. 
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showing (Figwe I-I I-2: Unit uTSp). Plagioclase crystals 
range up to 4 ccntimrtres in length. These hypahyssal intru- 
sions are interprrted as rubvolcanic hodie within the 
Stuhini ecrion. 

Brirtlriducrile shear f>thrics are locally prrscm in Stuhini 
rock\ throughout the map area. Bedding-parallel schistox 
fabric>. augcn-like \he;trsd feldspar phcnocry\ts. and tlat- 
tcnrd and stretched lapilli xr svidcnt north of the Golden 
Bcx aintrip. This arca is interpreted a> a contractional zone 
related to stt-ike-slip faulting. Elsewhere. shear fabrics in 
Stuhini rocks iire generally confined to steeply dipping. 
\hxpl>, delimited shear zones. Within these xv~es, intensely 
foliated chloritic schists contain layers and lrnscc of unfoli- 
atrd lock. A series of such zones east of the .Samotua 
Glacier contains steeply plunging “lozen~cs” of,unsheared 
rock and steeply plunging shear-related tolds wth drntl-al 
iliynlll,etry. 

LOWER JURASSIC - TAKWAHONI FORMATION 
(IJTs) 

A fault-hounded block of elastic rocks in the southeast 
umer of Tntssmcoie Lake map nrril is correlated with the 
‘T;lkwahoni Formation (Laherge Group), after Souther 

( lY7 I). The sedimentary rocks consist of dark grey to pale 
brown weathering. thin to medium-bedded. turhiditic. finr 
10 collrse-grained arkosic wnckr and intrrhedded shale and 
siltstow Graded bedding. flame structures and argillite rip- 
ups we common. Belemnoids and small. poorly preserved 
ammw~ites and carbonized plant stems were collected from 
the unit. suggesting an influx of terrestrial material into a 
tmarginal marine basin. A facies of subangular to sub- 
rounded polymictic pebble to cobble conglomerate contain- 
ing felsic to intermediate volcanic. chert, pranodiorite and 
limestone clasts is intercalated with the finer sediments. 
Suhloundcd limestone clasts. up to a metre in diameter, 
attest 10 the high-energy settin g for the conglomeratic 
facics. 

Structure within the fault wedge is complex, with well- 
exposed fXds and complex high and low-angle faults. Out- 
crops are locally strongly \hcared and fractured. and a 
spaced cleavage is evident in places. Clast\ in the cow 
glomrrate unit are unstrained, in contrast to those in Unit 
css. 

A single collection of ammonites obtained from the Tak- 
wahoni succession in 1992 were Early Jurassic (latest 
Pliensbxhian) in age (H.W. Tipper. personal communica- 
tion. 1992). This is the most southerly occurrence of Tak- 
wahoni Group in the Tulsrquah map sheet (Southcr. 1971). 

EOCENE - SLOKO GROUP (ESv) 
Slokn Group volcanic rocks are exposed in fault-hounded 

blocks along the western part of the map ilreil and in isolated 
areas below Miocene basalts along its eastern edge. The 
Sloko Group consists primwily of rhyolitic to dacitic 
pyroclastics, including heterolithic tuff-hrecia to lapilli tuft”, 
welded crysta-vitric tuft. and ash tuff. Minor andesitic luff 
1s also present. Flow rocks we less common, but include 
plagioclase and hornblende-phyric. massive or columnar 

jointed dacite. Very coarse hrrccias (clasts I m across) 
occur close to the hounding faults, and contain a variety of 
volcanic and granitoid clasts, quartz. feldspar and 
hornblende crystals, ash and vitric ft.agments. An extensive 
section of brown. rhyolitic volcanic glass with abundant 
drusy cit\,itirs is exposed north-northujrst of Tatsamenie 
Lake. 

A large. subcircular volcanic subsidence feature (here 
called the Samotua caldera) underlics an extensive area 
north of the Samotua Glacier (Figure I- I l-2). Faults hound- 
mg the eastern part of this structure dip steeply inward at 
h0” to X(P. The western limit is outside the map xw. Stuhini 
rocks ad,jxcm to the hounding faults are intensely sheared 
to chloritic schist. and locally hrecciated by post-shearing 
brittle deformation. In the northwest comer of 104WI, 
douwdropped blocks of Stuhini schist. up to 200 meres 
long. occur entirely within Sloko tuffs. 

Uranium-lead dates overlapping the Paleocene-Eocene 
boundary have been obtained for rhyolite near Graham 
Inlet, I25 kilometres to the northwest (104M. M.G. 
Mihalynuk, unpublished data. 1992). Potassium-argon dates 
are slightly younger. ranging from 48 to 5.1 Ma for Sloko 
tuff in the Yehiniko Lake area and for the correlative Ben- 
nett Lake extrusive rocks (D.A. Brown, unpublished data; 
Lamhert. 1974, respectively). 

TERTIARY(?)- POLYMCTIC CONGLOMERATE 
(Tcg) 

A poorly indurated, polymictic conglomerate forms an 
isolated subcrop under Miocene tlows in south-central Tat- 
samrnie Lake map area. It resembles unconsolidated gravel, 
however, some clasts are cemented to each other and 
medium-grained wacke talus was also found. The clasts 
include dacitc. felsitr and plagioclas~.porphyritic andesire, 
hclieved to he derived from Sloko Group. Granitoid and 
pre-Stuhini phyllite clasts are also present. 

The poor induration and abundance of presumable Sloko- 
derived clasts suggests this unit is Eocene or younger. It 
may correlate with Tertiary. fault-controlled deposits such 
as thnse in the Yehiniko valley (Brown and Greig, 1990) 
and Tuya R&r (Ryan, 1991) areas. 

MIOCENE(?) - BASALT FLOWS (Mb) 
Subhoril-ontal, columnar jointed olivine basalt Ilows 

occur in tw areas, along the eastern edge of the map area 
and 4s a small erosional remnant southwest of Tatsamenie 
Lake. These basalt flows have been correlated with the 
Level Mountain Group (Snuther, 1971). The Level Moun- 
tain edifice (Hamilton, 1981) is a continental sodic alkali 
basalt shield volcano. Potassium-argon dates from Level 
Mountain span a range 14.9 to 5.3 Ma (T.S. Hamilton, un- 
published data, 1981). 

Age dating of columnar jointed basalt and intercalated 
felsic tuff at “Shark Peek”. in the southeast corner of 
104K/X, suggests that at least some of the basalt flows are 

Eocene. At Shark Peak, thin vitric-crystal tuff lenses are 
overlain by columnar jointed, porphyritic olivine basalt. 
This is in turn owrlain by a distinct white-weathering 
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rhyolite ash and vitric~crystal-lithic lapilli tuff unit, which is 
capped by similar porphyritic, vesicular or amygdaloidal 
basalt flows (A. Pantelcyev, 1964: Figure I-I I-R). A hi&w 
K-Ar date of 54.Si I.6 Ma was obtained from the middle 
rhyolite tuff, while whole-rock K-Ar dates of JY.l)i I .4 Ma 
and 38.91 1.2 Ma were obtained from the lower and upper 
basalt flows (A. Pantclryrv, unpublished data. lY76). The 

whole-rock K-Ar dates from the basalt may he significantly 
older than the true age due to excess radiogenic a’fon and 
isotopic fractionation during analysi\ (c:f Souther rf (I/.. 
19X4). However, the stratigraphic bracketing of the Sloko- 

age rhyolitr luffs is good evidence for an Eocene age. 

INTRUSIVEROCKS 
Intrusive rocks underlie approximately 25 per cent of the 

map area and fall into three broad age gnups: Late Triassic. 
Jurassic and Eocene. Most of the southeast quadrant of the 
Bearskin Lake sheet is underlain hy part of il Iargc body, 
here called the Mooseh~m~ batholith. which shares many 
attrihutes with the Hickman batholith in the Tclcgraph 
Creek map area. As in the Chutine River Tahltan Lake 
map area, the plutons are quartz pow compwxl to sume of 
those in the Scud River area Foliation defined hy aligned 
hornblende crystal\ is another characteristic of ~nany ol 
these plutons. 

Availahlr age cunstraints include Late Triassic K-Ar 
dates on the Kakctsa stock, just east of the project area, and 
two new. Late Triassic U-Ph age determinations from plu- 
tons north of the pn,ject area (Oliver and &bites, 1993. this 
volume). An additional four samples are being processed 
for U-Pb and K-Ar dating as part of this project. 

LAW TRIASSIC 
MOOSEHORN BATHOLITH 

The Moosehorn batholith underlies an area of ahout 560 
square kilometres, including the entire southeast third of the 
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Figure l-l l-3. Schematic stratigraphic column in the Shark 
Peak area, from A. Panleleyev (unpuhlishcd data). 
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MM UI.TH-\RIAFITE 

Elongate uhramafic halies along the southwcstcm cdpe 
of the Sam batholith probably reprerent an early or mal-final 
phase. A marginal bone of pyrorrnitr and homhlenditc 
blocks and irrcpular hlohs within the diorite gmddes outwnrd 
info fine to coarse-grained ulivine clinupyroxenitc. locally 
with minor interstitial pla$ioclase. The wrs,trrn conf+ ,of 
the largest of the ultrumatltes IS faulted. wth wpentm~te 
along the fault. Fibrous swprn~inr occws in na’r~w veinlels 
in one of the Smalley- ultramafic pods. The Sam ulrramafite 
is correlated with the Polari\ Ultramafic Suite, which 
includes Alaskan-lype ultramafitcs. such as the Gnat Lakes 
and Hickman ulwamafic complex\ (Nixon ?f (il.. 1989). 
Diffexnccs include the lack of a concentric zoning and the 
ahscnce of dunire at the Sam body. 

Prc\ious interpl-etaions considered these ultramafic 
bodies to br slivers within deep-seated fadt hones which 
delineated the northern extent of the fault systems. 

.The Ramtut stock comprises a quartz mon~omte phase 
and an “albiliw” phase. which intrude weakly foliated 
hornhlcnde diorirs of pl-ohahlr Late Tria\\ic age. The diorite 
is similar cr)mposilionally and runrurally to the Moosehorn 
batholith. The quxl, monamifc. intcrprctcd as Early Terti- 
xy by Wheeler and McFrelcy (199 I). is believed to he 
Middle Jurassic. on the basis of ils unfoliated character. 
sharp con1ac1x. and relationship to the alhitits phax. from 
which a whole-rock K-AI- date of I7 I ?6 Ma wa\ obtained 
(Hewgill, 1985). The quart{ monronite phase has heen 
sampled for U.-Ph and K-Ar dating. 

Medium to fins-grained hornblende quartz monronite to 
monzonife underlies a triangular peak northeast of Misty 
Mountain. It appears co ,oradr westward into the albitire 
phase. In contrast to the Triassic plutons, the Ramtut stock 
is massive and unfoliated. with sharp. discordant conracts. 
Contact mec;unorphic effects include actinolitr needles 
identified up to 3 kilometres away from the intrusion. and 
skarnified limcslonc and calcareow tuff at the toe of the 
glacier north of Misty Mountain 

The alhitite phase is a sill-like projection from the Ramtut 
stock which follows the contact between Upper Car- 
honiferous phyllite and carbonate and overlying~mafic tuft.. 
It compl-ises euhedral alhite and quartz in a tine-grained 
groundmass of alhite. quarrr and hornblende, together with 
accessory apatite. spheric and ilmenite (Hewgill. IYXSI. The 
alhite content varies from 60 to 45 per cent. and rexfurr 
varies from porphyritic to suhequigranular. Bright pl-ten 
hornhlcnde is variably choritiLed. Comparison of major 
element analysts of the albitite and quartz monLonitc shows 
an increase in NaZO (to an average of 8.8%) in the alhititr 
with a corresponding decrease in K&I (Hewgill, 1985). 
The alhitite is interpreted as a product of magmatic- 
hydrothermal sodium metasomatisrn. 
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MINOR INSTKUSIONS 

Numerous plagioclasr porphyry and hornblende p&i”- 
claw porphyry dikes crop out east of the Ramtut stuck near 
the West Wall faulr. A Middle fu Late Jurassic age for some 
of these dike\ is infcrrcd on the basis of a hornblende K-AI 
date of l56+5 Ma (Schroeter, lYX7j. 

Numerow small plugs and dikes of possihlr Jurassic or 
Eocene age intrude the weslrm Imargin of Ihe Moosshorn 
batholith. Many of them are buff to orilnpe-wcath~ring. 
suhcl-owdsd plagioclasc-phyric monzonite fo quart/ 
monlonitr with small primary hiotits and homhlende 
grains. Abundant fine-grained potassium feldspar in the 
groundmass may he of secondary origin. A slrunp 
carbonate-srricite alteration overprint is common. 

Coarse-graincd hornblende fahhro outcropping northcast 
of the mine above the Bearskin slide w&s assigned a Jurassic 
age hy Oliver and tiodgson (1989). presumably because of 
its lack of a tectonic foliation. 

TERTIARY 
The voluminous Eocene plutons that comprise much of 

Ihc Coast Belt lie west of Ihe map boundary: however, two 
small granitic stock\, and numerous plagioclase-porphyritic 
and felsite dikes are interpreted tu be related to this intrusive 
w,te. 

SAMOTUA GLACIER STOCK 
A small (IO Km’). plagioclase-phyric pranodiorite stock 

underlies the eastern side of the lower part of the Snmotua 
Glacier. along the marein of the Samotua caldera. The stock 
comprises medium-grained. subcrowdcd to uncrowded pla- 
giuclase porphyry, with 25 to 75 per cent plagioclass phe- 
nocrysrs up to I centimetre long in a matrix of plagioclese, 
quartz. minor potassium feldspar and up to IS per cent 
biotite and hornblende. 

SHESIAYSTOCK 
The Sheslay stuck intrudes Permian (?) limestone. mafic 

melavolconic rocks and !he Moosehorn batholith in the 
southeast corner of 104WI. The stock consists of massiw, 
very fresh, coal-se-grained. potassium feldspar mrgacrystic 
biotite hornhlcnde granite. Prominent jointing is charac- 
teristic here as in other Eocene plutons west of rhe Stikine 
River (Brown and Gunning. 18X9). 

MINOR INTRUSIONS 

Dikes of probable Sloko age occur throughout the map 
area. These are commonly plagioclase and/or quartz-phyric 
rhyolite or dacite, ranging up to 10 metres wide. A swarm of 
felsic dikes occurs along the margin of the Samotua caldera, 
dipping steeply inward toward the hounding faults. These 
dikes also intrude Sloko pyroclastic rocks, and therefore 
represent a late stage of caldera development. A prominent 
iron carbonate alteration halo extends about 30 metres into 
mafic volcanic rocks (Unit CSv) on either side of a IO- 
metre-wide Sloko rhyolite dike, 2 kilometres south of the 
Bandit showing. A narrow swarm of buff-weathering, 
locally xhatled dacitic dikes trending northeasterly across 



the Moosehorn batholith 9 kilometres south of Moosehorn 
Lake is also included in this suite. Elsewhere, Sloko dikes 
are locally clay-&ered and associated with silicified, 
pyritized or clay-altered haloes. These examples indicate 
that at least some of the prominent alteration zones in the 
area can be attributed to Eocene intrusions and hydrother- 
mal activity. 

STRUCTURE 
Structural interpretation of the Golden Bear area is hin- 

dered by the lack of stratigraphic control in sub-Stuhini 
units and by the paucity of Jurassic or younger stratigraphy. 
Inversion of stratigraphy beneath the basal Stuhini uncon- 
formity, and a significantly greater amount of strain in rocks 
of the Stikine assemblage is consistent with at least one and 
possibly two pre-Late Triassic phases of deformation, fol- 
lowed by an erosional interval. Post-Stuhini, Early Jurassic 
deformation is consistent with an Early to Middle Jurassic 
age for mineralization at Golden Bear. Faulting is complex 
and dominated by a strike-slip regime. Preliminary inter- 
pretation of timing of various deformation events relative to 
stratigraphy and intrusive episodes is illustrated in 
Figure l-11-4. 

FOLDING 

PHASE l(D,) 

The oldest structures recognized are centimetre to metre- 
scale recumbent i\oclinal folds (F,) of compositional layer- 
ing. These are especially common in thin-bedded siliceous 
phyllitr and carbonate of Unit uCSvsl, but occur in all pre- 
Stuhini lithologies. A micaceous penetrative fabric (S,) 
parallels axial planes of F, folds (Plate l-l l-l ). The orienta- 
tions of D, folds and fabrics vary widely, depending on the 
effects of later folding. No large-scale recumbent structures 
were defined, but their presence could explain possible 
inversion of Paleozoic stratigraphy at Sam Creek. Alter- 
natively, if the basal contact of Unit uCSvsl is a thrust, 
thrusting may have occurred during D,, as the contact is 
deformed by Fz folds (Figure I-I l-2). Age of D, is loosely 
constrained as post-Early Permian to pre-Late Triassic. 

PHASE Z(D,) 

Penetrative fabrics developed during Phase I deformation 
are refolded by Phase 2 chevron folds (F,). Phase 2 folds are 
upright to gently dipping, gently to moderately plunging, 
tight to open folds. Penetrative fabric development associ- 
ated with Phase 2 deformation is uncommon. although a 
spaced cleavage (S,) is evident locally. Phase 2 linear fab- 
rics, including mullions, crenulation lineations, mineral lin- 
rations and stretched clasts, are common in lithologies with 
well developed S, foliations. The stretching direction is 
colinear with F, fold axes. 

Small-scale F, folds are ubiquitous in thin-bedded 
lithologies of Units CSv and CSvs along the Samotua River 
and south of the Bandit showing. Orientation of these folds 
varies widely between domains. A domain of tight, north to 
northeast-trending Fz folds with an east-vergent asymmetry 
occurs west of the Moosehorn batholith along the Samotua 

River. Folds of very similar structural so yle trend cast- 
northeast, south of the Bandit :ihowing. The differing xicn- 
tations may reflect preexisting F, fold shapes. Pd San 
Creek, a series of northwest-plunging anti Forms ant syn- 
forms deforms the contact b~eween Units ‘Is and uCS\sl. 

Unequivocal F, folds were not observed i I Stuhini Group 
rocks, and no mijor F, fold axes were tra able fro?1 the 
Stikine assemblage into the Ijtohini Group. rhe intexity of 
F, folding in Unit CSv implies significantly greater coritrw 
tion in Stikine assemblage tha~n Stuhini Grc up rocks. I‘hcse 
observations suggest that DI ~may reprrser t a seco~nd epi- 
sode of pre-Stuhini deformation. Although t uncations of F, 
folds were not observed at ix: basal Stuhir i unconformity, 
at the Bandit showing, steaply dipping, bliated Stiklne 
assemblage metavolcanic rocks locally und xlie genvly dip- 
ping, unfoliated Stuhini Group pyroxne CI ystal-lithi,: tuff. 
North of Sam Creek, Stuhini bszd,ding is stn cturally c~mf,a- 
mable with S, foliations and recumbant isc:linal fold axial 
planes in the underlying Stikine assemblag :. 

PHASE 3 (D,) 
Evidence for a third pha:;e of folding i ; found a~ S,~I 

Creek, where an open, northea:it-trending fc Id (“Sam Crc:ek 

4*av 
0 = K-Ar 

+ = U-Pb 

D4, 

D3 

D2 

Dl 

Figure 1-l l-4. Schematic stratigraphic cot tmn comrrared 
with regional intrusive and dcformational e ents. Isol~cpic 
dates are from: (I) Panleleyev (unpublished ,%~,a); 
(2) Schroeter (1987): (3) Hewgill (1985); i?) Oliver ;and 
Gabites (1993. this volumt:): (i) Hamiltor (unpublisxd 
data). Preliminary attempts to delineaw the structural tt.a- 
twes of the map area suggest: D, =recumber [ and isoclinal 
folding (also thrusting?): D,=folding rneta norphic S&a- 
tions, chevmn~style; D,=reSolding to prods e D,/D,? in:l:r- 
ference patterns: and D,= fold!: and faults in Takwahoni 
Formation. 



Plate I-I l-l. Phase I recumbant isoclinal folds, Unit uCSvsl, southwest of Misty Mountain. 

antiform”) is defined by a conspicuous limestone unit in 
chloritic metavolcanic rocks (Unit CSv). This fold, and 
related northeast-trending folds above Bearskin Lake, 
clearly involve rocks interpreted here as Stuhini Group. 
Interference between F, and F, folds produces a broad 
dispersion of S,,~, fabrics, and a square, domal surface 
exposure of the Permian limestone. Phase 3 folding modi- 
fies the orientation of F, axes, which are commonly doubly 
plunging throughout the map area. Variable orientations 
observed for F, fold axes are compatible with broad, 
chevron-style refolds, although this variation may also be 
due lo the influence of F, fold geometries. 

There is no overlying Jurassic stratigraphy to constrain 
the timing of D,. However, if mineralization at Golden Bear 
is late Early to Middle Jurassic, then it is probable that 
deformation involving Stuhini Group took place in latest 
Triassic to Early Jurassic time. This might have involved 
both F, folding and sinistral (?) movement along the “Ophir 
break”. Evidence for Norian to Hettangian deformation has 
recently been documented in the Iskut area (Henderson 
er al.. 1992). and post-Norian, pre-Toarcian deformation is 
described in the Yehiniko Lake area (Brown and Greig, 
1990). 

PHASE4(D,) 
If pre-mineral deformation at Golden Bear is Early 

Jurassic, then east-trending chevron folds and faults in the 
Pliensbachian Takwahoni Formation probably represent a 
fourth phase of deformation. South-directed folding and 
thrusting south of the King Salmon fault is linked to Middle 
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Jurassic (Bajocian) convergence of the Cache Creek and 
Stikine terranes (Gabrielse, 1991). Deformation of the Tak- 
wahoni may plausibly be ascribed to this event. 

Late kink and box folds of highly variable orientation 
(but generally trending northeast to southeast) affect most of 
the phyllitic rocks. These may also be related to the Middle 
Jurassic event, although a younger (Tertiary?) extensional 
origin is also possible. 

FAULTS 

Faulting in the Golden Bear area is dominated by north to 
northwest-trending high-angle, strike-slip faults, which are 
significant in representing first order structural controls on 
gold mineraliration. Excellent exposures in the Golden Bear 
open pit (Plate I-1 1-2) shed some light on the structural 
style of these faults, but the direction and amount of slip are 
controversial. A northeast-trending, dextral fault (Moose- 
horn fault) bounds the west side of the Moosehorn batholith, 
and post-dates the north to northwest-trending faults. 
Eocene normal faults bound the Samotua caldera, and 
coeval faults affect older units to the east. 

OPHIRBREAK 

The “Ophir break” is an economically important fault 
zone that extends at least I5 kilometres from Bearskin Lake 
to Tatsamenie Lake, and possibly another IO kilometres to 
the Samotua River. The break is the primary structural 
control for the Golden Bear deposit. In the mine area, it 
comprises several anastomosing fault strands across a width 



of 50 to 100 metres or more. Fault dips within the zone 
rnnge from 65” to the east through vertical to locally over- 
turned to the west. Small-scale flats along fault bends are 
believed to constitute dilational zones significant in localiz- 
ing gold deposition (Schroeter, IY86). suggesting local 
reverse slip. Faults in the mine area typically comprise up to 
several metres of brccciated pyritic rock and sulphide-rich 
g”“gC 

Fault strands in the deposit area bound at least two m:!iot 
silicified carbonate lenses. The main carhonntc lens in the 
pit is up to SO mrtres wide, and is in c~nti~~t acres\ the Bear 
fault with carbonate-altered Stuhini Group mafic volcanic 
rocks to the east (Plate I-I l-2). About I.5 kilomctres north 
of the mine. in the Fleece Bowl area. the break diucrges into 
two main strands, rhc eastern Black fault and the western 
Fleece fault. The Fleece fault is called the West WUI fault 
north of Sam Creek (Figure I-I l-2) 

Fault grooves and slickensides on faults along the Ophit 
break have dominantly shallow plunges. Reconstruction of 
offsets required to produce the Totem stlulird carbonate 
lem and the smaller lenses in the deposit area suggests the 
possibility of both sinistml and dextral motion at different 
times. Faults hounding the Totem lens dip steeply outward. 
giving the lens an “inverted canoe” morphology (D. Keddy, 
personal communication. 1992). Its configuration suggests a 
possibility for oblique-sinistral slip along the west-dipping 

fault which is the western howdary to the len:. Dextrai :;lip, 
on the order of IS00 metres, could pn)ducc the series of 
smaller carbonate lenses which ~oc;ur sooth c F the interirc- 
[ion of the faault zone with the main bod I of Permian 
limestone. 

Timing of movement along the Ophir bt:ak is po;lrl:i 
constrained. Although it clea.1:; cuts Stuhir i Group. it is 
possible that pre-Stuhini faull:ing aca~mpan cd F, aml Fz 
folding. The main period of strike-slip ml ~vement rest- 
dated Stuhini Group. possibly xcompenying ;A folding .~n I 
transpressional tectonic regime. This i\ con:istent wit11 a? 
Early to Middle Jurassic (Schromzter, 19X7) age for the trlain 
period of mineralization. Post-mineral fault movemwt is 
indicated by the juxtaposition of intensely s licified arhcw 
nate and very weakly altered wlcanic rock, at Totrnl, as 
well as by hrecciated silictfled limestone an< pyritic ;gwge 
within brittle shears. Latest motion could he Gcen: clr 
younger. 

FAULTS WIST OF THE OI’HIR BREAK 

Northwest-trending. left-wpping en e, helon deutr;rl 
faults hound a contractional zone northwe ;t of Beankin 
Lake. The Limestone Creek fault juxtaposes Permian lirw- 
stow on the east with Stuhini Group on the vest at the wect 
end of the lake. Feldspar-phyyic basalt we ;t of the fault 
contains 8 strong, south-dippirfg shear fahlic with a;ynt- 



merrical porphyroblasts indicating top-to-the-nonh shear. 
Shear fabrics die out down-section to the north. About 
4 kilometres to the north. fel\ic phyllites correlated with 
Unit uCSvsl overlie mafic to intermediate meravolcanicc 
along a strep reverse fwlt. Feldspar and augite-phyric tuffs 
and diorite in the footwall of this fault are also strongly 
sheared, with asymmetric feldspar porphyroblasts again 
indicating top-to-the-north motion. Steeply plunging felt 
lineations along the Limestone Creek fzntlt indicate probable 
late (Eocene?) normal slip. 

HIGHWAYFAULT 
The Highway fault (so-called because it parallels High- 

way Creek in south-central 104IU8) trends subparallel to the 
Ophir break and dips steeply to the northeast. East of the 
mine. in the Fleece Creek area, the Highway fault has an 
apparent reverse sense of motion, putting hangingwall 
Stikine assemblage foliated volcanic rocks, phyllite and 
limestone on Stuhini Group mafic ash tuff. North of Sam 
Creek. the Highway fault forms a prominent linear of brec- 
ciated. iron carbon&c altered rock where it cuts through the 
Sam batholith. The partially fault-bounded sliver of lime- 
stone south of Sam Creek may represent the sheared-out 
limb of an Fz fold. South of Bearskin Creek, the Highway 
fault appears to split into several splays with an apparent 
reverse sense of motion. while changing in orientation from 
north fo northwest. This is consistent with dextral slip. 

MOOSEHORKFAKJLT 
The Moosehorn fault is a north-northeast trending zone of 

brittle and brittle-ductile shearing intruded by numerous 
dikes along the west side of the Moosehorn batholith. Iron 
carbonate and hematitic alteration, silicification and brec- 
ciation affect some of the instrusive rocks along the fault. 
Copper mineralization associated with intense quartz- 
carbonate alteration and quartz veining was noted within the 
fault zone west of Moosehorn Lake. In the northeast comer 
of IOlWl the fault curves toward a more easterly orienta- 
tion. Dextral slip is inferred by preservation of a down- 
dropped block of Takwehoni sediments in an extensional 
fault-bend graben in this area, and by the northeast-trending 
dike swarm south of Moosehorn Lake. 

MINERAL OCCURRENCES 
Prior to this study, 25 known showings in the project area 

were listed in MINFILE. The most striking visual features 
are prominent brown-weathering and extensive iron carbo- 
nate alteration zones, including those mapped by Souther 
(1971) on the north and east side of Tatsamenie Lake. 
Known showings and alteration zones are shown in Figure 
I-l l-5. The most significant category of showings, which 
includes the Golden Bear mine, consists of silicified zones 
in limestone that are associated with high-angle faults and 
contacts with volcanic rocks. Occurrences are summarized 
in Table l-11-1. 

STRUCTURALLY CONTROLLED SILICIFIED 
ZONES IN LIMESTONE 

The Golden Bear deposit is one of several silicified zones 
in carbonate hostrocks in the map area. Others include the 
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Fleece and Totem zones on the Ophir break, the Ram-Tut 
and Slam, as well as new zones in the Sheslay limestone 
(southeast comer of 104K/I; Figure I-l I-5). and west of 
Shark Peak (southeast comer of 104KiX). Mineralization 
occurs as irregular, fine-grained silica replacement zones 
with lesser dolomite, rather than as discrete quartz zones. 
Skarn mineralogy is absent. Multiple phases of silicification 
are indicated by silica-healed breccias. Chalcedonic quaxtz 
is present at the Slam showing, and may occur at Golden 
Bear (D. Reddy, personal communication, 1992). Voltxnic 
rocks in fault contact with siliciiied zones are commonly 
iron carbonate or pyrite-sericite-chlorite altered. 

Significant differences exist among the showings in this 
category. Golden Bear and Fleece are unique in having gold 
grades in excess of 8 grams per tonne, while only erratic 
values in the 1 to 3 grams per tonne range have been 
obtained from the Totem. Slam and Ram-Tut prospects. At 
Golden Bear, while good grades are obtained in silicified 
limestone, a significant portion of the ore is pyritic fault 
gouge, suggesting possible upgrading of gold values during 
post-mineral faulting. Golden Bear and, to a lesser extent, 
Fleece, contain abundant pyrite, while Totem and Slam are 
sulphide poor. A small masive sulphide pod has been 
reported at Ram-Tut. Golden Bear and Fleece are charac- 
terized by a typical epithermal geochsmical signature (ele- 
vated A&, As, Sb, Hg and Te) and no base metals. Slam is 
similar, although tellurium has not been reported, while 
Ram-Tut contains both high arsenic, antimony and mercury 
and local base metals (Zn, Pb and Cu). It is not known 
whether the base metal and precious metal mineralization at 
Ram-Tut represent a single mineralizing event. 

The Golden Bear. Fleece and Totem zones all have an 
obvious relationship to faulting along the Ophir break, 
which has controlled emplacement of fault-bounded carbo- 
nate lenses as well as creating pathways for hydrothermal 
fluids. Ram-Tut and Slam also appear to be associated with 
high-angle faults. At Ram-Tut, brecciation and silicification 
are concentrated along the contact between Permian lime- 
stone and structurally overlying phyllitic rocks. 

Various relationships to intrusions are evident, making 
generalizations about timing controversial. At Golden Bear, 
Fleece and Totem, five K-AI dates on sericitic alteration 
range from 177 to 205 Ma (Schroeter, 1987). providing 
strong evidence for an Early to Middle Jurassic mineralizing 
event. Mineralization at Ram-Tut occurs beneath the 
albitized phase of the Ramtut stock, suggesting a possible 
relationship with Jurassic intrusive activity. At Slam, clay- 
altered Eocene quartz feldspar porphyry dikes trending sub- 
parallel to major fault structures occur within the main 
silicified zone. At Fleece, a Tertiary (?) sericite-pyrite- 
altered feldspar porphyry dike is mineralized in the hang- 
ingwall of the Fleece fault. This suggests that at least some 
hydrothermal remobilization of Fold occurred in the Tert- 
ary, possibly due to Eocene motmn along the Ophir break 
together with coeval intrusion of Sloko dikes. 

The Ramtut stock represents the only surface expression 
of Jurassic plutonism in the map area. A genetic link with 
the Golden Bear deposit is possible, but difficult to prove. 
Better data on the age of the pluton and tighter constraints 
on timing of mineralization are needed. Analysis of regional 
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Figure I -I I-5. Mineral occurrence localities Srom MlNFlLE database, RCS sample sites, and approximate claim c istribution 
illu\trated by hatched area (haied on June, 1992 records). Occurrences are described ill Table I-1 I-l. 

geochemical survey (RGS) stream-sediment geochemistry 
for the project area shows that seven out of twelve multi- 
element anomalies involving gold. silver, arsenic, antimony, 
copper, lead and zinc occur in drainages centred on the 
Ramtut stock. This suggests that it may represent the ther- 
mal centre which generated hydrothermal fluid circulation 
focused along major faults as far away as Golden Bear. 
However, the evidence presented above suggests that this 
style of mineralization may also be related to Eocene intro- 
sive activity. 

IRAN CARBONATE (-QIJA:RTZ - Sut WIDE -’ 
ALB~TE - K-FELDSPAR ‘. HEMATITE) ZONE:? IN 
VOLCANIC Rocks AND IYTRUSION:, 

Large gossans are widwpread in v,slcanic r~ick.s 
throughout the project area, from the non, side of Tat- 
samenie Lake to the Bandit poperty at the s )uth end cf the 
Bearskin Lake map area. For the most part, hese zoner. are 
controlled by steep north-northwest-tn nding faults, 
although north of Tatsamenie ILake an east- west structural 
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TABLE 1-11-m 
“ESCRlPTlONS OF M,NF.RAL 0CC”RRENCES IN THE SO”THERN TATSAMENIF. LAKF. MAP AlwA s (104Kw NTI, ZONE 08 

-.- --.. 
HlNFlLE Name UTM Description it !‘ere”ces -.- ~-.. 
104K014 me 6464BooN Ctav alteration. au&? veinim with wite. molvbdenite. ChalcoDnite in aoarh 53 3”e”so” 

673500 E feldipar porphyly quartz mokontt~ &ci ’ 
0.024% MO, 0.026% Cu/24 m (chip sample). 

Magnetite pad* up to 3 m wide along quartz monronite-limestone cortact: minor 
pyrite. chakopyrite. 

(1 376) 

104KO34 NOmY 646SSWN 
672800 E 

s nen*ma 
(1 372) 

G itrath (1gW 104K 035 

104K 037 

,04K 042 

104K 080 
IO4K 097 

104K 081 

I04KW 

104K 092 

104K 098 

104K 104 

I04KtO5 

Bing 

Tot 2 

Sam 

Ram, Tut 

TV&? 
Ounce 
Notch 

Misty 

Spire. Nie 
3 

Tot 

Shoulder 
Vein 

A 

6471500 N 
6&82WE 

6468250 N 
65xoOE 

646045ON 
667650 E 

6462310 N 
651120 E 

64644CQN 
65&4coE 

64614xlN 
6672CG E 

64655WN 
656300E 

646-N 
660450 E 

6461BOON 
673450 E 

6463150 N 
673500 E 

6465603N 
659200 E 

64642WN 
657400 E 

64645OON 
668BSOE 

6463ooO N 
658550 E 

6.464600 N 
66345OE 

646OEJlN 

Disseminated chatcopyrite-motyWenle in quartz-feldspar alteration zones skarn 
with pyrite, chatcopydte, motybdenite adjacent to feldspar porphyry st,XIc 

Chatcopyite veinlet to 10 cm wide in chlorite schist: assayed > t ,096 Cu. ‘I 4.6 git 
Ag. 

Pyriie, arsenopyrite. stibnite in quattz-carbanate veinlets in metavokanics. 

Disseminated and fracture-controlled pyrite, stibnite. tetrahedrite and 
semimassive sphalerite in silicified brecciated zones near top of lime!~tone. Six 
ddh, with values to 2.4 gn Au. 335 gR Ag0.6 m. 

North-trending quartz vein up to 1 m wide with semimassive pyrite in gmphitic 
sediments along the West Walt fault. Up to 14.0 @ Au/O.3 m. 

Quartz-carbonate breccia zones with pyrite, sphalerite, chalcopyrite. ga,Iena. Up to 
2.7 gR Au, 13.6% Zn in grab samples 

Pyrite. chabopyiie, stibnite in phyltitic felsic volcanics cut by fault. 
One ddh with up to 3.61 g,? Au/2.26 m. 

Iron carbonate altered m&turfs with up to 2.7 gfi Au in grab sample!s. 

tron carbonate altered metatuffs with up to 7.3 @Au in grab samplezs. 

Ouartz vein with semimassive pyrite. local chakopyite in sheared nxaRcs, 
Up to 16.1 git Au in grab samples. 

Quark veins with semimassive Pyrite. Gn, stibnite. Chatcopyiite. Sp in chtoritized 
mafics. Up to 15.3 gR Au in grab samples. 

StratabOund quartz-sericite-pyrite aiferation zone in foliated mafic “oIcani<:s; 3.0 
PPm A9 6aW. 

Semimassive pyrrhotite. chalcopyrite in sheared. silicified dioiie. maks along 
shear; 6 ppm Ag. 1.48% Cu (grab). 

150 x 3w metre gossan in sheared diortte; up to 10% pyrite. pyrrhot,te. 

Stratabound quartz-serictte-pyrite aiteration in foliated mafic tuff and 

Bwmand 
\n anon (19831)~ 

s lanncm 
(1982) 

B ua*et (rstw, 

B mvn and 
” ‘alto” (1983 I) 

” ranon (19slb) 

” Mb” (1964b) 

F. csean (199:) : 

h cBean (1X9:‘) 

E645COE limestone; cm-thick pyrite-arsenopyrite layers; trace chalcopyite. .- 
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grain becomes more prominent. Lithologies represent a 
signficant secondary control, as on Tangent Ridge, where 
alteration is locally subparallel to bedding in Stuhini tuff. 

These zones comprise a variety of alteration assemblages, 
including iron carbonate, quartz-carbonate, quartr- 
carbonate-pyrite, and quartz-sericite-pytite. Iron carbonate 
alteration appears to be the most common, although some 
iron carbonate zones contain quartz vein and silicified brec- 
cia zones, representing more tightly focused, higher tem- 
perature portions of the systems. At the Bandit prospect, 
silicified zones contain significant albitic alteration 
(J. Howe, personal communication, 1992): albite or 
potassium feldspar may be more widespread in many of 
these zones. Quartz-poor, carbonate-rich assemblages tend 
to have very little sulphide, although specular hematite is 
ubiquitous. Quartz veins commonly contain pyrite and 
tetrahedrite, with stibnite reported from several localities. 

Several quartz veins with gold and base metal sulphides 
occur north of Sam Creek between the Highway fault and 
the Ramtut stock. These include the Two Ounce Notch, 
Shoulder Vein and Honk showings. Semimassive pyrite, 
lesser chalcopyrite, and locally sphalerite, galena and stib- 
nite occur in these veins, which locally contain gold in 
excess of I5 grams per tonne. 

Numerous shear zones with chlorite-pyrite or iron carbo- 
nate alteration contain fracture controlled and disseminated 
chalcopyrite. These are most common in the Stuhini Group, 
especially on Muse Ridge west of the Highway fault, and in 
Late Triassic diorite. Although widespread, these do not 
appear to represent systems of appreciable sire. 

The iron carbonate gossans were probably produced by 
the same hydrothermal systems that produced silicified 
zones in carbonate hostrocks. The different style of altera- 
tion reflects lithological control. Evidence for timing of 
mineralization in these zones is equally equivocal. Although 
Sloko-age dikes are associated with some of these zones, it 
is not always clear that there is a genetic link. It is possible 
that more deeply seated Jurassic intrusions were heat 
sources for most of these systems. 

STRATABOUND PVRITIC ALTERATION ZONES 
IN STIKINE ASSEMBLAGE VOLCANIC ROCKS 
(VMS ?) 

A previously unreported, prominent pyritic alteration 
zone occurs in Stikine assemblage foliated matic to inter- 
mediate tuff east of the Samotua antiform in southeastern 
104W8. The metavolcanic rocks structurally underlie cherty 
argillite in a tightly folded sequence. The alteration zone is 
up to 10 metres thick, subparallel to foliation and composi- 
tional layering, and is exposed along a strike length of at 
least 50 metres. Assemblages grade from chlorite-pyrite 
with minor epidote and carbonate, to sericite-pyrite and 
quartz-sericite-pyrite. Up to 5 per cent disseminated pyhrite 
occurs locally. Although no massive sulphide is exposed at 
this location, the style and orientation of this alteration zone 
suggest the possibility of a volcanogenic massive sulphide 
system. A similar. thinner stratabound alteration zone with 
centimetre-thick pyrite-arsenopyrite layers was noted near 

the southeast edge of the Sam batholith north of the Golden 
Bear mine road. 

The volcanogenic massive sulphide potential of Paleo- 
zoic volcanic rocks of northern Stikinia is well known; 
however, very little exploration for this type of deposit has 
been done in the southeastern quarter of the Tulsequah 
sheet. 

CLAY (-PYRITE:) ALTERATION ZONES IN 
SLOKO GROUP 

Several conspicuous acid sulphate alteration zones up to 
I kilometre across are exposed along the margin of the 
Samotua caldera in Sloko Group lapilli tuff and breccia. 
Alteration is dominated by clay, with minor sericite, quartz, 
and locally 2 to 3 per cent disseminated pyrite. Hydro- 
thermal activity was probably late synvolcanic, with fluids 
focused along active faults near the caldera margin. Similar 
alteration occurs locally as haloes around Sloko dikes ut- 
ting volcanic rocks or diorite. Little exploration has been 
done on Sloko volcanic rocks in the project area, although 
the geologic setting suggests potential for both bulk-tonnage 
and bonanza epithermal gold mineralization. 

PORPHYRY COPPERANDMOLYBDENUM 
Several porphyry copper and molybdenum occurrences in 

southeastern 104K/8 and northwestern 104514 were 
explored in the 1960s and 1970s. Molybdenum-copper 
showings include the Fae (MINFILE 104K 014) and Bing 
(l04K 035). Although neither showing was visited, map- 
ping in the vicinity suggests that both are related to young 
(probably Eocene) quartz monzonite porphyry intrusions 
(c$ Souther, 1971). Very fresh dikes intruding Triassic 
diorite and Stikine assemblage near the Bing showing con- 
tain embayed quartz and abundant fine-grained biotite. Near 
the Fae prospect, an intensely clay-altered feldspar por- 
phyry cut by quartz stockwroks is interpreted as an Eocene 
plug. Work by Kennco in the early 1960s identified equi- 
granular biotite quartz monzonite and potassium feldspar 
porphyry phases of this intrusion. Disseminated molyb- 
denite. chalcopyrite and minor galena and sphalerite occur 
along its western flank. Magnetite pods occur in meta- 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks northwest of the plug 
(Norm showing: MINFILE 104K 034). 

Numerous copper-only occurrences to the east of the map 
area in 1041/4 centre around the Kaketsa stock and several 
smaller Late Triassic diorites. Only minor chalcopyrite was 
noted locally in Triassic diorite bodies in the Golden Bear 
area. 

MINING AND EXPLORATION ACTIVITY 
North American Metals Corporation continued mining 

from the Golden Bear open pit this summer. The mill was 
running at up to 500 tonnes per day, well above its designed 
350 tonnwper day capacity. Underground mining along the 
Bear fault and parallel structures is proceeding and plans for 
next summer include open-pit mining the headwall of the 
current pit (D. Reddy, personal communication, October 
1992). 



In addition to mining, North American Metals had a three 
component exploration program: drilling along the Ophir 
break aimed at defining additional underground “re 
reserves; detailed I: lOO&scaIe mapping “f the Totem and 
Fleece Bowl prospects; and mapping and sampling “n all 
peripheral claims included in its mining lease. Activity 
outside the immediate mine area was conducted by the 
parent company, Homestake Exploration Limited, on the 
Ran-Tut, Bandit and Slam claim groups. This included 
detailed mapping, s”il and rock sampling, induced polarire- 
tion surveys and trenching. 
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GEOCHRONOLOGY OF ROCKS AND POLYPHASE DEFORMAT ION, 
BEARSKIN (MUDDY) AND TATSAMENIE LAKES DISTRIC’I, 

NORTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 
(104W8, 1) 

By Jim Oliver, Teck Exploration Ltd. /Queen’s University 
and Janet Gabites, The University of British Columbia 

.-. 

KEYWORDS: Geochmnology, zircon, U-Pb dating. Tat- 
samenie, Sam Creek, Icy Pass. 

INTRODUCTION 
This report presents the preliminary results of a series of 

zircon dates on the supracrustral and intrusive rocks 
between Bearskin (Muddy) Lake and Tatsamenie Lake in 
northwestern British Columbia. These dates are used in 
conjunction with a geological map to develop a hypothesis 
for the sequence of polyphase rock deformation in this area. 

Although the dates in this paper are preliminary, only one 
may change significantly with the results of further analysis 
which is in progress. 

The project arca is located approximately 140 kilometres 
west of Dease Lake (Figure I-12-I). During 1988, 1989 and 
1990 detailed 15000 and I: IO 000.scale maps were con- 

pleted XI’OSS an atea extending from the north side of 
Bearskin (Muddy) I.ake to the north shore of Tatsamenie 

Lake. These maps form a portion of ;I Ph.1 1. project by 
Oliver and are available in an open file fo .mat (Oli.;er. 
1993). Map coverage of this and related areas at a l:Sfl 000 

scale has recently been cwnplt:tr:d by Bradfol d and Bnwn 
(1991, this volume). 

PREVIOUS WORK 
The general stratigraphic and structural relationships of 

the upper Paleozoic and Mesozoic rock\ in th: Tatsamenie 
Lake tmx were first documented by Southrl (1971). The 
first paleontological confirmatinn of the Early Permian age 
of the limestones and other cwbonate rocks on the north 
side of Tatsamenie Lake was made by Mon,:er and IRsss 
(1977). 

The study area has been tbr focus of r~:onnilissxi~cc 
exploretion programs for base: and precious metals c~:,n- 
ductrd intermittently since the 1960s. The gc ~logy of par- 
phyry copper-molybdenum and gold occur mces in the 
northwestern parts of the map area was descrit cd by Hol:by 
(1976) and Cukor and Sevensm:l (I971 ). Pn cious m,zl;ds 
reconnaissance programs conducted by Che\ ran Minenls 
Limited during the early 1980s culminated in he discovxy 
and development of the Goldw Bear gold deposit. -‘he 
results of these field programs art: documented in a serie of 
assessment repons (Brown antI Walton, 1983 Shaw. I’184 
and others). Stratigraphic and structural char xtel-istics 01 
the Golden Bear mine area have been described by Schrz~e- 
ter (1987) and Oliver and Hodgson (I9XY). Gr ?logical rt,‘t- 
tionships in the northern half 111 the study ar :a bwr hi:rn 
outlined by Oliver and Hodgsc’n (1990). 

U-Pb GEOCHRONOLOGICAL M: ZTHODS 
Zircons are separated from finely crushed 0 tu 40 kilo- 

gram rock samples using a wet shaking table. heavy liqwd: 
and magnetic separator. The concentrates are i ?lit into III;@ 
nrtic (M) and nonmagnetic INMI fractions ancl hand pieced 
to 100 per cent purity as required, Concordant: is impr’a red 
by air abrasion techniques (Krogb. 1982). Che nical dis:wlu- 
tion and mass spectrometsry follow the procedures 01 
Krogh (1973). A mixed ~~‘sPb-:!~;U-‘~35L~ spike is used Il’ar- 
rish and Krogh, 1987: Roddick~ c’f al., 1087). Jrenium..l:ad 
date errors are obtained hy individually pr ,pegating all 
calibration and measurement Llncertaintics through the 
entire date cnlculation and sumining the indivi, lual contribu- 
tions to the total variance (Nin,:c. 1980). The sotopic ~:om~ 
position of initial common lead is based on 11 me Stacey 3°C 
Kramers (1975) common lead growth cuw:. The &‘?a) 
constants are those recommendal by the IUG! Subcomrnis. 

ldegroot
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T,4BLE 1-12-l 
Cl-P,, ZIRCON DATA FROM SAMPLES IN THE MI!DDY (RFXRSKIU) 

AND TATSAMF;NIE LAKE AREAS 

Fraction:'2 wt u3 Pb3 2oaPb ZmPbpMPb 2"Pb/238tJ 2mPb/z% 2olPbpmPb 
Magnetic&sizesplil W ppm wm % Measured4 ratio*%10 ratiot%lo ralio*%lo 

"ate*20 Dale*20 Date*Zo 

ID 2 
a NM2A,3%br 

~94+74p 
b M2A,l%br 

-94+74p 
c M2A/l%br 

-74+44p 
d MZA/l"abr 

~74+44p 

ID 5 
a NMZA,l"abr 

-74p 
b NMZA/l%br 

~74+44p 
c MZA/l%br 

~74+44+l 
d ML5A,3"abr 

-74+44p 

W-254 
a NW.A,l"abr 

+104p 
b NMZA/l%br 

-104+74p 
c NMZA,l%br 

-74+44j+ 
d MZA/l%br 

+74p 

,%-AD 
a NMZA/l"abr 

~104+74p 
b NMZA,l%br 

~74144P 
c MZA,l%br 

-74p 

Febic pyroelastic Latw 18'18" Long 132"2@12" 
0.21 94.4 5.46 16.69 319 0.04879(0.342) 0.3544(0.662) 0.05268(0.501) 

307.1+2.0 3os.o*3.5 315.1*23 

0.3 41.4 2.05 11.60 943 0.04808(.120) 0.3499(.336) 0.05279(.295)4 
302.7+0.7 304.7+1.8 319.7t13.5 

0.1 126 7.01 16.96 289 0.046!)2(.186) 0.3361(.889) 0.05196(.797) 
295.6+1.1 294.2A4.5 283.706.9 

0.41 124 6.42 13.04 ,147 0.04871(.363) 0.3540(.405) 0.05270(.124) 
306.6?2.2 307.71-2.1 316.0+5.7 

F&k pyroclstic Lat58" 15'24- Long 132" 21'15" 
0.23 80.1 4.41 15.48 360 0.04779(.336) 0.3438(.573) 0.05218(.406) 

300.912.0 3w.o*3.0 293.3+18.6 

0.1 49.6 2.94 17.58 206 0.04903(.202) 0.3622(.878) 0.05357(.779) 
308.6e1.2 313.x*4.7 353.0236 

0.24 89.7 7.96 29.14 95 0.04930(.785) 0.3576C2.62) 0.05261(2.18) 
310.2+4.8 310.4*14 312+103 

0.62 79.8 3.98 11.54 2132 0.04842(.407) 0.3534(.422) 0.05294(.090) 
304.8t2.4 307.3t2.2 326.2?4.1 

Grllnodiorite Lat5*- 21'3W Long 13*- ,8vcr 
0.9 302 11.1 7.94 2431 0.03706(.065) 0.2678(.110) 0.05242(.066) 

234.6+0.3 240.9+0.5 303.6t3.0 

0.1 631 32.2 22.52 140 0.03459(.448) 0.2493(1.58) 0.05228(1.29) 
219.2f1.9 226.Ok6.4 297.5+60 

0.3 154 5.49 9.07 921 0.03484(.061) 0.2447(.216) 0.05095(.182) 
220.8*0.3 222.3tO.9 238.4+8.4 

1.01 3.55 12.1 8.07 14180 0.03475(.393) 0.2424(.394) 0.05060(.016) 
220.2*1.7 220.4+1.6 222.5*0.8 

Hornblende diorik Lat58"22'15" Long132"ll'W 
0.2 286 18.3 29.17 86.5 0.03393c.739) 0.2420(2.60) 0.05172(2.15) 

215.1z3.1 220.0*10.3 273*102 

0.4 81.7 2.92 10.53 872 0.03457(.133) 0.2550(.307) 0.05351(.249) 
219.1?0.6 230.721.3 350.4*11.3 

0.10 448 18.1 16.42 271 0.03353(.452) 0.2502(1.19) 0.05412(873) 
212.6+,.9 226.724.8 376*40 

Notes: Analyses by J.Gabites.1992,in the geochronologylaboratory.Depar~nen~ofGeologicalSciences,U.B.~ 
IUGScanvenlionaldecay cons~nls(SteigerandlPger,1977)are:238U~=1.55125x1O~~oa~~, 

23sU~=9.8485x10~~~a~',238U~35U=137.88 am,,, ratio. 
1. Cohmn one gives he label used in tile Figures. 
2. Zirconfractionsarelabelledaccordingtomagneticsusceplibililyandsire. NM=nonmagneticatgivenamperes 

onmagneticscparator,M = magnetic. Sideslopeisgivenindegrees. Abr= airabraded. 
The~indica~eslirconsaresmallertllanihestated mesh(inmicrons),+cryslalsarelargerlhanthestatedmesh. 

3. U and Pbconcenlralionsinmineralare corrected for blank U and Pb. Isotopiccompositionoflaboratory Pb 
blankis206:207:208:204 = 18.16:15.614:38.283:1.OO,basedon ongoinganalysesoflotalpmceduralblanks 
of37 * 5 pg(Pb)and 6 * 0.5 pg(U). 

4. lnitialcammonPb isas.sumedtobeStaceyand Kramers(l975) modelPbofiheageofthezmPb/z"Pbdate 
foreacb frac1ion. 
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&ion on Geochronology (Stciger and Jiiger, 1977). Concor- 
dia intercepts are hased ott the York (1964) regression and 
Ludwig (19X0) error algorithm. Errors reported for the raw 
U-Ph data are one sif”u: those for final dates and show” “n 
concordia pl”ts art‘ WI) sigma (95% confidence limits). 

The analytical results for zirco” from ft,ur rock samples 
are summarixd on ‘Table I-12-1 and depicted graphically 
on Figure I- 12-2 (:1-d). Sample locations are shown 011 
Figure I 12.3. 

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS 
AND INTERPRETATION OF U-Pb DATA 

Sample ID-2 was taken from the massive, pwrly hedded 
felsic volcanic rocks which structurally wrrlie the carhw 
nate rocks exposed on the northwest shore of Tatsamenie 

Lake. Felsic flows and ash luff:; are the lik:ly protol I:h. 
These rocks arc stnqly deformed and in thi 1 sectiw r.re 
ohscrvcd to he composed of weakly co” pwitior~ally 
layered and recrystallixd qtwtr, with le:scr feldsxtr 
lanwllae, and a weak. micaceo.ti, slightly cre tulated fr, it- 
tion. The Arcow separated from ,:his rock are :Iur. coIc”r- 
less, doubly terminated prisms. Their asp~t r ttiw arc tvp- 
ically I :I.5 to 3. Fluid inclwi~uu and apat~te lathes ;.re 
visible in so”w crystals: where pcxsible tryst; Is cwtaining 
inclusions were not used in tht: ;analysis. 

The four fractions analyxd illI plot close to c”“cordia 
(Figure I-l 2.?a). Two fractioris (h and c) h; ve lost ‘lead. 
There is no indication “finherited zircott in thi sample. ““he 
lower limit on the age of this xmplr. 31J7?2 Ma. is gi,,rn 
hy the mea” “f the z”fiPh/‘~XIJ dates frmn I he two 110~1 
c~~~xdanl fractions (a and d). These anal! ses are It,xt 
affected by analytical errr~r in the drtrrr~Cnat on of 2’14Pb. 
The sample cannot be older tha,l the ““Phi” 5Pb front the 
most concordant fraction; thus the opper limit on the q:t’ “1 
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this rock is given by the mean of the “‘/Pb/“‘“Pb dates for 
fractions (a) and (d) at 316.5&S Ma. Field relationships do 
not provide further constrG~ts on the age of this volcanic 
rock. 

SAM CREEK FELSIC VOLCANICS (SAMPLE III-S) 

This sample was selected from a felsic volcanic rock 
exposed immediately north of Sam Creek. These rocks 
differ macroscopically from those exposed on the north side 
of Tatsamenie Lake only in the slight increase in the per- 
centage of mefic mineral phases and more intensely 
developed phyllitic cleaxtge. They are interpreted to be 
fine-&rained, poorly stratified felsic pymclastics. 

The zircons separated from this sample are clear, colour- 
less to light tan euhcdwl prisms with uspcct rations of I :? 
to 3. Clear lluid inclusions and apatite laths arc visible in 
about 20 per cent of the crystal\. No inherited cores are 
visible. 

The four fractions analyzed cluster near concordia (Fig- 
ure I-12.2b) between 300 and 310 Ma. similar to sample 
ID-2. The zircons in ID-5 clearly contain an inherited zircon 
component and appear not to have lost lead. The best 
estimate of the age of the rock is given hy the lower 
intercept of a least squares regression at X01.8+2/-4 Ma. 
The average age of the inherited lend is I.SZO.7 &I. Errors 
are increased slightly by including fraction (c) with n large 
error ellipse, but the date is not changed. 

SAM BATHOLITH, GRANOIHORITE 
(SAMPLE 89.254) 

A weakly foliated to unfoliated granodiorite extends 
across the eastern edge of the map area. The intrusion cuts 
rocks as young as the Upper Triassic Stuhini Group. The 
batholith is cut by albite dikes which have given a K-Ar 

19X5). and b:i 
elongate, clinopyroxene-rich, Alaskan-ty.je ultramafi: 
bodies of indeterminate age. 

The zircons separated from [hi:; sample were ;tlmost all 
hrokcn fragments of clew, coIo~,rIt:ss , whhy :uhedral irys- 
tills. Three 01‘ the four fraction? a nelyzed defir e a chord .wit:1 
a Iowcr intercept of2 I8Z1.6 Ma (Figure l-12 -2~). Inhet.ite81 
lead is indicated with an average age of 0.98 1 ;a. The Iburt 1 
fraction has a lerge error ellipse and low “‘“I’b/‘“-‘Pb rltiw 
The zircons in this fraction have probably sut ‘ered lead loss 
and contain inherited old lead. Additional dictions lt~or? 
this sunple are presently being analysed to mprove t ws: 
age constraints. 

ICY PASS DI~KITE (SAMPI 190.HD) 

The sample is taken from unt: of the la rper po@yry 
cupper-molybdenum and gold occurrences in the tnortb 
western pan of the map area. A.way from th: tmain hydrc- 
thermal alteration zone, thesm: rocks are m :diun-grained 
hornblende and plagioclase-phyric diwites. rhey are foli- 
ated only along their contact twrgins and are cut by qunw 
feldspar-porphyritic dikes and rhyolite di~.cs. The dike 
rocks are probably equivalen,. to, or young r than. SI ;~kw 
type intrusions. 



The /ircons separstcd from sample IYO-HI) are clear. 
colourless. euhedral. stuhhy prismatic crystal\. Approx- 
imately half of the cry\~ls were broken and il small propor- 
tion contain clear tluid inclusions or apatite laths. No inhsr- 
ited core\ were pnwent. The three fractions analyzed thus 
far xc diwordant and form il cluster such that a leilst 
squares rc:ression is not possible (Figure I-I?-2d). The 
discord;mce of the three fractions rufgests the presence of 
an inherited zircon component. It i\ unt~.wal for three dis- 
cordant fractions with different sizes and magnetic suscep- 
tihilitia to clt~ster in (hi\ way. 

The data set i\ in\ufficicnt to establish a precise emplxr- 
~mcnt age for the body, and analysis of additional zircon 
fractions is now in progress. A maximum age limit for the 
rock is cstahliihed hy field relations. The hornblende dioritc 
intrudes the San batholith which we have dated at 
2IX.01.3.6 Ma. 

STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL 
OVERVIEW, AND U-Pb CONSTRAINTS 
ON ROCK DISTRIBUTION AND 
DEFORMATION 

Schematic svuctural and stratigraphic rclatioos of Pal- 
xwoic and Mcswoic rocks in the Tatsamrnie Lake area are 
rhown on Figure I 12.3. This figur-e is simplified from the 
drtailcd map of Oliver ( lYY3). Vetailcd characteristics of 
the stratigraphy in the arca are discussal hy Bradford and 
Brown ( 1993). Several significant geological features are 
shown on this figure and assist in rhr interprrtation of zircon 
data. 

0 The distribution of felsic rocks is asymmetric across 
the deformed carbonate rocks which form the core of 
the Tatsunenie antifol-m. Fclsic rocks are exposed on 
the northern and eastern limits of the deformed lime- 
stone suite. They do not appear to crop out on the 
~cstern limb of the antiform. On the western side the 
felsic rocks are commonly truncated by north-trending 
faults. 

. 4 minimum of two Imajor folding wenfs deform the 
rocks in the study arca. One of thrsc map-scale struc- 
tures is the Ta&amenie antiform This and related early 
folds are chnracterircd hy north-trending axial surfxes 
and tight. upright to wcokly east-overturned limbs. 
This antiform is deformed across broad. upright, 
nonhsast-plunging antiform-synform pairs. The inter- 
action of these two fold styles produces well-defined 
Type II interference patterns (Ramsay. 1967). 

. The Sam Creek antiform is faulted and offset hy appar- 
em right-lateral motion on B north-trending Ihuh which 
forms part of the north-trendin g Bear t:tult system. 

Geochronological data. summarizd in Tahlr I 12. I, 
place important constraints on interpretations of volcanic 
stratigraphy and the timing of rock deformation in this area. 
Geological interpretations integrating these and other age 
data with field relationships lead to the following 
conclusions: 

l Felsic rocks structurally ahove Early Permian carho- 
nil,r rocks ilre dated at 301.X+21-4 Ma to 316.Sir.5 
Ma In this nnap area. the presencr of felsic volcanic 

IX2 

rocks overlying limestones was first documcntcd by 
Oliver and Hodgson (1990). The Early Permian age of 
the carbonate rock\. which structurally underlie the 
felsic rocks, initially documented by Monger and Ross 
(1977) ha\ recently been confirmed by Bradford and 
BI-own (lYO3). 

We helievc that Ihe older felsic rocks have been emplaced 
on top of the Permian section through the action of il south- 
verging thrust fault. We COI-relate the felsic package wilh the 
felsic volcanic sequence that stratigraphically underlics the 
Permian limeaxxs regionally. as has been described in the 
Scud River area by (Brown and Gunning. 198’)). 

. Geochronologicnl constrilints on the timing of the for- 
mwon of the north-trending Tasamenie antiform and 
of the dwelopmcnt of overthrust rock sequences are 
limited. We believe that there is a close relationship 
hetwcen thrusting and the development of tight north- 
trending ma,jor folds such as the Tatsamenic antiform. 
Soother (1971) used field relationships to infer the 
presence of a deformational rwnt older than the Mid- 

dle Triassic. which he termed the Tabltanian orogsny. 
Brown cf nl. ( 1902) also inferred an Early Triassic 
deformational event using ohservatiow relating to 
changes in the intensity of rock fabric, mrwmxphic 
grade and truncation of early rock fabrics The data of 
this repwr suggest that formation of the Tasamenie 
antiform and the emplacement of overthrust rock 
sequences is compatible with this Prrmo-Triassic 
deformational event. 

. The Sam hatholilh has been dated at 2lX.?-t3.6 Ma. In 
the region of Sam Creek, this intrusive stock appears to 
he deflected across the axial surface of a northeast- 
trending antiform. Deformation of this intrusive body 
suggests that open, upright fold structures with 
northeast-trending axial surfaces were initiated later 
than 2 IX Ma. 

0 The Sam Creek antiform is cut by a north-trending 
fault zone. part of the Bear fault x>ne. Whole-rock 
sericite K-Ar dates on hydrothermal alteration envel- 
opes are 20557 Ma to 17926 Ma (Schroeter. 19X7). 
These dates may place an upper limit on the timing of 
the development of northeast-trending structures such 
as the Sam Creek antiform. 

The timing of this event significantly predates Middle 
Cretacrous folding which affects rocks on the western edge 
of the Bower Basin (Evenchick, 199 I). It is better corre- 
lated 10 an Early Jurassic deformation which has been 
documented in the Sulphurets area (Henderson rtrrl., 1992). 
Brown and Grieg (1990) have documented an undeformed 
latest Latr Triassic to Early Jurassic unconformity in the 
Stikine River Yehiniko Lake area. This post-Stuhini 
Group, prc-Early Jurassic deformational event may also 
have affected the Tatsamenie Lake area. 

l The Sam Creek antiform deforms both the early Tat- 
sameme a1tifor.m and its overthrust sequence. This 
thrust surface probably had a west-verging orientation 
prior to its rotation into south-verging positions across 
structures like the Sam Creek antiform. 

l The fault. locally termed the Limestone Creek fault. 
which defines the western edge of the carbonate strat- 







TATSHENSHINI PROJECT, NORTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUik1BIA 
(114P/ll, 12, 13, 14; 1140/9, 10, 14, 15 & 16:) 

PART A: OVERVIEW 

By M.G. Mihalynuk, M.T. Smith and D.G. MacIntyre 

(Contribution to the Corporate Resource Inverttory Iniliative) 

KEYWORDS: Rqional geology, Tatshenshini River, Alsek 
River, St. Elias Mountains, Alexander Terranr. Wrangellia 
Terrane, Chufach ‘I&rnne, mineral potential, metallogcny, 
Windy Craggy, volcanopenic massive snlphide, litho- 
geochemistry, stratigraphy, str~ctwe, Border Ranges fault. 
Denali fault, Tats Creek fault, Debris fault, Tar Inlet suture, 
Tats group, skarn, hydrothermal idwation. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Tatsbenshini-Alsek area in the rxtrcme northwestrm 

corner of British Columbia (Figure l-13-l) is renrwned fa 
both its rugged wilderness and its endowment of mineral 
resources, including the world-class Windy Craggy coppcr- 
cobalt deposit. The Tatshenshini project is part of an intc- 
grated resource planning initiative that will lead tu a man- 
agement plan for the area that is in the best interests of the 
people of British Columbia. An important part of this pro- 
cess is an accurate assessment of the area‘s mineral poten- 
tial. Such assessments rely principally on geological data 
which are collected in the course of field-based tmupping 
studies. As published geological maps are not sufficiently 
detailed to permit these asscwnent~, groh~gical mapping in 
the Tatshrnshini-Alsek area was initiated in mid-1992 as 
part of the provincial Corporate Resource Inventory Initia- 
tive (CRII). 

Mapping in 1992 was concuctt: d during t w first of I:WJ 
anticipated field seasons over the IX-men h lift csf the 
project. This report is a brief accounting of the first ‘,eld 
season. Part .A is an over~:iew of project stat stic5, soire r’f 
the highlights and an introdluion to coml orients ol the 
study which are critical to ac~ur,.~tf determine ion of mirerid 
potential. These components nclude: 

. geological setting of mineral occurrent :s (Part I31 

0 structurill and metanmrpnic ;affects on t IC distribution 
of different metal-bearing rock suites I ‘art C) 

. the latest data from nt:wly discovcrt d or unducu- 
mcnted mineral occurrence? within th : map area as 
well as updated information on prc\ iously krown 
occurrences both within arld wtsidc the map ;awa 
iPart D). 

General loution and plate name infor lation (I’igure 
1-13-I and Figure I-13-2) that is used in Par s B thrruzh D 

is included in this overview (Part A). 

OBJECTIVES 
The primary objectives of lht: Ttttshi:nshir i project are ho 

inventory all known mineral occurrrnc:s within the 
Tatshenshini-Alsek area, and to compile geological and 
mineral occurrence database., from whicn the mi leral 
potential of the area can he cwluated. 

Gcologicul objectives incltldt: delineation sf areas ulder- 
lain by Llpper Triassic Tats group stmtigrap ‘y which t>wtc 
the Windy Craggy deposit, an,.l testing the applicability af 
the Windy Craggy deposit m~sdel to nrwly ( iscavercd :op- 
per occurrences (.rw Pert D). These tabs i rc complixted 
by the effects of several tecmnic episode; (.we Pa-t 17) 
which have shuffled and f6ldxl the stratigra )hic succevsi~m 
and lnodificd the fabric and mineralogy of th : rocks thlou:!h 
deformation and metamorphism. Essential r rrrequisitcs tor 
the accurate definition of mir~eral potential tracts” in:lu~~r 
an understanding of the age and composit onal ranges of 
individual rock packages. Timing and sew rity of textor ic 
episodes art also important hecawe these Ed ems alsn :tfftct 
the distribution of mineral dqlosits. Nonm tallic con::ibu- 
tions to the mineral potential include thin oal seam:. pl’r- 
served in relatively small, Early Tertiary sed mrntary tcnsins 
developed along major fault:,. and gypsu n within olc.er 
sediments (Paleozoic to Triassic?: Campb :II and Dodds, 
19X%1), both in the eastern part of thr map area. 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
Mapping reported on here c:overs parts rf nine I:511 000 

map sheets (Figure I-13-1). in area equiv dent fo ,jix full 



sheets, or approximately 482 000 hectares. It was trapped in 
sufficient detail to warrant publication at I:50 000 scale. At 
this scale, u’e are able to wtline previously undefined rock 
units which are now known to cover lerse portions of the 
area. Nearly 300 samples collected from various rock units 
will, when analyses are complete. provide a basis for eval- 
uating the mineral potential of the units. No such “hase- 
line” regional geochemical data previously existed. 

During the course of mapping, several significant, pre- 
viously unknown copper showings were discovered (.rre 
Pert D). Isolated occurxnce~ of anomalous concentrations 
of other metals. particularly lead. silver and gold were also 
identified. Samples from these occurrences are in the pro- 
cess of being analysed. Currently available, but incomplete 
analytical rrsuhs are tabulated in Part D. 

Discovery of some 20 new fossil localities has added 
significantly to an undrrstandin~ of the stratigraphy of the 
area. More than 60 samples are presently bring annlysed for 
microfossils. This will help us to further refine the geolopi- 
cal history of the area as more fossil ages are determined. 

Preliminary mineral potential findings, based mainly 
upon geological observations and initial geochcmical data. 
have been submitted to the Commission on Resources and 
the Environment (CORE) to aid in land-use decisions. 

LOCATION, ACCESS AND 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 

The study area co~crs that purr of British Columbia west 
of. and including, a corridor IO kilometres Gde along the 
Haines Highway. This comprises a triangular area occupied 
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hy the rugged St. Elias Mountains and drained by the 
Tatshenshini and Alsek rivers. It is hounded to the south and 
west by Alaska and to the north hy Yukon Territory. We 
report here on ohsrruations from the northern half of this 
wa (Figure I-13-1). 

The paved Haines Highway. which links Haines Junction. 
Yukon Territory. with Haincs. Alaska, provides year-round 
DCCCSS to the rastcrn part of the area. Sevcrel loose-surface 
roads in varying condition extend west from the highway. A 
maintained gravel road provides access to placer mining 
operations in the northern Squaw Range. but requires ford- 
ing the Tatshenshini River at Dalton Post, Yukon. Aban- 
doned bulldozer-trails extend up Chuck Creek to the 
O’Connor River gypsum occurrence just cast of the study 
urea, up the Parton River to thr heudwaters of Low Fog 
Creek. and up Goldrun and Talbot creeks. 

The xea is most readily acccssiblr by air. A 1000.mare 
gravel airstrip at the exploration camp of Geddes Resources 
Limited will accommodate B DC-3 aircraft and provides 
access to the north-central area. Tats. Low Fog and Range 
lakes z-e all large enough for float planrs to land and take 
off. The nearest crntrcs for supplies and services are: 
Whitchorse. Yukon, some I90 kilomrtrrs east-northeast; 
Atlin, British Columbia. about 225 kilometres to the ast: 
and Haines. Alaska. I35 kilometrrs to the southeast. Heli- 
copterr are the most etTective means of transportation 
within the study wca and are available for charter in Atlin, 
Whitchorse and Haines Junction. 

A diversity of biogeoclimatic zones characterizes the 
Alsek-Tatshenshini area. These result from the interplay of 
~nfe~uw and Arctic climates which give way to a coastul 



PREVIOUS WORK 

Earliest geological mapping in the project uci~ focused 
mainly on the areas surrounding the Windy Craggy deposit 
following its discovery by J.J. McDoupall in 1958. then 
agent for the Ventures-F;tlconhridg group (Downing and 
McD~wgdl, IYY I). Exploration at Windy Craggy procecdrd 
intermittently until the 1980s when undergound devrlop- 
mat and detailed mapping (c,.n., Prince. 19x3) led to the 
delineation of a dcpnsit containing ncxly 300 tmillion 
tonnes of massive rulpbide (Geddcs Resources. 1902~. 

Geological [napping of the East Arm Glacier ilrra in the 
mid- 1970s by Swiss Aluminum Mining Company of Can- 
ada Ltd. (Scheilly 6’1 ~1.. 1976) focused on locating the 
source of massive sulphide boulders near the toe of the 

glacier. Suhsequrnt drilling by St. .Joe Canada Inc. proved 
the existence of a massive sulphide lens hencath 340 mrtres 
of ice (Brisco, lY87). 

Earliest regional mapping was conducted by the Geologi- 
cal Survey of Canada during Operation St. Elias in 1974 
(C;m~pbell and Eishachcr, I Y74: Campbell and Dodds, 
197’). lYX3a. h) which relied heavily on application ofacrial 

reconnaissitnce mapping. More dctailrd follow-up snapping 
in suhscqurnt years hy Dodds covered parts of map sheets 
I l4PiY. I I, 13. I4 and IS (Camphell and Dodds. 14830 and 
I l4P/IO and 12 (Dodds. 1988). British Columbia Geologi- 

cal Survey Branch studies in the iwa include invcstipations 
hy Maclntylr (19x3. lYX4. IYXh), Maclntyrc and Schroeter 
(10X5) and Peter (IYXY) and focuwd mainly on mincfal 

occurrences. An extended in~;estigation if the Wind:! 
Craggy volcanogenic massive !;ulphide dcpc sit (I 14P’l2) 
by Maclntyre (1983. 1986) ;Iddressed its regional s~rilt- 
igraphic and structural srrtin,~, and the gr<~chemisti-) of 
enclosing hasalts. Isotopic age controls in th : area (Dcdd:; 
and Campbell, IYXX: Jacobsen rf al., 1981’) are mainI!/ 
based on K-AI isotopic trchnicur!s for datir 5 mincrali in 
plutonic rocks. 

PROJECT PROCEDURIE 
Key steps in the mineral potelitial evaluati ,n proce~ are 

identification of the distribut~ion of rock packags CT 
“tracts” with distinct geologica: features, the r stratigraphic 
setting and age, their geochwnicad profile and tect;snic 
cvcnts that may have tmodified Ihorh the rock zharacteriitics 
and their potential for econom c mineralizatir n. Whcrt: uch 
data are tmavailehle, sparse or obsolctc. the I are gathxj. 
principally by field-hased geological mappi ~g and colle- 
tion of samples for laboratwy analysis. Mi ~elnl potc-tial 
maps can then be constructed by integration (1 ‘all sour~x? i,f 
data (e.g., rock distribution, geochemistry, fi#ssil ages). 



Key steps in a geologicill mapping program are: compilit- 
tion of existing data. identification of limitations in existing 
data, establishing objectives for the collection of new data. 
optimired collection of field data, collection of samples for 
laboratory analysis aimed at meeting specific objectives, 
data analysis and synthesis, and production of lnaps and 
IEPOlTS. 

At the beginning of the project, 2 months were spent 
compiling all available pertinent date ontc I:50 OOO-scale 
topographic base maps which would form a starting point 
for field studies. Over 320 person-days were spent collect- 
ing field data in the Tatshenshini-Alsek area during n 2. 
month period commencing July 4. Initial orientation sur- 
veys were conducted along the Haines Highway with a four- 
person crew. Heavy snowpack precluded fieldwork in the 
western area until mid-July, at which time an eight-person 
mttpping crew was moved into the centrally located Geddes 
Resources Limited exploration camp. In early August, the 
field crew was reduced tu four geologists who used mainly 
short traverses or spot checks in combination with 
“vantage-point mapping”. Mapping and grochemical sari- 
pling, generally at a more detailed scale, were also under- 
taken around significant showings in the region. 
Lithogeochemical sample coverage and mineral occurrence 
inventory resulting from this first phase of the project 
extend beyond the nren reported on here. 

Fieldwork was supported by an on-site helicopter. Tra- 
verses were conducted in accessible areas where critical 
geological relationships could he established using daily 
helicopter set-outs and pick-ups. Only four field days were 
lost due to inclement weather or mechanical problems. In 
July and August most of the area was also covered by a 
companion Regional Geochemical Survey (RGS) program 
which focused on collection of stream sediment and water 
samples for multi-element analysis (Jackaman. 1993, this 
volume). 

Completion of 1992 Tatshenshini project objectives 
within the allotted time frame required regional map 
coverage at a rate of three to six times that of a standard 
I:50 000 geological mapping program in similar terrain. 
This wts in part made possible through the increase in 
mapping efficiency resulting from use of an on-site helicop- 
ter, hut was also accomplished by limiting mapping in 
widespread. homogeneous rock units (such as intrusions) to 
a few representative spot checks. Mapping within such rock 

units is not, therefore, commrnsuratr with Ceologicul Sur- 
vey Branch I50 000 mapping standards. 

EXPECTED RESULTS 
Fundamental to fulfilling the objectives of the pro,jrct is 

production of I:50 000 geological maps which represent an 
integlntion of all existing data. These will he augmented by 
geochemical and fossil data as they continue to become 
available. Complete geochemical results are not available at 
the time of writing, however, wailable assay results from 
samples collected within the Upper Triassic assemblage and 
elsewhere (reported in Part D) serve to highlight the mineral 
potential of these rocks. Assay data from this project will 
eventually he complemented hy regional stream-sediment 
geochemical data collected as pan of the companion RGS 
program. Together they will form the basis for grochrmical 
characterization of mineral potential trttcts. 

Mjrjor oxide and rarr-earth element (REE) analyses of 
speclflc volcanic units are pending. When available they 
will assist in the interpretation of the tectonic environment 
of volcanism. Such chemical analyses may help to constrain 
the answers to many geological questions which hear on the 
distribution of, and relationships between. similar rock 
packuges. For example, are probable Upper Triassic pillow 
hasalts enclosing massive sulphide lenses in the placer-rich 
Squaw Creek valley chemically related to pillow hasalts that 
host the Windy Craggy deposit? Arc poorly understood 
metubesites west of the Alsek River chemically distinct 
from undeformed and dated hasalts to the east’? In what 
tectonic environment did they form? Given the environment 
of formation, what types of mineral deposits might he 
expected’? Do chemical differences or similarities support 
the notion of an intervening major tectonic contact or ter- 
rane boundary? 

OUTPUT PLANNED 
Initial products arising from the Tatshenshini-Alsek pro- 

ject include this report (Putts A to D) and a I:50 OOO-scale 
Open File map series featuring the geology and litho- 
geochemistry of the area described in this report. These will 
he accompanied at a later date by Open File mineral poten- 
tial maps of the same area. 

Rare-earth element, and fossil and isotopic age data, will 
he released in the form of government or external puhlica- 
tionr as data are compiled and interpreted. 



PART B: STRATIGRAPHIC AND MAGMATIC SETTING 
OF MINERAL OCCURRENCES 

By M.G. Mihalynuk, M.T. Smith, D.G. MacIntyre and M. Desch&ws 

INTRODUCTION 
Magmatic and stratigraphic settings exert a first order 

control on the formation of various mineral deposit types. 
Some sating are rich in mineral wealth while others are 
barren. Stratigraphic setting is of particular importance 
where stratif&m or stratabound minerill deposits are con- 
cerned x orebodies are commonly restricted to specific 
stratigraphic intervals. For example. within the area 
bounded hy the Alsek and Tatshenshini Rivers, Upper Tri- 
assic rocks include a stratigraphic interval that is spec- 
tacularly endowed with massive &hide copper mineraliz- 
ation. On the other hand. no significant mineral occurrences 
have yet heen recognized in either the thick and extensive 
Paleozoic limestones or the widespread Jura-Cretaceous 
granodioritic bodies. Thus, an understanding of the stm- 
igrnphic and magm;uic setting of mineral occurrences is the 
first step toward accurate delineation of mineral potential 
tracts, a primary objective of the Tatshenshini project, as 
outlined in Part A. Structural and def~rrmational events 
affecting the distribution of rocks formed within various 
slratigraphic and magmatic settings are discussed in Part C. 

FUNDAMENTAL SUBDIVISIONS 
The Tatshenshini project study area is largely underlain 

by rock of units of the accreted Alexander Terrane, bounded 
to the east and west respectively by small slivers of the 
Wrangelliu Terrane. and possibly the Chugach Terrane. Four 
major lithologic packages arc represented within the Alex- 
ander Terrane: Camhro-Ordovician elastic stratil and woci- 
ated mafic sills and pillow basal&; a thick Ordovician to 
Silurian carbonate succession: lithologically variable ter- 
rigenous, marine. and minor wlcanic strata of Silurian to 
Permian age; and Upper Triassic, moderately deep water, 
mar~nr carbonale and tine-gained elastic strzua with associ- 
ated rift-relatedf’?) bawlts. Two additional metavolcanic and 
metasedimentary assemblages of probable Alexander Ter- 
rane affinity undel~lie the southwestern part 01‘ the study 
area. 

No mineral occurrences are known to have formed during 
deposition of lower Paleozoic strata. By contrast. Upper 
Triassic Alexander Terrane lithologies are host to the most 
significant mineral occurrences in the study area, including 
the huge Windy-Craggy copper-cohal~ deposit. Upper Tri- 
assic strata of Wrangellin have many characteristics in com- 
mon with contemporaneous rocks in the Alcxandcr Terrane 
and also have dcmonstra~ed high mineral potential. 

Two major intrusive suifes are exposed within the map 
area. Dominantly granodioritic, hut compositionally vari- 
able Jura-Creteceous intrusions comprise the Saint Elias 
Plutonic Suite (Campbell and Dodds. 1983~1) in the western 
part of the area. To the east, the Oligocrnc Tkopc Plutonic 
Suite is also compositionally variable, hut is dominated by 
granite to granodioritic phases. Tkope intrusions thermally 

metamorphose postaccretionary stratii’ied UI its inclu< in:: 
deformed Early Tertiary elastic rocks. 

Early Tertiary terrigcnous sedimentary ocks occ~~p) 
small, fault-controlled basins ;i~long Tats Creek and ,.ht: 
western Tutshenshini River valle:y. The lower Kwiary :slrata 
host thin coal seams in both of these hasins. 

STRATIGRAPHY 

CAMRKO-ORUOVICIAN SHELET SANI: STONE 
AND BASALT (COzsb) 

Well-bedded elastic strata (C’Oxl; Figur :s I-13-3 XIJ 
l-13-4) and intercalated basaltic sills (CO/d and pillowed 

and unpillowed flows (COzh) main a structu! aI thicknss cf 
at Ieat 2000 metres where the:y arc well cx ,osed on x,th 
sides of the Alsek River within Il4P/l3. Cla {tic units lixrn 
distinct couplets composed c,f fine sandsto te to siltwnc, 
commonly with a calcareo~ts matrix. “hey dis,,lay 
exquisitely preserved, intricxely interwove! 1 crosshu~~n~~- 
lions and planar topsets (2-35 cm) interbed< rd with o11v(.- 
grey mudstone (I-20 cm: Plate l-13. I). Lcrad casts and ball- 
and-pillow structures are comrxon. Elsewh,:re the wit s 
dominated by very fine gained, parallel- aminated. sil- 
iceous (possibly tuffaceous) pyritic strat I. Grading s 
““c”mm0”. 

Concordant. intermediate to basaltic : ills and iotb 
aqueous, generally unpillowed flows 0.5 to more thw I2 
metres thick are commonly intsrzalxted MI th the cl.tsric 
succession. Locally they make up more: than 80 per ce it of 
the section over intervals of ~hundreds of m tres. Sills and 
tlows are difficult to distinguish from one ii mthcr, al; both 
have sharp contacts and either aphaniric or ve iicular texture 
Thicker sills are dioritic or diah.~sic in charac er. Other ‘lars 
of the scc~ion are dominated by pillowed flo,Js with as;oci- 
ated flow-top hreccias or coarse luff. 

Carbonate content of the clati(: unit incre. uses up se&m. 
and massive carbonate bed? a metrr or llore thick: are 
exposed at a few localities. The claslic str: ta are ovt rlain 
(conformably’!) by thick, plal~fiormal cxhon Ites of OrmJo\ i- 
cian to Devonian age, providirlg a minimuln age lin,~. fx 
the underlying unit. An inatG:ulate hivalve 1 xsil recw/en:d 
from a sandstone layer durinp the courst of this :;tu,ly 
confirms a Cambrian or yol~n,ger age (Ilorford, 1’292: 
C-208163). 

The base of the successicn may he exp ,sed where the 
Alsek River crosses Ihe Briti:;h Columbia /Irkon Tc:r-itory 
horder. AI this locality it is :;tructurally unl erlain hy well- 
bedded, compositionally varial,le carbonate with tuffa:eous 
and cherty interlayers. This uni!~ extends into: Yukon whxc it 
has been previously mappe~d ns part 01 the over lying 
Cambrian to Ordovician package (Campt :II and Cod&. 
1983C). 

ldegroot
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cl Glaciers gg Paleozoic-Mesozoic 
greenstone complex 

Eocene granitoids 

cl Quaternary Silurian-Permian 
sedimentary rocks q Jurassic-Cretaceous 

fgj Early Tertiary elastics lower? Paleozoic argillite 
granodiorite 

m Upper Triassic rift 
Ord.-Sil. carbonates 

@ .lv;;zic-Cretaceous 

succession 
pJ F$,a,‘,gg;c,;;,“esozoic m ,“,;tgr~fp;;‘p$ag7 a ~$%~~~~tz diorite 

Preserved bed-forms point to a sublittoral, wave or 
current-dominated environment (r.,q., Johnson, 1981). 
Sparce paleotlo\r, determinations are largely unimodal to the 
north-northwest, indicating onshore wave-surge or long- 
short current direction. The large number of concordant 
sills within the stratigmphic section supports a nearby mag- 
matic source. 

ORDCWICIAN TO SILURIAN CARBONATE (IPzc) 

Volumetrically the most significant stratigraphic entity in 
the map area is tt thick succession of limestones and silty 
limestones. It wils formerly divided by Campbell and Dodds 
(198%. b) into two broadly defined units; Ordovician to 
Devonian massive to laminated carbonate and siltstone 
(ODcs) and Silurian to Devonian massive limestone and 
marble t SDc). In this study, we further divide the succession 
on the basis of bedding thickness, per cent chert or siltstonc. 

190 

the presence of mxrofossils, and relationships with overly- 
ing and underlying strata and diagrnetic textures, in order to 
attempt a more complete understanding of the structural 
relationships and fucies changes within the depositional 
besin. Most of the units are interpreted to have been deposi- 
ted in it relatively shallow, subtidal marine environment. but 
there is little evidence of widespread bioturbation or skrlctal 
debris, perhaps pointing to restricted or hypersaline waters. 

Several of the following utlits may he coeval. but repre- 
sentative of different facies. Unfortunately. facies changes 
are difficult to document as the rocks we strongly deformed 
(Part Cj and thermally metamorphwsd neitr the contncts of 
plutons and thick dikes. Severel lithologies xe known to 
occur ut more then one stratigraphic interval (Figure 
I-13-4). Volcunic rocks, including lettses of dark green 
pillow hitsalt snd tuffaceous rocks. are present it? ;1t lri~st 
two localities within the carbonate~dominated succession 
and cherty layers may hilve a tuffxeous component. 
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Plate I I3- I. Camblrl-Ordovician sheet sundstoncs 
(COzsI j showing low-angle trouph cross-\tratificati,rn. 
climbing ripple cross~ztralification and hummocky(?) cross- 
stratilication are interhrdded with phyllitic alyiliirc (dark). 
This cumhination nf features probably formed in a suhlit- 
toral. cun-cnt-dominated environment. View is to the west. 
and divisions on the scale card are I ccntimetrr. 

HETEROLITHIC LINSEN CARBONATE (IPzco) 

Two end-member lithologies comprise this unit. Most 
abundant is very well bedded medium to dark grey, tan- 
weatherinp calcareous mudstone that forms I to 3-w. 
timetrr beds with tan. silty lenses I to 2 centimetres thick. 
Of lesser importance, but dominating the section in a few 
localities, is interlayered, cross-stratified calcarenite grading 
into micrite in 2 to IO-centimetrr sets. At one locality the 
unit is capped by limestone-cobble conglomerate. These 
sediments are interpreted to have been deposited in a suh- 
littoral environment. 

DARK, THIN-BEDDED LIMESTONE (IPzrl) 

Thin-bedded, dark prey to black, slatey. carbonaceous to 
fetid limestone grades into or is interlayercd with 
argilltvxous limestone and light grey. cross-stratified calc- 
arrnite. ‘This unit includes minor but distinct “scoriaceous” 
cwhonate. All lithologies comprising this unit iwe pyrite 

rich. with pyrite cubes several millimetres across. These 
rocks may represent a transgressional cycle and could be 
correlative with argillite containing Middle Ordovician 
praptolites. 

TIGE:R-STRIPE CARBONATE (IPzc2) 

A tiger-stripe pattern is created in these rocks where 
cryptocrystallinc to finely recrystallized. irrqular, medium 
grey, I to S-centimetre beds are interlayered with 0.5 to 
2.centimetre, relatively recessive, tan partings. Very fine 
Inminx are preserved within the tan ;~renaceous layers 
(Plate I-13-2~1). although in places these layers are very 
irregular due to soft-sediment deformation resulting from 
regularly spaced, elongate, centimetrr-scale diapirs (Plate 
I -I 3.2h). Very fine gained. medium-bedded, buff siliceous 
interbrds are locally present. Near the faulted contact with 
Upper Triassic Tats group (informally named) stratigraphy, 
this unit is strongly recrystallired, light grey to white with a 
second foliation axial planar to centimetre-scale parasitic 
chevron folds outlined by millimetre-scale tan laminae. 

Ti@er-stripe carbonate probably occurs at several stntt- 
igraphic intervals. However, it consistently occurs beneath 
massive. fossiliferous; blue-grey limestone of probable Sil- 
urian age (.sw DPsc I). 

MASSIVE CARBONATE (tPze3) 

This unit consists of massive, medium grey to tan lime- 
stone and marble with rubhly to hackly weathering charac- 
teristics, which breaks into irregular fist to pebble-sired 
pieces or play fragments where strongly foliated. It is 
commonly white weathering where adjacent to intrusive 
contacts and locally contains ahundent, dark green waxy 
dikes which are discordant to totally transposed (e.g., Part 
C; Plate I-13-10). We believe that, in places, this unit is in 
part equivalent to recrystallized megacyclic carbonate (see 
Unit IPzcy below). 

THINLY INTERBEDDED CHERTY ARGILLITE AND 
CARBONATE (IPzr4) 

Light to medium grey, thinly interbedded (<5 cm) carho- 
nate and resistant cherty argillite layers form a distinctive 
unit which attains thicknesses of tens of metres. This unit is 
generally reddish weathering and commonly fissile. Small- 
scale structures are beautifully outlined by the contrasting 
lithologies with cherty layers behaving in a more brittle 
fashion than the intervening carbonate (Plate l-13-3). These 
rocks were deposited in a quiet, moderately deep marine 
environment that experienced episodic influx of fine- 
grained elastic detritus. In scune instances the resistant 
layers may be altered ash beds. 

RIBBED CARBONATE (IPzcS) 

Buff-weathering limestone with interbedded, resistant 
ribs (0.S.2 cm) of orange argillaceous to silty carbonate and 
well-laminated, buff silty argillite beds is a coarser variety 
of the preceding unit and in some localities is interlayered 
with it. Locally it werlies the Csmbro-Ordovician section 
and may also he injected with mafic dikes. It may have heen 
in part penecontzmp~,raneous with the Cambro-Ordovician 





Plate l-13-3. lnterhedded chcny argillitc and carhonatc 
tIPrc4) typically displays inhomoprneous deformation. 
Rasistant ohsl-ty arpillits layers deform hrittly while Ihickrr 
carbonate layers drlorm by plastic tlow. 

cent of the section, is a conspicuous and widespread 
lithologic association not restricted to a specific stra- 
igraphic interval. White-weathering rinds of calcsilicate- 
altered marble commonly rim larger dikes, particularly in 
zones where dikes are abundant. Although the dikes clearly 
postdate deposition of host carbonate, they appear to be 
correlative to an overlying mafic complex that is in apparent 
depositional contact at one locality. 

CALCAREOUS TIJRBIDITES (IPzct) 

This unit consists of brown to rust and grey-weathering, 
cnlcareous, lithic turbiditrs, ranging from well bedded with 
crosslaminations and graded bedding well preserved, to 
thick pebbly massive beds. Complete Bouma sequences are 
locally preserved with divisions A B CZD and E, A B C or 
distal C D E and A E turbiditrs being the most common. 
Thicknesses range from 5 to 70 centimetres, with thicker 
beds generally corresponding to the more complete 
sequences. This unit grades into argillite containing Ordovi- 
cian graptolites. 

CARHONATE MEGACYCLE SUCCESSION (IPzcy) 

Depositional cycles with brown, argillaceous carbonate 
bases that grade upwards into light to medium g’ey. massive 
to well-bedded hackly weathering carbonate over thick- 
nesses of IO to 60 metnx xe very well developed nex the 
confluence of Alsek River and Easy Creek. Distinct 
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argillaceous bases weather with resistant. dark bl-own cherty 
argillite layers spaced I to IS centimetrcs apart and stand 
out I to 3 crntimrtres from recessive yellow-hnwn carbo- 
nate (Plate I 13.4~1). Each cycle is composed of dozens of 
argillite partings rhythmically interlayered with carbonate, 
with it decrease in the argillaceous component structurally 
up section. Where best exposed north of Turnhack Canyon 
there are at least ten of these units stacked in succession 
(Plate I-1%4b). 

In carbonate shelf environments worldwide, laterally per- 
sistent. evenly bedded shallowing-upward cycles containing 
algal mats ax among the most commonly encountered 
carbonate lithologies. They arc interpreted to be products of 
subtidal to supratidel carbonate deposition which exceeds 
subsidence rates (James, 19X4). Cyclic deposition combined 
with preservation of possible algal mats within some of the 
cycles of Unit IPzcy point to a similar depositional environ- 
ment, but several key features we lacking. Subaerial fea- 
tut-es such its desiccation cracks or evidence of cross- 
stratijication or intercyclic conglomerate identified in otha 
cyclic successions (James, 1984) have yet to be identified. 
Perhaps Unit IPrcy was deposited in a very quiet, lower 
intertidal to subtidal ewironment seaward of a periodically 
exposed part of the platform. 

LOWER PALKOZOIC ARGILLACEOUS STRATA 
tMAINLY ORDOVICIAN, I&a) 

Rocks of Unit IPra. which lies within the carbonate 
sequence. were previously snapped as part of the “Icefield 
Ranges pelitic assemblage” by Campbell and Dodds 
(19x31. b) which included rocks ranging in age from Late 
Triassic to Devonian and older. Once an extensive map unit, 
this pclitic assemblage has been greatly reduced, with inclu- 
sion of much of this unit with the lower Paleozoic carbonate 
and middle Paleozoic mixed sequences. Rocks still included 
within this unit are here referred to us lower Paleozoic 
argillaceous strata (IPra). They consist primarily of silty, 
black. grey or rusty argillite, which is commonly well lem- 
nated (IPzal). Rust coloration is primarily due to the oxida- 
tion of iron sulphides such as pyrite occurring as cubes up to 
0.5 crntimetre in diameter or as pyrrhotite blebs and wisps. 
A slatey to phyllitic cleavage with a well-developed micro- 
crrnulation occurs locally. Thickness of this unit is difficult 
to estimate as much strain has been accommodated by these 
rocks and they may be tectonically thickened by more then 
IO0 percent. 

Two other end-member lithologies are ttlso common. A 
chert and siliceous argillite subunit is locally mappable, for 
example, northeast of Carmine Mountain where it is associ- 
ated with early Middle Ordovician (Norford, 1992: sample 
C-168133) graptolite fauna (IPza2). Also, a light to dark 
g’ey cnlcareous argillite exposed at the headwaters of Tough 
Creek is a mappable subunit (IPrce3). Various proportions 
of the three compositional end members may occur over 
intervals of less than 100 metres. 

LOWER PALEOZOIC VOIKANIC ROCKS (Pzb) 
Volcanic flows and tuffs comprise a minor portion of the 

lower Paleozoic succession at several localities. Cherty 
intervals within Middle Ordovician shale north of Carmine 





Mountain (I IlPil4) locally co&n ash-tul’f layers. In the 
upper Tat> Creek valley (I 14P/12) scoriaccous basaltic 
lapilli luff and light green. siliceous. metamorphosed ash 
tuff lPlate I-13-51) are apparently interbedded with fXiated 
Palewoic curhonatr. North of the headwaters of Sediments 
Creek (I 14P/l.i) a tabular hody of pillow basalt (Plate 
I-1%Sh) 50 to I00 mctres [hick is enclosed in Paleoroic 
limestone. Stratigraphic tops may bc indicated whele a red- 
wearhcring, tuffaceous hasal section is in contact with 
recrystallized carbonatr to Ihe cast while carbonate in con- 
1act to the west is not contact metamorphosed. 

MIDDLE 'TO UPPER PALEOZOIC SEDIMENTARY 
ROCKS 

A scqurnce of limestone. xgillite. sandstone. conglomr- 
rue and wlcanic rocks of known and presumed middle to 
upper Palewoic age overlies the carbonate succession in the 
Hrnshi Creek (I 14Pil2). O’Connor River (I l4Pil I), Easy 
Creek and upper Tuxedsmuir Glacier (I 140/l 6) and west- 
ern Squaw Range (I llPil4j areas. Siliciclastic rocks in 
other ureas such as Sediments Creek, lower Hcnshi Creek 
and south of Tkope River tmay he the samr 2:s. Mappable 
units within thi\ package are dercrihed followin& in 
approximate order of abundance. 

ARGILLITE AND SANDSTONE (SPsa.SPss.SPsr@ 

This unit consists of noncalcareous to calcxeous black 
argillitc (SPsa) or black limestone which is laminated to thin 
hedded. with or without medium to thick. orange weather- 
ing interbeds of fine 10 coarse-graincd lithic sandstone 
(SPssl and granule to pehhlc conglomerate (SPscg). The 
proportion of coarser elastic rocks in il given section ranges 
from almost ~none to ovet- 60 per cent, depending ou loca- 
lion. with the thickrr and coxsrr beds corresponding to the 
more sandstone-rich sections. Other horizons we dominated 
by course sandstone and conglomerate. and in the O’Connor 
Rivrr area. contain abundant plant fossils (swamp grass and 
fern fronds). Sandstone and conglomerzxe preserve sedi- 
mentary st~‘uctures ranging from massive. pebbly 10 graded 
beds to planar to ripple cn,ss~stratification. Black chert, 
graphitic argillite and light prey and rust-coloured 
pyritiierous volcanic(?) clusts are common. Pebble imhriw 
tion at one locality indicates westerly paleollow. 

Details of the argillite unit (SPsa) are less well known 
elsewhere, but in most localitie> the jet-black. highly fissilc 
carbonaceous nature is apparent and serves to distinguish it 
from the more indurated. rusty weathering xgillite of lower 
Paleozoic age. On the other hand it srrongly resrmhles parts 
of the Upper Triassic sedimentary unit CuTTs). 

LIMESTONE (SPscI, SPscZ,SPsO) 

Plate I-(3-5. (a) Folded siliceous tuff layer within Palro- 
zoic carhonatc in the upper Tats Creek valley. (b) Pillows 
within a tlow unit 50 m 100 mctres thick, north of the 
headwaters of Sediments Creek. 

Limestone ranges from light to medium blue-grey and 
thin to medium bedded (SPsc I) to dark grey to black. fine 
grained. massive to mrdiunl-thin bedded (SPscZ), to 
medium-bedded. huff-weathering, black. fresh limestone 
with thinner recessive nrgillxxous interbeds (SPsc3). 

Unit SPscl is typically blue-grey weathering. fos- 
siliferous, and occurs as lenses up to 100 mrlres thick and a 
few kilometrrs long surrounded by sooty ar&llitr. Fossils 

are prolific, locally fcxming crinoid columnal and stem ‘J ““L,,,“~ LLI I IYIY lYl”lllllYl Yl,Y .> ,C, , I  

packstone and rugosan coral packstone. Brachiopods and ;osan coral packstone. Brachiopods and 
hryozoans are also abundant locally. Although recrystallire- abundant locally. Although recrystallire- 
lion has masked many of the primary features, preliminary lany of the primary features, preliminary 

L ,... ^ c ,... _:I;. “” . *.. +I.,.. .L^ identification of these fossils sug!grsts that the rocks we r”cks 3re 

mainly Early Devonian cr.,?.. Norris, 1992) to Early Car- .arly Car- 
bonifwous (W. Bamber, personal communication, 1992), 
although they could be as wide ranging as Silurian to Late 



Carhonifcrous and Permian. Limestone lenses of Unit 
SPscl are one of the tmost characteristic features of the 
middle to upper Pnlcoroic sequence, and xre easily dis- 
tinguished from the Iaver Paleozoic cxhonatrs which are 
massive, unf~nsiliferous. and generally huff weathering. 

ANDESITIC TUFF ISPst) 

Green-weathering lapilli tuff with some ash and block 
tuff is exposed in the upperl’weedsmuir Glacier area, where 
it lies (drpoGrionally?) between the hasalt and chert units. 
Analogous lithologies occupy a similar \tructural(?) posi- 
tion in the Squaw Range where they arc also associated with 
a greywacke unit We SPsw below) and near the mouth of 
the O’Connor River where they structurally overly 
graptolitr-bearing c;ubonaceous and gypsiferous shales 01 
Silurian to Devoni;~n age that umlain white. clay-alrcrcd ash 
layers. Clast composition ranges from dxk greer (h;tsaltic’?) 
to light green and siliceous (dacitic?). 

CHEHT AND SILICEOUS AKGILLITE ISPsch) 

A sequence of black to gray, thin-bedded chcrt and sil- 

iceous argillite IO metros thick and with slatry pat-tings is 
exposed in the upper Tweedsmuir Glacier arett It appears to 
structurally overlie the andrsitic tuff unit and underlies a 
thick sequence of limestone (SPscl) ZKI argillite (SPsa). 
Tan to white, recrystallized chert and siliceous xgillite, with 
associated phyllitic quartLite, are also present within a 
sequcncc of arfillite and limestone in the Squaw Range. 

BASALT (SPb) 

A unit consisting of Icnsoidal, dark green. aphanitic, 
vesicular basalt llow crops out in the upper Tweedsmuir 
Glacier area. Facing is indicated by il presumed upward 
increase in the number and six of ~esiclcs within individual 
tlows 2 to 3 mctrrs thick. The hasalt llnw unit appears to 
depositionally werlic a carhonatr unit of unknowt~ age, and 

is separated from thr rest of the unit\ described above by ice 
cover. Hence it may he one of the oldest units in the package 
or he unrelated to the remuindcr of the section. Basaltic 
llows are also exposed in rhc Squaw Range south uf the 
Duke fault. where they arc presumed to he late Palrwoic in 
age. They range from massive to rarely pillwwd, and are 
associated with tuff and greywacke. 

METAGREYWACKE (SPsw) 

In the Squaw Range. brown to greenish mrtagreywacke 
varies from massive to thinly interhedded with slate. It is 
associated with luff. argillitr and hawIt Ilows. Foliation is 
generally nutlincd by the developmcnl of chlorite and mus- 
covite (phengite?). but locally garnet-biotite grade is 
attained. Higher metamorphic grade tmay hc related to intru- 
sion of thick githhroic sills. 

ARGILLITE AND CAHHONATE COUPI.ET (SPsac) 

A distinctive xdimentery couplet of carbonate-rich 

argillite overlain by orange-weathering carbonate is well 
exposed near the mouth of the O’Connor River and in a 
gorge south of Setlimcnts Creek. Black carhonatc inter- 
layered with graphitic argillite may hc microlaminated. 

CONTACT RELATIONS AND F4CIES 
INTERPRETATION 

The relationship of this xquenct: of Irocks t I the undsrly,. 

ing lower Paleozoic carbonate xqornce appc; r\ to he xm. 
plcn. In the upper Tweedsmuir Glacier area (I IJO/lh\Y), 
fossiliferous limestone overlies 3 section of :he sand:;tum: 
and argillite scqucncc. which ill ~:urn appurs o overlie and 
in part be interbedded with thr l~.nver P;dcw( ic tiger st $pt: 
carbonate (IPzc2a). In the Easy Creek area argillire inI 
fossiliferous limestone of the middle to up xr IPaleo:!ni~ 
package overly tiger stripe limestone or ht ff-wrathr-it?>: 
fine-grained facie.\ of the carhwlre mqwycl : wit i1Pz.y). 
In the O’Cmm~~r River and Al& Creek areas the conti~t i:i 
ad,@xnt to medium tu dark grey limatonc of >nknowr ;tgr. 
with distinct. very fine, huff lamitxrtiwa (alfi I mutts?). .-hi,; 
fxies seems to he present both in the upper pa .t of the IOW~I- 
Paleozoic sequence and in the lower part of the middl: to 
upper Palron%c sequcncc. 

Middle to upper Paleozoic ~r~ditnentary w uences re :re- 
sent a distinct departure from the carbonate~d,,minllted [slat- 
form envirwm~rnt of the lower Pdeozoic seql rncr. Silul-iall 
rocks in the O‘Connor River ww include im?rhrddecl car- 
bonates and praptolite-bearing wfillitr of prc ;umed marim: 
urisin. a\ well as sandstones with abundant f lant fcnsilx 01 
probable nonmarine origin. Thi., x!pgc\ts a ,wampy niar- 
shore or deltaic environment. with tnlarine inc ~nsions dur to 

subsidence or channel abandonment. In the Alkie C~c:ek 
area, the section includes thick to thin grac zd sand>,t<,nc. 
laminated argillitc. and thin tc~ thick hcds of limeame. 
including gradrd calcwenite. Beds arc typica ly planar. and 
these rocks xc perhaps marin,;: turhidircs uch as th<xc 
deposited at delta fronts. 

Fossilifcrws carbonate Ienst:s within a sect on domi n.ttrd 
hy sooty c~lcarcous and ~~~nc~~I;:areot~z argil itc, typical of 
the upper Henshi Creek and upper Tweed ,muir Clariet 
areas, suggest a reef to hack-reef envinrnmenl Organic-rich 
argillite pmhahly accumulated in anoxic la&w< WII area:; ?ur- 
rounded by biohrrmal patch reel\. Volume rically rn nor 
tuffaceour units xc common throughout the irea and p%nt 
to a magmatic episode(s). pcrhaps related to a tectoni,: 
cvcnt(s). 

Overall, the middle to upper Palcozaic scqxnce appan 
to represent marine regrrssior and elastic influx, witi, 
shallow-water platform carhonat: !;rdirnrntati 7t1 giving rva,~ 
to d&tic. possibly nonmxirc cnviro~mw~~ i and r~rf tw 

hack-reef (lagoonal) deposition, ‘The lamin; ted carbonat? 
sequence that marks the transition in the Al iie Cree’k anj 
O’Connor River areas i\ sug)!e:;tive of a dr ‘, periodi<,ally 
subaerial (tidal tlat) en\‘ironmctlt. 



UPP~:K TRIASSIC Txm GKOUI~ (informal, 
uTT) 

Tats group stratigraphy is of critical economic siynifi- 
cmce in the qion hecause it hosts the Windy Craggy 
volcanogcnic lnassive hulphide deposit. which contain\ 
nearly 300 amillion tonnes of copper-cobalt ore rcvxve~ 
ICcddes Resources. 1992: Part D). Tars group straw arc 
mainly restricted to a fwlt-hounded basin hctween Tats 
Creek on the west and Hcnshi Creek on the east. Mapping in 
lYY2 e\t;lhlished the presenoc of Tats group \tratifl-aphic 

elements south along Tats Creek to the Tatshenshinl Klvrr. 
In this report the Tats group is divided into regionally 
mappahlc untt\ including a lower sedimentary unit and three 
major wlcanic units following the subdivisions of Macln- 
tyre (10X4). 

The ‘Tats group lower sedimentary division (uTTs) has a 
~tr~tural thichnes of 1000 to 1500 tmetres and i\ domi 
nantly composed of black to dark qey or brown. thinly 
bedded. fissilc and platy weathering cillcareous siltstone and 
argillaceous limestone with calcalk;lline basaltic hills. Also 
prexnt are minor but conspicuous debris flows and quartr- 
lithic calcxenite beds. Accurate stratigraphic details and 
thickncsse\ xc difficult to determinc as thi\ unit is eve!-y- 
where strongly contorted. 

The lower volcanic division (uTTvl) is generally not 
more than 1000 rmetrcs thick. and corisists mainly of tnas- 
save sills and perhaps structureless basalt tlows with minor 
interbeds of sedimentary rocks like those of Iowcr sedimew 
tary division. Dark green to black flows and sill\ arc locally 
porphyritic with a microdioritic. felted texture. Ad.jacent 
sedimentary strata are commonly homfelsed. This unit is 
transitional between the redimcntary division and the mid- 
dle volcanic division, and is absent in some localities. 

A middle volcanic division (uTTv2) can be divided into a 
lower volcanic and sill-dominated section (uTTv2;t) and an 
upper ssdiment~dominated sequence (uTTv2hj in order to 
fxilitatc mapping in some areas. Volcanogcnic massive 
sulphide horizons in the Icebridge Glacier area are thought 
to occur in the upper sequence. at a stratigraphic positton 
similar to the Windy Craggy massi\,e sulphide horizon. 

The middle volcanic division ranges from 600 to approx- 
imately 2200 metres thick. and consists of intcrhedded pil- 
low basdt and calcareous siltrtone with minor tuff. chcrt 
and limestone-clast dchris flows. Basaltic sills are present in 

Volcanic flows and sills of the middle division are 
cogenctic (Peter. 1497) and calcnlkaline ~Maclntyre. IYXh). 
Peter determined that the baaIts are tholeiitic. but this 
conclusion was hased upon major element geochemistry of 
altered sample\. L,css altered hills consistently plot within 
the calcalkalinc field and analysis of the relatively immobile 
elements (Hf. Th. Ta) shows that most samples are 
calcalkaline. 

The upper volcanic division (uTTv3) ranges from 500 to 
1000 metre\ thick. and consists almast entirely of massive 

to pillnuxd hasalt tlows. This unit also includes basaltic 
sills. hut scdimenwry rocks arc wry minor to nbsent. An 

agglomerate unit, SO or more mctres thick, is locally pl-esent 
near the base of the unit. hut identical rocks prohahly occur 
throughout rhe upprr volcanic division. 

Equivalent l!ppcr Triassic strata also outcrop south and 
east of the map area. In addition, a Paleozoic to Meswoic 
grecnsrone complex in the Vern Ritchic Glacier area has 
pmtoliths similar to the Tats group and hosts a newly dis- 
covered copper occurrence (Part D). Until an ape of the 
metamorphic rocks is firmly established, correlation with 
Tats group stratigntphy should be regarded as tenuous at 
best. 

A Paleozoic or .Mesozoic Greenstone-Carbonate Corn- 
plex is exposed within Il40/9. IS and 16. It consists pri- 
marily of dark green to black, aphanitic to bladed feldspar 
porphyr-itic tlows. Textures vary from massive to amyg- 
daloidal. with rare remnant pillows which are commonly 
Imasked hy a moderate to strong foliation or patches of 
epidote-chlorite alteration. Interbcdded(?) marine sedimen- 
tary rocks include carbonates, including brown to white- 
weathering marble layers up to several hundred metres 
thick, sharpstone volcanic conglomerate with calcareous 
matrix. dark gray chert(?) and wacke, and 31 one locality, a 
pyritic scricite schisr. Greenstone-dominated rocks give 
way u,estward to structurally underlying thin to tnedium- 
heddcd calcareous to siliceous(?) wacke with interbedded 
argillite, a unit which is characteristically red-brown to 
greenish weathering. All components of the complex arc 
intruded by Jurasic-Cretaceous granitoid rocks. and are 
thus no younsel- than Middle Jurassic, but may he as old as 
early Paleozoic. A predominance of metahasalt suggests il 
protolith such its the Upper Triassic Tats group, but thick 
carbomtc horizons are more typical of the Paleozoic succes- 
sion. More work is needed to resolve these possibilities. 

A newly discovercd copper showing, the Vern occur- 
rence, contains up to IS per cent chalcopyrite. hut its extent 
could not he determined due to prccipitour terrain. Two 
kilomcves northwest of the Vern showing is a gossanous 



cliff face approximately SO tnetres high. This x~ne was not 
examined because it is located below a potentially hay- 
a-dous icefall (.rw also Part D). 

Rocks mapped as Paleozoic or Mcswoic schist and 
gneiss are primarily exposed in the western part of the map 
area (I 14019 and 15) and locally around the margins of 
batholiths, where protolith textures are no longer evident. 
The latter grade into less recrystallized rocks. which include 
the upper and lower- Paleozoic cwhonatc and elastic 
SCq”C”CCS. 

A northwest-trending Iinca belt of relatively coarse, 
amphiholite-grade rocks crops out along the Internatimtal 
Boundary. Retrograde grcenschist f:lcies recrystallization 
has affected some of the\e rocks. Except where they ciln he 
traced into identifiahlc lithologics, protolith ages are 
unknown. although they may hc largely littc Paleozoic in 
ase and derived from the Devonian to Permian sequence. 
Mapping during I’192 permitted definition of the tollowing 
units: 

. Metapelite, metasiltstone, calcweous metapelite and 
quart/,ite(?), which is generally huff 01’ light gxy to 
dark grey, schismse. and often brown weathering. 
Schistose varieties include hiotite-actinolite (or 
homhlende)-plagioclasequal-tz-nlusc~~,it~ whist: 

. Medium-grained. strongly foliated metahnsite, pri- 
marily ht,rtlhlende~pla~i(,cla\e or actinolitc- 
plagioclase schist, with minor secondary epidotc and 
quartz. In I 140 this unit includes low-grade equivalent 
chlorite-cpidt~te~actinolit~ schist: 

. Coarse white to orange marble, with associated cal- 
careous skarn and calcsilicate gtxiss. Calcsilicate 
layers commonly include epidote. diopside, 
wollatonite and g~xsular in hands; 

. Medium prey pyritiferous phyllite and semischist with 
talc-phyllitr and thin to thick phyllitic limestone 
intrrhcds; 

l Qunrtr-rich metasediments. including quwtzitc and sil- 
iceous meta-xgillite. As mopped. this LIII~I includes 
suhordinute phyllite and carhonatc: 

l Green-grey weathering, dark green, gneissic handed 
amphiholite. which may he cut by epidotc- 
feldspartqu;tl-11 veins, and is interlaycred with the 
metapelite and carbonate units: 

l Strongly foliated. fine to coarse-grained dioritic 
orthogneiss. 

EARLY TERTIARY CIASTK: SLICC~;.SSION 

A folded and fxulted hut unmetamorphoscd sequence of 
presumed Early Tertiary ape is prcsewed in a north-trending 
basin. 2 to 3 kilometres wide, along the west side of the 
Tatshenshini River valley and in small (I km’) gahcns in 
the Tats Creek \~alley. The Early Tertiary succesGon is 
relatively easily distinguished hy lack of a pervaive clcav- 
age and by locally abundant plant fasGls i~~cluding decid- 

The Early Tcrtixy elastic !u::c~:ssion con! ists OS the fill- 
lowing interfingering units: d;rk brown weatl [wing at-gillits:: 
light brown weathering platy wY;ske, which I sally contaitts 
black. well-rounded pebbles ,:11 \~esicuIar ba ,illt: l;rmir,.~tcd 
to medium-bedded shale. siltstwx. and sand< done with ~:oal- 
hexing interheds and minox s:onglomcratr : pebble cow 
&meratc. Imade up of suhan~ular to \uhroi nded cli~\ts 111 
black arpillite. chcrt. shale. lirxstone and ntrrmcdiatr ox 
felsic volcanics in a muddy matrix: ;~nd ai gular to .weII- 
rounded coilrsc cobble to houtder conplome ‘ate. 

Very cwrse rocks comprise the hulk of th: section it1 the 
northeastern part of the dcpasitional basin. and tire e~serl- 
tially absent at the southwcsttw end. where I relativrl!~ thin 
hasal unit consists of mixed lithic-pehhle tu d ~‘are arr Ilite- 
cobble conglomerate. Overal ro~zks in this xtsin fines from 
east to west and north to soul~h. Stmtificat on in the cow 
glomerates ranges from ahsent to crude ani suhhori /~)nt;d. 
locally with pehhle imhricalil-In, Within II e co;rl-txsaring 
section of sandstone , shale and con!:lomr ate. \and<to IC 
beds are medium to thick. Icnx>idal. and wry from t~ou:;h 
cross-stratified to ripple crol;s-stratified to planar he Jdcd. 
with laminated shale to fine :;andstonc int ,rheds. L.w:ally 
abundant plant faGI\. including fm~ment! of Iraw; wd 
strms of broadleaf and le\s co~~nmonlq need e-leafed +ts 
ale most common !n this part of the secti< II. Cad w:an~ 
gcncrally less than 50 centimctres thick. o:cur within tv 
shaly parts of the section. The ,:vacke unit m .kes up perhaps 
70 per cent of the section in tar southern cm of the h;l:;in. It 
consists of a rnon~t~n~us sequence of tpoorl! heddcd. liss le 
sandstone with rare plant f&\ils. Argillitc ‘I only a Ininor 
constituent, ~most closely w;wi;tted with t ne wacke unit. 

The type and diwibution (II‘ facies il’late -I 3-6) sug:ge;ts 
that the lower Tertiary scctiwl was dcpo, ted in a lault- 
hounded hasin; with alluvial fan?, dertved fr ,m a larg:’ farlt 
scxp hounding the eastern side: of the bait grading west- 
ward into fluvial drpwit\. Curing part of t he basin hiqtwy 
the northern part of the fault scarp wider tly had s-za~et 
relief than the southern part. Wacke and wg llite unitzr ill the 
southwestern part of the hasin represent kwer energy. p~‘s- 
sthly lacustrine, environments. 



and Dodds, 19X51). Basin formation is probably contrmpo- 
rmeou~ with major Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary north 
to northwest-trending strike-slip faulting in the region. 

TERTIARY(?) CARMINE M~UW~AIN 
VOLCANICS 

On Carmine Mountain (I 14PlI I) a relatively flat-lying 
volcanic and sedimentery sequence unconformably overlies 
lower Paleozoic marble, and apparently includes strat- 
igraphic elements of both middle and late Paleoroic and 
Early Tertiary age. Units that directly overlie the Paleozoic 
marble are slightly f&&d and include: medium to dark 
green lepilli tuff and agglomerate: carbonate-matrix limr- 
stone cobble to boulder conglomerate: suban.gular argillite- 
chip pebble conglomerate: and well-rounded polymictic 
pebble conglomerate. Limestone tloat with corals of poss- 
ible Devonian age was found in tt covered area between the 
first tvw units. Carmine Mountain is capped by massive 
andesite and lesser basalt tlows, massive to columnar 
jointed dacitr and rhyolitr flows. and light to medium prey 
or grey-green dacitic to rhyolitic ash and lapilli tuff. 
Togcther with the conglomeratic rocks !bese fclsic volcitnic 

strata are essentially undeformed, and may he Early Tertiary 
in age, possibly correlative with the “Oligocene and older” 
volcanics of Campbell and Dodds (lYX.la). 

INTRUSIVE ROCKS 

Intrusive rocks underlie about 25 per cent of the map 
area, increasing in abundance to the west. Basic intrusive 
rocks range from Cambro-Ordovician to Tertiary age. Inter- 
mediate to felsic intrusives are dominantly Mesozoic or 
y”“tlg~~. 

JURASSIC(?) AND OLDER 
Intrusive units of presumed pre-Jurassic age range in 

composition from diorite TV gabbro and are commonly foli- 
ated. They underlie parts of the westernmost and east- 
ernmost map area. Age is constrained by their crosscutting 
relationship with carbonate strata at least as young as 
Ordovician, while some evidence supports transitional rele- 
tionships with basaltic rocks interbedded with upper Pal- 
eoroic(‘?) strata. At two localities in the upper Tats Valley 
(I 14P/l2), map pattews suggest that these rocks are 
crosscut by part of the Jura-Cretaceous plutonic suite. Such 



an ~nterpretatmn is supported hy observations at one locality 
where a mafic horder phase apparently intrudes older hasal- 
tic rocks. The rocks include an nmphiholitr unit. an agmntite 
unit, and a greenstonc, gahhro and diorits complex. 

VARIABLY FOLIATED, POLYPHASE BASALT-GAIIRRO 
COMPLEX 

Previously unmapped rocks of it basalt-gahhro complex 
form elongate hod& less than a kilometrc across (I 14P/l2) 
hut several kilometrrs long, which display intrusive rck- 
tionships with each other and enclosing Paleozoic carho- 
nata west of Tats Glxier. Intrwsive phases included in this 
complex are a hrecciated, medium-grainsd hornhlende- 
feldspar-porphyritic gahhro or diorite. and a crowded 
feldspar-porphyritic hypahyssal hody with ii black 
groundmass which i% intruded by and intrudes a dark green, 
aphanitic hawltic phase. A weak to strong foliation is 
locally developed and all units are chloritized and 
epidotized. 

These rocks lmay be correlative with nearby hasalt 
agglomcratr which apparently forms part of the Paleozoic 
smitigraphy. They may also he related to the Paleozoic to 
Mesoroic gr~cnstollr-carhonat~ complex or the Squaw- 
Datlasaka Ranges gahhro-diahasc sills of Camphell and 
Dodds (1983a). However, hoth the aphanitic and porphyritic 
phases are lithologically similar to flows within the Tats 
group volcanic stmtigraphy. Current age controls do not 
provide a hasis for fawuring one or the orhel- of these 
alternative c~mxlations. 

SQUAW-UATLASAKA GABBRO-DIABASE 

Several litholo&ies are included in this unit which is 
widely exposed in the Squaw Range (I l4P/l4). It is con- 
posed of variably foliated, medium-grained. aphanitic 10 
feldspar-porphyritic hasalt. diorite and gahhro. South of 
Talhot Creek the unit is mainly dark green to black weather- 
ing and grades both south and west int<l a dike complex 
within Ordovician carbonate with a steady increase in the 
number of screens of marble (and fclsic tuff?). They are 
locally cut by coarx quartz-carbonate veins up tr, 70 ten- 
timetres wide. These rocks are inrcrprered as Paleozoic m 
Mesozoic intrusiw rocks by Camphell and Dodds (I983a). 

Rocks north of Talhot Creek that were included with this 
unit by Camphell and Dodd\ (1983a) are mainly bright 
green due to ubiquitous chlorite-epidote alteration. They 
intrude i~~tercalatal wacke and other lmarine sediments, 
llows and luffs. Mylonitic ljhrics are locally well dcvrloped 
on the margins of these bodies, particularly the structurally 
lower contacts. As a consequence, we attribute at least some 
repetition of these sills ttl west-dipping thrust faults. 

JURASSK-CRETAUKIUS PLLITONS 
Intrusive rocks ofJurassic to Cretaceous age comprise the 

volumetrically most significant intrusions in the central and 
western parts of the map area. These include the Noisy 
Range batholith, Bactlc Glacier batholith, Easy plutan and 
the Not Yet pluton. which form n[lrth-northwest-tr~llding, 
elongate bodies conforming to the regional structural fabric. 

In most intrusions of this age it is possible to dl mw~stril’:~ an 
early, foliated. dominantly diolitic horder pha ;e and a lavzr 
granodioritic to quartz monzonitic phasc~ Foli; ted zones xc 
also present in the relatively )wnger, more elsic ph,a;s:s. 

Potassium-Argon cooling ages from thw bodies %I1 
within the 130 to I60 Ma range (Dodds ar d Camph:ll, 
19X8), and place them in the %nt Eli% Plut )nic Suite of 

Camphrll and Dodds (19X3:1). 

DOMINANTLY DIORITIC IBORDER) PHAS. < 

Dominantly dioritic rocks ocwr as homogl neous hodie:, 
in the westernmost part of tt,e map a~-ee (Ilattle Gla,:irl 
batholith) or as heterogeneous horder phase! around r:la., 
tively homogeneous granodioritic to quart: monronitic 
bodies. and iis small plutons in I I4PII.I and I4 rnc~ 
Il4O/lh. They are dominated hy oran) e to green-~ 

weathering, medium to coarse-:r:rined. epidoo’ and chlot,ite.. 
altered diorite. Adjacent the Elol-der Ranges %ult the:y :m: 
particularly strongly deformed and are intrude d hy vari;d,l) 
deformed fine-grained porphyl-itic dikes ! lith black to 
white. tabular plagioclase phrnncrysts. 

Where these dioritic phase:; xc rcwicted mainly to the 
horders of more fclsic hodies ~:r 1m small pl ~tons, sevrral 
distinct phases are typically present. Thrs: range f-‘xn 
hornhlenditc to hornblende-rich ~quart~ diorite x homhlendc 
leucogahhro containing rare ~:oarse, euhedr II plagioclasc 
cryst~~ls. Each phase or mixturr of phases n ay vary f ;Jnl 
fine to wry coarse grainrd and unfoliared to strongly ioli- 
ated. Foliation generally follaur a northwe! t tO north:ast 
trend. concordant with the foliaion in the ir truded Palso- 
zoic to Mesozoic mctasedimentxry country r xks. suggest- 
ing forceful emplacement. The intrusions cc mmonly ~II- 
tain up to 25 per cent irregularly shaped, folia:rd, 
melanocratic xenoliths complxed mainly c F hornhle Ide, 
hiotite and plagioclase. Unfol Nated aplitic to pegmatitit: 
dikes and cpidote~calcite-qua,t:~, ,veins corn mnly cl~r th,: 
horder phase (Plate I-13-7). 

Skam associated with dioritic phases is t cast devel(rzJ 
north of the Windy Craggy arca (I 14Pll3) where mix- 
alired g!arnet-epid[,te~diopsilJ~-v~olla\tonit,: skarn hunts 
irregularly distributed pods xd lenses of m: ssix and Idi+ 

seminated pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite,, sphalerite and magnztite 
at the conf:tct between cnrbon~~tc: and elastic ediments (see 
Part D). 

r.RANODIORITE TO QUART7, MONZONI1 E PHASE 

Leucocratic phases dominate the relativeI:, homogenous 
interiors of many of the large Jura-Crrtxeous plutun:.. 
Medium to coarse-grained, weakly to strong1 y foliated hi<:- 
tite hornblende granodiorite or tonllite to bon blade-bi xite 
quartz monnnitc are most ~wmmon. Bott end-mt:nhcr 
compositions are light to medium grey and h ocky we,a~hw 
ing. Average outcrops are composed of 60 o 71) per cera 
fresh, equigranular feldspar, IO to 30 per c :nt inter? itial 
quartz. and 20 to 30 per cer.t hornblcnd: and hic’!itc. 
Hornblende crystals are usually shiny black. prismatic and 
suhidiomorphic. Biotite form!, hypidiomorpt ic booklet>. up 
lo I centimetre in diameten These rocks occasionally row 



lain potassium feldspar megacrysts up tu 2 crntimetres in 
siz, which may be zoned. The potassium feldspar content 
of the Imatrix is not known. 

Paleozoic carbonate-rich sediments in contact with Ieuco- 
cmtic intrusions are only weakly altered, in contrast with the 
well-developed skarn alteration associated with the dioritic 
intrusive phases. Contacts are usually concordant with com- 
positional layering in the country rocks and the contact 
zones may contain up to 80 per cent decimetre to metre- 
sized, rounded, elongate or equidimensional, mafic-rich 
xenoliths. The xenoliths are mainly composed of 
hornblende, biotite and lesser plagioclase and tend to 
decrease in quantity away from the contact. Narrow aplite 
and felsic pegmatite dikes are common. Where a foliation is 
developed it is generally concordant with layering in the 
country rocks, indicating forceful emplacement. Weak 
chlorite-epidote-;iltered zones occur locally. 

The southeastern part of the map area (I 14PlI IE, south 
of the O’Connor River) is partially underlain by the Tkope 
River batholith (Jakobsen ef rrl., 1980). which occupies the 
western margin of a series of much larger, epizonal. poly- 
phase but dominantly granitic intrusions of the Oligocene 
Tkope Plutonic Suite (Campbell and Dodds, 19831). 

Within the map area, the batholith is homogeneous, 
unfoliated and dominated by pinkish. fine to medium- 
grained, equigranular. hornblende biotite granite. Biotite 
occu1’s as glomerocrysts. Weathered surfaces are greenish 
grey and blocky. Volumetrically less significant biutite- 
hornblende granodiorite and aleskite are also present. 
Batholith borders are unf?,liated, medium-grained gabbro 
and diorite. An intrusion in the extreme northeast comer of 
114P/I I, consisting of orange to pink-weathering medium- 

grained granite. may also be pat of the Tkope suite. 
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PART C: DEFORMATION AND STRUCTURAL STYLES 
By M.T. Smith, M.G. Mihalynuk, and D.G. MacIntyre 
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several large folds in the vicinity of Easy and Tough creeks 
range from open to tight and have gently to steeply plunging 
axes (Plate l-13-141. The hinge lines and/or zws of these 
folds parallel the ~margins of several plutw~s (Figure 
I-13-6). This suggests that the folds formed prior to Late 

Jurassic time and were shouldered aside during pluton 
emplacement. or were formed in response to intrusion dur- 
ing Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous time. This intcrpreta- 
tion of the timing 01~ folding is substantiated by ohservarions 
from other areas, where folds crosscut and are contact 
mctamorphoscd hy intrusiws (r.g., Tatshenshini River val- 
ley north of the mouth of Henshi Creek). and by wus where 
the axial planar cleavage is manifest as a foliation in adja- 
cent intrusive hod&s. 

In the gneissic package of rocks in Il40/9 and IO, folds 
trend northwest but have horizontal to gently plunging 
hinge lines. Their relationship to the steeply plunging f<>lds 
to the east and northeast is unclear. 

A number of “crou” folds with moderately east to north- 
northeast or west to north-northwest plunging hingelines 
postdate the earlier folds by an unknown time interval. 
Folds of this type are common in the northwestern half of 
Il40/16. where they are relalively open and have wave- 
lengths of up to rrvcml hundred mctres. 

A late phase crenulation cleavage or kink handing is 
developed in some ~mx~s, largely restricted to the immediate 

vicinity of thrust faults at the contact of Trias ic and Pa I:@ 
zoic rocks in I I4P/I 2. In these ;.u’eas, deposit tonal laminac 
in argillite and limestone are deiormed by ce Itimetre-scalr: 
chevron tillds (Plate I-13-15 and may be TV msposed ;.“<I 
thickened by densely spaced f:~lds with wave lengths 01’ up 
to I crntimetre and amplitudzl, of up to It centimetres, 
Crenulation cleavage is also Iwxlly presert in phyl iti<. 
argillite units in the Range Creek and ‘Tatshc nshini \/allq 
arcas. 

Lastly. open, nonh to north-nolthwe~t-tret ding chc\ 1‘011 
folds with subhorizontal axes de:form lower rertiuy !strata 
west of the Tatshenshini Rivet; and thus indi :ate defc#r-u- 
tion of Early Tertiary or younger age. 

FAULTS 

NORTHWEST-TRENDING FAULTS 
The dominant fault set in the map areil dills steeply and 

strikes north to northwest, pal-allel to tl~e tre ld of cnr!.~.al- 
scille, trrrane-hounding, dextml *trike-slip f:d 1115, inclodinj; 
the Deneli-Duke fault system (in the extrem : noltheastzrn 
corner of Il4P/l4) and Border IRanges fault (in the so..th- 
west corner of I IJP/IZ and Il4019). Regic nally, motion 
along these faults is interprete#J I:O be mainly &tral strike- 
slip, mid-Crrtaceous to Tertiary, and both due tile and brittl’: 
in nature (q+, Lanphere, 197;‘; Roeskc ef (11. l990). Other 
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large northwest-trending faults in the study area are desig- 
nated the Tats Creek, Sediments Creek and Debris fault 
zones (Figure I-13-7). 

BORDER RANGES FAULT 

The Border Ranges fault is a major structure separating 
the Alexander Terrane from the outboard Chugach Terrane. 
To the couth, Roeske ef <I/. (1990) and Brew and Morrell 
(1979) describe the fault xone as a complex feature at least 
IO kilometres wide. Brew and Morrell called this feature the 
Tarr Inlet suture done, consisting of sheared phyllite, slate, 
conglomerate, chert and greenstone, interpreted to be Per- 
mian in age and part of the Wrangellia Tenane. They inter- 
preted the northeastern boundary of this zone to be the Art 
Lewis fault of Campbell and Dodds (1983e), which trends 
down the Art Lewis and Battle glaciers but does not extend 
south of the tertninus of the Battle Glacier, and the southern 
boundary to be the Border Ranges fault mapped by Camp- 
bell and Dodds (1983~1) to south of the Reynolds Glacier. 

A fault zone and related rocks that we interpret as pert of 
the Tarr Inlet suture zone crops out long the northern margin 
of the Reynolds Glacier (I 140/9) as il series ofanastotnoz- 
ing brittle shear zones which cut the Jurassic-Cretaceous 
(14X and 172 Me K-Ar hornblende ages; Dodds and Camp- 
hell, 1988) Battle Glacier batholith and the sedimentary 
rocks (chert, greenstone, greywackr and argillite of uncer- 
tain age and affinity) that it intrudes. At one location on 

2oh’ 

Il4P/l2, discrete strands of the fault zone are up to IO 
metres wide, outlined by strongly sheared quartz-graphite 
mylonite. In other areas the strain is more widely distributed 
to include other lithologies and silicic. argillic and chloritic 
alteration with disseminated sulphides are variably 
developed. A more intact sequence of rocks, similar to those 
involved in the fault zone is present in the nolthern Battle 
Range, intruded by plutonic rocks. We are unsure at this 
time whether they represent an intact “houdin” in the Tarr 
Inlet suture zone and are part of Wrangrllia (as might be 
consistent with the interpretation of Brew and Morrell, 
1979). or lie north of the zone and are part of the Alexander 
Terrane. 

DUKE FAULT 

The Duke fault, a strand of the Deneli fault system as 
mapped by Campbell and Dodds (lY83b), trends down 
Squaw Creek in the extreme northeast corner of I14Pl14 
and juxtaposes the Alexander Terrane and a small sliver of 
the Wrangellia Terrane. Our mapping indicates a nonhwest- 
trending. imbricate zone of high-angle and southwest- 
dipping thrust faults in this area. Some rock types exposed 
to the south of the original mapped trace of the fault are 
similar to some to the north. However. as our mapping 
covers less than IO kilometrcs of the interpreted fault trace, 
we are reluctant to question its status as a terrane-bounding 
structure. Nevertheless. most deformation within the fault 



LO”C appears to he younger (u.,q. Latnphcre, 1977) than the 
Pennsylvanian stitching (Gardner P, rd.. 19Xx) of Wrangella 
and Alexander terranes. 

TATS CREEK FAULT ZONE 

The Tats Creek bult done consists of a series of parallel, 
steep. northwest-trending faults that cut thr Noisy Range 
pluton and Paleozoic and Mesozoic strnta to the northeast 
(Figure I-13-X). disecting the latter into a series of narrow 
fault panels. Some of the fault strands. including one contact 
between the Noisy Range pluton and Palcwoic carbonates. 
have a ductile mylonitic iahric with sinistral shear sense, 
overprinted by more brittle dextral shears. Other fault 
strends contain only brittle fabrics. One such fault is contin- 
uous over a length of more than 12 kilometres within the 
Noisy Range batholith, and is rnan;fest by il red and green 
zone of hrecciation and catxIa~i~ up to 30 metres wide, 
accompanied by chloritic and hemntitic alteration of the 
country rocks. It may merge with or he related to 3 series of 

I 
closely spaced parallel faults exposed at the north end of the 
Tats Creek valley, and may ills” he temporally related to il 

1 
wide. mineralized eouge zone in plutonic rocks exposed 
near the mouth “i Tomanous Creek, wuth of the Tat- 
shenshini River (Figure I-13-10). 

At least three small (I kmL) grahen structures are present 
along these faults, wntaining poorly consolidated scdimen- 

tary rocks including sandstone. crmglomerate md light g~-e) 
to huff claystone. These rocks contain coil1 a Ed other planl 
remains, and are interpreted to he Early TI rtiary am oi 
nonmarine origin on the hasls of correlatir n with ohe. 
similar coal-hearing units in tke region The:’ are assu~tted 
to he contempo,-;lncous with fxllting and ret resentatiw: OF 
local tmnstrnsiwul conditions (i r., small pull apart haziirts). 

Although post Early Tertiary ~movement I II these li~ulti 
cannot he interpreted with ccl-tainty, the ,ossihilil) of 
Miocene to Recent movement is suggested by ttuttwuu~ 
topographic linenments parallel to the fau ts and offset 
stream channels in the Tats Creek. valley. M ,croseismi?itv 
studies of the Windy Craggy region over a recent 2-:/ear 
period showed no significant :zeisrnic activit) in this valle:, 
(Horncr. l%V). 

The full extent and distrihtwon of faults in he Tats C?zek 
valley is difficult to elucidate dae to heavy t rush and ‘1rilt 
cover. However, at the mouth of Tats Cre:k. ““me-‘x,s 
cltxely spaced shear zones disrupt a sectir II of rocl:$ 3 
kilometres wide exposed along the northwe t hank 01 thr 
Tatshenshini River. 

DEIIKIS FAULT SYSTEM 

The Debris Ihult system consists principall: of two tttwth- 
northwest-trending fault\ which in pal-t em lose a ?,rw,n- 
dropped. trough-like depositiotlal basin fill, d with Ibuer 
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Tertiary sedimentary rocks (Figure I-13-10). The two 
bounding faults enclose numerous smaller faults, which 
may merge to the south into a single, moderately southwest- 
dipping fault. The westernmost fault is, in pan, a west- 
dipping, hi&angle reverse fault that places the Paleozoic 
carbonate sequence over the lower Tertiary sedimentary 
rocks. Facirs distribution (i.e., lack of coarse detritus adja- 
cent to the fault) of sedimentary rocks in the Early Tertiary 
basin suggests that most of the dip-slip motion on this fault 
postdates sedimentation. Maximum synsedimentary dis- 
placement is on the easternmost fault, as evidenced by a 
boulder- conglomerate and breccia unit within the sedimen- 
tary sequence adjacent to the fault, suggesting derivation 
from a fault scarp and down-to-the-west displacement. A 
brittle ihear LOW at least 50 metres wide is in part contLuned 
within bluish, chlorite-altered volcaniclastic rocks and 
marks the main fault trace. Cumulative down-to-the-wet 
dip-slip motion across the fault is estimated to be at least a 
kilometre; the mqnitude of strike-slip motion is unknown. 
Quaternary corer within the Tatshenshini and Tkope River 
valleys obscures the southern continuation of the fault. 



However, cxc~llcnt rxposure~ in one locality in the Tkope 
River valley rwal il moderetcly s[luth-southwrst~dippinF 
shear ronr at least 30 metres wide. devclqxxl in a srqurncr 
of graphitic argillitet juxtaposed against 3 relatively intact 
sequence of sandst~mes and cidcsilicate rocks. which may 
be the continuation of the fault zone. 

OTHER NORTH AND NORTHWE~r-'I‘RENl)ING FAULTS 
The northwest-trending. anastomosing Alkir Creek fault 

zone is apparently a splay off the main Drhris Saul1 zone. 
which crosses. that parallels the northern margin of Alkic 
glacier (local name). It hounds another wedge of IOWCI 
Tertiary sedimentary rock\. Several parellel high-angle 
faults also transect the South Range Creek area (I I4PIIN). 
the areil of Easy Creek and Supercuh Creek (I IJO/I6) and 
the Silurian-Permian section north of the upper ‘Twccdsmuil 
Glacier (informal: No Name glacier) on the same map sheet. 

North-trending fwlts are mapped in the eastern part 01 
Il40/16, north of the Alsek River. and in Il4Pil3, where 

they offset the C;lmhrian-Ordovicinn volcanic and lower 
Paleozoic carbonate contact. Similar faults also occupy the 
prominent north-trending &lacial valleys on this map sheet. 
These faults lie within and are parallel to the tightcncd 
hinges of large north-trending folds. This phenomenon is 
well displayed in south-facing slopes north of the Alsrk 
River and east of Easy Creek, where the hinge itreas of 
several upright. kilometre-scale chevron folds in the mqw 
cycle sequrnce are faulted. 
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THRUST Farws 
Large numbers of thrust f&Its ax Inot readily apparent in 

the map area, although cryptic thrust faults. particularly in 
the rnon~tonous carhonatc unit may he identified as we 
receive mow hioslraligl-aphic information The north- 
western contact of the Tat\ group is an cast-dipping thrust. 
and a xries of stxksd northeast-dipping thrust fwlts can be 
seen in the lower Paleozoic carbonate sequence at the mouth 
of Easy Creek. A thrust fault within the carbon;ur sequence 
at the mouth of Tough Creek is illustrated by Plate I 1% 14. 
As previously descrlhed. the Debris fault rime may mwgfe 
to the south with a gently south to s~)ulhwrst~dippinF zanc 
with top-to-the-north (dentral reverse) di\placemcnt. Scv- 
eraI southwest-dipping thrust faults have also heen Imapped 
in the Squaw Range. 

PENETRATIVE SHEAR FABRICS 
Evidence of penclrative ductile shear has hccn noted in 

several localions. In some casts, it is clearly related to a 
mapped fault, such as the zone of mylonitic rocks along Tats 
Creek. In other area\. diffuse L<>IK\ of shcnrrd rocks are nor 
clearly related to any discrete fault. They cotnisI of a s&e& 
of closely spaced shears which disrupt the foliation or 
bedding. and form a penetrative fabric on uutcrcrp and larger 
scales (Plate\ I-l3-lla and h). These hones arc widely 
distributed throughout the lmap arca. parlicularly on 
Ii4P/l2 and Il4Pil3, xc typically sreeply dipping, ori- 

ented cast-west 10 nonhwest-s(,utheast, and show both dex- 
trill and siniswal shear scnsc. 

DISTINCT STRUCTURAL DOMAIN IN 
1140/9 and 1140/15 

A distinct structural domain consisting of slronfly 

deformed amphibolite-grade rocks underlies the nun&kk 
and ridge system what divides the Vcr-n Rilrhir and Battle 
glaciers in Il401Y. and areas along the wcswn margin of 





ite+epidote) werprint, apparently related to or postdating 
emplucemrnt of granitic dikes, which contain only this 
t..xmblage. 

DEFORMATIONAL AND TECTONIC 
HISTORY 

A structure versus time diagram (E‘igure l-13-9) illus- 
trates our preliminary interpretation of the structural and 
metamorphic history of the map area, based on the relation 
ship OS deformational phases to each other and tu rocks of 
known ages. Other evidence used to construct this diagram 
(discussed in Part B) includes fossil age delta and the extrap- 
olation of relationships interpreted from adjacent areas. 
Locally developed conplomeratic horizons and il change in 
depositional environment from carbonate platform to 
siliciclastic-dominated reef and hackrcef during Late Sil- 
urian or Early Devonian time suggests the possibility of 
nearby tectonic activity. This time period corraponds tu the 
Klakas Oqeny of Geh&s (of (11. (IYK7) in southeastern 
Alaska. The earliest documented phase of deformation. 
manifest by intref~~lial isoclinal folds lmay hc related to a 
Prnnsylvanian-Prrmian plutonic event documented to the 
north and south of the study area (Dodds and Camphell, 
1988: Hudson, 198Rj.A depositiwxd hiatus or period of 

erosion of unknown duration Insted from late Paleozoic 
through Middle l’riassic time. Basalt and fine-graincd srdi- 
mrntary rocks of the Upper Triassic Tats group were deposi- 
ted in graben-type basins. suggesting an ovcr~ll extensional 
regime and rifting. Peter (IYY?) equated the depositional 
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setting uf the Tats group to the modern day ;uayma:; 3asin. 
A tma,jor episode of contracti~x~al def[xmatir n and mm:t;:mor- 
phism began post Late Tri&sic (Norian) depositicn Ibut 
prior to Late Jurassic plutonism In places s gnificant detor- 
Ination accompanied an cxtcnGve episode af Late :luwsic 
to Early Crrtaceous plutonism (Dodds and Campb~:ll, 
IYXX). These plutons are calc:&alic and a-e interpreted to 

he related to northeast-directed subdu< tion alC,riZ :he 



pwent-day Boundary Ranges fault zone (Platker er <,I., phcre. 1977: Pavlis P, al.. 1989). The synorogenic elastic 
IYW; Hudson. IYX3). During middle to Late Crrtxeous rocks are themselves folded and faulted. suggesting that 

time, northwest-trending hones of ductile shear. with mainly orogenesis outlasted sediment&ion. The Oligocene Tkope 
sinistrill otTset. cut both the plutons and older rocks. Brittle 
to ductile sheau with dextral offsets are imposed on these 

infusions f4lowrd this episode of strike-slip fulring. The 

Tkope intrusions arc also brittly deformed. testifying to 
early ductile shear fabrics This episode of faulting con- 
tinued from Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary time, based 

continued tectonic instability in the region. Miocene to 

on the presence of synorogenic cl~stic rocks in pull-apart(?) Recent motion on these faults cannot he documented with 

basin> and the postulated relationship of these faults to other certainty, however. some geomorphic features supgal the 

crustal-xccale dextral strike-slip faults in the region (Lao- possibility of relatively reccent movement. 



PART D: MINERAL INVENTORY UPDATE 
(114P AND 1140) 

By D.G. MacIntyre, M.G. Mihalynuk and M.T. Smith 

INTRODUCTION 
A key objective of the Tatshenshini project is the creation 

of an up to date inventory of the mineral resources of the 
project area. Unlike some parts of British Columbia, the 
Tatshenshini area iq not as well explored and the ducu- 
mented minerill occurrences in the MINFILE database do 
not represent an accurate inventory of the mineral endow- 
ment of the region. In order to obtain a more complete 
assessment of known mineral occurrer~ccs, James J. 
McDougall was engaged Lo assist ministry crews in locating 
and sampling occurrences that for the most par? are undocu- 
mented. Mr. McDougall is credited with the discovery of the 
Windy Craggy copper-cobalt massive sulphidr deposit in 
1958 and has spent many years exploring the Tatshenrhini 

area. His contribution to the Tatshenshini mitwal assess- 
ment project was invalueblc and helped ministry crews 
drvrlop a more complete mineral inventory of the area. 
Much of the information that follows is derived from 
unpuhlishcd reports and verbal communications provided 
by Mr. McDougall. particularly for the Buck, Jo and Pup 
properties (McDougall ef ul., IYXY: McDougall, IYYOa. h). 

The following descriptions are of propertics and show- 
ings visited and sampled during the 1992 field season. The 
descriptions include location, mineralization and alteration, 
hostrocks, previous work and potential f<)r additional dis- 
coveries. The descriptions are arranged according to deposit 
type. An updated list of mineral occurrences is given in 
Table I-13-1: mineral occurrence locations discussed in this 
report are shown in Figure I 1% IO. Note that several of the 
occurrences described below are new discoveries made dur- 
ing the 1992 mineral assessment project. 

STRATIFORM DEPOSITS 

VOLCANOGENIC MASSIVE SULPHIDE 
(Cu%Zn, Ag, Au, Co) 

The most economically significant exploration targets in 
the Tatshenshini pn!jcct area are volcanogrnic massive sul- 
phide deposits of the Windy Craggy type. These deposits 
are hosted by Late Triassic suhmxine volcanic and sedi- 
mentary rocks of the Tats group (informal, .see Part B). The 
world-class Windy Craggy deposit, which is owned by 
Gcddes Resources Ltd., is estimated to contain reserves of 
nearly 300 million tonnes grading I.18 per cent copper 
(Geddes Resources. 1992). Approximately $47 million has 
heen spent on exploration of this deposit to date. 

WINDY CRAGGY AREA 

Five new copper occurrences were discovered while 
mapping the Alsek-Tatshenshini wsit during the lY92 field 
season. Four of these are located in a 20 square kilometre 
area centred approximately I.5 kilometres southeast of 
Windy Craggy and 5 kilomrtrrs northeast of Tats Lake 

(Figure 1-13-l I). Here, as at ‘uVln(Sy Craggy, the host strat- 
igraphy includes interbedded pillowed tlo! IS, calca~ous 
siltstones and sills of the miCdle Tats mcmt er of the Tats 
group. Assays of up to 20 per cent copier have Ibeen 
obtained from the most extensively mineralized of tirse 
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Figure I-13-10. Location of assay samples and occurrences discussed in text. Sk Figures 1-13-l I and l-11-12 for locations of the 
Rainy Monday, Ice Bridge. Skid, Tequila Sunset and Vem showings. 

new occurrences. the Rainy Monday deposit. Such new 
discoveries demonstrate the very high mineral endowment 
of the Upper Triassic Tats group and the hi&h potential for 
the discovery of new reserves. 

The new discoveries can be subdivided into two different 
types of stratiform deposits. The first, which includes the 
Rainy Monday, Tequila Sunset and Skid occurrences is 
characterized by chalcopyrite and pyrite stringers and 
lenses, and stratiform. banded chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite- 
rich layers within foliated, chloritired basalt and lesser 
cherty argillite. The second type, which includes the Ice 
Bridge showing. is characterized by pyrite and pyrrhotite 
laminae with minor chalcopyrite in calcareous to cherty 
argillites and siltstone. The latter is probably at a strat- 
igraphically higher level than the main massive sulphide 
bearing sequence and may represent a waning phase of 
sulphide deposition. 

stant, rusty weathering outcrop of massive to semimassive 
sulphide protrudes from a scree and grass-covered slope. 
Pillowed tlows crop out to the north and south of the 
sulphide zone and calcareous siltstone talus occurs upslope 
to the northeast. The hostrocks are typical of the middle Tats 
member of the Late Triassic Tats group. The host stratigra- 
phy is contained within a northwest-trending belt that is 
offset by an east-striking fault north of Tats Lake. The most 
likely fault restoration solution places the Rainy Monday 
deposit on strike with the mineralogically similar Tats 
showing (Figure 1-13-l I), thus increasing the overall length 
of the prospective horizon. 

RAINY .MONDAY 

The Rainy Monday showing was discovered while the 
authors (Maclntyre and Mihalynuk) were mapping the area 
west of the Ice Bridge glacier (local name). The discovery 
showing is located on the west side of a north-trending ridge 
just above the valley floor (Figure 1-13-l I). Here, a resi- 

The Rainy Monday discovery showing dips steeply to the 
northeast and is about 8 metres wide. Within the zone are 
lenses of porous iron oxide and hydroxide 5 metw wide 
that locally contain remnants of coarse-grained pyrite and 
partly oxidized chalcopyrite stringers up to 20 centimetres 
thick. Mineralization persists over a slope distance of 30 
mares but the strike continuation of the zone is lost beneath 
alpine vegetation and scree to the west and east. Although 
the surface showing is extensively weathered and oxidized, 
samples of coarse-grained pyrite and chalcopyrite were 
obtained for assay (Table I-13-2, Nos. 12.15, 112). These 
contained copper concentrations up to 13.5 per cent and 
gold up to 0.72 gram per tonne. 
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The southeast strike of the discovery showing suggests 
that the host stratifrqhy may crop out on the east side of 
the ridge where a aep but accessible sure slope extends 
from the ridge crest to.just above lateral morraines covering 
the base of the slope. Several rusty weathering, resistant 
knobs protrude from the scree slope and each of these 
exposures were found to he oxidized massive to semimes- 
sive sulphide similar to the discovery showing. The lenses 
are interhedded will1 intensely chloritired flows and cal- 
careous, carbonaceous siltstone and argillite. The host strat- 
igraphy strikes north-northwest and dips steeply to the 
northeast. 

Overall mineral content within ths eastern zone is diffi- 
cult to determine due to the high degree of oxidation and, in 

places, scree cover. The oxidized sulphid: lens oc:urs 
within a northwest-trending z,orre that is ov :r 100 nrt~res 
wade. The mineralized zone clmrprises stringxs and lexes 
of massive chalcopyrite and pyrite up to : 0 centimt:‘:res 
thick and, where adequately exposed. such lenses czar bz 
seen to comprise up to IS per cent of go> ianous xru. 
Some of the lenses are cut by postmineral I nafic dik.e!. cr 
sills which may have recrystalli.:ed an origin II fine-graine,i 
protolith. Grab snmples coII~:c ted from sc ,eral difftrer.t 
localities on the slope (Table I-13-2, Nos. If -18, 113-l Ii) 
contained up to 20.2 per cent copper, 2.4 pr irns per trrnne 
gold and 39 grams per tonne silver. 

Mineralization within the southeastern zor~ has n >i:;ible 
vertical extent of I SO metres and appear i to corrtinue 

2/Y 



beneath lateral moraine near the valley floor. Assuming that 
the discovery showing and lenses exposed on the east- 
facing scree slope are at the same stratigraphic level, the 
Rainy Monday mineralized zone has a strike length of at 
least 600 metres, is up to 100 metres thick and extends 
down dip at least 150 metres. These dimensions suggest the 
deposit has significant tonnage potential. This combined 
with the high copper, gold and silver values obtained from 
assay samples suggest that the Rainy Monday is a signifi- 
cant new volcanogenic massive sulphide deposit. 

ICE BRIDGE 

The Ice Bridge showing is located approximately 1000 
metres north of the Rainy Monday deposit (Figure I 13-l I ). 
Here. rusty, calcareous, cherty argillite and siltstone are 
interbedded with massive to pillowed flows. The elastic 
rocks contain fine-grained pyrrhotite laminae 0.5 to 2 cen- 
timetres thick that contain variable amounts of chalcopyrite. 
Over intervals of a few centimetres the sulphide content is 
as much as 10 per cent. Analyses of samples from this 
occurrence return values of up to 0.46 per cent copper and 
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0.41 per cent zinc. The laminated nature of the mineraliza- 
tion, the argillaceous hostrocks and the higher zinc values 
distinguish these showings from the Rainy Monday. The Ice 
Bridge showing is at a higher stratigrapic level, assuming no 
major fault or fold complications within the intervening 
succession. 

The Tequila Sunset showing is located southeast of the 
Ice Bridge glacier (Figure l-13-1 I). The showing includes 
discrete, yellow and orange gossanous zones, 0.5 to 3 
metres wide of tectonically admixed fine-grained sediment 
and foliated basalt (now chlorite schist) that occur within 
the hinge zone of a faulted, south-plunging anticline. A 
sequence of en echelon mineralized zones is exposed across 
about 20 metros and may extend over IO0 mares of a cliff 
face south of the Ice Bridge glacier terminus. Malachite- 
stained chalcopyrite and pyrite occur as stratabound 
stringers within the pods. Chalcopyrite may comprise up to 
I5 per cent of the rock over intervals of less than 0.2 metre. 



Controls on the distribution of the sulphides appear to be 
predominantly structural. This showing is similar in style to 
the Rainy Monday and the anticline is on trend with the 
Rainy Monday shouing. Extents of the mineralization both 
above and below the immediate discovery zone are 
untested; such testing will require technical climbing and 
drilling. 

A thin veneer of foliated basalt f(rms the steep cliff faces 
at the base of the ridge southeast of the ICC Bridge &lacier. 
Chalcopyrite occurs as stringers and blebs up to fist-size 
within the foliated hesalt. Lateral moraine is plastered on 
the slopes both above and below the showing. Bedrock is 
exposed in n series of waterf;llls that erode through the 
moraine. Assllys from grab samples yield up to I.56 per cent 
copper and 0.22 per cent zinc (Table I-13-2). Further 
exploration may require trenching and technicul climbing. 

The Cramps Crag showing is located in rugged terrain in 
the extreme southwestern corner of Il4P/l4. It lies north- 
west of a belt of rocks correlated with the Upper Triassic 
Tats group. A field check indicates that the showing is 
marginal to a dioritic intrusive unit. in a sequence of meta- 
sedimentary rocks intruded by abundant mafic sills or 
flows. In this sense. the sequence resembles the lower or 
middle Tats volcanic sequence, to which it has been corre- 
lated (Warwick ef a/.. 1984). However, the metesedimentary 
rocks, which make up less than IO per cent of the sequence, 
include marble and chert-pebble conglomerate. lithologies 
more typical of the Silurian-Permian sequence, which crops 
out to the north and eat. The showing is hosted in vesicular 
basalt, and consists of a massive sulphide layer or lens 
approximately 20 centimetres thick, consisting of massive 
pyrrhotite and pyrite, chalcopyrite, malachite and iwrite. 
Assay results are pending. 

OCCURRENCE WEST OF THE ALSEK RIVER 

Another showing was discovered on a small, remote 
nunatak 35 kilometres west-northwest of the Windy Craggy 
deposit, near the head of the Vern Ritchie Glacier. 

VI?RN 

The Vern showing occurs in Paleozoic to Mesozoic 
greenstones on the south side of a small nunatak. (Figure 
I 13-12). Chelcopyrite occurs as malachite-stained hlebs 
within wecke (‘?) nexthe gradational contact between dom- 
inantly plagioclase-porphyritic basalt flows and buff to 
brown-weathering banded marble. The copper grades are 
visually estimated to be up to 5 per cent in places. The 
extent of the minrralilation is not known. Other rocks 
within the contact /one are lapilli and block tuff and vol- 
canic breccia. all cemented by carbonate. Very fine-grained 
basalt dikes up to 40 centimetres thick crosscut the 
succession. 

On the north side of the nunatak the succession is mainly 
chat or siliceous volcanic rocks (tuff?) and pyritic sericite 
schist. A bright orange gossanous zone is exposed over 

Figure 1-13~12. Geologic setting of the Vein occurren~:~: 
(SW Figure I 1% I I fix legend). 

several tens of metres below an ice: fall on th, western end 
of the nunatak. 

MELRERN LAKE - BASEMEN7 CREEK AREA 

Several copper showings art: k.nown in the watrrshet of’ 
Basement Creek, a northwest-Ilowing tributa y of the ?-at- 
shenshini River. The upper part of the creek is incised inlo a 
broad U-shaped valley eXposin;s (1 nearly conti IUOUS section 
of northwest-trending, steeply dipping, interh :dded maim 
sedimentary and volcanic rocks of possible Triassic tge. 
Numerous bright orange and red gossnns oc :ur along the 
trend of the creek, several of which are knswn sulphide 
occurrences. These rocks are part of a nilrro~ belt of gos- 
saris and copper showings that extends from hlelbern Lzke. 
northwest across the Tikki Glic~er, down Be ement Cr:ek 
and northward toward Tomahnoui Creek. A se :tiott thmltgh 
the belt is exposed on the cliffs north of the “ikki Glacier. 
Here the beds dip steeply anal malachite st..ining occt~rs 
locally on cliff faces. A whit<:-weathering g:‘psum bed is 
exposed near the top of the clif’ ration. This I lelt of matine 
sedimentary tend volcanic rock!; is bounded b) granitic ll~,u~ 
t”ns and may he a roof pendant. 

Three showings have been located on t?e Basenen~ 
Creek property the Basement West or McC ougall (MIN.. 
FILE I l4P 045), June 21 st (MINFILE I l4P ,144) and Junr, 
24th (MINFILE I l4P 043). Only the MCDOL@ sho\v ng. 
which is exposed on both hanks of an east-f owing cro:k. 
approximately 100 metres frown its confluetv e with B;w 
merit Creek, was examined during the I992 llrogram. l‘hi:; 
showing is a vertical, resistant, north-wet ding coa’ie.~ 
grained, mnssive to semimassive sulphide ens up t,l f8 
metres thick. The massive sulpbide is predo ninently pyr.. 
rhotite with lesser chalcopyrite and pyrite. Th,: lens is interns 
bedded with steeply dipping chlwi.te schist, r lafic sill:; and 
limestone. A grab snmple from the southern e rposure of the 
lens contained 0.59 per cent copper and sligh ly anom;~lou:; 
zinc and silver (Table l-13-2, N,a. 5). 
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The June 21 showing is mainly pyrrhotitr veins and 
stringers with some anomalous copper and gold values in a 
garnet-tremolite-bearing marble: the June 24 showing is a 
bedded barite-carbonate exhalite that contains weakly dis- 
seminated sphalerite, pyrite, chelcopyrite and galena 
(Perkins, 1985). The hostrocks are interbedded chlorite 
schist, mafic volcanics and limestone with numerous mafic 
sills and dikes. 

The belt of possible Triassic rocks that hosts the Basr- 
merit Creek baritic exhalite and massive sulphide showings 
extends over SO kilometres along strike and has high poten- 
tial for the discovery of additional stratiform massive sul- 
phide deposits. 

SQUAW CREEK AREA 

Squaw Creek has historically been an important placer 
mining camp with a reputation for producing large nuggets 
of both gold and copper. It occupies a linear valley which 
follows the trace of a major terrane-bounding fault, the 
Duke fault (Figure l-13-1). This fault separates part of 
Wrangellia from the Alexander Terrane (Campbell and 
Dodds, 1983a). Bedrock mineralization is believed to occur 
within rocks of Wrangellia Terrene affiliation. 

A zone of copper-iron sulphide pods hosted in foliated 
and unfoliated aphanitic basalt flows and calcareous marine 
sediments is exposed on the north end of Barrier Ridge, east 
of upper Squaw Creek. Showings are mainly within a con- 
torted basalt-dominated section near the steeply dipping 
contact with a less deformed package of calcareous t” shaly 
argillite and wacke. Lithologies associated with predomi- 
nantly dense, locally pillowed, nonmagnetic, aphanitic 
basalt flows are: interpillow, laminated micrite; massive 
white to black and green banded chert (ahalite’? or tuf0; 
rusty, well laminated chetty argillite; calcareous siltstone 
and brown to black, fetid limestone. 

Pods of pytrhotite are up to I by 5 metres in size, but 
commonly IO to 30 centimetres. Chalcopyrite typically 
occurs as blebs or veinlets within pyrrhotite, and locally 
within basalt and chert where it may comprise up to 2 per 
cent of the rock over a width of 9 metres. Chalcopyrite 
veinlets also contain pyrite, calcite and subordinate quartz. 
The mineralized zone is exposed in a series of trenches 
within east-flowing creek gullies over a strike length of 
approximately 200 metres. Continuity across strike is about 
50 metres, but due to Quaternary cover, its eastern limit is 
not known to within a kilometre. Smaller zones of massive 
sulphide mineralization crop out to the northwest within the 
stream-bed of the eastern fork of Squaw Creek. 

Past exploration on the zone includes six diamond-drill 
holes totalling less than 200 metres (Bapty, 1968) together 
with airborne and electromagnetic surveys, but the results of 
the program are not available. In later years, additional 
geophysical and geochemical work was done on areas 
peripheral to or overlapping the Sheep property. These pro- 
grams were aimed at locating the lode source of the Squaw 
Creek placers. 
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Mineralized rocks on the Sheep property are probably 
Late Triassic in age: similar in age and lithology to the Tats 
group (see Part B) which hosts the Windy Craggy deposit. 
However, these rocks are believed to be part uf Wrangellia 
Terrane (Campbell and Dodds, 1983a) and as such probably 
belong to a slightly older stage (Carnian) than the Norian 
Tats group of the Alexander Terrane (E.K., Maclntyre, 
1983). Since such a correlation has mineral potential signifi- 

cance, samples f(x rare-earth element and microfbssil ane- 
lyses were collected as part of this study to test the correln- 
tion. The result\ of these analyses are pending as this paper 
goes to press. 

PoLmm'rAI.~.Ic BARITE~DLPHIDE DEPOSITS 
(Cu-Zn-Pb-Ag-Au) 
GOI.ImI:N 

The Goldrun property (Dat and Bar claims) extends from 
Goldrun Creek southwestward to Datlasaka Creek. Access 
to the property is by a dirt road which connects to the 
Hainrs Highway approximately 3 kilometres to the east. 
The property was located in 19X8 after prospector Ted 
Hayes discovered an isolated outcrop of bedded baritr with 
week sulphide mineralization protruding from the grassy, 
east-facing slope of a rounded, northwest-trending ridge. 
The property was briefly visited and sampled as part of the 
Tatshenshini mineral assessment project. 

The Goldrun property covers part of a narrow, fault- 
bounded, northwest-trending, southwest-dipping belt of 
poorly exposed, possibly Late Triassic volcanic and sedi- 
mentary rocks that extends from Squaw Creek to southeast 
of Datlasaka Creek. A crinoidal limestone of possible Devo- 
nian age crops out along the southwest edge of the property 
and may be the basal member of a southwest-dipping thrust 
panel. 

The Discovery showing is bedded, calcareous baritic 
exhalite with minor concentrations of fine-grained pyrite, 
galena, sphalerite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite and argentite. 
Christopher (1990) reports assays up to 6.7 grams per tonne 
gold, 227.0 grams per tonne silver and 51 per cent barium. 
Other showings on the property include the “Massive Sul- 
phide Creek” and “Zinc Mountain” neither of which were 
visited during the 1992 program. Christopher reports ana- 
lyses from the Zinc Mountain showing up to 94 447 ppm 
zinc, 60 289 ppm lead and 150.7 ppm silver. The Massive 
Sulphide Creek occurrence is a gossanous zone of greater 
than 15 per cent sulphide in mefic volcanics. No anomalous 
base or precious metal values are reported for this occur- 
rence (Christopher, 1990). Assay results for two samples 
collected from the discovery outcrop are given in Table 
I-13-2 (Nos. 24 & 25). These barite-rich samples contained 
I9 and 72 ppm silver with anomalous concentrations of zinc 
and lead. Sulphides are less than 5 per cent and are very tine 
grained. The hostrocks are sericite-quart7-talc-carbonate 
schists that may have formed by alteration of a felsic vol. 
canic protolith. The occurrence of talc and an enrichment in 
nickel suggests some of the protolith rocks may have been 
mafic volcanics (Neciuk, 1991). Chloritic schists crop out to 
the northeast and presumably down section from the baritic 
exhalite horizon. 



The Goldhank Ventures Ltd. -Sutton Resources Ltd. joint 
venture completed I2 diamond-drill holes totaIling 1134 
metres, an induced polarization survey, trenching, mapping 
and rock geochemistry on the Goldrun property in late 
1990. The drilling intersected a IO-centimetre bed of tnas- 
sive pyrite with trace to minor argentite, sphalcrite and 
chalcopyrite within the calcareous haritic exhalite zone. The 
stratiform mineralization assayed 0.27 gram per tonne gold, 
IO87 grams per tonne silver, I. I4 per cent copper, 0.22 per 
cent lead and 2.14 per cent zinc (Naciuk, I99 I). Regional 
exploration led to the discovery of another haritic zone up to 
I30 metres thick, I4 kilometrcs to the southeast of the 
Discovery showing. Naciuk (1991) reports analyses from 
this zone up to 3000 ppb gold, 57.0 ppm silver, 24 350 ppm 
copper, 3 I 512 ppm lead and 41 610 ppm zinc. This zone 
was not visited during the I992 program. 

The mineraliation and hostrocks at the Discovery show- 
ing on the Goldrun property are very similar to those at the 
Late Triassic Haine:; harite-lead-zinc deposit in the Mount 
Henry Clay area, just south of the International Boundary 
and the Greens Creek polymetallic massive sulphide deposit 
in southeast Alaska. The Goldrun showings are also on 
strike with other sulphide occurrences in the Squaw Creek 
area to the northwest. The hostrocks for these occurrences, 
which crop out in a narrow northwest-trending belt, have 
obvious high potential for undiscovered stratiform barite- 
sulphide and polymetallic massive sulphide deposits. 

HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION ZONES 
(Cu-Au-A& 
BLICK 

The Buck property, located 69 kilometres southeast of 
Windy Craggy, consists of 54 claim units that were staked 
in 1989 to cover a large brown to orange-weathering gos- 
sanous zone at the confluence of the Tkope River and Tsirku 
Glacier (McDougall <‘f ul., 1989). The property was visited 
briefly with Mr. McDougall during a reconnaissance of the 
area. 

A mineralized and altered zone approximately 4 kilo- 
rnetres long and up to 3 kilometres wide is exposed along a 
northwest-trending ridge that is bounded to the east by the 
Buckwell Glacier, to the south by the Tsirku Glacier and to 
the west by the Tkope River. McDougall P, nl. (1989) 
suggest the zone continues up to 8 kilometres to the south 
under the Tsirku Glacier but do not clearly state the basis for 
this conclusion. Where exposed, the zone includes hrecci- 
ated quartz-carbonate-altered volcanic and sedimentary 
rocks of possible Triassic age. Bedding, as defined by 
pyritiferous sediments, trends northwest and dips steeply 
east. Intensely deformed black argillaceous sediments and 
limestones that may be correlative with the lower part of the 
Tats group outcrop to the west of the Tkope River, presum- 
ably at a lower stratigraphic level. Rugged ridges and peaks 
north of the zone appear to be mainly volcanic and could he 
the upper part of the Tats group. 

Sulphide mineral assemblages within the zone include 
varying proportions and concentrations of fine-grained dis- 
seminated to coarse-grained, interstitial pyrite, pyrrhotite 
and rare chalcopyrite. Manganese oxide coats fracture sur- 

faces. Within the zone, intense si~lica tlooding and develrp 
merit of mariposite are reported Secondary silica is apfsx- 
ently present as grey chert to opaline masses ather thx as 
veins and veinlets. The style of alterati~~n has been 
described as listwanitic but there is no evi lence for an 
ultramafic protolith and elsewhere within he zone the 
alteration assemblages suggest: a high-level ?ydrothermal 
system of possible epithermel ori,gin. Many of the rozks 
within the altered zone are light c’oloured and ire mapped as 
felsic volcanics but this coloration probably rc tlects intense 
silica-sericite-clay alteration rather than ( riginal nick 
composition. 

Samples from various locxtiorts within he zone iwe 
reported to contain anomalous gold, copp:r and silver 
values (McDougall ef al., 1989). A sample 1 -om a py!itic 
shear zone near the crest of the ridge appar:ntly assayed 
IX.41 grams per tonne gold, 0.58 per cent co ~per and ::i.C 
grams per tonne silver. Other samples from :he area con- 
tained up to 0.9 per cent co~~per, 0.22 per :ent zinc 4.1 
grams per tonne silver, 0.23 per c:ent manga ~ese and 17fN 
ppm arsenic with generally low hut anomalou i gold vallres, 
A single grab sample collected during a she :t visit to :ht: 
property contained slightly anxnalo~~s lead t rahle I-I ,1-2. 
No. IO) 

Additional sampling in IYYO failed to delir eate any con.. 
tinuous zones of gold, silver or copper ~~oncentmtiot~ 
although isolated samples returned copper vi lues betueer6 
0.15 and 0.X5 per cent and lint values to 2.44 per cent 
(McDougnll, 1990~1). Small zones of massive to semimas~ 
sive pyrite ocrur along northuest and nort least-trentlinj: 
shear zones. Northwest-trending basaltic dikt s and sill:, up 
to 35 n~etres wide also appear t,o be intrude j along th~esc 
zones. Brecciation is apparentl:~ ;associated wi h these bar.al- 
tic intrusions and narrow copper-bearing s wars pwdlel 
their northeastern contacts. 

The Buck hydrothermal system represent ; a large and 
relatively unexplored exploration t~arget in tb: Tatshenshini 
mineral assessment area. It appears to be a high-level, 
possibly epithermal hydrothermal system, w th indicat Toni 
of potentially economic concwtrations of g’ Id, silver and 
copper. Because of the areal extent of the /on, of minemiiz- 
ation and alteration, much more work will I be require,] to 
fully assess the mineral potemial of this pro! ,erty. 

PW 

The Pup property, which includes 40 clam units., WE 
staked in 19X9 to cover a zone (of intensely I lrecciated ;~nd 
pervasively mineralized volcanic I-ock that CI ops out ;at th,: 
confluence of Pup (local name) and Tom; hnous creeks 
(McDougall ef al., 1989; McDougall. 1990~1 I. The brercil 
zone was sampled as part of the Tatsher shini mineral 
tiSSCSSltlC”L 

Clasts within the breccia an: I to 5 centime tres in dizme- 
ter, subangular to subroundemi and arc crudely stral:i?ied. 
They are predominantly dark grey. fine-grain :d chlorit,e and 
sericite-clay~altered volcanic locks with n inor oxidized 
quartz and calcareous sediments. In places, oxidation and 
leaching has produced a porous, poorly con ohdated mas 
of breccia fragments with coarwgrained. oxi Czed sulphide 
clusters occupying solution cavities. Mine& iderlt:,fied 
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include cuprite, copper carbonates, fine-grained pyrite and 
chalcopyrite. Late quartz veins cut the breccia. Iron oxide 
cemented boulders occur in the lower part of Pup Creek and 
clay-rich fault gouge was observed in the bed of Tomehnous 
Creek. Quartz-carbonate veining is reported north of the 
creek but was not examined. 

Samples from the mineralized breccia are reported to 
contain up to 1.03 grams per tonne gold. 12.4 grams per 
tonne silver, I .h7 per cent copper and 0.07 per cent molyb- 
denum (McDougall et al., 1989). Assays results for two 
samples collected from the breccia zone during the IYY2 
program are summarized in Table l-13-2 (Nos. 20 dt 2 I ). 
Neither of these samples returned significant metal values. 
However, the mineralized zone is large and much additional 
sampling and possibly drilling is required to fully evaluate 
the significance of the Pup breccia zone. 

The Pup breccia is located along a major fault zone that 
trends parallel to Tomahnous Creek and may connect with a 
strand of the Tats Creek fault zone northwest of the Tat- 
shenshini River. Intensely fractured granitic rocks crop out 
downstream from the breccia zone. The breccia is believed 
to have formed by explosion of a high-level cupola above a 
subvolcanic intrusion th’tt may have been emplaced into the 
fault zone (McDougall, IYYOb). 

The poorly consolidated nature of the Pup Creek brrccia 
and its location along a fault zone that offsets Early Tertiary 
sediments in Tats Creek suggests brecciation and minertdiz- 
ation are post-Paleocene to Recent in age. This type of fault- 
controlled hydrothermal activity may occur along other 
major Tertiary to Recent faults in the Tatshenshini area. For 
example, a similar, but untested fault breccia is exposed 6 
kilometres north of Sediments Creek. 

In addition to the breccia zone. a bedded gypsum- 
andydrite deposit occurs in calcarrous sediments exposed 
immediately north of the breccia and adjacent to a quartz 
d&rite stock. There is probably no relationship between the 
evaporite deposit, which is most likely Triassic in age, and 
the mineralized breccia. 

The C and E North and South showings are located east 
of the Haines Highway near Stanley Creek. Hostrocks are a 
sequence of strongly altered, mafic volcanic rocks of 
Wrangellian affinity and Paleozoic or Mesozoic age (Dodds 
and Campbell, 1983a). The showings are located immr- 
diately west of the main strand of the Denali fault, and are 
apparently genetically related to it. Rocks are light orange 
weathering and strongly carbonate altered. with numerous 
quartr-carbonate veinlets. Protolith types are difficult to 
impossible to distinguish over an area at least I kilomrtre 
wide and several kilometres long. Neither “showing” was 
located with certainty. They may correspond to the northern 
and southern baselines of an extensive grid of cut lines. 
Quartz-carbonate alteration is common along the Denali 
fault zone to the south of these showings. Three samples of 
orange-weathering, intensely quartz-carbonate altered rocks 
did not return anomalous values of silver. lead. copper or 
zinc (not listed in table). 

MINERAL DEPOSITS RELATED TO 
PLUTONS 

QUARTZ-CAKBONATE VEINY (Pb, Ag%Zn) 

NORM 

The Norm showing is a new discovery located on the 
steep northwest-facing slope of a nunatak in the north- 
eastern part of the Tweedsmuir Glacier, 4 kilometres south 
of the Yukon border (NTS 1 140/16, northwest comer). The 
nunatak is underlain by a pluton 2.5 kilomeres wide consis- 
ting of layered and massive hornblende gabbro and dioritr. 
Its age is not known, but it may be related to abundant 
Juressic-Crctaceons plutonic rocks in the area. The contact 
of the pluton is covered by ice but it presumably intrudes 
fossiliferous limestone; argillite, sandstone and volcanic 
rocks of probable Devonian age. 

The gahhroic host contain.s reddish weathering gossanous 
zones composed of quartz-carbonate veins and altered 
selvages. A west-trending vein, I metre wide, that was 
examined in the course of this study contains up to 30 per 
cent coarse galena as small veinlets and lenses, as well as 
disseminated pyrite. A single grab sample from this vein 
assayed IO.5 per cent lead. 2.07 grams per tonne gold and 
540 grams per tonne silver, and is also anomalous with 
respect to uscnic, antimony and tin (Tzblc I-13-2. No. 64). 
Other gossanous zones within this body were not 
investigated. 

CARMIXE 

Smell (2 IO cm thick) quartz veins with coarse galena 
were found in a north-trending gully on the north side of a 
small divide on the northwest side of the Carmine Mountain 
plateau (I 14P/I IN), approximately 5 kilometres north of 
the Jo showing (ser below). Hostrocks are rhyolite and 
decite flows and tuff intruded by biotite-quartl-feldspar 
porphyry with accessory hornblende. The tlows unconfor- 
mably overlie lower Paleozoic marble and may be Tertiary 
in age. A single sample returned I50 grams per tonne silver, 
S.8 grams per tonne gold, 0.37 per cent copper, 4.37 per cent 
lead and 0.13 per cent zinc. and is ttlso anomalous with 
respect to arsenic and antimony (Table I-13-2, No. 167). 

SKAKN DEPWITS 

SHOWINGS NORTH AND WEST OF WINDY CRAGGY 

The potential for skam-hosted mineral deposits north and 
west of Windy Craggy has not been previously investigated 
in any detail. although up to 30 per cent of the area is 
underlain by plutonic rocks, mostly of Jurassic-Cretaceous 
age, that cut Paleozoic limestone. The plutonic rocks can he 
divided into two broadly defined map units: relatively 
homogeneous quartz monzonite or granodiorite. with rare 
potassium feldspar megacrystic granite, and a relatively 
heterogeneous complex of tonalitic to dioritic or gahhroic 
rocks (.rre Plate I- 13-7 for an example of the latter). The 
more felsic plutons generally do not have skarn minrndira- 
tion associated with them. Their contacts are usually sharp, 
hut from a distance the intrusions can be difficult to dif- 



ferentiate from the country rock where they intrude massive 
limestone or marble. The heterogeneous, dioritic plutons, in 
contrast, have abundant alteration and skarn mineralization 
associated with them, and contacts, particularly where they 
intrude argillite units, can be mapped from a distance by the 
presence of wide, red-orange-weathering zones of altera- 
tion. Most of the alteration within both the argillite 
sequences and the plutons up to several tens of metres from 
the contacts consists of disseminated pyrrhotite (up to 30% 
but more commonly 2-S%), with associated garnet-epidote- 
pyroxene skarn in c;dcareous rocks. In some areas, however, 
massive sulphide layers or pods are present. Three of the 
most significant prospects investigated to date are briefly 
described below. In addition to the new discoveries several 
other skarn localities have yielded copper values in the 500 
ppm range. 

The newly discovered Wounded Hedgehog mineral 
occurrence is located near the toe of the Vern Ritchie 
Glacier approximately 4 kilometres northwest of Vern 
Ritchie Lake, on Il40/9NW. The area is underlain by a 
sequence of massive, recrystallized carbonate rocks 
intruded by Jurassic-Cretaceous plutonic rocks. At the 
showing, coarse white marble is intruded by a north- 
northwest-trending body of hornblende amphibolite, which 
is moderately to strongly foliated. Red-weathering altered 
zones occur along this contact. the colour primarily the 
result of weathering of disseminated pyrrhotite. A brief 
examination of one of these zones revealed a I by 2 metre 
pod containing approximately 70 per cent very fine grained 
massive pyrrhotite. chalcopyrite, and lesser bornite. Assay 
results arc pending. 

M0lAY 

The Mojay showing is located on the southern border of 
ll4P/l3, 4 kilometres east of the Alsek River on the west 
side of a narrow glacial canyon. At this locality, coarse, 
white marble is intruded by Jurassic-Cretaceous(‘?), variably 
foliated hornblende diorite and gabbro. At least four intru- 
sive phases were noted in this area. The contact with host 
marble is extremely irregular, and numerous dikes with 
skarn-mineralized (mainly garnet+epidote+horn- 
blende?pyroxene) selvages are present. Northwest- 
trending rusty weathering, resistant lenses of sulphide- 
bearing skarn are exposed in the canyon, mainly developed 
within the dioritic pluton contact zone and numerous marble 
screens. The sulphides are primarily disseminated pyrrhotite 
and pyrite. One such zone measures approximately IO 
metres by 200(?) metres. Lenses of massive sulphide within 
these znnes consist primarily of pyrite, pyrrhotite, chal- 
copyrite and bornitec?). The extent and distribution of mas- 
sive sulphide mineritlization is largely unknown. as most 
outcrops are inaccessible in cliff faces or were mapped only 
by aerial reconnaiss;mce. One sample returned an analysis 
of 4 ppm silver, 550 ppm cobalt and 523 ppm copper (Table 
I-13-2, No. 151). Although the minrrillization seems tc> be 
of a skarn type, the consistent northwest trend to these 
bodies suggests a degree of structural control 3s well. 

There are similar showings in the next vail :y to the east, 
where at least three large wrt-northwest-t ending rust) 
weathering skam lenses arc: Iexposed. 01 e such lent; 
developed within the marble at the contact between I:hc: 
marble and the diorite body, consists of ver! fine graixx 
disseminated and massive pyrite and pyr-hotite, witi- 
slightly coarser, disseminated pyrite and pyr .hotite wilhir 
the diorite body. Only minor development (,f celcsiliutc~ 
skarn was observed here, in coimast to the first loca ity 
Two samples collected from thir; locality 1 lid not :yit:lc 
anomalous assays for silver, copper, lead or ; inc. 

LONELY 

The Lonely showing is located approxirrately 4 kilo- 
metres south of the confluence of Range and South Ralge 
creeks, where the lower Paleozoic carbonate i nd Paleozoic 
argillite units are intruded by a Jurassic-Greta xous hetwo- 
geneous dioritic pluton. Argilkxeous rocks ho: t up to 50 per 
cent pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite as pods and lenses. C;dc- 
silicate skarn alteration is pervasive along thi! contact. .-he 
sulphide zone has a northwest trend and m:~y be in put 
structurally controlled. Assay results are pew ing. 

Several other localities along the margin ( f this pluton 
were also examined and sampled. Most of the sulphide 
mineralization consists of disxminated pyrrhm btite. 

CARMINE MOUNTAIN AREA 

JO 
The Jo showing was brietly visited and sa npled during 

the 1992 program. It is located \ot, the crest of i smell nonh- 
trending ridge approximately 2 kilometres west of F&d 
Mountain and 1.5 kilometres wuth of Frederi:kson Creek. 

Red Mountain is underlain b:y runty red wea:hering, p:/ri- 
tic andesite to basalt flows and related sills of 1 lrobeble Late 
Cretaceous to Tertiary age. These rocks sit with anglar 
discordance on intensely folded Paleozoic car ,onates. Cut- 
crops of carbonate form rounded crests of s:veral nwth- 
trending hills on the west slop,: of the mount iin. A north- 
west and north-trending swarm of dikes, sills and p\Ups of 
besalt, diorite and quartz munzonite porphiry cuts [he 
carbonates. 

The Jo showing is a disseminated b( mite skarn 
developed near the contact of a dioritic plug. !:everal sl~all 
pits probably record exploration work at the sh’wings many 
years ago. Three samples collected by Geddc :s Resources 
Limited in 1990 contained 0.7 to I. 18 per cer t copper End 
5.9 to 7.0 grams per tonne silver- and up to t 8, I8 per ct:nt 
zinc. A grab sample collected during a brie stop at : he 
showing assayed 1.20 per cent copper and 1 grams per 
tonne silver (Table l-13-2, No. 27). 

McDougall (1990) describes the l,ocation of 1 showing in 
Frederickson Creek, approximatei:y I .S kilomr tres north af 
the Jo showing and 3.5 kilometres southwesl of Cam IX 
Mountain. It occurs in a deep gorge and is not easily 
accessible and was not visited during the cu rent project. 
According to McDougall (19911). interest in +ederick$on 
Creek was generated by the discovery of borr ite-rich llf~at 
near its contluence with the Tat:;henshini Rive], Subseqilfmt 



work located a copper-stained outcrop in a steep gorge that 
apparently yielded assays of up to 6.X grams per tonne gold. 
Follow-up work by Geddes Resources in 1990 failed to 
relocate the showing due to high water levels in Fred- 
erickson Creek. 

Outcrop in Frederickson Creek is reported to be mainly 
limestone with lesser intercalations of shale and cherty 
argillite of probable Paleozoic age. Sedimentary strata strike 
northerly and dip steeply: they are cut by basalt dikes and 
sills and small diorite plugs. The showing is assumed to be a 
skarn related to emplacement of these intrusions. 

RAINY HOLLOW AND THREE GUARDSMEN AREA 
1114P/lOW AND 9E) 

The Rainy Hollow and Three Guardsmen areas 
(I 14PiIOW and YE) contain abundant skern prospects, grn- 
erally believed to be associated with intrusion of the 
Oligocene Tkope intrusions. and have been the target of 
mineral exploration efforts since the late 1800s (Watson, 
1948). Field checks were made of approximately half of the 

MINFILE localities in these areas. Several localities were 
visited by Webster et ul. (1992) and are not included here, 
but many more have never had the benefit of a field check. 
Three of the latter are briefly described below. Most of these 
prospects are now located to within approximately 100 
metrcs. in contrast to previous investigations which placed 
them only within 0.5 to I kilometre of their correct position. 

The Victoria prospect is located on a west-facing hill 
slope a few hundred metres south of the War Eagle showing. 
An adit has been driven into the hillside, and approximately 
SO metres above it, a small pit has been excavated in skam- 
mineralized marble. The skarn consists of coarse garnet and 
wollastonite, with lenses of massive sulphide consisting 
primarily of coarse galena and sphalerite. Watson (1948) 
reported 188 grams per tonne silver from a sample from this 
locality. A single grab sample consisting of approximately 
80 per cent coarse galena. sphalerite, pyrite and malachite 
returned 235 grams per tonne silver, 17.90 per cent lead, and 
30.0 per cent zinc (Table I-13-2, No. 147). Lead isotope 
analysis of this sample will help to determine the timing of 
mineralization. 

The Simcoe showing is located approximately I50 metres 
above Clayton Creek on the east side. A trail leads to an adit 
driven into the steep mountainside an unknown distance, 
with a small waste dump at the portal. Copper staining is 
obvious around the portal, however massive and dissemi- 
nated sulphides were observed mainly in the dump. Rusty 
weathering zones project up the hillside above the adit, and 
in part delineate an east-trending, high-angle contact 
between foliated quartz diorite and greenish metasedimen- 
tary rock. Greenish. unfoliated, porphyritic dikes crop out 
throughout the area. A grab sample of semimassive sulphide 
containing sphalerite and bornite returned 42 grams per 
tonne silver, 0.40 per cent copper, and 0. I I per cent lead 
(Table I- 13-2, No. 30). 

We were unable to locate the Mildred showing (MIN- 
FILE ll4P 013) in this area. Its approximate recorded 
location corresponds to the contact between the Three 
Guardsmen batholith and metasedimentary country rocks 
where it changes orientation from north-south to roughly 
east-west. The contact is rusty weathering and contains 
disseminated sulphides, apparently a continuation of the 
skam mineralization at the Canadian Verdee showing (see 
below). 

The Canadian Verdee showing is located along a ridge 
crest south of Three Guardsmen peak, in a sequence of 
metamorphosed argillite, quart.& and marble. intruded by 
quartL diorite. Metasediments and intrusive rocks are 
strongly foliated along a north to north-northeast trend, and 
dip steeply to the west. The intrusive body is locally 
mylonitirrd along the contact. with amount of strain 
decreasing to the west, away from the contact. Most of the 
skam alteration is a garnet-epidote-diopside-actinolite 
assemblage developed within the marble unit. Pods and 
lenses of massive magnetite and malachite, azurite and 
bornite are developed within the foliation. Massive pyrite- 
pyrrhotite-chalcopyrite skarn was ohserved in float. Iron 
and copper-stained rocks are visible in cliff faces to the 
south of the showing, and continue along strike for at least a 
kilometre north of the showing. Evidence of drilling was 
noted in several locations along the strike of the mineralized 

zone. A single grab sample containing bornite, malachite 
and azuritr returned 37.5 grams per tonne silver. 17.95 per 
cent copper and 1.6 per cent zinc (Table l-13-2. No. 148). 

The foliated plutonic rocks are part of the Three Guards- 
men batholith. for which the unfoliated parts are demonstra- 
bly Oligocene in age (Dodds and Campbell, 1988) and 
related to the Tkope intrusions, with which most of the 
skarn showings in the Rainy Hollow camp are associated. 
However, Dodds (1988) has suggested that some of the 
rocks in the Three Guardsmen batholith (presumably the 
more foliated ones) may be Cretaceous. 

Several other skern localities were noted in the course of 
our survey of the Rainy hollow area that ttre not presently 
part of the MINFILE inventory. One is located approx- 
imately 500 metres southwest of the Adams prospect (MIN- 
FILE I l4P 010). and consists of a weathered roadcut and 
nearby exposures of galena-sphalerite-magnetite and mas- 
sive magnetite skarn in a mixed sedimentary sequence 
intruded by granitic dikes. A grab sample returned I75 
grams per tonne silver, I per cent lead and 3 per cent zinc. 
Several reddish weathering, resistant skarn lenses are 
located along the east side of Wilson Creek. of the Adams 
prospect. 

PRELIMINARY MINERAL POTENTIAL 
ASSESSMENT 

The following constitutes our preliminary assessment of 
the Alsek-Tatshenshini area. As only a small number of 
assays have been completed, this assessment is based 
almost entirely on geological observations recorded during 
a 2.month field season in the areas outlined in Fipre 



I- 13-l. With the exception of visits to showings and pros- 
pects described, our observations (and hence interpreta- 
tions) do not extend to the southern part of the Tatshenshini 
map area. Additional data will be provided by completion of 
regional geochemical surveys. 

l Rocks with high mineral potential are Late Triassic in 
age and occur in a relatively restricted, northwest- 
trending belt approximately 7 kilometres wide (Figure 
I-13-4). They may have formed in an ancient rift 
system not unlike the present-day Red Sea or Gulf of 
California (e.g.. Peter, 1992). Pans of this belt of 
Upper Triassic rocks contain significant copper 
deposits, such as Windy Craggy. To emphasize this, 
our mapping alone resulted in the discovery of four 
new copper occurrences within 15 kilometres of the 
Windy Craggy deposit. Most significant of these is the 
Rainy Monday showing. It is over 600 mares long, 
over I50 metros deep, and is up to 100 metres thick. 
Assay samples from this zone have yielded up to 20 
per cent copper, up to 2 grams per tonne gold, up to 2X 
grams per tonne silver and up to 0.27 per cent cobalt. 

0 Metamorphic rocks exposed near the southwestern 
border of the map area may also have significant 
mineral potential. A mineral occurrence that we dis- 
covered in this area is visually estimated to contain up 
to 5 per cent copper in rocks that were originally much 
like those at Windy Craggy. However, the area is 
remote, rugged and icebound. 

0 Paleozoic limestone underlies a significant portion of 
the map area but contains only a few scattered mineral 
occurrences that appear to be of limited extent. There- 
fore, areas dominantly underlain by these rocks are 
tenvdtively assigned a low mineral potential. Assay and 
regional geochemical survey results to test these obser- 
vations are pending. 

0 The third major rock type in the map area, Jura- 
Cretaceous granitic rock, is associated in some 
instances with iron-copper skarn or lead-silver vein 
mineralization at intrusive contacts. These occurrences 
tend to be small and irregular, and therefore offer 
relatively low mineral potential. However, high-grade 
veins such as the newly discovered Norm occurrence 
could have economic significance. 
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KATIE - AN ALKALINE PORPHYRY COPPER-GOLD DEPOSIT IN THE 
ROSSLAND GROUP, SOUTHEASTERN BRITISH COLUMBIP. 

(82Fl3W) 
By MS. Cathro, B.C. Geological Survey Branch 

K.P.E. Dunne, Mineral Deposit Research Unit, U.B.C. 
and T.M. Naciuk, CME Consulting Ltd. 
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alteration, mylonite. shear zone. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Katie deposit (49”08’00”, I 17°19’50”, MINFILE 

82FSW290) is located 7.0 kilomares southwest of the town 
of Salmo (Figure 2-l-l). Access to the property is via the 
6.kilometre Hellroaring Creek logging road, which leaves 
Highway #3, 2 kilometres south of Salmo. Topography 
consists of gentle to moderately steep slopes ranging in 
elevation from about 1250 to 1700 metres. Outcrop on the 
property is sparse due to extensive glacial deposits which 
locally attain thicknesses of up to SO metres. 

Low-grade porphyry copper-gold mineralization is 
hosted by mafic to intermediate alkaline to subalkaline 
volcanic rocks of the Lower Jurassic Elise Fortnation of the 
Rossland Group. The rocks exhibit variable potassic and 
propylitic alteration associated with disseminated and stock- 
work pyrite, chalcopyrite and magnetite. This geological 
setting is similar to that of the alkaline suite of porphyry 
copper deposits as defined by Barr ef ul. (1976) and 
McMillan (1991). which includes Copper Mountain, Afton. 
Mount Mill&n and Galore Creek. Katie is the most east- 
erly significant example of this deposit class found to date 
in the Canadian Cordillera. Similar showings in the Ross- 
land Group occur near Nelson and include the Star (Dawson 
ef al., 1989) and Shaft (Andrew and Hiiy, 1989). 

Distinct but relatively minor gold and silver-bearing 
quartz-dolomite veins with minor pyrite, chalcopyrite. 
tetrahedrite, arsenopyrite and molybdenite crosscut the por- 
phyry stockwork. Specular hematite has also been tenta- 
tively identified. These veins follow mylonitic shear zones 
which are altered to an assemblage of sericite. quartz and 
carbonate. 

This paper presents a summary of the property geology 
and exploration results to date and details the results of core 
logging and petrography completed during 1992. 

EXPLORATION HISTORY 
Anomalous copper values in Hellroaring Creek stream 

sediments were first indicated by the 1977 National Geo- 
chemical Reconnaissance Survey (GSC Open File 514). 
The earliest recorded exploration work in the area was a 
geochemical survey completed on the Jim claims by Amoco 
Canada Petroleum Company Limited in 1980. This survey 
indicated “a zone of anomalous copper values in soils 
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with values over 100 ppm owr an area o’ I200 m b) 
300.400 m” (Ma&xx, 1980:‘. “Jo further u xk was dent: 
and the claims were allowed to lapse. From 1982 onwards, 
exploration on the adjacent Gus, Swift, E ise and Liw 
claims was focused on shear- hosted gold- silver ta.r,+i 
(Andrew and Hay, 1990). 

The Katie claim group (Fig,ure 2-l-l) Y as staked by 
prospector Ken Murray in I985 to cover the, unocn copper 
anomaly. Soil geochemistry carried out by I Murray father 
defined the anomaly and esta,blished the prc :sence of pal- 
tially coincident gold anomalia (Murray, 1987). B~allo~l 
Lassiter Petroleum Limited o?tioned tlx pn perty in 1983 
and completed geological and geophysics survey:: and 
drilled four diamond-drill h&s totalling : OS metres in 
1989. The best intersection, in hole KT-89.4, assayed 0.24 
per cent copper and 0.20 gram per tonne gold over 6.0 
metres (McIntyre and Bradish, 1990). 

Yellowjack Resources Limited acquired B dloil’s ino:re:;t 
in 1990 and formed a joint venture with Herr lo Gold Mines 
Inc. and Brenda Mines Limited to explore tl e propert)‘. As 
operator, Noranda Exploration Company, Limited :orh- 
ducted further geological, geo~:hemical and g :ophysical su:- 
veys and drilled 34 diamorld--drill holes otalling 11260 
metrrs (McIntyre and Bradish, 1990; MC Intyre, Ia9,; 
Kemp. 1992). Yellowjack took over as opera or in 199:, and 
drilled an additional 18 holes totidling 4477 metres. 

The drilling has delineated three areas of w-grade por- 
phyry copper-gold mineraliz;ltion, named the “Mam”, 
“West” and “ 17” zones (Figurt: ;!- I-2). To c ate, no mirieral 
inventory figure has been released by the o vners. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The Katie property is underlain mainly by mafic tcm inter- 

mediate volcanic rocks of ihe Lower Jurassic Rosila~ad 
Group, the easternmost part Iof the Quesnel Terrane. Just a 
few kilometres south of the property the Ro sland Grcup is 
juxtaposed against Paleozoic rocks of the Kc otenay Terrane 
by the Waneta fault, a steep wt:sl:-dipping tt rust fault (Fig- 
ure 2-l-l). 

The Rossland Group in the: Salmo area cc mprises if baxd 
succession of fine and coarwgrained clasl ic rocks <a,’ the 
Archibald Formation, volcanic: and epiclas ic rocks wf the 
Elise Formation and overlyirlg fine-grained elastic rocks of 
the Hall Formation. These rocks have been well described 
by Little (1950: 1960; 1965; 1985), Frellold and Little 
(1962). Frebold and Tipper (197(l), H6y and Andrew (1988; 
1989a; 1989b: 1989~; 1990~1; I990b), Andr :w er al. ( 195’1) 
and Dunne and Hiiy (1992). 
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Figure 2-I. I. Location and regional geology map of the Katie propcny (after H6y and Andrew. I99Oa). Katie claim 
group is shown hy hold line. Magnetic data from GSC Map 84796. 
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Drill information from the Katie property indicates that 
the Elise Formation in this area is composed of mafic to 
intermediate volcanic rocks intruded hy numerous suh- 
volcanic gabhro to monzonite dikes and sills. These intru- 
sive rocks, informally known as thr “Katie intrusions”, are 
assumed to he roughly syn-Elise in age. They are described 
in detail below. 

The earliest structures in the Katie area (cu. 180 Ma) are 
tight folds. locally associated with a penetrative mineral 
foliation and intense shearing and thrusting (HGy and 
Andrew, 1990a). These structwx are m”re pronounced and 
evident near the Waneta fault where the Hellri,aring Creek 
syncline, an overturned, east-dipping syncline exposes Hall 
Fonnatiun in its core and sheared Elise Formation in its 

limbs. This syncline may he the southern e (tension d the 
Hall Creek syncline in the Neison area (Hi y and A,nfJren, 
199Oa). 

To the south of the Katie claims, a numb :r of northxat- 
trending sheer zones formed during this ea ly deforlration 
event. Several of these can he xen in surfzw exposure aild 
are characterized hy intense ~carbonate-seric te-silica aItem 
tion (Andrew and Hijy, IYW). Northwest .trending shear 
zones interpreted from Katie: ~.lrill core ma i he the f.*ld:d 
equivalrnts of these surface e:iposwes. 

North to northeast-trendinr;:, east-vergil g thrust Paults 
post-date shearing along the ‘Wmeta t’dult. T ~ese inclu~le the 
steeply west dipping Archibald and East i.rchibald 3eek 
faults on the west side of the Katie pn~pert) (Figure 2-I-I). 



The compressional structures are sealed by Middle 
Jurassic and Late Cretaceous intrusions such as the Beaver 
Creek, Wallack Creek and Salmo stocks (Figure 2-l-l). 
Late northwest-trending normal faults offset earlier thrust 
faults and cut both Jurassic and Cretaceous intrusions. 
These late faults are probably related to Eocene extensional 
tectonics (Parrish et al. 1988; Corbett and Simony, 19X4). 

Despite proximity to the tectonic boundary between 
Quesnellia and North America, Rossland Group rocks are 
relatively undeformed except within about 2 kilometres of 
the Waneta fault where they are penetratively deformed. 
Regional metamorphic grade of the Rosslend Group is low 
in the Salmo area, but increases to the north in the Nelson 
area. 

A strong (250 gamma), northeast-trending regional mag- 
netic anomaly measuring 2 by 8 kilometres (Figure 2. I-I), 
overlies the property and probably reflects a magnetite-rich 
intrusion or volcanic unit (GSC Map 84796). 

ROCK TYPES 
Outcrops on the property are rare and rock types are 

described mainly from drill core. Lithologies are described 
in order from oldest to youngest. 

LOWERJURASSIC R~SSLAND GROUP 

UNlT IJev: ANDESlTlC TO BASALTIC FLOWS AND 
TUFFS 

The property is mainly underlain by variably altered 
volcanic rocks of the Lower Jurassic Elise Formation. They 
are medium to dark greenish grey in colour, weakly to 
moderately magnetic and generally massive to vaguely lam- 
inated. Although alteration has partially obscured the origi- 
nal textures, large pyroxene and feldspar phenocrysts are 
common and easily discernible in hand specimen. Pyroxene 
phenocrysts are subhedral to euhedral. range in sire from 
1 to 10 millimetres and average 2 to 3 millimetres. Feldspar 
phenocrysts are subhedral to euhedral and lath-like, average 
2 to 3 millimetres in length and usually appear altered. The 
dominance of pyroxene and feldspar-phyric rocks suggests 
that most of this unit is part of the lower member of the 
Elise Formation (Hey and Andrew, 1988). 

This unit is further subdivided into flow and flow breccia 
(IJe4). monolithic pyroclastic breccia (IJe2) and lapilli 
(lJ&), crystal @8x) and fine (IJe7f) tuff (Table 2-l-l) 
corresponding to the nomenclature of Andrew ef al. ( 199 I ). 
Petrographically, flow units are distinguished from tuffs by 
trachytic alignment of feldspars, local calcite or quartr- 
tilled amygdules and absence of broken crystals. Despite 
the apparent presence of pyroxene in hand sample, primary 
pyroxene phenocrysts are completely altered and replaced 
by actinolite, chlorite, epidote and biotite (Plate 2-l-l). 
Plagioclase varies from andesine to labradorite; the 
anorthite content is often obscured by saussuritiration or 
sericitization of feldspar cores (Plate 2-l-2), replacement of 
rims by potassium feldspar or plagioclase zoning. Apatite is 
an accessory mineral in virtually all the Elise volcanic 
rocks. In tuffs, apatite phenocrysts are often broken 
(Plate 2-l-3). 

UNIT I&a: KATIE INTRUSIONS 

Intrusive rocks at the Katie property are generally pale 
green and grey spotted, moderately magnetic and medium 
to coarse grained. They range in composition from gnbbro 
to monzonite and are composed of nearly equal proportions 
of anhedral to subhedral pale grey to greenish grey feldspar 
and subhedral dark green mafic minerals, mainly 
hornblende and lesser pymxene. Grain size ranges from 
about I to 3 millimetres. In drill core, these intrusive 
lithologies alternate with volcanic rocks suggesting that 
they probably occur as thick sills or dikes. The rock often 
has a hetero&rneous appearance with partially assimilated 
fragments of gabbroic or volcanic material: a texture that is 
more typical of a hybrid border phase than im intrusive 
breccia (V.A. Preto, personal communication, 1992). 

In thin sections, intrusive rocks are mainly equigranular 
and granophyric (Plate 2-l -4). although porphyritic phases 
are also represented. They range from mafic to intermediate 
in composition. The mafic phases contain IS to 40 per cent 
plagioclase (An,,,,,) and lesser potassium feldspar (5 to 
15%: Table 2-l-l). Primary qwrtr is generally absent. 
Pyroxene and homblendr are altered to actinolite. epidote, 
chlorit< and carbonute. Feldspw, are commonly sericitired 
(Plate 2-l-4) or saussuritired. Apatite occurs as an 
accessory mineral. 

More intermediate phases comprise 15 to 40 per cent 
plagioclase (An, & and I5 to 30 per cent potassium fel- 
dspar, including perthite (Plate 2-l-5). The abundance of 
potassium feldspar and perthite is probably due to potassic 
alteration. Hornblende is rarely partially preserved as 
ragged grains. Commonly chlorite, epidote and calcite 
replace primary amphibole and pyroxene. Sphene is often 
present as an accessory mineral; apatite ir notably absent. 

Based on primary mineral assemblages in thin section, 
the Katie intrusax are mainly gabbro to monzogabbro in 
composition with some more monzonitic varieties (Table 
2-l-l). The variation, however, may be due to the increase 
in the potassium feldspar (and quartz) content in some 
specimens and could in part be an effect of the strong 
potassic alteration. Due to this alteration, discrimination of 
the protolith by whole-rock analysis is inappropriate. 

The lack of sharp intrusive contacts and chilled margins, 
and the similar overall petrographic composition, suggest 
that the Katie intrusions were emplaced into the Rossland 
Group a synvolcanic intrusions. They incorporate partially 
assimilated gabbroic or volcanic phases and occur near a 
major regional structure (,in the core of the Hellroaring 
Creek syncline). These features are characteristic of other 
complex subvolcanic intrusions in the Rossland Group 
including the Eagle Creek Complex (Dunne and HSy, 1992) 
and the Shaft gabbro (Andrew and H6y, 1989). 

UNIT Wh: BLACK ARGILLITE AND SILTSTONE 

Fissile black carbonaceous argillite and siltstone of the 
Lower Jurassic Hall Formation outcrops on the east side of 
the property (Hby and Andrew, 1990a). Similar black 
argillite and greywacke are also present in hole 25 to the 
northeast of the Main zone and are interpreted to be Hall 
Formation. 
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‘f.4ARt.t? 2-1-1 
PETR”GR4PHIC CHARACTEKtSTtCS OF THE I.OWER .lURASSlC ROSSLAND GROUP AT ‘THE KATE 

PROPERTY ,“X2~Kt3W~, S”UTHEASTERN BRITISH C”LUMBIA 

Unit 

VOLCANIC ROCK! 
andesite/basalt 
flow/flow breccia 
(lJe4) 
andesite/basalt - 
lapilli tuff 
C-JW 

andesite/basaJt 
crystal turf 
(UW 

kite 
fme tuff 
(Je7fI 

INTRUSIVE ROCK 
gabbro 
Ww) 

monzogabbro 
OJw*) 

--., 
Primary Alterath 

--.. 
Phwaysts% GlWUlldm*SS% Replacement% Pervasive% -.- 

(of pbeaocrysts) -.- --.. 

plagiaclase 10 
apatite 1 

plagjoclm 3 
(An45-60) 
apatite 1-2 

plagjaclase 15.30 
(h.55-62) 
k-spar 2 
apatite l-2 

plagiaclase 20 
(An4560) 
k-spar 15-W 
apatite 1 

opaques 2 

opaques l-3 

hornblende O-10 
opaques l-7 

sericite 10 
chlorite 10 
calcite 10 
epidote a-40 
chlorite S-10 
actindite 2-5 
sphene trace 
chlorite l-15 
albite O-15 
epidate O-7 
sericite 5 
calcite O-5 
biotite O-5 
actinolite o-5 
k-spar l-5 
calcite m 
&cite 10 
chlorite 10 
biotite O-5 
albite O-2 

-.-- 
quartz 30 
widte 25 

-.-- 
k-spar lo-20 
quartz 10-15 
chtarite O-20 
epidote 5-7 -.-- 
quartz 25-35 
seride O-10 

-.-- 
sericite O-40 
chlorite O-15 
quartz 2 

_.I 

._ __-.. 
calcite 2 
quartz 1 
B ,s --.. 1 
quam 2 
eddot : 1-3 
k:spar 1 
biotite 1 - --.. 
calcite O-5 
quartz o-5 
k-spar o-1 
opaqu :s 1 

- 

- 
- 

- 

- 

-. 

3 
T plagioclase 15-25 

(An 50) 
apatite 1 

apatite 1 

perthite 15 
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Plate 2. I-I. Pyroxene replaced by actinolitr and carbonate in monzogabbro. Matrix dominated by potassium feldspar. Also note 
primary magnetite grains (dark prey) with needles of rutile. Katie DDH 41-176.7 metres (from McDonald, 1992: ppl + reflected light. 
field of view = 5.1 mm). 





Plate 2-l-S. Perthitic texture of plagioclase in potassium feldspar. Alternatively. this may he potassium feldspar replacing a 
primary plagioclase phenocryst. Katie DDH 53-90.3 lnetres (xp, field of view = 0.65 mm). 

UNIT IJsk? FELDSPAR PORPHYRY 

Pale grey and greenish grey plagioclase porphyry is occa- 
sionally present in the drill core. In hand specimen it is 
generally foliated and mottled in appearance, with 5 to I per 
cent subhedral to euhedral feldspar phenocrysts 6 to IO 
millimetres in size in a medium to dark greenish grey 
groundmass. Chloritized hornblende laths I to 2 millimetres 
long comprise 5 to 15 per cent of the rock. In thin section, 
sericitized labradorite phenocrysts are seen in a groundmass 
of plagioclase, potassium feldspar and quat.z; hornblende 
needles are virtually all altered to chlorite. Several per cent 
magnetite grains show a poikiolitic texture. The protolith 
for this rock was probably a dacite. It is similar in 
appearance to the post-Eli% (cu. 186 Ma) Silver King 
porphyry near Nelson (Htiy and Andrew, 1988) but may be 
a synvolcanic dike rock. It contains I to 2 per cent pyrite but 
has only background levels of copper and gold: this infers 
that it is a post-mineral intrusion. 

LATE DIKES 

Late dikes of lamprophyre, microdiorite and feldspar 
porphyry are minor but ubiquitous; they are generally 
unmineralized and unaltered or only weakly altered. None 
of these dikes has been dated at Katie or in the immediate 
area, but they are post-mineralization and may be related to 
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the Nelson (Middle Jurassic) or Coryell (Middle Eocene) 
plutonic suites. 

UNIT mlnmd?: PLAGIOCLASE MICRODIORITE, 
HORNBLENDE MICRODIORITE 

Narrow dikes of fine-grained porphyritic microdiorite are 
common in the drill core. These dike rocks are spotted light 
and dark grey, are nonmagnetic to moderately magnetic and 
contain 0.5 to 2.millimetre pale green or grey, anhedral to 
subhedral phenocrysts of feldspar and 0.5 to I-millimetre 
needles of black hornblende. 

UNIT mJfp?: FELDSPAR PORPHYRY 

Fine to medium-grained, nonmagnetic to weekly mag- 
netic, beige-grey to pale beige feldspar porphyry dikes are 
locally present. This unit is distinguished by 0.5 to 2.milli- 
metre subhedral to anhedral phenocrysts of white to pale 
green feldspar in a greenish beige aphanitic groundmass. 

UNIT mEI.?: BIOTITE LAMPROPHYRE, BIOTITE- 
HORNBLENDE LAMPROPHYRE 

Lamprophyre dikes or sills up to IS mares thick, but 
generally less than 3 metres thick, are locally present in drill 
core. They are dark grey. relatively fresh and nonmagnetic 
to weakly magnetic. These dikes have a fine-grained 



groundmass with 3 to 5 millimetre biotite phmocrysts, less 
common hornblende phenocrysts and angular to sub- 
rounded, grey, fine-grained rock fragments up to 5 milli- 
mews in diameter. Fine-grained chilled margins are usually 
evident. Staining shows that this unit contains IO to 20 per 
cent potassium feldspar in the groundmass and that the rock 
fragments contain no potassium minerals. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
The Katie property is within a generally northeast- 

trending, southeast-dipping panel of lower Elise rocks on 
the western limb of the Hellroaring Creek syncline. Lack of 
outcrop hinders more detailed structural interpretations. 
Bedding is difficult to recognize in the volcanic rocks, 
partially because of pervasive alteration. Correlation of bed- 
ding contacts in the Mein zone suggests they strike north- 
west and dip northeast. A weekly developed foliation is 
recognizable in drill core as chloritic partings along 
microfractures. 

Several zones of .sheared and mylonitic rocks have been 
recognized in the Main zone. These shears are 5 to 20 
metres wide and appear to crosscut porphyry-stage altera- 
tion and mineralization. Their relationship to post-mineral 
dikes is not known and their attitude and distribution are 
unclear. Some drillhole correlations suggest that they may 
have a predominantly northwest strike and northeast dip 
(Figures 2-l-3 and 2-I-4). 

The mylonitic rocks have an intense penetrative fabric, 
are wavy banded. pale beige and greenish beige, strongly 
slickensided and may grade into chlorite-sericite schist. In 
thin section, the cai,zclnstic fabric is marked by rounded 
feldspar boudins and rotated sulphids grains with quartz 
Pressure shadows (Plate 2-l-h). Cr)mpositionaIly, the 
mylonite comprises oveT 70 per cent sericite as pervasive 
alteration and replacement of feldspar, IO per cent quartz. 
IO per cent sulphides. 2 to 3 per cent carbonate (possibly 

ankerite) and severa.I per cent leucoxene. Folded and 
sheared quartz-dolomite-sulphide veins, which are 
described below, are also present. 

Drillhole 25 intersected a fault in the northeast part of the 
property which juxtaposes andesites of the Elise Formation 

against black argillite of the Hall Formation. This is proba- 
bly a steeply dipping northwest-trending fault mapped by 
HGy and Andrew (I 99Ob). 

MINERALIZATION AND ALTERATION 
At least two stages of mineralization are present; an 

alkalic porphyry copper-gold stage and a later, shear-hosted 
gold-silver-copper-antimony-arsenic stage. 

ALKALINE PORPHYRY STAGE 
Porphyry-stage mineralization is simple. consisting 

mainly of pyrite and lesser chalcopyrite (Plate 2-l-7). 
Traces of bornite, pyrrhotite, sphnleritc and tetrahedrite 
have been noted and chalcocite has been tentatively identi- 
fied in drillhole 37. Total sulphide content ranges from I to 
IO per cent and averages about 2 per cent. The sulphides 

occur as subhedral disseminations in the volcan c and inrrr- 
sive rocks or in narrow veinlets with qua’tz, calcilc, 
potassium feldspar. chlorite and epidote. Chalc opyrite al $0 
occurs locally with pyroxene wt,ich is commor ly altered to 
actinolite (McDonald, 1992). Good correlatio I of coppt!r 
and gold analyses suggests that ,gold occurs ma only in clw- 
copyrite. Limonite, malachite anti azuritc are :ommon cm 
fractures high in drillholes; in some holes part al oxidarian 
extends to depths of over 100 metres. 

In terms of metal content, the slttxed volcan c and intrw 
sive rocks contain a maximum of a,bout I per cent copf~w 
and 03 gram per tonne gold. COUP”’ content s rarely Ias 
than 400 ppm, except in late dike:; which gene ‘ally conti.in 
less than IO0 ppm. Other element,;, such as silvi r, lead, zinc, 
arsenic and antimony. are relatively low. 

Up to several per cent magnt:ti,te is present n most reek 
types. The main exception to this is strong’ y potassium 
feldspar altered zones which are often nonma ;netic. M:y- 
netite occurs mainly as rounde’j an,d corrodec primary Z’) 
grains 0. I to 2.0 millimetres in ~diameter (Plate 2. I- I ), or ,a 
secondary grains to 50 microns. r,eins, irregulx aggregal,.?s 
and hreccia fillings (Plate 2-l -8: :?AcDonald, 1’192). Natr’~w 
zoner of coarsely crystalline secondary magnetite :ire 
locally well developed, especiall:y above mine :alizrd inter- 
vals (Figures 2-l-3 and 2-l-4). L,,xally these :ontain up to 
50 per cent magnetite (Plate 2-l-S). A slightly axidixd 
surface sample of this material returned a~aly, es of I4 ::IX) 
ppm copper and 2800 ppb gotd. Other tra :e accewxy 
minerals include rutile, sphene. ilmenite an 1 leucoxene. 
These are generally associated with magnetite (Plate 2-l-l) 
and ferromagnesian mineral\, all bough rutile IS also found 
locally in veins carrying chalcopyritc (Get inger, I Y G’2: 
McDonald, 1992). 

Alteration mineral assemhl;q:es in the K&e area are 
consistent with both propylitic ~alteration an 1 greenschist 
facies metamorphic grade. However, as the r< ,gional mcta- 
morphic grade is low in the Salmo area ani penetnlive 
deformation of the volcanic rocks is general y lacking on 
the property, propylitic alteral:ion is more I kely. On the 
Katie property, this alteration 1s ctwacteriza by saussni- 
tixation of feldspars to a greenish grey lnixtu e of chlorite, 
epidote, sericite and calcite. Pyroxene grail s have h:er 
altered to chlorite, sericite antl ;xtinolite. All lite is loc~01) 

developed adjacent to sulphides I:Getsinger, I 192). In :vldi- 
tion, calcite, epidote and chlorite-pyrite strir gers cros!r:w 
the rock, although many of theic appear to be later than !:hi: 
main stage of mineralization. 

Pervasive potassic alteration is locally w :I1 developed 
(Figures 2-l-3 and 2-l-4) and is characteriz :d by a g--y, 
green, pink and purplish brown mottled, va~urly granola’ 
rock composed of potassium feldspar, plagioc ax and leiw 
quartz, biotite and chlorite. Petrography indicates :hat 
potassium feldspar has replaced the groundm ISS and form:; 
rims on primary plagioclasc igrains (Gets nger. 1992). 
Coarse secondary hiotite is also locally pre ;ent. In s~unc 
places, potassium feldspar may be confined t,) narrow ( I to 
5 cm) veins, quartz vein selvage:;, or irregular tloodcd zonei 
associated with quartz, pyrite an,:1 chalcopyrit< (Plate 2~.1..9;. 

A late, retrograde, hydrous alteration appez rs to overprint 
the prograde alteration types. Sericite replac :s plagioclasz 



KATIE MAIN ZONE 
SURFACE PROJECTION OF 

ALTERATION AND MINERALIZATION 

Figure 2-1-3. Drillhole plan for the Main zone. Katie propetty. Drillhole traces and the extent of alteration zones and 
mineralization are shown projected to surface. 

and secondary potassium feldspar and chlorite replaces sec- 
ondary biotite and amphibole (Getsinger, 1992). The abun- 
dant late calcite, epidote and chlorite-pyrite stringers men- 
tioned above crosscut the potassic alteration and may also 
be pan of this late retrograde stage. 

SHEAR-RELATED AU-AG-CU-Se-As STAGE 

Although not common, mylonitic shear zones any sig- 
nificant gold values (1 to 3 ppm), silver (IO to 60 ppm) and 
copper (up to I per cent) and anomalous levels of arsenic 
and antimony. These sheared rocks are pervasively altered 
to an assemblage of quartz. sericite and carbonate and 
contain weakly to strongly contorted quartz-dolomite- 
sulphide veins. The veins contain minor but locally abun- 
dant concentrations of pyrite, chalcopyrite, tetrahedrite and 
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arsenopyrite and traces of molybdenite. Specular hematite 
has been tentatively identified. 

The mylonitic shears appears to be younger than the 
porphyry stage and may displace porphyry mineralization in 
some places. As outlined above, the attitude of these struc- 
tures is not well known, although at least one set appears to 
strike northwest and dip northeast (Figures 2-l-3 and 
2-l-4). 

EXPLORATION RESULTS 
Ground geophysical surveys and soil geochemistry have 

detected numerous anomalies on the Katie claims. 
Geophysical surveys include a 28 line-kilometre pole-dipole 
induced polarization survey (a = 50 m, n = I to 5, line- 
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spacing = 200 m) and a 41 I m-kilomctrc I ~~~netom~i:er 
survey (25 m stations. line spa&g = IO0 m). In addition. a 
total of 16 line-kilometres of isoil sampling ( 100 x l(U m 
grid) has been carried out hut was hindered ~tn~~cwha.t by 
thick overburden. Several large i,reils of an<>” alous copper 
(IO0 ppm) hwe been outlined ‘:Fipure 1.~1-2). There are no 
large contiguous gold anomalie:.. ;althoush sl of highs IO 
ppb) are coincident with the copp:r rimes. I letails 01 the 
geophysical and zcochcmical work can he Co md in Mcln- 
tyre and Bradish (1990) and McIntyre (1991) 

Three anomillot~s zones were identified hi’ the grwnd 
geophysics and extend over an arca of at least I X00 by 310 
metres. An anomaly over the Main zone consi its of coirc- 
dent high chargeability. moderate I-csistivity i nd moderate 
to strong magnetic responses. ‘The true dimet sions of this 
geophysical anomaly were not ;xcertained hec USC its st~tt- 
igraphic and mineralized trends wike suhparal el to the gr~id 
lines. A roughly coincident coC~pw~old soil a ~xt~aly (Fig- 
urc 2-l-2) is also present. Drilling has shown hat the Main 
zone strikes northwest, has an apparent true th ckness of’70 
10 I35 metres and is at least SOCl metres long (C igures 2~ I~?. 
2-l-3, 2-l-4). It has been intersscted in drill~oles to I50 
metres below surface. Copper~&j enrichmc nt is mt~i lly 
confined to intcnwly potassicall) altered ande ;itic volcar~ic 
rocks (for grades .scc Figure 2-l -4). Local er richlnents in 
gold and silver are associated with late m)lonitic sh:ar 
zones as previoorly described. 
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The 11 zone anomaly is located 670 metres south of the 
the Main zone, has a strong magnetic response but is outside 
the area of induced polarization coverage. It is geologically 
similar to the Main ozone. with copper-gold mineralization 
associated with intense potassium feldspar and biotite 
alteration. Limited drilling has outlined an altered and 
locally mineralized area measuring at least 300 by 100 
metres (Figure 2-l-4). The zone appears to strike northwest 
and dip at a low angle to the northeast (Figures 2-l-2 and 
2-l-4). It may be B faulted extension of the Main zone. 

The West zone anomaly is 1.6 kilometres west of the 
Main zone and comprises a north-trending zone of high 
resistivity, high chargeability and locally high magnetic 
responses. Potassic alteration is not as well developed in 
this area although one drillhole, NKT-X9-9, cut a 170.3 
metre intercept grading 0. I6 per cent copper and 0. I7 I gram 
per tonne gold. 

CONCLUSIONS 
0 The Katie property hosts low-grade, alkaline porphyry 

copper-gold mineralization within variably potassic 
and propylitically altered intermediate to mafic vol- 
canic rocks and gabbro to monzonite synvolcanic 
intrusions of the Lower Jurassic Elise Formation. 
Drilling to date is insufficient to close off the area of 
mineralization and alteration but it measures at least 
I800 by 500 metres. 

0 The early porphyry-stage mineralization is miner- 
alogically simple, consisting mainly of pyrite and chal- 
copyrite with traces of bornite, pyrrhotite, molyb- 
denite, tetrahedrite and sphalerite. Highest copper 
grades are associated with zones of potassium feldspar 
and biotite alteration and potassium feldspar-quanz- 
calcite-sulphide veining. Strong positive correlation 
between copper and gold suggests that gold probably 
occurs in chalcopyrite. The potassic alteration zones 
BE surrounded by a much wider area of pervasive 
propylitic alteration. Zones of coarse secondary mag- 
netite cemented breccia are locally present and occur 
most commonly above mineralized intervals. Late cal- 
cite, epidote and chlorite-pyrite veins transect the pro- 
grade alteration assemblages and may be part of a late, 
hydrous, retrograde alteration phase. 

l A later, relatively minor stage of Au-Ag-Cu.Sb-As 
mineralization crosscuts the porphyry mineralization 
and is at least partially controlled by northwest- 
striking, northeast-dipping mylonitic shear zones. 
These shear-hosted zones result in local enrichments in 
gold and silver. 

0 The Katie porphyry deposit has numerous similarities 
to other alkaline porphyry deposits in volcanic arc 
terranes in the Cordillera (Copper Mountain, Afton, 
Mount Milligan, Galore Creek); specifically with 
respect to its Jurassic age, calcalkaline to alkaline 
hostrocks, potassic and propylitic alteration and rela- 
tively high gold and magnetite content. 

0 The mineralized area lies within a 2 by 8 kilometre, 
northeast-trending, 250 gamma aeromagnetic anom- 
aly, which probably reflects magnetite-rich intrusive or 

volcanic rocks. Exploration for similar deposits in the 
Rossland Group should focus on coincident magnetic, 
chargeability, resistivity, copper and gold anomalies, 
as well as the recognition of characteristic alteration 
assemblages and synvolcanic gabbro to monzonite 
intrusions. 
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PETROLOGY OF THE EVENING STAR CLAIM, ROSSLAND, B.C. 
(82F/4) 

By P. Stinson and D.R.M. Pattison 
University of Calgary 

KEYWOKDS: Economic geology, Rossland, Evening Star, 
petrology, skam. gold, arsenopyrite, paragenesis. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Rossland mining camp of southeastern British 

Columbia has been one of the most important gold pro- 
ducers in the province’s history. Most of the camp’s produc- 
lion was during the period 1895 to 1928, 98 per cent of this 
from four large. connected mines (Le Roi, Centre Star, 
Josie, and War Eagle). During this period and for a few 
years after, minor production was recorded on about 30 
other claims. 

The Evening Star claim, about I .5 kilometres northwest 
of the town of Rossland, has been one focus of renewed 
exploration in the Rossland camp. A drilling program car- 
ried out by Antelope Resources Inc. from 19XX to 1990 has 
revealed significant gold potential on this claim (approx- 
imately 20 000 tonnes averaging I7 grams per tonne gold; 
Wehrle, I99 I). A petrographic study of samples from sur- 
face and drill core was undertaken to determine the mineral- 
ogy and paragenesis of the deposit, and to compare it to the 
rest of the Rossland camp. 

GEOLOGY OF THE ROSSLAND AREA 
The geology of the Rossland area has been well studied 

due to the importance of its mineral deposits (Figure 2-2-l ). 
Drysdale ( I9 IS) described the geology of the camp and the 

Figure 2-2-l. Schematic geological map of the north part 
of the Rassland mining camp, showing the location of the 
Evening Star vein and the main belt veins (after H6y PI al., 
1992, and Little, 1982). 

mineral deposits when the lunderground n ines werr: a,:- 
tive. More recently the geological setting o the camp has 
been described by Fyles (19841 and H6y et rl. (1992) arId 
the regional geology by Little ( 1982). ‘The R ossland arca is 
underlain by late Paleozoic sediments of the Mount Roberts 
Formation and the Jurassic Rossland Grow up, comprising 
volcanics and volcanic sediments. These r( cks have berm 
intruded by three distinct igneous suites - thl Early Jurassic 
Rossland monzonite, the Micldle Jurassic TI ail pluton, and 
Eocene dikes and stocks, probably relate1 to the .arge 
Coryelt batholith to the west. 

Gold mineralization at Ros!d;md is roughl! centred on the 
Rosstand monzonite and is mainly hosted by Rowland 
Group metavolcanics and meta~sediments, u hich are pos:i- 
bty comagmatic with the monzonite (Hey of al., 1992) The 
camp has traditionally been divided into three belts bawd on 
the structural trends of the mineralized fract ores. The main 
belt contains all the large producers and run: east-noltxast 
across the north side of the: monzonite. l’he north belt, 
containing the Evening Star claim, appears t,) be a nort?east 
splay of the main belt. The south belt paral Is the soo:Ine~n 
margin of the monzonite. The ‘Crown Point deposit u i thin 
this belt was recently described by Wilsor ef al. (1’)9(1). 

Thorpe (1967) proposed a mineralogical !onation cf the 
Rosstand camp based on ore l:~et,rology an< copper, t,itvx 
and gold ratios of the ores. He divided t into celtrzd, 
intermediate and outer zones xntred on the .e Roi - IC?ntre 
Star main vein. The central :rono ores are I mostly massive 
pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. The interm,:diate zotx is 
characterized by arsenopyrite and pyrite, am the outer zone 
by galena, tetrahedrite and !sphalerite. The rpe placad the 
Evening Star deposit in the irltemxdiate zon 3 based 011 two 
samples taken from the old workings. 

EVENING STAR CLAJIW 
The Evening Star deposit (Figure 2-2-2). located or. the 

north belt, saw minor produ,:tion from IX!6 to 190; and 
from 1932 to 1939. Total output was 56.7 kit, ,grams of gold, 
21.5 kilograms of silver and 1276 kilograms of copper from 
2859 tonnes of ore (Fytes, 1984). Producti XI was mainly 
from shallow surface working:; following i strong n,:,nt:r- 
alized trend across the claim, representi~ig the surfa,:e 
expression of a steeply dipping tabular or,:body ne:ar~ tile 
contact of the Rosstand monzonite. The art is crosscut by 
several north-striking porphyritic syenite d kes whicl are 
probably Eocene. 

The ore is hosted by strcngty altered Rossland C;!:oup 
votcanics. The main alteration types inctui: silicificxtion. 
local formation of andraditic ;garnet, diopsi je and e:pidc,te 
(skam), and patchy amphibole-chlorite-ca cite alter;iticn. 
Early sulphide mineralization appears to hav: been spatially 
associated with the skarn alteral:ion. The gen :tic association 
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Figure 2-2-2. Map of the Evening Star deposit. Mineral- 
ization dips steeply to the north (from Wehrle, 
1991). 

between the ore and the contact metasomatism associated 
with the Rossland monronite has only been recognized 
recently in this camp (Wilson er aI., 1990). and its overall 
significance is not yet well understood. 

PETROLOGY 

METAMORPHIC HOSTROCKS 

The Evening Star deposit is hosted by contact meta- 
morphosed and hydrothermally altered Jurassic volcanic 
sediments. There is a general gradation in mineral 
assemblages outward from the contact of the monzonite 
across the tabular orehody. 

Pockets of gametiferous skam, the highest metamorphic 
grade observed, occur locally in the ore zone within 
IO me&es of the igneous contact. These exhibit a coarse- 
grained skarn assemblage of andraditic garnet, diopside and 
plagioclase, which in turn is overprinted by hornblende 
along growth zones in garnet (Plate 2-2. I), and by quartz, 
calcite and zeolites. Minor arsenopyrite and pyrite are dis- 
seminated in this rock, and chalcopyrite and pyrrhotite are 
mainly confined to late quartz-carbonate veins. 

Farther out from the monzonite contact (20 to 40 m) 
pockets of lower grade skam are found within the hydro- 
thermally altered country rock. The skam consists of diop- 
side and plagioclase, overprinted by actinolite and later 
epidote and clinozoisite. Minor minerals present include 
sphenr. apatite, sericite and tourmaline. These assemblages 

Plate 2-2-l. Hornblende alteration (dark) of garnet (light) along growth zones. Both minerals are cut by pyrrhotite-bearing calcite 
veins. Transmitted light. width of photo 2 mm. 



are cut by carbonate and quartz-carbonate veins. In the ore and pyrrhotite. Locally magnel,ite is a late re 1lacemerlt of 
zone arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite and other opaque the sulphide phases, and hematite and marcasi e are prwnt 
minerals are disseminated in highly variable amounts. as minor alteration products. 

Still farther oat from the monzonite (40+ m) the vol. 
canics are dominantly fine grained and strongly silicified. 
These are cut by veins of diopside, wollastonite and/or 
actinolitic amphibole, 0.5 to 5 millimetre wide, which are 
partly replaced by calcite. Some actinolite veins contain 
arsenopyrite along their margins, suggesting it might have 
been formed at the same time as the actinolite alteration. 
Pyrrhotite is present in the veins as a replacement of 
arsenopyrite and actinolite (Plate 2-2-2). 

These assemblages are crudely arranged outward from 
the Rossland monzonite, in a similar fashion to skarn zones 
in the Hedley district iis described by Ray el nl. (1987). This 
marked spatial association with the monzonite provides 
evidence in favour of it being the source of heat and possi- 
bly mineralizing fluids for the Evening Star deposit. 

Arsenopyrite and pyrite occur mainly as fix to coarse- 
grained subhedral crystals and crystal aggngates in the 
silicate host and in zones of massive pyrrhoti :e. Early lor- 
mation of arsenopyrite and pyrite relative to I yrrhotite and 
chalcopyrite is indicated by s,:vwal textur:s. Blebs of 
optically continuous arsenopyritc: often occu within mas- 
sive pyrrhotite. Grains of pyriv and arscnopy rite are C:C lo- 
manly traversed by irregular veinlets of pyrrhc tite and ct al- 
copyrite with irregular or cuspate wlls ( ‘late 2-Z:!). 
Textures between arsenopyritc: and pyrite a ‘e equivocal, 
possibly indicating that they are contemporan :ous. 

ORE PETROLOGY 

The ore assemblages consist of variable proportions of a 
few common minerals. There appear to be two main stages 
of sulphide mineralization. The first is characterized by 
pyrite, arsenopyrite and gold; the second by chalcopyrite 

Gold appears to be related to the earlier xsenopyr!e- 
pyrite stage. There is a strong correlation If high g:Jd 
values with high arsenic contentl; (Wehrle, 1921). It gerw 
ally occurs as small (IO-40 prnl subhedral g .ains in at~.e- 
nopyrite, or disseminated with it in the silic; te host. This 
strong association suggests thar gold precipitated at the 
same time as arsenopyrite, either as free go1 zl or in :;(l id 
solution with it. 

Locally, gold visible within arsenopyrite grains forms 
small subparallel elongate blehs which might be indicative 

Plate 2-2-2. Pynhotitr (top, dark greyl replacing gold-bearing arsenopyritr (bottom, light grey) along an irregular, ontact. The 
cavity in arsenopyrile near the interface contains gold (gl intergrown with maldonite (mj. Arsenopyrite and gold (small ar ow. right of 
centre) are contained in pyrrhotite. Reflected light, width of photo 400 microns. 
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of exsolution. In one instance native gold is intergrown with 
a mineral which preliminary microprobe work indicates is 
maldonite, AuzBi (Plate 2-2-2). 

The second mineralizing episode is represented by depo- 
sition of pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite. These minerals occur 
in three associations: in quartz-carbonate veins: as coarse 
disseminations in the metamorphic host: and as large mas- 
sive sulphide veins. Pyrrhotite and chalcopyrite &enerally 
appear to envelope or replace the earlier arsrnopyrite- 
pyrite-gold assemblage. Textures between chalcopyrite and 
pyrrhotite are inconsistent, suggesting generally coeval 
formation. 

Rarely, native gold occurs in chalcopyrite veins cutting 
arsenopyrite (Plate 2-2-3). Although this could represent a 
second influx of gold it may also be the result of local 
remobilization. Cook and Chryssoullis (1990) indicate that, 
in general, arsenopyrite can carry significantly more gold in 
solid solution than chalcopyrite (by several orders of magni- 
tude). In this case, significant replacement of auriferous 
arsenopyrite could result in the solid solution gold being 
reprecipitated with the chalcopyrite as visible gold. 

Several other late phases are locally present. In places 
magnetite forms a massive replacement of the sulphide 
minerals. Hematite is a minor replacement of all the other 
opaque minerals in surface grab samples, and marcasite is a 
local alteration product of pyrite. 

LINK BETWEEN SKARN AND SULPHIIX 
MINERAIJZATION 

The relationships bewern the sulphide minerills and the 
hostrock alteration are important in determining the origin 
of this deposit. The occurrence of xsenopyritc along the 
margins of ectinolite-rich veins suggests it was deposited 
during the initial stages of vein opening, followed by further 
depwition of nctinolite and calcite during continued xin 
widening. Pyrrhotite and calcite also occur in these veins as 
partial replacements of arsenopyrite and actinolite (Plate 
2-2-4). Late quartz-carbonate veins which crosscut gar- 
netiferous skarn contain chalcopyrire and pyn-hotite. Min- 
eral relationships indicate that arsenopyrite and pyrite are 
probably contemporaneous with uctinolite and epidote 
alteration and that pyrrhotite and chalcopyritr are later and 
might be synchronous which quartz-carbonate alteration 
and veining. The overilll paragenctic interpretation of the 
alteration types and mineralization is presented in Figure 
2-Z-3. 

CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION 
Gold-bearing sulphide mineralization occurred in two 

main stages in the Evening Star deposit. The first resulted in 
deposition of pyrite, arsrnopyrite and gold. The xxond 
consisted of partial replacement of these phases by pyr- 



association. Thorpe ( 1967) concluded from M ork lmairll y in 
the cenwal bone that much of the Rossland go d was in s:4id 
solution with chalcopyrite. Howwer, rerent n icroanelylicel 
work from a variety of gold deposits (Cook an<1 
Chryssoulis. 1990) has shown that. in genera. chalcop)+h: 
and pyrrhotite are limited in :heir ability to carry golfI in 
solid solution (maximum ahnut .l ppm) camp; rrd IO xwno- 
pyh 

The gold-arsenopyrite mineralization is cor~emp~rant:ou~ 
with the formation of retrograde skern asw lblages in th,: 
aureole of the Rosslend monzonite, and con: equently na:i 
he temporally and genetically I-elated to it. Th s is consistent 
with rccrnt work on the Rosslen~:l camp pointi ~g 10 a geru:ti: 
link hetwecn the gold ores and the monzoni e, rather hu.1 
with the later intrusions or lar;;:e-.scale regi< nal stmctures 
(Hiiy it al., 1992: Thorpe, 196’z). 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is an initial report on the mineral chemistry of 

four metamorphosed stratabound mineral deposits which 
are located within or adjacent to the Shuswap Complex. 
These are commonly referred t” as Cottonbelt, CK, Gold- 
stream and Big I.edge deposits. Rock specimens were 
selected from those collected by Trygve H6y of the British 
Columbia Geological Survey Branch. The particular speci- 
mens chosen were “ot selected specifically to be reprrsenta- 
tive of each deposit as a whole but rather as examples of the 
assemblage sphalerite-pyrrhotite-pyrite, in order to test the 
proposed sphalrrite geospeedometer (Bartholomew and 
Lasaga, lYY2). However, since very few data “n the chemis- 
try of minerals within these deposits has previously been 
reported, this paper was written in order to begin to c”rrect 
this deficiency. After reviewing the mineralogy of each of 
the selected specimens, one was chosen from each deposit 
for analysis. Only t~hese four specimens are described here. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The four deposits cnvered by this report are all located in 

southeastern British Columbia (Figure 2-3-l 1. All four are 

COTTONBELT 

BIG LEDGE . / 

Figure 2-3-t. Sketch map showing the lacation of the 
four deposits. 

interpreted to be of syngenetic exhalative “rig in (Hby ,?I a/~. 
1984: Hdy, 1987). They are all strauboun J and exhibit 
structures and textures indicative that mine .alization, pre- 
dates regional defixmati”n and metamorphi cm and, rri”:t 
likely, was syngenetic with the enclosing se( iments. TV.?.- 
of the deposits, Cottonbelt, Big ILedge and 0 , are lead-i:inc 
deposits situated within the Shuswap Complx Cottorbe t 
and Big Ledge are within the Monashee Cor lplex which is 
bounded by the Columbia River fault on th: east ax the 
Monashee d&collement on thr: west. The Cl: deposit :i in 
the Shuswap Terrane to the west and north “t the Monashe.? 
Complex. Goldstream is a coppwcinc deposi: in the Se Ikirk 
Terrane on the east side of the IColumhia Ri ler fault. 

Big Ledge and Cottonbelt we both host1 d by strongly 
deformed and metamorphosed sedimentary and volcanic 
rocks which conformably overlie Precambrian basemerlt 
gneisses which core the Monashee Comple 1 (Hey, 1977, 
1987). Their age is not know” with certainty, however Ph- 
Pb dating of the Cottonbelt dep”sit suggests i Cambrian ag.e 
(Hiiy and Godwin, 1987). 13oth of these deposits have 
experienced upper amphibolil~e grade meta” orphism. ::Zach 
lies within a metasedimentq !requence I ihich includtx 
quartzites, pelitic schists, calcareous gneissc s and m;obles. 
Big Ledge is a massive sulphide deposit, dominatej~ by 
sphalerite, in calcareous, grapbitic schists. lottonbelt is a 
sulphide-magnetite deposit in a calc~reous g:r&s 
succession. 

The CK showings are also hosted by calcz reous gneisscs 
(Hey, 1979, 1987). H”wevr:r. this deposit is hoste,J by 
younger allocthonous rocks cd the Shuswap Terrane whi(:h 
structurally overlie the Monashe~? Complex Here the cal- 
careous hostrock succession ir, underlain b ’ metavol~:anic 
hornblende gneisses and amphibolites. The grade of meta- 
morphism which the CK deposit has been subjected I” is 
broadly amphibolite facies. 

The Goldstream deposit ansj other copper- :inc deposits in 
the Goldstream area are intwpl-eted to be v )Icanic exhala- 
tive in origin due to a close association w th basic Ineta- 
volcanic rocks (Hiiy rf al., 198‘;). At Goldstl xttn. a rnwsbx 
sulphide layer is hosted by chloritic phyllite in a met: !setli- 
mentary sequence which includes chloriti: and selicilic 
phyllites, carbonaceous phyllitc:s and limestl ‘“es. The meta- 
morphic grade is greenschist facies. 

METHODS 
Polished thin sections war: examined opti :ally and rvitb a 

JEOL JXA-8600 electron microprobe. Ur der the miuo- 
probe, backscattered electrw (BSE) imagi ~g was wt:d in 
combination with energy-dispersive x-ray ;pectr”meiry in 
order to corroborate optical mineral ident fication a”d to 
identify mineral grains to” small to be iden tified opt tally. 
Wavelength-dispersive x-ray spectrometr: was uxd for 
quantitative analysis. 
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MINERALOGY AND MINERAL 
CHEMISTRY 

GOLDSTREAM 
The specimen from the Goldstream deposit is designated 

GS-Ha. Its mineralogy includes actinolite, calcite, quartz, 
pyrrhotite, chalcopyrite, sphalerite, galena, biotite, mus- 
covite and traces of silver and bismuth t&rides. The tell- 
wide are only found intergrown with galena. Chemical 
analyses show that the amphibole is 80 to 90 mole per cent 
tremolite and slightly aluminous. The calcite contains minor 
amounts of manganese, magnesium and iron, the sphalerite 
contains 16 mole per cent iron and 1 mole per cent man- 
ganese, the biotite is phlogopitic containing 16 mole per 
cent annite, 15 mole per cent of the hydoxyl in the biotite is 
replaced by fluorine, and the galena contains 5 weight per 
cent selenium. The amphibole is zoned with grain cores 
slightly higher in aluminum and iron. 

CK 
The specimen from the CK deposit which was examined 

is designated CK-H67. Its mineralogy includes sphalerite, 
pyrrhotite, galena, potassium feldspar, plagioclase, quartz, 
biotite and both sphene and rutile. Chemical analyses reveal 
that the sphalerite contains 18 to 21 mole per cent iron; the 
plagioclase is An,,: the potassium feldspar is a hyalophane 
containing I I mole per cent albite and 9 mole per cent 
celsian. The biotite is titanian containing 35 mole per cent 
annite, 3 mole per cent replacement of potassium by barium 
and 25 per cent replacement of hydroxyl by fluorine. 

BIG LEDGE 
The specimen from the Big Ledge deposit is designated 

BL-HS55. Its mineralogy includes pyrrhotite, sphalerite, 
pyrite. gelena, diopside, tremolite, calcite, potassium feld- 
spar, phlogopite, chlorite, sphene, apatite and graphite. 
Chemical analyses show that the sphalerite contains 16 
mole per cent iron; the diopside, tremolite and phlogopite 
are highly magnesian, being 95 to 98 mole per cent of their 
magnesium end-members. Phlogopite has 3 per cent 
replacement of potassium by barium and 50 per cent 
replacement of hydroxyl by fluorine. Calcite is nearly pure, 
and the potassium feldspar is hyalophane containing 3 
per cent albite and 5 to 17 mole per cent celsian. 

The hyalophane grains are, in fact, distinctly zoned with 
respect to the barium content (Plate 2-3-i). This zoning has 
a recognizable sequence beginning with a discrete high- 
barium phase which is overgrown by a phase distinctly 
lower in barium. Further feldspar growth resulted in contin- 
uous gradational zoning increasing in barium content. This 
phase is locally overgrown by a phase distinctly lower in 
barium. A late, high-barium phase is also present locally 
with some fracture control on its distribution. 

COTTONBEI.T 
The specimen from the Cottonbelt deposit is designated 

CB-H 12. Its mineralogy includes magnetite, sphalerite, pyr- 

Plate 2-3-l. BSE photograph of hyalophane grains (H) 
from specimen BL-H555. The brighter regions of the 
hyalophane are relatively rich in barium. 

rhotite, galena, olivine, biotite, rhodochrosite. kutnohorite, 
apatite and graphite. Chemical analyses confirm the high 
abundance of manganese in gangue minerals reported by 
Hey (1987) and reveal a significant manganese content in 
the ore minenils as well. These analyses show that the 
sphalerite contains 24 to 21 mole per cent iron and 5 
per cent manganese, the olivine is 50 per cent fayalite, 30 
per cent tephroite and 25 per cent font&e, and the biotite 
is 35 per cent annite with 8 per cent of the hydroxyl replaced 
by fluorine and 1.5 per cent of the hydroxyl replaced by 
chlorine. 

The carbonates exhibit a distinct zoning sequence with 
textures indicative that the latest generations formed by 
infilling small open spaces (Plate 2-3-2). The most volu- 
minous phase is a manganese-rich dolomitic carbonate (kut- 
nohorite) which is approximately 50 mole per cent kut- 
nohorite, 30 per cent dolomite and 20 per cent ankerite. 

Plate 2-3-2. BSE photograph showing man~anesr carbo- 
nate zoning in specimen CB-H 12. Indicaled are early kut- 
nohorite (EK). Iale kutnohnrite (LK) and rhodochrosite IR). 
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Near the centre of area filled with carhonatr this intermedi- 
ate kutnohorite generally has regular terminations and is 
overgrown with small iunounts of a distinct high-manganese 
kutnohorite (90% kutnohorite) phase which also has crystal- 
face type terminationi. The small remaining ccnt~.aI volume 
is filled with a high-manganese rhodochrosite (X0 to 90% 
rhodochrosite). 

The magnetites have an exsolution texture, undoubtedly a 
response to soluhility shifts during cooling from the III&- 
imum metamorphic temperature (650’.700°C Hijy, 1987). 
The enolved phase is an aluminous spine1 containing 48 
mole per cent gahnitc, 32 per cent hercinite, 12 per cent 
spine1 (MgAI,O,) and 8 per cent galnxite (MnAI,O,). Very 
small grains of this spine1 speckle the interior of magnetite 
grains (Plate 2-3-3). However, within about 20 micrometres 
of grain edges the magnetite is free of spine1 inclusions. The 
identification of aluminous spine1 grains along these grain 
boundaries (intergrown with the surrounding phases) indi- 
cates that within this edge region the spine1 components 
have migrated to the grain boundary rather then nucleating 
within the magnetite. The magnetite itself contains almost 3 
weight per cent MnO 

DISCUSSION 
Although it is beyond the scope of this report to exten- 

sively discuss any implications of the mineral chemistry 
described above, there are several features worthy of note: 
the selenium content of the Goldstream galena, the man- 
ganese content of the Cottonbelt specimen, the tluorine 
content of the hiotites. the occurrence of hyalophane, the 
preservation of compositional zoning in the Big Ledge and 
Cottonbelt specimens, and the implications of the buffered 
sphalerite composition in the Big Ledge specimen. 

The high manganese content of the Cottonhelt specimen 
is reflected in the chemistry of nearly all minerals which are 
known to take up manganese: even the magnetite and the 
sphalerite contain significant amounts. 

Feldspars containing essential barium, such as at the Big 

Ledge deposit. occur exclusively in mineral deposit settings, 
especially metamorphosed mineral deposits (Deer rr ul., 
1966). 

Despite the high metamorphic temperatures experienced 
hy the specimens from Cottonhclt and Big Ledge. composi- 
tional zoning in the carbonate, kutnohnrite (CBmHI2). and 
the potassium feldspar, hyalophane (BL-H555). have not 
heen significantly modified hy diffusion. Growth zoning 
features in both of these minerals are locally sharply defined 
implying that diffusion of the zoned components (Mn in 
kutnohorite and Ba in hyalophane) is relatively slow. 

The specimen from Big Ledge contains the assemblage 
necessary for pressure-sensitive buffering the composition 
of sphalrrite - the sphalerite geobarometcr (sphaler- 
itetpyrrhotitrtpyrite). Assuming that the peak meta- 
morphic temperature experienced at Big Ledge was similar 
to that at Cottonhelt (6%‘.700°C. Hiiy. 1987) the I6 mole 
per cent FeS in the sphalerite in BL-H555 implies a forma 

tional pressure less than 40 megapascals (4 kilobars) 
whether the thermodynamic calibration or the :xperimr:r~l:al 
calibration is used (Toulmin et ,?/., 1991). Thir is in distinct 
contrast with the 70 megepascals (7 kilohars I peak mila- 
morphic pressure estimated for the Cottonbe t region und 
may imply significant resetting of the sphale ite compo+ 
tion during cooling. 
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GEOLOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY, HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION AND 
MINERALIZATION IN THE VIRGINIA ZONE, COPPER MOUN’I’AIN 

COPPER-GOLD CAMP, PRINCETON, BRITISH COLIJMBIA 
(92W7) 

By Clifford R. Stanley and James R. Lang, 
Mineral Deposit Research Unit, U.B.C. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Virginia zone is one of several copper-gold miner- 

alized zones in the Copper Mountain camp. located IS 
kilometres south of Princeton, British Columbia. Reserves 
consist of 4.S million tonnes grading 0.39 per cent copper 
(Tim Carew, personal communication, 1992) and approx- 
imately 0.17 gram gold and 1.49 grams silver per tonne 
(calculated from median CulAu and Cu/Ag ratios in sam- 
ples within the deposit). This zone has special interest 
because it contains higher gold grades than other previously 
or currently mined zones in the camp and because it is in the 
initial stage of production. As a result, there is currently an 
opportunity to document the geology of this zone more 
fully, and to use this information to understand the genetic 
controls on copper and gold deposition. 

This report presents the results of surface geological 
mapping, drill-core logging of lithologies. vein types and 
alteration, and statistical analysis of a X-element 
lithogeochemical database from the Virginia zone. These 
data and subsequent analytical research will be used to 
determine the ore controls within the Virginia zone. They 
should also provide broader insight into the genetic controls 
on other deposits in the Copper Mountain camp. 

GENERAL GEOLOGY 
Detailed descriptions of the regional setting and local 

geology of the Copper Mountain camp are presented by 
Takeda (19761, Preto (1972). and Fahrni ef al. (1976). The 
discussion that follows summarizes these descriptions and 
new observations made during 1992. A generalired geologi- 
cal map of the Copper Mountain camp is presented in 
Figure 2-4. I. 

Volcanic rocks of the Nicola Group are exposed in a 
northwesterly oriented belt II00 metres wide by 4300 
metres long that is bounded by severill large intrusive 
bodies. Rock types within the Nicola Group include coarse 
agglomerates, tuff hreccia, tuff, massive flows and minor 
sedimentary units. Compositions of the volcanic rocks in 
this belt range from basalt to rhyolite. 

To the south the Nicola Group is intruded by the Copper 
Mountain stock, a large. concentrically zoned pluton that 
grades from a chilled margin of diorite into monzodiorite. 
monzonite and ultimately into syenite and pegmatitic per- 
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thosite in its core. The Smelter Lake and Voi, ;t stocks, gnc 
the Lost Horse complex lie to the: north of the xlt of Nicoli 
Group rocks. The Voigt and Smelter Lake s Locks are na 
compositionally zoned, but have an overall con lposition :lw 
is similar to the marginal diorite phase of the ( opper Mcon~ 
tdin stock. 

The Lost Horse complex is a composite I ‘ody of dike!. 
that range in composition from diorite to ml nzonite. Two 
principal phases of the comples lbave been ret ognired. The 
LH I phase is a set of equigranular diorite di :es that ~com-. 
prise most of the volume of the complex. TI e LH2 pt,xe 
represents a later intrusive episode characteri :ed by dicritr: 
to monzonite dikes with subporphyritic to strongly pw 
phyritic textures. Both phases rlf (dikes dip stet ply and $;t-ikr: 
roughly east. 

All volcanic rocks and large intrusions witt in the Copper 
Mountain camp yield Late Triassic to Early lurassic K-,Ar 
radiometric dates (Preto, 1972). A group 01 post-mineral 
felsite dikes which cut the eritil:e system aI, ng a general 
northerly orientation are, howev~zr, probably Zretaceou$ o: 
Tertiary in age. 

MINERALIZATION 
Copper-gold mineralization occurs predaminantl), a; 

chalcopyrite, with or without, bornite in vein i, both within 
the Nicola \,olcanic rocks and at the contact of the hinl:1 
Group with the bordering intrusions (Figur: 2-4-l). l‘hc 
major ore zones, from west to zast., are the In; :erbelle, Pit 1, 
Pit 2, Pit 3 and Virginia deposits, Sub-econon ic mineraliza- 
tion occurs farther to the east i,n the Voigt zone and the 
economic potential of several #ofbet areas (Or ale. Ala’b,lm;l 
and Mill zones) is currently being assesxd. T je intensity of 
copper mineralization within the Nicola volcanic belt 
diminishes to the east as the di.,tance betwe, n the Copper 
Mountain stock and Lost Hc~rse complex i ~creases. Th,: 
Copper Mountain stock is not mineralixd br yond its outer 
few metres and apparently formed a barrier tc the migration 
of hydrothermal fluids (Fahm ef al., 1976). 

The Virginia zone is located in the nonhea itern sects of 
the camp, near the contact of the Lost Horx complex ;md 
the Nicola Group (Figure 2-4. I). Ore in the V rginia LOW: ic 
hosted primarily by the LH I phase of the Lo ;t Horse c:m- 
plex, with lesser volumes in ti-e Nicola Crow) and the LH:! 
phase. The Virginia zone orebody is compw d of a v;niet:)i 
of different crosscutting and closely space< i chalcop:,rits 
veins with orientations strongly influenced b: east-trencjin,: 
structures. Copper, gold and silver grades in the Ni;ola 
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Figure 2-4-l. Simplified geology and the location of mineral deposits and prospects in the Copper Mountain Camp 
(modified after Preto, 1972). 

Group and the LHl phase are similar but are higher, on 
average, than grades in the LH2 phase (Stanley, 1992). The 
LHI dikes are thought to be pre-mineral intrusions whereas 
the LH2 dikes have been interpreted by Huyck (1986. 1990, 
1991) as syn-mineral intrusions which may be related to 
mineralization. However, field data also suggest that at least 
some of the LH2 dikes are post-mineral and intruded along 
the same structures that host vein mineralization (Stanley, 
1992). 

OPEN PIT GEOLOGY 
During 1992, the three benches comprising the Virginia 

zone open pit were mapped at 1:200 scale (Figure 2-4-2). 
Data were collected from traverses of the pit walls and from 
drill-core logs at depths corresponding to the elevation of 
the pit floor. Three general rock types occur within the open 
pit. These consist of steeply dipping, easterly striking vol- 
canic flows and tuffs of the Nicola Group which were 
intruded by a steeply dipping. easterly striking diorite dike 
swarm of the Lost Horse complex. These rocks were subse- 
quently intruded by steeply dipping, northerly striking, post- 
mineral felsite dikes. 
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The Nicola volcanic rocks consist of light-coloured, very 
fine grained felsic (cherty) ash tuffs and massive, dark green 
to black mafic flows. These rocks now exist as screens up to 
100 mews thick between thick sections of Lost Horse dikes 
that are composed of multiple cooling units which range 
from 2 to 15 metres thick. The dikes probably intruded 
parallel to and along contacts between and within the vol- 
canic rocks and earlier dikes. The Lost Horse dikes can be 
subdivided into a number of petrologically distinct varieties 
that are distinguished by the presence and size distribution 
of plagioclase, augite and biotite phenocrysts. Whereas only 
four Lost Horse dike varieties are observed in the Virginia 
open pit, at least seven different varieties have been mapped 
in the Lost Horse complex. The diorite dikes are equigranu- 
lx to subporphyritic with very fine to medium-grained 
textures, and contain numerous xenoliths of both Nicola 
mafic volcanic rocks and earlier Lost Horse dikes. Sub- 
porphyritic varieties exhibit both hiatal and seriate grain 
size distributions. 

Within the Virginia open pit, a general chronology of dike 
emplacement can be determined using contact and crosscut- 
ting relationships, types of contained xenoliths, degree and 



type of hydrothermal alteration, and degree and type of cient heat to cause Inter Lost Hc~rrx dikes to ex libit limltld 
veining. Earliest to intrude were the LHI diorite dikes of the chilled margin development due to emplace nent into a 
equigranular phase. These comprise roughly 65 per cent of relatively hotter environment. The textural w -iations also 
the volume of the Lost Horse complex within the pit. They constrain the age difference bet,w:en the earlie $t and lawct 
were followed by the intrusion of biotite-phyric, Lost Horse dikes to be less thar the time new .sary for f7e 
plagioclase-phyric and plagioclase-biotite-phyric sub- decay of this thermal aureole. Finally, the wcurrenc~: of 
porphyritic diorite dikes of the LH2 phase. These later dikes subporphyritic textures and biotite phenocrysts in later L.o<t 
comprise approximately 20, IO and 5 per cent of the inttw Horse dikes may indicate that fractionation of the 1,~ 
sive volume, respectively. The emplacement of these later Horse parental magma(s) resulted in an increa: e in volx.~!e 
dikes probably overlapped significantly in time. concentrations. 

From south to north across the open pit, there appears to 
be a general increase in grain sire and thickness of each 
Lost Horse dike phase, and a decrease in the width and 
textural contrast of chilled margins in the equigranular 
diorite dikes. Furthermore, the LHI dikes usually have more 
distinct chilled margins than the LH2 dikes. 

The textural variations within the open pit indicate that 
the Virginia zone is located at the southern margin of the 
Lost Horse complex (Figure 2-4. I). Furthermore, the 
emplacement of early Lost Horse dikes into relatively cool 
country rocks north of the zone probably introduced suffi- 

Contact orientations of Lost Horse dikes ndicate tti;tt 
they were emplaced along a subvertical to ste :p northeliy 
dipping, east-southeast-striking fracture sys em (Fig,tre 
2-4-M. The large volume of dikes relative to :he encloxd 
volcanic rocks also indicates that significal It extensi:sn 
accompanied intrusion. One fault w within the open pit tas 
this same general attitude and exhibits both app xent dex.t’al 
and sinistral displacements. A sewnd, subverti< al. northe~.ly 
striking fault set controls the emplacement If the pojt- 
mineral felsite dikes and appear:; to have pr:dominan:ly 
dextral offset. 
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Figure 2-4-2. Virginia zone open pit geology mapped originally at I:?OO-scale 
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Figure 2-4-3. Poles to the orientations of intrusive contacts of (A) Lost Horse dikes and (B) mineralized veins measured in the 
Virginia zone open pit. 

Within the open pit, the veins which carry the greater 
proportion of copper mineralization are magnetite+pyr- 
ite%chalcopyrite and chlorite+pyritet-chalcopyrite veins. 
These cut both Nicola Group rocks and most of the early 
Lost Horse dikes. Measured orientations of these veins in 
the pit walls indicate that they also strike west-northwest 
and dip steeply north (Figure 2.4.3B). 

Post-mineral felsite dikes exhibit flow handing, columnar 
jointing, strongly chilled margins, variable amounts of 
quartz and feldspar phenocrysts and late, disseminated clots 
of chlorite alteration. Thick fclsite dikes also appear to have 
produced a biotite hornfels envelope with disseminated 
pyrite cubes extending up to IO metres from their margins. 
These dikes are clearly late (Fahmi et <I/., 1976) and were 
intruded into cold country rocks. 

VEINS AND HYDROTHERMAL 
ALTERATION 

Hydrothermal alteration in the Virginia zone consists of 
demonstrably veinlet-controlled alteration and pervasive 
alteration that cannot yet he ascribed to a specific vein 
stage. Several types of veins were observed in drill core and 
the following descriptions distinguish these on the basis of 
their mineralogy and associated hydrothermal alteration of 
the adjacent wallrocks (Lang, 1992). The informal vein 
nomenclature derives from the most abundant and distinc- 
tive vein mineral(s). Sufficient crosscutting relationships 
have been observed among the veins to present a prelimin- 
ary paragenetic sequence (Table 2-4-l). Several styles of 
pervasive alteration have also been observed (Table 2-4-2) 
but their spatial distribution and genetic controls are not yet 
well defined. 
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VEINLET-CONTROLLED ALTERATION 

MAGNETITE STRINGERS 

This stage of veining comprises narrow, irregular, discon- 
tinuous stringers that typically occur in clusters OT zones. 
The veinlets are commonly less than 2 millimetres wide and 
consist solely of magnetite. They commonly have no recog- 
nizable alteration envelope, but in some cases a narrow zone 
of pink potassium feldspar is present. 

MAGNETITE-SULPHIDE VEINS 

These veins differ markedly from the magnetite stringers. 
Individual veins renge from one centimetre to several 
metres wide with steep dips (Huyck, 1990). Huyck suggests 
that they occur in wide zones with significant vertical 
extent. Magnetite is the most abundant mineral in these 
veins and commonly has a coarse-grained, bladed habit 
adjacent to vein margins but less well defined and more 
equant habit in the centres of the veins. Hematite commonly 
occurs in the cores of magnetite blades but the relative 
timing of these minerals is not yet clear (personal communi- 
cation, Huyck, 19921. Pyrite and chelcopyrite arc com- 
monly less abundant. Pyrite usually occurs as large, sub- 
hedral to euhedral grains. Chalcopyrite has irregular grain 
shapes and appears to post-date pyrite; its relationship to 
magnetite is less clear. Calcite is the most abundant gangue 
mineral, is commonly coarse grained and is generally inter- 
stitial to the metallic minerals. Other gangue minerals 
include variable but minor amounts of epidote, potassium 
feldspar, apatite, chlorite and sphene. In one sample a 30. 
micron grain of native gold was observed as an inclusion 
within a large pyrite grain. These veins typically have 
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TABLE 2-4-t 
PETROGRAPHlC CHARACTERlSTlCS OF HYDROTHERMAL “E,N TYPES IN THE WRGINIA CI:bNE CU.A” ” :POSIT 

Vein Stage Mineral Assemblage’ s2 Envelopes fv orpholoq/ 
___ -.-. 

Earlier Veins 

Magnetlte Stringers mag-(hem) K-fkl irregular 

Magnettte-Sulphlde mag-py-cpy-talc-(sp-K-Rdapt-chl-sphn-Au-hsm) K-fld-chl-alb?-(ep) planar 

K-Feldspar K-fld-chl-talc-(mag-py-cpy-qtz-apt-sphn-hem) K-fld-alh? variable 

K-Feldspar-Epidote K-fld-ep-chl-(mag-py-cpy-hem) K-fld-alb? irregular 

Chlorite chl-py-cpy-(talc-mag-hem) chl-talc-py-cpy variable 

C&tie-Sulphkle-Chlorite talc-py-cpy-chl-(ep) K-fkl planar 

Epidote ep-py-cpy-talc-(chl) K-fld-alb planar 

Quartz qtxalc-(cpy-py-chl-bt) planar 

Calcite-Hematite talc-hem-(chl) planar 

Calcite talc-(PY) planar 

Breccia Matrix talc-K-fld-py-cpy-hem-(chl-qtz-bt) ? 

Later Veins 

tsphn = sphene 
-=:-- --z-m -- 

2Parentheses Indicate mineral species of minor to trace abundance. 

PETROGRAPHlC CHARACTERISTICS OF PERVASWE STY,.ES OF ALTERATlON IN THE V,RG,N,,l, ZONE CO-A , DEP”SI1 

Alteration Type 

Potassic/Deuterlc 

Potassic 

Albnic 

Propyiitic 

SCC 

Hornfels 

Mineral Assemblage 

Kfld 

Kfid? albl biti py? cpy 

alb? ew chli diop? scap 

talc-chl-ep-py-hem 

ssr-clay2 talc 

blot_ py 

:Distribution 

Locally st& 
--.-. --.-. 

LH intrush Ins only 

Wide distribution; in all ro#:k types 

Minor overall; locally s rang 

Evenly distributed; in all rt :k types 

Spotty; locally stror g 

Adjacent tcl felsite diker only 
-m/w- --=-: 

alteration envelopes of pink potassium feldspar and chlorite Minor phases include pyrite. chalcopyrite, IT agnetite, apa- 
after primary igneous biotite. In addition, they, together tite and sphene. Quartz and bioute occur in t ‘ace amounts. 
with the magnetite stringers, are cut by all other vein types Alteration envelopes are usually distinct zor es domin;tted 
with the possible exception of potassium feldspar veins. by potassium feldspar; associated light-colou-ed, very fine 
Magnetite-sulphide veins introduced a large proportion of grained minerals that do not stain arc intrpreted to be 
the sulphidrs in the Virginia zone. albite. Calcite and epidote are Iocally stable. 

POTASSIUM FELDSPAR VEINS POTASSIUM FELDSPAR+EPIIDO’TE VEINS 

These common, widely distributed veins are usually 
planar and continuous and may reach several centimetres in 
width. More rarely they appear to form the matrix of ‘brec- 
cias’; however, these may represent zones of intense, multi- 
ple phases of veining rather than true breccias with rotated 
fragments. The veins are dominated by deep salmon-pink 
potassium feldspar and contain lesser chlorite and calcite. 

This style of alteration may Ibe transitiona I between the 
potassium feldspar and epidote vein types. “hey are bath 
common and widespread and usually occur as numer~xs, 
wispy stringers and veinlet:, with an ove’all vein-likf: 
expression. The major minerals are powssiur I feldspar and 
epidote. which occur either intimately imrgrown o- in 
textures suggesting that epidole post-dates p )tassium ft:ld- 
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spar. Chlorite is common in the vein stwct~re and adjacent 
wallrock. This vein type is nearly devoid of sulphides. and 
magnetite is either absent or occurs only in trace ~mout~ts. 
Contacts between this vein type and wallrock are often 
indistinct and no significant alteration envelopes are appar- 
ent. These veins formed before the epidote-dominated 
alteration but their relationship to other vein types IS 
unknown. 

CHLORITEVEINS 

Chlorite veins are very common and widely distrihuted. 
They typically range from hairline fracture coatings to veins 
a few millimetres wide. They vary from discontinuous, 
sinuous stringers to planar veins and are characterized by 
abundant chlorite, with lesser but variable amounts of cal- 

cite, and minor epidote, magnetite and hematite. They com- 
monly carry abundant pyrite and chalcopyrite and are dis- 
tinguished from other chlorite-hearing vein types by 
prominent, narrow chlorite alteration envelopes. In the 
enveloprs, abundant pyrite and chalcopyrtte were intro- 
duced and magnetite was not destroyed. Chlorite veins 
exhibit mutually crosscutting relationships with calcite- 
sulphide-chlorite veins. Their abundance and high sulphide 
concentrations demonstrate that they were an important 
mineral-forming stage in the hydrothermal system. 

CALCITE-SULPHIDE-CHLORlTE VEINS 

These veins are similar to the chlorite veins in distribu- 
tion, mineralogy and position in the paragenetic sequence. 
They are distinguished from them by a greater proportion of 
calcite relative to chlorite, by the presence of an epidote 
selvedge within the vein structure, by the absence of a 
chlorite-bearing alteration envelope tend the presence of a 
pink potassium feldspar envelope. These veins were also 
important in the introduction of copper and gold into the 
system. 

EPIDOTE VEINS 

Epidote veins are typically regular, continuous fracture 
fillings and range from a millimetre to more than a cen- 
timetre wide. They can be entirely composed of epidote, or 
epidote with any combination of calcite, chlorite, potassium 
feldpsar, pyrite and chalcopyrite. Alteration envelopes 
range from absent through a faint pinkish zone, to strong 
development of pink potassium feldspar. Potassium feldspar 
may yield outward to albite in some vein envelopes. 

QUARTZVEINS 

Quartz veins are uncommon. They are planar, regular, 
continuous, and I to 3 millimetres wide. Quartz and calcite 
dominate the veins in subequal amotmts and pyrite and 
chalcopyrite are trace to minor constituents. These veins do 
not have obvious alteration envelopes and although they 
formed late in the paragenetic sequence, their timing rela- 
tive to late calcite veins is unknown. 

CALCITE VEINS 

These veins comprise three subtypes that together form 
the latest episode of veining. They are regular. continuous 
veins and vary from hairline fracture fillings to vetns up to 

tens of centimetres wide. Only rarely do they hue visible 
alteration envelopes. The first subtype contains only coarse- 
grained calcite that commonly grew as euhedral crystals 
into open space. The second subtype is composed primarily 
of calcite but contains significant pyrite and chalcopyrite, 
and minor chlorite. Although well mineralized. these veins 
are not volumetrically imponant and their timing relative to 
the barren calcite veins is unknown. The third subtype 
contains calcite. earthy hematite and, rarely, minor chlorite. 

RRECCIAS 

Breccias are a minor component of the Virginia zone and 
their distribution and timing are poorly understood. The 
matrix of hrrccias is coarse grained and consists of abun- 
dant calcite, potassium feldspar, pyrite, chalcopyrite and 
earthy hematite, and trace amounts of chlorite, quat’tr and 
biotite. Fragments consist of LHI dike rocks and Nicola 
volcanic rocks altered to potassium feldspar, calcite and 
trace chlorite and biotitr. Pyrite and chalcopyrite are evenly 
disseminated throughout fragments and matrix. Primary 
igneous magnetite has not been destroyed in altered 
fragments. 

PERVASIVE ALTERATION 

Potassic alteration is expressed by two distinct assem- 
bleges (Table 2-4-2). The earliest OCCUTS as washes of light 
pink coloration that are erratically distributed within. but 
confined to, the Lost Horse intrusions. Original igneous 
magnetite is almost always obliterated. This assemblage is 
thought to represent an early deuteric alteration and is not 
associated with sulphide mineraliration. The second type of 
pervasive potassic alteration occurs in patches related to 
microveinlets. The primary alteration mineral is also 
potassium feldspar accompanied by various combinations 
of a!bite, biotite, pyrite and chalcopyrite; magnetite is not 
typically destroyed. This second style of potassic alteration 
appears, at least in pan, to overprint the deuteric alteration. 
A significant portion of the potassic alteration may be due to 
coalescing alteration envelopes of potassium feldspar veins. 
In other casts, it appears to be distributed in zones indepen- 
dent of vein type. In places, significant sulphide mineraliza- 
tion accompanies this pot&c alteration. 

Pervasive albitic alteration has been observed locally. hut 
in much smaller volumes than potassic alteration. The pri- 
mary alteration assemblage is white albite, usually with 
epidote and chlorite, and locally with diopside and, possi- 
bly, scapolite. Zones of albitization affect both the Lost 
Horse intrusions and Nicola volcanic rocks. Some alhitic 
alteration zones may represent overlapping envelopes of 
epidote veins. Alhitization does not appear to he related to 
sulphide introduction. 

Propylitic alteretion is widely and evenly distributed 
throughout the deposit. It consists of calcite, chlorite, pyrite, 
epidote and hematite and affects both intrusive and volcanic 
rocks. The timing of propylitic alteration is poorly con- 
strained. It shows evidence of being both early and late in 
the sequence of alteration, possibly as a result of early 
expansion and later contraction of the hydrothermal system. 



Figure 2-4-4. Bubble plots of hydrothermal alteration minerals in the Virginia zone of the Copper Mountain CU-At deposit. ‘CE 
size of the bubbles varies proportionally with the abundance ol each mineral species. On these diagrxns, the \malle t and latge!.t 
bubbles represent the minimum and maximum mineral concentration observed in the drill holes at the :X300-foot clevati ,n. These are 
0.68 and 21.25 % calcite, 0.36 and 4.X1 ‘0 pyrite, 0.00 and SO.00 % potassium feldspar, 0.00 and IO.00 % magnetite, OX 3 and 8.90 Ct 
epidotc, and 2.50 and 17.78 % chlorite. 
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Figure 2-4-5. Bubble plots of Cu. Au, Ma, Ag, Ca and Fe geochemical concentrations in the Virginia zone of the Copper 
Mountain Q-Au camp. The size of the bubbles varies proportionally with concentration of each element. On these diagrams, the 
smallest and largest bubbles represent the mininum and maximum concentration observed in the drill holes at the 3300.foot elevation. 
These are I.50 and 18753 ppm Cu. 2 and I165 ppb Au, I and 95 ppm MO. 0.1 and 6.6 ~pm Ag. I.15 and 21.28 5/r Ca. and 2.06 and 
41.13 % Fe. 



Minor alteration types include a very late stage hydro- 
thermal overprint consisting of sericite, calcite and a brown 
clay mineral. It is locally strong but very unevenly distri- 
buted. A biotite hornfels with disseminated pyrite is 
developed adjacent to thicker felsite dikes. 

HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION AND 
GEOCHEMICAL ZONING 

Detailed drill-core logging and statistical analysis of a 
multi-element geochemical database provided data to pro- 
duce hydrothermal ;alteretion and geochemical zoning maps 
of the 330O-foot elevation. 

Evaluation of mineral zoning patterns was based on 
visual estimations of the percentage of alteration minerals 
logged in intervals of core from 27 diamond-drill holes 
distributed across the deposit. Results are summarized in 
Figure 2-4-4. Fifty-foot intervals were logged in core along 
the 1225OE cross-section, which is perpendicular to the 
main ore zone. Twenty-foot sections were examined in all 
other holes. All intervals were centred on piercing points 
through the 3300.foot elevation; some intervals were offset 
slightly from this level to avoid post-mineral felsitr dikes. 
Emphasis was given to estimating the bulk percentage of 
alteration minerals in several assay intervals in each hole: 
the means of these intervals are plotted on bubble plots 
(Figure 2-4-4). Results indicate that no significant alteration 
zoning is evident in the Virginia zone. This may bc due, in 
part, to the sparse sampling of drill holes through the 
deposit and to the dominance of fracture-controlled altem- 
tion and mineralization. 

The geochemical database consists of 5436 samples from 
approximately 3.mew drill-core intervals from I IO drill 
holes. The samples were analyzed for a suite of 29 elements 
(Cu. Pb, Zn, MO. Ag. Ni, Co, Mn, Fe, As, U, Th, Sr, Cd. Sb, 
Bi, V, Ca, P, La, Cr. Mg, Ba, Ti, B. Al, Na, K, and W) by 
aqua regia digestion with an inductively coupled plasma 
spectraphotometry finish; gold was determined by aqua 
regia digestion and atomic absorption finish. These data 
were cornposited across a SO-foot interval at the 330+foot 
elevation. A number of statistical procrdures (histograms, 

Figure 2-4-b. Generalized geological cross-section of the 
Virgina zone, at I2 250E. with drill-hole sample locations. 
Geologic correlations inferred from lithalogic codes in the 
lithogcochemicul data base. 
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probability plots, bubble plots, scatterplots) u ere applied to 
each lithology to determine if any zoning or geological 
control on mineralization was plr:icnt. 

Results indicate that only limited geochen ical zonirg is 
apparent. A single easterly oriented (ore) ZOI le with gener- 
ally anomalous copper concertrations at the 3300.foot r:le- 
vation also exhibits generally ;~~nomalous g, Id, silver ,mi 
molybdenum concentrations t Figl~rr 2-4-5). Iron and t:al- 
cium concentrations, thought 1~0 represent the abundance rf 
magnetite and calcite as gartg,ue minerals in prodowive 
veins, do not correlate with thi::, zone (Figur: 2-4-5). !;irr- 
ilarly. no other elements defirx haloes about I his high-grade 

Z”“C 

The high-grade part of the ori: zone occur’ within Nicola 
volcanics (Figure 2-4-6). Additional evident : in support rC 
similar lithological grade control <can be sect in the coppw 
and gold grade distributions of the volcanic f ows, fragmer: 
tals and tuffs, and early equigranular and late cuhporph)ritic 
Lost Horse diorite dikes (Figure 2-4-7). Hip’ler copptx and 

Figure 2-4-7. Plots of concentration percentiles tar 
Cu (%) and Au (ppb) for equigranular (Llll) and rxb- 
porphyritic (LH2) Lost Horse diorite dikes. N cola volcanic 
f&c tufrs (TUFF), matic Ilow <FLOW) an< matic lap Iii 
luffs. breccias and agglorneratcs (FRAG). T le number of 
samples from each unit are indicated. 
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Figure 2-4-X. Schematic cross~section of a major 
mineralized strucf~re within the Virginia zone. 

gold concentrations in the massive flows and tuffs may be 
due to their tendency to fracture more readily than the less 
massive fragmental volcanics. Similarly, the pre-mineral, 
equigranular Lost Horse diorite dikes have higher copper 
and gold grades than the younger subporphyritic Lost Horse 
diorite dikes. 

Despite the lack of deposit-scale zoning in the Virginia 
zone, geologic mapping in the open pit does indicate that 
there is a crude zoning of vein types across mineralized 
structures. Specifically, major magnetite-sulphide veins 
(>30 cm wide) which contain significant chalcopyrite are 
generally bounded by similar magnetite sulphide veins 
without chalcopyrite. These relatively barren veins are 
themselves bounded by calcite-sulphide-chlorite veins (as 
schematically illustrated in Figure 2-4-8). Furthermore. the 
thick magnetite-sulphide veins exhibit abundant conjugate 
magnetite-sulphide veins within wnes up to two times the 
vein width from the major vein margins. These ‘parasitic’ 
veins are thinner, but contain a mineralogy which is identi- 
cal to the major magnetite-sulphide veins. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Geological mapping, drill-core logging and geochemical 

analysis of samples indicates that the Virginia zone is a bulk 
tonnage copper-gold deposit hosted by Nicola volcanics 
which have been intruded by diorite dikes of the Lost Horse 
complex. Copper and gold mineralization is hosted by a 

series of closely spaced, easterly striking, steeply dipping 
veins and occurs with significant amounts of magnetite 
gangue. Geochemical and mineralogical zoning within the 
deposit is limited. but zoning of vein types about miner- 
alized structures has been observed. Mineralization does 
appear to be controlled to some extent by host lithology and 
early Lost Horse dikes and massive volcanics appear to be 
the most favourable host rocks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper presents an updated overview of the geology 

and mineral deposits in the Hedley mining district, south- 
central British Columbia. The district contains the Nickel 
Plate gold skarn deposit, which is currently being operated 
by Homestake Canada Ltd. (formerly Corona Corporation), 
as well as several past-producing gold skams: the French, 
Canty and Good Hope mines (Figure 2-5. I). It also includes 
the Mount Riordan (Crystal Peak) skarn which is being 
evaluated as a potential industrial garnet deposit hy Polestar 
Exploration Inc. 

Early mapping of the district geology was completed by 
Bostock (1930) and Rice (1947, 1960), and more recently 
by Ray and Dawson (1987, 1988. 1993, in preparation), and 
Monger (1989). Studies on the various gold skarns include 
early work hy Camsell (1910). Bostock (1930). Warren and 
Cummings (1936), Billingsley and Hume (1941). Dolmage 
and Brown (1945), and Lee (1951); recent investigations 
have been completed by Ray er al.. (19X7, lY88). Webster 
(198X), Ettlingrr and Ray (1989). Ettlinger (1990). Dawson 
et al.. (1990a. IYYOh), Ettlinger et al.. (1992), and Ray and 
Dawson (I993 in preparation). In addition, details on the 
Mount Riordan industrial garnet deposit have been puh- 
lished by Math& of al., (1991). Grand et al., (1991) and 
Ray ef a/., (1992). 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The Hedley mining district lies within the allochtonous 

Quesnel Terrane of the Intermontane Belt. It is situated at 
the eastern edge of the Upper Triassic Nicola Group, close 
to its contact with Paleozoic and Triassic oceanic rocks of 
the Apex Mountain Complex (Figure 2-5-I). which is 
believed to he a deformed ophiolite (Milford, 1984). 
Elsewhere in south-central British Columbia, the Nicola 
Group unconformably overlies this package (Read and 
Okulitch, 1977). hut at Hedley the contact is either faulted 
or occupied by the mid-Jurassic Cahill Creek pluton. 

The Nicola Group consists largely of island-arc 
supracrustal rocks that wet-e depxited in an elongate and 
rifted marginal marine basin associated with an easterly 
dipping subduction zone (Prcto. 1979; Mortimer, 1986, 
19,7). West of the Hedley district, alon& the main axis of 
the arc, the group reaches 6000 metres in thickness and is 
dominated by mafic, subaerial to submarine volcanic ilows 
and tuffaceous rocks in which limestones are uncommon 
(Preto, 1979). Father east at Hedley, however, the group is 
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thinner (maximum 3000 m), la&r volcanic flows, and i!; 
dominated instead by sedimemxv rocks that il elude bedded 
tuffs, calcareous and turhiditic ~iltstones and thick, ert~en.. 
sive limestones. 

Immediately following the termination of the Late 
Triassic Nicola arc volcanism, a variety of in rusions ~r:ng- 
ing from dikes and sills to ma-or hatholiths v we emplxed 
into the Nicola Group. These intermediate to high-iwel 
intrusions, which vary from gahhro to gra~odiorite and 
alkaline to calcalkaline in composition, reng : from 19.1 to 
210 Ma in age, (F’reto ef a/., 1579; Monger. IY8Y; Parrish 
and Monger, 1992). Some of the alkalic in rusions (“.g., 
Copper Mountain stock) are related to poq~hyry copper- 
gold deposits. while some of thr: calcalkaline plutons (S!.g., 
Brenda stock) are associated with gold-p )or porpt:yr!i 
copper-molybdenum orebodies (Carr, 1968: Preto, 1’172; 
Soregamli and Whitford, 1976), In the Hedh y district, tb: 
Bromley batholith, the Hedley intrusions a Id the Mount 
Riordan stock (Figure 2-S-l) were all emplaced during Ihi< 
Late Triassic to Early Jurassic plutonic episc de. 

DISTRICT STRATIGRAPHY 
The Nicola Group at Hedley in; a westerly tl lickening, Iat,: 

Carnian to late Norian calcarcous sedimer tary and arc- 
related volctmiclastic sequence that was d, :posited cn 1 
tectonically active, west-dipping paleoslope Figures 2-K? 
and 2-5-3 ). Sedimentary facies cthanges ant I paleocutreot 
indicators suggest that the sed.iments in th: group wxx 
derived largely from an eastern source, although th: 
alkaline and calcalkaline pyroclastic rocks higher in th: 
succession may have originated from the Ni, :ola arc I:C th- 
west. The Nicola Group in the Hedley area is bcliaed TV 
have been laid down across the structure1 h nge LO,,,: thit 
marked the rifted margin of the westerly deepening,, 
shallow-marine Nicola basin. 

At Hedley, the Nicola Group sedimemry succei!,ion 
contains a number of newly ::ecognired 1 xmations fra 
which formal nomenclature is tww proposed I Ray and Daw- 
son, 1993, in preparation). The r,uccession :Figure :!-!i-::) 
includes an upper. widely developed and hick (at 1~zx;t 
1200 m) unit, the Whistle Fornwtion; the fort lation camisIs 
largely of alkalic and suhalke~lic I:uffs and tt ffxcous :;l:d,- 
mutts, and its base is occupit:d by an exten! ive lime!xunt:- 
boulder deposit, the Copperfield hreccia, whi :h reaches 200 
metres in thickness. The angulx to well-rotuded limertooe 
clasts are commonly I metre ilr diameter al bough, rareI:/, 
they reach up to IS metres iacross; they crntain shallow 
water bivalves, as well as conodonts that an slightly older 
(late Carnian to early Norian) then the e:.rly to m dd e 
Norian faunas in the underlyinjl; Chuchuway na and Hcdley 
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formations (M.J. Orchard, personal communication, 1989) 
(Figure 2-5-3). One of the rare chat clast from the hreccia 
yielded radiolarians of Permian age (F. Cordey. personal 
communication, 1985). 

Limestone makes up 95 per cent of the clasts but rare 
clasts of chert, argillite, siltstone, and volcanic and plutonic 
rock are present. Many of the elongate urgillite and siltstone 
clasts are deformed which suggests they were unlithified 
when they were incorporated into the hreccia. Some appear 
to have been scoured from the immediately underlying 
sedimentary units, and many of these units show chaotically 

disturbed bedding, presumably caused when the breccia 
ploughed into the unconsolidated silty and argillaceous 
sediments. 

The Copperfield breccia probably represents a chaotic 
gravity-slide deposit formed by the catastrophic slumping of 
an unstable accumulation of shallow-marine reef debris 
down the submarine paleoslope. This mass ploughed into, 
and was deposited on the unconsolidated deeper water sedi- 
ments of the Hrdley, Chuchuwayha and Stemwinder forme- 
tions (Figure 2-5-4). The hreccia is probably analogous to 
the modern megabreccias described along the Nicaraguan 
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Rise in the Western Caribbean (Hine ef ul.. 1992). These 
megabreccias form thick (up to 120 m) and extensive 
(27 km by 16 km) units and are believed to represent 
seismically triggered bank-margin collapse features that 
took place along the edges of low-relief carbonate platforms 
(Hine ef al., 1992). 

The Whistle Formation is underlain hy a succession in 
which four sedimentary facies are distinguished from east to 
west: the thin (up to 200 m), shallow-marine. limestone- 
dolninant French Mine Formation in the east, the thicker. 
siltstone-dominant Hedley and Chuchuwayha formations in 
the central pert of the area, and the thick (up to 2200 m). 
deeper water and argillite-dominant Stemwinder Formation 
in the west. Conodotlts from the French Mine, Hedley and 
Chuchuwayha formations indicate they are Late Triassic 
(Carnian-Norian) in age (M.J. Orchard, personal communi- 
cation, 1989; Figure 2-S-3). The sedimentary facie% were 
separated from one another, and panly controlled hy north. 
erly trending active growth faults (Figures 2-S-2 and 2-S-4): 
these fractures, which were probably related to the basin- 
margin rift structures, were precursors of the Chuchuwayha, 
Bradshaw and Cahill Creek faults. 

The Chuchuwnyha, Hedley and French Mine formations 
are underlain by a poorly understood sequence of mafic 
tuffs with tninor flows, limestone and then-pebble con- 
glomerate, the Oregon Claims Formation (Figure 2-S-2; 
Ray and Dawso”, 1093. in preparation). The age of this unit 
and its contact relationship with the overlying Nicola rocks 
are uncertain. It may represent the oldest exposed section of 
the Nicola Group, hut it is more likely to he an older 
basement on which the Nicola Group was unconformably 
deposited, and could be a western extension of the Apex 
Mountain Complex. 

A newly recognized mid-Jurassic unit, the Skwel Peken 
Formation. overlies the Nicola Group at Hedley (Figure 
2-S-l). It has two members. The lower member, 1500 
metres thick, is dominated by calcalkaline andesitic to daci- 
tic lapilli and ash tuffs that commonly contain glassy, 
strongly emhayed and fractured quartr crystuls. Minor 
“mounts of epiclastic sediments, welded luffs and pyroclas- 
tic surge deposits are als” present. The thinner (maximum 
400 m) upper member is dominated by massive and&tic 
crystal tuffs. 

We believe that the Skwel Peken Fortnation is the first 
mid-Jurassic supracrustal unit recognized in south-central 
British Columbia. The formation was laid down in a “on- 
marine, subaerial to shallow-water enviromnent and is 
believed (Ray and Dawson, 1993, in preparation) to repro- 
sent extrusive volcimism related to the mid-Jurassic Cahill 
Creek and Lookout Ridge plutons (Figure 2-5. I). Zircons 
extracted from quartz-rich tuffs in the lower member give a 
tnaximum U-Ph age of 18729 Ma (J.E. Gahites, personal 
communication, 1992). Minor amounts of Cretaceous 
Spences Bridge Group and Eocene Springbrook and Mar”” 
formations are also exposed in the area (Figure 2-5-l). 

Several episodes of plutonism are recognized. The oldest 
resulted in the quartz dioritic and gahhroic Hedley intru- 
sions that are associated with widespread gold skarn miner- 
alization, including the Nickel Plate. Canty, French and 
Good Hope deposits. Field evidence and equivocal radi- 

ometric U-Pb dating suggest they were intrude 1 during L”te 
Triassic to Early Jurassic times. between 21 > to 194 Ma 
(J.E. Gahitrs, personal communiation, 199: ). The inwu- 
sions occur as large and small r,tocks, us sill dike SIV,II’~S 
and as isolated minor bodies; the swarms are xeferentially 
developed in the thinly bedded Chuchuwayh I and Hr:dleq 

Figure 2-S-2. Schematic t:a+west wctio across tkr: 
Hedley district showing sediment;~y fxies cl ages in tt,e 
Nicola Group and stratigraphic lw~~ion rf the sk,rtn 
ieposits. 

, -.-_~ 
Figure 2-S-3. Age range af fconadont mic “fossils cot- 

lectrd fronl the Nicola Gnrup, IHedley district Number:; I, 
circles refer to fossil sample “urnbers listed in Ray ;ard 
Dawsan (1993, in preparation). (Fossils i lrntified t,:i 
M.J.Orchard. Geolngical Sur\e:e of Canada). 
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formations. Some elongate bodies, such as the Toronto 
stock, were intruded along easterly trending lineaments that 
mty have been late Triassic transform faults related to the 
rifted basin margin. 

A slightly younger plutonic episode resulted in the large, 
granodioritic Bromley batholith and a related marginal 
body, the grenodioritic to gabbroic Mount Riordan stock. 
The latter is genetically associated with the large, garnet- 
rich Mount Riordan (Crystal Peak) skarn that contains 
minor tungsten-copper occurrences. A radiometric U-Pb 
zircon age of 194.625 Ma (Early Jurassic) is indicated for 
the Mount Riordan stock (J.E. &bites, personal communi- 
cation, 1992). and a similar age of 1931 I is obtained from 
the Bromley batholith (Parrish and Monger, 1992). 

A subsequent phase of granodioritic to quartz monzonitic 
magmatism is represented by the Lookout Ridge and Cahill 
Creek plutons. The latter, which commonly separates the 
Nicola Group to the west from the Apex Mountain Complex 
further east, yields a U-Pb zircon mid-Jurassic date of 
168.859 Ma (J.E. Gabites, personal communication, 1992). 
These high-level plutons are spatially related to a suite of 
minor aplites and quartz porphyry intrusions that yield a 
Late Jurassic U-Pb zircon date of 154.5 +8 -43 Ma. The 
plutons are believed to be the magmatic source of the 

volcaniclastic package in the nearby Skwel Peken Forma- 
tion (Ray and Dawson. 1993, in preparation). 

The youngest major intrusion in the district is the gra- 
nitoid Verde Creek stock (Dolmage, 1934) which is coeval 
with the Early Cretaceous Spences Bridge Group (Preto, 
1972); it intrudes the Nicola Group in the western part of the 
district (Figure 2-5-l). 

A rare, distinctive suite of leucocratic, calcalkaline minor 
intrusions (or possible volcanic flows) is spatially associ- 
ated with the Skwel Peken Formation. These rocks contain 
magmatic garnet phenocrysts with almandine-rich cores and 
spesswtine-rich margins that are chemically and optically 
distinct from the grossular-andradite garnets in the gold 
skams. 

STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
Two deformational episodes are identified in both the 

Apex Mountain Complex and Nicola Group, although the 
temporal relationship of the episodes between one rock 
package and the other is unknown. The first and most 
intense episode identified in the Apex Mountain Complex 
resulted in tight to isoclinal minor folds with moderate to 
strong, northerly to northeast-striking and subvertically 
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Figure 2-5-4. Depositional history of the Nicola Group in 
the Hedley area: 

I Camian-Norian deposition of the French, Hrdley, 
Chuchuweyha and Stemwinder formations onto the 
Oregon Claims Formation adjacent to the rifted east- 
ern margin of the Nicola basin. Sedimentation was 
from an eastern source and the facies were controlled 
by active, normal growth faults that were precursor 
structures for the Chuchuwayha, Bradshaw and Cahill 
Creek faults. 

2. Late Triassic - catastrophic deposition of the Copper- 
field breccia into the basin as a chaotic mass-gravity 
slide from shallow-marine facies to the east. This was 
possibly triggered by earth movements associated with 
development of the main Nicola arc farther west. 

3. Late Triassic major air?& of Whistle Formation ash 
and lapilli luffs from an unknown source. Sedimentary 
curren6 wcrc still from the east but coadirions did not 
allow limestone deposition. 



inclined penetrative axial planar fabrics; no major folds of 
this age are recognized The second period of deformation is 
only locally developed in the Apex Mountain rocks. It 
resulted in northerly striking, subvertical open folds, but is 
not associated with any penetrative fabrics. 

Both of the deformations1 episodes identified in the Nic- 
01s Group predate the Skwel Peken Formation and the 
Cahill Creek pluton which suggests they are pre-Middle 
Jurassic in age. The first episode, which was only locally 
developed in the Nicola Group, produced west to northwest- 

striking minor flexures that were probably re ated to the 
forcible emplacement of the Hr:dley intrusion: At Nickel 
Plate, these structures partly controlled the golf I skarn mirl- 
eralization (Billingsley and Hurne, 1941). 

The second deformation in ;hc Nicola Gn ‘up was the 
dominant structural event in the district. It KS, lted in ra;t- 
erly overturned minor and major asymmetric folds w 1.h 
northerly striking, steep westerly dipping axi planes. It 
produced s large anticlinal strucI:ure with its ax] 3 just es:,t of 
the Nickel Plate deposit. L~ally, argillites i I the Stw- 

Host formation and age 

Hostrock 
lithology 

Associated Intrusive rocks 

Age of intrusions 

Initial 6’SrpSr 
of intrusions 

Skam mineralogy 

Opaque minerals 

Degree of skarn 
alteration 

-- -- . 

Nickel Plate Mt. Riordan 
-.- --.- 

Upper Triassic Hedley Fm. ?Upper Triass,ic French Mint Fm? 
-- __-.- 

Predominantly siltstone. ?Massive limsstone and 
minor limestone carbonate breccla? 

-- --.- 
Hedley intrusions (gabbro. diorite) Mount Riordan Estock (grano iiorite- 

gabbro) 
-.- --.- 

Post 219and pre 194 Ma 194.6+5 Ma (E,?riyJurassic) 
(Late Triassic - Early Jurassic) 

-- --.- 
0.7036’ 0.7044* 

-- --.- 

Banded, clinopyroxene- Massive. garnetxlominant sl am. 
dominant skam with sulphides and scapoliie. Coarse, euhedral garnets wi :h 
Garnets generally anhedral and brown coloured. highly variable colour. Gem ‘rally ) 
No scheelite present. low sutphide content. Minor pyroxene, ; 

actinolite. epidote. Scheelitm! present. 
-.- --.- 

Pyrrhotite, arsenopyrite, Magnetite, pyrrhotite, pyrite 
minor chalcopyrite and rare pyrite minor chalcopyrite. 

-.- --.- 
Original sedimentary bedding Vimally no prknary strwtw ?S 
commonly preserved In skam. preserved. 

Approximate exposed 
area of skarn 

4 km2 0.3 km2 

Maximum thickness of skarn 300 m At least 175 m 
-.- --.- 

Geochemistry of Anomalous Au,As,Cu,Co.Bi,Te,Ag.Sb Anomalous Cu,W.Ag,Mo 
mineralization 

Garnet composition Low Mn (< 0.5% MnO) 
Grossutarltic cores, andraditic margins 
Ad 15-60 

Low Mn (< 1.6 % MnO 
Andraditic cores, grossulari ic margin ; 

Ad 45..96 

I 

Pyroxene composition Low Mn (< 1.0% MnO) 
Hd 40-95 

Low Mn (< 1,3 % MnO) 
Hd 41-51 

--.- 
R.L Armstrong, personal communication 1969. 
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winder and Chuchuwayha formations contain a fracture 
cleavage related to this deformation, although elsewhere 
axial planar penetrative fabrics are absent. 

In addition to the above two episodes, a younger period 
of folding has gently deformed the Skwel Peken Formation. 
This post-mid-Jurassic deformation resulted in open minor 
flexure folds with northeasterly striking axial planes. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 
The Hedley district has important skarn deposits (Figures 

2-S I and 2-5-2) as well as some minor gold-bearing quartz- 
carbonate veins. The skarns are separable into two types: 
older and more economically imponant gold skams such as 
the Nickel Plate, Canty, French and Good Hope deposits 

PRODUCTION FROM VEINS - HEDLEY DlSTRlCT 

that generally have low gametlpyroxene ratios, and younger 
skarns that have high gametlpyroxene ratios, and contain 
minor tungsten and copper but little or no gold. The Mount 
Riordan (Crystal Peak) skam is the largest of this second 
type: it is a potential industrial garnet deposit with drill- 
indicated resewes of 40 million tonnes averaging 
78 per cent by volume garnet (Mathieu ef al., 199 I; Grand 
et al., 199 I). Differences between the gold skams, repre- 
sented by the Nickel Plate deposit, and the garnet-dominant 
Mount Riordan skam are listed in Table 2-S I. 

Gold skarns have produced over 62 tonnes of gold from 
8.4 million tonnes of ore (Table 2-S-2); over 97 per cent of 
the gold was derived from the Nickel Plate deposit. By 
contrast, the quartz-carbonate veins, such as the Pine Knot, 
Maple Leaf and Gold Zone veins, have produced only 33 
kilograms of gold (Table 2-5-3). The gold grade of the 
Nickel Plate ore, worked during the early underground 
operations, ranged from 12 to 14 grams per tonne gold, 
whereas the ore currently mined by open-pit methods ranges 
between 2 and 3.1 grams per tonne gold (Table 2-5-2). The 
overall grade of all the gold skam deposits mined in the 
district is 7.43 grams per tonne gold. 

The gold skams we genetically and spatially related to 
diorite-gabbro stocks and dike-sill swarms of the Hedley 
intrusions. Economic gold skarns are hosted only in the 
Nicola Group, and on both a district and mine scale are 
structurally, stratigraphically and lithologically controlled. 
They favour areas where the Hedley intrusions cut the 
calcareous, shallower marine sedimentary facies of the 
Hedley and French Mine formations (particularly rocks that 
are flat lying or gently dipping) but are absent in the deeper 
water sediments of the Stemwinder Formation farther west 
(Figure 2-5-2). 

Economic gold mineralization is almost wholly confined 
to the exoskam. although locally the endoskarn is cut by 
late, thin veinlets of auriferous sulphides. Exoskam altera- 
tion varies from narrow .?ones less than 10 m&es wide to 
large envelopes hundreds of metres thick. The largest 
exoskarn envelope is at Nickel Plate where it outcrops over 
4 square kilometres (Figure 2-5.5), is up to 300 metres 
thick, and is estimated to contain between 0.75 and 1.5 
cubic kilometres of altered rock. Alteration is characterized 
by pyroxene-garnet-carbonate-scapolite assemblages, and 
mineralogical zoning is present in both the mineralized and 
barren skams. This zoning generally consists of coarser 
grained garnet-rich proximal assemblages and finer grained 
pyroxene-rich distal assemblages (Figure 2-5-5). Gold- 
pyrrhotite-arsenopyrite mineralization is preferentially 
developed in the distal, pyroxene-dominant skam, and is 
associated with a gecchemical enrichment in arsenic, cop- 
per, bismuth, tellurium, cobalt, zinc, antimony, molyb- 
denum, and nickel. 

Significant geochemical and mineralogical variations are 
seen throughout the gold skams. At Nickel Plate, chal- 
copyrite and CulAu ratios increase westwards towards the 
Hedley intrusion Toronto stock, and AulAg ratios are 
greater than I in the northern part of the deposit and less 
than 1 in the south. 

Bismuth tellurides (hedleyite, tetradymite), arsenopyrite 
and high pyrrhotitelpyrite ratios characterize the gold ore: 
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al\o present throughout the ore are chalcopyrite and trace 
\phalerite together with traces of bismuth, nickel and cobalt 
minerals (native bismuth, maldonite, breithauptite, 
gersdorffitr and cobaltite). Native gold, intimately associ- 
ated with tellurides, occurs as minute blebs (maximum 25 
microns across) in arsenopyrite and less commonly in pyr- 
rhotite (Warren and Cummings, 1936). The gold-sulphide 
mineralization is generally coeval with widespread scapoli- 
tization (Billingsley and Hume, 1941; Dolmage and Brown, 
1945; Ettlinger era/., 1992). The close temporal and spatial 
association between gold and scapolite suggests that 
chlorine-rich fluids may have been important in the trans- 
portation and precipitation of gold in the Hedley skams. 

The proposed model for the Nickel Plate deposit (Figure 
2-5-6) involves metals being derived from the Hedley intru- 
sions and transported by large volumes of reduced magma- 
tic fluid into a strongly reduced calcareous sedimentaty 
sequence. Formation of the large exoskarn envelope was 
accompanied by an early, high-temperature mineral 
sequence of (I) biotite and orthoclase, followed in turn by 
(2) manganese-poor, generally hedenbergitic clinopyroxene 
(Hdx,~,,), and (3) grandite garnet (Ad,,~ ,,,,, ). The overall 
compositional zoning in the larger Nickel Plate garnets is 
from grossuleritic cores to andraditic margins, and both they 
and the pyroxene tend to have a low manganese content (<I 
and 1.5 weight 70, respectively). Garnets are mostly 
birefringent although some crystals have isotropic cores and 
birefringent margins. Subsequently, at lower temperatures, 
gold, sulphides, tellurides and scapolite, together with min- 
erals such as prehnite, were deposited. Fluid inclusion stud- 
ies (Ettlinger, 1990) indicate the main pyroxene-garnet 
skarn at Nickel Plate formed at temperatures (pressure cor- 
rected) between 460” and 480°C. with average fluid sali- 
nities of 18.3 and 9.1 weight per cent NaCl equivalent for 
garnet and pyroxene, respectively. Homogenization tem- 
peratures for scapolite associated with gold and sulphide 
minerals were in the range of 320” to 400°C. 

Compared to other magmatic rocks related to either cop- 
per, iron, tungsten. zinc-lead, molybdenum or tin skams, the 
Hedley intrusions are enriched in iron and have the lowest 
amounts of total alkalis and silica, and highest amounts of 
calcium, magnesium and iron (Ray and Webster, 1991; 
Table 2-5-4). The coarse porphyritic textures of some of the 
Hedley intrusions suggest these rocks were emplaced at 
shallow to intermediate depths. Low Fe,O,iFeO ratios and 
the presence of ilmenite and pyrrhotite in the unaltered 
Hedley intrusions, and high pyrrhotitelpyrite ratios in the 
ore indicate that both the intrusions and the skam-forming 
fluids were strongly reduced. This conclusion is also sup- 
ported by the presence of iron-rich biotite (Ettlinger, 1990). 
native bismuth and hedenbergitic pyroxene. 

Skarn overprinting of the intrusions, to produce endo- 
skam, was accompanied by variable increases in the 
potassium and silica content and the K?O/Na,O ratios, 
decreases in magnesium and total iron, and sharp declines in 
the Fe,O,/FeO ratios (Table 2-S-5). Many of these chemical 
changes are related to the breakdown of the primary fer- 
romagnesian minerals and their replacement by biotite, 
otthoclase. quartz and clinopyroxene. Initial skarn over- 
printing of the Nicola siltstones, with the appearance of 
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orthoclase, biotite and lesser albite, leads to gains in 
potassium and sodium (.rre DDH401. Table 2-5-6). 
However, as skam alteration increases, these minerals are 
replaced by clinopyroxene and garnet, leading IO relative 
losses in potassium and sodium and gains in iron, magne- 
sium and manganese, together with increased K,O/Na,O 
ratios (see DDH’s 195 and 261, Table 2-5-6). The dramatic 
decrease of iron in the Nickel Plate endoskarn with pro- 
gressive skarn overprinting is matched by B corresponding 
increase of iron in the adjacent exoskam. This suggests that 
the destruction of the magmatic fenomagnesian minerals in 
the intrusions led to the iron enrichment in the nearby 
exoskams. Thus, these minerals are probably the main 
source of the iron in the ore zones and may also be the 
source of the gold. 



It is postulated that a large thermal cell formed around the 
Nickel Plate skarn (Figure 2-5-6). This probably resulted in 
the influx of cooler, more oxygen-rich meteoric waters into 
the bottom of the system which mixed with the magmatic 
fluids and resulted in the deposition of sulphides and gold. 
Consequently, ore horizons are preferentially developed 
near the base and lateral margins of the alteration envelope, 
close to its contact with underlying limestones. By contrast, 
the upper and middle portions of the skarn tend to be barren 
(Figure 2-5-6). This zoning has relevance regarding future 
exploration of other, apparently barren, skarn outcrops that 
may mask mineralization at depth. 

Figure 2-5-6. Schematic diagram showing postulated 
development of the Nickel Plate skarn envelope: 

A: intrusion of the Toronto stock and associated sill-dike 
complex. 

B: Infiltration of hydrothermal fluids to produce a 100. 
m&e-thick, pyroxcne-rich prograde skam envelope with 
upper fine-grained siliceous zone. Coarser grained and 
garnet-dominant skarn developed adjacent to intrusions. 

C and D: The formation of a large thermal cell around 
the skarn leads to an influx of meteoric water into the base 
of the system causing precipitation of the sulphide-gold- 
scapolite orebodies. Some quartz-carbonate veins develop 
along fractures above the envelope. 
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i\ district-wide, east-to-west ‘:: hange in tht metallo;;cny. 
mineralogy and oxidation stat? (of the skam is suggcited. 
Pyroxene-dominant and strongly n:duced ska ‘ns containin;; 
gold, arsenopyrite and bismuth tellurides occ lr in the west 
and central parts of the distxt. while n ore oxidin%l 
tungsten-bearing and garnet-do,minent skarr such as the 
Mount Riordan skam occur in rhc east (Ray ef [I/.. 1992). 
This zoning is partly due to the different xc imentnry :ro- 
toliths of the various skams whit h reflect the original wdi- 
mentary facies changes in the Nicola Gro tp across the 
district. It is also related to tb: different age and composi~ 
tions of the associated intrusions responsible for the gold 
skarns and the Mount Riordan garnet skam. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The Hedley district straddle< the eastern te ,tonic edge of 

the Late Triassic Nicola back-,an: basin, ani its geolog:/ 
provides an insight into how rifting contra led the basin 
margin, the easterly derived wdiment;ltion, and drvel’sp- 
merit of several economically important sedin lrntary fwes. 
Dramatic evidence of syntectonic sedimenxtion is dis- 
played in one distinct marker horizon, the Col perfield brec- 
cia, which represents a chaotic grwity-slide ( eposit off carp 
bonate reefal debris. The breccia was pnrbabl: derived fax 
a shallow-marine, carbonate platform that xiginall:y Ia:/ 
immediately east of Hedlry. Similar gravity- slide brec:iar 
could be expected to mark pwximity to the eastern bwnd- 
ary of the Nicola basin elsewher: in British ( olumbia. l‘hc 
Copperfield breccia probably has a similar origin as the 
extensive modern megabrecci;l Iunits that OCI urr along the 
margins of low-relief carbonate platforms i I the wcstm 
Caribbean (Hine CI al.. 1992). 

In addition to several minor gold-bearing eins, the dis- 
trict contains some major gold skarn deposits as well as the 
Mount Riordan garnet skarn wbic:h has indt strial mineral 
potential. The latter is associaed with the I)4 Ma (iE+ 
Jurassic) Mount Riordan stock whereas the g )Id skarre arc 
genetically related to the slightly older Hed::y intru!;i,>ns. 
The Hedley intrusions, in comparison with .xher igwou:; 
rocks related to iron, copper. zinc-lead, tun ;sten, rnn :yb- 
denum and tin skams, are the last differenti !trd and taw: 
the highest content of iron, magnesium. alu nina and :ill- 
cium. This chemistry reflects their derivation 1 mm primitive 
oceanic crust in an island arc environment. 

In contrast to the rarer oxidize d gold skarr s, such as thr: 
McCoy deposit in Nevada (Kuyper, 1987; E rookes ef o/. 
1990). and the McLymont property in northern British 

Columbia (Ray ef al., 19911, the Nickel I’late. French. 
Canty and Good Hope depositi; represent clas ;ical redoed- 
type gold skam systems. Their reduced sti te is drrron- 
strated by high pyrrhotite/pyrii:e and low Fe, &/Fe0 ratio:; 
in the ore, and the presence of native bistruth, iron-.icb 
biotite and hedenbergitic pymx.ene. Progres+e skarn o er- 
printing of the intrusions and calcareous silt% ones at Nickel 
Plate is accompanied by a shaql decrease in th: iron cont~zn: 
of the endoskarn and a corrrsp~mding increasr in iron in the: 
adjacent exoskam. It is belieed that the rmgmatic fer,. 
romagnesian minerals in the Hed,ley intrusion ;, which were 
broken down during skarn alteration, were th : main swrcc 
of the iron enrichment in the exoskam. 
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The Hedley district still has good exploration potential 
for gold-skam discoveries, particularly as the Nickel Plate 
model suggests that some of the larger, untested and appar- 
ently barren skarn envelopes in the district may overlie 
mineraliration at depth. While underground mining would 
not be economically feasible on the Nickel Plate ore cur- 
rently being worked by open-pit methods, it should be 
remembered that the ore extracted between 1904 and 1963 
by underground mining graded I2 to 14 grams per tonne 
gold. 

The deposit model and ore controls postulated at Hedley 
are applicable to other areas of the Cordillera. Tectonic 
hinge zones marking rifted margins of island-arc or margi- 
nal basins are considered to be highly favourable for gold 
skams. Such areas containing abrupt facies changes with 
reduced calcareous sediments and porphyritic ilmenite- 
hearing dioritic to gabbroic intrusions are ideal for gold 
skarn development. In particular. exploration should be 
directed to intrusions that are iron-rich (greater than 7% 
total iron), have low FqO,iFeO ratios and are associated 
with pyroxene-dominant exoskarn systems containing early 
orthoclase-biotite alteration, high pyrrhotite/pyrite ratios, 
arsenopyrite, bismuth tellurides and scapolite. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Iron Mask batholith is an Early Jurassic composite 

alkaline intrusion located southwest of Kamloops in south- 
central British Columbia (Figure 2-6-l). It lies in the south- 
ern portion of the Quesnel trough in the lntermontane tcc- 
tonic belt. It is a northwest-trending body approximately 22 
kilomctres long and 5 kilometres wide intruding volcanic 
and sedimentary rocks of the eastern belt of the Upper 
Triassic Nicala Group (Prcto, 1979). Emplacement is intcr- 
preted to have been controlled by ma,jor northwesterly and 
northeasterly trending fault systems and previous workers 
have suggested that the batholith is subvolcanic and coeval 
with the Nicola Group (Northcore, 1977b). 

tionships between the intrusions comprising I he Iron Mask 
batholith. Additionally, ficld observadons and maIq>ing 
have been directed at detailing the nature and origins 111 the 
enigmatic hybrid and picrite wits. During tht 1992 seaion, 
fieldwork by the senior author comprised r xonneisazncc 
mappin& of the batholith ancl !;urrounding \Jicola Group 
rocks and detailed mapping (I :300 and I: !500) of five 
selected xcas (Figure 2-6-l). These detail :d geological 
maps (Figures 2-6-3 to 2-6-7) address sever; I broad qxs- 
tions concerning the Nicola Iron Mask relati, rnship arlc tb: 
magmatic history of the betholil:h, which in< ludes the for- 
mation of the hybrid and the: petrologic relationsllip; 
between the intrusive phases. 

MAP UNITS 

Two plutons comprise the batholith; the Iron Mask pluton 
in the southeast, and the smaller Cherry Creek pluton in the 
northwest (Figure 2~.6-l). The two plutons are separated by 
a belt 6 kilometrcs wide, probably a graben structure, con- 
taining Tertiary volcanics of the Kamloops Group (Kwong, 
1987). Erosional remnants of these same Tertiary rocks are 
found overlying the batholith. 

The five geological maps (Fig,ures 2-6-3 to 2-6-7) pottrai 
seven major map units. A composite legend : or these maps 
is provided in Figure 2-6-2. The followin : descripti~ons 
pertain to the rocks located in these lnap ircas and &I) 
reflect reconnaissance observations. 

The Iron Mask batholith has historically and recently 
been a focus of mineral exploration for porphyry coppcr- 
gold deposits. Major deposits include the Afton and Ajax 
orebodies although there have also been numerous smaller 
producers within the batholith (Can: 1957; Preto, 1968; 
Kwong, 1987). Surrounding Nicola rocks are also host to 
abundant copper showings. 

The current nomenclature of the Iron Mask intrusive 
rocks derives front Prcto (1968) and Northcote (1915, 
1977a,b) who divided the batholith into four comagmatic 
intrusive rock types and a single unrelated intrusion. Their 
coma&m& intrusive units, listed from oldest to youngest, 
include Iron Mask hybrid, Pothook diorite, Sugarloaf diorite 
and Cherry Creek diorite-syenite. Previous workers also 
delineated small amounts of serpcntinized picrite basalt, 
inferred to have intruded the Iron Mask batholith between 
emplacement of the Pothook and Sugarloaf phases (Notth- 
cotc, 1977b). This paper maintains the names and basic 
subdivisions of these five map units. However. in two of the 
units, the Iron Mask hybrid and the Sugarloaf diorite, 
important mineralogical and textural variations necessitate 
further subdivision. 

One of the main objectives of this fieldwork is to COT- 
roborate, re-evaluate and strengthen the relative age rela- 

Figure 2-6-l. Location af the Iron Mask ,,a\ holith show 
ing the two separate plutons which make up :hc batho~lilh 
and main geographical feature:i (modified E nm Kwon:, 
1987). inset shows tectonic setting within tie Canadizn 
Cordillera. 
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NICOLA GROUP 
Nicola Group rocks in the vicinity of the Iron Mask 

batholith consist primarily of green and purple andesitic 
flows, flow breccias, massive tuffs, and medium and fine- 
grained bedded tuffs. All rock types are metamorphosed to 
greenschist facies. Typical assemblages include chlorite, 
epidote, actinolite and calcite; locally, well-developed 
cleavage is observed. Nicole rocks are hornfelsed adjacent 
to the batholith. In contrast to other workers (e.~., Cock- 
field, 1948; Northcote, 1977b) no plutonic rock clasts with 
definite Iron hlask affinities were seen in Nicola Group 
lithologies. 

PICRITE(?) 
A volumetrically minor amount of serpentinixd picrite 

basalt is found within the Iron Mask batholith. The rock 
consists of I5 to 30 per cent olivine phenocrysts and subor- 

Figure 2-6-2. Map units and symbols for 
Figures 2-6-3 to 2-h-7. 

Figure 2-6-R. Map area E. This location establishes the 
relationship between picrite found outside the boundary of 
the Iron Mask batholith. Nicola Group rocks, and the Sugar- 
loaf suite. Dikes shown on this map have been assigned to 
the Sugarloaf suite. 
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dinate, rarely preserved clinopyroxene microphenocrysts in 
a groundmass of iron oxides and serpentine and/or talc. 
These serpentinized picrites occur as small pods and lenses 
associated with fault zones. The serpentiniration is perva- 
sive and pseudomorphic and in some instances totally 
replaces the original mineral assemblage. 

Figure 2-6-4. Map area C. This map area comprises the 
monzonite breccia unit. The dashed line shows the approxi- 
mate boundary between clasts with sharp boundaries and 
ctasts with diffuse boundaries. 

Figure 2-6-5. Map area B. Located in the north-central 
pan of the iron Mask pluton, this area comprises picrite 
basalt within the Pothook diorite. Small volumes of Sugar- 
loaf rocks imrude the picrite. 



Outside of the batholith, mineralogically and texturally 
similar picrite basalt is exposed at three localities. These 
rocks have the attribute that they are much less serpen- 
tinized and modal phenocrystic pyroxene is more com- 
monly preserved. The first is located just outside the margin 
of the batholith on a smell, isolated knoll southeast of Jack” 
Lake (Figure 2-6-3). This occurrence was mapped by 
Mathews (1941) as a peridotite which: “may conceivably 
be a part of the Nicola Formation, although similar rocks 
have not yet been found elsewhere in this volcanic series. 
On the other hand, it may represent a phase of the lronmask 
batholith The writer is, however, inclined to consider 
the peridot&z as a minor intrusive unrelated to either the 
Nicola or Ironmask rocks.” Two other occurrences are 
along Carabine Creek and Watching Creek on the north side 
of Kamloops Lake (Cockfield, 1948). Both localities are 
approximately 20 kilometres north-northwest of the north- 
ern contact of the Iron Mask pluton. 

POTHOOK UNIT 

The Pothook unit is a greenish coloured, moderately 
foliated, medium to coarse-grained pyroxene diorite. It gen- 
erally contains poikilitic biotite on which basis it was 
defined. Potassic alteration in this unit is widespread and 
occurs mainly as well defined, potassium feldspar veinlets 
and, less commonly, as pervasive potassic alteration. Pot- 
hook rocks always contain abundant magnetite, mainly as 
disseminations and centimetre-sized veinlets. Locally, mag- 
netite and apatite accumulations occur as dikes creating lode 
deposits such as the Magnet showing (Cam, 1979). 

Figure 2-6-6. Map area D. Situated north of Jacko Lake, 
this loution has exposures of the hybrid unit, Nicola Group 
rocks and Cherry (-reek diorite which elucidate Ihe nature of 
the batholith margin. 
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Figure 2-6-7. Map area A. TITS area delinea es a grada~ 
tional zone between the Pothook and hyhrid ur its. Both ok 
these units are intruded by Sugarloaf diorite. 

This unit occurs as fairly sm;lll bodies in tht northern xr: 
of the Iron Mask pluton roughly ,slong the not :hern margins 
of the exposures of the Iron MS k hybrid unit The coot 1ct:i 
between the Pothook unit and the hybrid and Cherry Clr:ek 
units are gradational. 

IRON MASK HYBRID UNt’I 

The Iron Mask hybrid unit is of dioritic to gabb-‘zic 
composition with pyroxene or Inornblende~ Sotite as the 
dominant mafic components. The textural va :iation in thi:; 
unit is striking, ranging from tine grained to xgmatitic on 
an outcrop scale. In the westwn and centra parts of the 
batholith, this unit is agmatitic. with clasts of ( oarse gebxo, 
medium and coarse-grained diorite, and fine-gn~irzd 
amphibolite in a diorite matrix Lo~xlly, the ir terclast ma,te- 
rial is almost exclusively fine to 8:oarse-graint rl plegioclase. 
In the eastern part of the batholith, the unit is more con:(st- 
ent in texture and composition; here it is a fit e to medi rm- 
grained, unfoliated light grey d~lorite which contains J’s:~!J 
few clasts. 

The hybrid unit is areally er:tensive, cov:ring app~w- 
imately one-half of the surface area of the batI tolith, axord- 
ing to Kwong’s (1987) compilation. One of the resulti of 
this fieldwork is that the hybritl unit has been subdivided to 
allow recognition of a transili~mal member. 

CHERRY CREEK UNIT 

Rocks of the Cherry Creek unit are dioritc to monzcnit,: 
in composition. Generally, they are fine to m :dium grained 
and characterized by prominent, tabular. intt rlocking lr:ld- 
spar crystals. Mineralogicall!i ‘Cherry Cree ( rocks carry 
pyroxene, hornblende or biotit!: ns the princip e mafic plxw? 
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but never contains all three phases. Fine-grained dis- 
seminated magnetite and epidote are characteristic acces- 
sory minerals. 

In addition to any primary igneous compositional maria- 
tions within the Cherry Creek unit there is apparent chem- 
cal variation induced by extreme potassium metasomatism. 
The secondary alteration is manifest as partial replacement 
of the ferromagnesian minerals, complete replacement of 
plegioclase, and a pervasive pink colorati”n of weathered 
outcrop surfaces. 

The Cherry Creek unit is distributed throughout the Iron 
Mask batholith but the two main bodies are the Cherry 
Creek pluton and along the northern margin of the Iron 
Mask pluton. The latter area hosts the Afton copper-gold 
deposit which is situated on the extreme northern contact of 
the Iron Mask pluton. 

SUGARLOAFSUITE 
The Sugarloaf unit is a suite of hornblende-porphyritic 

diorites occurring as lenticular bodies and dikes along the 
western margin of the Iron Mask pluton and in the nearby 
Nicola rocks. We have subdivided the suite on the basis of 
texture. On Sugarloaf Hill, the Sugarloaf rocks are light 
grey in colour, hornblende and plagioclase porphyritic with 
an aphanitic groundmass. Texturally the rocks are charac- 
terized by trachytic plagioclase and aligned stubby euhedral 
hornblende phenocrysts. A similar sired body of Sugarloaf 
rocks is exposed south of Sugarloaf Hill near Jack” Lake. 
These rocks are light tan in colour, and contain abundant, 
bladed hornblende phenocrysts commonly occurring as 
radial aggregates with rare anhedral plagioclase pheno- 
trysts. These diorites are themselves intruded by numer”us 
northwest-trending dikes which, on the basis of mineralogy, 
have also been assigned to the Sugarloaf suite (Figure 
2-6-3). The dikes are dark grey, tine-grained diorite with 
abundant magnetite veinlets and disseminated chalcopyrite. 
Secondary alteration of this suite is generally minimal 
except within the Ajax deposit where albitization is exten- 
sive (Ross et al., in press). 

MONZONITE BRECCIA UNIT 
The monzonite breccia unit is a volumetrically minor pert 

of the Iron Mask batholith which has not been reported 
previously. The relative age relationship and chemical 
affinity to the rest of the batholith is uncertain. The unit 
consists of fragments of hybrid unit rocks ranging in size 
from 0.03 t” I metre in a tine to medium-grained biotite 
monzonite matrix. The boundaries between fragments and 
matrix are sharp or diffuse with the sharpest contacts found 
in exposures at the highest elevations. This difference in the 
nature of the boundaries forms the basis of subdivision for 
the breccia unit as seen in Figure 2-6-4. The breccia is cut 
by northwest and northeast oriented, fine-grained, light 
grey, biotite monronite dikes 0.5 to 15 me&es wide, which 
generally contain clasts of hybrid rocks at their margins. 

The monzonite breccia body is somewhat teardrop 
shaped, trending northwest and tapering off t” the south 
near Lockie Lake (Figure 2-6-l). 

DISCUSSION 
Detailed geological maps for five selected areas of the 

Iron Mask batholith are shown in Figures 2-6-3 t” 2-6-7. 
These areas were chosen because of relationships within the 
map areas that were critical to resolving a number of key 
research questions concerning the units and genesis of the 
Iron Mask batholith. Among these questions are: the nature 
and origin of the picrite; the nature and variation of the 
spatially dominant Iron Mask hybrid unit; the relationship 
of the batholithic units to the host Nicola Group rocks: and, 
the age and genetic relationships between the major 
batholithic units. Preliminary results are discussed below. 

PICRITE - IRON MASK RELATIONSHIP 
The picrite unit occurs as septa, pendants and xenoliths 

within Iron Mask batholithic rocks and has been intruded by 
Sugarloaf suite rocks (Figure 2-6-S). In addition, it has been 
observed that the inclusions of picrite occur in the Iron 
Mask hybrid unit (Northcow, 1977b) and that it predates 
mineralization at the Ajax East pit (Ross ef al., in press). 
Therefore, the picrite unit is interpreted t” be older than the 
batholith. 

The occurrences of picrite outside the batholith have not 
been subjected t” greenschist facies metamorphism, lack a 
penetrative fabric and are always found structurally overly- 
ing Nicola Group rocks (e.g., Figure 2-6-3). North of Kam- 
loops Lake picrite basalts are overlain by Tertiary Kamloops 
Group rocks. These observations indicate that the picrite 
basal& cann”t be correlated with the Nicola Group and that 
they are probably younger. The age of this unit is therefore 
postulated t” be post-Nicola and pre-Sugarloaf. 

These interpretations conflict with several previous ideas. 
Firstly, the tentative correlation between the Watching 
Creek Carabine Creek ultramafic rocks and the Iron Mask 
batholith made on the 1:250 000 Ashcroft map sheet 
(Monger and McMillan, 1989) is not supported. Secondly, 
the picrite basalts do not represent a series of plutonic 
bodies intruding the Iron Mask (e.g., Northcote, 1977b). 

The Iron Mask hybrid unit comprises approximately 40 
per cent of the outcrop of the batholith. The contact features 
of Nicola rocks and hybrid unit are illustrated by Figure 
2-6-6. At this location, the Nicola rocks are hornfelsed fine- 
grained tuffs and augite porphyry. Closer to the contact, the 
Nicola rocks are coarsely recrystallized and contain abun- 
dant secondary(?) magnetite. Finally, at the contact, coar- 
sely recrystallized Nicola rocks are intruded and brecciated 
by diorite. 

Figure 2-6-7 illustrates the nature of the relationship 
between the Iron Mask hybrid unit and the Pothook unit. 
The spatial association and mineralogical similarity of these 
tw” units has already been described. Typically, they are 
separated by a .?“ne of intermediate characteristics, which, if 
present, may be up to 250 metres wide. This transition zone 
comprises two end-members: partially digested mafic 
igneous fragments hosted in a diorite (Pothook) matrix; and 
foliated. fine to coarse-grained, biotite hornblende diorite 
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with fewer fragments. The latter end-member is dis- 
tinguished from the Pothook unit by the presence of 
hornblende and front the hybrid unit by the presence of 
poikilitic biotite. 

Textural and mineralogical variation within the hybrid 
unit is dramatic and increases with clast abundance. The 
clast boundaries ax generally nebulous and irrcguler with 
plagioclase grains commonly growing across them. The 
matrix can be granitic to pegmatitic in texture. Matrix mate- 
rial is highly variable in plagioclase content and locally is 
anorthositic. 

These field observations record B sequence of steps asso- 
ciated with the generation of hybrid rocks. These steps 
include: the interaction of Nicola Group rocks with intrusive 
rocks of the Iron Mask batholith, the incorporetion and 
disaggregation of older (Nicola’!) materials into the 
batholith, the partial assimilation and rccrystellization of 
these materials and, finally, the contamination and crystal- 
lization of the original magmatic material. 

YOUNGEST PHASE OF THE IRON MASK 
PLUTON 

Previous workers have argued that the Cherry Creek unit 
is the youngest phase of the Iron Mask batholith ((7.n.. Prrto, 
1968; Northcote, 1977b). This premise was founded on the 
presence of fine-grained dioritic dikes which were observed 
to cut all other intrusive rocks. These dikes. especially 
prominent in the vicinity of the Ajax property northeast of 
Jacko Lake. have historically been correlated with the 
Cherry Creek unit. thereby giving the Cherry Creek a young 
age by association. The correlation between these late felsic 
dikes and rocks of the Cherry Creek unit is subjective in that 
it is based on macroscopic features alone. The affinity of 
these late dikes can be tested further with petrography, 
mineral and rock chemistry, and isotopes (MDRU, in prepa- 
ration). The implication is that the Cherry Creek unit proba- 
bly is not as young as the late felsic dikes commonly 
referred to as Cherry Creek dikes (q.; Ross ef ul., 1992). 

Contacts between the Cherry Creek and Pothook units are 
not commonly exposed. however, there is sufficient 
exposure in areas near Makaoo Lake and north of Sugarloaf 
Hill to suggest that the contacts are gradational. This obser- 
vation, together with the mineralogical and textural sim- 
ilarities of these units. implies a closer petrologic relation- 
ship than previously described. This would suggest that 
these two units arc close together in age and previous 
workers have always considered the Pothook unit to be one 
of the older intrusive phases of the batholith. Furthermore, if 
the Cherry Creek and the Pothook are similar in age and 
character it is unlikely that the age of Sugarloaf suite, which 
is petrologically dissimilar, lies between them in time. 

CONCLUSION 
In view of the work conducted during the field season. a 

tentative reordering of the relative age relationships of the 
Iron Mask units is proposed. The proposed sequence of 
events for the major phases of the batholith is: I) Nicola 

volcanic phase, 2) magmatism generating roa ks of piwitic, 
composition, 3) Pothook/hybri~~i;!ation event ollowed w!rq 
shortly by or consanguineous with, 4) the ~:herry C:r:ek 
event. and 5) intrusion of the !jugarloaf phas s. 

Further data in the f(wm of detailed petrogxphy, major. 
minor, trace, and rare-earth element chemistry .)f each of the 
above described units is in progn:ss. Relevant mineral cm- 
positions will tdso be determined, These labor; tory date will 
aid in describing and constraining the process~ s involwl in 
the genesis of the iron Mask batholith. Tests for cogenctic 
affinity and the processes of differentiation. p rttial melting 
and assimilation will be investigated using th :se data. 
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ADVANCED ARGILLIC ALTERATION IN BONANZA VOLCANIC ROCK;!;,, 
NORTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND - TRANSITIONS BETWEEN 

PORPHYRY COPPER AND EPITHERMAL ENVIRONMENTi 
(92U12) 

By Andre Panteleyev and Victor M. Koyanagi 
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INTRODUCTION 
Hydrothermally altered Bonanza volcanic rocks in the 

Quatsino map area (NTS Y2L/l2) were examined in order to 
describe the style of copper-gold mineralization in the 
extensive zones of argillic and advanced argillic alteration 
that occur in the area. This work is pati of a province-wide 
study of intrusion-related advanced argillic, acid sulphate 
mineralization started in IYYI (Panteleyev, IYY2). It is 
intended to investigate the potential for precious metal and 
copper-gold deposits in these settings and to develop 
generic models. 

leaching. The sulphuric acid i:; formed in hrre way;, as 
summarired by Rye rf ul. (1992): as a produ :t of magnat~c 
vapour-derived SO2 interaction with water a potemial’y 
mineralizing magm8tic.hydrt~thermal sett ~ng; a steant- 
heated system where H,S ir oxidized to sulphuric acd 
above the wter table usually an unmit eralizrd ;:ane, 
common in geothermal setting<;; and a supe rgene lea< lhing 
environment. The alteration zones produced by these: rhrce 
processes can he large and visually striking. Howevrr dis- 
covery of ore is a difficult ta:rk unless thl origin of the 
alteration and the depth-zoni!q relationship; of the lh:idr~,- 
thermal systems are understood. 

Magmatic hydrothermal systems associated with suh- 
volcanic porphyry intrusions can produce mineralization 
ranging from high-level porphyry copper to near-surface 
epithermal and hotspring types. Between the deep and shal- 
low hydrothermal levels is a ‘tra~wirionnl’ environment in 
which strongly saline, relatively high temperature hydro- 
thermal fluids of largely magmatic origin are active. These 
robust fluids are not representative, in a strict sense, of 
either porphyry copper or most epithermal systems. The 
associated mineral deposits and alteration ant: char&et&d 
and recognized by the presence of phyllic and/or (high- 
temperature) advattced argillic alteration and abundant sul- 
phide minerals in a distinctive mineral suite. The copper and 
precious metal ores, in addition to abundant pyrite, may 
contain chalcocite, covellite, bornite and chelcopyrite as 
well as arsenic and antimony minerals. typically ennrgitel 
luzonite and tetrahedriteltennantite and minor sphalerite, 
galena, arsenopyrite, gold and numerous other complex 
sulphosalt minerals. Characteristic gangur consists of abun- 
dant silica with kaolinite, dickite, sericite/illite, 
pyrophyllite, diaspore, alunite, harite and various other 
aluminous, sulphate and phosphate minerals including 
zunyite (AI,,~Si,O,o(OH,F),,CI). The mineralization has 
been variably referred to as acid .srdphatr, high sulphida- 
tion. quart:.alurlitr, alunite-kaolinire (pyrophyllite), 
margife-rype, Nansotsu-type and n number of other names. 
This type of mineralization can be considered to be a dis- 
tinct deposit type or a subset of epithermal deposits (White, 
1991). 

Mineral deposit types f&xd to date in ac vatted ariillic 
Bonanza rocks in northern ‘Vtmcouver Islaid inch& the 
Island Copper mine, HushamulMount Mc ntosh (EZPO) 
and the Red Dog porphyry copper-golt -molybdenum 
deposits. In addition, a number of large silica ous ~onc:s with 
advanced argillic alteration have hcen e ;plored itI the 
Wanokana River Pembeflon Hills area and regions brnh to 
the east and west. These miner,alired enviro ~ments, i~tttong 
others in the province, are similar to a turnher of the :.igh- 
level Andean (Sillitoe, 199la) and southwf:st Pacific par- 
phyry copper and related dc:posits with arvanced wgillic 
overprints (Sillitoe, 19X9, 199:,b). Potential for ore ill ttlis 
environment also occurs in depo:;its t& err wed front plu- 
tons, such as the structurally wntrolled higl -grade ve.;x at 
El India, Chile, the lithologically controll :d replacrment 
bodies at Lepanto, Philippines and the hulk mixable brec- 
cia zones at El Tamho, Chile. The exten jive silica -,cl~y 
replacement bodies at the tops of the high-l zvel hydwthw 
mal systems have been mined in Japan fol ceramic :nate- 
rials. Some Japanese silica deposits such as in the Nar :;atsu 
district, are known to contain or be underlain! at slight :.epth 
by both bulk-mineable and t~onanza-type precious metal 
mineralization lzawa (1991). 

The hydrothermally altered rocks typically contain quartz 
and vuggy to massive, residual ‘slaggy’ silica with 
kaolinite, dickite, alunite and, in some cases pyrophyllite, 
d&pore and zunyite. This alteration assemblage forms in 
zones of acid sulphate alteration, a product of sulphuric acid Figure 2-7-l. ILocation map. 
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THE BONANZA VOLCANIC BELT, 
QUATSINO MAP AREA 

STRATIGRAPHY AND LITHOLOGIES 

We mapped an area of about 125 square kilometres in the 
west-central part of Quatsino map area. between Nahwitti 
Lake on the north and Holberg Inlet on the south (Figure 
2-7-l). Mapping was focused mainly in the northwest- 
trending belt of Lower Jurassic Bonunza Group volcanics 
and Jurassic Island Plutonic Suite. To the north, the 
Bonanza rocks are underlain by older rocks, part of the 
Upper Triassic Vancouver Group. This underlying unit com- 
prises. in sequence, progressively older rocks of the Parson 
Bay, Quatsino and Karmutsen formations. In the south of 
the map area, along Holberg Inlet, are patches of sedimen- 
tary rocks of the Lower Creteceous Longarm Formation, 
part of the Kyuqout Group. A simplified geological map of 
the area is shown on Figure 2-7-2. 

Bonanza volcanics of northwestern Vancouver Island 
have been described in some detail by Muller er a/. (1974) 
and Muller (1977). The rocks are generally considered to be 

andesitic to rhyodacite lava, tuff (and) breccia (Muller and 
Roddick, 1983). These volcanic units are exemplified by the 
apparently bimodal basalt-rhyolite assemblage near Quat- 
sine Sound in the Mahatta Creek map area (NTS 92L/S), 
described by Nixon ef a/. (1993, this volume). In contrast, 
our mapping to the north, in the Quatsino map area, shows 
the volcanic assemblage to consist almost entirely of 
pyroxene-phyric basalt and pyroxene-plagioclase-phyric 
basaltic andesite flows, breccia and minor tuffaceous sedi- 
ments. Only one small area with rhyodacite and rhyolite 
was noted in the succession: it is probably part of a local 
flow-dome complex. The mainly basaltic rocks in the vol- 
canic belt north of Holberg Inlet are similar to the 
lithologies farther to the east in the Rupert Arm area near 
the Island Copper mine. The geology there is described by 
Northcote (I 97 I ), Nonhcote and Robinson (1973 1 and Car- 
gill ei ul. (197h). 

In our map area the Middle to Upper Triassic Karmutsen 
Formation consists of a succession of thick flows, dikes or 
sills and swne pillow basalt, pillow breccia and tuff. Local 
intercalation of limestone towards the top of the unit is 
reported elsewhere (Muller a al., 1974). The top of the unit 



is marked by a paraconformable contact with Quetsino 
limestone. The thick-bedded to massive, grey to black lime- 
stone grades upward into the Upper Triassic Parson Bay 
Formation that consists of thin-bedded to finely laminated 
dark grey argillite, shale and siltstone. These rocks are 
extensively intruded and altered to a calcsilicate assemblage 
throughout the Nahwitti Lake area. Muller ef ul. (1974) state 
that thicknesses of the Quatsino and Parson Bay units are up 
to 760 metres and 600 metres, respectively. In our map area 
both the units appear to be considerably thinner. The base of 
the overlying Lower Jurassic Bonanza Formation is difficult 
to establish precisely because the lower units of the 
Bonanza Formation consist of thin-bedded. tuffaceous sedi- 
ments. These differ only slightly in appearance from the 
Person Bay beds. The distinction between the units is, 
therefore, largely arbitrary when rock outcroppings are 
examined. The boundary between the two map units is 
further complicated hy the presence of large intrusive 
bodies and the altered nature of the rocks, especially the 
calcsilicate members of the Parson Bay. We considered that 
the base of the Bonanza Formation is marked by the first 
presence of (chloritic) volcanic detritus; this seems to coin- 
cide with the presence of volcanic dust and ash-tuff beds 
and pyroxene basalt sills or flows in the Bonana succes- 
sion. The basal part of the Bonanza succession can be 
regarded as a trarxition from mixed sedimentary, vo- 
caniclastic and tuffaceous deposition to dominantly vol- 
canic conditions wi1.h pyroclestic, tlow and les.ser vol- 
caniclastic accumulations. Fahey (1979) has estimated a 
thickness of about 1200 metres f<x the Bonanza volcanics 
near the Island Copper mine. 

stocks, with minor but economiallv important quartz fellI- 
spar porphyry dikes. A comag~nat~c relations lip with the 
Bonanza volcanics is suggested by their compt sitions, CGII- 
tact relationships and range of Jwassic radio netric Km t\r 
dates (Mullrr ef al., 1974). Ruhidium-stronti urn isoctlnn 
ages of I745 10 Ma reported by hluller (1977) and I80 P/la 
obtained by R.L. Armstrong (I. Fleming, personal co’w 
munication, 1992) provide the :strongest support for z8.n 
Early to Middle Jurassic age of ma,gmatism. 

CHEMICAL COMPOSITIONS 

Descriptions by Muller ef al. (1974) of 19 s tmples from 
the Cape Parkins section, Alert Bay - Cape SC, !tt map arca, 
on the map sheet to the south o:‘our study arei, suggest 2.” 
overall andesitic composition for Elonanra vc lcnnics wi:h 
lesser dacite, rhyodacite and minor basalt. A calcalkelir~e 
petrogenetic character is intwpl-eted, but SI ‘me sodit::n 
enrichment due to albitiration is recognized. 

The chemical compositions of I7 of the least-altered 
rocks in our map area are listed in Table 2-7 I and illw 
trated on Figure 2-7-3; an ad~~itional I I hy irothermelly 
altered rocks are also shown to l’c,nray the effe :ts of hydn 
thermal alteration. The analyses are represen ative of the 
abundance and distribution of compositional types in the 
map area. The rocks are mainly basalt and bass tic andesite. 
The less common samples of rhyolite and dac te were CIII- 
lead from one area, tt ridge in I:hr: northern pat of the map 
area that probably represents a flwwdomc cent ‘e. Chemical 
compositions shown on the total alkali-silica (‘I 4s) diagram 
indicate subalkalic, possibly thlociitic rocks. 

Both the Karmutsen and the basal part of he Bonan;:a 
Formation contain abundant pyl-oxene basalt i of simi 1,x 

Rocks of the Island Plutonic Suite io the map area are 
medium-&rained quartz diorite to porphyritic granodiorite 

TArILl? t-7-t 
WHOLE-ROCK MAJOR OXIDE PETR”CHEMlCAL DATA 
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Figure 2-l-3. Whole-rock petrochemical plots. List of 
symbols: empty square = Karmutsen basalt; circle = 
Bananra basalt/and&e; diamond = Bonanza rhyolitel 
dacite: triangle = spilitired Bonanza basalt; square = 
hydrothermally altered Bonanza volcanics. 

appearance. The two units can he distinguished on the hasis 
of TiOz content. It appears that Bonanza rocks contain less 
than I per cent Ti02 and Karmutsen rocks have more than 
1.5 per cent. The effects of large-scale spilitization are 
shown by a pair of samples (I I9 and 120, triangles on 
Figure 2-7-3). In the field, spilitired rocks that appear to 
predate the more intense argillic hydrothermal alteration can 
he recognized in the map area by their pronounced perva- 
sive greenish cast and the abundance of chlorite and epi- 
dote. The effects of more intense hydrothermal alteration 
are profound hase leaching with resulting sduflcetion and 
(residual) alumina and titania increases. Chemical composi- 
tions of some hydrothermally altered rocks are shown as 
square symbols on Figure 2-7-3. 

STRUCTURE 

All the Bonanza rocks in the map area dip moderately to 
the south or southwest. The notable exception is in the 
Youghpan Creek area where an abundance of flat-lying 
sedimentary and tuffaceous beds is noted. These rocks pos- 
sibly mark the site of it grehen or caldera-like structure that 
disrupted the continuity of volcanic lava deposits along the 
trend to the volcanic xc. The bounding structures have 

(a) 
SW NE 

Figure Z-7-4. Structural style. diagrammatic cross- 
section; (a) large-scale fault block displacements of south 
and southwesterly dipping beds results in exposure of simi- 
lar lithologies and stratigrephy in the map area; (b) tilting 
and low-angle normal faulting of hydrothermally altered 
rocks result in compression (telescoping) of alteration 
LO”CS. 



apparently acted as channelways for hydrothermal fluids as 
the bedded rocks are extensively and. in some cases, per- 
vasively clay-altered. 

The major regional structures are high-angle faults. The 
most prominent. and evidently the older, structural trends 
are west-northwest. The north to northeasterly trending 
structures are probably considerably younger. The north- 
westerly trending faults control the major valleys in the area 
and appear to bound fault blocks in which displacements are 
upward on the southwest side. Consequently everywhere in 
the map area it appears that the exposed rocks represent the 
basal, basaltic part of the Bonanza section. No other type of 
structural repetition of stratigraphic units is evident. A 
diagrammatic cross-section (Figure 2-7-4) illustrates the 
structural style and manner ofjuxtaposition of the structural 
and stratigraphic blocks in the map area. Some higher strat- 
igraphic units are exposed on ridges in the southern pan of 
the map area. There amphibole-bearing basaltic andesites 
occur in coarse breccia, lithic lapilli tuff and debris-flow 
slump-type deposits. The presence of carbonaceous wood 
fragments and the laharic appearance of some units suggests 
near-shore to subaerial depositional conditions. 

HYDROTHERMAL ALTERATION 
Porphyry copper-molybdenum-gold mineralization and 

hydrothermal alteration at Island Copper mine have been 
described by Cargill er ul. (1976). Fleming (1983). Perello 
(1987) and Perello ei al. (1989). Ore is associated with a 
high-level quartz feldspar porphyry dike, but is most exten- 
sively developed in the surrounding, brecciated Bonanza 
rocks. The mineralization and alteration took place during a 
series of hydrothermal events in which there was multiple 
overprinting of early-formed assemblages by later ones. The 
early alteration consists of stockworks carrying quartz. 
magnetite, amphibole and albite with later biotite, magne- 
tite, chalcopyrite, pyrite, molybdenite and chlorite with 
peripheral epidote. An intermediate stage of structurally 
controlled quartz stockworks with sericite. chlorite, 
kaolinite and intermediate clay minerals is superimposed on 
the older alteration, together with some additional pyrite, 
chalcopyrite and molybdenite. A late-stage alteration is 
associated with emplacement of hydrothermal breccias con- 
taining an advanced argillic alteration assemblage with 
kaolinite, pyrophyllite, sericite and dumortierite. All these 
centrally located and relatively early alteration types are 
flanked by chlorite and epidote-bearing rocks and are over- 
lapped by veinlets with carbonate minerals. zeolites and 
hydrocarbon compounds. 

The alteration and style of mineralization at the Hushamu 
deposit is similar in many respects to the early magnetite- 
bearing alteration at the Island Copper mine but appears to 
be related to a large intrusive body of quartz diorite. Adjoin- 
ing and to the south of the Hushamu deposit, hydrothermal 
alteration on Mount McIntosh consists of argillic and 
advanced argillic assemblages containing quartz stockworks 
with flanking propylitic Bonanza rocks around a core of 
pervasively silicified to vuggy siliceous rocks, I kilometre 
wide. The Mount hlclntosh siliceous rocks contain 
kaolinite, zunyite, diaspore, pyrophyllite, alunite, abundant 
pyrite and locally enargite with traces of chalcopyrite, 
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covellite. chalcocitr and bomite iJ,Perelio an I J, Fi~mir~l<. 
personal communication. IYY?,. Thi, alterati 1~ ri’pre:,~nt\ 
mineralization related to the Hus~amu porph!,!~ dspoxir :u[ 
at a higher structural level. Mineralirati<r ap ITX’ IO lb;i\e 
taken place in a teleszoped. thilt i,. a comprew ,d h!dro\h<:r- 
ml system. Late low-angle normal faults in he Husha VU 
area have tilted and further contr~acted the un Ici-lying pw 
phyry body and the higher le,<t.l alteration one\ on lhe 
west, as illustrated diagrammatic~~lly on Fipur: 2-7-J. 

Argillic and siliceow altered ‘Bonanza rot :( similar to 
those at Mount McIntosh also form large. resis ant ridge\ or 
‘ledges’ up to a kilometre long in the Soulh Mclntoih. 
Pemberton Hills and Wanokara River areas to the ca!.t- 
southeuct of Hushamu and Mow’: McIntosh. “he zone\ <of 
siliceous clay alteration outline a belt of ad\a Iced ar~illic. 
argillic and flunking propylitic ;ilteration at east 8 k’o- 
mrtres in length. The rocks arr c,f exploration interest I’OI 
their potential for epithermal gold~silver drposi s and buried 
porphyry copper-gold mineralization. The sili:ified zores 
consist of both residual, acid leached. wgyy po ous rocks in 
well as hydrothrrmnlly silicifird rocks. In addi ion to at,Lrl- 
dant silica, the rocks contain kac~linile. dickite. ~yrophylli:Sz. 
white micaceous minerals including sericite. il l te and paw 
gonite, abundant alunite (mainI:) rntroalunitel. zunvite aid 
locally native sulphur. In one quartz stockwork n&e geld 
was observed to occur together with alunite. possibly m 
arsenian variety, schlossmacherite, The amour of sulpt$ie 
minerals in these altered rocks vxies from tract amounti to 
patches and lenses of massive, fine-grained 6 yrite. Lar:;e 
areas of argillic, silicified rock containing betw en 5 and ,O 
per cent, and locally up to 30 per cent, fine-grail ed disselr i- 
nated pyrite with lesser marcasite are common. Weathering 
and leeching of the pyritic rocks is acti\,ely t, [king place. 
Surface waters and streams in the ,vicinity of th : hydrothw 
mally altered rocks are markedly acidic. For ad scussion, of 
natural acidic waters in the area see the ac~~ompenyir~;: 
discussion by Koyanagi and Panteleyev I 1993. this 
VOlUttE). 

DISCUSSION 
The presence of advanced argillic, acid sulp hate hydra- 

thermal alteration containing quartz-kaolin,te-alunit,:. 
pyrophyllite with diaspore and zun:yite mineral i ssemblagcs 
is confirmed in large areas of hydrothermally altered 
Bonanza rocks in the Quatsino map area north of Holbwl; 
Inlet. Mineralization of the acid sulphate or hit h sulphid;l- 
tion type is present containing enargite, some c halcopy,-i :I: 
and minor chalcocite, covellite. b,ornite with an abundanw 
of pyrite. The deposits resemble relatively hil h temper;t- 
ture. acid fluid related ‘Ternon’ type high :ulphidaticn 
epithermal gold deposits as described by Thon pson rf al. 
(1986) and White (1991). The siliceous, a~gillic and 
advanced argillic zones are alsa :similar to the high-lewl 
silica-clay caps found in the Nsnsatsu district of Japan 
(Irawa, 1991). The intrusive-related minerallation and 
some of the fracture-controlled smixicite-rich q lartz-pyrite 
alteration assemblages bear a ckxer affinity 118 intrusioV 
related porphyry copper-gold and po’phyry gold nineraliz:. 
tion. Similar deposits with phyllic alteration elsewhere are 
the Thorn property in northwestern British Columbia (NT!: 

;!!I/ 



104K) and the La Joya deposit (Inti Raymi mine), Bolivia 
(Long of al., 1992). 

The siliceous, hydrothermally altered rocks in the Quat- 
sino map area can be referred to as siliceous caps but they 
are not siliceous sinters (subaerial deposits). White (1991) 
considers from genetic models based on the equivalent 
Nansatsu deposits that the tops of the siliceous bodies form 
at depths of 200 to 300 metres below the surface. The 
vertical extent of the siliceous bodies might be up to 1000 
metros. Sillitoe (1993, in press) describes siliceous sinter as 
a product of subaerial geothermal systems. He contrasts this 
to the deeper origin of siliceous caps that form at or near the 
paleo-watertable. Sillitoe considers that the lensoid or 
planar siliceous caps can be up to 50 metres in thickness. 
Clearly the north Vancouver Island siliceous caps are larger 
than this, probably because they have a strong vertical to 
subvertical structural component related to hydrothermal 
channelways from porphyry intrusions at depth. As well 
there is additional potential for stratabound and bedding 
plane replacement deposits in these environments that 
remains to be tested. 

The types of exploration targets in the large clay-silica 
altered zones are elusive. Certainly no ore is evident at 
surface in the well-exposed, resistant and topographically 
high-weathering siliceous zones. Erratic small silicified 
patches with high-grade gold can be expected to occur in 
narrow hydrothermal conduits that form breccias and vuggy 
quartz veins, for example, in outcroppings on the west bank 
of Youghpan Creek and the more widespread quartz stock- 
works on McIntosh Mountain. Most likely, the large clay- 
silica alteration zones might be leakage from deeper por- 
phyry copper-gold deposits. Deeper mineralized zones con- 
tained within the silica caps. as in the Nansatsu district, 
Japan with aggregate resource of I .5 million tonnes with 4.4 
grams per tonne gold and 8.5 grams per tonne silver (Izawa, 
1991) might be economically marginal in British Columbia, 
especially if the deposits are not oxidized and therefore 
refractory. However ore in structurally controlled high- 
grade veins that are hydrothermal feeder zones or fluid 
conduits, as at El lndio, Chile, are superb discoveries 
(Jennas et al., 1990). Also stratigraphic (lithologic) per- 
meability possibly combined with structurally controlled 
massive sulphide replacements such as the auriferous enar- 
gite deposits of Lepanto, Philippines and the nearby intro- 
sion and breccia-related Far Southeast porphyry copper- 
gold deposit (Garcia, 1991) would be highly attractive 
exploration targets in this environment. 
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GEOLOGY AND ALTERATION OF THE MOUNT POLLEY ALKALIC 
PORPHYRY COPPER-GOLD DEPOSIT, BRITISH COLIJMBIA 

(93A/12) 

By Theresa M. Fraser, Colin I. Godwin, John F.H. Thompson and Clifford R. St: nley 
Mineral Deposit Research Unit, U.B.C. 

(MDRU Contribuh’on 021) 

KEYWORDS: Economic geology, porphyry Cu.Au, Mount 
Polley, Quesnellia, brcccia, alteration, alkalic, talc-potassic, 
propylitic. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Mount Polley deposit in south-central British Colum- 

bia (52”30’N, 121”35’W) is an alkalic porphyry copper- 
gold deposit (Hodgson el al., 1976). The deposit, located 
56 kilometres northeast of Williams Lake, is accessible 
from Highway 97 at 150 Mile House by 90 kilometres of 
secondary paved road. 

Imperial Metals Corporation (Gore er al., 1992) has esti- 
mated geological reserves at 48.8 million tonnes grading 
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0.383 per cent copper and 0356 g:ram per tonn: gold in the 
proposed Sl9 open pit (Figure 2.&IA). 

Fieldwork was undertaken to study alteratio I zoning and 
its relationship to the various roc!k units. This was acco w 
plished by detailed surface mapping, logging o ‘eleven <dl.ill 
holes on a cross-section, and logging of IO-mt’tre intetwls 
from 105 drill holes at piercing points throul h the I I I II- 
metre elevation, which is approximately IO0 t xtres below 
the surface. Lithologies, hypogenc: alteration 81 d associ;at:d 
mineraliration are described. IPreliminary sti tistical ;nw 
lyses and related plots are presented; these llustrate the 
spatial relationship of alteratio? mineral asse nblages and 
rock types. Supergene charact~zristics are igrored in tlis 
paper.. 
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Figure 2-X-I. Geology and alteration at the I I IO-metre plan level. Mount Pollry. south-central British Columbia. rhis level is 
about I00 metros bciow the surlace. (A) Rock unit? are plotted at drill-hole piercing points. Post-mineral dikes have be :n removec. 
Dinrite outside the pit boundary may contain minor volcanic screens. (BI Distribution of the cnlc-potassic and propylil ic alteratio 1 
runes. The core of the system is characterized hy a copperqold (chalcopyrite-rbornitr). potassium feldspar. mag etite, diop- 
side?albitr assemblage. A peripheral propylitic zone defines a pyrite. epidate and albite assemblage. Hatched wear repn sent regirn< 
of overlap. The dashed-dot line is the surf&x outline of the proposed SIY pit. 
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EXPLORATION HISTORY 

Copper showings were first documented at Mount Polley 
in 1964 during investigation of an aeromagnetic anomaly by 
Mastodon Highland Bell Mines Limited and Leitch Gold 
Mines Limited. From 1966 to 1972 Cariboo Bell Copper 
Mines Limited drilled 215 holes and conducted geophysical 
surveys. mapping. geochemistry and trenching. In 1979 
Teck Corporation drilled six percussion holes. During 1981 
and 1982, E & B Explorations Inc. confirmed and expanded 
the tonnage of low-grade copper-gold mineralization by 
drilling 42 additional holes, following ground geophysical 
and soil geochemistry surveys. E & B was joined by impe- 
rial Metals Corporation in a joint venture that drilled a 
further 22 holes and conducted magnetometer. induced 
polarization, VLF-EM and soil geochemistry surveys 
(,lmperial Metals Corporation, 1989). Imperial Metals Cor- 
poration acquired the Mount Polley property in 1988, and 
conducted an extensive diamond drilling program over 1988 
and 1989 that totaled 238 holes. Six bulk samples were 
collected from surface trenches for metallurgical testing. A 
total of 528 drill holes (61884 metrrs) have been completed 
since 1964 (Gore er al.. 1992). 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The deposit is located within Quesnellia on the eastern 

margin of the lntermontane Belt. This part of Quesnellia 
consists of a sequence of volcanic units that dip east to 
northeast 5 kilometres west of the property, and dip pre- 
dominantly to the west or southwest 4 kilometres east of the 
property (Bailey, 1987). The volcanic rocks include flows, 
breccias and tuffs. Volumetrically the most important are 
augits-porphyritic basal& to trachybasalts that locally form 
pillowed units. Less common are purple and maroon poly- 
mictic volcanic breccias, and green crystal and lapilli tuffs. 
An analcite-bearing flow and flow breccia are interpreted to 
be the youngest volcanic units in the area (Bailey, 1987). 

An extensive intermediate to alkaline intrusive complex 
is exposed in the Bootjack Polley Lakes area, more or less 
at the centre of the synclinorium that defines Quesnellia in 
this region. The complex is divisible into two major bodies 
both of which intrude a variety of volcanic rock types. A 
diorite intrusion, with lesser monronite and pyroxenite, 
forms the hills between Polley and Bootjack lakes. This 
body hosts the Mount Polley deposit (Figure 2-8. IA). Three 
kilometres south of the deposit the diorite is intruded by a 
large alkaline stock. This body varies upwards, west to east, 
from pseudoleucite syenite porphyry through crowded 
orbicular syenite porphyry to granophyric syenite. The 
orbicules consist of pseudoleucite cores with concentric 
overgrowths of potassium feldspar and range up to 4 cen- 
timetres in diameter. Granophyric syenite partially over- 
prints orbicular textures. This, combined with the con- 
centration of granophyre in the upper part of the intrusion, 
apparently reflects fluid build-up during late crystallization. 
The granophyric syenite contains xenoliths of diorite. Thus, 
the granophyre is closely related in age to mineralization. It 
may be a source for hydrothermal fluids. 

DEPOSIT GEOLOGY 

The Mount Polley deposit lies within the diorite intrusive 
complex between Bootjack and Polley lakes. It is hosted 
largely by breccias of various types and related intrusive 
phases. Breccias and mineralization are cut by post-mineral 
intruGons, the most prominent being a swarm of augite 
porphyry dikes. Veinlet copper-gold mineralization is con- 
centrated within the breccias and the associated alteration 
zone. Figure 2-8-l represents the generalized geology and 
distribution of units at the I I IO-mare elevation. Post- 
mineral dikes have been removed. A prominent north- 
striking fault (Hodgson er al., 1976) separates the deposit 
into two .zones. the west and central zones of the proposed 
SlY pit. Rock types are described from oldest to youngest. 

Diorite is homogeneous, equigranular, medium to dark 
grey and fine graioed. It consists of up to 70 per cent 
plagioclase and varying percentages of biotite. green pyrox- 
ene and finely disseminated magnetite. Xenoliths of vol- 
canic country rock occur locally. Peripheral to the deposit, 
the diorite is relatively fresh with only minor (<S’%) 
crosscutting albite veins with potassium feldspar envelopes. 
Within the deposit, diorite is characteristically pervasively 
flooded with potassium feldspar (up to 25%) and 
amphibole-diopside-magnetite veinlets with pink potassium 
feldspar envelopes. 

Monzonite and intrusion brercia are complexly related 
and intrusive into the diorite. They occupy the centre of the 
proposed pit. The intrusion breccia has a monronite matrix 
and is dominated by rounded to subangular fragments and 
blocks of diorite that range from 3 centimetres to I2 metres 
in diameter. Fragments of volcanic rock occur locally. The 
breccia is matrix supported and locally contains up to 35 per 
cent clasts. The monzonite is characterized by 40 per cent 
rounded plagioclase phenocrysts, about I millimetre in 
diameter, in a fine-grained matrix dominated by pink 
potassium feldspar with lesser pyroxene and magnetite, and 
traces of biotite. In the strongly brecciated areas. the matrix 
of the monzonite is interpreted to be largely secondary with 
intense pink potassium feldspar alteration. Larger areas of 
homogeneous monzonite are pinkish grey in colour and 
plagioclase has a seriate texture. 

Hydrothermal breccia occurs in three main areas at the 
plan level. These are generally at the contact between 
diorite and monzonite or intrusion breccia. The breccia is 
polylithic and is characterized by clasts of diorite, 
monzonite and intrusion breccia. It is therefore younger 
than the intrusion breccia. Hydrothermal breccia weathers 
recessively because of intense alteration and is poorly 
exposed at surface. In drill core, more compact phases of the 
breccia are mottled with potassium feldspar and pale albite. 
This obliterates primary textures and clast boundaries. 
Hydrothermal breccia is characteristically vuggy and 
porous. Coarse-grained secondary biotite, prismatic albite 
crystals (up to I .5 cm long), and fine-grained magnetite and 
diopside commonly till vugs. 

The hydrothermal breccia is syn-mineral and is strongly 
stockworked with chalcopyrite+diopside+magnetitei 
amphibole veinlets. The matrix also contains finely dissemi- 
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MAJOR ROCK TYPE MAJOR. ROCK TYPI 

Figure 2-8-2. Box plols of to14 copper assay value and biotite versus major rock type. BRHY =: B (in Fig, re 2-8-l) =: 
hydrothermal breccia, DIOR = D = diorite. INBR = I = intrusion breccia, KFPM = K = potassium fr:ldspar porphyrit c monzonilr:. 
PLPP = P = monzonite. (A) Highest copper assays are in the hydrothermal and intrusive brrccias. (B) Secondary t otite is nx,k 
specific. It is well developed in the hydrothermal breccia, and 10 a lesser degree, in the inwsive breccia. 
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Figure 2-8-3. Bubble plots of total copper assay value and gold (ppb) al the I I I@metre plan lwcl, Mount Polley. (A I The highest 
copper grede is in Ihe south-central zone of the pit. Bubble size is proportional to percentage; largest tsubble = 2.33%. and smallest 
bubble = OO/o. (B) The highest gold grade is in the south-central zone of the pit and correlates with copper. Bubble size is proponic,nal 
10 grade; largest bubble = 2560 ppb, and smallest bubble = 0 ppb. The solid line is the surface oulliw of the prop sed S19 ~1’~. 
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nated chalcopyrite. Generally the highest copper and gold 
assays can be correlated with these breccias (Figures 2-X-2 
and 2-8-3). 

Potassium feldspar porphyritic monzonite occurs as 
dikes and pods in the centre of the proposed pit area. This 
unit is weakly altered and probably late-mineral. Hostrock 
xenoliths are found at the margins of these intrusive bodies. 
About 20 per cent of the porphyritic monronite is trachytic 
with zoned, eubedral potassium feldspar phenocrysts that 
average 6 millimetres long by I millimetre wide. Locally, 
these phenocrysts have dimensions up to 2 centimetres by 
2 millimetres. The potassium feldspar phenocrysts in less 
altered rock are translucent to beige; more altered speci- 
mens have opaque, pink to white phenocrysts. The 
groundmass consists of 50 per cent subhedral plagioclase 
laths, approximately I by 0.5 millimetre, with minor dis- 
seminated magnetite and augite. 

Augite porphyry dikes are unaltered and clearly post- 
mineral. They occur as swarms throughout the deposit. 
striking north and dipping steeply to the east, with an 
average thickness of 4 metres. On surfxe. the dikes are 
continuous along strike for at least 100 metres. 

Chilled margins of most dikes are up to 15 cmtimetres in 
width and are aphanitic, dark reddish brown, with approx- 
imately 3 per cent very fine grained plagioclase laths 
aligned parallel to the contact. Tract augite phenncrystc are 
occasionally present in the chilled margin. The visual 
appearance of the dikes varies with groundmass composi- 
tion; two end members are prominent. The first has 40 per 
cent fine gmined euhedral augite phenocrysts, I per cent 
disseminated magnetite and rare plagioclase laths in a dark 
grey, very fine grained groundmass. The second has 55 per 
cent augite phenocrysts, 3 per cent disseminated fine- 
grained magnetite, and a felsic groundmass consisting of 
tine-grained plagioclase with sperse suhhedral plagioclase 
phenocrysts. 

Intermediate dikes are numerous, friable, grey-green to 
yellow, fine grained and locally vesicular. They are concen- 
trated in the western pan of the pit. The dikes vary from 
biotite lamprophyre to anderite or dacite in composition and 
are probably of Tertiary age. Their orientation is similar to 
the augite porphyry dikes. 

ALTERATION AND MINERALIZATION 
Visual estimates of the percentages of alteration minerals 

were made during core logging of intervals on the I I IO- 
metre level. Statistical analysis is restricted to date from this 
level. SYSTAT-SYGRAPH software (Wilkinson. 1990), 
was used to analyse and display this data. Two distinct 
alteration suites are defined: a copper-gold hearing calc- 
potassic alteration zone that is centred on intrusi\,e and 
hydrothermal breccias, and a peripheral propylitic zone with 
low levels of copper and gold. An inferred contact between 
the talc-potassic and the propylitic zones is shown in Figure 
2-8-18; hatched areas represent areas of overlap. The pro- 
pylitic zone is peripheral to the deposit but its lateral extent 
is poorly defined due to B lack of drill holes outside the 
proposed Sl9 pit. Post-mineral anhydrite and calcite veins 
are a widespread component of both alteration zones. The 

alteration pattern is a refinement of that presented by 
Hodgson ?‘I al. (1976). Future analysis will investigate the 
detailed relationship of alteration to different lithologier, 
particularly hreccias. and the spatial distribution of all 
alteration minerals. 

CAN-P• TASSIC ALTEKATION 
Celc-potassic alteration, coincident with copper-gold 

mineraliration. is concentrated within the proposed pit area. 
It is dominated hy chalcopyrite. pervasive potassium feld- 
spar, hiotite, diopside, albite and magnetite. 

Copper and gold assay vttlues are closely correlated and 
are highest in the hydrothermal and intrusion hreccias (Fig- 
ure 2.X-2A). Copper and gold distributions on the plan level 
are shown in Figure 2-X-3. The highest copper and gold 
grades occur in the southern part of the central zone in the 
eastern part of the proposed pit. Copper occurs dominantly 
as chalcopyrite with traces of bornite. The most common 
\,ein assemblilge consists of chalcopyrite. magnetite and 
diopside with or without pyrite. Chalcopyrite tdso occurs as 
fine-grained disseminations in the matrix of hydrothermal 
breccia. and rarely as hreccia cement. Bornite is rare, but is 
found in chalcopyrite-rich areas. Gold is not mac- 
roscopically visible, hut may he contained within chal- 
copyrite because of the close copper-gold association (Fig- 
ure 2-8-3). 

Potassium feldspar is present throughout the deposit hut 
is concentrated in the hreccias. This alteration is pink, fine 
grained and usually pervasive. Visually estimated percent- 
ages vary from IS to 70. Minor potassium feldspar occurs as 
vein envelopes. Potassium feldspar correlates poorly with 
other alteration minerals; this may reflect the difficulty of 
distinguishing primary from secondary potassium feldspar. 

Biotite is abundant, averaging 5 per cent in vugs in the 
hydrothermal hreccia. Flakes from I millimetre to I cen- 
timetre in width are common. The association of visible 
secondary biotite with the hydrothermal breccias is illus- 
trated by Figure 2-X-28. Secondary biotite has developed to 
a lesser extent within the intrusion hreccia, possibly due to 
its more competent nature. Secondary biotite coincides with 
the spatial distribution of breccia; concentrations are gener- 
ally higher in the central zone thtm the west zone. 

Magnetite occurs as fine-grained disseminations, up to 
5 per cent. and in veinlets throughout the deposit; it also 
forms the matrix to some breccias. The distribution of vein 
magnetite (Figure 2.S-4A) is erratic, and is less specific to 
rock type than biotite. Veinlet assemblages commonly con- 
sist of: magnetite+diopside~amphibolefchalcopyrite, 
diopside+magnetite+chalcopyriteZpyrite and magnetite+ 
chtdcopyrite f pyrite. 

Diopside is a ubiquitous alteration mineral and occurs as 
fine-grained disseminations (5%) within the hydrotheimal 
and intrusion breccias. It typically occurs as diopsideimag- 
netite-tchalcopyrite~amphihole+alhite veinlets, usually 
with potassium feldspar envelopes. 

Alhite (field term) is an important alteration mineral, 
with concentrations up to 30 per ten:. It is particularly 
abundant in the west zone where it causes pervasive bleach- 
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The distribution of magnetite is itregular, and is not rock specific. Magnetite veining is present in a,1 .-o:k units. BuIble size i:, 
proportional to prrcentege; largest bubble = I l.h3%, and smallest bubble = 0%. (B) Pyrite is peripheral trl the deposit ar z! marks tlw 
propylitic assemblage. There is some overlap on the talc-potassic zone. Bubble size is proportional to txrcmtagc: large :t bubble = 
4.2%. and smallest bubble = O%,. The solid line is the surSace outline ol the proposed SIY pit. 

ing. Vugs in hydrothermal breccias in both the central and Albite, often associated wilt, diopside, occ INS locally as 

west zones contain euhedral albite. Albite also occurs in the minor veins accounting for lest than 2 voluo e per cent ot 
propylitic zone. the altered diorite. 

PROPYLITIC ALTERATION CONCLUSIONS 
Propylitic alteration, peripheral to the talc-potassic 

tdteration zone, is developed outside the proposed pit area. 
Generally, the rocks are weakly altered compared with the 
talc-potassic zone. Pyrite, epidote and albite dominate most 
assemblages. 

Pyrite forms veinlets up to 2 millimetres wide and ttver- 
ages approximately I per cent of the rock volume. Pyrite 
distribution is not rock specific and occurs as veinlets in 
both breccias and the diorite. The highest concentrations of 
pyrite are on the northeast and southwest margins of the 
talc-potassic alteration zone (Figure 2-8-48). suggesting 
the development of it pyrite halo within peripheral propylitic 
alteration. 

Epidote is present in minor quantities and occurs as fine- 
grained disseminations throughout all syn-mineral units. It 
characteristically occurs in veinlets with calcite. The spatial 
distribution of epidote correltttes closely with that of pyrite 
on the periphery of the mineralized zones. This relationship 
was noted by Hodgson et ul. (I 976). 

The alkalic porphyry copper-gold system at vlount Polley 
is associated with a series of irtrusions and bi eccia bo’d <es. 
The intrusive suite that hosts ths: deposit range from pyr::~. 
enite to monzonite and is dominat~ed by diorite Breccias are 
divisible into intrusion breccias with an igneol s monronitic 
matrix, and hydrothermal breccias ,with a port .IS and vuggy 
matrix. The emplacement of the monzonite, formation 01 
the intrusion breccia and alterx[ion prubabl:’ represent a 
continuum of orthomagmetic processes. Specifically. 
hydrothermal breccias containing a cult-potas! ic vug-filling 
alteration assemblage probably arc of or homegmxtic 
origin. Hydrothermal breccias are also the II ajar host 10t 
better grade mineralization, wt:ich consists of disseminated 
and stockwork chalcopyrite. bornite and mag tetite. 

The talc-potassic alteration zone dominatr s the coiii 01’ 
the deposit. Pervasive potassium feldspar commonl) 
obliterates primary textures, Disseminated magnetite, 
diopside-amphibole-chalcopyrite veinlets and coax biaitt: 
in hydrothermal breccias are chaxteristic. P :ripheral 1~0. 
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pylitic alteration overlaps the outer margin of the potassic 
zone and is prominent outside the proposed Sl9 pit. The 
assemblage consists of pyrite veinlets, epidote dissemina- 
tions and albite-diopside veins. 
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RARE-EARTH ELEMENT BEARING PEGMATITES IN THE WOL\ ERINI!: 
METAMORPHIC COMPLEX: A NEW EXPLORATION TARGI :T 

(93N/9E, 930/12W, 5W) 
By A.A.D. Halleran, Inzana Resources Inc. and 

J.K. Russell, The University of British Columbia 
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INTRODUCTION 
Both alkaline and subalkaline rare-earth element (REE) 

bearing pegmatites occur within the Wolverine Meta- 
morphic Complex et the Omineca crystalline belt west of 
Williston Lake (Figure 2-9-l). Detailed geological mapping 
(15000) of the Mwnt Bisson area between the Manson 
River and Munroe Creek has delineated a number of small 
REE-bearing intrusions (Figure 2-9-2) that are the topic of 
this study. The major REE-bearing phases are allanite and 

Figure 2-Y-t. Location of Mount Bisson field area rela- 
tive to tectonic framework of the Canadian Cordillera (mod- 
itied from Ferri ;*nd Melville. 19X8). Mount Bisson lies 
within the Ominrca crystalline belt (lined pattern). Inset 
figure locates Mount Bisxm area relative to belts of alkaline 
ultrabasic rocks types (I A and 16) defined by Pell (1987). 

monazite. Indeed, in some of tl-e REE-beari ‘g pegmxites 
allanite occurs as a rock-forming; phase: REE :oncentrati,sns 
in such pegmatites range as high as 17 per rent rare-.earti~ 
oxides. 

The REE pegmatites, especia:lly the alkali be pegmatita, 
represent a new exploration target within he Wolverin,? 
Complex. Rare-earth minevalii:ation was ( iscovered 01 
Mount Bisson in 1986 and 1987 and Chevron Mineral:; Ltc. 
conducted a limited exploraticmn program for we-earth cle- 
merits in 19X8 (HaIleran, 198X:1. Subsequently, the hl~nmt 
Bisson REE-bearing units were investigated n more ~&tail 
by Halleran and Russell (IYYO:I and Hallera, (1991). Th: 
objective of this paper is to present petrographic and i:eO- 
chemical data on these pegn;aiitcs and to e lucidate their 
origins and economic potential. ‘Th,e regional .mmework: for 
this research is derived entirely from recent xgional map- 
ping by Mansy and Gabrielse 1:lY78), Ferri and Mel.41: 
(1988, 1989, 19YO), Deville and Ijtruik (199 I), and Struiic 
and Northcote (I99 I) 

Figure 2-Y-2. Geological mg of the Mount Bisson uea 
with pegmatite sample locatic’ns denoted by : rmple nuns 
hers (Srr Tables 2-Y-t and ?-Y~~21. lngenika Gn up srratigr;. 
phy is from Ferri and Melville (1988). 
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GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The Mount Bisson study area lies mainly within the 

Omineca crystalline belt and is dominantly underlain by 
undifferentiated metamorphic rocks of the Wolverine Com- 
plex (Figure 2-9-2). Schists and gneisses of the Ingenika 
Group, including calcsilicate gneisses and micaceous 
quartzite, parallel Munro Creek to the southwest of Mount 
Bisson (Ferri and Melville, 1988). Farther to the southwest, 
the Ingrnika Group rocks are in fault contact with phyllites 
and carbonates of the Slide Mountain Group (Figure Z-9-2). 
Both Wolverine gneisses and Ingenika rocks are intruded by 
apparently small granitic and pegmatitic intrusions. Peg- 
matite commonly occurs as small (<5 m thick) sills and 
dikes oriented subparallel to the metamorphic layering in 
the Wolverine gneisses and as larger (I km diameter) irregu- 
lar bodies. 

Previous workers have argued for at least two separate 
periods of intrusive activity based on relative age relation- 
ships. Intrusive rocks affected by the amphibolite facies 
metamorphism and deformation which characterize the 
Wolverine Metamorphic Complex are considered to be at 
least Cretaceous in age (Tipper cf al.. 1974; Parrish, 1976, 
lY79; Ferri and Melville, 1989; Deville and Struik, 1990). 
Deville and Struik (1990) ascribe the metamorphism and 
coincident intrusive activity to deep burial of the Wolverine 
rocks during Cretaceous crustal thickening. Intrusions 
within the Wolverine gneisses which clearly postdate the 
peak of metamorphism and deformation are most likely 
Tertiary (Parrish. 1976, 1979; Ferri and Melville, 1989; 
Deville and Struik, 1990; Struik and Northcote, 1991) and 
may be associated with crustal extension and regional uplift 
of the Wolverine Complex. 

Based on mineralogy and chemical composition, both 
alkaline and subalkaline pegmatites are recognized in the 
Mount Bisson area and many are enriched in rare-earth 
elements. We distinguish three types of pegmatites as: 
alkaline versus subalkaline REE-bearing pegmatites and 
barren pegmatites. In addition to being chemically distinct, 
the alkaline and subalkaline REE-bearing pegmatites are not 
all the same age. Several of the subalkaline pegmatites are 
deformed or foliated, suggesting a minimum age of Cre- 
taceous. In contrast, the alkaline REE pegmatites crosscut 
the Wolverine structural fabric and are themselves unfoli- 
ated, suggesting they are Tertiary. 

Pell’s (1987) regional synthesis of alkaline ultrabasic 
rocks in the Canadian Cordillera established three belts 
containing all significant carbonatite and related alkaline 
rock occurrences. The divisions reflect the age relation- 
ships. tectonic history and mineralogical and chemical 
characteristics of these igneous rocks. Mount Bisson lies 
within Belt I B, which comprises the Devon”-Mississippian 
syenites and carbonatites at Manson Creek, Blue River and 
Three Valley Gap. In contrast to these occurrences of 
alkaline ultrabasic rocks, the Mount Bisson REE peg- 
matites. based on field observations. are Cretaceous or 
younger in age, chemically basic to acidic and alkaline to 
subalkaline. Furthermore, they appear to be unrelated to 
carbonatite magmatism. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PEGMATITES 
Mineralogically the REE pegmatites are diverse (Table 

2-Y-1:1. Chemical discrimination of the alkaline and sub- 
alkaline pegmatites (Macdonald and Katsura, 1964) is 
shown in Figure 2-9-3. The alkaline and subalkaline chem- 
istry is expressed modally by the presence of nepheline or 
quartz, respectively. The alkaline pegmatites are also 
characterized by abundant sodic pyroxene (e.g.. aegirine- 
augite) and accessory sphene. Mineralogical distinction can 
also be based on whether the dominant REE-bearing phase 
is allanite or monazite (Table 2-9-l). 

REE ALKALINE PECMATITES 
The REE alkaline pegmatite group comprises numerous 

&mite-bearing dikes which outcrop at two localities in the 
Mount B&son map area (Samples 7826 and 791 I: Figure 
2-Y-2). These pegmatite bodies commonly occur as dikes I 
to 4 metres wide with minimum strike lengths of over 30 
mares. In several places they crosscut the structural fabric 
of the Wolverine gneisses. 

The REE alkaline pegmatites comprise perthitic 
potassium feldspar, plagioclase, green to brown pleochroic 
allanite (<35 volume %), titanite (<5 volume %), apatite, 
with Iminor aegirine-augite and trace zircon and opaques. 
One sample contains fresh nepheline. The allanite occurs as 
subhedral to euhedral grains 0.3 to 20 millimetres in size 
and is typically associated with titanite and apatite. The 
modal abundance of &mite varies substantially and the 
mineral commonly occurs in clusters and along the edges of 
the dikes. 

TABLE t-9-1 
VISUALLY ESTLMATED MODAL MINERAI. ABUNOANCES 
(VOLUME PER CENT) FOR MOUNT BlSSON PEGMATITES 

Figure Z-9-3. Chemical compositions of pegmatites plot- 
ted as NaZO+K,O vs SiO, with superimposed silica- 
content classification. 



The allanite pegmatites have little to no fabric. suggesting 
that they intruded the Wolverine metamorphic rocks after 
the peak metamorphic-deformatiollal event and are prc- 
sumed to represent Tertiary magmatism (Deville and Struik, 
19YO). 

REE SUI~ALKALINE PEGMATITES 
Monarite is the most abundant rwe earth bearing mineral 

in the REE-enriched suhnlkalinc pegmatites. A single 
exposure of quart/ nllanite pegmatite occurs at Mount 
Bisson (Sample 7X42-52: Figure 2-9.-Z). It is 0.5 mrtrr 
u,ide, tens of metres long, and has an internal fabric parallel- 
ing the metamorphx foliation of the Wolverine gneisses. 

Although the quartz &mite pegmatite is chemically sub- 
alkaline (Figure 2-Y-3). mineralogically it comprises hetem- 
grneous clusters of mafic minerals including: allanite 
(5 volume c/c), titanite, euhedral apatite, pink pleochroic 
zircon and thorite. These intergrowths occur with uncon- 
man aegirine-augitc in a groundmass of potassium feldspar, 
quartz and minor plagioclase. The alla& occurrence is 
erratic and commonly limited to compositionally distinct 
bands. Anhedral polycrystalline quartz grains are elongate 
parallel to the mafic bands. 

Sample UC-I (Figure 2-9-2) is a representative monazite- 
bearing pegmatite taken from a body intruding calcsilicate 
gneisses of the Ingenika Group (Ferri and Melville. 1988). 
The pegmatite occurs as a strongly deformed to mylonitized 
dike, 1 to 2 metres wide. It comprises recrystallired 
potassium feldspar, quartz and oriented albite grains with 
more weakly oriented monazite. The monazitr distribution 
is erratic with concentrations of up to 2 volume per cent 
occurring over tens of centimetres. The average monazite 
concentration of the rock type is less than 0.5 volume 
per cent. Biotite, chlorite, titanire, allanite and zircon occur 
as trace phases. The coexistence of monazite and allanite is 
of petrologic interect as these minerals rarely occur together 
(Parrish, I9YO). Biotite occurs as irregularly shaped crystals 
intergrown with allanite and appears to be partly replaced 
by allanite. A similar textural relationship has been 
described between hiotite and allanite in rocks of the Boul- 
der Creek batholith and is ascribed to allanite rcplacemcnt 
of biotite (Hickling rt al.. 1970). 

Field and prtrogrephic observations show that at least the 
monazite pe&matil,es arc affected by the last significant 
regional metamorphic-defonnational event. This suggests 
that they are older than the alkaline intrusive rocks and may 
be Cretaceous or older in age. 

BARREN PEGMATITES 
Pegmatites devoid of significant REE concentrations also 

outcrop at Mount Bisson and make a useful petrologic 
contrast to the REE-bearin& pegmatitrs. They include both 
alkaline and subalkaline rock types (Figure 2-Y-3). Miner- 
alogically this group ranges from quartz feldspar and 
hornblende pegmatites which are chemically cubalkaline, to 
quartz syenite pegmatites which are alkaline (Table 2-Y-l). 
The contact relationships between them are not known 
because mutually crosscutting relationships have not been 

observed, although the rock types ‘“mm mly ou~:crop 
together. Large xenoliths of. Wolverine an phibolite arc 
commonly incorporated within rhe pegmatite bodies. 

Major constituents of the holmblende pegm; tites are plag~ 
ioclase, hornblende, potassium ft:ldsper an< quartz, ‘vith 
euhedral titanite, apatite, allarite :and epidotl occurin;; 8; 
trace phases. The quartz feld:;px prgmetite contains .j to 
IO-millimetrr polycrystalline quartz gra ns, perl,t !ti,: 
potassium feldspar, plagioclasc and minor ma metite, biotit,: 
and chlorite. Trace phases include zircon, e rhedral i:r’rwl 
monazite and opaques. The biotite is replac :d by chlorit: 
and exhibits slight kink bending Coarse-$ rained cl~art~. 
syenite pegmatite comprises plagioclaw, hed mbergite, per- 
thitic potassium feldspar, elorlg:ltt: quwtr cr ‘stals and lat: 
fracture-filling epidote. I,& stage retry: tallizatiw cf 
quartz and plagioclase also o~:cur!; along frac tures. 

GEOCHEMISTRY 

Table 2-Y-2 lists the major, trace and rare earth ehxnerlt 
comp<,sitions of the Mount I3isson pcgmat tes. The pq- 
matite suite includes basic to acid rock types based on !iiO, 
content (Figure 2-Y-3). The majority of pegn atites art: roe:- 
aluminous (Table 2-Y-3) and the nornxxivc n ineralogy ~a.- 
allels the chemical classificatiwl Iused in Fig rre 2-9-3. ‘Tte 
subalkaline REE pegmatites al-e silica eve xaturated and 
characterized by normative quartz. The alkaline pegm;l~itr:s 
are silica undersaturated to saturated dependi ~g on the: ]pre:;- 
exe or tabsence of normative nepheline (Tal ale 2-Y-3). The 
barren pegmatites are internxdiate to acidic (Figure 2,)).Ii) 
and compositionally separate t~he alkaline (basic to inter- 
mediate) and subalkaline (acid) REE pe;;matites. Nor- 
matively, they are oversaturated with respec to silica. TN o 
pegmatites (UC- I and 7844) are chemicall: peraluminous 
(normative corundum), although neither rot : type contains 
any of the characteristic peralu minous phase ‘s. 

The REE pegmatites have a wider range n barium I:” I- 
tent, compared to the barren pegmatites, frc m 350 to !;300 
ppm. and a smaller range in strontium, fro n 450 trl 1000 
ppm (Table 2-9-Z). The barrw pegmatite; have bzrium 
concentrations of 360 to 800 ppm and stront turn conc~ntra- 
[ions of 100 to 750 ppm That are also Ggnificanl dif- 
ferences in trace element contents between t me alkaline and 
subalkaline pegmatites. Alka’ioe REE pegm itites haw: 357 
to IX41 ppm barium, wherea:; the subalke ine pegmatitic 
rocks have substantially higher barium co xentratio 1s of 
3000 to 5290 ppm. Zirconium and rubidiun 1 are below tx 
lower detection limits in the alkaline REE pegmatire>. but 
vary from 238 to 5 I7 ppm zirconium and 62 to 83 ppm 
rubidium, respectively, in the ?,ulsalkaline R EE pegm;r:itcs. 

Figure 2-Y-4 illustrates thr: rare-earth ele lnent chontlrilr- 
normalized (REE,,) abundance patterns (aft :I Wakita if r,l.. 
1971; Boynton, 1984) for representative saroples of Alot nt 
Bisson pegmatites. As summarized in Table 2-Y-3, the RIIE 
pegmatites have high total REE concent ations ranging 
from 2783 to greater than 3:; t:IOil ppm, uh:reas the tamen 
pegmatites have lower values 1:12X to 607 ppm). The ;hree 
groups of pegmatites differentiated on the t asis of mixral- 
ogy, structural fabric and mrjar element ch :mistry x: a so 
distinct in terms of REE,,, patrerns (Figure 2-Y-4): strongly 
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Sample No. 7826 7911 7842-52 UG-1 7835 7844 7808 
SiOl 50.44 59.08 71.50 72.98 64.34 81.90 68.56 
TiOi 2.96 1.25 1.17 0.12 0.19 0.15 0.03 
&OS 19.92 17.42 12.43 15.28 17.91 7.93 15.50 
Fe0 4.78 3.78 1.43 0.82 3.07 2.21 1.68 
‘+A 2.45 1.44 0.84 0.18 0.47 1.60 0.60 
MnO 0.18 0.17 0.09 0.02 0.08 0.05 0.14 
Ma0 1.29 1.39 0.51 0.38 1.41 0.16 0.77 
CaO 10.22 7.76 2.46 2.17 5.31 0.37 2.53 
NazO 2.97 5.61 2.86 3.88 5.73 2.48 5.65 
&O 4.75 1.51 5.86 3.80 1.28 2.20 4.09 
P*Os 0.67 0.42 0.14 0.17 0.13 0.03 0.03 
Total 100.61 99.38 99.30 99.81 99.91 99.10 99.58 
LOI 0.56 0.28 0.34 0.38 0.62 0.20 0.35 

Nb 
Zr 
Y 

2 
Ba 

Rl 
U 

Trace Element Concentrations (ppm) 
358 241 554 bd 

3% 157 bd 245 138 517 16 
444 474 1031 455 

bd bd 63 83 

1841 357 5291 26.1 28.7 7.6 3011i 
3050 1090 1910 305 

91 25 93 6 

13 30 
24 736 

7:: ‘Ai 
20 42 

416 493 
24.9 0.3 

33 58 
1.6 10 

9 

2 
388 

85 
797 

19.9 

3.: 

Rare Earth Element Concentrations (ppm) 

>9OOO >9000 1240 751 169 >20000 16400 2440 1370 290 

4190 1400 2630 750 430 240 450 140 <50 77 

>200 >200 77 61 
77.8 24 3oii 18.0 6 2.7 2 

12 
<‘l 

82 150 :98 

<50 35 <50 13 

0.; 0.: 
2 1.5 

117 51 3:; 5 5 3 2.0 
12 7.4 <l <I <l <l 
13 8.4 1.7 co.5 1.4 1.8 1.5 
2 1.3 0.15 <O.lO 0.18 0.31 0.26 

WLu)n > 450 > 667 930 751 93 26.4 7.3 
(La/Sni)n >2b >2b 9.2 7.1 8.8 9.6 5.7 

i%E)n 8.6 6.3 0.23 17.6 0.05 18.7 0% 0% 0% 
Major and trace elements were determined by XRF and rare-earth elements by neutron 
activation. Fe0 was measured by volumetric analysis. Ce, La and Sm have upper 
detection limits of > 2OOCO pm, > 9OC0 ppm and > 200 pm respectively; bd denotes 
below lower detection limit 
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REE-enriched alkaline pegmaties, less REE-enriched sub- 
alkaline pegmatites and barren pegmatites which lack sub- 
stantial REE concenrrations. 

The REE,,, patterru for the hanen pegmetites are lower 
and flatter than the corresponding patterns for the REE- 
bearing pegmatites, indicating that the latter have under- 
gone greater degrees of fractionation. The subalkaline REE 
pegmatites have lower overall REE concentrations than do 
the alkaline REE pegmatites (Figure 2-Y-4). 

Table 2-9-2 also lists several calculated parameters based 
on the measured REE concentrations which can chemically 
discriminate igneous rocks and elucidate their origins. 
These indexes (r.,p.. Haskin, 19X4) monitor: overall rare- 
earth element fractionaion (L&u),,; light rare-earth ele- 
ment (LREE) fractionation (La/Sm),,,; heavy rare-earth ele- 
ment (HREE) fractionation (Tb/Yb),,,: and the europium 
anomaly (Eu/Sm). For example, compared to the REE- 
bearing pegmatites, the barren pegmatites have much lower 
ratios of LaILu and Tb/Yb, indicating that they have under- 
gone significantly less LREE and HREE fractionation. The 
alkaline and subalkaline REE pegmatites have significantly 
different LafLu, La/Sm and Tb/Yb indices. The REE data 
suggest that although the subalkaline pegmatites are less 
enriched and represent greater degrees of overall REE frac- 
tionation they have undergone less LREE fractionation and 
more HREE fractionation. 

DISCUSSION 
The alkaline REE pqmatites are virtually undeformed 

and are mineralogically and chemically distinct from the 
subalkaline REE pegmatites. They probably derive from 
Tertiary magmatism. REE concentrations are greater than 

TABLE 2-Y-J 
CHEMtCAt, CHARACTERwtlCS OF MOUNT BlSS”N 

Pl!mMATITES 

5 per cent and the dominant REE-bearing, mineral is 
a&mite. Based on their chemil:aI ;and minera logical con- 
position, these pegmatites are infwred to derive from mi~!le 
melts (Heinrich, 1966; Currie, 1976; Bell, 198)). There re 
a variety of other alkaline intrusive rocks i I the Molmt 
Bisson study area which crosscut: Wolverine s ructures 2nd 
appear to have a similar age (HaIleran. 1991). They ,~re 
probably genetically related to thi! alkaline RE? pegtnatites 
and may represent part of a larger alkaline mat matic event. 
The pegmatites are quite nunwrws, have siz :s consiwnt 
with other economic ore bodies and occur cl xe toget~hcr, 
presenting a reasonable exploration target. 

The subalkaline REE pegmat:ites are delxmed, :“I,;J- 
gesting a Creteceous age. Rare-r:ath element cc ‘ncentraticlns 
are predominantly less than 2 per cent and t x domin;mt 
rare-earth mineral is monazite. The subalkalin: pegmati:zs 
may derive from melts produced through part ial fusion of 
the upper cmst. This is suggested by the norm ltive chara:- 
ter of the pegmetite (peraluminous and silica o wsaturatr~d) 
and by the abundance of monazite (e.g., Whil: and Ch11?- 
pell, 1977). Monarite-bearing granitic pegmatit :s have tlesn 
shown elsewhere to result from regional meta norphisrn in 
grenulite facies migmatitic terr,Gns (Shearer (I nf.. 1987). 
The large negative europium anomaly (Table 2-9-2) is 
attributable to plagioclase fraxionation (e.p.. McK.:y, 
1989). The REE-bearing subalkaline pegmatite; have lower 
total REE concentralions than the: alkaline pet;matites. ;re 
only sporadically enriched in rare-earth elemzr ts and occur 
as small isolated bodies one or mol-e kilometres apart. The5.e 
characteristics result in the older (Creteceous’ ) REE pe):- 
matites exposed at Mount B&on being of Iit1 e econon!:c 
importance. 

CONCLUSION 
The spatial relationship of tte pegmatites. heir diverse 

mineralogy. and varying concentration of rar :-earth mitt- 
erals suggest the presence of more than or: period of 
intrusion. The REE-bearing pegmatites wt ich intrude 
Wolverine metamorphic rocks at Mount Bissor are divid:d 
into: Cretaceous or older monazite and allanite- xzaring suh- 
alkaline pegmetites resulting fr<~nv crustal ana :exis duri;lg 
regional metamorphism and p(ost-Cretaceo JS allanitt:. 
bearing alkaline pegmatites deriwd from mar tie sourwi. 
The latter group. and other related alkaline rocl s within tile 
study area, may be associated with a larger unexposed 
alkaline body. The REE alkalinr: Ipegmatites re xesent eczq- 
nomic REE targets for the following reasons: t key are rich 
in rare earths, they have potemiidly economic width ;and 
lengths, and the dikes commonly ~occur togethl r over hu?- 
dreds of metres. 
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INTRODUCTION 
At Eskay Creek, in the lskut River area of northwestern 

British Columbia (Figure 2-10-l), the bulk of the 21 zone is 
hosted within the Salmon River Formation: basaltic and 
andesitic rocks comprise a significant component of the 
Salmon River Formation in this locality. The mining reserve 
estimate at Eskay Creek is 1.04 million tonnes grading 63.8 
grams per tonne gold, 986 grams per tonne silver (operator: 
International Corona Inc. prior to August 1992; Homestake 
Canada Ltd. thereafteri. One of us (JML) has coordinated a 
regional mapping prqject in the Galore Creek, More Creek 
and Forrest Kerr Creek areas since 1988 (Logan and 
Koyanagi, 1989; Logan ef al., 1990. 1992); work by the 
remaining authors is part of The University of British 
Columbia (MDRIJ) project “Metallogeny of the Iskut River 
Area,” which commenced in mid-1990 (Macdonald, 1991; 
Ettlinger, 1991: Bartsch, 1992; Miller, 1992; Lewis, 1992). 

\- 

Geological Fieldwork 1992. Paper 1993-l 

Volcanogenic massive sulphide deposits a e frequently 
associated with either a bimodral. f&c-ma Fit volcanic 
assemblage, or a polymodal dacil:e-.andesite-rt yolite-basalt 
assemblage (e.g., Gibson and Watkinson, 1986; Large, 
1992). Recently, Edmunds el al. (1992) pope ed that bw:h 
acid and mafic volcanism, togr:tber with sedi nentation of 
tine-grained mudstones, are approximately cot, mporal w I:h 
mineralization in the Eskay Creek 21 zones. ln additiw, 
Batsch (1993, this volume, and manuscript in preparaticn) 
has described regional-scale altention spatial] y associat:d 
with mineralization to the south ol’E:skay Creel , and on ti‘e 
Eskay Creek mining lease. Thw: views and observations 
suggest collectively that it is cr~itical to asstss both tt.e 
environment in which such vokatlo-sedimenta y processr:s 
take place. and also the effects (of alteration. H ydrothernal 
alteration is commonly more widespread tha I associat’zd 
base and precious metal mineralization; if zonal patterns are 
present, alteration may provide useful vectors t, wards min- 
eralized centres of hydrotherma: syritems. 

In this paper we address: the !watigraphy of be volcanic 
components of the Salmon River IFormation; tl e petrology 
and lithogeochemistry of intermediate to ma ic volcanic 
rocks in Salmon River Formation, with the long term obje:- 
tive of determining their provenance and the em ironment ,,I 
which they formed; and the e~Ffii:cts of alteration in 1112 
vicinity of known mineralization. in order tc assess thz 
effectiveness of basalt lithogeocnemistry as an exploratiu~ 
tool. Basaltic rocks are particularly well wited t I a study of 
this nature, being more sensitive to alteration th m the asso- 
ciated felsic rocks, because :lwy are in greater di:;- 
equilibrium with hydrothermal fluids (which art commonl:i 
in equilibrium with minerals such as quartz, carbon%:, 
chlorite and potassium-bearing ptnes such a! potassium 
feldspar and sericite: Franklin, 19’0 Large, I9 22). 

BASALTIC ROCKS OF THE SALMON 
RIVER FORMATION 

Basaltic rocks are a significant component of he Juras:ric 
stratigraphic succession in the Iskut River are,. Origin;,1 
mapping of the area included all (of these mat c volcani: 
strata in the Unuk River and Betty Creek forma ions of th: 
Harrlton Group, and reserved the Salmon Rivet Formati,c 1 
for strictly sedimentary successions higher in secti,;)> 
(Grove, 19861, consistent with Schofield an< Hanson’s 
(1922) original definition for that unit. Sr:cond generati,a> 
regional mapping by provincial and federal i overnnxct 
surveys revised the lithologic definitions of Hare lton Gro~.q~ 
units, and recognized that the Salmon River Formatiw 
contained an upper, basaltic member in the eeitern Iskut 
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River area (Eskay Creek facies of Anderson and Thor- 
kclson. 1990). Description\ of the Mount Dilworrh forma- 
tion by Alldrick and Rritton ( IYXX) and Alldrick (I, u/. 
(I 989) provided a regional marker unit dividing the Salmon 
River Formation from older Hazrlton Group rocks. and 
greatly assistrd in its recognition. We now know that the 
basaltic portion of the Salmon Rivel- Formation is quite 
extensive in the edstern Iskut River. Unuk River and Forrest 
Kerr Creek areas, ,r.,s., Anderson and Thorkelson. IY90: 
Logan er (il.. 1990: Lewis. 1992) and that it locally forms 
accumulations up to 2000 metres thick (Read CI <I/.. 19X9). 
Anderson and Thorkelson (1990). and mol-e recetltlv Lewir 
er oi. (1992) suggest that a belt of pillowed basalt/c rocks 
along the eastern hank of the Unuk River. previously 
defined as the Unuk River formation. arc probably part of 
the Salmon River Formation and may extend southward to 
the Granduc area. This correlation implies a significantly 
younger age for the Granduc deposit than previously 
assumed. 

Salmon River Formation hasalts vary significantly in 
lithologic character and thickness. Sections of pillowed 
flows hundreds of metres thick occur immediately adjacent 
to stratigraphic sections completely lacking correlative 
strata, suggesting either local volcanic centres or consider- 
able basin relief during deposition. The most common 

lithotype in the eastern Iskut River area is pillowed to 
massive volcanic flows. At Treaty Creek, possible correla- 
tives to these Ilows pass upward into a thick sequence of 
hydrorlastic volcanic hreccias. On the wetern Prout 
Plateau, basaltic rocks undergo a southward transition from 
pillowed flows on Mount Shirley, to broken-pillow hreccias 
and volcanic breccias just south of Mount Shirley, to mas- 
sive volcanic flows farther south. 

North of the Iskut River, rocks of the Salmon River 
Formation underlie the area east of the Forrest Kerr fault 
(Read et al., 198Y), and extend 30 kilometres northward into 
the More Creek area, where fossil collections indicate early 
Middle Jurassic (Aalenian) ages (Logan ef al., 1992). The 
volcanic succession comprises up to 2000 metres (Read 
et al., 1989) of well-preserved, predominantly pillowed lava 
flows, sparsely pyroxene-phyric, mafic lava flows, 
scoriaceous lapilli-tuff hreccia (Logan et al., 1992) and 
subordinate, interhedded, cherty, black siltstones and white 
tuffs (pajama beds) characteristic of the Eskay Creek facies 
(Anderson and Thorkelson, 1990). Flow tops and facing 
directions are easily recognized. Interbedded fine-ash tuff 
and siltstone constitute less than IO per cent of the section. 
The basalt is dense, amygdaloidal and made up of fine- 
grained vitreous plagioclase and rare pyroxene phenocrysts. 
Subvolcanic gahhroic sills and dikes intrude the volcanic 



pile. Their mineralogy and textures are similar to pillowed 
and brecciated extrusive rocks for which they probably 
represent feeders. 

Contact relationships between the Salmon River Fomx- 
tion basaltic rocks and enclosing strata are varied through 
the area: one of the most extensively studied localities is 
Eskay Creek, where pillowed (e.g., Platr: 2-10-l j and brec- 
ciated basaltic flows (see Plate 2-12-4, in Roth, 1993, this 
volume) are separated from underlying f&c volcanic rocks 
of the Mount Dilworth formation by a thin mudstone layer. 
Well-bedded siltstone to fine-grained wacke overlies the 
mafic rocks in the Argillite Creek watershed; it is not clear 
whether these sediments are part of the Salmon River For- 
mation or the overlying Bowser Lake Group (SLY Bertsch, 
this volume). On the southern Prout Plaleau, Salmon River 
basalts overlie a mudstone and volcanic rock sequence 
similar in character tc Eskay Creek, and the upper contact is 

eroded. At John Peaks and Mown Madge, east of the Unuk 
River, Salmon River hasalts a~(! tectonicall) inter&\cd 
with mudstoncs and felsic volca~~ic rocks along an imbric.lte 
thrust fault system. and original stratigraphic contacts are 
obliterated. 

PETROGRAPHY 
Thin sections of basalt from the Eskay Creek mining 

lease contain plagioclasr as microphenocrysts end radiating 
microlites. very locally accompa,nied by min )r pyrox’:ne, 
which is more commonly obliterated by aIt< :ration (,Y.R., 
Plate 2-10-2). There is no petroqaphic evid mce for lbe 
timing of pyroxene-destructive alteration. Alo ‘g the we!.t- 
em edge of the Prout Plateau, v/h,:re the unit I xms a thick 
succession of pillowed flows on Mount Shirley textures, are 
characterized by ophitic pyroxenr: enclosing fe Idspar (F’l,ite 
2-10-3). Basalts in the hanging,wall of the 21 zone retain 



primary volcanic textures and plagioclase laths, although 
plagioclase and glass groundmass are locally altered by 
s&cite and chlorite, respectively. Very locally, carbonate 
alteration is considerable (visual estimates to 20%). result- 
ing in a buff-grey, fine-grained rock (e.g., exposed in Tom 
MacKay Creek on the Eskay Creek mining lease) in which 
carbonate (+ quartz) veinlets cut earlier magnetite veinlets 
in the mafic rock. 

Nonh of the lskut River, in quenched basaltic rock (close 
to pillow margins), acicular plagioclase laths form an open 
intersertal texture with dark iron oxide stained, devitrified 
glass and variolitic intergrowths of clinopyroxene and plag- 
ioclase. In other thin sections, an intergranular texture of 
randomly oriented, interlocking, subhedral grains of plag- 
ioclue and clinopyroxene is more common. Alteration is 
mainly lower greenschist facies: calcite, chlorite, chal- 
cedonic quartz and rare epidote line vesicles. Prehnite 
+quartz+chlorite%albite assemblages occur in thinly bed- 
ded, intraflow volcanic siltstone and tuffs. Radiating and 
“bow-tie” structures of prehnite (Plate 2-10-4) are similar 
to the “crystallites” described at Eskay Creek (Ettlinger. 
1991). North of the lskut River, however, these assemblages 
are not associated with known mineralization. Locally, pla- 
gin&se laths and microlite groundmass are altered to 
sericite, and chlorite forms pseudomorphs after clino- 
pyroxene. 

LITHOGEOCHEMISTRY 
The locally pillowed and brecciated volcanic rocks asso- 

ciated with tuffaceous turbidites and argilliceous rocks of 
the Salmon River Formation in the Eskay Creek area were 
termed, informally. “andesites” by earlier workers (e.g., 
Idziszek et al., 1990). Laws at a similar stratigraphic level 
in the Forest Kerr Creek area, on the other hand, are basal- 
tic, subalkaline tholeiitic composition, lying on an iron- 
enrichment trend on an AFM diagram (Logan and Drobe, in 
preparation). In addition, the Forrest Kerr Creek basaltic 
rocks plot as ocean-floor basalts on the discrimination dia- 
grams of Pearce and Cann (I 973). 

Here we present data (Table 2-10. I) comparing relatively 
unaltered and altered laws from the Prout Plateau and 
Forrest Kerr Creek areas, including samples of subvolcanic 
dikes interpreted to be feeders to overlying flows within the 
Salmon River Formation. These mafic dikes do not intrude 
overlying Bowser Lake Group sediments. The Prout Plateau 
samples have been further divided into a set collected from 
surface and samples from diamond-drill core in the vicinity 
of the Eskay Creek 2 I .?one. Total weight percent oxides for 
a small number of samples (e.g., AIM-lSK90.040, total = 
96.8 weight %) are low; in most of these cases, carbonate 
alteration (and, hence, loss on ignition) is considerable, 
commonly greater than IO per cent. Other samples included 
a significant sulphide component (~.a., CA-90-423-55.5, S 

Plate 2-10-4. Sample 8%DR.45 : Prrhnirr in Inw-grade volcanic rocks from the Forest Kerr area. 
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Figure 2-10-2. Total alkali silica diagram (after LeMaitre. 19X9): classification of volcanic rocks 
iLe Bas era,.. 1986). Circles are wlcanic rock samples from the Prout Plateau. squares are from diamond- 
drill core at Eskay Creek, diamonds are from Forest Kerr Creek: filled symbols arc those registering with 
A1>50% (refer to Table 2-10-l). 
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Figure Z-10-3. ZrlTiO, vs. Nb/Y diagram (after Winchester and Floyd. 1977). basaltic and intermedi- 
ate rocks in the lskut River and Fwest Kerr Creek areas. Circles are samples from the Prow Plateau, 
squares are from diamond-drill axe at Eskay Creek, diamonds ire from Forest Kerr Creek: tilled symbols 
are those registering with A1>50C/, (refer to Table 2-10-t ). 

= 47 300 ppm, gr 4.7 %). Caution is required in interpreta- 
tion of data from samples that contain elevated quantities of 
elements resulting from alteration. 

An “index of alteration” (included in Table 2-10-l) is the 
percentage ratio (K,O + MgO) X IOO/(K,O + MgO + 
Na,O + CaO), established originally for felsic rocks by 
Ishikawa et al. (I 976). The index is an assessment of altera- 
tion phenomena including “addition” of potassium and 
magnesium, with “removal” of sodium and calcium. This 
method can only be considered as a first-pass technique as it 
does not consider conservation of species, nor the effects of 
closure. Gemmell and Large (1992) demonstrated that the 
alteration index (AI) is applicable to intermediate and mafic 
rocks in the Hellyer mine, Tasmania. 

Figure 2-10-2 (silica total alkalis diagram, with rock 
nomenclature after Le Bas et al., 1986) indicates that most 
of the rocks are basaltic in composition. Outliers, with silica 
less than 41 per cent, are samples that have suffered consid- 
erable carbonate alteration (Table 2-10-l). most of which 
are from diamond-drill core in the vicinity of the Eskay 
Creek deposits. A small number of samples (4) are 
picrobasaltic. including one from the Forrest Kerr Creek 
area; the remainder of the Forrest Kerr data cluster tightly 
within the basaltic field. Prout Plateau rocks, on the other 
hand, exhibit a range in composition from picrobasalt, 
through basalt to trechyandesite and andesite. Two samples 
within the tephrite-basalt field have suffered alkali altera- 
tion and are discussed separately below. 



Trace element contents suggest alkaline basalt to sub- 
alkaline basaltic compositions (Figure 2-10-3; Winchester 
and Floyd, 1977). B:lralts from the Forrest Kerr Creek area 
again show a restricted composition. whereas Prout Plateau 
rocks show a range oP compositions from basaltic to andesi- 
tic. More data are required to assess whetha these dif- 
ferences reflect different, time-equivalent volcanic centres: 
unrelated volcanic events; a natural variation in basalt 
chemistry; or hydrothermal alteration. 

The alteration index date (Table 2-10. I ) suggest that the 
Forrest Kerr Creek sample set comprises il relatively 
unaltered suite. One sample (BDMOI- 109) from the Mount 
Shirley area of the Pmut Plateau has an index of SO.24 per 
cent. Six samples from diamond-drill core in the vicinity of 
the Eskay Creek 2 I zone and also two samples collected 
from surface in Tom McKay Creek. to the north of the 
Eskay Creek 21 zone. registered hi&h alterntion indices. The 
two outcrop samples (AJM-lSK90.082, -083: AI = 87.1% 
and 73.82%. respectively) were collecred from the projec- 
tion to surface of the hangingwall above the Eskay Creek 21 
mineralized zone. Gold contents in these two rocks are less 
than 20 ppb. Another basaltic samplr from a nearby 
exposure in Tom hlcKay Creek (AJhl-lSK%-086, Al = 
37.9%) did not register a significant Al using this approach. 
as the rock has apparently suffered carbonate alteration 
(CO, = 6.3 wt. 5%) and possible sodium addition (Nn,O = 
S.4 wt. %: Table 2-10-l). 

SUMMARY 
Intermediate to mafic volcanic rocks are a key component 

of Salmon River Formation hostrocks to the Eskay Creek 
precious and base metal deposits in the lskut River area of 
northwestern British Columbia. An initial appraisal of 
basalt petrology and geochemistry from the Prouf Plateau 
and Forrest Kerr Creek areas suggests that hydrothermal 
alteration related spatially and, by inference, genetically to 
mineralization, may be recorded in the basaltic rocks. The 
alteration signatures are revealed by a crude measure ot. 
alteration involving the oxides of potassium, magnesium, 
sodium and calcium. These preliminary results encourage 
us to investigate fullher the effects of mass transfer that 
accompanied alteration in the Eskay Creek mineralizing 
system. through the employment of more rigorous and 
quantitative analysis, such as that proposed by Pearce 
(lY68). 
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LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY AND GEOCHRONOMETRY, BRWlCEJACE: LAKK, 
NORTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA (104IV8E) 
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U.B.C. 

(MDRU Contrihutiorz 017) 
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Brucejack Lake, stmtigrephy, tlow-dome complex. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper describes lithostratigraphy and two new U-Pb 

dates from the Brucejack Lake area. located in the southeast 
portion of the Bruccside property (Newhawk Gold Mines 
Ltd. 60%; Granduc Mines Ltd. 40%). pan of the Sulphurets 
copper-gold-silver district (Figure 2-I I- I). The study is part 
of the Mineral Deposit Research Unit’s Project “Metal- 
logeny of the Iskut River Area. Northwestern British 
Columbia”. The Sulphurets area is important to the project 
due to the occurrence of mineral deposit types ranging from 
porphyry deposits (Cu, Cu.Au, and possihly Au-only). 
“mesothermal” veins to “epithermal” veins (N.B. usage of 
“mesothermal” and “epithermal” is based upon textural 

this spectrum of mineral depwits is CO-~? poral. Br~~:ton 
and Alldrick (1988) suggest that some miner ~lization ill the 
Sulphurets area is coeval with intrusive acti% ity, and intru- 
sive activity is both syn and ,wst~voIc;mic. “herefort:. one 
part of this project is designecl to understand the geolq:ic;~l 
environment(s) prevailing during volcanic Ictivity, intro 
sion of plutonic and hypabyssal rocks, has and prwious 
metal mineralization. and finally, whether an! or all of t-ese 
events are related. Here, volc~~nic and subvc canic igwous 
rocks and associated sedimems in the Bruce. ack Lake area 
are descrihcd, with an emphasis on he volcanic 
environment. 

The exploration history of the Sulphurets 1 roperty to late 
I991 is given by Roach and blxdnnnld (1991). Signifirart 
mineral deposits with publish-d reserves in hc immtxliate 
area include the Kerr porphyr.y copper-gold ( eposit (Plxcr 
Dome Inc., 125.7 lnillion tonlxs, 0.27 g/t A 1. 0.62% ::u I, 
and the West zone (Newhnwl< ‘Gold Mines Ltd., 750 IlO*) 

features) within a rest&ted area. It is not k&n whether tonnes, IS.4 I-‘/t Au. 644 f/t P,p ,. 
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REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The results of recrn, studies (Aldrick and Britton, IYXX: 

Henderson ef <I/.. 1992: Kirkham, IYYI, 1992; Lewis, lYY2) 
collectixly suggest that Upper Triassic Stuhini Group in 
the Sulphurets area is overlain unconfol-mably by the Lower 
t” Middle Jurassic Hazrlton Group. at the base of which is a 
heterogeneous cl&c sedimentary unit, comprising locally 
fossiliferous limy sandstone, siltstone and heterolithic cow 
glomerate: the unit has been termed the Jack formalion 
(named informally after the lack Glacier) hy Henderson 
et al. (ibid). Overlying the Jack formation is the hulk of the 
Harelton Group, comprising at lower levels a succession of 
dominantly intermediate volcanic and volcaniclastic rocks, 
wifh minor sediments, overlain hy an intermediate to felsic 
extrusive unit (Mount Dilworth formation) and capped hy a 
mixed sedimentarylmafic volcanic assemblage (Salmon 
River Formation). Overlying the Hazelton Group is an on- 
lap sedimentary unit. the Middle to Upper Jurassic Bowser 
Lake Croup, comprising rhythmically hedded sandstone 
and argillite, and laterally discontinuous conglomerate: the 
assemblage is interpreted 1o he a turhidite succession by 
Henderson rf a/. (1992). 

In this paper facies relationships are described from 
exposures within a small interval of the Sulphurets stratigra- 
phy, comprising Hazelton volcanic, volcaniclustic and ssdi- 
mentary rocks associated with a flow dome. 

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY 
In the vicinity of Brucejack Lake, precious metal miner- 

alization occurs in two modes: semi-brittle, shear vein sys- 
tems (e.g., West zone), and brittle extension and hrsccia 
veins (e.& Quartz Hill, 367 zones). There are no data 
available to suggest that the two styles reflect two discrete, 
unrelated hydrothermal events. Galena lead-lead isotopes 
from both styles of mineralization are essentially identical; 
data fall within the Jurassic cluster defined by Godwin (df crl. 
(1990). The West zone crops out approximately 200 metres 
south of Brucejack Creek (draining the west end of Bruce- 
jack Lake) and plunges to the north under the creek. The 
geology and structure of the syntectonic, shear zone hosted 
West zone has been described by Lefehure (19X7), Britton 
and Alldrick (198X), Roach and Mecdonald (1992) and 
Macdonald and Roach (1992). Other shear-related vein 
struct”res are exposed to the north and northeast, for exam- 
ple, Gossan Hill and Shore zones. 

Along strike to the northwest of the West zone and 
extending for in excess of 2 kilometres in its footwall (to the 
south-southwest), stockworks, extension veins and hreccia 
veins are locally developed; for example, Galena Hill, 361. 
North Spine, Napoleon, Electrum, Mammoth, Quartz Hill, 
Bridge, Agatha, Jessica, and Fletcher veins and zones 
(Kirkham, 1992). The veins and their hostrocks are charac- 
terized by a lack of penetrative fabric, in contrast with 
intense schistosity developed in spatially restricted, qututr- 
sericite-pyrite hostrock near the West zone. Clangue minrr- 
alogy is dominated by quartz (locally microcrystalline) and 
locally hy carbonate. and very locally, barite; in places, 
hladed carbonate is replaced by quartz, a feature that has 
been recognized in epithermal environments such as Mount 

Skukum in the Yukon Territory (McDoneld and Godwin, 
1986) and P;ijingo in Queensland, Australia (Dowling and 
Morrison, 19x9). Lefchure (1987) first pointed out that 
quartz~carhonatr vems are developed peripherally to the 
intense yuartl~s~ricite-pyritr alteration around the ductily 
defol-mcd West zone vein mineralization. This spatial rrla- 
tionshlp suggests that the two styles may he related. 

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY - BRUCEJACK 
LAKE 

The Hazelton Group in the Brucejack Lake area consists 
of a thick (>2 km) sequence of interhedded sedimentary 
and volcanic rocks including both flows and pyroclastic 
deposits (Britton and Alldrick. 1988). The sedimentary 
rocks vary firor fine-grainrd argillaceous rocks (c,.,~., in the 
footwull of the West ,one: Roach and Macdoneld, 1992) to 
conglomerate with fine-grained muddy matrix, to epiclastic 
rocks iBritton and Alldrick. 1988). Conglomerate matrix is 
locally a hematitic, finely handed siltstone (ser helow). 

Crystal luffs. lapilli luffs and blocky tuff breccias of 
mtermediate composition are volumetrically the most sig- 
nificant volcanic rock type in the Brucejack Lake area; they 
are commonly well layered (Plate 2-l l-l), exhibit graded 
bedding, locally reverse grading (coarsening upwards), with 
local development of tractional bed forms such iis ripples 
(Plate 2-l l-2). small troughs associated with low-angle 
cross~stratification and erosional contacts formed during the 
emplacement of overlying deposits (Plate 2-l l-3). The vol- 
caniclastic deposits are interlayered with marine sedimen- 
tary units; in addition, Britton and Alldrick (1988) note the 
presence of air-fall tuffs, although these have not been 
ohserved during this study. Accretionary lapilli are pre- 
served locnlly, and are concentrated in the upper part of 
bedded, intermediate volcaniclastic deposits (location 
marked in Plate 2-l I-I). The lapilli are “rim-type” under 
the classification of Schumacher and Schminke (1991). in 
which a fine to medium-grained core of each ash lapillus is 
surrounded by an extremely fine grained rim of ash (Plate 
2-l l-4). Multiple banding is not seen in the fine ash rims; 
rare lapilli have no obvious core, composed only of tine ash. 

In the lithic and breccia tuffs, both clasts and matrix may 
contain plagioclase, potassium feldspar and/or hornblende 
phenocrysts. Flow rocks may also contain similar phe- 
nocryst assemblages and, as described below, show local 
interdigitations with volcaniclastic rocks, suggesting that 
the two are closely related. Mafic pillow laws are present 
(Britton and Alldrick, 198X), hut are volumetrically insig- 
nificant. Clast size in blocky tuff hreccias reaches in excess 
of 3 mares to the south of Brucejack Lake. 

Superficially similar to pyroclastic lithic tuffs and tuff 
hreccias, although genetically quite different, complex poly- 
lithic units are interpreted to form from the juxtaposition 
and admixture of more than one pyroclastic deposit, either 
as an intrusion breccia, in which a younger flow hrecciates 
an older flow or pyroclastic deposit (Plate 2-l I-S), or by the 
disaggregation of an unconsolidated deposit during intro- 
duction of subsequent flow(s) (Plate 2-11-6). Complex 
breccias resulting from the process of interaction of vol. 
canic or volcaniclastic rocks with unconsolidated precursor 
volcanic, volcaniclastic or sedimentary rocks, have been 
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Plate 2-I I-3. Erosional relationships rxhihited by pymclas 
tic deposits. south wall of Hanging Glacier valley. 

described elsewhere in the lskut River map area, such as the 
Eskay Creek mining lease (Macdonald, 1990). and the 
Treaty nunatak (Lewis et al., 1993). 

A felsic tlow-dome complex within the Harelton rocks 
outcrops near Brucejack Lake (Roach and Macdonald, 
1992); both intrusive and extrusive components of the com- 
plex are well exposed. The intrusive component is tlow 
banded and locally flow folded (Plate 2-l l-7); the attitude 
of flow banding is highly variable in the body of the intru- 
sive phase, but becomes aligned subparallel to intrusive 
cotttacts with enclosing, heterogenous. bedded to massive 
pyroclastic rocks: faulted contxts with enclosing vol- 
caniclastic rocks are also common. The appearance of flow 
banding is enhanced in hand specimen by reddish, hematitic 
alteration spatially related to millimetre to centimetre-scale, 
sygmoidal fractures developed preferentially in the fine- 
grainrd flow hands and not in intervening feldspar-phyric 
material. 

The flow-banded unit has gradational, diffuse, irregular 
and interfingering contacts with a voluminous breccia unit 
(Plate 2-I l-8) comprising clasts and boulders of massive 
and flow-banded felsic material identical in hand specimen 
to the intrusive phase, in a hematitic, muddy and locally 
finely laminated matrix. Higher in the section to the south of 
Brucejack Lake. the flow-banded felsic unit rests in appar- 
ent stratigraphic contact upon marooon, blocky tuff and the 
above-mentioned breccia unit; flow banding in this extm- 
sive component of the unit is generally subparallel to both 
the contact with underlying breccias and tuffs, and bedding 
in other pyroclastic and sedimentary units south of Bruce- 
jack Lake (Alldrick and Britton, 1991). The thickness of the 
breccia unit is variable, but is best developed, in excess of 
30 metres, on the south and southwest flank of Mount John 



Plate 2-l l-5. Brcccia of light grey intermediate volcanic 
rock intruding dark intermediate pyroclasric rock, south of 
Brucejack Lake. Scale: measuring tape (decimelre scale on 
outcrop). 

Walker, north of Brucejack Lake, from whl:re the unit t:an 
be traced intermittently xound the east end of Bruwjick 
Lake to the intrusive and extrusive compon’:nts of the flow 
dome described above, and northwest to the south wall of 
Hanging Glacier (referred to as Freegold Glacier in iome 
pre-1990 publications) a strike length of approximx:~:l) 4 
kilometres. 

In thin section, the flow banded rock is sec:n to contain la) 
35 to 40 per cent plagioclase phenocrysts t81 4 millimettes 
exhibiting minor sericite alteration along fractures, ad 
local epidote and hematite alteration; the hematite is man- 
ifest as a curious “peppering” of altered feldspar t?pla- 
gioclase), the significance of which is not yet clea::; (b) 
conspicuous, trace apatite (10.2%) needles IO 400 microns; 
(c) approximately 60 per cent groundmas!: zf 
quan~~feldspar)clay+st:ricitelcarbonate; the rock ii; cut 
by sericite-carbonate veinlets, locally up to 5 millim:tres 
wide. 

The flow dome is intruded by felsic dikes, striking north- 
northwesterly, dipping steeply, and generally less than :iO 
centimetres wide (visible under the measuring tape in Plate 
2-1 I-7). Locally the dikes disaggregate into bulbous, ovoid 
bodies, less than a metre in long dimension (Plate 2-1 l-9). 
Although these bodies exhibit some geome:ric similarities 
to boudins, the hostrock (flow-banded felsic unit) shows no 
visible strain. 

In thin section, the felsic dike rock exhibits pervaive 
alteration of plagioclase (approximately 30’6, to 3 mm in 
long dimension) by epidote. This rock, like the flow-banded 
rock it intrudes, contains strongly altered grains of feldspsr 
(?plagioclase), partially replaced by hematite; the 
groundmass comprises 65 to 70 per cent of the rock, similar 
to the flow-banded unit; the dike rock (including epidote 
after plagioclase) is cut by quartz veinlets. 

Plate 2-l l-6. Disaggregation of unconsolidated pyroclastic deposit during influx of subsequent 
pyroclastic deposit. south wall of Hanging Glacier valley. 
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dome complex, south of Brucejack Lake. Microgranite dike Plate 2-I l-8. Boulder breccia marginal to flow-dome 
visible beneath tape measure. Scale:measuring tape (deci- complex: boulders of tlow-dome granodiorite in a hematitic, 
metre scale on outcrop). finely laminated, muddy matrix. 

Lithogeochemical analyses of the flow dome and dike are 
described elsewhere (Macdonald, 1992); in brief, both the 
flow dome and dike have similar modal proportions, and 
may be classified as granodiorite and microgranite, respec- 
tively (after the method of LeMaitre, 1989). 

The flow-dome sample is interpreted to be I85.6i I .O Ma 
(20) based on the lower intercept of the well-defined discor- 
dia with a mean squared weighted deviation (MSWD) of 
0.16 (Figure 2-l l-2). The upper intercept of about 
1013+261/-241 Ma suggests incorporation of a lead com- 
mnent from an older source. 

GEOCHRONOMETRY 
Two samples from the flow-dome complex were selected 

for U-Pb zircon geochronometry: AJM-ISK91.388 (intru- 
sive component of flow dome) and AJM-ISK91-399 (disag- 
gregated felsic dike from within intrusive component of 
flow dome). Analytical procedures are those described by 
Macdonald et al. (199 I); the only modification pertains to 
the total procedural blanks, which are approximately 30 
picograms for lead and 6 picograms for uranium. The ana- 
lyses were performed by Dr. D. Ghosh in the Geochron- 
ometry Laboratory, Department of Geological Sciences at 
The University of British Columbia; results are reported in 
Table 2-11-l. 

The dike sample is interpreted to be 1852 I.0 Ma (2s) 
based also on the lower intercept of the well-defined discor- 
dia with an MWSD of 0.03 (Figure 2-l l-3). For this sample 
also, incorporation of an old lead component is suggested 
by the upper intercept of the discordia at about 
1058+386/-342 Ma. 

Interpreted ages of these two samples from the Sulphurets 
area are similar within errors and suggest plutonic activity 
during the late Early Jurassic (Toarcian; Harland rf al., 
1989) in the Stikine Tetnne. inheritance of an old (about 
1000 Ma) lead component in the zircon fractions from both 
the samples suggests presence of a basement on which 
Toarcian magmatic arc developed (Ghosh, 1992). This base- 
ment might be part of the Nisling Ten-ane or its equivalent. 



This trrrane has been recently defined iis a metamorphosed 
Proterozoic to lower Paleozoic(?) passive continenta- 
margin assemblage in the western part of the Cordillera 
(Wheeler PI u/., IYY I). 

These ages are similar to I Y6i2 Ma obtained f~~rn the 
Eskay porphyry (Eskay Creek area) by Macdonald er al. 
( 199 I j wggcsting that Toarcian tmagmatism wit’ wide- 
spread. It is interesting; to note that even though the samples 
from the Sulphurets arca show lead inbcritimcc. dated sate 
plcs from the Eskay Creek, lncl x~tl lskut Kiver (Mxdon;dd 
<,I( n/L ibid) rather show lead loss. 

INTERPRETATION 

Henderson PI rrl. ( IYY2) infer the presrncc of consider- 
able topographic reliel’during HaLelton Group volcanism in 
the Sulphurets awea, with ensuing rapid facie\ change> over 
small distances along strike: these relatioltsbips suggest that 
the Sulphurets atea was a prohahle volcanic ccntre during 
deposition of Hazelto~t rocks, a suggestion made earlier by 
Alldrick (IYXY). The presence of rim-type xcrctionary 
lapilli in the upper pxt~ of individual pyroclastic unite 
indicates deposition by a pyroclastic flow or surge (as 
opposed to co-ignimhrite ashfall), and drposition within 
less than 4 kilometrcs from the volcanic source (based on 
Schumacher and Schminke. IYY I), ar;tin cott\istettt with the 
hypothesis of proximity to a volcanic cc‘ntre. 

Both crosscutting and conform:lhlr relationships 
exhibited by the Ilow-handed unit indicate ii pmfrwsion 

Grologir~~l Fi~ddwod / YY2. F’qrr 1YY.h / 
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TABLE 2-11-l 

U-Pb ANALYTICAL DATA 

Sanlplel WI u Pb’ Isotopic abundance’ X.51204 lsolopic ratios “*2 sigma errors 
Fraction’ bx) @pm) +b=loO “pb*,m” zJ$,+,US” “‘FwPPb 

208 207 204 Dates (Ma)’ i2 si,ema errors 
AM-ISK91-38S8 
a. M2il 0.6 354 10.9 16.11 5.80 0.0559 1563 0.02920f14 020053i106 0.0498li-10 
ABR, +74m 18S.5fO.U 18.5.6fO.S 186.3i5.0 
b. NM2il 0.7 309 9.4 16.24 5.30 0.0229 3250 0.02906?14 0.19886klO4 0.04963*12 
ABR, -74+44m 184.7f0.8 184.2iO.S 177.7f5.4 
c. M2/1, NM1.5/3 0.3 445 14.1 18.21 5.25 0.0161 3534 0.02967+14 0.20546i108 0.05022+14 
ABR;74m 188.5*0.8 189.7kl.O 205.3f6.4 
AJM-1SK91-3899 
a, NM2/1 0.4 389 11.7 14.85 5.16 0.0131 4196 0.02910fl2 0.19967f104 0.04976~16 
ABR, 149+74m 184.9+0.8 184.8f0.8 183.7f7.2 
b. M2/l NMl.5/3 0.4 413 13.0 17.91 5.61 0.0404 1980 0.02950?14 0.20403+102 0.05017~12 
ABR, -74+44m 187.4kO.8 188.Sf0.8 202.9f5.4 
c. NMl.5/3 Ml.015 0.3 586 18.1 17.36 5.19 0.0146 4147 0.02917?14 0.20036~106 0.04982klO 
ABR,-74+44m 18.5.3f0.8 185.4fO.S 186.5f4.8 

’ Complete analytical data, including rhe measured 206rw204m emors, the mole % blank pb and the 

Pb*i(Pb*+Pb,,,,,,& ratios in the analyses, Ihe assumed Stacey-Kramers common Pb ages and their crmrs, and tie 

correlation cwffXeds far rhe Pb/U ratios, are recorded an UBC Geocbmnometry Laboratory data sheets. 

2 NM= non magnetic, M=mayelic, -74+44m = size range in micmns; ABR=sbraded: 811 fractions were abraded 

for2 hours to remove the outer rims 
3 radiogenic+common pb 

4 radiogenic+common Pb, corn&d for 0.43Wsmu (atomic mass units) fractionation and for 30 pg Pb blank with 

compasition 208:207:206:204=37.67:15.30:18.12:1 

5 206~b/204~b measured, corrected for 0.43Pblamu fractionation. 

6 comcted for fractionation (0.44%lamu for U and 0.43pbismu for Pb), blank Pb ( see note above), and for cmmn~n 

Pb using Stay and Kramers (1975) S mwtb curves: er~or’s are 2 sigma, only last digits shown. 

7 decay c~nstads used in age calculation : k238U= lS5125xIO~ ‘0 ; k 235u=9.8485xIo-lO; 23SU/235Lr=l37.88 

(Steiger and Jag-x, 1977). Errors are 2 0. 

8 collected by AIM, Longitude: 130“ O9’ 21”; Latitude: 56’ 27’ 52”. 

9 collected by AIM, Longitude and Latitude: sane as above. 



partially exposed to the atmosphere prior to burial by youn- 
ger rocks. 
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SURFACE GEOLOGY OF THE 21A ZONE, ESKAY CREEK, 
BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(104B/9W) 

By Tina Roth, Mineral Deposit Research Unit, U.B.C,. 
(MDRU Contributiotr 016) 

KEYWORDS: Economic geology, Eskay Creek, gold, sil- 
ver, 2lA zone, massive sulphidcs, stibnitc. reelgar, Hazelton 
GKJUP. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Eskey Creek deposit (56”3X’N, 130”27’W) is in the 

lskut River area of northwestern British Columbia, approx- 
imately 80 kilometres north of Stewart (Figure 2-12-I). The 
deposit, known as the 21 .zonc, occurs in a bimodal volcanic 
sequence of the Lower to Middle Jurassic Harclton Group. 
The 21 zone is comprised of several zones distinguished by 
differing ore mineralogies and gold grades. 

Geological ~cscrves for the 21 zone are 4.30 million 
tonnes grading 2X.X grams per tonne gold and 1027 grams 
per tonne silver (Edmunds ef al., 1992). The bulk of these 
rcscrvcs occur in the 216 /one as tabular. synscdimentery 
sheets of graded and fragmcntel sulphidcs and underlying 
vein and disseminated zones. Mineralization in the 21A 
zone occurs as a massive to semimassive stratabound lens of 
stibnitc-rcalgar-cinnabar-arscnopyrite underlain hy footwall 
disseminations and veins of dominantly sphalcritc-galcne- 
tctrahcdrite-pyrite with minor amounts of chalcopyritr. The 
21A zone is estimated to contain approximately 0.97 mil- 
lion tonnes grading 9~6 grams per tonne gold and 127 grams 
per tonne silver (A. Ransom, International Corotla Corpora- 
tion, personal communication, Dec. 1991). The property 
operator to August I992 was International Corona Corpora- 
tion. The current operator is Homestake Canada Ltd. 

Preliminary geology of the 2lA zone has hccn described 
by Roth and Godwin (1992). During the summer of 1992, 
an area including the 2lA zone was mapped at a scale of 
I: 1000: results are prcsentcd here. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The urea is underlain by Triassic Stuhin Group Lnd 

Jurassic Hazclton Group sedimentary and YO cnnic rock.% 
which have been described hy several work, 1’s including 
Alldrick P, al. (1989) Andcrion (19X9), A ldcrson 2nd 
Thorkclson (1990), Britton (199 II, Lewis (199 !) and Lr:\uis 
ef nl. (1992). The detailed stratigraphy containi ?g the E:;kay 
Creek deposit has been describe3 by Bartsch I1 JY2a. IYY:!h, 
199.1, this volume). 

SURFACE GEOLOGY ‘OF THE 21 A ZON~EC 
Host stratigraphy of the 2 I A, %one is a sq ~cncc of \o- 

canic and scdimrntnry rocks twt strike nortl easterly ;.nd 
dip moderately to the norihwcst. The map of I he 2 I A ;xme 
area is reproduced in Figure 2~1,!-2 at a rcdt ted scale A 
cross-section through the drpnit is presrno:d in Figure 
2-12-3. Units I to 8 below arc described fr rm oldat to 
youngest. A zone of intense ialteration obicurcs rwst 
lithologies in the northeastern part of the study x:x 
However, the presence of distinctive amygd; loidal dxite 
allows extension of contacts through this par! of the mrp. 

Foutwall sediments and volcrniclastic ro :ks Wnit 1) 
arc the lowermost unit in the nap area. Sha - and sandy 
sediments were observed in the southeast par, of the a,r,:a, 
southeast of Eskay Creek. On the nonhwcsi side of the 
creek, volcaniclastic rocks arc generally unso~ red and con- 
sist of dominantly intermediate volcanic clasls and mirlor 
argillite clasts in a dark green chloritic matrix. I .ocally the;c 
c&tic rocks are graded and bedded. Pyrocla: tic material, 
cxposcd near the south end of the map area rhows well- 
developed, slightly tlatrened pumic:e fragmen s and irlt:r- 
mediate volcanic clasts in a dark green matrix 

Dacite (Unit 2) ovcrlics Unit I based on stratigrapbly 
interpreted from drill core logged in 1991. QI artz, loca iy 
chlorite, amygdules arc common and assist trai ing this u iit 
through zones of intense quar:z-sericitr-pyril: alteratiu?. 
The dacitc has a charactcristica,l!i pinkish bcij e altcratiw, 
cut by a stockwork of pyrite and quartz-rich ve ns (up to IO 
cm wide) with grey scricitic crwelopes. The lacitic con- 
position has been confirmed by gcochcmim :a1 analy:;is 
(Edmunds er <I/., 1992). This unil~ may rcprcsf nt a tlow or 
sill. 

Argillite (Unit 3) occurs in ~most: drill sccti ms where it 
separates the decitc, sediment:; ;md volcanic lastic mcks 
from the overlying rhyolite. On surface, onl 1 two smdl 
shale outcrops were found in thi:; stratigraphic l osition. ‘TL.c 
relationships between Units I to 3 depend upon an intrusiic 
or extrusive interpretation for Lnit 3. Coarser edimcmary 

ldegroot
1992



Figure 2-12-2. Map of the 2lA zone area. Cross-section A-A’ is shown in Figure 2-12-Z 
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rocks are observed locally in drill core at this stratigraphic 
horizon (Figure 2- 12-3). In drill hole CA89-024. wacke 
overlies stockwork-altrred dacitc and grades up-hole to 

grephitic argillite. 

Rhyolite (Unit 4) ovrrlies the dacile and argillite. Con- 
tact relationships were not observed in surface mapping. In 
outcrop, tnost of the rhyolite appears to he massive and 

texturcless. H~wrvrr. on surfaces that have hecn hrokrn z,nd 
exposed for a few years, tlow handing and \\I :Il-prrse~rwd 
hreccias with rotated flow-brnded cluts i rc common 
(Plates 2. I?- I and 2-12-2). Conmncd flow h; nds occl~r at 
hand-specirncn to outcrop scale Attitude3 of 11 nv hand!; ore 
inconsistent and Iwzally chaotic. 

The upper contxI of the rhyolite with ( wrlying ;il- 
iceous, black argillite or chrrt (IJnit 5) is ~~xpos :d Iocidl:i. .At 
this contact. white siliceous rhysllite fragments are incorpw 
ated in a black siliceous matrix (Plate 2~~ 12-3 

Rhyolite also occurs as a di:;cl-erc lens will ,in the ha:;& 
scqurnce in the northwest part of the map i:rea. It i? not 
obvious from surfwc mapping whether cant xts hetvxen 
this rhyolitc and the surrwmling hasalt a- trctrmic or 
straligraphic. as they arc not ~sxposed. E\ idence fr:ur 
diamond-drill core suggest> that this rhyolite i( intcrclrlatrd 
with basalt at depth (Edmunds cf a/.. 1492). The relati:,n- 
ship between the rhyolite and Iwalt i>, criti xl to uu:r- 
standing the Eskay Creek depot. 

Contact argillite and thert (Unit 51 occur; between the 
rhyolite and the overlying baa t :md hosts ma ,sive to se,-?i- 
nussive stihnite-rralgar minrnli:?ation of the 21 A zonr In 



drill core the argillite is usually laminated, \,ariably cal- 
careous, chrrty or graphitic, and locally contains thin inter- 
vttls of intercalated tuffaceous to brecciated rhyolite. At 
surface, only a few very hard and cherty black outcrops are 
exposed Thin, white quart7 veinlets generally cut perpen- 
dicular to bedding. In some cxposurcs. thilt chcrty beds 
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weather white. giving the outcrop a banded appelrrance. The 
bedding in the unit is locally folded gently or disrupted. 

Basalt (Unit 6) is massive to pillowed and brecciated. In 
the area immediately overlying the 21A zone the basalt\ are 
pencrally massive. Topographically and stratigraphically 
overlying the massiw basalt are well-preserved pillow 
flows and pillow breccias showing chilled and amygdaloi- 
dal pillow margins (Plate 2-12-3). Well-formed pillows are 
commonly 80 centimetrrs to I metre in diameter; locally 
pillows are smaller and have irregular or elongate shapes. 
Massive to blocky and brrcciated basalts also occur within 
the pillowed sequence, possibly as sills, flows or dikes. 

Argillite intervals. rarely exposed at surface, are interca- 
lated with the basalt sequence. A basalt debris flow, with 
clasts of basalt and tqillite, crops out in the northeast 
comer of the map area near the base of the basalt sequence. 
In the central portion of the map, a debris flow immediately 
overlies the contact argillite (Unit S). In the northeast. the 
debris flow is underlain by massive basalt. 

INTKUSIVE ROCKS 

Felsic intrusions at across stratigrephy in the footwall 
rocks and are possible feeders for the rhyolite and/or the 
orebodies (Edmunds &(I/.. 1992: Bartsch. lYY2b: 1993. this 



volume). Within the map area, these intrusions are 
expressed on surface as two distinctive gossanous bluffs 
(marked by cross-hatching on Figure 2-12-2). They are 
pervasively altered to quartz-sericite-pyrite assemhlagcs 
and primary textures are not evident. Hostrocks marginal to 
these intrusions an: also intensely altered. 

Mafic dikes and sills are exposed thrwphout the map 
area, in both the hangingwall and footwall of the 2lA zone. 
The mafic intrusions appear to he generally weakly altered 
or fresh. Typically these rocks are dark green to grey and 
locally contain up to 5 per cent chlorite-filled amygdules. 
The mafic intrusiow are comagmatic with the basaltic flows 
(Unit 6) (Edmund\ of u1.. 1992). 

ALTERATION 
Variably intcnze alteration (stippled pattern, Figure 

2-12-2) extends al<~ng a generally nolthcast-trending zone in 
the Pumphouse Lake valley that includes the nrett between 
the gossanous bluffs. Intense silicification and variable sec- 
ondary quart,~serisite-pyrite alteration has generally ohlit- 
crated all primary textures and fcaturrs in the rocks, making 
interprrtation of a protolith difficult. Locally, relict features 
such as altered claits and amygdulrs allow the interpretation 
of contacts within this zone. 

In the 21 zone trenches &cite-pyrite alteration is domi- 
nant and is characterized by small white patches, generally 
3 centimetres ilcross, in a grcy matrix. On the north end of 
the 2 I zone trenches an areil of intense sericite-chlorite- 
pyrite alteration, which immediately underlies the massive 
mineralization of rhe 2 IA zone in drill core, is exposed at 
surfxe. 

STRUCTURES 
Several faults transect the area. A north-trending dextral 

fault, with an apparent oSfset of about I20 metres, occurs in 
the centre of the map al the rhyolite-clte~t-basalt contact. 
Another fault is interpreted at the contact between the 
rhyolite and the f<:lsic intrusion. A small, apparent drxtrel 
offset along this structure is indicated by shales of Unit 3, 

which appear to he juxtaposell ;against altered dacite. This 
fault may he related to the m;tj<or north-nortl west-trcrxlin,: 
t’wlt zone which occurs along the Pumphou: e Lake vtlley 
(Blackwell, 19YO; Figure 2-I Z-,3). Minor fa dts and sxar 
zones, not shown in Figure 2-111-2, are also present in thz 
map area. 

The prevailing structural fabric in the trap area is a 
moderate to intense f<,liation ;tnd cleavage II ost promirier t 
in the Pumphouse Lake valley. Ihis fabric tre Ids ahoul: KK” 
and dips steeply. Footwall rock,; to the 21A <one are r-ore 
intensely foliated than the halngingwll ha alts. Variable 
foliation intensity reflects the: proportion 01 phyllosil.r:ate 
development in the hydrothermal alteration xxx relattd to 
base and precious metal mineralization. 

MINERALIZATION 
The Eskay Creek deposits have been de% rihed in detail 

hy Britton ef al. (IYYO) and Blackwell (1990); the 2lP. <one 
has heen described hy Roth imd Godwin (I >92) and :ioth 
(lY92). This discussion will hl: limited to a hl ief descril,tian 
of the general styles of mineral zshowings \*ithin the map 
area. 

Veinlets and stringers of sphalerite, g&r 3, tetrahedrit,:. 
and pyrite occur locally in the footwall rhy elite seqor:ncr:. 
These veinlets are most evident in the #2l zone trencheq, 
and also occur locally in outcrops in the Pu nphousr -.aE,e 
valley. Sulphides are sparse in the rhyoiites il, the southwest 
part of the map area. 

The most prominent surface rshowings are pyrite vei?~s 1” 
the dacitic volcanic rocks (Unit 12). Sphalerite and galeni. are 
commonly associated with these veins. 

Disseminated rtibttite and arsennpyrite, ‘vith associated 
gold and silver, is exposed at the north end s If the #2 I zone 
trenches in intensely sericite-chlorite-pyrite- rltered rh]4te 
(Figure 2-12-2). They also oxut in drill cc re from itrim:- 
diately beneath massive sulphi~les in the 21 4 zone c:cntact 
argillite. Massive stibnite-realg;v~~cinnabar n ineraliza,t:on is 
not exposed at surface, althoLlgh small weatl ered fragrxrts 
can he fcund at the north end of the #2l /one trenchu. 

CONCLUSIONS 
The map and cross-section presented he ‘e elahorat: ton 

earlier work hy Roth and Godwin (1992) a d Roth (I 99:!). 
The stratigraphic sequence i:s comprised of sedimerlt:; and 
volcaniclastic rocks, overlain hy dacitic, rhy clitic and IIXII- 
tic volcanic rocks. lnterval~ of argillite atd shale ~?ccur 
between the volcanic units, and are intercalt ted with basalt. 
Rhyolite may also he intercalated with ha :alt. Felsic atd 
mafic intrusions, which may he related to I he rhyolht’: and 
basalt respectively, were outlined by surfac: mappirll; 

Within the map area, quanvsericite-pyr te alteration is 
most intense in the 21A zon.2 footwall and marginal ‘11 the 
fclsic intrusions. Sericite-chl.JIite-pyrite altr ration is ~,re\ a- 
lent in the area immediately underlying massive sulphide 
mineralizttion. Disseminate% stibnite and i rsrnopyt-iKe are 
locally associated with this footwall alters:ion. Vein5 and 
stringers of sphalerite, galenz;, tetrahedrite a Id pyrite cut the 
footwall rhyolite; veins in the underlying t acite are <Jon- 



nated by pyrite, with sphalerite and galena. Studies are 
ongoing to characterize the alteration and mineralization 
associated with the 21A zone at Eskay Creek. 
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A RHYOLITE FLOW DOME IN THE UPPER HAZELTON GRGUP, 
ESKAY CREEK AREA 

(104B/9, 10) 

By R.D. Bartsch 
Mineral Deposit Research Unit, U.B.C. 

(MDRU Contribution 015) 

-.-- 

KEYWORDS: Economic geology, stratigraphy, upper 
Hazelton Group, rhyolite flow domes, Eskay Creek. 

INTRODUCTION 
Mapping at I :SOOO-scale of an area surrounding the 

Eskay Creek precious and base metal deposit, initiated in 
199 I and completed in 1992, emphasizes facies variations 
within the Lower to Middle Jurassic rocks of the Hazelton 
Group. This work is an integral part of the Mineral Deposit 
Research Unit’s lskut River Metallogeny project and is the 
basis of MSc. thesis research by the author at The Univer- 
sity of British Columbia. 

The study area is centred within the notthern half of the 
Unuk River map area (Alldrick et ol., 1989) and extends 
south of the Eskay Creek deposit (Figure 2-13-l ). Previous 
work in the Unuk and adjacent Snippaker and Sulphurets 
map areas was compjled by Britton (1990); work by the 
Mineral Deposit Research Unit (Bartsch. 1991, 1992: 
Lewis, 1991; Lewis ef al., 1992). provided stratigraphic 
updates. 

Mapping indicates that the stratigraphic footwall to the 
Eskay Creek deposits comprises a rhyolite tlow-dome com- 
plex which forms a linear belt several kilometres long. A 
major mineralized and intensely altered subvolcanic felsite 
dike can be mapped along the same strike length of strati- 
graphy. The f&c volcanic rocks and dike are interpreted to 
represent a fissure eruptive centre. This paper repurts on 
stratigraphic relationships from a cross-section constructed 
from mapping and diamond-drill-hole data. The cross- 
section A-A’ (Figures 2-13-2 and 2-13-3) is located 500 
metres south of the McKay adit on property held by Ameri- 
can Fibre Corporation and Silver Butte Resources Ltd. 

Figure 2-10-l. Location map showing the MDRU Iskut 
River Project nrca and area covered hy the author’s I :5000- 
scale mapping. 

G<wlo,+kd Fieldwork IYYZ, Puprr IYY3-I 

STRATIGRAPHY 
The Hazelton Group has been subdivided ntu Iowtx and 

upper sectlons (Lewis ef al., 1992). The I$ ~wer Ha:rt:~~ton 
rocks are dominated by volcrtnic flows, brrxias and ‘$0 
caniclastic rocks of intermedi;e composit un, the uppt:r 
Hazelton Group is characterixed by a domil Lance of i:lsic 
volcanic rocks overlain by sedimentary and nafic volcanic 
rocks. Detailed stratigraphic subdivisions o the Ha:wlton 
Group have been proposed (Britton PI al., ,989; Barxh, 
I99 I ,1992: Lewis, 1992; L,ewis ef al., 1992: Abrupt fxit,s 
changes render regional swat ,graphic carrel: .tions specul;~. 
tive. 

Cross-section A-A’ is locs.ted on the we: tern limb of a 
regional anticline, 2 kilometra south and 81~ ng strike i-otn 
the Eskay Creek deposits. The: regional and I dnor fold axe’s 
trend 035” and plunge gently to the northear t. The we:;tern 
limb of the anticline has a predictable, COI tinuous wati- 
gmphy (Bartsch, 1991, 992; Lewis, 1991: Lewis #II (II., 
1992) and bedding dips vary Ii-om 50” to 70” northwest. 

CROSS-SECTION A-A’ 
The Hazelton Group rock: are best map, ed in temts c,f 

facies. Stratigraphic relationships described ‘n cross-se:titm 
A-A’ represent a minimally disrupted sectioz I through pro<- 
imal facies and a thick section of felsic Yolcanic wcks 
belonging to the upper Hareltnrl Group. Faci :s relationships 
of the rhyolites in plan view IFigure 2-13-2) through which 
section A-A’ is drawn are intqreted to rt present ii flow 
dome tilted on its side. Broad characteristics Yom which the 
interpretation of a dome is h;lsed are: 

0 A multiphase felsite fe&r dike and a! sociated nin,x 
felsic and mafic dikes within footwll sedimenta-y 
rocks. 

0 Basal and peripheral fragmental felsic I xks, inclu~Jing 
heterolithic and monolithic breccias c xnmonly ,:on- 
taining pumaceous clasts. 

0 A central zone of rhyoliiw lava which 5 arms a res :itant 
topographic high and is dome-like in the cross- 
sectional exposure at surfxe. 

The subvolcanic felsite dike cuts across bedding il the 
sedimentary rocks underlying the dome. T te sedimentary 
rocks include interbedded shales, feldspathi: wackes, con- 
glomerates and minor biocl;wic limestone; of the upper 
Hazelton Group. Local abundance of shallo v-marine li~ana 
within the limestones and stales in conjun :tion with con- 
glomerate beds with well-rxmded, water worn pethlcs, 
suggest that the sediments ‘were: depositec in a shallow 
martne setting. 
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The intrusion is lensoid in shape and forms a prominent, to the immediate footwall of the Eskay Creek deposit (see 
radiant orange. gossanous knoll with 50 metres vertical Bartsch, 1991). The location of the ‘dike lenses’ spatially 
relief. Similar discontinuous lensoidal intrusions extend in a correlates with the thickest intervals of the felsic extrusions. 
linear belt south to the Coulter Creek thrust fault and north The intrusion is pervasively altered and is composed pre- 
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dominantly of microcrystalline quartz, sericite and 
potassium feldspar. Ghosts of feldspar phenocrysts are com- 
monly visible. The dike is multiphase, a minor late phase is 
potassium feldspar phyric, displays minimal alteration and 
has intrusive contacts with altered aphanitic felsite. 

The base of the felsic succession comprises unsorted 
volcanic breccius. The breccias are thin (2-4 m) in the 
section (Figure 2-13-21, but thicken peripherally to the 
south and north. They are characterized by an abundance of 
pumice. Locally, at the base of the brrccias, cherty 
devitrified clasts are strongly flattened. Intense alteration, in 
particular strong sericitization and structurally imposed fab- 
rics, hinder confident interpretation of primary textures; 
however, the local development of breccias with flattened 
clilsts at the base of the sequence suggests a probable zone 
of welding and development of eutaxitic textures. The con- 
tacts of the welded brrccias are sharp, planar and locally 
discordant to bedding in the underlying sediments. 

The greatest thickness of felsic rocks comprises a com- 
plex assemblage of flow-banded and brecciated, tlow- 
banded rhyolites. The eastern exposures of the rhyolite. 
closer to the felsite intrusion and lower in the section. are 
massive with less well developed flow banding and brec- 
cias. Massive rhyobte comprises lobes less than I metre in 
diameter, which are fine grained and may display peripheral 

autobreccia rinds, typically set in lanes IO ce ltimetres th+ck 
containing fabrics which nnastomose tange&+lly anr.md 
the lobes. 

Flow banding in the rhyolite is irregular with develop- 
ment of small and large-scale flow folds. Thr flow bansjin: 
is generally tlat throughout the !iection, but steepens mark- 
edly to the west where it is subpimdlel to the teep, wes~uly 
dipping rhyolite contact. The western contact of the rh,y<llitz 
is marked by a rhyolite ‘black m;mix cxapa e breccia. Th: 
breccia consists of matrix-supported angular rhyolite c :xts 
in a matrix of black then. The: black matrix xcccia is less 
than S meres thick and caps the section of rl yolite charac- 
terized by massive tlow-banded laws and breccias ‘riitn 
flow-banded clasts. 

Alteration and devitrification are pervasive throughout 
the f&c volcanic rocks; hcwever, islands of minimally 
altered rhyolite occur within the core of large. massivt: Ilow 
lobes. Alteration assemblages are dominzed by quut:!, 
sericite, potassium feldspar and pyrite, w th or without 
chlorite. Alteration and mineralization are most int:me 
within and along the margins of the fclsite like. Min:ra 
ization styles within the footwall are c ominate,C by 
pyrite?gelene, chalcopyrite ;+nd sphalerite in quart;!-vein 
stockworks within the dike, or at the conta :t of the dike, 

X-SECTION A - A’ 
_.___.------- 

1 OOm _/-- 
___._--- 

__/-- 
_,_.l 

__,--. 

Ii 

BOWSER LAKE GROUP 

Siltsfons & minor sandstone 

U,h,C woc!ie 6r congtomara+e 

HAZELTON GROUP 

M.fic/i”+ermsdio+e dike 

‘Block Matrix’ rtTyo,i+a tareccio 

Rhyolifs; mcl.*tYe * flow 
bondad B kzreccio 

E Minor fsl*ic dike 

Figure 2-13-j. Crowsection A-A’ , schematically showing sttatigrzphic relationships hetweeu 
rhyolitcs and suhvolcanic fclsitc dikes. 
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associated with intense silicification of calcareous mud- 
stone.. 

The rhyolite dome is intruded by numerous small aphani- 
tic rhyolitic and dacitic dikes and late chlorite-carbonate- 
altered, fine to medium-grained mafic dikes. The smallest 
dikes are discontinuous and intrude subparallel to the gen- 
eral orientation of the flow banding or within disrupted tlow 
folded zones. The minor dikes fan out from the subvolcanic 
intrusions in the immediate footwall of the dome (Figures 
2-13-2, 2-13-3). 

Lenses of thinly laminated white and black cherty silt- 
stone I to 2 metres thick occur locally along the rhyolite 
contact. The siltstones are correlative with the Salmon River 
Formation shales hosting the stratiform mineralization at 
Eskay Creek. Salmon River Formation basaltic flows which 
overlie the Eskay Creek 21 zone deposit pinch out 500 
metm to the north of cross-section A-A’. Twenty metres 
west of the rhyolite contact is the Argillite Creek fault. 
Argillites to the east of the fault may be Salmon River 
correlative but are indistinguishable from argillites of the 
Bowser Lake Group west of the fault. 

CONCLUSION 
Rhyolitic rocks to the immediate south of the Eskay 

Creek deposits display facies relationships characteristic of 
rhyolire tlow-dome complexes. Early explosive eruptions 
are represented by the basal and peripheral breccias and 
were followed by extrusion of rhyolite lava. Hydrothermal 
fluids derived from the magmas or resulting from convec- 
tion initiated by the magmatic activity were concentrated 
along the fissure-eruptive feeder zone to the rhyolites. 
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INTRODUCTION 
A I:20 000.scale tregional mapping project in the western 

pxf of the lskut map area was carried out to augment the 
extemive re,gional work conducted by federal and provin- 
cial surveys in the area (Lefehurc and Gunning, lY89; 
Anderson, 19x9: Anderson and Bevier. IYYO: Anderson and 
Thorkelson, 1990; Alldrick rf (I/., 1990; Rritton rr al., 1990: 
Fletcher and Hiehert. IYYO) and to refine local and regional 
stl-atigraphic correlations. The study will provide an updated 
geological framework for mineral target identification and 
for specific economically related studies (P.R., Rhys and 
Godwin, lYY2; Rhys and Lewis, lYY1, this volume). The 
“Bronson corridor”, a structural trend along strike from the 
Snip gold mine operittcd by Cominco Metals Ltd., is of 
particular interest to this study because the Snip, Stonr- 
house and lnel gold deposits lie on or close to this trend. 

The study area lizs in the eastern Boundary Ranges of the 
Coast Mountains (Figure 2-14-l) and is hounded to the 
southwest by the Coast Mountains, to the east hy the Snip- 
pitkrr Creek valley and to the north hy the lskut River. 
Elevations vary from IO0 metres to 2300 metres above sea 
level, with strep-ziided glaciated valleys. Treelinr is at 
approximately lOi) metes. Vegetation below treeline 
includes Douglas fir and Sitka spruce, with abundant devil‘s 
club and slide alder. 

Access to the area is hy fined-wing aircraft to the l500- 
metre airstrip at Bronson Creek. Fieldwork was based at 
Cominco Metals’ Snip camp hy Bronson airstrip. Day tra- 

verses and flycamps utilized a helicopter, or ground l:ran+ 
port along the Bronson Johrny Mountain r lad. 

STRATIGRAPHY 
Alldrick (lY89) noted that “Nomenclatu -e for ear :i to 

middle Mesozoic strata in n~mhwest Britis I Columbia IS 
evolving”. In the area of thi: BI-onson car idor. rock :i of 
Jurassic age comprise a discret,? sequence cf cliff-formirg 
volcanic snd volcanopenic rwki which a e exposed cn 
ridge crests along the corridor (Alldrick er ol 1990; Elrittcn 
er al., 1990; Metcalfe et al., in preparation). The age of the 
unit at the base of this succession has not “et been deter- 
mined. The succession overlie.. a sequence of dominmt y 
elastic sedimentary rocks with minor interc llated volcmic 
rocks. Fossils obtained from this sequence on Snip+:r 
Ridge indicate B Late Triassic age (Nadar; ju and :S:nith, 
1992~1; lYY2h). These rocks are theref& par: of the S.tlhili 
Group. Biostratigraphic data IX snot availah e for secli ne11- 
tary strata on the southwest >,ide of Bronsot Creek ard on 
the southwest side of Johnny Mountain, but their litholagic 
similarity to the rocks exposed on Snippaker Ridge suggests 
that they are coeval (J.R. Atkinson, Skyline Gold Conora- 
tion, personal communication, 1990: D. ‘:hys, per:;a~~l 
communication, 1991) 

This paper presents a sectiur across the c ,ntact hatxcn 
the underlying sedimentary strata on Snipp, lker Ridge and 
the overlying intermediate volcanic and volt mogenic rrsks. 
The location of the section is shown in Figt re 2-14-Z i? is 
~ontxt is also cxposed on t11e southwest s de of B,-r,ns~m 
Creek and has, in that area, been interpreted :ither as a low 
angle fault or an angular unconformity (.\Ildrick et 01.. 
1990). An unconformable >,tratigraphic CI intact hetueen 
overlying intermediate to felsic volcanic rot x and unu:rly- 
ing baked elastic sedimental-y rocks was ( hserved it t:le 
break of slope on Johnny RitJge during the x~urse of i9Y2 
fieldwork, indicating that this basal wntxt is an angular 
unconformity. A detailed de:rcl-iption of tht Johnny Ridge 
section is included in a study by Merc..Ife et al. lin 
preparation). 

SNIPPAKER RIDGE SIECTION 
A section from northwest to southeast t long Snippaker 

Ridge, through Snippaker Mountain and tht unnamed peak 
immediately to the south, is $;htwn in Fig ore 2-14..?. The 
strata at the top of this sectiw are relative! y flat lying and 
are weakly deformed. The section is baset upon infsrma- 
[ion finm four traverses carried out in the 1 icinity of :Snip- 
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paker Mountain. Lithologic descriptions and stratigraphic 
observations are summarized in Table 2-14-I. 

SII,TSTONE-WAC~(~SF.QU~NC~ 
The most commonly occurring litholofy on Snippaka 

Ridge is a thick sequt:nce of thinly bedded tu thickly lami- 
nated siltstone and wacke with less common argillite, grit 

and conglomerate horizons. PreJious mapping (Graf. I Wi, 
unpublished data) indicates that the scquenc~ near Snil)- 
pakcr Peak is well bedded: bed thickness vi ries frolm I 
crntimetrc to as much as 200 metres. At thl top of the 
siltstune-wacke sequence is a pxxonformat le series of 
coarse grits and polymictic tong lomer;ttes wi lich cotriiin 
chert pebbles and weather to in ~:li!;tinctive ot mge colour 
near Snippaker Mountain. The upper contact was not 
ohserved. 

The siltstone-wacke sequence: is overlain b: a serie:i (11 
coarse grits and polymictic con:~l~xnrrates. Th: basal curt- 
tact of this unit was not observed The unit is it nottlrd dark 
greenish grey, wrathrring to a medium grey )r hnwni;h 
grey. The largest cl~sts are 2 mctres acr~~ss. hot clast sic 
my\ down to small cobbles or, locally. grave The cIa!ts 
are angular to rounded and we dark j:rtx”, mar”on 111 
medium to light grey in colour. Clast litholo;irs include 
intermediate to mafic feldspar-phyl-ic wlcani : rocks ,wd 
thickly tu thinly laminated siltst8xte and wacke The unit is 



massively bedded, locally with thick interlaminae of silt- 
stone, scour surfaces and graded bedding. 

The conglomerate unit includes both clast and matrix- 
suspended facie% Locally, the matrix is calcareous and, less 
commonly, fossiliferous, containing unidentified bivalve 
shell fragments. The contact with the overlying unit is 
gradational. 

FOSSILIFEROUS WACKE 
The conglomerate grades upsection; over a thickness of 

approximately IO metres, to a c~lcareous wacke. This unit is 
massively bedded and weathers to a distinctive orange or 
ochre. An estimate of the thickness of this unit is hindered 
by poor exposure. but the total thickness does not exceed I5 
metres. The wacke contains a horizon rich in macrofossils. 
These include scleractinian corals, gastropods, bivalves; 
brechiopods and ammonites that have been identified as 
Norian in age (Nadaraju and Smith 19928, 1992b). The 
fossiliferous wacke is therefore pati of the Stuhini Group 
and the date is a minimum age for the underlying sedimen- 
tary strata. The upper contact of this unit with the overlying 
sedimentary rocks was observed in only one outcrop and 
appears unconformable. 

BANDED SILTSTONE/ARCII,I.ITE 
Overlying the fossiliferous wacke with apparent uncon- 

formity is a sequence of thickly laminated to thinly bedded 
black argillites and siltstones. The sedimentary rocks are 
medium to dark grey on fresh and weathered surfaces, dip 
gently to moderately to the south and are exposed in the 
section on the north slope of the peak to the south of 
Snippaker Mountain (Figure 2-14-3). The unit was not seen 
in the Snippaker Mountain section. In the section to the 
south of Snippaker Mountain, it is recessively weathering, 
with incomplete exposure, but the thickness is estimated to 
be 30 me&es. 

DACITE CRYSTAL-LAPILLI TUFF 

The sedimentary succession is overlain by a massive unit 
of crystal-lapilli tuff of intermediate, probably dacitic com- 
position, with a measured thickness of approximately 50 
metres. The unit is pale green in colour and weathers to a 
rusty orange or beige. Lapilli are commonly 0.5 to I cen- 
timetre in size, angular to subrounded and matrix supported. 
Phenocrysts are dominantly feldspar. 

The basal contact of the dacite is subparallel with bedding 
in the underlying elastic sedimentary sequence and dips 
moderately to the south in roost exposures. The contact 
locally cuts bedding surfaces. The underlying sedimentary 
rocks are well cleaved but are also baked adjacent to the 
contact, which is therefore an unconformity rather than a 
tectonic contact and marks the base of the volcanic succes- 
sion on Snippaker and Johnny ridges. 

VOLCANIC GRIT-WACKE-SILTSTONE 

The top of the lower dacite unit on the peek to the south 
of Snippaker Mountain is not exposed. Overlying this unit is 
a thin sequence of epiclastic conglomerate and grit, grading 

upsection to siltstonc. The unit dips moderately to gently to 
the south. The total thickness of this unit does not exceed 25 
metres. The elastic sedimentary rocks are interpreted as 
representative of local reworking of the underlying dacite 
and are absent from the Snippaker Peak section. Similar 
epiclastic horirons occur in the lower pan of the dacite 
succession on Johnny Ridge (Metcalfe et ‘il.. in 
preparation). 

MASSIVE HORNBLENDE PLAGI~~I.ASE DAC~TE 
The epiclastic sedimentary unit is unconformably over- 

lain by a massive unit interpreted as a lava flow or, possibly. 
a recrystallized crystal ruff. The top of the unit is eroded on 
Snippaker Mountain but a total thickness of I80 metres is 
exposed. In the section preserved on Johnny Ridge, the 
thickness of the dacite unit is in excess of 300 metrcs. 

The rock is a plagioclase?hornblende-phyric dacite. 
Fresh surfaces are medium to dark grey, weathering through 
dark grey-green to grey or light grey. Phenocrysts comprise 
20 per cent subhedral plagioclaae, I to 4 millimetres in Gze, 
and 5 per cent subhedral hornblende, I to 3 millimetres in 
size, in a grey to grey-green aphanitic groundmass. Epidote 
alteration causes the greenish hue and is patchy to pervnsiw 
after both plagioclase phenocrysts and groundmass. Rare 
flow-banding is visible on lightly weathered surfaces. 

The unit is apparently without sedimentary interbeds or 
structures at all locations examined on Snippakcr Ridge. 
The dacite is a cliff-former and caps the sedimentary 
sequence at least as far south as the lnel workings (Figure 
2-14-2). 

CORRELATION OF THE SNIPPAKER 
RIDGE SECTION 

The 1992 fieldwork carried out on the Snippaker Ridge 
section permits a correlation to be made across the valley of 
Bronson Creek, using pt-eviously acquired information. 
Both sections are of intermediate to felsic volcanic or vol- 
canogenic rocks, each overlying a predominantly sedimen- 
tary succession. Contacts on either side of the valley are 
stratigraphic and unconformable rather than structural. One 
U-Pb zircon date of 19253 Ma has been obtained (M.L 
Bevier, unpublished data) from a rhyolite unit strat- 
igraphically above the massive dacite on Johnny Ridge, 
suggesting that the volcanism is Early Jurassic in age. The 
unconformity described here is therefore interpreted as 
marking the onset of Early Jurassic volcanism in the Snip- 
paker Mountain Johnny Mountain area. 

One structural observation can be made regarding the 
tlat-lying basal contact of the dacite. On Snippaker Ridge. 
this contact is exposed at an elevation of I800 to 1900 
metres; on the Johnny Mountain side, the contact is exposed 
at an elevation of I 100 metres. The disparity of elevations is 
not caused by an observable southwest dip to the contact on 
either ridge and supports the hypothesis of a significant 
structural discontinuity in the valley of Bronson Creek 
(Lefebure and Gunning, 1989). with the Johnny Mountain 
block being downthrown. 

Outcrops of dacitic volcanic rocks occur near the base of 
slope, on the southwest side of Bronson Creek, overlying il 



steeply northeasterly dipping sedimentary sequence. It is 
not certain that these units are equivalent to the Snippakel 
and Johnny Ridge &cites. If a correlation is made, this will 
imply still greater displacement along the Bronson Creek 
Str”Ct”re. 

MINERALIZATION 
Three significant gold deposits and a number of interest- 

ing prospects lie within or close to the Rronsoll corridor. 
Each of the three deposits contains galena with lead isotope 
compositions that suggest the lead separated from its radio- 
active parents during the Early Jurasw (Godwin PI <I/., 
199 I). The onset of intermediate to felsic volcanism during 

this period is therefore of considerable significance. The 
heat source (or sources) associated with the volcanic rocks 
and their intrusive equivalents probably generated and 
maintained the hydrothermal systems which supplied the 
base and precious metal mineralization present in this area. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE INEL DEPOSIT, ISKUT RIVER AREA, 
NORTHWESTERN BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(104B/ll) 

By David A. Rhys and Peter D. Lewis, Mineral Deposit Research [Jnit, 1J.B.C :. 
(MDRU Contribution 013) 

KEYWORDS: Economic geology, lnel, Snip, Stonehouse, 
shear vein, potassic alteration, mewthermal gold. 

INTRODUCTION 
The Bmnson Creek area (Figure 2-15-I) contains several 

significant mineral depnsits and showings, including Snip, 
the largest currently operating gold producer in British 
Columbia, owned by Cominco Metals (60%) and Prime 
Resources Group Inc. (40%). These occurences underscore 
the imponancr of understanding controls on mineralization 
as a guide to further exploration. For example, the Snip. 
Johnny Mountain and lnel deposits are all examples of 
structurally controlled deposits spatially associated with 
syntectonic porphyry intrusions. Work by D. Rhys on the 
Snip deposit (Rhys and Godwin, 1992) and recent mapping 
by P. Metcalfe and James Moors (1993: this volume) is 
presently defining the stratigraphic and structural evolution 
of the entire western lskut River area. and a comprehensive 
isotopic and geochemical examination of Mesozoic plutons 
in the area is in progress (Macdonald ?‘I <I/., 1992). 

The 1x1 property was originally staked by R.G. Gifford 
in 1969, and subsequently acquired by Skyline Explorations 
Limited. Surface exploration was carried out under option 
by Texasgulf Inc. in the mid-1970s. and later by Skyline. In 
1987 the property was optioned, and later acquired by lnel 
Resources Ltd. Between 1987 and IYYO, two adits were 
driven (AK and Discovery levels; Figure 2-15-l). and a 
total of 1200 mews of drifting nod I I 500 metres of 
diamond drilling were completed (Gifford, 1991). During 
1990. lnel Resources amalgamated with Gulf International 
Minerals Limited. which is now the sole property owner. 

To better constrain the geological evolution of the lnel 
deposit and explore possible similaritei with the nearby 
producing Snip and past-producing Johnny Mountain 
deposits, we examirled the underground workings during 
the 1992 field season. Thr underground program included 
sampling and structural mapping at I :500-scale through 
most of the two exploration drifts. Low oxygen levels at the 
end of the Discovery drift limited access. 

GEOLOGICAL SETTING 
The lnel property lies near the centre of the Snippaker 

map area within lntermontane Belt rocks just northeast of 
their boundary with Tertiary plutons of the Coast Plutonic 
Complex. Regional geologic maps (Lefebure and Gunning, 
1989; Alldrick ef al, 1990) show the property to be under- 
lain by a mixed volcanic and sedimentary succession, 
characterized by fine-&rained marine sedimentary strata and 
mafic porphyritic flows and other volcanic rocks. Numerous 
intermediate to felsic dikes and stocks. associated with both 
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Jurassic and Tertiary magmatirm, intrude the: e rocks. (‘l-e 
vious workers disagree on the age of the str ita: Lrfebure 
and Gunning (1989) suggest a La~:e Triassic ag :, and as:;i[:n- 
ment to the Stuhini Group, whereas Alldrick of 01.. (IYYO: 
prefer the Jurassic Hazelton IGroup. Recent mapping by 
P. Metcalfe (personal communication, 1992) ndicates IIUII 
rocks at lnel are lateral equivalents to strntI expoxc at 
Snippnkrr Peak, which contain IJpper Triass c ammonires 
(Nadaraju and Smith, 1992). 

The lnel property is on the: !;outhwestern flank of the 
south end of Snippakrr Ridge, overlooking the Bronion 
Glacier. Jurassic strata on the upper part If Snippaka 
Rid&c. and to the weiit on the upper part of J lhnny Ric ge. 
are tlat lying to moderately tiltc:d. Gold-bearin; veins of the 
Stonehouse deposit at the Johnrly Mountain go d mine occw 
in the lower part of this sequence. On Johnny I :idge, uncon- 
formably underlying Triassic sedimentary md volcanic 
strata are complexly folded and bedding at:itudes ralgc 
from flat lying to overturned. In 8:ontrast, the wo package, 
are more nearly concordant on Snippakcr (idge, u,tere 
Triassic strata are mostly tlat lying to gently Jipping. I’lli: 
folded Triassic sequence contains the Snip L eposit at the 
base of Johnny Ridge. 

Major structures in the lnel wea include ste’:p orthogcnal 
fault sets striking northeasterly al-Id northwest< rly (Lefebure 
and Cunning, 1989: Alldrick cf II/., 1990). TI ese fauhs dc 
not appreciably offset stretigrapbic contacts, md displace- 
merits are probably a few hundl-ed metres or If ss. Mappable 
folds are limited to tight, locally overturne 1, northwzst- 
trending folds in the Triassic strata at Johnny E lountain, ,~nd 
to broad, upright open warps in tbr overlying J ~rassic rwks, 

GEOLOGY OF THE AK DRIFT 
Rocks exposed in the AK drift (1650.metr: mine lf?/el. 

Figure 2-15-2) are dominantly laminated to t linly be&cd. 
graded siltstones and mudstones, with subordi hate interb:~d> 
of matrix-supported cobble cor~glomerate and breccia up tc 
5 metres thick. Clasts within thcst: coarser layf rs range horn 
03 to 60 centimetres in diameter and consis: of roum cd, 
massive medium-grained tonalite and angul lr mudstwe 
The clasts comprise between 5 and 30 per cent of the llnit 
and are surrounded by a mxsive siltstone to mudnt8me 
matrix. Rare fining-upward be,Ji within the I~~~~inated ::It~ 
stone and mudstone sequence grade from a cl lst-rich bxal 
conglomerate into massive mudstone. Isol: .ted rowled 
tonalite to diorite clasts, I to 3 centimetres in diameter, are 
common throughout the siltsmoe and mkdstone unit, 
Medium-grained, medium to thickly bedded greywazke 
occurs at the southeast end of the drift. lntrusi ie litholoj:ie> 
in the AK zone are limited to ,a medium tc fine-grai?ec 
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Figure 2-15-l. Location map of the Bronson Creek XCB. showing the locations of the lnel property, 
and the Snip and Stonehouse mines. 

plagioclase-porphyritic stock which intrudes the siltstone 
and mudstone unit near the portal. 

Rocks previously described as heterolithic intrusive brec- 
cias are exposed in the west end of the AK drift (Figure 
2-15-2). These rocks have concordant contact relationships 
to mudstones underground, and a matrix composition smti- 
lx to that in conglomeratic rocks observed elsewhere in the 
drift. Rounded massive to medium-grained tonalite to 
d&rite cluts and angular mudstone to siltstone clasts occur 
in a medium to coarse-grained Ethic greywacke matrix 
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(Plate 2.IS-I). The sedimentary clasts display variable 
degrees of pyrite alteration, and often have I to 4.millimetre* 
blached haloes. Surface exposures of this unit show it 
forming a tabular body discordant to bedding in enclosing 
strata. forming the basis for its suggested intrusive breccia 
origin (V. Jaramillo, K. Illerbrun; personal communication, 
1992). 

Throughout the AK workings, beds dip gently easterly to 
noriheasterly. except in locally disnipred areas. Structural 
features superimposed on these strata include stockwork 



..

veinlet systems, thick sulphide veins, localized folds and
brittle faults. Zones of potassium feldspar - sericite altera
tion bleach the laminated siltstones and are spatially associ
ated with a pylThotite-sphalerite stockwork. Feldspar stain
ing indicates that potassium feldspar occurs irregularly in
this altered zone, and is absent from some strongly bleached
samples. The veinlets have both moderate southeast and
shallow north-northeast bedding-parallel dips. Several steep
southwest-striking pyrite + calcite + sphalerite ~ biotite:±:
chlorite veins, up to 40 centimetres wide, are associated
with potassium feldspar alteration. Some of these steep
veins are folded about flat-lying axial surfaces. Gouge-filled
faults, locally with rusty bleached envelopes and thin calcite
vein fill, cut all other structures. These have variable orien
tations, but most commonly dip moderately to steeply to the
north\vest. Slip direction and amount for these late struc~

tures could not be detennined from available exposures:

Galena from a thin sulphide veinlet at the southeast end
of the AK drift returned an Early Jurassic Pb~Pb relative age
(Godwin et al.. 1991).

Near the east end of the exploration drift, bedding is
defonned by dishamlOnic. overturned minor folds with vari
ably oriented axial sUlt·aces. A phyllitic bedding-parallel
foliation is developed locally within this lone.

Exploration drilling from the AK drift intersected a
southwest-dipping orthoclase-porphyritic dike 7 to 15
metres wide, 50 metres northeast of the drift (Figure 2-15-2
inset; compiled from Gifford, 1991). This dike is not
exposed in the workings. An altered, mineralized hetero
lithic breccia or conglomerate, 5 to 12 metres thick, in its
immediate footwall, known as the AK zone, strongly resem
bles the "intrusive breccia" at the west end of the AK drift.
It consists of tonalite, diorite and siltstone/mudstone clasts
in a sandy matrix and has contacts discordant to bedding in
surface exposures. Drill-core samples often have a porous to
pyritized matrix. Areas of highest pyrite content carry sub
economic copper, lead and zinc values associated with sig
nificant gold content. On the basis of current drilling infor
mation, a resource of 57 600 tonnes with an average grade
of 11.7 grams per tonne gold has been calculated for this
zone (Gifford. 1991).
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GEOLOGY OF THE DISCOVERY DRIFT 
The Discovery drift (ISlO-metre mine level: Figure 

2-15-3) contains many of the same lithotypes present in the 
AK drift. Bedded to laminated siltstones and grcywackes, 
generally coarser grained than equivalent units in the AK 
drift, are the dominant rock types. Greywackrs in the Dis- 
covery drift are massive to medium bedded and generally 
poorly sorted. and contilin scattered siltstone interbeds. 
Local coarser grained layers contain granule-sired ;~n,@ar 
mudstonc fragments and well-rounded quartz grains. 

EpidotiLed volcanic breccia at the eastern end of the 
mapped Discovery workings contains angular porphyritic 
fragments with black, biotite-altered mafic phenocrysts and 
cpidote spots. The fragments are typically 0.5 to 3 centi- 
metrrs in diameter, with highly angular. pitted margins that 
commonly interlock with adjacent fragments. The breccia 
matrix is a fine-&rained mixture of rpidote. calcite. and 
locally, potassium feldspar. A drill-hole intersection of this 
unit clearly shows that the epidote-calcite matrix material 
has replaced a fine to medium-grained tnafic rock along 
fractures, indicating that the texture observed has probably 
resulted from intense alteration of a fractured basaltic 
protolith. 

Two intrusix bodies are exposed at the southern end of 
the workings, outside the mapped area (Figure 2-15-3, inset 
map). A steeply southwest-dipping orthoclase-porphyritic 
dike, 6 mctres wide, is exposed at the far southern end. This 
dike contains 5 to IO per cent, 0.3 to 3-centimetre potassium 
feldspar crystals in a chloritic, medium-grained plagioclase- 
rich matrix (Plate 2-15-Z). It is texturally and composi- 
tionally similar to the dike associated with the AK zone 
mineralization, of which it may be an offset extension. Five 
metres notth of this dike, a parallel medium-grained mas- 
sive, plagioclase-porphyritic dike, IO metres wide, intrudes 
the greywackes. The fine-&rained matrix of the dike is 
moderately to stronply potassjum feldspar altered. In addi- 
tion, medium-grained plagioclase-porphyritic diorite dikes 
intrude the north-central portion and the southeastern por- 
tion of the mapped workings. 

Ptatc 2-15-t. Cobble conglomerate with tonalile to 
diarirr and siltstone clasts, from the west end of the AK 
drift. Note the bleached alteration haloes around some silt- 
Q”“C ctasts. 
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Bedding in the mapped ponion of the Discovery drift is 
upright and has shallow to moderate northeasterly and 
southeasterly dips that define two broad, west-trending 
upright folds. Mesoscopic structural features in this area 
include sheeted shear veins, faults, foliation and extension 
veins. Shear veins are most common and generally have 
moderate southwest, northeast and southeast dips. There are 
two main varieties of vein infillings: calcite-chlorite veins, 
with subordinate quartz. biotite, pyrite and sphalerite: and 
massive pyrite-calcite-quartz veins with lesser chlorite and 
biotite. Calcite-chlorite veins are the most abundant. and 
range up to 40 centimetres in thickness. These commonly 
have 3 laminated fill of alternating chlorite and calcite-rich 
layers (Plate 2-15-3) and rarely have narrow biotite altera- 
tion cnvrlopes. Massive pyrite veins are mostly thicker (up 
to 2.0 m) and commonly have biotite alteration envelopes 
0.2 to I .5 centimetres wide. Pyrite veins strike 090” to I IO”, 
and are locally cut by calcite-chlorite veins, which usually 
strike 120” to 140”. Calcite-chlorite veins often contain a 
subhorizontal internal foliation oblique to vein walls. This 
foliation also occurs in adjacent footwall rocks, but rotates 
to steeper dips along the vein-footwall contact. In one vein, 
pyrite grains have well-developed pressure shadows aligned 
on the tlat foliation surface. In several veins, the layered 
vein-filling material is disrupted by asymmetric, down-dip 
verging folds with shallow fold axes. Slickenside lineations 
on chlorite foliation surfaces in the veins mostly record dip- 
slip movement. Offset markers are rare; one southwest- 
dipping pyrite-rich calcite-biotite-chlorite vein, I5 centi- 
metros wide at the southeast corner of the mapped area 
offsets one of the potassium feldspar altered dioritic dikes 
by I.5 metres in an apparent normal sense. A sample of 
galena collected from a I-me& quartz-sulphide vein at 
46.95 metres in Discovery drillhole U-87 (Figure 2-15-3) 
returned an Early Jurassic Pb-Pb relative age (A. Pickering, 
personal communication, 1992). 

A strong spaced cleavage in siltstones in the north-central 
section of the workings is defined by closely spaced (0.3, 
3 cm) bedding-parallel chlorite-calcite>pyrite+quartz+ 
biotite veinlets and stringers. 

Blocky quartz-calcite extension veins occur rarely in all 
rock units. The veins have various orientations; a well- 
developed moderately southeast-dipping set occurs at the 
central east end of the mapped area. Some extension veins 
crosscut shear-vein fabrics, but are also offset along them. 

Rusty gouge-filled faults cut all other structures and form 
northwest and northeast-striking sets. Faults of both sets dip 
moderately to steeply to both sides and rarely have down- 
dip slickensides. Sense and amount of displacement, and 
relative chronology of fault sets could not be determined 
from the mapped exposures. 

Several hones of potassium feldspar alteration that affect 
the siltstones are spatially associated with stockwork vein- 
lets of pyrite, chlorite, biotite and calcite. In the south- 
eastern part of the mapped area (Figure 2-15-3). four 
bedding-parallel altered zones range from 0.2 to 2.5 metres 
thick, and have common southwest-dipping veinlet orienta- 
tions. A similar alteration style surrounds the wo dikes at 
the south end of the Discovery drift, and is coincident with 
several thick pyrite veins. This alteration cots bedding and 



Figure 2-15-3. Geology of the Discovery drift. based on 1992 underground mapping. 



is parallel to dike contacts. In contrast, no alteration is 
associated with the diorite dike in the northern part of the 
Discovery workings. 

DISCUSSION 
New underground mapping at lnel highlights some 

important similarities to other deposits in the Bronson Creek 
area. The mine sequence is dominantly sedimentary, with 
the possible exception of an altered wlcanic hreccia in the 
Discovery drift. The AK zone hreccia or conglomernlr is 
enigmatic, and requires further invatigation to determine 
its origin. The clast type, abundance, and texture are itlenti- 
cal to that of siltstone-mudstonr matrix sedimentary con- 
glomerates in the AK drift. If this unit i\ truly discordant to 
bedding, it may have an origin similar tu the pehhle dikes 
described in some copper porphyry systems (e.g.. El Sal- 
vador; Gustafson and Hunt, 1975). Mineralization OYW 
prints this unit. and the spatially associated orthoclase- 
porphyritic dike probably intruded synchronous with both 
mineralization and alteration on the AK and Discwrry 
levels. 

The: northeast and southwest-dipping orientations of 
shear veins on the Discovery level may represa~t a con~jll- 
gate array. The normal ser~sc of motion for both sets is 
consistent with this interpretation. Minor. wutheast-dipping 
shear-veins WC lpamllrl to bedding. suggesting rhrologically 
controlled failure and movement along bedding surfaces 
during formation of the conjugate vein sets. Crosscutting 
relati<,nships show the massive pyrite wins predate the 
calcite-chlorite veins. 

The irregularity of fold axes and axial planes. and the 
presence of internally folded siltstone and mudstone clasts I 
in conglomrmtcs of the AK drift suggest that soft-sediment 
deformation may have been occurinp during or slightly after 
deposition. Later folding of sphaleritc-pyrite veins nhout 
subhorizontal axial surfaces is kinematically consistent with 
and may be linked to formation of the shear veins. 

Two styles of alteration are developed in both mine 
leveli: beddinf parallel to discordant zones of predom- 
nantly potassic alteration associated with sulphide-chlorite- 
calcite stockwork veins: and hiotitr potassiutn feldspar 
chlorite-silica envcloprs developed around shear veins. 
Both styles occur together, hut the broad. stockworked 
alteration zones may slightly predate the shear veins in 
some pieces. ah demonstrated by their local offset by shear 
veins. The broad alteration zones may represent a channel- 
ing of fluids along psrmrablc rock units that were super- 
ccdrd by flow along the shear veins unce they developed. 
The spatial association of the orthoclase porphyry dike with 
alteration and minernliration implies that it may he a potcn- 
tial source of fluid and/or heat for at least part of the 
hydrothermal system Dioritic dikes in the Discovery work- 
ings arc offset by shear veins and we potassium feldspar 
altered, indicating that they predate the mineralizing exnt. 

COMPARISON WITH THE SNIP AND 
STONEHOUSE DEPOSITS 

The geology of the lnrl deposit contains notable sim- 
ilarities to publibhsd descriptions of the Snip and Stone- 
house deposits. Structures at both Snip and lnel are dom- 
nated by shear wins with layered calcite. chlorite and 
hiotite fill hosted by probable Triassic sedimentary rocks 
(Rhys and Godwin, 1992). Kinematic indicators in both 
locations indicate a large component of down-dip simple 
shear associated with vein formation. In contrast. the Stone- 
hwsc deposit consists of a set of parallel, tabular, exten- 
sional quarwsulphide veins cutting Jurassic volcanic and 
\,oIcaniclastic strata (Britton rf nl., 1990). 

At all three deposits. porphyritic intrusions are co-spatial 
with alteration and mineralization. At Snip. the Red Bluff 
porphyry, a potassium feldspar megacrystic quartz 
monzonite to monrodiorite body, intrudes footwall sand- 
stones approximately I kilomrtre from the ore deposits of 
the Twin zone. At Stonehouse. two-feldspar porhyry dikes 
(Britton it al., 1990) cut the volcaniclastic sequence, and 
are in turn cut by mineralized veins. Our descriptions above 
note the occurrence of altered potassium feldspar megacrys- 
tic and dioritic dikrs within the mine sequence at Inrl. 
Isotopic data are consistent with intrusion broadly coe\‘al 
with mineralilntion. Uraniutn-lead analysts for the Red 



Bluff porphyry (195-r I Ma, Mecdonald rf ul., 1992) the 
1x1 stock (19023 Ma. Macdonald ef nl., 1992). and the 
Stonehouse rwu-feldspar potphyry dikes (19423 Ma, M-L. 
Bevier, personal communication, 1992) are consistent with 
Early Jurassic galena Pb-Pb ages from all three deposats 
(Godwin et al., 1991 1. 

Finally, potassic alteration is widespread at Stonehouse. 
Snip and Inel. Biotite envelopes are common around veins 
at Snip and Inel, as are wide zones of potassium feldspar 
alterntion associated with sulphide-calcitr-chlorite stock- 
work veining. Mineralired veins at Stonehouse are envel- 
oped by potassium feldspar alteration zones 5 to IO metres 
thick, and this alteration hosts well-developed pyrite-quartz- 
chlorite-calcite vein:; and veinlets. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The Hank property is situated in northwestern British 

Columbia approximately 20 kilometres northwest of Bob 
Quinn Lake (Figurt: 2-16-I). The property lies along a 
broad, northeast-trending ridge southeast of Ball Creek and 
varies in elevation frvm 900 metres in the northeast corner 
of the property to 2050 metres in the southwest. Access to 
the property is by helicopter from Bob Quinn Lake; the 

Figure 2-16-I. Property location map adapted from 
Andrrson and Thorkelson, 1 WI. 

claims are served by a network of cat trails developed b). 
Lx Minerals Ltd. between 1985 and 1989. 

The objective of this study is to define tht stratignqlly. 
structure and alteration on the Hank property. leading to at, 
understanding of the style and timing of pwious mc:tal 
mineralization. 

Fieldwork conducted as a part of a Homr stake Ca.nada 
Ltd. exploration program between July anj September, 
1992, consisted of geologic mapping of’ the property and 
relogging of selected diamond-drill core. Map ,ing was urn- 
ductrd at two scales, I :5000 property-scale mapping ;md 
I:2000 detailed mapping of thr: informally lamed Fe !;itc 
Hill, Bald Bluff and Rqjo Grade areas Subsequent 
research at the University of Britistt Columbia will coqrix 
pan of an MSc. thesis supervised by Dr. A.. Sinclair ;md 
Dr. I.F.H. Thompson 

EXPLORATION HISTORY 
The Hank property comprises two groups c f claims total- 

ing 91 units. The Hank claims, o,wed by Lx Minerals Ltd , 
cover a large hydrothermal sy!:tem that exteen~ Is to the south 
and east onto the Panky claims, owned by Zominco 1.~. 
Homestake Canada Ltd. optioned both grotq s of clairr:; il 
1992. 

The Hank prospect was initially identified and staked by 
Lac Minerals Ltd. in 1983, hased on regional stream- 
sediment geochemical anomal.e:; and the pres :nce of promi- 
nent gossans along the ridge. PI-eliminuy gr ological nap- 
ping and sampling that year outlined several road zcm::; cf 
zmomalous gold and arsenic values. 

Lac Minerals Ltd. complri:ed more extet six geolztgic 
mapping, sampling, trenching and geoph: sical sur,eys 
resulting in the discovery of two subparal el, northcast- 
trending alteration zones, the: upper and IO wer altelntion 
zones (Figure 2-16-2). Trenching identified ,I zone of :oizl 
mineralization which averaged 3.3 grams c er tonne g,olzl 
over I3 metres, coincident with a broad gold anomaly 
(> 300 ppb) in soils within the upper zone. :‘our diam,lnc~- 
drill holes totalling 288. I mel:res tested this cone and hole 
84-2 cut an intercept assay@ 1.98 grams ]~er tonne f;old 
over I8 metres (Turna, 1985). 

Lx Minerals completed additional mapp ng, trenching, 
sampling and geophysical surveying during 1984 to 1985 
and 1987 to 1989. Additiotta~l diamond trilling tol;tled 
11604. I metres in 88 holes, in both the q per and Iowcr 
alteration zones and several other targets. Dri ling outlirazd a 
geologic reserve of 245 000 tonnes with an ax erage gr,ade of 
4.0 grams per tonne gold ano 2IS WO t~wtes with an 
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LEGEND FOR FIGURES 2.3 AND 4 

EAST SIDE OF FAULT WEST SIDE OF FAULT 

STRATIFIED ROCKS 

LOWER Jw.Ass1c (?) 

SYMBOLS 

- - - Fault (defined, approximate, assumed) 

- - .. Geologic contact (defined, approximate, assumed) 

- . - Alteration contact (defined) 
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avcragc grade of 2.0 grams per tonne gold in the 200 and 
440 pit areas (Figure 2-16-Z). 

Carmac Kesoul-cc> Ltd. (now Canmor Rc\ource\ Ltd.) 
oprioned the Hank claims in IYYO and drilled five holes 
totalling 1090.5 meirss in the upper and Iowcr /ones. then 
terminated the option 

The Panky claims, were staked hy Conlinco Ltd. in IYXX, 
and geological mapping and sampling were complewd in 
198X and IYYO. 

Homestake Canada Ltd. optioned the Hank and Panky 
claims in 1YY2. ant1 completed a program of soil and [rock 
sampling, an induced polwization survey and both propet-ty- 
scale and detailed g:eologic;d mapping. Work concentrated 
on exploring the cxtensivc alteration zones lying 
topographically and stratigraphically ahwc the previously 
mplorcd upper and lower alteration zones, with most of the 
detailed work in the Felsitc Hill and Rqio Grande arcas 
(Figure 2-16-2). 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The Hank Property lies within the Stikins ~Terrane along 

the western margin of the Intermontane Belt and the castern 
margin of the Skeena fold belt. Regional mapping in the 
arcil (Lofan cr rri.. : 092.; Evenchick, IYOI .; Soother, lY72) 
has defined the slratigraphy as predominately Upper Triassi: 
augite andesitc flows. pyroclastic rocks and volcanic- 
derived sediments overlain hy Lower Jurassic grits. con- 

glomerates and greyuackrs (Umts 5. 7. 8 an I 13. Souher, 
1972). Sedimentary rocks of Ihi: IMiddle Jur lssic Ashma~~ 
Formation of the Bowser Lake Group are exp ~srd along the 
Iskut Rirfer valley to the east (E!wnchick, 1991). Au(;,te- 
phyric flows. andesite tuffs and volcanic-dt rived w:a:~ie; 
and sandstone\ of the Upper Triassic Sruh ni Group al’,: 
exposed along the wstrrn marsin of the p operty (Cnitc 
uTSv. u.l’Ss. and uTSsn, Logan ef <I/., IYY?) 

To the vxst of the propety a large-sc;le north\lest- 
striking fault is mapped at the bud of Hank Creek (Soufhet, 
1972). A suhpxallel fault, infcrrnally named ~hc West f+;mk 

fault, adjacent and to the east of the largr~icalc faaul;, i i 
exposed on the ridge to the northwest of t !e clainu ;ansJ 
continues along the wwern boundary of the xoperty (Fig- 
ure 2-16-2). A syncline trendin:! southeast aI ~ng the top of 
Hank Kidgc is erposcd in the :;addle northe;ls of Goat I’:a< 
(Southrr. lY72). 

PROPERTY GEOLOGJ’ 
The Hank property is underlain hy a wcce ision of Il~ws. 

pyroclastic and minor scdiment,:xy rocks di\ ided into f&r 
units (Figuc 2-16-2~. On the northeast sid: of the ‘Ne:x 
Hank fault the slratigraphy consists of I pper Triassic 
Stuhini Group pyroxene-phyric tlows ;and h eccias owrly- 
ing h(,rnhlrndct-pyroxene tlo~~vs, pyroclas~ ic rocks, :sil ~- 
stones, sandstones and hiotiteqhyric flows and hrecziat. 
Lower Jurassic carhonsceous cillstones. sand itones, ua?kr:s 
and pehhlr conglomerates which locally cm tain fos!;i izrd 
wood fragments unconformably overlie the v ~Icanic su(:~ze:i- 
sion (Southcr, 1972). 

On the west side of the fault Upper T.iassic Stuhini 
Group interlnycred aphyric llcws zand Ilow-b: nded rhyc’1itt.s 
are owrlain by siltstone and 5ne-.grained sa Idstonc. 

Two intrusive plugs are exposed ~m the: propen:>. an 
(lrthoclase-mrpacrystic, hornblende-phyl ic moni:c~oile 
which ouIlines the prominenl k.noll. Bald Bluff, and a 
medium-grained hornblende diorite which crops out cn 
Goat Peak. 

STUHINI GROUP 

UNIT ,a 

On the northeastern side of the West Hank fault, the most 
volumetrically abundant Llnit ~8” the ~prope ty is gnxn IO 
maroon, lapilli and tuff hrrcci,r. Rocks in this unit are poor y 
sorted and display weak normal graJing tom lapilli :o 
hreccia-sized fragments. Individual layers ore diffia It ,o 
identify, impaning an overall massive apt: :arance to the 
rock. The fragments are fcldipar-hornblc tdeirpyroxne 
phyric, typically angular and vary in sire from 2 t;# .‘,O 
centimetres. Feldspar laths vary from I to 4 I nillimetrz:; and 
make up 20 to 35 per cent (thi!; and all suh\:quent mineral 
prrcentagcs are based on field ,sstimatcs) of the fragments. 
Hornhlendc varies from 2 to 5 millimetrc? and pyrcxene 

from I to 2 millimetres: rogetha they ~w,p ix IS per cent 
of the fragments. The matri,. of lapilli and tuff hreccia is 
composed of a fine-grained mas of broken I :Idsper cr!,itals 
and aphanitic ash. 
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Within this sequence isolated lenses of well-bedded ash 
tuff, composed of broken feldspar laths and ash are exposed 
in Creeks 4 and 7 and on Camp Peak and vary from 0.5 to I 
metre wide. Poorly indurated, well-bedded, marocm and 
green calcareous siltstones and volcanic sandstones crop out 
at the top of Creek 13. 

UNIT lb 

At the base of Creeks 8, 9 and IO a lens of feld- 
spar?biotite-phyric ash and lapilli tuff interfingers with 
Unit la. On the ridge to the north these tuffs are interbedded 
with black biotite and feldspar-phyric flows and breccias. 
Fragments are subrounded to rounded and vary in sire from 
2 to 20 centimetres. The groundmass is composed of fine- 
grained ash and isolated shards of volcanic glass. Flows, 20 
to 30 metres thick, are massive to amygdaloidal and 
medium grained with euhedral 2 to 5.millimetre biotite 
phenocrysts. 

UNIT lc 

Overlying Unit I b are black, finely laminated siltstones 
interbedded with grey and brown fine to medium-grained 
sandstones. Individual sandstone beds vary in thickness 
from 2 to 20 centimetres and occasional load structures 
indicate that beds are upright. The thickness of this unit 
varies along strike from 20 to greater than 50 metrcs. 

UNIT Id 

interfingering with Unit la are maroon to grey, magnetic, 
hornblende-feldsparipyroxene-phyric flows. On the west 
side of the property these flows are volumetrically minor 
forming thin lenses which are discontinuous over 100 
metres strike length. On the east side of the property, a 
series of flows up to 70 metres thick dominates the stratigra- 
phy. The flows are massive with amygdaloidal bases, best 
exposed in Creeks 6 and 7. Hornblende phenocrysts vary 
from 2 to 20 millimetres in size and comprise up to I5 
percent of the rock. Feldspars are commonly pale green and 
form single crystals or radiating masses with magnetite 
inclusions. Pyroxene occurs as equant crystals 2 to 4 milli- 
metres in size. The groundmass is maroon, aphanitic and 
contains disseminated magnetite. 

UNIT 2a 

Overlying Unit I, interlayered pyroxene and feldspar- 
phyric, dark green to grey, magnetic flows and maroon to 
green breccias are best exposed along Hank Ridge (Figure 
2-16-2). The flows are massive and amygdaloidel and range 
in thickness from 5 to greater than 100 metres. Isolated 
limestone clasts are observed in the tlows near the top of the 
section on Hank Ridge. The hreccias are poorly sorted and 
consist of angular to well-rounded fragments up to 1.5 
metres in size derived from the flows. Recessively weather- 
ing pyroxene crystals are equant, vary in size from 2 to 10 
millimetres and comprise IO to 30 per cent of these rocks. 
Feldspars occur as crowded white laths up to 3 millimetres 
in sire and forming 20 to 40 per cent of the rock. The 
groundmass is aphanitic and contains line-grained dissemi- 
nated magnetite. 
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UNIT 2b 

A lens of partially recrystallized, bioclastic and silty 
limestone crops out near the top of the exposed section of 
Unit Za on Hank Ridge (Figure 2-16-2.). The limestone 
contains bivalve and gastropod fossil fragments in strongly 
bioturbated layers interbedded with well-laminated. tine- 
grained silty limestone. This unit is overlies tuff breccia and 
underlies pyroxene-feldspar-phyric flows. 

UNIT 3 

Dark green to black amygdaloidal aphyric flows and flow 
breccias interlayered with rusty, pyritic, flow-banded 
rhyolites are exposed on the east flank of Goat Peak along 
the southwest side of the West Hank fault. These volcanic 
rocks underlie brown to black, well-bedded, calcareous silt- 
stones and fine-grained sandstones with carbonaceous plant 
fragments along bedding planes. The sediments are exposed 
west of Creek I and at the base of Goat Peak on the 
southwest side of the West Hank fault. 

LOWER JURASSIC 

UNIT 4 

Unconformably overlying Unit 2 are poorly indurated, 
maroon and green siltstones, brown and green well-bedded 
sandstones, and heterolithic pebble to cobble conglome- 
rates. Fossilized wood fragments up to 2 metres are com- 
mon and rare l+‘eylu are reported (Turna, 1985). Siltstones 
are well laminated and individual beds vary from 0.5 to 
5 metres thick. The sandstones are calcareous and display 
low-angle, cross trough bedding with pebble lags along 
foresets. Clasts in the conglomerates are well rounded and 
vary in size from 0.5 to IO centimetres. Clasts are domi- 
nantly intraformational and derived from the underlying 
volcanic rocks. 

INTKUSIVE ROCKS 

UNIT A 

An orthoclase-megacrystic, hornblende-porphyritic intru- 
sive is exposed on Bald Bluff. The intrusive is well foliated 
and locally flow banded with the strike of the foliation 
subparallel to the margins of the plug and dipping near 
vertically. On the top of Bald Bluff the foliation flattens and 
well-banded orthoclase-megacrystic intrusive rock under- 
lies silicified breccia derived from it. A contact breccia with 
angular fragments of the foliated intrusive cemented by 
calcite. iron-bearing carbonate and grey to red silica is 
exposed on the margins of the intrusive. The Bald Bluff 
porphyry has intrusive contacts with the surrounding sedi- 
ments and breccia dikes related to it intrude sedimentary 
rocks adjacent to the contact. Minor hornfelsing of Unit 4 is 
observed in outcrop adjacent to the intrusion and repre- 
sented by the occurrence of black, euhedral biotite and fine- 
grained, disseminated pyrite. 

UNIT B 

A plug of relatively homogeneous, medium-grained equi- 
granular diorite which locally contains more pegmatitic 
phases, crops o”t on Goat Peak west of the West Hank fault. 



STRUCTURE 
The West Hank fault was identified during mapping 

along the southwestern boundary of the Hank property. This 
fault is recognized as an extension of a fault previously 
mapped on the ridge to the northwest (Lqan of nl., 1992). 
In outcrop the fault is marked by abundant white ulcite 
veining, brecciation and contorted bedding in sedimentary 
rocks adjacent to it. 

Bedding in the volcanic succession on the northeast side 
of the West Hank fault strikes northeast and dips 20” to 40 
to the southeast along Hank Ridge. On the ridge to the 
north. bedding strikes southwest and dips 20” to the north- 
west. Within Unit ?b, above Felsitr Hill, bedding strikes 
southeast and dips SO” to the southwest. Local variations in 
bedding are also recorded within Unit Ih at the base of 
Creeks IO and 12. 

Within Unit 4 bedding is more variable due to doming. 
caused by the intwsion of the Bald Bluff porphyry and 
folding along the east side of Rojo Grande. Along the 
margins of the intrusion, east to northeast-striking bedding 
steepens from 30” to 60”. On the east side of Rqjo Grandc an 
asymmetric syncline trending southeast prohnbly c&r- 
spends to one mapped by Southrr ( 19721. 

Bedding on the southwest side of the West Hank fault 
strikes south and dips steeply to the west. Bedding in the 
sedimentary rocks adjacent to the fault and along Hank 
Creek strikes east and dips steeply south. 

Within the volcanic succession along the northwest side 
of Hank Ridge local f;iults have been identified in outcrop 
and drill core. These faults strike north-northwest and have 
offsets of less than 100 mews. 

ALTERATION AND MINERALIZATION 
Seven alteration :xones were identified during mapping 

and examination of drill core. The use of sericite and clays 
are field terms only. Preliminary x-ray diffraction work has 
indicated that most of the sericite is illite and clays are 
kaoliniteidickire. 

LOWER AIXERATION ZONE 
The lower alteration zone is a broad northeast-striking 

zone of sericite+pVrite-tcarbonate alteration which dips 
steeply to the sourheast and cuts stratigraphy (Figure 
2-16-2). The intensity of alteration increases toward the 
lower boundary of the alteration zone from week 
chlorite+pyrite+carhonatr alteration to strong seri- 
cite+pyrite+carht,n~Ite alteration. The lower boundary of 
the alteration zone is based on a decrease in the estimated 
percentage of carbonate and the prominent change in the 
colour of the gossuns in the creeks along the northeast side 
of Hank ridge. The upper contact of the lower alteration 
zone is gradational and marked hy a gradual decrease in the 
intensity of alteration to weak chlorite+pyrite+carhon- 
atetscricite with dixontinuous pods of stronger alteration. 

The northern boundary of the lower alteration zone tcrmi- 
mtes between creeks 9 and IO along Hank Creek (Figure 
2-16-2). Rcconnaisxmcc mapping on the ridge to the north 
of the property indicates that it does not extend KIOSS Hank 

Creek. The southwest limit of I:he lower acne is a fault 
contact with unaltered hornblende and feldspar-ph).-ic 
lapilli tuff. 

Altered rocks we typically pale grcy in co our and vrxy 
uniform. Pyrite is cuhrdral, I fo IO millim:f~s in s :?e. 
comprises IO to IS per cent of the rock and is commonly 
disseminated or concentrated within relict lapi Iii. Sericit: is 
predominantly white and les!~ sammonly f ale green tc 
brown and comprises up to X0 per cent of he nltrrntion 
assemblage. The predominant carbonate mi vxal is fine- 
grained calcite which comprises lex than IO [er cent of the 
assemblage. 

Within the lower alteration z<me gold hos ed in quirtz- 
carbonate veins which also can-y .sphalerite~ ~&nai+yr- 
ite-tchalcopyrite and vary frxn 2 to 50 centimetre!. ill 
width. In drill core these veins appear to he I, mcalizrd alonl! 
dilational zane\ which pinch at!d swrll, wh le on sur’k 

they appear to he discontinuous over tens of I ~tres. When: 
zoned the veins consist of finegl-ained. grey ( uartz on their 
margins and coarse-grained. white to pale pi lk calcite and 
sulphidcs in their cores. WnIVrock alteraion typicgIl:/ 
increases to soft pyritic clay a’?jxrnt to the I urgins of thl: 
veins. 

Pyrite stringers, less than I centimetrc wi zle cut ulcitc 
stringers and in turn are cut by late pink to w lite carho:latc 
veins up to 30 centimetrrs wide. Gypsum an< anhydrke fill 
the latest set of frractures witl.1 crystal gn wth typ?idl:i 
perpendicular to thr fracture walls. 

Qua~rz STOCKWORK 

Below the lower alteration zone in Creek L, a 10 bv I50 
mctre done of quartz stockwork is exf osed withill 
chlo~itr+iron~carhonate+pyrite altered lapill i tuft. of I.nit 
la. The lone appears to terminate to the east ( f Creek 4 and 
is covered by talus to the west, I3oth milky white quart:! 
veins up to 2 centimctres wicle and silica fl lading of the 
rock arc observed in outcrop. Sheeted quart : wins in the 
core of the stockwork strike 170” and dip YC tically. 

The upper nltcration zone is less contin! ous than the 
lower zone and forms a s&s of northeas erly trending 
zones from the head of Creek i. to t:he west sic c of Creel; I :! 
(Figure 2-16-2). Alteration .varies from strong s:ri- 
cite+pyrite~carhonate to strong sericit :+chlorilet~ 
pyrite+cnrbonate. In Creeks IO. I I and I2 tl~e footvaIl of 
the zone is very sharp; in dl-ill core within the 200 and i-4(1 
pit areas this lower boundary <coincides wi h the to:, of 
maroon h[)mhlende-tpyroxenr:-ph,yric Ilows. In Creek I:! 
the upper contact of the alteration zone coiwides with the 
base of a thick pile of hornblende-phyric flous. This xg- 
gests that the upper alteration ;:one may he stt atigraphiczll!, 
controlled. 

The alteration assemblage in the upper L( ne compriw:; 
pale green. sericite+chlorile tpyritc+cxhonate u/ith 
localized pods of intense pale grey. s:ricitetpyr- 
ite?carhonate similar to the Iou’er zone. Gol I in the upper 
zone appears to hc related to pyrite concentra ion. Discs Ini- 
nated pyrite varies from IO to I!i per cent, is very fine- 
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Figure 2-16-3. Distribution of alteration asscmblagrs on Felsile Hill 

gained (< Imm) and appears to be concentrate in relict calcite occurring along the margins of quartz-carbonate 
lapilli. Pyrite stringers up to I centimetrr wide cut calcite veins. 
stringer veins. Disseminated carbonate varies from 5 to I5 Quartz-carbonate veins carrying sphalerite-tgal- 
per cent of the alteration assemblage with an increase in ma)pyrite~chalcopyritr, similar to those in the lower 
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alteration zone are present but less abundant. Late. course- 
grained, milky white to pale pink, crustiform calcite?pyrite 
veins up to SO centimetres in width cut these veins. Gypsum 
and anhydrite fill the latest set of fractures. Discontinuous 
zones of grey slhcdation are seen in core and correspond 
to an increase in the percentage and grain size of pyrite. 
These zones are usually related to an increase in the amount 
of veining and are up to IO metres in width. 

Between the upper alteration zone and quartz-clay-pyrite 
alteration on Felsite Hill there is a poorly exposed zone, up 
to 100 metres wide, of transitional alteration best seen in 
drill core within and above the 200 pit area (Figure 2-16-3). 
In drill core there is B general decrease in the degree of 
silicification downward from quartr+clay+pyrite alteration 
to friable clay+pyrite?quartr. Crumbly clay+pyr- 
itekquartz grades downward into sericite+clity+pyr- 
ite%carbonate and into typical upper zone alteration. An 
interval of diffuse silica flooding within this transitional .” zone may correspond with the position of the slhcdlcd zone 
described below. 

SILICIFIED ZONE: 

The “slhutled xrx” consists of intense silicification, 
sometimes accompanied by disseminated pyrite, exposed at 
the base of Bald Bluff and extending along the western 
margin of Felsite Hill (Figure 2-16-2). Below Bald Bluff the 
silicified zone appears stratigraphically controlled within 
sedimentary rocks of Unit 4; it strikes 100” and dips 30” to 
the south. It may pinch and swell along strike, as indicated 
by the absence of this type of alteration in drill core below 
Felsite Hill (Figure 2-16-3). The zone is bounded by a 
poorly exposed zone of strong rericite+clay+pyr- 
iteiquartz alteration of unknown width. Below Bald Bluff 
this zone contains cavities lined with drusy quartz and 
quartz veins similar to those observed in the “tlats zone” 
described below. 

Alteration in the silicified zone is composed of pale grey 
to dark blue-grey, vwy fine grained quartz. Pyrite is present 
as very fine grained disseminations within grey quartz and 
coarse-grainrd pyrite within blue-grey quartz. At least three 
phases of brecciation are recognized in the zone. The enr- 
liest phase is characterized by white to grey angular frag- 
ments in a grey silica matrix. The second phase is charac- 
terized by rebrecciation and partial cementation by silica. 
Drusy cavities occurring at the interstices between angular 
fragments and chalcedonic veinlets up to 2 millimrtres wide 
are associated with this phase. The latest phase is charac- 
terized by the brittle fracturing of sdlcltlcd outcrops and the 
presence of harite in open cavities. 

FELSITE HILL 

Alteration on Felsite Hill forms a broad oval zone with a 
north-trending long axis cutting across stratigraphic con- 
tacts (Figure 2-16-3). Along the margins of the zone are 
altered sedimentary rocks of Unit 4 and pyroxene and 
feldspar-phyric flows of Unit 2a. The dominant alteration is 
intense quartz+clay+pyrite followed by quartztclay 
ipyrite and clayiquartr. A small zone of quartr+pyrite 
alteration, similar in appearance to the slllcltled zone, is 
exposed on the top of Felsite Hill. 

Quartz+clay+pyrite altrratiw is textural1 J destructive 
with relict feldspar and fragmcm outlines present only <on 
weathered surfaces. Near the mxgins of quart, :+cley+pyr- 
ite alteration zones, the intensil~y of silicificat on decreates 
and clay-altered feldspars and fragments are visible. ‘TX 
turally this alteration type is conposed of fine grained blue 
to grey silica, grey to white cla:y and up to IS ,er cent wry 
fine grained disseminated pyrite. A small pod If claytq.~a- 
rtz-altered, fine-&rained srdimrnrs with carbo ~aceous put- 
ings is exposed within quartl+[:l;ly~tpyrite altc ration on :he 
west side of Felsite Hill. This ai,teration vari :s from c ;ay 
*quart/- to brown clay which appears more :!ranular thm 
the typical soft amorphous clay Idescribed brl w. 

Quartr+clayipyrite alteration varies fro 11 texturally 
destructive vuggy, quartz+cla,y alteration tu less int~znse 
alteration with relict primary te:xtures and iso ated pods of 
fine-grained pyrite. In the former, intensely lItered ro:k, 
fine-grained white to buff quart;! comprises to 0 per cent of 
the rock which has small cavities ihl-oughout. 1 hex cavities 
contained clay which has sinw been leacha out. Wh’:re 
textures are more visible there is an increase ir clayipylite 
alteration. Pyrite occurs as fine-g,rained euhr( ral grains in 
localired disseminations of up to I5 per cent lyrite. S:7all 
pods of chalcedonic grey silica and white am xphous c “y 
veinlets have been identified in outcrop. 

ClayZquartz alteretion varies dramatically in intensity 
along the southern margin of the alteration ZOK on Fel!itr 
Hill (Figure 2-16-3). In this an:a claytqua tz altera,tion 
preserves primary sedimentary textures in the maroon silf- 
stones and conglomerates. Cla)~ varies from : rren tu mu- 
eon in colour and occurs initii~lly as soft am rphous c ;ty 
alteration of the matrix. With an increase in alt<~ration inten- 
sity. clasts in the conglomerate:; art: altered to fine-graired 
clay similar to the matrix. 

Patchy umes of moderate quartz+clny+ pyrite?!;rri- 
citeichlorite alteration with textural similarit es to altern- 
tion on Felsite Hill and in the: upper alterat on zone ;~re 
exposed on the top of Bald Bhff. 

Alteration on Rojo Grande forms a more i regular ;x~ne 
than on Felsite Hill, extending from Rojo Chic) eastwart to 
Rojo Grande and southward onto Goat Feak (Fi:$l!re 
2-16-4). The style of alteration is similar to alteration con 
Felsitr Hill with quartz+clayi-pyrite th? dominant 
assemblage, followed by quart7tclayt:pyrit: and minor 
clayiquartz. On Rojo Grande zones of inter:ce 
quartz?pyrite alteration are more abundant Ind occur as 
north-striking linear zones. 

Rojo Chico is situated to the west of Rojo (;rande ant. is 
altered to quartr+clay+pyritc (Figure 2.It -4). Altexd 
rocks are typically massive and granular in apr earance ,with 
fine-grained, blue-grey quartz,, disseminates pyrite and 
white clay. 

Along the east-northeast side: Iof Goat Peak a promint:nt 
zone of quartr+clay+pyrite ;&:retion appe rs to SIT Ike 
towards Rojo Chico. This linear :zone cuts aaxs the I&f 
Hank fault along the base of Goal: Peak with r J observable 
offset. Along the ridge line. a quartzwzlay-pyrit : assrmbl;.:<e 
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alters aphyric amygdaloidal flows of Unit 3. This zone 
includes linear bands of unaltered tlows striking 170” and 
dipping vertically (Figure 2- 16-4). 

Quartr+clay-tpyrite altered rocks occur along the base 
of Goat Peak adjacent to the fault. Within this zone, white 
amorphous clay pods and veins up to 2 centimetres wide are 
observed adjacent to a zone of brecciation measuring I .O by 
4.0 metres. The clasts in this breccia are altered to quartz 
and clay and cemented by fine-greined grey quartz. A vein 
of light brown sugary crystals I.0 centimetre wide also 
occurs adjacent to the breccia. X-ray diffraction of this 
material has identified it as a combination of natroalunite 
and dickite. 

FLATS ZONE 
A poorly exposed zone of quartz+sericite+pyrite altera- 

tion hosting pods of clay+pyrite?quartz alteration is 
exposed at the head of Creeks I to 3 (Figure 2-16-2). 
Alteration in the flats acme is composed of pale grey, fine- 
gained sericite. quartz and pyrite with milky white, druzy 
quartz cavi&s and crustiform veining up to 3 centimetres 
wide. Fine-gained disseminated pyrite comprises 5 to 20 
per cent of the rock. Clay+pyriteiquanz alteration is seen 
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in small outcrops of friable white to grey rock with very fine 
grained disseminated pyrite. Within this zone are discon- 
tinuous pods of grey silica which are recognized by an 
increase in the competence of the rock. These pods are 
surrounded by a broad zone of yellow and white, clayey 
soil. 

In drill hole X7-7, collared in this zone, quartz+potas- 
sium-feldspar+pyrite alteration has been confirmed at a 
depth of 46.5 metres by x-ray diffraction. This alteration 
assemblage occurs as more competent intervals within fri- 
able quartr-sericite-pyrite alteration. 

DISCUSSION 
The Hank property is underlain by Upper Triassic Stuhini 

Group andesitic to basaltic flows, pyroclastic rocks, 
volcanic-derived sediments and minor limestone, overlain 
unconformably by poorly indurated, well-bedded Juressic 
sediments. These rocks have been intruded by the Bald 
Bluff onhoclase-meeacrystic porphyry and diorite. Three 
main nlteratioll assemblages have been identified, possibly 
representative of a low-sulphidation epithermal system. 
They include: the sericiteipyritefcarbonate assemblage of 
the upper and lower alteration zones, where gold is concen- 



treted in narrow quartz-carbonate veins in the lower parts of 
the system, and is related to dissrminatcd pyrite in the upper 
parts of the system: pervasive multiphase slllclflcation 
within a transitional zone of decreasing carhonate+sericite 
and increasing quartz+clny alteration and; variable 
quartz-tcley?pyrite alteration of the hrwad Felsitr, Rojo 
Chico and Rojo Crande LO~IZ, where fold mineralil-ation is 
restricted ro quartz-clay zones. This alteration may repre- 
sent the upper levels of an rpithcrmal system. Weak 
quartz+clay+pyriter!sericite alteration within the Bald 
Bluff porphyry sugl;ests that it intruded during the final 
phases of the mineralizing event. Future geochronometry, 
petrology, x-ray difti-action and whole-rock geochemistry 
work will help to constrain these temporal relations. 
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GEOLOGY OF SEVERAL TALC OCCURRENCES IN MIDDLE CAiVfBRIAN 
DOLOMITE& SOUTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS, BRITISH COLL MBIA 

(82N/lE, 820/4W) 
By Gary Benvenuto 

-.-- 
KEYWORDS: Industrial minerals. talc, Cambrian dolomite, 
stratahound, Red Mountain, Gold Dollar, Silver Moon, 
Cathedral escarpment. 

INTRODUCTION 
The basal Middle Cambrian dolomites of the Southern 

Canadian Rocky Mountains host significant occurrences of 
stratnixxmd microcrystalline talc varying from black and 
chloritic to white and nearly pure. The two groups of occur- 
rences examined are at Talc Lake and nearby Mount 
Whymper in Kootcnay National Park in British Columbia. 
The occurrences include the Red Mountain, Gold Dollar 
and Silver Moon. This preliminary study presents descrip- 
tions of the occurrences and guides to exploration, in the 
hope that they wll ewouragr exploration for similar 
deposits outside the park. 

All talc used in British Columbia is imported. As much as 
2.3 tonnes of talc per day are consumed by 25 pulp and 
paper mills for pitch control and as a filler for paper coating 
(MacLean, 1988). Most is imported from southwestern 
Montana, where it is mined from conftmnnhle, commonly 
chloritic replacement lenses in Precambrian dolomitic 
marble. 

The talc at Talc Lake and Mount Whympcr, like that of 
the Montana deposits, is massive and microcrystalline to 
cryptocryslalline (steatite grade). but strongly fmctwed. It is 
either white or, more commonly, a darker coloured “soft 
platy talc” variety with minor chlorite. This study indicates 
that the white talc replaced dolomite and approaches pure 
talc in composition (ideally Mg,[Six020](OH),), hut con- 
tains minor pyrite. ‘The black and grey chloritic talc replaced 
variably argillaceous, carbonaceous dolomite. 

Numerous authrrs suggest tillc formed by the replace- 
ment of dolomite, following Winklrr’s (1974) reaction: 

3 dolomite+4 quartr+HZO=talc~t3 calcite+.3COz. 
This requires the addition of 32 volume per cent quartz to 
pure dolomite, which is rarely documented. 

The Mount Whymper (NTS UN/I E) and Talc Lake 
(NTS X2014W) talc occ”t~ences are 20 kilometres apart and 
35 and 25 kilometres west and southwest, respectively, of 
Banff. Alberta (Figures 3. I-I and 3. I-2). They are I to 2.5 
kilometres southwzt of the horder between British Colum- 
bia and Alhena, which follows the Continental Divide. 

In the decade after the initial staking in 1915 to lYl7, 
four adits wet-e driven IO to I5 metros into the talc bodies. 
In 1930, I50 tnetw of diamond drilling was done at Red 
Mountain. the main occurrence at Talc Lake. The last 
geologic report on the occurrences wus based on a 1937 
visit by Spence (1940; see also Wilson, 1926). 

The locations ofthe talc occurrences at Stanley Creek and 
near Shadow Lake (Figure 1-l-2) are described in a letter 

(Scruggs, 1970) to the Researcln Council of Alberta. 181: 
talus in Stanley Creek valley could not h: located; the 
Shadow Lake occurrence was not examined 

The descriptions that follow at-~; based on ield rnapf,‘,n~:, 
examination of IX thin sections, n-ray tluor :sence (XRFI, 
x-ray diffraction (XRD) and :nductively ( oupled a’~on 
plasma (ICP) analyses of I2 rock samples cc sllected dt rmg 
mapping. In addition, two silt ,and two soil samples ‘awe 
collected at Talc Lake and Niount Whympe ‘, respecl:i iel:li. 

GEOLOGIC SETTING 
The talc occurrences are in the For&m tectonos.I:ati- 

graphic belt of the southern Canadian Rock) Mountairlzi, .tt 
and just east of the boundary between tte eastern ard 
western Main Ranges (Figure 3 I-I ). All al-t along or ne;rr 
northwest-trending normal faults and m ajar Calrbrw 
Ordovician facies boundaries. 

STKATICRAPHY 
The boundary between the astern and western :\la,n 

Ranges is marked by the abrupt, genemlly di icordanf f:xiss 
change from the Middle ancl IJpper Camh ian carbonat:. 

Figure 3-1-I. Location 01 the Talc Lak: and M.~mt 
Whympcr talc occurrcncrs ir, the Southern C; nedian R~xky 
Mountains on maps of the tcctonostretiErapt IC hrlts of the 
Canadian Cordillera in British Columbia and of the Kick II~ 
Horsr rim of the westem Main R:~~fes iafter 3itkm. 1% I j. 
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Figure 3-l-2. General geology of the area of the Talc Lake and Mount Whymper talc occurrences 
(after Price and Mountjoy, 1972: Price el rrl.. lY78). 



dominated platformal margin sequence in nine formations 
to the east, to thicker, slope then predominantly basinel 
shales of the Chancellor Fwmation to the west. Cambrian 
and Precambrian strata of the eastern Main Ranges form 
massifs with spectacular castrllated peaks. The facies 
chengr occurs along the Kicking Horse rim, a northwest- 
trending, narrow (I I km) positive paleotopographic feature 
first active in Early Cambrian time (Figures 3-l-l and 
3-1-4). Lower Cambrian strata were bevelled by erosion and 
weathered along the crest of the rim. The rim may have 
continued to act as a hinge between more rapid subsidence 
on the west and less Irapid on the east throughout the Middle 
and Late Cambrian and into the Ordovician (Aitkrn, 1971). 

A regolith is formed at thr top of the Lower Cambrian 
quartz arenites and interbedded varicolwred pelites of the 
Gag Group, with local significant relief. The Gag Group is 
overlain unconformably, locally with angularity, by Middle 
Cambrian strata (Aitken, 1971). It is unconformably under- 
lain by Upper Proterozoic slates and pebble conglomerates 
of the Mirtte Group of the Windermere Supergroup. 

At the crest of thr: rim, shales and interbedded limestones 
of the bawl Middle Cambrian Mount Whyte Formation 
pinch out to the west (Figure 3-l-3). Farther to the west, 
coeval mudstones and shale with gravity-slump stuctwes 
and a local basal limestone form the westward-thickening 
wedge of the Naiser Formation (Aitken. 1971, 1981; Stew- 
at, 1989). At Mount Whymper, both formations appear to 
be absent. At Talc Lake, the black argillites sharply overly- 
ing the Gag Group could be the Naiset Formation 
(W.D. Stewart, perwnal communication, 1’192). 

In the Middle Cambrian, platformal growth of the Cathe- 
dral Formation of variably dolomitized peritidal carbonates 

was initiated on the crest of the Kicking l;orse rim ;anti 
prograded hasinward. The lowel- two-thirds t 240 m) 01’ th: 
Cathedral Formation grades wstwxd into ,he Takakkaw 
tongue of the lower Chancellor succession It compl,ises 
sooty limestones with debris flows and slide surfaces - th? 
deposits of a deep water rarrlp-.like slope (.iitken, 19119:~. 
The upper third of the Cathedr;d Formation te ,minates w:st- 
ward (seaward) in the almost vztical Cathrd al escarprxrt 
(Figure 3-l-3). Near Field, British Columbia. 33 kilomctres 
north of Mount Whymper (Figure 3-l-l). the escerpmer~t is 
the edge of a constructional crganic reef up to 200 mc::~es 
high that controlled the platfcxm margin. The reef is alt:red 
to coarsely crystalline dolot%t:e (Aitken a Id Mcllrwtt~, 
19X4). A pyritic halo up to 2 Ikilometres widl’ and I.2 I:ilc- 
mares high surrounds the er;cqment, but has not been 
mapped in detail (J.D. Aitken. perwnal cc ,mmunica~ ion, 
1992). 

Just west of Talc Lake, a cliff shows thee aqment ‘was 
destructive in this area rather t,h;m constructi\ e. Large-scale 
collapse of the outer platform during late (Iathcdral time 
created an emheyment about 2.5 kilometr :s to the: <:a:;t 
(Figure 3-l-2). Dolomitized blocks up to YC metres xro(s 
fell from an escarpment 250 merres high and vere depxited 
on the lower Cathedral cerhorates then cova ed by strata of 
the upper Takakkaw tongue (Figure 3-l-S; ! tewart, :I”31 I. 

STRUCTURE 

The Cambro-Ordovician fxies change a Id nearby ta’c 
occurrences are entirely within the gentl) west-dipping 
Simpson Pass thrust sheet OF the mid-Jura sic to Eocae 
Cordilleran orogeny (Figures 3.. I-2 and 3-l-z ,). The camp+ 

SOUTHWEST 1 ORTHEAST 

B.C.(Alta. 

Stephen Formation mudrocks 

I 
Stephen Fm 
Cathedral 

Crystalline rocks 

Figure 3-l-3. Schematic stratisrraphic cuss-section of the fxies change at the Cathedral escarpment between tl e platlbnnat 
Middle Cambrian Cathedral and Mount Why@ formations to the hasinal Takakkaw tongue (slope facies r,f the Cathedr; I Fnrmatio?) 
and Naiset Fumution to the west (after Figure 4e of Aitken. 1989). Horizontal length of section is al~nut 47.5 kilomc xs. 
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Figure 3-l-4. Geologic cross-sections through the area of the Silver Moon and Red Mountain talc occurrences (after Price and 
Mountjoy, 1972; Price ef al.. 197X). Scr Figure 3-I-2 for location of the section lines. 

tent sequence .&t of the facies boundary is broadly and 
concentrically folded and cut by normal faults. 

The normal faults trend northwest to north, obliquely 
across the more west-northwest regional structural grain 
(Figure 3-l-2). They form a system of subparallel, branch- 
ing and en echelon faults. Their map pattern suggests they 
formed in a regime of transtension, with components of 
northeast extension and northwest right-lateral strike-slip 
displacement. The normal offset was followed by minor 
subhorirontal displacement. The faults truncate and offset 
secondary thrusts, but apparently not the basal Simpson 

Pass thrust (Cook, 1975). Concordant wedges of dolomitiz- 
ation locally extend away from the normal faults into 
adjoining carbonates (Westervelt, 1979). 

The Cathedral escarpment played an important role in 
localizing lead-zinc-silver mineralization at the Monarch 
and Kicking Horse mines and magnesite at the Mount 
Brussilof mine. The mines are 33 kilometres north and 
37 kilometres south of the talc occurrences, respectively. 
Mineralization replaced and filled dolomitired and brrcci- 



ated Cathedral carbonates adjxent to the e! carpment ln,J 
near normal faults. The geolog:ic setting of thx deposits is 
analogous to that of the talc ~currenccs. 

GEOLOGY OF THE TA~L,C LAKJ: 
OCCURRENCES 

A series of talc bodies is exsosed at elevati XIS of 23 I :i ta 
2375 metres on three spurs I kilometre to the southart and 
northwest of Talc Lake (Fipure 3-l-6). They may rep~nser~t 
erosional remnants of once more continuous and extcrsive 
zones. The bodies are in the hangingu~dl, and :j to 
325 metres southwest of the northwest-trcnc ing informally 
named Haiduk normal fault. ‘:he fault cuts t Irough s;ablll~:s 
along the spurs. two of which mark the cunt: ct hetwr’:n tt e 
Cog Group and Takakkaw tungut:. The talc Indies are 81’0 
just southeast and north of the northeast corn, r of an e~~ha:i- 
merit in the Cathedral escarp~nent (,Figure 3 l-2). The Rc,d 
Mountain and Gold Dollar occurrences are a! the base t~l’rhe 
Takakkaw tongue (or Naiset Formation), whc rein the addle 
occurrences are at the base of the Cathedral Formation. 

RED MOUNTAIN OCCUIWENCE 

I,oCATIoN AND GEOLOGIC SETTING 



an extensive talus slope and below a cliff of the Takakkaw 
tongue and younger rocks (Figure 3-1-7). The cliff exposing 
the Cathedral escarpment is 550 metres to the north. 

In 1921, ten years after the occurrence was first staked, 
two short (IO and 15 m) adits, 50 metres apart, were driven 
southerly into it by the National Talc Company (Figure 
3-1-7). In 1930, Western Talc Holdings drilled five holes 
totalling 152 metres into the talc (Spence, 1940). The loca- 
tion of the core is unknown. In 1944, Wartime Metals 
Corporation developed a stope and raise at the end of the 
western adit. 

The Red Mountain occurrence is the most extensive of 
those examined, with a length of 260 m&es and height of 
up to 30 metres. The gently southwest-dipping body appears 
stratabound and formed as replacement of dolomite in inter- 
bedded and intergradational thin-bedded dolomite, argil- 
laceous dolomite and dolomitic carbonaceous argillites. In 
general, it is just above the lowermost occurrence of dol- 
omite and 0 to 20 m&es above the unconformity at the top 
of the Gog Group quartz arenites. However, scattered 
exposures of the footwall beds suggest the lower contact of 
the talc is complex in detail. This may in pert result from 
rapid vertical and horizontal facie changes in the footwall. 

The extreme eastern end of the talc body appears to be 
offset with a minimum dip-slip displacement of IO metres 

along the Haiduk fault. The talc is also strongly deformed 
by strep to gently dipping shears and intersecting sets of 
fracture cleavage. The term “fracture cleavage” is used 
here to describe a series of non-pervasive subparallel fract- 
ures commonly spaced 0.5 to 15 centimetres apart. 

TALC GEOLOGY 

The talc body weathers a dark rusty brownish orange 
resulting from oxidized pyritic shears and fractures. 
Weathered rocks in the immediate footwall are surprisingly 
difficult to distinguish from talc. The talc, however, tends to 
form more rounded, hummocky but very rough weathered 
surfaces because of the well-developed fracture cleavages 
and shears. 

Most of the talc is dark grey to near-black on fresh 
surfaces, with 2 to IO per cent dirty white and up to 50 per 
cent very light grey patches, lenses, spots and specks (Plate 
3-l-I). Thin sections and x-ray diffraction analyses indicate 
the near-black colour results from a carbon compound and a 
few per cent chlorite (Table 3-1-l). A distinct 18-mere 
interval of light grey talc with dirty white patches and lenses 
forms the hangingwall of the Haiduk fault. Locally the talc 
comprises a striking breccia with black angular fragments 
up to 10 centimctres in diameter floating in an off-white talc 
matrix. Thin sections indicate that spotted talc results from 

TAKAKKAW TONGUE 

GOG GROUP 

covered 

Figure 3- 1-7. Geology of the Red Mountain talc occurrence at Talc Lake. The pseudosection is traced from a photograph looking 
south. The legend also applies to Figures 3-l-8 through 3-1-l I and 3-I-14. 



alteration of a hrrcc:iatrd, variably carbonaceous argillace- 
ous dolomite. and later shearing. However. unhrecciated 
talc with very delicate graded laminations resembling hed- 
ding is conspicuous on one polished shear surface. 

Pyrite is very irrcsularly disscminatcd in the lighter cola- 
wed talc. commonly forming 0.5 to I per cat. to locally 
3 per cent. fine to medium-graincd dissc”Gn;ltio”s. Very 
locnlly, sheared pyrite grains fornl ttp to 60 per cent of 
irregular zones of “rotten” talc to 5 centirnetres or more 
thick. Thin sectionc indicate that the black talc does “ot 
contain pyrite. 

A” irregular, criss-crossing network of white talc vein- 
lets, commonly I millimetre thick hut locally to I to 2 centi- 
tmetres. fowls up to .1 per cent of the talc in several intervals. 
Rarc(‘!) veins contain coarsely crystalline (to 3 by IO cm) 
dolomite cut hy minor veinlets of clear quartz, I millimetre 
thick. Vugs up to 3 by I2 centimetres OCCUI‘ very locally in 
the talc. They we liwd with drusy tn hotryoidnl dolomite(?) 
crystals and pyrite grains. The talc also contains a few 
sheared lenses of hedded dolomite to 20 by SO centimetrrs, 
cut hy dolomite veinlets. 

The talc is generally moderately to strongly fractured and 
sheared. Inlet-sectin? fractures and fracture cleavages com- 
monly result in a hrrcciatrd texture. An anastomotic 

sheared fracture cleavage with a !spacing of 3 to IS ,rilli- 
metres, is developed near and sohpamllel o moderstel:/ 
southwest-dipping normal fatdt~. It intersa ts a shallow- 
dipping slaty cleavage subparallel to hedd ng in nexrh:! 
beds, to yield a” irregular pencil cleavage. 

FOOTWALL ROCKS 

The lithology of the rocks in the footw; II of the ml,: 
varies along the spur from eat to west. as f< allows. 

Coarsely crystalline dolomite: In the f( otwall of th: 
Haiduk fault. talc overlies a vzr,y distinct :oarsely crys- 
talline, weakly pyritic dolomite unit ahout 8 metres ttick. 
Similar dolomite forms large 10.4 m diamete to 2 hy ii m) 
inclusions in the talc overlying and west of :he main Itnit. 
The dolomite is described in dr:t;ail because it nay be rt:lgted 
to talc alteration, although it is not exposed at the other! l&l: 
Lake occurrences. However, similar dolomite forms a ,9~: hi 
250 metre outcrop between the Red Mount; in and sai~dlz 
occurrences, ahout 3X0 mrtres northwcst of Talc Lak:. It 
contains rare talc veinlets to 2 millimetres th ck, and a I& 
per cent iron oxide nodules t<> IO by 30 ccitimetres. Th: 
dolomite adjoins Cathedral doloinite and doe not appx t,~ 
have a simple relationship to the Cathedr; I escarpn~~:“~. 
However, it is in the hanging~all (southwest) of the Ha cd”< 
fault, suggesting it may he re,ated to the fat It and the :alz 
alteration event. 

The recrystallized dolomite i:; opaque wh te to mt:ciurl 
rusty orange on fresh surfaces. It contains 5 p :r cent 01. I~:ss, 
very irregular patches with 5 per cent fine gre ,hite(‘!) gtains 
surrounded by light grey to dirty white fin, -grained :pri- 
mary?) dolomite. Pyrite ftxms about 0.i to 2 pet- cent., cry 
fine to fine to locally medium..grained. irrt gularly cdi!:tri- 
huted disseminations. The dolomite is strong1 I hrecciacd. t 
contilins tninor talc veinlets that are hright rusty orange:, 
irregular, discontinuous and corntnonly up t ) 1 millinletre 
thick. Their origin and relatiomship to the averlying talc 
body are uncertain. 

An east-dipping covered fault(?) sepam es the ccxrsc 
dolomite from a succession 10 the west th it is the tno!;t 
complete, although poorly accessible exposure of the ii,ow 
wall rocks. It is also in the immediate fc otwall elf the 
Haiduk fault. The successiott comprises, frc m the base: c,f 
exposure: quartz arenite (IO rn) of the Go& 3roup in lheds 
2 to 20 centimetres thick with 4 per cc”> partingzr and 
interbeds of argillite; black meteargillite (8 n ): thin-bedded 
dolomite (several metres); and g’re,y talc. The quartz areltites 
in the 5 metres below the Haiduk fault appt ar panlq :;aIc- 
pyrite altered. Irregular pol:ygonal outline; of repl;tce3. 
grains in a thin section of talc suggest it dolcmite prott,lith. 
However, the talc (sample IJ I I contains 0. I p :r cent sF8he”c, 
tninor zircon and perhaps fluolapatite (Tab1 2 3-l-l)., rug,- 
gesting a protolith of dolornitict,?:l quattz SBI dstone. 

Gag Group: The rocks of the uppermost 5 1 metres of the 
Gog section are quartz areniw with intcrbedt led, som,:rlh;tt 
slaty argillite and locally dol~zmitic quartz t andstons. ‘Tte 
quartz arenite is generally a dirty white to I :ss commonly 
subtranslucent light to medium grey on fresh surfaces. It 
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TABLE 3-1-l 
RESULTS OF X-RAY FLUORESCENCE AND X-RAY DlFFRACTlON ANALYSES OF TALC AND DOLOMlTE HOSTRoCKS 

AT TALC LAKE AND MOUNT WHYMPER 

X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSES X-RAY DiFFRAC”ON MINERALS 

LlTH0L00Y .%mp,c 
Deposit Number 
TALC 
Red Mountain lH3.4 

111 
Odd Dollar IA 

38 
445 

saddle 5c 
Silver Mmn IOA 
Theoretical 

DOLOMrfE 
Red Mountain lA 

lH2B 
,H4 

Silver Mmn Km 
12.4 

(Haley, Ont.) 

CLINOCHLORE’ 18.2 18.2 

SiOl 

58.22 
56.35 
50.99 
60.74 
61.54 
62.25 
6258 
63.36 

0.21 
3255 
2.80 
0.1, 
3.02 

Al203 

252 
2.42 
7.26 
1.03 
0.08 
0.18 
0.01 

1.81 
1.1, 
0.01 
0.05 

31.87 
30.81 
32.25 
31.66 
30.84 
31.74 
31.38 
31.89 

21.19 
28.17 
21.79 
20.0, 
21.22 
21.1 

31.1 

CaO Fez03 TiOz MnO 

0.32 0.25 0.09 0.0, 
ct.52 2.01 056 0.0, 
0.16 0.97 0.32 0.0, 
0.37 0.23 0.02 0.01 
0.06 1.32 0.01 0.0, 
0.1, 0.2d 0.01 0.01 
0.09 0.66 0.01 0.0, 

30.14 
12.27 
28.36 
30.12 
28.95 
31.3 

0.63 0.03 
0.39 0.07 
0.55 0.03 
z.24 0.02 
1.29 0.02 

6.8 

0.07 
0.01 
0.07 
0.30 
0.07 

PlO5 

0.14 
0.35 
0.03 
0.31 
0.01 
0.01 
0.01 

0.04 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
0.03 

LO.,. 

652 
6.91 
8.12 
5.47 
5.95 
5.25 
5.16 
4.79 

47.25 
24.2.5 
44.70 
46.59 
44.99 
47.20 

12.72 

1w.01 
mml 
100.16 
99.92 
59.87 
99.87 
1oo.w 

w.65 
99.68 
99.52 
99.48 
99.75 

Major 

fC 
te 

Chl-tc 
fC 
te 

tc.qtz 
tc 

do, 
fC,dd 

do, 
do, 
do, 

Minor TGXc 

chl f-aP 
chl,py,sid zr,spn?,fap? 

60” 
Chl 

chtpy 

chl, PY 
chl,qtz 
tc,chl 
chl,tc 
tc,qtz 

NOTE? 
1. From Willow Creek tale mine in southwestern Montana (Berg, 1979) 
2. % HzO. 
3. Also minor goethite and lcpitocmcitc identified 

Al, percentages arc wet weight. 
NazO ana,,m are all 0.0, or 0.02%. 
x20 an from 0.01 to 0.06%. 
XRF analyses by Cominco Ltd. Exploration Research Laboratories in Vancouver, B.C., September, 1992 
Xl50 analyses by B.C. Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum ksourccs laboratory. October, 1992. 

ADBREMAn0N.S OF MINERALS: 
Cal: calcite f-ap: fluorapatitc sid: siderite 
Chl: chlorite Py: Pyri’C sp”: sphene 
dol: dolomite qw: quartz ,c: talc 

ROCK SAMPLE NOTES 

ZI: zircon 

1H3.4 
111: 
3A: 
3R 
4-w 
5c: 
IOA: 
1A: 
IHZB: 
lH4: 
,OB: 
12A: 

near blacL; mottled, spotted with dirty white tale. 
light gray; 1 to 2% pyrite; OCCYIS in Gag Group, just east of Haiduk fault; 0.1% zircon, laeally zoned. 
north occurrence; resembles partly talc-altcrcd black argillitc; 2% sphcnc(?). 
north occumncc; black, light grey and white spotted; relic dalomifc(?) grain outlines. 
south occurrence; 2% pyite; medium geywith white spots. Talc coarser gained; relic dolomite(?) outlines. 
east mcumnce; sub-apaquc, pale omngish white; 2%, oxidized pyrite. 
southwest adit; fnsty white with pale grrcnish gxy tinge. 
hanging wall of talc, west end; 5% dolomite veinlets; 0.25% pyrite. 
fcot-wall; partly talc altered, laminated, intergraded dolomite, argillaceous dolomite and carbonaceous argillite. 
fmtwall, at cast adif; weakly talc-altered, laminated dark gey dolomite; penninite(?) in dolomite v&let. 
footwall, 35 m below talc at southwest adit; fencsfral dolomite; 0.25%, oxidized pyx’ite; 2% dolomite winlets. 
noRheasf occurrence, dolomite inclusion in quartz; subfmnsIwent medium gny; 0.25% pyrite; quartz-dolomite-rrplaccd, prismatic mineral; 
trace intenthi. quartz. 
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weathers diny white to medium grey. The uppermost IO 
metres show a conspicuous jncrease (to YO?‘cj of rusty 
orange limonitic p,ltches on shears and fractures. This 
characterizes the regolith at the rap of the Cog Group 
(J.D. Aitken, personal communication. lYY2). 

The quartz arenilc is very thin through medium hcddcd 
(I to 50 cm). It is weakly laminated and handed with light 
grcy. and generally very fine to fine grained. It commonly 
contains minor 10 0.25 to locally 2 per cent. very fine to 
fine, disseminated. iron oxide coated pyrite or iron oxide 
specks with limonitic halos. Dolomite locally forms the 
matrix of the arenite and is dark buff on fresh swfaces. 

Slay argillilr forms I to S-millimerrt: partings and inter- 
beds to 35 centimctres thick. They comprise about 2 to 4 per 
cent of the uppermost 20 metres of the Cog Group. In 
inlervals hrlow that rhey form 5 to 30 10 locally 85 per cenf 
of the succession. ‘The argillite is light greenish grey to 
medium brownish prey (with black laminations) on fresh 
surfxes. The slary cltxwnge is parallel or slightly oblique to 
hedding which dips gently (-5”) 10 the west. 

Quartz veinlets in Gag Group: Quartz veinlcts are con- 
mon in the quartz arenitcs of the Talc Lake area. II is unclear 
whether they represent channel\ for the inhuduction of 
silica fo the dolomite during talc alteration. Locally, at least. 
they appear related to sharing. Howeve]; more study is 
rcqoired to establish lhcir age and significance. 

Interwls of the quarfz arenile commonly contain I to 
5 per cent veinlets, even 200 metres or more hclow the talc. 
The milky white veinlets are commonly I to IO millimrwcs 
wide, hut locally 3 to IS cauimetres thick. Although quwtz 
veinlets are common le:ionnlly in the Ciog Croup, they are 
usually only I to 2 mdlm~elrcs thick (J.D. Aitkrn, personal 
communication, IYY?). The veinlets are irregular. discon- 
linuous and commonly sheared and fiac~ured. Locally. they 
resemble shear and lension gash veins related to simple 
shear couples. Ncx the talc, the veinlets commonly strike 
15.5”. 070” and 035” (wilh decreasing frequency) and dip 
vertically. 

The veinlets must he Middle Cambrian or younger. They 
cut the lowest part of a l-mctre interval of black pla,y 
argillite of the NaiscV?) Formation immediately overlying 
the Coy Group on the spur 850 mctres southeat of the Red 
Mountain deposit. 

Sheared f6otwall rocks are exposed in four Imain areas 
along 210 metrcs of the ridge spur. Just west of the eastern 
adit, black talc is underlain by ahout 2 metrcs of laminated 
to very thin bedded, graded carhonxeous dolomite and 
dolomite that are partly altered to talc. X-ray diffraction 
analysis (sample IH?B) indicales that the black liuninations 
contain talc and minor chlorite. The carbonaceous mineral 
was not identified 21s graphite. The talc~allercd dolomite is 
underlain by scvewl metl’es of thin and very thin-hedded 
dolomite. 

West of the ea~lern adit 105 10 IhO rne~es. the footwall 
rocks rcsemhle those east of the Hniduk fault except for fhc 
very top of the Gag Group. Here. it comprises medium grcy, 

somewhat slaty. thin bedded xgillitc. It cont. fins Iwo irlter- 
\,als wilh three to five intrrxdr, of quarti nrenite vith 
0.5 per cent disseminated pyrite. The inter led\ are .I 1~) 
SO centimetres thick. Ten metrex, to the east, I lens of (lark 
grey argillilr I metre thick appears to grade upward:; xnd 

laterally inlo talc, however. shearing alwg fra :ture clea\xg: 
disrupts its con!acts. 

HANGINGWALL HOCKS 

Accessible exposure just below the cres of the ::;x,r 
indicates black falc is overlain by gently (25” to .lOO) 
s~,uthwest-dipping. platy. black rnewargillit : I3 m thi,:k) 
and very thin bedded (0.5 to 5 cm) dolornil,, (7 m thizk). 
The basal 4 lmerres of the dokm~ite unil is dis inctly pyri!ic: 
3 per cent very fine 10 coarse-g:r;lined (to 7 m n) disserwx- 
tions of suhhedral crystals are commonly co; ted with ro11 

oxide. 

Frwure cleavages are locaily well develcxd at il thgtt 
angle to bedding up to 33 met,r’. west of the talc hod!/ and 
40 lnetres wesr of the possibly related Haidul fault iFig;lm: 
3-1-7). They dip northeast tc# c;outhwt:sl ar3 ire locrll!’ 
filled with dolomite or slickrn:;idcd graphite(“). and spz~ced 
2 to IS millimefre5 apart. 

At its western end, the talc hody is structl rally o\‘t:rl,lirl 
by rusly orange weathering. thin-bedded. I at-lying ~101,~ 
omite I5 mares wide. The dolomite cootair s 5 per c:nt, 
white dolomite veinlets forming a stockwork The veinlet!. 
are paper thin to I cenrimetr: thick. Dolor hitc grain!, ir 
several veinlets are elongared perpendicular to the w;~/Is 
The dolomite also contains 0,25 per cent p lritc dis5,emi~ 
nated along stringer-like fracturr:s. The pyrite is suhhzdra 
and up to 4 millimetrcs in diamrtcr. The faulted con~;sl 
hr~wecn the dolomite and lalc ifs irregular. ctcpped hur 
shared and uuncates bedding ill the dolomit :. 

GoLo DOLLAR - NORTH OCCURREP CE 
Rlnck talc is poorly exposed ~11 se~eml sl, ,ughed bald- 

cuts on the north side of the (rextj spur 300 netres so1 Ih- 
east of the Red Mountain occurre~~ce (Figw 3-l-6). :‘he 
showings are at the top of an e:<t::nsiw talus o xon below a 
cliff (Figure 3-l-8). 

Fifty metres east of the talc, tne Haiduk fault is inferred to 
cut through the broad saddle hawren quartz axmitcs of the 
Cog Group 10 the east, and cliff,.forming dol unites of the 
Takakkaw tongue to the west (Stewart, 1’191. Sect ton 

DS-23). 

'TALC GEOLOGY 
This near-black, very ruhhly weathering t; lc is ilt IcaL 

3 metres [hick. The talc is weakly to s~ongl) shcxcd zwd 
cut hy a well-developed slaty ~cleavage. It is very fine 
grained and moderately to very isoft. 

A hreccia of black talc fragments in IS 1~ JO per c:nt 
Imatrix of white talc occurs in tloat. There are ; lso pieces of 
light grey talc with IO per cent black and 3 p :r cent wl-ite 
spots. A thin section (ample 31:)) rcvcals re ic polygo:al 
grains outlined hy carhonnceou:; materinl, sufl esting il pro- 
lolith of brcccixed carhonaceotis ,dolnmite. Th : XRF ar~aly- 
sis indicates that the black cc~lour prohahly results fr,:m 



extremely fine grained chlorite as well as the carbonaceous 
mineral (Table 3-l-l 1. The white spots are coarser gained. 
partially formed sprays of talc. 

Another sample (3A) from the same intewal resembles 
weakly talc-altered black argillite in hand sample. Thin 
section and XRF analyses indicate it consists of very finely 
intergrown chlorite and talc. A carbon compound forms 
0.5 per cent irregular coplanar wisps to 0.5 millimetre long. 
Sphene forms 2 per cent, extremely fine, uniformly dissemi- 
nated. locally clustered grains. The relatively high alumina 
content (7.3%) may result in part from the large proportion 
of chlorite. 

The slaty cleavage comprises irregular discontinuous 
hairline fractures that follow relic carbonate grain bound- 
aries. The white-appearing fractures are 2 to 4 millimetres 
apart and filled with an opaque mineral and talc-altered 
grain fragments. 

HANGINGWALL GEOLOGY 

The talc grades upward into sevewl metrrs of black 
argillite cut by a few per cent white talc !,einlets. The 
argillite grades upward to a few metres of dolomitic argillite 
with intervals of black argillitr and dolomite, into slaty 
argillaceous dolomite with 0.5 per cent. fine to medium- 
grained disseminated pyrite. All are thin to very thin hedded 
and laminated. 
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Gem DOLLAR - SOUTH OCCURRENCX 
The second largest body of talc in the Talc Lake area is 

exposed in a bluff that is 30 metres wide and 100 metrrs 
south and on the opposite side of the spur from the Gold 
Dollar North occurrence (Figures 3. I-6 and 3. I-X). A cut 
was made severi mews into the talc at the base of the 
bluff. 

The contacts of the talc hody are covered. The sheared 
body appcxs to occupy the hangingwall of the Haiduk fault 
and occurs between the top of the Gog Group to the east, 
and the Takakknw tongue to the west. 

TALC GEOLOGY 

The talc weathers dark rusty orangish brown and has a 
very irregular, rough weathered surface. The eastern 
7 metres of the talc hody is medium to IiFht grey with 
streaks and ler~srs of black on fresh surfaces. Partly talc- 
altered, very thin hrdded and laminated dolomite interhed- 
ded with carbonaceous(?) argillaceous dolomite is locally 
k$lptlE”t. 

The central 19 metres of talc is light grey and white with 
variable proportions of medium to dark grey and a few per 
cent near-black carbonaceous lenses and patches. The inter- 
val is variably pyritic. 0.5 to 4 per cent, to very locally 
IO per cent, hut averaging 2 to 3 per cent. The pyrite is very 
fine to medium grained (dust sire to 6 mm) and tends to 
cluster in irregular patches. The talc is harder than normal. 
However, in thin section (sample 4-45) there is only a minor 
dusting of impurities. Distinct outlines of relic anhedral 
carbonate grains indicate they are replaced by randomly 
oriented single grains of talc 0.1 to 0.5 millimetre in 
diameter. 

The western 5 metres of talc is carbonaceous and near 
black with a few per cent white spots and a few, thin (to 
3 mm), sheared lenses of white talc. In thin section, relic 
dolomite(?) grains are outlined by a carbon compound for- 
ming 5 per cent angular patches (Plate 3. I-2). They suggest 
the dolomite protolith had a hi&h porosity prior to talc 
tdteration and filling of interstices by the carbon compound. 
Original polysynthetic twins in the grains are replaced by 
single, slightly bent talc grains. The remainder is replaced 
by extremely fine, randomly oriented talc. A white veinlet 
ot extremely fine talc has diffuse houndaries suggesting talc 
replaced a dolomite veinlet with no impurities to show grain 
boundaries. 

The talc body is strongly sheared alon& tt well-developed, 
moderately west-dipping (45” to 60”) fracture cleavage. 
Locally. stepped slickrnsides on cleavage surfaces indicate 
dip-slip displacement with the west side down. This may be 
suhparallcl to displacement on the Haiduk normal fault. 

FOOTWALL GEOLOGY 

Ten metres east of the talc bluffs. and presumably in the 
immediate f<wtwall of the Heiduk fault, 3 metres or more of 
black argillite overlie gently west-dipping (IO” to 20”). 
somewhat rusty weathering quartz arenite and xgillite of 
the Cog Group. The black argillite is platy (I to 3 mm) and 
cut, together with the quartz arenite, by abundant Iimonitic 
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Plate 3-l-2. Phaomicrqraph (crossed nichols) nf near- 
black tillc from west end of the southcrn Cold Dollar talc 
body (sample 4.561. The boundaries of the pmtolith do- 
omitr(?) grains are preserved after alteration tu very finr 
grained talc and chloritc(‘?). The rwiginal polysynthetic 
twins (light bends) we replucrd by singir: grains of talc. A 
black carbonaceous :nateria I fills the on@nr protolith grain 
interstices. Very fine grainrd talc rcplaces(‘~~ a dolomite 
veinlet on right side of photograph. 

shears and fractures. The quartz arenile is weakly tra&u- 
cent white. It contains 0.25 per cent disscminatcd pyrite and 
a few per cent irregular veinlets of white quartz. 

HANGINCW*LL CEOLOGY 

A covered interval I4 metres wide separates the talc 
bluffs from a cliff of argillaceous dolomite of the Takakkaw 
tongue to the west. The dolomite locally grades into weakly 
dolomitic black argillile. The beds in the basal IO metros are 
gently west-dipping (30”). very thin (,I TV 4 cm) and lami- 
nakxl and platy weathering. They are cut by thin (I5 to 
40 cm) intervals of slaty cleavage pzallel to bedding, and 
0.5 per cent white calcite veinlets (to 6 mm thick). Rare 
veinlets of dolomite, with or without quartr, step across and 
follow bedding. 

A thin section of the talc (sample 5C) indi :tttes it coin- 
prises very fine plates and fibrcs. The quartz dentified by 
XRD analysis probably CL~USCS the somewhat incrated 
hardness of this talc. It appears to form il very snail fraction 
because the XRF analysis resembles that of nea,ly pure t:alc. 
The section contains 2 per cenl, commonl) completely 
oxidized pyrite as generally u lilormly disse ninated, tlut 
locally clustered, subhrdral grains to 0.15 r lillimetn: n 
diameter. The &rains have h:..los of limemitic sl:iin 
0.05 millimctre wide. 

The talc is weakly sheared. Strongly devel< prd fraat re 
cleavages cut the talc into fragtrents (I.5 to 3 cc ntimetres in 
diameter. The most prominent tutd regular fract ire cleavage 
is spaced I to 2 centimetres apart :and dips gent y southwt::;t 
(IS”). parallel to the upper contact of the till<. The other 
prominent cleavage is anastomotic and d!ps steeply 
southwest. 

SADDLE OCCURRILNCF.S FOOT\W.I. Gt<ot.ow 

Two small exposures of white talc are located I .4 kilo- The talc is underlain by 2.6 m&e:; of dolomi e resting on 
mews northwest of the Red Mountain occurrence (Figure quartz arenites of the Cog Group (Figure 3. -9). In one 
3-l-6). They are 230 metres apart and on the east and west exposure the footwall contact is !;haq, and appe; rs to follow 

sides of a steep ridge. The exposures arc ju;t above lidus 
aprons, at a narrow break in slope between J lower cli ‘7 of 
rusty weathering quartz areni,~rii of the Gog Group to th: 
north and a cliff of bedded d,:llomites of the Cathednl 
Formation to the south (Figurer :t- I-9 and 3. I IO). The) us 
7X1 mews north of the Cuhedral escatpmer t and I30 and 
100 metres southwest. respectively, of the Ha duk fault that 
cuts through the prominent saddle between he Talc L,ak<: 
and Mummy Lake basins. 

There is a prominent angular discordance bctwee:n the 
subhorizontal Cog Group bedcling and the ov :rlying ger~tl!~ 
southwest-dipping (IS”) Cathedl-al dolomite t Figures 3. I-? 
and 3. I-IO). This may reflect ao angular unconfolmit! 
between the two units. There is shearing at he top of :ht: 
talc that locally truncates bedding in the over1 jing dol(lr?itc: 
ttt low at&s. Hwwvcr, the subsl:antial offset :hat woultl bc 
required on ii low-angle fault to account ftx th: discordance 
between units is not evident. 

The talc differs markedly fron-1 that at the f rd Mounlair 
and Gold Dollar occurrences. II is a much t tore unifom 
near-white and strongly resemble\ the Silvc r Moon iitlc 
I9 kilumrtres to the northwest 

ISAS,’ OCCURRENCE 

An interval of white talc 2.5 metres thick, II stratabolrnc 
in thin-bedded dolomite of the basal Cathed: al Form.uior 
2.5 metra above pyritic, possibly weakly talc- rltered qi~;trtz 
arenite. These relationships al-e poorly exposed al~~ng 
IS mrtres and disrupted by offset:; uf up to 2.5 metros of dip 
slip on steeply dipping, northwest-trending 345”) fz,ults. 

The talc is subopaque, pale orattgish whitt to limonitic 
and rusty orange 01, fresh surfaces. Shear and fracture SLIT- 
faces cutting the talc weather mxlium to dark. ‘“sty oran,~c- 
brown. Very strong fracturing y:elds a rougl and rub;lly 
weathering surface. 
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SADDLE OCCURRENCE-EAST METRES (approximately) 

Fieurc 3-t-10. Schematic pseudosection of the saddlr- 
west tdc occurrence northwest of Talc Lake. The rnposurc 
is on the opposite side of the ridge from the saddle-east 
WC”ltCKe. 

hedding in the underlying dolomite. Talc fills a V-shaped 
notch 4 centimetrcs deep in the upper surfax of the dol- 
omite. The contact is offset by steeply southwest-dipping 
faults. 

The footwall dolomite is spotted mrdium and light huff 
on fresh surfaces and very fine grained. The beds are thin 

(2 to 5 cm) and dip gently southwest (IO”). The dolomite 
contains minor to I per cent, very fine disseminated limoni- 
tic specks. 

The poorly exposed contact (angular(‘!) unconformity) 
between the dolomite and underlying quartz arenite is sharp 
md locally sheared. It dips about 5” northwest. 

The pyritic quartz arenite of the Gog Group weathers 
very rusty dark brown to medium rusty orange. On fresh 
surfaces it is subtranslucent light grey. The medium-bedded 
quartz nrenite is moderately fractured and weakly sheared. 
Pyrite forms about 5 to 7 per cent of the rock and is either 
clustered or more evenly disseminated. The rock also con- 
tains I to 3 per cent quartz veinlets. 

A thin section (Plate 3-l-3) shows quartz arenite consists 
of wbangular to subrounded quartz grains 0. I to 0.R milli- 
mctre in diameter, with rims of talc(?). They show deforma- 
tion features including wavy extinction, microfractures, 
twins of inclusions, irregular boundaries and emhayments. 
The talc forms 5 to 1 per cent of the rock, as groundmass to 
the quartz grains. The extremely fine talc grains and fihres 
have irregular contacts with the quartz grains and appear to 
partially replace them. Narrow seams of pale brown chlo- 
rite(“) in the centre of the talc groundmass may mark the 
pre-alteration quartz grain houndaries and indicate dense 
packing. Zircon(?) forms about 0. I per cent of the section; it 



is very fine grained and disseminated irregularly in the talc. 
Pyrite is concentrated to 25 to 40 per cent in patches 0.5 to 
4 nmillimetres in diameter. It is has irregular subangular to 
suhrounded outlines and appears to have overgrown and 
replaced quutz .q,ns. 

The upper contact of the talc is parallel overall to the 
gently southwest-dipping (IS’) bedding in the overlying 
dolomite and to the fracture cleavage in the talc. Locally it 
is irregular and crosscuts bedding in the dolomite or is offset 
by steep-dipping faults. The contact is marked by it zone, of 
sheared talc I to :1 centimetres wide. or locally. nn 
onsheared qillacroor rock. 

The dolomite hcds are I to I3 crntimrtres thick and have 
irregular surfxes. The dolomite is light orangish buff on 
fresh surfaces. very fine grained and contains 2 per cent 
rounded, clear. grey. fine qurtr grains. 

WEST OCCURRENCE 

The poorly accessible west occurrence of white talc 
appears stratabound in a faulted interval. 7 mctres wide and 
more than 20 metres long, between dolomite and argillite at 
the base of the Cathedral Formation (Figure 3-I-10). The 
talc resembles that of the eastern occurrrncr. 

A dolomite unit, 0.75 metre thick, is rxpc,ed nex the 
base of the talc interval. Howe,wr. 2 ~merres a .vay the d:~tl- 
omite is absent and the talc i!: underlain by 3 metrri Jf 
lmedium greenish grcy, platy argillite that wrzthrrs similtu 
to the talc. The argillitr is underlain by 0.3 metie of whit :sh 
talc and. in turn. an exposun: of pyritic q wtz xenite 
0.5 ~mrtre hi& 

The lower contilct of the talc i,,tt:rul appea’s to par:rllel 
the underlying. very gently west-dipping bels of qurtz 
arenite. The upper contact of the: talc is inferrer to be a l’aolt 
that tr~~~cate~ the overlying dolomite he& at 0”. 

GEOLOGY OF THE SIL’VER MOON 
OCCURRENCE, MOUNT WHYMl’ER 

Three talc occurrences were e:amined on he southe:lst 
slope of Mount Whymper. 20.2 kilometlw nor hwest 01’ Ibc 
Red Mountain occwrence. They are 2.5 kilor uztres south- 
west of the Alberta horder. .nmJ 840 nxtres I orthwest: of. 
and 270 lnetres ahovc Highway 93 (Figures 3-1-2. 3. -4 
and 3 I-6). The occur~~xxs w:n: rviginally : taked by ‘JIG 
B;mffTalc Company in about 101 5 ISpence, I! 40) and later 
Crown granted (Lot Il708). Stxe~al cut\ and t\ Q short at its 
were driven into the talc hod&. 

The irregular hodies of white talc are II) to 2() mctr~~ h ;;h 
and contain a complex series of I;drgr. sheared inclusions ot 
quartz-dolomite and bedded dolomite. They we at nearly 
the same elevation (IX90 m) along 150 metres of the slox, 
near the base of horizontally bedded dolomite< :,f the Ca,tlte- 
dral Formation. The upper and Iowcr contact:. of the Sil~xr 
Moon talc bodies appear parallel to bedding. 

The lateral contacts of the bcldir:; are coven d hut appxr 
irregular, stepped and interfingering, and in pa: bounded Iby 
fracture cleavage. The bodies cr#incide with, an 1 perhqx rre 
localized along zones of well-debeloped north west-strik nf 
fracture cleavage. The ,WO northeast bodies h;i YC cxposurrs 
elongated to the northwest. 

The geologic setting most n:sembles that of the sad:le 
occ~~rrmccs. The base 01 the talc is, about IS wires ntr<!vr 
the rarely exposed Cog Groul’. They are 5.5 kilometres 
northeast of the inferred location of the I’; ties chmse 
between the Cathedral and Iowcr Cluncrllor F xmations on 
the lower ramp(‘!) of the Cathedr:..l ~escarlxnc~~, (Price PI’ ,I/., 
197X; sw Figure 3 I-3). and ?.:i Ikilometres no .theast of :oe 

escarpment (Figures 3-l-2 and 3. I.-4). 

The informally named Consohttion Valley f IUI, i\ 475 to 
550 metres west of the occurr~r~cc:s (Figures 3-I-2, 3. I-3 
and 3. I-6). The n~)rthwrst-trttl[lir,~,, southwest ~dipping nor- 
mal fault has about 300 metros of dip scparat on at Mount 
Whymper (Price et [rl., 1978; Figurr 3-l -3). It is p;wall~zl to 
and 4 to 6 kilometres southwest of the Haiduk 1 ault. The talc 
bodies are also near what appear!. to be a signi ‘icant ch:wge 
in dip of the Consolation Valley fult from ver i steep, r~crth 
of the talc, to about 40”. south of it. A stczper dipping 
normal fault is inferred to splay southwards f om the oxin 
fault from an apparent offset of I:hl: top of th,: Cog Gnl.lp 
(Figure 3-l-6). A few talc veinlwi were found in the imme- 
diate footwall of the splay. 



The southwest talc body is IO metrrs high (vertical) and 
30 to 37 metres wide. An adit 7 metres from the southwest 
end of the body was driven northwesterly 9 metres. The 
Imiddle body is 8 metres high and 23 to 29 metres northeast 
of the southwest body. The northeast body is 40 metres 
northenst of the middle body and up to 16 metres wide and 
23 metres high. An adit was driven northwesterly 6 metres 
into the tnlc. 

TALC GEOLCKY 
Only IS to 40 per cent of the complex Silver Moon 

bodies is exposed. The outcrops have low relief on moder- 
ately steep slopes between bluffs of the m”rr competent 
bedded dolomite (Figure 3-l-l I). The footwall contxts are 
locally exposed; other contxts are not. The talc bodies 
wntilin irregularly distributed, sheared lenses, pods and 
veins of highly variable proportions of quartz and dolomite. 
In addition, bedded dolomite forms lenses and interwtls in 
the bodies. 

The southwest body is IS per cent exposed. but appears 
to contain the highest proportion of talc, with about IO per 
cent bedded dolomite lenses and locilIly to IO per cent 

The talc is generally weakly translucent. frosty white 
with a pale greenish grey tinge on fresh surfaces. Locally, it 
is limonitr stained and light to medium rusty orange m 
hones I mrtrr or more wide. Very locally. the talc contains 
dark gey hands to 2 centimetres thick. Fracture and shear 
surfaces bounding talc weether medium to dark brown and 
are smooth. Otherwise, fixturing produces il very jagged, 
off-white weathered surface with patches of limonitic stain. 
The very strongly frectured talc is cut by il complex mosaic 
of criss-crouing fractures producing pieces measuring 0.5 
by I by I centimetre. Slickrnsided shears commonly cut the 
talc. The more prominent strike northwest; one displays 
slickensides plunging 40” southeast. The talc between 
quarwdolomite pods and lenses generally is cut by strongly 
developed fracture cleavage and shears that wrap sround the 
pods. 

Pyritic lenses BK surrounded by talc at both the southwest 
and northeast occurrences, I to 3 metres above the basal 
contact. The lenses are up to I3 centimetrrs thick and 
I metre long. rind dip subhorizontally to 25” southwest. The 
southwest lens of talc wntGns IO per cent, very fine to fine 
anhedral pyrite irregularly scattered along stringers and 
within patches. The northeast lens consists ofgnswnous talc 
with patches of clear gey dolomite with 8 per cent dissemi- 

quartz pods and lenses. nated pyrtte. 

\lORTHWEST (325”) SOUTHEAST 
SILVER MOON TALC 

‘EST OCCURRENCE 
not Ohsewed. 

m outcrop of dark grey very fine siltstone 

m: generally medium-light to locally 

fracture cleavage: 315’19 very light creamy buff; beds I-IO cm thick; 

fracture cleavages: 
minor to 2% dolomite veinlets; minor to 0.59 

085~/85~S disseminated pyrite (oxide-coated). 
005*/90- - 

(weaker) 

Cathedral Formation 

fracture cleavage: 300'/75"NE 
1 m with quartz crystals on NW joints, 

tinge; locally limonite- relic? bedding7- 
adit; sample 1OA 

stained. Bull quartz- 
dolomite filled vugs/veins. ark grey with white spots 

Dolomite bed remnants. 3-5s fenestrae to 6x10 mm 
filled wii’h clear dolomite 

fracture cleavage: 305’190; 

-1855 metres elevation 



hgs and filled vugs in talc are a local feature (Figure 
.1-l-12). They are fkrttened. shallow dipping and range up to 
0.7 metre lung. Sexral are lined with dit’ty white hotryoidal 
talc. They are filled with coarsely crystalline dolomite and 
white quartr. 

In thin section the talc (sample IOA) comprises very fine 
elongate. irregular and weakly fibrous grains in a complex 
interlocking mosaic (Plate 3-H). A talc-replaced do- 
omite(‘?) winlet is ;apparent in thin section hut not in hand 
s;lmple hecause it has the same grain siLe as the host talc. 
The thin section also contains hairline talc winlets along a 
criss-crossing mouic of fractures. They comprise very fine 
fibrous and non-fibrous talc grains elongated perpendicular 
to the Yeinlet walli. 

Quartz-dolomite veins, pods and lenses have uncertilin 
relationships to the talc hecnusc their wntacts are generally 
sheared (Figure 3 l-13). However, at the southwest adit less 
deformed talc shows clearly that quxtl and dolomite not 
only fill vugs, hut Germ the matrix to coarsely fractured talc. 
They also fornl an anastomotic network of sheared and 
irregular frecture-offset veins to I5 centimctres thick. The 
quartz is modcra!.ely to very strongly shattered, coarse 
grained and milky white with limonitic fractures. The do- 
omite is generally coarsely crystallint: and either surrounds 
or is intergrown with large quartz grams. 

The quartz-dolomite bodies commonly contain IO to I.5 
per cent angular ,o lens-shaped fragments of bedded dol- 
omite measuring up to 0.4 hy I metre. A thin section 
(sample 1%) indicotcs one fragment consists of a mosaic of 
variably sired, anbedral dolomite grains and 0.25 per cent, 
fine-gained, disseminated iron oxide coated pyrite. The 
XRD analysis indicates the dolomite is weakly altered to 
talc (Table 3-l-l). 

Tdlc also encloses tabular, gently dipping, shear-hounded 
bodies of dolomite from 0.2 to 3 tmetres thick and X mctl‘es 
01 more long. The weakly to moderately fractured dolomite 



is subtranslucent, dark grry to irregularly handed light buff 
and medium huff-grey. One dolomite lens is cut by a few 
per cent (early’?) dolomite veinlets and sweral talc vcinlets 
I millimetre thick, within a few centimetres of its contacts. 

Another dolomite layer contains 7 per cent quartz and 
quartz-dolomite veinlets and pods. The veinlets are I to 20 
millimrtres thick and irregular, hut commonly parallel hed- 
ding or fill a nol-thwest-strikill& fracture cleavage. The pods 
measure up to 0.6 hy I metre or more. 

Quartz crystals commonly occur on fracture cleavages 
and joints cutting the dolomite. The quartz forms up to 
IO per cent randomly oriented prismatic crystals to I by 

20 millimetres in suhhorirontal zones 4 centimrtres wide on 
the joints. 

The contact between talc and the underlying dolomite is 
sharp, locally weakly sheared and werall parallel to hed- 
ding. However, in detail it is irregular and locally stepped 
0.4 metrr or more and crosscuts hedding. Limonite fills 
small (I by I .5 cm) pockets in the dolomite surfxc. 

The talc is underlain by a bluff to I3 metrrs high of 
moderately fractured fenestral dolomite of the Cathedral 
Formation (Figure 3-l-l I). It is thin to medium thin bedded 
and wry fine graincd but subtly laminated. 

The dolomite contains minor to 0.5 per cent pyrite as very 
fine to locally fine, subhedral to anhedral grains. The pyrite 
is commonly rimmed or completely altered to goethite and 
lepidocrocite (both iron hydroxides identified by x-ray 
diffraction). Lens to eye-shaped fenestrae form 3 to 5 to 
locally IO per cent of the rock. They commonly measure 
0.5 by 1 to 6 bye IO millimetres and are filled with clear, 
fine-grained dolomite. X-ray diffraction analyses of dol- 
omite from 3.5 mares below the talc body (sample IOB) 
identified minor amounts of chlorite and talc and traces of 
quartz: they are not apparent in thin section. 

Dolomite veinlets form up to 2 per cent of the dolomite. 
They are fine grained, discontinuous, coplanar and en eche- 
lon, and criss-crossing. 

At the southwest occurrence, a talus interval 20 metres 
high separates the base of the dolomite bluff from the small 
uppermost outcrop of quartz unite of the Gag Group. The 
top of the Cog may be immediately below the base of the 
cliff because 530 metres to the southwest it is exposed at the 
base of a similar dolomite section. 

HANCINGWALL GEOLOGY 

Prismatic quartz crystals occur on northwest-striking 
fracture cleavage surfaces in the I-metrr interval of dol- 
omite immediately above the southwest talc body (Figure 
3-l-l I). These have the same habit as those in the dolomite 
inclusions previously described. 

The dolomite in the three bluffs in the 50 metres above 
the southwest talc body, resembles that below the talc 
with some variations. The gently dipping (IO” to 5”) to 
horizontal beds are 1 to 10 centimetres thick. Bedding sur- 
faces are irregular and wavy. Oxide-coated pyrite forms up 
to 0.5 per cent disseminations. tip IO 2 pa cent dolomite 
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veinlets commonly occur along fracture cleavages and hed- 
ding surfaces. ‘They are hairline to I to locally IS milli- 
metres thick. 

The covered intervals between the dolomite bluffs are 
pmhnhly underlain by platy siltstone, at least in part. 

FRACZTURE CLEAVAGES 
Coplanar and complexly intersecting fracture cleavage 

sets are generally well developed in the rocks under and 
over. as well as in the talc bodies. The most prominent 
generally strike northwesterly (305” to 345”). Two addi- 
tional sets of wxtical fracture cleavage are locally promi- 
nent: an east-striking (085” to 105”) set and a northerly 
(005”) set. The spacing between the fractures commonly 
varies between I and IS centimetres. 

The fracture cleavage\ are probably of several genera- 
tions and appcx to have strongly influenced the geometry 
and perhaps localization of the talc bodies. An early fracture 
cleavage hosts dolomitr(‘!) veinlets that were later altered to 
talc, together with the host. 

Two of the talc bodies have exposures elongated sub- 
parallel to the northwest-striking fracture cleavage. The 
irregular sides of the bodies are prohahly in pan controlled 
hy this clea\,agc. Their upper and lower contacts jog up to 
I mrtre or more along fractures. Later fracture cleavages cllt 

and offset the talc 2nd enclosed lenses of dolomite. Talc fills 
those cutting talc, quartz and dolomite. 

CHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY OF 
TALC AND DOLOMITIC STRATA 

Table 3-l. I summarizes the results of XRF and XRD 
analyses on seven samples of talc and five samples of 
dolomite and argillaceous dolomite wallrocks from the 
occurrences described aho\,r. 

A comparison between the theoretical compositions of 
talc (Table 3-l-l) and the Silver Moon white talc (sample 
IOA) indicates only minor impurities of calcium and iron. 
Interestingly, the lighter grey to white talc generally con- 
tains pyrite (up to 2%) whereas the black talc rarely does. 
Perhaps the iron is captured by chlorite. 

CHLORITE 

Three samples of black talc contain higher alumina 
(2.5%. 7.3% and 1.0% AI,O, in IH3A, 3A and 3B, respec- 
tively) and minor or major amounts of chlorite. It appears 
that the black colour may result as much as from the chlorite 
as the locally conspicuous carbon compound. The XRD 
analyses did not detect gmphite, indicating that the carbon 
compound identified in hand samples and thin section is 
amorphous. 

Chlorite was not positively identified in thin sections. It 
is, therefore, probably intergrown with the extremely fine 
grained talc. The maximum amount of chlorite might be 14, 
40 and 6 per cent in the three talc samples if all the 
aluminum is in clinochlore (Table 3-l-l). This is a high 
magnesian member of the chlorite group common in the talc 
deposits in Precambrian d&mites of Montana (Berg, 
IY7Y). The precursor of the chlorite may clay. 



FLUORAPATITE 

X-ray diffraction analyses identified minor amounts of 
tluorapatite (Ce,(PO,),~F) in one grcy and two black talc 
samples from the Talc Lake area. All three (lH3A, IJ I and 
3B) have significantly higher percentages of PIO, (0.14%. 
0.35% and 0.31%) and contain chlorite. Grains rescmhling 
apatite were not reugized in thin section. Roe and Olson 
(I 983) noted that 22 talc samples from deposits in sedimen- 
tary rocks worldwide contained 0.1 I to 0.48 per cent 
fluorine. 

TRACE ELEMEN.I.S 
Inductively coupled plasma analyses for 35 trace elc- 

merits in three black and four white talc samples from Talc 
Lake and Mount Whymper indicate they contain low hack- 
ground levels of the more common metals and lack an 
obvious geochemical signature. The talc samples contain 
I to I5 ppm copper, 4 to 9 ppm lead, I to 64 ppm zinc, 4 

ppm arsenic, 2 to I? ppm tungsten, 0.2 to 0.5 ppm silver, 

The black talc samples contain more zinc (22 to 64 ppm) 
than the white talc (I to I2 ppm). This prohahly reflects the 
argillaceou.s and carbonaceous nim~re of the dolomite 

SILT ANI) SOIL SAMPLES 

Four samples suggest there arm? no obvious trace element 
indicators in the silt or soil downslope :rom the talk: 
deposits. The two silt sample!; ITL-I and -2 are from the 
creek that drains Talc Lake, 650 metres nonhi ast of the Red 
Mountain talc occurrence (Figure 3-l-6, left) The two soil 
samples (SM. I and -2) are from two low-rel lef draw:; 801) 
metres southeast of the Mount Whymper talc lodies (Figure 
3-l-6, right). The samples conlain low backgrxmd level!: of 
copper (I 8 to 24 ppm), lead (I11 to :33 ppm), zi K (I I3 TV ~I811 
ppm), arsenic (4 to I I ppm) and tongsten (3 ‘pm) which ii 
similar to the talc. 

TALC EXPLORATION GUIDELIiVES 

The following preliminary exploration i uidelines an: 
based on the major similarities between the m Ides ofoc:ur- 
rence of talc in the Talc Lake arza and at MC unt Whymper 
summarized in Figure 3-I-14. Although th:y may t:wv: 
similar origins, the significarlt differences I jetween them 
cannot he explained without additional study. The con:;i;ler- 
able amount of vein-quartz and dolomite mix zl with the I&: 
at Mount Whymper distin::vishes it frr m the 0111er 

protolith. “CC”lTC”CCS. 

Figure 3-1-14. Correlations hctween schematic lithostratigraphic columns for the main talc occurrences at Talc Lak: and Mam 
Whymper. Note the proximity of the talc hadics to the unconformity at the top of the Gag Group and th:ir relationship tf I the Haiduk 
fault. 
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Permeable reef facies along the Cathedral escarpment are 
thought to have channeled fluids that formed the Kicking 
Horse, Monarch and Mount Brussilof deposits. The talc 
deposits, however, are below the stratigraphic level of the 
steep (reefoid) part of the escarpment. Evidence is lacking 
for structures channeling the fluids in rocks beneath the 
escarpment at the lead-zinc and magnesite deposits. 
However, the proximity of the talc deposits to the escarp- 
ment is probably more then fortuitous and it appears reason- 
able to conclude: 

0 The escarpment reflects prominent structures in the 
underlying Lower Cambrian and older rocks, which 
mark the hinge between platformal and basinal 
sedimentation. 

. These structures localized the talc alteration. 
The proximity of the talc deposits to one of two north- 

northwest trending normal faults probably is also not for- 
tuitous. They are probably old structures with more than one 
episode and sense of displacement (Cook, 1975). The faults 
may have, in fact, channeled alteration fluids, as suggested 
by Westervelt (1979). If the faults predate the Cretaceous to 
Eocene shortening, then the Simpson Pass thrust must offset 
the upper part of the normal faults from their lower 
extensions. 

The talc deposits appear to be localized by the following 
structural and lithologic controls (Figure 3-I-14): 

l The Talc Lake bodies occur within 1 kilometre of the 
northeast end of an embayment in the Cathedral 
escarpment which appears to have an anomalous 
southerly dip. An embayment in the escarpment is not 
apparent near the Silver Moon occurrence but the 
location of the escarpment is not well constrained in 
this locality. The Talc Lake embayment may reflect an 
underlying pre-Middle Cambrian transverse (east- 
west) structure that controlled the location of the 
escarpment and caused permeable regions of dilatancy. 
Overburden in the Vermilion River valley conceals any 
large-scale northeasterly cross structure that might 
control the location of the talc occurrences. 

l The Talc Lake bodies are in the hangingwall of the 
northwest-trending Haiduk normal fault. South of the 
escarpment the fault marks the contact between the 
Go& Group and the Takakkaw tongue. The main 
exposures of the Mount Whymper talc are east of a 
similar fault where it appears to change its southwest 
dip by 40°, and splay. These faults may have channeled 
the alteration fluids. 

. Sets of closely spaced fracture cleavages of several 
ages are well developed in the talc bodies and enclos- 
ing rocks. The northwest-trending sets at Mount 
Whymper appear to have strongly influenced the 
geometry, elongation and perhaps localization of the 
talc deposits. At Talc Lake, quartz veinlets in quartz 
arenite parallel several northeast-trending fracture sets 
that may have channelled silica-bearing fluids into the 
overlying dolomite during talc alteration. 

l Brecciation of the protolith dolomite at the Red Moun- 
tain deposit may have provided porosity at a small 
scale. Intergranular porosity is locally indicated at the 
microscopic scale. 

l Talc is commonly strongly sheared and cleaved 
although upper and lower contxts appear to show 
relatively small offsets. Thz relatively incompetent talc 
may occur along fault-controlled linear topographic 
depressions, as at Talc Lake. 

l Talc alteration appears stratabound at larger and 
smaller scales although it cuts bedding locally. Its 
upper and lower contacts vary from knife sharp and 
weakly sheared to gradational over a few metres or 
less. It is difficult to infer the amount of control the 
lithologies exercised on its extent because the most 
favourable hosts are presumably completely altered. 

. Talc occurs near the base of the Middle Cambrian 
Cathedral Formation and its slope-facies equivalent, 
the Takakkaw tongue. 

l The base of the talc is about 2.5 to 8 metres (at Talc 
Luke), to I5 metres (at Mount Whymper) above, or 
locally at the unconformity at the top of the Lower 
Cambrian Cog Group. 

. The uppermost Go& quartz arenite at Talc Lake is 
locally partly to completely altered to talc. and con- 
tains disseminated pyrite. Quartz veinlets and veins 
form up to several per cent of the rock, which may be 
unusual for the Go&. 

. Talc overlies the lowermost occurrence of dolomite. 
South and west of the Cathedral escarpment at Talc 
Lake it is in an interval of very thin bedded and 
laminated, graded black argillite, dolomite and 
argillaceous dolomite. The black argillite in thin inter- 
vals above and below the talc bodies is partly to 
completely altered to chlorite, talc and a carbon 
compound. 

. A distinct. coarsely recrystallized dolomite imme- 
diately underlies the Red Mountain deposit at the 
Hsiduk fault. The unit contains up to 2 per cent pyrite 
and minor talc veinlets. It is older than the talc but may 
be related to the same alteration event. 

. Prismatic quartz crystals occur on fractures in the 
I-mare interval of dolomite immediately above the 
Silver Moon occurrence. 

l Pyrite generally forms I per cent disseminations in the 
lighter coloured talc. This and the pyrite in the footwall 
rocks might be detected by an induced polarization 
SllWZY. 

l Coarser pyrite is disseminated in the lower 4 metres of 
the dolomite unit overlying the Red Mountaiti deposit. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE ANZAC MAGNESITE DEPOSIT 
(93J/16W, 93O/lW) 

By K.D. Hancock and G.J. Simandl 

KEYWORDS: Industrial minerals, magnesite, Anzac, Cog 
Group, Misinchinke Group, Cambrian, refractories. 

INTRODUCTION 
Examination of the Anrac magnesite deposit is part of an 

ongoing study of sediment-hosted magnesite deposits in 
British Columbia. Other work is documented by Hancock 
and Simandl (19921. Simandl and Hancock (1991, 1992) 
and Simandl PI N/. (I 992a). Magnesite is used in the produc- 
tion of refractory materials, magnesium chemicals and mag- 
nesium metal, and IUS significant potential in environmental 
applications (Simandl et nl., lYY2b). Ministry work 
included mapping of lithologic sections across known 
magnesite-bearing units together with geochemical sam- 
pling, x-ray and petrographic analysis. This paper is a sum- 
mary of field observations and preliminary laboratory 
results from work oo the Anzac magnesite showings. 

LOCATION 
The Anzac magnesite deposit is on the western slopes of 

Mount Emmet, 122 kilometres north-northeast of Prince 
George and 43 kilometres due east of McLeod Lake (Figure 
3-Z I ), in the Misinchioka Ranges of the Rocky Mountains. 

There is no road access to the site; the property car be 
reached by secondary roads from Highway ! 7 which lxw; 
through the Anzac siding of the B, C. Electris’ Railwa:y ;md 
flying the last 22 kilometres, or by air directly from Pr iwx 
George. 

HISTORY 
The magnesite occurrences were first repo ted by Muller 

and Tipper (1969) of the Geological Surw y of Cancdi. 
They were staked and reconnaissance mapzd by Mine- 
Quest Exploration Associates ILhJ. for Norsk I lydro in I 5’86. 
Additional mapping, sampling and drilling of three hole; fcr 
a total of 287 metres were c~stnpleted in I( 89. Con: ~~8s 
stored on site but the boxes shave since I een upse by 
animals. The work identified six large showir gs: from rorth 
to south, Hela, Odin, Emmet, Knob. Knoll an J Fria. RJIxhc:r 
mapping and sampling by MineQuest Expk ration Awx 
ates Ltd. and section mappirlg with sari pling by the 
Geological Survey Branch ~t:ni: done in 19! I. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGrE 
The region is transected by a ma.jor st:uctural treak 

defined by the Northern Rocky Mountain -bench and tte 
McLeod Lake fault (Figure 3-2. I). This d! vides the ;arc:a 
into Precambrian and Paleozoic sediments t ) the east with 
lower Paleozoic sediments and :iuspect terra es to the west. 
The McLeod Lake fault may have transferret dextrat :strikc:- 
slip movement along the northern part 01 the Southern 
Rocky Mountain Trench to txe Northern l&Icky Mouxe n 
Trench (Price and Carmichar:l, 1986). East 3f these major 
structures, thrusts and folds are typicall: east w’::eit 
although some folds verge west (McMxhan, l.‘W7). 
Northeast-trending extensional faults crosscut the 
northwest-trending faults. The!x structures are asscjciated 
with Late Cretaceous to Early ‘lertiary east-b :rgent sh,ctte 1. 
ing (McMechan, 1987). 

The Anzac magnesite deposit is located i 7 the nortxast 
corner of the McLeod Lake map sheet ma, ped by IV IoIler 
and Tipper (lY69), Struik (in press, 1989, 1’190) and Itruik 
and Fuller (198X). Equivalem stratigraphy occurs to the 
northwest (Struik, 1992; Wuik and Noxhcote, l’Y91; 
McMechan, 1987). Three ma.jor stratigraphic units an: pres- 
ent in the Anzac area: the Misinchinka, GI g and Ke:hia 
groups (Figure 3-2-2). 

The Precambrian Misinchinka Group cot sists of fine to 
coarse-grained, marine elastic r,ocks separattd into foul.sub- 
divisions by Struik (in press). The lower t\‘o subdivisions 
consist of grey slate. fine quartzire, grit, dia nictite, pb:/lllte 
and minor carbonate rocks of Hadrynian age The upper two 
subdivisions consist of white quairite. prey slate and black 
slate of Hadrynian to Early Cambrian age. 1 here is a draw- 
tional change from the Misinzhinka Grou, into the Gog 
Group. The Lower Cambrian Gag Group i : separat#zd into 
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two divisions (Struik, in press). The lower division consists 
of quart.&, dolomite, sandy dolomite and slate. The upper 
member consists of limestone, dolomite, shale and siltstone. 
Poorly preserved Archaeocyathid fossils are present spo- 
radically in carbonate rocks of the Cog Group (McMechan, 
1987; Muller and Tipper, 1969; Struik, 1989). Magnesite 
occurs within the Cog Group. Struik (1989) measured xv- 
era1 sections across the transition from the Misinchinke 
Group through the Gog Group, east of the An/x deposit. 
These sections provide detailed descriptions of the groups in 
the Anrac area. The Kechika Group consists of Upper 
Cambrian to Lower Ordovician slate, phyllite and play 
limestone together with some undifferentiated Cambrian to 
Devonian carbonates with minor elastics (Struik, in press; 
Muller and Tipper, 1969). 

Magnesite-bearing rocks occur within a down-faulted 
block of both the Gog and Misinchinke groups (Figure 
3-2-2:). The block is bounded by west-dipping normal faults 
with the centre slightly down dropped. Rocks within the 
graben are folded into an open east-verging antiform. The 
Gag Group outcrops over most of the fault block and the 
upper Misinchinka Group forms the core of the antiform. 
The upper member of the Gog Group forms the northeastern 
and southwestern limbs of the antiform. The lower member 
of the Gog Group is mostly quartzite and the upper member 
is mostly carbonate. The Misinchinka Group consists of 
black and dark green slate and phyllite. To the east and west 
of the block are rocks of the Misinchinka Group. Axial 
planar cleavage is well developed in fine-grained elastic 
rocks and absent in quartrites and carbonates. 
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Figure 3-2-2. Regional geology of the Anrac deposit (modified from Struik, in press). 



THE ANZAC DEPOSIT 
The Anzac depostt consists of six showings (Figure 

3-2-3). The Fria, Knoll and Knob showings are isolated 
outcrops of massive, sparry magnesite. Sections were pre- 
pared across the Hela, Emmet and Odin showings (Figures 
3-2-4.5 and 6). Due to possible structural thickening or fold 
repetition these arc lithologic sections only. From the sec- 
tions, eleven lithofacies were identified which are grouped 
into three units. These are. in descending order, units of 
carbonate, argillite and quartzite. The argillite and quartrite 
are prohahly part of the lower member of the Cog Group. 
The carbonates are most probably correlative with an 
Archrreocythid carbonate unit of the upper Gog Group 
(Struik, in press) and host the magnesite deposits. Grab 
samples were taken from the sections and isolated outcrops 
for whole-rock geoc:hemical analysis. Chemical analyses 
are listed in Table ,3-2-l. Lithologic correlation between 
sections is poor, possibly as a result of interfingering of 
lithofacies or structural complications. 

Magnesite at the Anrac deposit is massive, sparry and has 
frw’ preserved sedimentary features. Rocks containing more 
than 80 per cent hladed crystels, with more than 36.5 per 
cent MgO, are referred to as magnesite (Table 3-2-l) and 
approach stoichiometric magnesite composition. The value 
of 36.5 per cent MgO is equivalcni ta 70 per cent MgO in 
clrlcined product. This is considered as the minimum grade 
for economic development in the current magnesia products 
market. A scatter plot of CaO wr.ws MgO shows a tight 
cluster over 36.5 per cent MgO (Figure 3-2-7). 

metres. Individual crystals are izladed, range ir sire fror 5 
to 20 millimetres and are u~wallv randomly oriented, t#ut 
they also f&m fans or rosettes. !Magnesite is ei her white to 
buff or medium to light grey in colour on fn sh surfaces. 
The buff to white, sperry magnesite is similar t< that seen m 
southeast British Columbia, however, the n e&urn grey 
magnesite has not previously been recorded in he proviwe. 
Thin section analysis of grey. “‘nigh-grade” m, .gnesite reek 
shows that small amounts of dolomite are p’esent in the 
matrix as well as abundant, micron-scale inch sions within 
the magnesite crystals. X-ray analysis also she ws the pr:s- 
ence of talc and chlorite. Chlorite is absent in 1 white ma::w 
site. The grey colour is due to matrix dolomite and 
accessory minerals. Common-I impurities a-e dolontite. 
pyrite, limonite and hematite. Dolomite occ ITS as e’ltvz 
scattered remnant matrix or maws of white, I mmhic crys- 
tals. Pyrite occurs in or near !;mall frecturx, either as 
disseminated crystals or thin co;:ltings, and i: usually KU- 
tially oxidized. Occasionally, limonite and hc matite oc:ut 
as fist-sized, amorphous masses. 

Drill holes below the Emmet showing, 80 m:ti-es south of 
section A-A’, cut several magncsite sections separated by 
dolomite, over lengths of I to 21 metres, wi h MgO c:w 
centrations between 31 and 43 per cent (Gcurlay, I$lf:‘S). 
Correlations between drill intersections and surf,lce 
exposures are speculative. Broad zones can he distinguisxd 
but segment by segment correlations are iml*ossible. l‘hir 
suggests that the magnesite may occur as discrete lens,::; 01’ 
braided zones. 

Zones of magnesite range from 3 to I I mews wide. Dolomite is the most common rock type in t me section;. 11~ 
Contacts with hostrozk are gradational across up to SO centi- is typically massive, dark to medium grey, 1 eathers I~;$ 

LEGEND 
Grey dolomite, massive to thin bedded. 
sonw oolitic / pisolitic beds 

Grey lo buff dolomite, massive to thin bedded, 
Wntains lenses. pods and disseminations 
of spany calimnate Grey to Mack arllilliie and phylite 

rffl 
spany carbonate --- Geologic contact (approximate) 

/ stream 

Es 

Olive-green shale. argillile or phyllite, Contour, 200 fout interval 
poor to well developed cleavage 

A--A’ cross section locdlon 

Figure 3-2-1. Geology ol the Anzac deposit (modified from Gourley, 19X9, IYYI). AA’ = Emmct showing: BB’ = Odin 
rhowing; CC’ = Hela showing: D = Knob showing: E = Knoll showing; F = Fria showing. 



Figure 3-2-4. Lithologic section of the Emmel showing Ah sample IocaIionc 

looklng northwest 

Figure 3-2-S. Lithologic section of the Odin showing with sample locafion~. 

C C 

bohlg ttmtlwd 

Figure 3-2-h. Litholqk section of the Hcla showing with sample locations. 



SAMPLE SHOWING ROCKTYPE MgO CaO Al203 Fe203 Si02 TiO2 MnO Na20 K20 1’2’35 LO1 TC TAL CaG~‘MgO 

Emmet 
near Emmet 

magtlCS!tC 

Knob 
magnes,tc 

near Knab 
magnesitc 

Km0 
magncsite 
magnesite 

OS26 
0.169 
OS44 
g;; 

91005 

Es% 
91008 
91011 

91012 near Ffia 
Odin 

magnesite 

near Odin 
magncsite 

near Odin 
magncsite 
magnesite 

43.99 0.72 0.11 0.98 2.23 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 il.&5 50.01 91.95 
39.70 6.74 0.22 1.30 1.62 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.06 (I.10 5osn 9 24 
43.05 1.89 0.09 0.61 0.74 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.01 (I.87 53.25 10 3.55 
41.02 5.52 0.11 1.10 0.36 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.07 (I.08 50.80 9.14 
42.76 3.15 0.21 1.01 0.64 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.06 (I.08 51.10 9.11 

40.68 5.48 0.22 0.90 1.22 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.06 Cl.10 50.40 9!.13 
42.92 3.20 0.20 0.56 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.07 C1.W 51.10 9.19 
43.56 1.86 0.26 

E 
1.28 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.09 Cl.W3 5l.W 9 .I5 

38.55 4.17 0.49 1.76 553 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.05 C’.l‘I 48.50 9!.30 
43.81 1.04 0.24 0.98 1.93 0.01 0.02 0.06 0.08 C’.(r? 50.8o 9!.c6 

44.81 1.23 0.14 y$ 0.46 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.05 c.10 51.40 Y.06 
43.79 3.14 0.21 0.44 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.0, 1.04 50.36 10).19 
39.35 6.36 0.36 1.36 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.10 a.13 50.00 9?.23 
41.47 3.52 0.37 :s 1.17 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.05 a.14 5050 9?.11 

22.03 31.12 0.11 i:;: 0.36 0.01 0.1, 0.04 0.03 0.53 46.75 10~93 
25.32 27.12 056 0.94 0.02 0.06 0.03 0.01 051; 46.W 10 ~.32 
14.32 3154 0.16 A' 0.15 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.57 41.27 10 ~35 
21.84 31.18 0.01 0.39 0.01 0.06 0.02 0.01 0.49 46.78 10 ~.63 
26.16 25.76 0.02 0.81 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.6;! 47.92 10 38 

22.25 31.01 0.14 0.75 0.24 0.01 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.521 46.83 10 26 
30.10 18.80 0.19 0.88 0.59 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.11 0.13 48.50 9540 
21.15 30.73 1.M) 0.88 158 0.04 0.08 0.04 0.29 0.49 45.82 10: z.10 
34.23 16.70 0.08 0.76 0.39 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.01 0.82 48.95 10 .98 
32.26 16.11 0.13 1.25 0.67 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.g: 48.80 95 38 

33.81 13.81 0.27 1.20 1.21 0.01 0.02 0.01 0.04 0.04 
20.33 29.85 0.13 0.96 3.22 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.05 O.@: 
19.47 29.33 0.27 0.74 557 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.05 0.08 
19.65 32.47 0.06 O.% 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.05 O,M 
19.10 32.44 0.13 

% 
0.86 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.05 0,06 

Y :5-221 d 
Odin 

A26/5-235 ;;,“a IQwb 
A26 8-237 

I 
Hcla 

910 3 Hela / -237 

91901 
91014 

dup 91013 
Hela 1 X235 

91015 

3% 

Hela / t235 
Hcla X231 

I4 near eta 

A23/7-209 near Emmct 

dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 

dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 

dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 
dolomite 

limestone 1.05 48.30 032 0.01 13.00 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.12 O,O~l 

48.40 9% 82 
45.10 95 74 

i% k%z 
46.00 9940 
37.89 1M 73 

grry to buff and is recrystallized. Cirain size ranges from 
0. I to 0.5 millimetre and is usuully around 0.25 millimetre. 
Sedimentary features are only visible on fresh surfaces; 
stylolites arc common though poorly developed. The 
lithologic descriptions below are all \‘ariimts of this mxsiw 
dolomite. 

Piwlitic dolomite contains variablr amounts of pisolitcs 
and oolites. ranging from 5 to 20 millimefres in diameter. 
Where well preserved. the concentri< 

l.EGEND 
C,oSS-SeCtlo”S 

Magnesife: > 80 % 
bladed crystals 

Dolomite: 20-80 % 
bladed crystals /23J 

Dolomite: < 20 9h 
bladed crystals El 

Pisolitic dolomite 
< 20 % bladed crystals Es 

Dolomite [II1 

Pisolitic dolomite q 

Interbedded limestone 
and argillite 

Calcareous argillite 

Argillite 

Overburden 

1.413 
1,071 
2,2M 
1.428 
0~935 

1.314 
0.625 
1.453 
0.438 
0.439 

46.cml 

readily apparent and core grains are visible. The tex~tre 
ranges fmn scattered onlites or pisolites to ro< k approach 
ing grainstone. Two further uriant\ include n asix dolw 
mite and pisolitic dolomite with bladed crystals The crys~;rl 
abundance is less than 20 per ciinr. Chemica ly the ro:k 
composition is that of the massive ,dolomiir. 61; drd cryst;~ls 
vary from 5 to 1.5 nmillimetrcs in Irngth, arc I ght grey to 
whirc and iwe found as scattuxl grains or hips alar growt~~s 
along stylolites or fractures. Massive dolomite md pisolilic 
dolomirr with bladed crystals art: commonly foi Ind adjaccrlt 
to massi\,c, sparry mapnesite or massive do omite with 
abundant hladrd crystals. The latte~~ consists of i framewo-k 
of 20 to 80 per cent bladed crys~ls in massi\ e d&mitt:. 
This rock is similar in colour and tmzxrure to ma: sive. spar-y 
magnesite when the hladed crystal (content reach :s the upp:t 
limit. Chemiwlly. the MgO contrnt is less th tn 36.5 p:t 
cent, often less than 30 per cent. Dolomite vith blad:,l 
crystals approaching 80 per cenl of the rock nass plots :ts 
magnesium-rich rock cm Figure 3,-2-l. X-m’ and thill- 
section analysis shows that the Iti;:h magnesium I contrm is 
due to the abundance of magoesil~e crystals rather than hi$l- 
magnesium dolomite. The magraite is intewitial to ard 
replaces dolomite. Other dolomite samples. eitt :I with teed 
or no bladed crystals. plot near tht: stoichiometl ic dolomi:~z 
composition. Contacts between masix, span) magnesit:, 
magnesite crystal rich dolomite and the c-ystal-pm,r 
(<20%) dolomires are distinct mough grada :ional over 



oo.oo 20.00 40.00 60.00 

CaO weight per cent 

Figure 3-2-7. CaOMgO plot for the Anrac dcpwit. Data 
arc in Table 3-2. I. Square = stoichiomrtric magnesitr: X = 
magnrsilr: Triangle = high~mapnesiurn carbonate; Filicd 
circle = dolomite: Cross = stoichiomcrric dolomite: Fill& 
diamond = limestone: Diamond = stoichiomrtric calcile. 

0.5 metre. The contacts are generally bedding parallel and 
subplanar although in some locations are highly irregular. 

Limestone is rarely exposed at the Anlac deposit (Figure 
1-2-6). Where found, it is medium to light grey and fine 
grained with a play patting along bedding spaced at IO to 
20 millimetres. At the Hela showing there is it colour vilria- 
lion to beige at the downslope side of the outcrop. At or near 
the base of the carbonate unit are either interbedded limc- 
stone and argillite or ~al~are~~s argillite. The interbedded 
limestone and argillite consists of rust-coloured, fine- 
grained, recessive weathering limestone and green, thinly 
cleaved argillite. The calcareous argillitr consists of inter- 
bedded brown and green. thinly cleaved argillite. The brown 
ar&illitr is dolomitic and the green argillite is calcareous. 
Bedding is less than 5 millimetres thick. 

Slaty argillite and quartzite underly the carbonate mem- 
ber. Argillite is olive green, thinly bedded and well cleaved. 
It is recessive weathering and only the parts adjacent to the 
more competent carbonate or quartrite units are exposed. 
Quanzite is resistant and forms low bluffs. It is white 
weathering and light grey on fresh surfaces. Grains are well 
rounded and fairly uniform in size, ranging from 0. I to 0.25 
millimetre in diameter. Where visible, planar bedding is IO 
to I5 millimetres thick but the rock appears generally 
massive. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Magnesite at the Anzac showings is hosted by carbonate 

of the upper division of the Lower Cambrian Gog Group. 
The geological setting of the deposit is similar to that of the 
Lower Cambrian strata at Mount Brussilof and the Marys- 
ville area and the Helikian strata in the Brisco area. The 
MgO content of the high-grade material is also similar to the 
southeastern British Columbia deposits. The silica content 
is similar to the Brisco deposits and less than that of 
the Marywills deposit. Mapping shows that a magnesite- 
bearing unit extends over a length of several kilometres but 
continuity between individual showings is not established. 
Further exploration along strike to the nonh and south is 

justified. Equivalent carbonate units of the Gog Croup 

elsewhere in the area tnay host similar magnesite mineraliz- 
ation. Our work also suggests that favourable conditions 
within the Cambrian carbonates may extend northward from 
the Anzac River area to the Selwyn Basin. 
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THE AA GRAPHITE DEPOSIT, BELLA COOLA AREA, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA: EXPLORATION IMPLICATIONS FOR T:HE: COAST 

PLUTONIC COMPLEX 
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By Nathalie Marchildon, George J. Simandl and Kirk D. Hancock 
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INTRODUCTION 
Natural graphite is a well known high unit-value indus- 

trial mineral with a wide range of applications (Taylor, 
1992; Simandl, 1992; Simandl et al., 1992). The major uses 
are shown in Figure 7-3-l. Commercial graphite concen- 
trates are classified into four major categories: crystalline 
lumps, crystalline flakes. powder and “amorphous” 
powder. Crystalline flake graphite is hosted by smphibolite 
to granulite grade merasedimentary rocks. The term “lump 
and chip” graphite refers to high-grade vein-type ore frag- 
ments typically 0.5 to 0.8 centimetre in size. Crystalline 
powder is produced ias the result of excessive milling of 
tlake graphite. Microcrystalline graphite. commonly called 
“amorphous” graphite, is produced from metamorphosed 
coal seams. 

The most important technical parameters governing the 
price of graphite flake concentrate are gmphitic carbon 
content, tlake size, degree of crystallinity and the types of 
impurities. Prices of typical graphite concentrates are illus- 
trated in Tttble 3-3-l. The long and medium-term outlooks 
for graphite consumption are positive. In the short term, 

1 Refractories E 

1 Pencils 5% I ~~~bl~~~] 

Figure 3-3-l. Natural graphite applications in the United 
States (from Taylor, 1992). 
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(@de PliW __-.- 
Crystalline lumps w/95 %C 750-15130 
Crystalline large flakes 115/90 %C 650.1200 
Crystalline medium flakes tw90 %C 450-10130 
Crystalline small flakes 80195 %C 4oLl-60x 
Powder (ZOO mesh) 80,‘SS %C 325-361) 

90x2 %C 520-6Ot~ 
95i97 %C 770.low 
117/9!> RC 1cOo-13tw) 

Amorphous powder X$&5 %C 220410 
CIF UK port 
(Source: Idumial MineraLF, 11292, Number 3C I, page 68.) 

there is an oversupply, as with most other in, lustrinl m II- 
eraIs, due to reduced manufacturing activit! worldu~ide 
(Harries-Rees, 1992). Prices of natural rraphitr ire 
expected to recover faster than most other ini lustrial m II- 
erals as many industries have kept inveutorie: lous dwing 
the recession (Hand, 1992) and if, as forecast. Chine 
reduces graphite exports to satisfy increasing it ternul needs 
(Holroyd and McCmcken. 1992:~ In industriali; ed countrit:~ 
the areas of fastest growth for naural graphite t se are likt ly 
to be the automotive and nuclear industries iK man. IYW). 

This study focuses on a crystalline flake gra] white deposit 
located in southwestern British Columbia. Thi, case stucy, 
combined with published regional data, indicat:s that there 
is excellent geological potential for world-clx s crystalline 
flake graphite deposits within the Coast Plutowc Cnmpkx. 
This paper discusses geological aud cxploratio t considmtt- 
tions and the technical aspects (of metemorphi m and g,ew 
thermobarometry will be addrrs:ed elsewhere. : prcific CCII- 
nomic considerations, such as to tuage, grade cc ntinuity ,ald 
average grade for this deposit al-e beyond the ! cope of tt is 
paper. 

LOCATION AND ACCE,SS 
The AA graphite deposit is Iwat~ed in the Sella Coola 

area, approximately 500 kilometre:; north-north, at of Va I- 
cower. The property is approximately 2 kilome res north (If 
the head of South Bentinck Ann, on its wcztern shwe 
(Figure 3-3-2). 

The fastest access to the drpo:it is by floatpI: ne from th: 
town of Port Hardy. at the northern tip of Vancc .tver Island, 
approximately 200 kilometres to the south. A ternatively. 
the deposit can be reached by driving to Bell, I Coola, 45 
kilometres north of the deposit, and by floa:plane fron 
there. 

ldegroot
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METHODS 
Fieldwork was completed over I2 days in early July, 

1992. A series of ten, 400 to 750.metre traverses, spaced 
200 metres apart, were made perpendicular to the regional 
structural grain (northwest) on a grid centred on the graphite 
deposit, and more than 130 outcrops were described. 

Figure 3-3-2. Regional geology of the South Bentinck 
Arm area, B.C. Heavy box shows area covered by Figure 
3-3-3: inset shows geographical position of map area. Modi- 
fied from Baer (1973) and Roddick (in preparation). 
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Trenches in high-grade graphitic rock were sampled and 
mapped in detail (1: 100). 

More then 50 thin sections of graphitic rocks and 
graphite-free country rocks and 20 thin sections of rocks 
from the deposit were described. Of these, six garnet- 
bearing rocks were analyzed using a JEOL Superprobe 733 
electron microprobe to determine mineral compositions 
used in thermobarometric calculations. Back-scattered elec- 
tmn micrographs of graphite-bearing rocks were also 
obtained. Chemical analyses for major, minor and selected 
tract elements and for graphitic carbon were obtained for I3 
samples from the deposit (Table 3-3-2). 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 
The geological setting of the AA graphite deposit, based 

on I:250 COO compilations of Baer (1973) and Roddick (in 
preparation), is described below and summarized in Figure 
3-3-2. The volumetrically dominant rocks in the area are 
intrusions of the Coast Plutonic Complex (Early Cretaceous 
to Eocene; Baer, 1973). These rocks vary in composition 
from tonalite to diorite, and their precise ages are unknown. 
The plutons are surrounded by granitoid gneisses. The AA 
graphite deposit is located in a north-nonheast-trending belt 
of metasediments running through the middle of the area 
covered by Figure 3-3-2. The northeast part of the area is 
underlain by Lower Cretaceous volcanic rocks. They are 
separated from intrusive rocks to the south by a regional 
thrust fault. 

The granitoid gneisses are probably related to the intrw 
sion of the plutons which they surround. They may repre- 
sent strongly deformed intrusive material at the margins of 
plutons or they may have resulted from partial melting and 
defcxmation of the country rock. The metasedimentary 
sequences represent country rock to the intrusive com- 
plexes. 

DEPOSIT GEOLOGY 
The geology of the area surrounding the AA deposit is 

shown in Figure 3-3-3. The northern part of the map is 
dominated by moderately to strongly deformed granodiori- 
tic rocks. The southern pert of the area is underlain by 
biotite-amphibole schists of metasedimentary orBgIn. 
Locally, decametre to metre-scale mafic to ultramafic 
lenses, characterized by centimetre-scale concentrations of 
leucosomatic rims and crosscutting veins, may represent 
boudineged mafic dikes intruding the schists and grano- 
dioritic rocks. Graphite-rich rocks outcrop in the central part 
of the map area, specifically in the crests of folds. 

The dominant structural grain in the nrea is a subvertical 
north-northwest~trending foliation with decametre-scale 
folds (Figure 3-3-3). The dominant foliation trend is sum- 
marized in Figure 3-3-4. Late-kinematic folding syn- 
chronous with the development of retrograde chlorite has 
resulted in crenulation of this north-northwest foliation. 
Fold axes and resulting intersecting lineations are typically 
subvertical. Shear zones in the area are generally aligned 
with the regional foliation. Except for one extending over at 
least 700 mete (Figure 3.3.3), they can not be traced over 
any significant distance. 



GKANODIORITI~ ROCKS 

Granodioritic rocks in the arci, are generally coarser 
grained then the schists (2-5 lmm grain sire). The regional 
foliation. defined by a coarse layering of thin (<2 mm) 
hiotite and/or smphihole-rich hands and thicker (>3 mm) 
quartzofeldspathic bands, is not as well expressed in these 
rocks us it is in the finer grained schists. The intrnsity of the 
foliation tends to decrease westwards within the grano- 
diorite; to the northwest, the granodioritic body is essen- 
tially undeformed. In outcrop, weathered surfaces are typ- 
ically yellowish white; fresh surfaces are pale to medium 
grey. The gl-anodioritic rocks are more leucocratic than the 
schists although their mineralogy is similar except that 
clinopyroxenc is found only in mafic and ultramafic lenses 
included in the granodiorite. 

BIOTITE SCHISTS 

Schists are usually fine to medium prained (0.5-2 mm) 
and display a penetrative schistosity. consistent with the 
regional trend and defined by the alignment of hiotite and 
amphibole grains. These rocks weather pale grey to yellow- 
ish or brownish white. Fresh surfaces are medium to dark 
grey. They may display porphymhlastic textures: garnet and 
amphiboles are common porphyroblastic minerals. They are 
divided into two groups, gamct-hearing and garnet-fret 
hiotite-amphibole schists (Figure 3-3-3). Systematic trends 
in the distribution of these garnet-free and garnet-hearing 
schists suggest that the presence or ahsencr of garnet is 
constrained by the hulk chemistry of the rock (aluminum 
content) rather than by variation in metamorphic conditions. 
The graphite deposit is hosted by the schists. Biotite, 

hornblende. plegioclase. qoan:z. tremolire, wtinolite. cur- 
lningtonite and clinopyroxene ire the comm .m constitw t 
minewls of hoth garnet-hearing and game t-free schist!,. 
although they may not all b: present in 11 e sane rxk. 
Sillimanite has been found in several outcrop) in the wuth- 
eastern part of the map area. Epidote (gerrrally zoi’litc. 
rarely p&cite), chlorite, titanite and white r ica are lo~idl,i 
observed as minor constitucnis. Grephltr, ilinenitc. pyrite. 
chalcopyrite and sphelerite are the common opaque Inin- 
erals and pyn-hotite has been observed as an il cludcd phase. 
Common accessory minerals are zircon, allan te and apatite. 

Quartz and plagioclase are pruent in varin )Ic conct:r era- 
tions in all of the thin sections of schists en imincd. Pl11g~ 
ioclase is locally replaced by fim-grained epic ate and ~wbitc 

mica. Biotite constitutes up to 20 volume p :r cent c’f the 
hiotite schists. The orientntioll of hiorzte tl; kes generall!~ 
defines the main foliation. In sewral instance: _ a late ge,er~ 
ntion of hiotite is developed along a lafer to mtlon. Br i7 Tht 
red-brown hiotite commonly form:; less than ,O per cent of 
the volume in graphite-rich rsxk:, where it is intergrowl 
with graphite flakes (Plate 3-3~ 111. Green or g~ccnish browI 
hiotite occurs predominantly in the southern part of :hi, 
mapped area. Garnet is present only locall) It generAt), 
comprises less than 5 volume pev cent of the I xk. It ocu~r!, 
in hiotite-amphibole schists as strongly WI ohlastic {)or. 
phyrohlasts (l-5 mm; in rare: examples, q to I CII ir 
diameter) commonly overgrown by hiotite ali rned with I:hr, 
regional schistosity. Late tectcnic to post-trc Ionic chloritt 
and, less commonly, zoisite arc .also found a! overgrowrh!, 
on garnet porphyrohlasts. In tlx southern pat of the ,naFl 
area, it constitutes large. pre-tectonic potp~yroh\ast: ir 
aluminous, sillimanite-hra~in;J schists. In III instances 



garnet is prrtectonic to early tectonic with respect to thr 
main. regional foliation expressed in the rock. Several 
garnet-bearing rocks have been used to construin meta- 
morphic temperatures: thz results are discussrd below. 
Clinopyroxene is occasionally found as poikiloblastic relict 
crystals in amphibole-bearing schists. It is rrplaced by trem- 
olitr or hornblende. Also, it is associated with high-grade 
grttphite concentrations where it is replaced by tremolite 
(Plate 3-3-2). Cummingtonite occurs as medium-sized (<2 
mm) relict crystals representing less than 5 volume per cent 
of the schists. It is typically overgrown and replaced by 
trannlite (iactinolite) and, lrss commonly, by hornblende. 

At least some of thr cummingtonite and hornblende is 
prarnt as pnqradr metamorphic phasrs. Cummingtonite 
has 81~~ bren identified in several thin sections from 
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Figure 3-3-3. Local geology of the AA graphite deposit. 
Box is position of detailed map in Figure 3-3-5. 
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$rephite-rich zonrs. Typically, euhedral hornblende (2-S 
mm) comprises up to I5 volume per cent of thr schists and 
colours vary from pale green to pale brown to dark brown- 
green. Tqethzr with hiotite flake, thry define the principal 
foliation in the rock. The most common brownish free” 
variety is optically zoned and often has a IWTOM, actinolite 
rim (especially in strongly strained rocks). Less commonly, 
it is overgrown by biotite or tremolite. Locally it replaces 
clinopyroxene and is interpreted to be retrograde. Tremolite 
is fine to medium grained. generelly acicular and overgrows 
cummingtonite, hornblende and clinopyroxene. It is inter- 
ptetcd as a rrtqrade phase. 

Sillimanite rrpresents trace to 5 volume per cent of the 
rock and occurs as fine prisms (Z-3 mm in length and less 
than 500 &III in width) aligned with the main foliation in 
biotite schists from the southern part of the area (Figure 
3-3-3). Epidote is occasionally found in minor amounts 
overgrowing biotite, garoet or plagioclase. In xveral 
instances it forms fine-grained strings after biotite and is 
aligned with a late(?) foliation indicating syntectonic 
development. It was also observed in intergrowths with 
graphite in thin sections from graphite-rich rocks. Chlorite 
is pervasive as a minor retrograde phase after biotite or, less 
typically, after garnrt. In one outcrop at the eastern margin 
of the map area, chlorite flakes are developed along tt late 
cleavage which cuts and crenulatrs the regional ft,liation 
and is associated with outcrop-scale folds. This indicates 
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foliation in the area of the AA graphite deposit. n = 6X. 



that drforrnation was continuing during retrograde rneta- 
morphic recrystallix~tion in rocks of the area. Chlorite is 
extensively developed in thin, post-tectonic veinlets. 

Titanite is a relatively abundant (2-3 volume %;) late 
phase in graphite-poor and graphite-fret rocks where it is 
concordant with the regional foliation and developed at 
edges of hornblende and biotite grains. Traces of zircon are 
pervasive in the schists. It occurs in two varieties which 
often coexist in thz same thin section. The first variety 
consists of large (200-SO0 pm), wmrtimes zoned, rounded 
to euhedral grains that are erratically distributed in the 
matrix. These are interpreted to be premetamorphic zircons. 
The second variety of zircon forms clots of very small 
(< I00 km) euhedral grains commonly found at the infer- 
face between biotitc grains and other matrix minerals. The 
latter variety may overgrwv euhedral zircon grains and is 
interpreted to be synmetamorphic. 

Pyrite is found in two texturally distinct generations, 
commonly in rocks containing graphite. An early pyrite is 
present in trace comxntrations, as fine-grained, subhedral to 
anhedrel grnins in the schists. It shows no particular textural 
association with graphilr. Locally, it is overgrown and 
replaced by sphalerite. A late generation of pyrite is well 

developed in graphite-bearing rocks whc:n it nay represent 
several volume per cent of the: rock. 

Graphite occurs in minor or trace amou es in biotite- 
amphibole schists throughout i:ht: area mappe 1. It is mainl:i 
present as tine to medium-sized, folded or kinked fl;lkei 
aligned with the latest foliation and is often ir tergrown with 
concordant biotite (Plate 3-3. I) and, less co nmonly, with 
pyrite. Graphite occurs preferentially in garr :t-free schistr 
or at the contact between garnet-free schiss and garnet- 
bearing schists or granodiorite (Figure 3-3-3:. The asxcia- 
tion of chlorite with high concentrations of 1 ,raphite in tb: 
crests of folds indicates that graphite forma during rc:tro- 
grade metamorphism. Also, sane graphite pr xipitated dut- 
ing early retrograde metamorphism as indlcated b:y th: 
textural intergrowth of graphite and tremolite in clinopyrox- 
ene replacement textures (Plaw 3.3-2). 

A small amount of fine-grained: matte gq hite is presert 
along late shear zones cutting the regional fc &ion, a.nd ix 
narrow veins. This graphite formed during th,: last stag:s of 
retrograde metamorphism and stabilized at 1 wer teqera- 
twes than the coarse flake graphite. The pr :sence of pre- 
peak metamorphic graphite, early retrograde graphit,? anl 
late retrograde graphite suggests that graphit: precipitzlion 
took place during almost all stages of metan lorphism. 

Plate 3-3-1. Hack-scattered electron micrograph of 
graphite-rich sample displaying close textural relationship 
between biotite (ht) and graphite (GP). Also shown is late, 
optically zoned pyrite (PY2) developed at the contact 
between graph&,-rich and graphite-free layers. Width of 
field is 2.5 millimetres. 

Plate 33-2. Natural light photomicmgrap I of samp B 
G6/12-62 showing textura:i relationsh p betwe:en 
clinopyroxene, tremolite and graphite. See tel t for discus- 
sion. Width of field is 0.8 mi:lirnetres. 

Grologicnl Fieldu~ork 1992, Puprr lYY.T-I 3’93 



GRAPHITE-RICH ROCKS 
Graphite-rich rocks are dark grey or rusty brown on 

weathered surfaces and locally characterized by a thin jar- 
“site coating. Fresh surfaces are steel grey. The rocks are 
layered and have a lepidoblastic texture. Graphite occurs as 
flakes within the schists. Grades, expressed in tams of 
graphitic carbon content, are given in Table 3-3-2 (see also 
Figures 3-3-S and 3-3-6). Individual layers may be graphite- 
rich or nearly barren. The graphite-rich rocks are soft and 
split along a foliation defined by the alignment of graphite 
flakes. Individual graphite flakes measure from O.? to I .5 
millimetres in diameter. The concentration of graphitic car- 
bon reaches up to 24 weight per cent (Table 3-3-2 and 
Figures 3-3-5 and 3-3-6). The flakes have a metallic lustre, 
but locally are dull, indicating a lower degree of 
crystallinity. 

Other major constituents, present in variable proportions, 
are quartz, feldspar, biotite and hornblende. Pyrite, either 
anhedral and optically zoned or cubic and unzoned, 
sphalerite and chalcopyrite comprise up to 5 per cent of the 
rock volume. The late-stage pyrite is the most abundant 
sulphide and occurs as optically zoned, medium to fine- 
grained patches in close textural association with graphite 
(Plate 3-3-3). Microprobe investigation of the optically 
zoned crystals reveals no variation in trace elements. The 
zoning is interpreted a result of to be variations in oxidation 
(de-sulphidation) of pyrite from core to rim. This zoned 
pyrite is intimately associated with sphalerite (Plates 3-3-4 
and 3-3-3). Late pyrite also overgrows strongly resorbed 
pyrrhotite (Plate 3-3-3). It is also concentrated at the bound- 
ary between graphite-rich and graphite-free layers (Plate 
3-3-l). These observations indicate that this pyrite and, by 
association, sphalerite, grew late with respect to graphite 
crystallization. Pyrrhotite has been identified in one sample 
as resorbed cores in late, optically zoned pyrite grains (Plate 
3-3-3). Texturally, it appears to be associated with graphite 
flakes. Chelcopyrite is found in trace amounts, in rocks 
which also contain late pyrite and sphalerite. Sphalerite is 
present almost exclusively in graphite-bearing rocks as 
anhedral, undeformed grains. It is commonly associated 
with late pyrite. The base metal content of the graphite-rich 
samples is anomalous (Table 3.3.2), but not of economic 
interest. Sphalerite, chalcopyrite and zoned pyrite post-date 
graphite. Subhedral, bright pink to pale brown pleochroic 
titanite is a common mineral in graphitic rocks. Other min- 
erals present in trace amounts are zircon and &mite. Biotite 
and sulphides are locally intergrown with graphite flakes. 
High-grade, coarse, crystalline graphite is found in the 
noses of outcrop-scale folds. Matte, finely crystalline graph- 
ite concentrations are also found in shear zones and late. 
post-ductile deformation veins (Plate 3-3-4). 

PETROLOGIC INTERPRETATION 
The presence of metamorphic clinopyroxene in 

hornblende-bearing rocks indicates minimum peak meta- 
morphic temperatures were in excess of 750°C. consistent 
with granulite-grade metamorphism (Spear, 1981). In addi- 
tion, garnet-biotite thermometry was used to constrain met- 
amorphic conditions. Garnets from sillimanite-bearing 
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rocks exhibit a very gently decreasing Fe/Fe+Mg trend 
from core to rim that is consistent with increasing ambient 
temperature. It is interpreted to represent prograde zoning 
(Spear, 1991). The calculated peak metamorphic garnet- 
biotite temperature is 825i25”C at a pressure of 75Oi 100 
MPa (7.52 I Kbar) using the garnet-sillimanite-quarrz- 
plagioclase barometer (Figure 3.3.7a), indicating conditions 
of granulite facie metamorphism. 

Garnets from sillimanite-free, hornblende-bearing rocks 
display unzoned cores and increasing Fe/Fe+Mg trends at 
their rims. This is interpreted to be the result of diffusional 
re-equilibrium near the peak of metamorphism or during 
subsequent cooling (Spear. 199 I). Calculated garnet-biotite 
temperatures for three sillimanite-free hornblende-bearing 
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Figure 3-3-S. Detail of Figure 3-3-3 showing geology 
around the AA graphite deposit and graphitic-carbon con- 
tents from a number of trenches. A-A’ is position of cross- 
section in Figure 3-3-6. * = data from Demczuk and Zbit- 
noff (19911. 



A 535 A’ rocks fl-om different parts of the map area fall between 72.‘;’ 
and 875”C, consistent with the presence of clinopyroxre 
and the sillimanite-schist calculated temperature (Figure 
3.3.7b). Rare inclusions of graphite within these ga::ne~:s 
suggest that some graphite persisted through metamorphic 
conditions well into the granulite field. Calculated retrw 
grade (rim) temperatures for garnet-hornblende assent- 
blages, Figure 3.3.7c, are consistently lowr than gxni:t 
core biotite temperatures. The stability field of titanitc, as 
determined by Spear (1991), suggests that the graphitz in 
equilibrium with titanite crystallized below 700% as:unl- 
ing a pressure of 500 MPa. 

Bedrock 
~~ 

Rubble Replacement of clinopyroxene or cummingtonite by 

m 
hornblende indicates that hornblende recrystallized extew 

Overburden sively during the retrograde stages of metamorphism. Retro- 
grade graphite is locally closely intergrown with tremoli!:e 

Figure 3-3-6. Cross-section through Trench 1 of the 
graphite deposit showing weight percentage of graphitic 
carbon. See Figure 3-3-5 for location. 

iPlate j-3-2), but such.an assdciatio~ has not been found 
between graphite and hornblende. Clinopyroxene break- 

Plate 3-3-3. Back-scattered electron micrograph of late 
pyrite (PY2) cored by pyrrhotite (PO) and intergrown with 
sphalerite (SL). Note the close association of sulphides with 
graphite flakes (black). Scale bar is 100 microns. 

Plate 3-3-4. Back-scattered electron micrograph c#f 
graphite-bearing sample. (Brightness is proportional to dew 
sity: GPI: pre to syntectonic graphite; GP2: post-tectonic 
vein graphite; SP: sphalerite; PY2: late pyrite; QZ: quart:~; 
PL: plagioclase.) Quartz is concentrated in the core of a 
fold. Pre or syntectonic graphite coexists with post-tectonic 
graphite in a late vein. Coexistence of early and late pyrite is 
also shown (see text). Notice sphalerite concentration nezu 
graphite-free core part of fold. Scale bar is 1000 microns (1 
mm). 

Geological Fieldwork 1992, Paper 1993-i 395 



down to tremolite occurs between 500” and 600°C. assum- 
ing XCO, = 0.25 and 0.75 (Tracy and Frost, 1991). This 
provides an upper temperature limit for the formation of 
retrograde graphite consistent with that calculated from 
garnet-hornblende retrograde temperatures. 

ORIGIN OF GRAPHITE 
MINERALIZATION 

There are a number of possible sources of carbon from 
which the graphite may have originated: 

0 in situ reduction of organic matter during metamorph- 
ism; 

0 devolatilization of organic matter to produce CO, or 
CH, (or both) in the fluid phase; 

0 destabilization of early graphite to produce carbon- 
bearing volatiles (CO, and CH,); 

0 decarbonation of carbonate minerals; 
l injection of carbon-bearing fluids from the deep crust 

or mantle; 
0 a combination of the above. 
In and around the deposit, low concentrations of progwde 

metamorphic graphite were probably derived by in situ 
graphitization of organic matter concentrated in discrete 
layers. Retrograde graphite involved migration of carbon 
dioxide and/or methane-bearing tluids prior to graphite pre- 
cipitation. The fluids were derived from oxidation of pre- 
existing graphite or from the devolatilization of carbonate 
minerals. Calculations by Ohmoto and Kerrick (1977) indi- 
cate that the reaction: 

C (graphite) + H,O = CO, + CH, 
will proceed to the right with increasing temperature, 
favouring fluid enrichment in methane in a reducing 
environment and carbon dioxide in an oxidizing environ- 
ment, at the expense of graphite. Hence, in a prograde 
metamorphic environment in which dehydration reactions 
take place, carbon will be concentrated in the fluid phase. 
Concentration of carbon in the fluid phase during prograde 
metamorphism followed by precipitation of graphite on 
cooling could account for remobilization and high graphite 
concentrations in permiable channels such as the crests of 
folds. Graphite could also have precipitated by the mixing 
of two fluids, one with a high XCO, and the other with 
either a high XH,O and/or XCH,. The hypothesis is based 
on a curved stability field of graphite in the C-O-H phase 
relation, as described by Rumble et al. (1982). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

GENESIS OF GRAPHITE 

The AA graphite deposit is hosted by metasedimentary 
biotite and biotite-hornblende schists intruded by grano- 
dioritic rocks. Medium to coarse-grained, premetamorphic 
graphite found as concentrations in discrete beds in the 
schists and as inclusions in prograde metamorphic minerals 
was subjected to temperatures in excess of 8OOOC at 750 
MPa. This is well within the range of granulite facies 
metamorphism. Medium to coarse-grained, retrograde, syn- 
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Biotite - garnet @rty and Spear, 1978: 
Hodges and Spear. 1982) 

Hornblende garnet (Graham and Powell, 1984) 

Garnet - sillimanite plagioclase -quartz 
(Newton and Hazelton, 1981; Hodges and Spear, 
1982; Ganguly and Saxena, 1984; Hodges and 
Crowley, 1985) 

Figure 3-3-7. (a) Calculated K,, isopleths for iron- 
magnesium exchange between biotite and garnet and for the 
reaction: 2 anorthite = 2 grossular + sillimanite + 4 quanz, 
for sillimanite-bearing. hornblende-free biotite schist. (b) 
Calculated K,, isopleths for iron-magnesium partitioning 
between biotite and garnet for three hornblende-bearing 
biatite-schists from the AA graphite deposit area. (c) Calcu- 
lated K, isopleths for iron-magnesium panitioning between 
garnet and hornblende for three hornblende-bearing biotite- 
schists from the AA graphite deposit area. 



tectonic graphite precipitated in the 500” to 700°C tempera- 
ture range, as constrained by the textural associations 
between graphite and the minerals hornblende, tremolite 
and titanite. Concentration of syntectonic, early retrograde 
graphite at the crests of outcrop-scale folds indicates a 
structural control on graphite mineralization. Fine-grained 
graphite, post-dating ductile deformation, concentrated in 
shear zones and thin veins is the latest graphite generation 
observed in the area. It formed at low temperatures, consis- 
tent with the development of coexisting chlorite. This sug- 
gests that graphite mineralization took place through a wide 
range of temperatures during retrograde metamorphism. 

EXPLORATION IMPLICATIONS 
This study indicates that medium to high-grade crys- 

talline flake graphite concentrations can be found within 
metasedimentary roof pendants of the Coast Plutonic Com- 
plex. Peak metamorphic conditions near the AA deposit 
reached granulite facies. The degree of crystallinity of natu- 
ral graphite is directly related to the grade of metamor- 
phism. High-grade graphite minerali%ation at the AA 
deposit is partly prograde metamorphic and pertly retro- 
grade metamorphic in origin. Because of the retrograde 
nature of some of the graphite and common intergrowths 
with micas, it is recommended that metallurgical studies be 
performed in the early stages of deposit evaluations. At the 
AA deposit, graphite-rich rocks occur along the crests of 
folds, a feature that is commonly observed in most of the 
eastern Canadian crystalline tlake graphite deposits. Fold 
axes are vertical here. indicating that graphite-rich zones 
will be steeply plunging. Attention should be given to simi- 
lar settings where fold axes plunge more gently to maximize 
efficient recovery by open-pit mining. Detailed investiga- 
tion of graphite grade, continuity of graphite-bearing rocks, 
deposit size, shape and tonnage are beyond the scope of this 
work 

Granulite facies metamorphism is considered rare in the 
Coast Plutonic Complex. Only three other locations have 
been identified in a recent compilation by Read et ul. 
(1991). This study may indicate that rocks of granulite 
facies could be more abundant than Previously recognised. 
Prograde metamorphic graphite, if present in such meta- 
morphic conditions, would have an excellent degree of 
crystallinity. In summary, there is excellent geological 
potential for economic crystalline flake graphite deposits 
within schists of the Coast Plutonic Complex. 
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1992 REGIONAL GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY PROGRAM: 
REVIEW OF ACTIVITIES 

By W. Jackaman 
.-. 

KEYWOKIIS: Rcgiwxtl Geochemical Survey, reconnais- . Prcpxatiw~ of RGS data yavk;rges preser ting anew ; lna~~ 
sance, multi-clement, stl-eeam sediment. stream wa1cr. Mount lytical results from ,joint federal-provi tcial swvcy:: 
Waddington. Taeko Lakes, Bonnpwte Lake. Skagway, previously conducted on map shccty Hay: (NTS 41.1~). 
Yakutat, Tatshenshini. Hope, Ashcroft. Pemherton. Ashcruft (NTS 921) and Pemberton (NT S 925). 

INTRODUCTION 
During the past twelw months, the British Columbia 

Regional Geochemical Survey Program (RGSl has con- 
tinued to develop. muintilin and diswminare a comprehen- 
sive getrchemical daiahase. Addiliuns tu the RGS database 
haw included results from rcconllilissilllcc-scille strean- 
sediment and water programs conducted in areas not pre- 
viously survcycd ant. as part of the RGS Archive Program, 
new analytical data for scdimcnt pulps saved from RGS 
programs conducted prior to 1986. Currently. the database 
contains multi-elcmcnt dctcrminations for streamsediment 
and water samples. field ohservatiow and sample location 
information for 3Y 000 sample site locations covering over 
65 per cent of the prewince (Figure 4. I I and Table 4-I-I ). 
The data are used in the exploration and development of the 
province’s mineral ~resources, resourct: mana~cmcnt and 
land-use planning. and cnvinnm~cntal i~sxssments. 

Activities conducted during 1992 include: 

l Publication of results from the IYYI RCS program 
conducted in the Mount Waddington (NTS 97N) map 
iircil. 

1992 RGS RELEASE - CE:NTRAL B.C. 
(92N, 920,92P) 

Despite il recent decline in n-ineml explorat on activit:/ ir 
Brilish Columbia. the July 7 releae t~f RGS C pen File I4 
Mount Waddington IN-fS Y?N), RGS Open File 35 
‘laseko Lakes INTS 9201 and RGS Opel File Ii(, 
Bowpwtc Lake (NTS 92P) received a posit IY~ responre 
Over 75 d;ha packages have heen distribute,1 and sewra’ 
cornpanics hwc actively purstxd identified R( iS anumalics 

The data packages present r:wlli-element d rterminationr. 
for stream scdimcnts and wxtcrs. field ~hservi tions, silm31~: 
Itastion information, bedrock ;aswciations, statistics :xnrl 
data analysts fur 256X sample site!; cortrinp 1~5 000 sqt iarc’ 
kilome~res in central British Columbia Rcsl ,Its idcnti’ etl 
38 sample sites with gold YL~ULIS exceeding 100 pph :inc 
57 sample Sites listing copper values grxater hart 100 rpn 
(Jackaman PI <I/., lYY2a. h, c). 

l Publication of new analytical results from joint 
federal-provincial surveys originally conducted on 
map sheets Ibseko Lakes (NTS YEO) and Bonaparte 
Lake (NTS 92P) during 1979. 

0 Completion of RGS programs conducted on ~map 
sheets Skagwq (NTS 104M). Yakutat (N.fS 1140) 
and Tatshenshini (NTS 114PI. 

A review of staking activity durinp rhe per od of Jul:i rt’ 
August found that 65 per cw: of the 83 i claim u lit! 
rccordcd arc direcily associated with RCS ant mulies. :I: Iblt 
4-l-2 lists the claim statw of the top ten single element sole 
anomalies. top ten single-elemt:nl: copper- anor lalies am3 thr 
top ten multi-element base and precious lme al unomalie: 
located in the survey areas. Alhhwgh RGS ar otnidies \I ~:ri 
staked immediately following the release, m meruus :~tt:ai 
with anomalous concentr~Lion!i tot’ both prec ous and tax 
metal values remain open as of S<:ptcmhcr I. F eld \ite visit: 
have resulted in thr discrwcry uf mincralizati rn in her!r:,ch 
in severid drainngc basins with RGS anomidic: (Sibhick mc 
Dclancy, 1993, this volume). 

1992 RGS - NORTHWEST B.C. 
(104M, 1140, 114P) 

As part of the Ministry uf Enqy, Mines 3 td Petroleum 
Resources contribution to the Corporate Resou :ce Invcnt:~ry 
Initiative (CRII), a rect~nnilisI,aitcz~scale stn am-sediment 
and water survey was conducted in northw stern British 
Columbia. The objective of the lYY2 RGS I rogram i: to 
provide a geuchcmical datahnst which will assist in the 
ewluittiun of the mineral potential of this rcl ltivcly unrx- 
plored region. 

McElhannry Engineering Scrviccs Limited (Surrey) was 
selected by competitive hid to collect strcatn-s :diment isi in- 
pies, stream-water samples and field ehser\ltions in the 
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uens surveyed. Base camps and sample processing facilities 
were set up in Atlin. British Columbia and at the Govern- 
ment of Yukon highways maintenance camp located on the 
Haines Highway. Crews, stationed at each camp included a 
pilot, two samplers and a camp manager responsible for 
cataloguing and field processing of the samples. Helicopter 
support was provided by Trans North Air Limited and 
Vancouver Island Helicopters Limited. The program com- 
menced on July 21 with the mobilization of crews to the 
base camps and WBS completed on August 22 with the 
delivery of the samples to a laboratory in Burnahy. Ministry 

representation by the author was maintained throughout the 
program to ensure all aspects of the sample collection, date 
recording, sample drying, packing and shipping were in 
accordance with standards set by the National Geochemicel 
Reconnaissance Program. 

A total of 1924 stream-sediment and stream-water sam- 
ples were systematically collected from 1817 sample sites. 
Field-site duplicate samples were routinely collected at 107 
sites. The survey covered an area of approximately 16 500 
square kilometres at an average density of one sample site 
every 9.5 square kilometres. The program also included the 



collection of 40 stream-sediment and wntrr samples in Atlin 
Provincial Park and Recreation Area. Ninty-right per cent 
of the sample sites were accessed hy helicopter and the 
remaining 2 per cent hy truck. 

The majority of primary and secondary drainage hasins 
having catchment areas of less than IO square kilometrcs 
were sampled. At each site samples weighing I to 2 kiln- 
grams were collected within the active (suhjrct to tlooding) 
stream channel and placed in kraft-paper hags. Unfiltered 
water samples free uf suspended material were collrcted in 
?SO-millilitrc bottles. Field observations regarding sample 
media, sample site anj local terrain were recorded and. to 
assist follow-up, aluminum tags inscribed with a unique 
RCS sample identification number were fixed to permanent 
objects, when availahlc, at each site. 

Stream-sediment samples were primarily composed of 
fine-grained material mixed with varying amounts of coarse 
sand and gravel, glacial sediments and organic material. 
Changes in sample <composition often reflected phys- 
iographic variations in the survey arca. Primary phys- 
iographic zones in northwest British Columbia include the 
St. Elias Mountains, the Coast Mountains and the Tagish 
Highlands (Holland. i97h). Most of the survey area is 
characterized hy extremely rugged mwntains largely cov- 
ered with glaciers and snowfields. Creeks in these iwas 
tend to he fast flowing ;and are often charged with sediments 

from melting glaciers. To minimix the glacial I our compw 
nrnt of samples collected from ,~l;sial strcnms the coarwr 
gained material h&w the surface layer was w~~plcd. 11) 
contrast, the ‘Tag&h Highland is a rclativcly rm:vxh. gently 
sloping upland. Creeks ill this @on flow lmucl slower ;ard 
samples contain a slightly higher amwnt of organic 
material. 

FIELD SAMWE PREPARATION 
Field sample preparation involved the dryir g and pn,- 

ccssing of sediment samples at f;siliries estahlir hrd at e;~lt 
of the field camps. Sediment samples were dric d at a ten- 
peraturr range of 30°C to 50°C. All zedimcnt m serial finer 
than I millimetre was recovered by sieving each sfthe dried 
samples through a -1X mesh ASTM screen. As essment of 
sediment samples f(lr quality ard content of fine-grainrd 
sediment resulted in a total of II) sediment-sx~ples heinK 
rejected due to insufficient quantity of fine-grair zd materi;? 
or unacceptable sample composiliun. 

LABORATORY SAMPI,E PREPA.RATI~N 
Field-processed sediment nn~~l water satt pies wt:rc 

shipped to Rosshacher Laboratory Limited (B muby) li81 
final preparation for analysis. Sediment s;~mple; wrrc fiw 
ther sieved to -80 mesh ASTM fraction ant analytiw 



Gold (A") 

Cadtium (Cd) 
Cobalt (0,) 
Cwper 0) 
bon 0%) 
Lead (Ptl) 

1 wb 

0.2 ppm 
2 wm 

2 tvm 
0.02 w 
2 wm 

10 g fire assay fusion 

3 mL HN03 let sit overnight 

lg 
add I mL HCI in 90°C water 
bath, fa 2 hrs. coot, add 2 ml, 
H20, wait 2 brs. 

Zinc (I?“) 

Mdybdenum (MO) 
Barium @a) 
Vanadium (v) 
chromium (Cr) 
Bismuth (Bi) 
Antimony (Sb) 

2pPm 

lwm 
IOwm 
5wm 
5 wm 

0.2 pprn 
0.2 ppm 

lrm 

0.5 g Al added to above solution 

HN03 - HCl - HF taken tc 
, g dryness, hot HCI added t< 

leach residue 

2g HCI - KC102 digestion, Kl 
added to reduce Fe, MIBK 
and TOP0 for extraction 

Tin (Sn) 1 g simered with NH& HCI and 
ascorbic acid teach 

Arsenic (As) IpPm 0.5 8 add 2 mL KI and dilute HCl tc 
0.8M HN03 and 0.2M HCI 

I I 1 leach 
Uranium tU1 0.5 Dmn I IPlnil 
LO1 I 0.1 %I 0.5 @ 
pH - water 0.1 1 25 mL 
Uranium water I 0.05 oob 1 5mL 

ash samde at 500°C 
nil 
add 0.S mL flwan solution . . , I 

20 wb 25mL nil 

‘FP” 50mL add 0.3 mL of Sulfaver 
reaeent 

DETERMWA~ON METIIOD 
atomic absorption spectropbotomctry after degeation of 
dorC bead by 

atomic absorption spectropbotometry using air-acetylene 
burner and standard solutions for calibration, background 
corrections made for Pb, Ni. Co, Ag, Cd 

organic layer analyzed by atomic absorption 
spectrophotometry with background correction 

2 mL borobydride solution added to prduce AsH3 gas 
which is passed through heated quartz tube in the tight 

calorimetric: ,reduced tungsten complexed with 
1 t&y3,,4diy, 

citr,c ac>d added and diluted wrtb water, ftuonne 
determined with specific ion electrode 

neutxon activauon wth delawd neutron counune 
weight difference measured 
glass catomet eleclxde system 
place in Scintrex UA-3 
fluorine measured by an ion spedific etecuode 
turbidid,,, mearured by spectrometer absorption cell 

duplicate samples and control reference materials were lyred for pH, uranium, fluoride and sulphate. Table 4-l-3 
inserted into each analytical block of 20 sediment samples. details the determination methods and detection limits for 
I” addition, a quantity of ~80 mesh material and a repre- the 1992 analytical suite of elements as well as element 
sentative sample of the +80 to -18 mesh fraction was determinations utilized during previous RGS analytical pro- 
archived for future studies. Control reference water stan- grams. A IO-gram subsample will also be analyzed by 
dards were inserted into each analytical block of 20 water instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA). Elements 
samples. determined by INAA are listed in Table 4-I-4. 

ANALYTKALPROCEDURES 
Sediment samples will be analyzed for cadmium, cobalt, 

copper, iron, lead, manganese, nickel, silver, zinc, molyb- 
denum, vanadium, bismuth, antimony, arsenic. mercury, 
fluorine and loss on ignition. Water samples will be ana- 

Analytical results for field-site duplicates, analytical 
duplicates and control reference materials within each ana- 
lytical block of 20 samples are closely monitored and evaI”- 
ated. Blocks of 20 samples containing quality control sam- 
pies which fail to satisfy established guidelines for precision 
and accuracy are re-analyzed. 
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RGS ARCHIVE: PROGRAM - SOUTHERN 
B.C. (92H, 921, 92J) 

The RGS Archive Program involved the analysis by 
INAA of stream-sediment samples wllccted during joint 
federal-provincial swveys conducted prior to 19x6. Sem- 
pies weighing an axrage of 20 grams were analyzed for 
gold and other prwiously undetermined elements (Table 
4-l-4). To date, 24 000 samples frotn nineteen I:250 OOO- 
scale map sheet areas have heen analyzed. The publication 
of this impwtant d&r was initiated in l9Y I with the release 
of five RGS data packages covering wutheestern British 
Columbia. During 1902. results for map sheets 920 and 92P 
wet-e published. Map sheets Y2H, 921 and 925 are now 
scheduled for release in the spring of 1993. Future release 
ureas are listed in Table 4-l-l. Data packages published as 
part of the RGS Archive Progran~ include the new analytical 
data as determined hy INAA, together with the “riginal 
sample-site information and analytical results. The puhlica- 
[ion of these packages supersedes all previous reports. 

RGS OPEN FILE FORM:AT 
RGS Open File data packager include a data hwklet UK 

a I:500 000-scale map booklet. The data ho, ,klet prev:nt:, 
survey details, data listings. wnmary stilti’:ics and dlli~ 
interpretations. The map booklet contains sa nple I~c~atior 
maps. hedwck and surficial neology maps. symbol rnt 
value maps for each element, and multi-elet tent ano~r “1) 
maps. Also included in each package iire I: 00 000-~~rlr 
sample I”cation maps and I:500 Ow-scale L Iear o~erl;iy! 
showing sample I”cati”ns and Dzdrock gwlt: sy. Raw tlL& 
are provided as ASCII files tm 5.25-inch high-denTit> 
diskettes. 
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QUATERNARY GEOLOGY OF SOUTHEASTERN VANCOUVER KLANlOl 
AND GULF ISLANDS 

(92B/S, 6, 11, 12, 13 AND 14) 
By H.E. Blyth and N.W. Rutter 

.-- 

KEYWORDS: Economic geology, 5urficial geology, aggre- 
gate, Gulf Islands, I~azards. Saanich Peninsula. stratigraphy, 
Qu;,temary, Vancouver Island. 

INTRODUCTION 

This report presents preliminary results of the first of il 
tw-year Quaternary geological study involving surficial 
mapping and a regional pcologic synthesis on southeastern 
Vancouver Island 2nd the Gulf Islands. The location was 
selected for study in response to the need for mow informa- 
tion on land resou~ccs and geologic hazards in an area of 
intensive urhanilation. 

The study area corers the region south of latitude 4Y”OO’ 
,o the Juan de Fuc;, Strait. and from Iongitudc l24”OO’ west 
to the east coast of Saturna Island (sfv Figure 4-2-l 1. 

Growing urban pressures in the southeastern Vancouver 
Island and Gulf Island aras are forcing marginal land areas, 
such as poorly drained lowlands, to he considered as future 
urban development sites. At the same rime urban and ruwl 
parkland is being identified for green space preservation and 
exploration programs are being conducted for aggregate and 
liquid and solid waste management sites. Furthermore, 
southwestern British Columbia’s precarious position over 
an active subduction zone (Rogers, IYKX) requires a clear 
identification of potential geologic hazards such as land 
susceptibility to earthquake induced liquefaction or ground 
failure. A land uie and resource evaluation conducted 
around the cxpandinp urban area is the first step towards 
maximizing the lahd‘s potential i~ntl preventing land-use 
conflicts. 

To ~villuim the resource and Inn&use potential of south- 
eastern Vancouver island and the Gulf Islands, the regional 
geological history of the xcit must he understood. This 
involves study of the Quaternary sediments and landforms 
in the rcfion an<: their stratigraphic and chronologic 
relationships. 

This project has lmtr main objectives: 

l To construct a comprehemive surficial geology map of 
southeastern Vancouver Island hased on air photo 
interpretation and field investigation with special 
emphasis bring placed on the Saanich Peninsula, a 
region that bar not heen mapped since I913 and which 
is undergoing intensive urbanization. 

. To chxacterix surficial deposits using textural, physi- 
cal and lithological data in order to elucidate the mate- 
rial propcrties for engineering projects, hazard poten- 
tial and chronological correlation. 

. To establish a Quaternary history hy integrating stra- 
igraphic and morphological information with ahsolute 

dating results. 

l To map and input data inro a geographic al infornt;.l ion 
system (G.I.S.) to facilitate inf&natiol~ accessihilit:/. 

Of these four ohjectivx the air photo and field checking 
wcrc completed in IYY?. The detailed Quat~:rnary his <or!‘, 
maps and digital inf~xmation baie are prcset~ ly in prog:es:;. 

BEDROCKGEOLOGYAND 
PHYSIOGRAPHY 

Low-relief area (averaging :!OlI-300 m at eve sea It:vel) 
are found 0” the eastern Vanco~.ver Island c, ast and north- 
ern Saltsprinf Island and Gulf Islands and are underlain by a 
conformahlc sequence of marine and ~nonm; rine sedimerw 
tary rock\ of Late Crctaceou!; ‘..ge known a: the Nan;l!mo 
Group (Mullcr. IYXO). They consist of stu dstonc. s:~als:, 
siltstone. conglomerate and oft:en coal (va I Vliet r!f (11.. 
IYYI 1. Bedrock controlled north to south-, trikinp ri1.g’ I 
scpxated hy narrow valleys ax typical of this area IDi ‘- 
ferential erosion of weak \hale :and mudstotx is respon;ihlc 
for the formation of the valle~~s. whereas he ridge! ace 
formed hy the ri.sistanf sandsxmes and cone Iomeratcs 

South of Fulford Valley on Saltspring Isl; nd and !iwttl- 
westward toward Victoria and Sooke, the ht drock wn!;is us 
of Paleozoic metascdiments and mctawh anics (R!-dcr, 
lY7X; Muller, IYXO). These n-wc re~istanl mctamrnphic 

rocks form topographic highs with elcvatiot s from f0O to 
YOU metres above sea level (van ‘Vliet (‘f <I/. 1987). 

Although the basic topopraphy is controll :d hy bedrock 
f~~rmations. glacial processes hwe greatly al rred the Ian& 
scapc. Thick sequences of Qu;~t~:rnary ssdimt nt found along 
the eastern coast from Ladysml:h to Victori; and on J;mws 
and Sidney Isl;,nd\, have SII ,ilut:d the eve .illl land~u.:qr. 
The bedrock terrain hns also Ibeen reshape’1 by eros~on.~l 
glacial procesvs Roche mwtonn6e. strial :d and tlutrd 
bedrock are dominant features irl the lands :ape of :xrJttl- 
eilstcrn Vancouver Island and on most of th,’ Gulf Isl;.ndc. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
Quatcrnary studies in Briti!,h Columbia hc <an with G.hl. 

Dawson’s general overview irl I XX I and his I lter diw~ier,~. 
in 1x87, of two tills srpar~te~i by stratified <and\ and qilts 
(Dawson, 1881, 1887). Willi>’ work in the I’oget Lonlxd 
suhdix’ided the Quaternary srdiments into 82 older Adm- 
salty glaciation, a “Puyallup” nonglxial nterval a?d a 
more recent. Vashon glaciation :Willis.l XYX;. Many smdics 
fc,llowed hut only those ,most relevant to so, thcastem ‘/~II- 
cower Island and the Gulf Islu,nds are cited here. 

Clapp (1012. lYl3 and 1917) not only expanded the 
known stratigraphy of south~sastern Vancm ver Island by 
subdividing the Puyallup interglacial into the Maywood 
(marine) clays and the Co]-dov,l unds and $ ravels, he alr.o 
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produced surficial geologic maps for the Victoria, Saanich, an evolution of stratigraphic sequences was developed hy 
Sooke and Duncan map areas. Fyles (1963) presented evi- Armstrong (1956, 19.57. 1960, !961, 1065, lY75a. 197%) 
dence from central Vancouver Island for two major glacia- and Armstrong of al. (1965). Revisional works by Arm- 
tions and three nonglacial intervals. In the Fraser Lowlands strong and Hicock (1975. 1976). Hicock (1976) and Arm- 
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strong (1981) established three major @cial wenrs: the 
Westlynn, Semiahmoo and Fraser ~:laciations: and four 
mqjor in~er~laci.ltions. Meanwhile. Armstrong and 
Clague(l977), Clafu” (1976. 1977) and Alley (1979) 
wwksd to define the interglacial Cowichan Head Fwmalion 
using stratigraphic and palynological investigation. Using 
Fylcs’ (1963) resexch as a framework. Hicock (21 NJ. (1979) 
compiled a summary of the Quatwnq rtratigraphy on 
southeastern Va~wver Island that included the drtailed 
works of Clague (1977), Alley (lY7Y) and his uwn research. 
Some of Ihe rmo~t detailed work on pre-Fraser Pleistocene 
rtratieraphy, grochronology and paleoecology tu encom- 
pass Vancouver Island and the Fraser and Pujiet lowlands 
was completed hy Hicock (1980). Alley and Hicock (1986) 
presented a review of the Quaternary hislory and srratifra- 
phy of Vancouver Island, the Frasa lowlands and the Puget 
lowlands 3s did Hicock and Armstt~onf (IYXl,l9X3, 19X5) 
and Hicock (lYY(li. A wmpilation of c\lablishrd Quatrrn- 

ary stratrgraphic sequences f<x southern V, nc”uver I <IarId, 
the Fraser and Pujiet lowlands is presented n Figure 42~2. 

Surficial mapping and geomorphic stud es in the !;tudy 
arei, have been presented by B.~tz (I 920). I lalstcad : 1 Y65), 
Senyk (IY72). Foster (19’72) and Ener,ry, Min\::z and 
Rrsources Canada (1981 1. Z:oils and surfi< ial materiels of 
the Gulf Islands were rrviewcd by van VI et <,II ul. (1937, 
1991). General Quaternary overviews of the Cordillerln ce 
sheet were compiled by R!&r cr ui. (I9 ?I), Rycler and 
Claguc (I’)%~), Booth (1987, ‘,991) and Cl ,gur (19x5,). 

Other rcseurch 011 specific IQuatemary 5, b,jects incl!rdzs: 
the sea level history has bl:en developed by Cle&ui 2nd 
Bohrowsky (1990) and Claguc era/. t lY9l ; improvements 
in chronological control harm? Ibeen made h! Clague ( 198 I). 
Easterbrook and Rutter ( l9:12), Hicock ani Rutter ( $9136) 
and m”st rwrntly, in Washin@“” State, by Easti:r~bruok 
(1986, IY92). Paleoclimatic studies have I an undertaken 
by Clague ( I Y78), Alley and Hicock (I 986 ) and Allr:,y and 
Charwin (1970). 
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METHODS 
A preliminary air photo interpretation of the surficial 

geology was conducted at a scale of I :SO 000 on NTS map 
sheets Y2B/ 5, 6, 11, 12, 13 and 14 prior to fieldwork. Marc 
than 400 field sites were visited in order to check the 
accuracy of mapping and to describe stratigraphic and sedi- 
mentological features of Quaternary exposures. Section 
descriptions include field characteristics such as: colour, 
texture, unit thickness, large clast (,pehblr) lithology, clilst 
and matrix mineralogy, primary and secondary structures 
such as bedding and fabric, and unit contact descriptions. 
Unit provenance will he determined later by interpreting 
section descriptions and matching information to possible 
source localities or correlative units. 

Samples for ape determination were taken and will be 
analyzed in the manner most suitable for the material found. 
For example, amino acid analysis of shells will be used to 
provide relative dating control; radiocarbon analysis of 
organic ~natter will be used for absolute dating control; and 
tephrochronological methods will be used to identify and 
date samples of volcanic ash. 

A geographical information system (TerraSoft) will be 
used to combine areal and point-form data with stratigraphic 
information to produce a three dimensional map of the study 
area. 

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 
The majority of surficial materials in the study area were 

deposited during the last glaciation (the Vashon Stage of the 
Fraser Glaciation) between 25 000 and I5 000 years ago 
(Easterbrook, 1992; van Vliet er al.. 1987). Low-lying 
coastal areas in the southeastern Vancouver Island region 
are covered by glaciomarinr drift, beach materials, till and/ 
or glaciofluvialifluvial sand and gravel. Higher elevations 
(i.e.. from 600 to 900 m above sea level) are covered by till 
or colluviated till. glaciofluvial sand and gravel and more 
recent colluvium 

DIAMICTON DEPOSITS 

Much of the low-lying coastal areas, including 
Ladysmith, Chemainus, Victoria, the Saanich Peninsula and 
James and Sidney islands are draped by I to 2 metres of 
silty diamicton. In places it directly overlies bedrock; in 
low-lying areas it is found directly over a silty clay unit; and 
in upland areas it is found over what appears to be 
glaciotluvial sand and gravel. 

In low-lying areas (less then 175 m above sea level) this 
diamicton is characterized by: high percentages of clay and 
silt (IO-40 and 40-50 lo respectively); approximately IO to 
I5 per cent fine to medium sand and less than 5 per cent 
course sand. Clast content ranges from 5 per cent at the base 
to 30 per cent at the top and maximum clast size ranges 
from 0. I to I .O metre in diameter. The diamicton is grner- 
ally well indurated and a grey to dark greyish brown colour 
(Munsell code 2.SY 412, moist). The dominant lithologies of 
the clasts are, in order of abundance: plagiwlase porphyry, 
granite, quartzite, sandstone, siltstone and basalt (i.e., 
mostly local and Coast Mountain lithologies). 

The diamicton is interpreted to be a hasal till deposited by 
ice that overrode and incorporated subaqueous silts and 
clays. From lithological and striae data it appears to have 
Cowichan Valley and/or Coast Mountain sources. 

In the Ladysmith area, up to I2 rnetxs of massive, very 
indurated, clay-rich diamicton occws at surface. It contains 
25 to Xl per cent clasts, 5 to IO per cent clay. approximately 
40 per cent silt. approximately 40 per cent fine sand and 
approximately 5 per cent medium to coarse sand. It differs 
slightly from diamictons in the Victoria area in both coluur 
(i.e., grey. Monsell code 5Y S/l, moist) and lithology: 
plagioclase porphyry, diorite, tine-grained mafic volcanics 
and siltstone compose the majority of the clasts. Locally this 
diamicton shows signs of colluviation in the form of 
decreased clay content and we bedding planes. This 
deposit is very similar to the surticial diamictons found in 
Deep Cove and Chemainus. 

A diamicton with similar texture and colour characteris- 
tics as that in the Ladysmith area occurs near Shawnigan 
Lake. However, the abundance of basalt and fine-grained 
volcnnic. sandstone and siltstone clasts in the diamicton 
denotes a more local sowce. 

Throughout lowland regions. from Ladysmith to Victoria 
and in parts of Metchosin, outcrops of an unconsolidated, 
sandy. poorly bedded diamicton occur sporadically. Good 
examples can bc found in sea cliffs in Beacon Hill Park lrnd 
at the tops of sections at Parry Bay, Cordova Bay. the ‘Trio 
gravel pit and the Butler Brother’s gravel pit (Figure 4-2-l 1. 
Due to the low elevation of each of these sections (none 
above 90 m above sea level and all helow the late glacial 
marine high stance of I75 metres (Ryder, I Y78). poor sort- 
ing, the presence of bedding and the sandy texture of the 
diamicton, they are tentatively interpreted as subaqueous 
debris-flow deposits, most likely derived from a proglacial 
environment. 

SAND AND GKAVEL DEPOSITS 

Surface concentrations of sand and gravel exist in the 
Metchosin, Langford and Goldstream areas IS kilometres 
west of Victoria, in an area ,just northwest of Muir Creek 
about 20 kilometres west of Sooke. along the Chemainus 
river approximately 21 kilometres west of Chemainus and 
throughout the lower and upper Cowichan Valley (Figure 
4-2-i). They are thick, aggradational sequences of steeply 
dipping (25.28’) sands and gravels overlain by channelled, 
cut-and-fill sands and gravels resembling those of 
glacioiluvial deltaic and braided stream environments, 
respectively. They were most likely deposited in the wxs- 
sional phase of the last glaciation. 

Not all sand and gravel deposits in the field area are 
attributable to glaciofluvial processes, some appear to have 
originated in ice-contact environments. Convoluted, in!er- 
bedded sand. gravel and diamicton combined with pitted, 
keme and kettle topography just south of Duncan. provides 
evidence for ice stagnation and downwasting in the area. 
Halstead (1966) attributes this to ice stagnation of R partially 
grounded Cowichan Valley glacier. 

The economic viability of these aggregate deposits has 
been established in Metchosin, Langford. Goldstream, Dun- 



can and in parts of the Cowichan Valley. Further study may 
dso prove the Muir Creek and Chemainus sites to be of 
economic significance. 

UPLAND COLLLIVIAI, ANI) REL.4TED D~rosrrs 

The mountainous inland areas of southeastern Vancouver 
Islmd appear to have hrcn completely covered by ice dur- 
ing the last glaciation. The surficial materials in this part of 
southeastern Vancouver Island consist of colluviated 
diamicton over bedrock. Exposures of well indurated, clay- 
rich diamicton or sandy diamicton can sometimes be found 
around valley basins such as in the Sooke Lake region. 
However, these diamictons we most often overlain hy 
recent tluvitd sands. gravels and Iacustrine silts and clays. 

STRATIGRAPHIC HISTORY OF 
SOUTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND AND 
THE GULF ISLANDS 

The following is il chronological interpretation of the 
mart complete Quaternary sections on southeastern Vancou- 
ver Island. No reference will he made to either time or 
geologic-climatic units as these have yet to be accurately 
established. Without the results of chronologic analysis, 
there is little evidence to alter the Quatrxnary history estab- 
lished by Alley and Hicock (1986). 

The Quaternnry history of southeastern Vancouver Island 
and the Gulf Islands begins with what may have been an 
extensive glaciation. It is evidenced by diamicton deposits 
interpreted as till that occur at or near sea level in the bases 
of the Perry Bay, C,ordow Bay and Muir Point sections. A 
period of interglaciation followed in the coastal areas with a 
sequence of erosion and possible subaqueous deposition of 
clay and beach lag deposits. A coarsening upward sequence 
of fine sands and gruvels, inferred to be subaerial fluvial and 
alluvial deposits, indicates isostatic rebound and/or eustatic 
sea level rise associated with de&tciation. Overlying 
deposits of strongly oxidized, thinly crossbedded and lami- 
nated sands with syndepositional, interbedded silts and 
organic sediments indicate climatic warming comparable to 
the area‘s present climate CR. Hehda, personal communica- 
tion, 1992: Hicock, 1980). Decreasing organic? in the over- 
lying silt and sand units a ppears to indicate a cooling clima- 
tic trend. This is followed by deposition ofproglacial sands 
and gravels that are evident throughout the southeastern 
Vttncouver lslend ttrea. They are directly overlain by a thick 
unit of diamicton, interpreted to be till and glacial dehris- 
flow deposits associated with the last major glaciation. The 
uppermost units in the sequence vary with topography and 
elevation and consist mainly of sands and gravels deposited 
during ice recession. Holocene organic deposits found in the 
Heal Lake section on the Saanich Peninsula show n distinct 
climatic warming, prior to and after the deposition of the 
6X00 B.P. (Clagoe, t 990) Mazama ash marker. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Preliminary evidence from the IYY2 field season con- 

firms the existence of two glacial and three interglacial 
periods during the Quaternary on southcastcm Va~ouver 

Island and the Gulf Islands. The longest Qua :mary rec,:rds 
in the area (the Parry Bay. Muir Point, Cowi< han Head ;an,J 
Cordovn Bay sections) begin with a seql ence of pw 
Sangamon diamicton overlain by pre-Wisco tsinan 01. pe- 
Sangamon interglacial sediment:; (Alley and jicock, 1086) 
belonging to the Muir Point Formation. The! e are ov~xlai 1 
in turn by late glacial and pnogtacial sands and gravels 
which are most likely part of tile Cowichan Head Forma- 
tion. The upper units are complnsed mostly ( f till tmd out- 
wash associated with the Late Wisconsinan Fraser &cia- 
tion. Late Wisconsinan and Holocene intq a&l delxxits 
dominate the modern landscap:. Thick deposi s of silt, slnc, 
gravel and diamicton are found in valley bottom!; ;an<l 
coastal areas; upland areas are veneered with :oIIuvium :xul 
modern fluvial sand and prwcl, 

Fytes (1963) found evidence front cent al Vancurver 
Island for a mid-Wisconsinan &iation knou n as the Dash- 
wood. We have, at this stq:e of the pro,; :ct, found ns, 
evidence for this advance. More detailed chrl ~nologiwl zand 
paleoclimatic control should elucidate the ssue of toid- 
Wisconsinan geologic history. 

With the completion of Ihi:, flroject we ht pe to re~lve: 

l The distribution of surficial and ;tratigraphis: 
materials. 

l The cxtcnt of surficial res,ources and get logic haztrdr. 

l How the Dashwood drift is representelI in this ~l’ei:. 

l Whcrc the effects of valley glaciation end and Cot- 
dilleran glaciation begin. 
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APPLIED SURFICIAL GEOLOGY PROGRAM: 
AGGREGATE POTENTIAL MAPPING, SQUAMISH AREA 
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INTRODUCTION 
This paper outlines a new program of the British Colum- 

hia Geological Surbey Branch in the field of applied surfi- 
cial geology. Its oh.jectivcs are to develop methodologies 
whereby informatiw from about 2000 existing surficial 
geology maps, in conjunction with subsurface data, can he 
used to produce derivative products in applied fields such as 
aggre@xte resource\. neological hazards, waste disposal and 
groundwater resources. Some of the most cmnmon applica- 
tioms of surficial gwlogy maps are outlined in this paper; 
this prqject will define minimum information requirements 
and standards for producing derivative products in these 

applied fields. The program i,i designed ~n?ncipall)~ to 
address the needs of land-use: plrmnen. C&e study a-z; 
will represent regions cxperiercing high r ales of III~IXUI 
growth where detailed surficial geologic dat ! are required 
for resource management and planning, 

The Squamish Sunshine C:oxt area (Fig1 re 4-3-l) wai 
selected as a case study area for the first pha ;e of this :.ro- 
gram. The surficial geology of rhe area was napped in th? 
late 1970s by an experienced tt:alu of terrain II lappers durin: 
the Quadra pro;ect which covixd a large par: of the sourh- 
em Coast Mountains (30 NTS 1~30 000 she E). The re:;io I 
is characterized by diverse and multiple la111 uses suctl as 
forestry. recrention and minerid exploratior and WCS the 
focus of recent environmental science worksh ups and pl’Aic 
meetings (Ferguson and McPht:e. 199:Z). TI e area is alsa 
experiencing increasing land use pressures fi xn new hnu!,- 
ing devrlopmrnts, recreationA facilities and new highway 
alignments and major upgrades. Finally, the region i:; wts- 
ject to a wide variety of geologic halards .uch as CJchris 
torr~~fs, floods. rockslides, eartblquakes and k la&l haz;rrd;. 

This study will exemplify the multifacere( uses of er.is:- 
ing 150 000 ~. ale surficial geol agy data heg nning with the 
field of aggregiite resource management. Rapid urban 
expansion in many parts of British Columbia has resulted in 
increased pressures on existing !:and :md f.avcl rese-vri. 
This and rel:rted issues, such as a poor under~anding ut tlx 
three-dimen\imul configura:ir,n of expose d and buried 
aggregate de!-,i’yits. can he adclressed through the prodtab 
of derivative products which t;;lke into accc mt suhw-fwe 
records. This type of infomlalion is needed for ret IIIIII 
planning purposes in order to properly ident fy areas wit,l- 
hle for development, prewn~: sterilizatio, of vault ;ahle 
resources and avoid unnece:~wry importin : of sand ar,d 
gravel supplies. Rapidly developing areas d< serve imnedi- 
are attention as post-development appraisal will not (co I- 
tribute to sound resource management and laneu:;e 
planning. 

APPLICATIONS OF SURFICIAI. GEOLOG f MAPS 

Surficial geology maps provi,Ae data on the: areal diitrihl- 
tion of different types of seJilnent, their geologic ,o-igin, 
texture (per cent clay, silt, s,rnd and gravely, geomr~r:,hr~l- 
ogy. dreinagr and active gcolo~~,ic processes ‘e.g., avalxnch- 
ing, gullying, flooding, ground ~whsidence, x alcanism, etc.). 
This information can k used for a numter of different 
applications including exploration for miner; I resources, tx 
study of geologic hazards, engineering and environn~cmal 
apphcations. Examples of eat.:h of these ore outli~ned in 
Table 4-3-I. 

The applications and users of surficial >,enlogy d;ria in 
British Columbia have recently been discu! sed by Eluyd-II 
( 1992) and Walmsley ( 1992:. ‘The principa users of yurfi- 
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Ylneral Resource Appllcatlono: 
* determining aggregate (sand and gravel) 

potential 
- evaluating earth-borrow potential (for roads, 

hydro developments, building foundations etc.) 
- locating sources of mineral deposits (origin of 

geochemical anomalies and mineral-rich float 
in surface deposits) 

- determining placer potential 

Environmental Appllcatlonr: 
- identification of environmentally safe liquid and 

solid waste disposal sites 
* determining groundwater aquifer potential 
- evaluating cxxtaminant migration hazard (as 

determined primarily by the permeability and 
porosity of the surficial materials) 

Geologic Hazards Appllcstlons: 
- susceptibility to flooding, shoreline erosion, 

gullying, piping and solution collapse 
* susceptibility to mass movements (landslides. 

slumps, debris flows, debris torrents etc.) 
- areas sensitive to earthquake-induced 

liquefaction, slope failure, settling and 
amplification of ground motions 

* sites susceptible to surface soil erosion 
- areas of recent volcanism and other geologic 

hazards 

Englneerlng Appllcatlons: 
- general construction capability (e.g., for 

buildings) 
* engineering characteristics (e.g.. soil 

compressibility. shear strength and plasticity) 
- susceptibility to frost heave. ground ice 

degradation and solifluction 
- ease of excavation (depth to bedrock. boulder 

content, water content etc.) 

- evaluation of overburden drilling conditions 

Other Appllcatlons: 
- land-use planning (e.g., municipal development 

planning and zoning) 
- routing of transportation. pipeline, utility and 

communication corridors (for highways, 
forestry, mines, hydroelectric developments 
etc.) 

- evaluating land capability for agriculture (e.g.. 
stoniness, clay content. relief. drainage etc.) 

- locating areas with surficial materials such as 
peat and clay that are of potential economic 
significance 

- fisheries applications (e.g., preventing stream 
sedimentation and turbidity affecting fish and 
habitat) 

- forestry uses (e.g.. identifying sites susceptible 
to logging-induced disturbance) 

- wildlife uses (e.g., biophysical inventory) 

BEDROCKGEOLOGY 
The h&rock neology of the study are:, was mapped by 

Roddick and Woodsworth (iY7Y) and the @of)’ oi the 
Coast Mountains has recently been summarized hy Monger 
11990). The area is underlain mainly by Middle to Late 
Jurassic and Exly to mid-Cretaceous franodiorite and 
quartz diorite of the Coast Plutonic Complex. These plutons 
intrude Early Cretaceous rocks of the Gambirr Group 
(mainly andesite. greenstone and argillite with minor con- 
@omeralr. limr~tone and schist) and prs-Late Jurassic 
~reenstonc (with minor chat and freywacke) of the Bowen 
Island Group. The structural geology of the region is 
characterized by north-northwest trending shear zones such 
as thr Ashlu Creek shear zone north of Squamish and the 
Britannic shear zone southeast of Britannia. Pliocene to 
Recent volcanic rocks of the Garibaldi Group dominate the 
Garibaldi Park area northeast of Squamish. The late 
Cenozoic history of volcanism in this area was discussed by 
Green (1990). The presence of these youns volcanic rocks 
hes important implications for the study of both ecologic 
hazards and aggregate rwx~rccs in this region. 

QUATERNARYGEOLOGY 
The surficial geology of the Squamish nnx was mapped 

by Thomson (I YXOa, b). McCammon (1977), Ryder (1980) 
and Thomson (1980~) mapped the surficial geology of thr 
Sechelr region. Sand and gravel deposits on the Sunshine 
Coast area were investi&wd by McCammon (1977). 
Exposed bedrock and collwial deposits dominate the region 
as a result of the typically high relief and steep slopes. 
Morainal deposits are restricted mainly to small valleys and 
lower slopes in large valleys. The bottoms of main valleys 
such as the Squamish and Cheakamus River valleys’are 
dominated hy fluvial and alluvial fan deposits. 

Glaciers covered the study area during the Late Wiscon- 
sinan up to an elevation of about 2000 metres. Glacial 
erosional fcuture resulting ltom this period of ice cover 
typify the landscape. During glaciation a number of vo- 
canic eruptions occurred producing everal unt~sual ice- 



contact volcanic features including collapsed supraglacial 
tuff-breccia cones, anomalously thick lava flow formed hy 
ponding of lava against ice, a table-shaped complex 
developed by flooding of lava into il thawed pit in the 
glacier and rskrr-like basaltic flows possibly formed hy 
extrusion of lava into tunnels thawed in the ice by heated 

meltwaters (Mathews, 1951, 1952a. b. 1958; Green. 1990). 
Glacial depositional features such as well developed mar- 
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Plate 4-.3-2. Boulder)' debris-nond deposits from the August, 1991 event on Furry Creek. Note the large size of the boulders (up
to a few metres in diameter) in this abandoned channel that is now entirely above present discharge levels. The upper level of the
boulder levees indicates that flow levels almost reached the top of the butlresses of the railroad bridge in the distance and the highway
bridge from which the photo was taken.

Plate 4~.3-3. One of several engineering structures built along the Sea to Sky Highway (#99) to control debris torrents in high
gradient streams tlowing off the Coast Mountains into Howe Sound.

418 British Columbia Geological Survey Branch
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well preserved lava flow deposits in the Mount Garibaldi 
and Garibaldi Lake areas such as the Ring Creek lava (Plate 
4-3-l) which issued from a volcanic cone on the southeast 
slope of Mount Garibaldi and flowed m”re than 15 kilo- 
metre~ around the east and south rides of Paul Ridge 
(Mathews, 1958; Green, 1990). 

The southern Coast Mountains were subjected to at least 
three phases of glaciation during the Holocene including: an 
early Neoglecial advance known as the Garibaldi phase that 
occurred between about 6000 and 5000 1°C years BP; a 
middle Neoglacial phase (Tiedemann advance) that began 
about 3300 “C years BP and ended wme time after 1900 
j4C years BP: and 8 late Neoglacial phase (Little Ice Age 
advance) that began bef”re 900 ‘%I yews BP and reached a 
maximum between 1800 and 1900 A.D. (Ryder and Thom- 
son, 1986). Moraines, trim lines and other glacial features 
from this latter advance are well preserved in areas near 
modern glaciers throughout the region. 

GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 
The study area has been the focus of numerous investiga- 

tions of geologic hazards including published studies on 
debris torrents along Howe Sound (Hung’ er <I/.. 1984, 
1987). landslides in the Rubble Creek area (Moore and 
Mathews. 19781 and volcanism in the Mount Garibaldi area 
(Mathews, lY52a. b: Green, 1990:1. Numerous other 
unpublished studie:; have also been conducted including 
recent investigations of debris torrents, floods and other 
geologic hazards along proposed and existing highway cor- 
ridors (Thurber Engineering Ltd., 1983: Buchanan, 1990, 
1991) and an ongoing study of the Cheekye River alluvial 
fan (Thurber Engineering Ltd. and Golder Associates Ltd., 
1992). A summary discussion of geologic hazards in the 
Howe Sound, Squamish and Whistler areas was recently 
presented by Hungr and Skermer (1992). 

The climate of the region is characterized by high and 
episodic precipitation as well as sudden large-magnitude 
snowmelt events: glaciers cover a large part of high- 
elevation areas (Figure 4-1-l). The combined effects of 
these climatic factors, as well as the abundance of relatively 
unstable surficial materials, makes the study area par- 
ticularly susceptible t” slope harards such as debris flows, 
debris torrents, rock avalanches and rockfalls. Poorly con- 
solidated volcanic~ rocks of the Garibaldi Group are 
especially prone t” mass m”“ements. 

Evidence of the current susceptibility of the Squamish 
am to flooding and slope hazards was observed at a “urn- 
ber of sites during the course of this study as a result of a” 
unusually high summer rainfall event in 1991 (Hungr and 
Skermer, 1992). Debris flows and floods during that time 
occurred on a number of streams in the area including 
Britannia Creek, Mamquam River, Cheekye River and 
Furry Creek (Plate 43.2). Extensive channel clearing and 
stabilizing activities were observed at these and other sites 
in the region as a result of debris deposition in and along 
stream and alluvial-fan channels at some sites and lateral 
channel shifting and erosion at other sites during the 1991 
event. 

Debris t”rrents are particularly comm”n in the Howe 
Sound area. They typically have volumes of about 20 000 

cubic metres and can attain dissharges ~more tt an an o&i of 
magnitude greater than those of the largest loods (Htmgr 
and Skermer, 1992). Approximately $35 mil ion was s:ert 
on engineering structures along Howe Sount (Plate 4.-i,-3) 
in response to three debris tr,rrent disaster, in the earl,? 
19x0s. 

A well known example of i, rock avalanct e “ccurred “I 
Rubble Creek in the Moon,: lC&ribaldi XXI. The zlide 
involved about 25 million cubic Imetres of rot : derived ll,“rn 
the steep, unstable margin “f a lava tlow tl hat formed by 
pending against glacial ice at the end of the Late Wis:or- 
sinan (Moore and Mathews, 1978). 

The Porteeu Cove bluffs pr”vide an excell~ nt exemp:e cf 
an area susceptible t” rockfa’l hazards. The likrlihoo:l cf 
rockfalls in this region is increa%d by steeply dipping shet:t 
joints in the plutonic rocks (Plate 4-1-4). ! everal penple 
have been killed by rockfalls at this site, tt e most rec:erlt 
fatality “ccurring in the spring of 1091. ~pproxim;uely 
3000 metres of steel anchors were installed in the steep rock 
slopes at this site in 1991 by the Ministry of ~ran~porttu~ion 
and Highways (Hungr and Skermer, lYY2). 

1992 PROGRAM - AGGREGATE 
RESOURCES 

The initial component of this study iov”Ivws the dev:lop 
merit of techniques for derivin,g aggregate ‘esource malls 
from existing terrain maps. Sand and gravel :esource:; get)- 
crate between $130 and %I50 Imillion per )ear withirl tte 
province (B.C. Ministry “f E:nergy, Mines md Petroleum 
Resources, 1990). Although the Ministry of Transport:lticn 
and Highways currently supports a sand an< gravel invew 
tory suitable for provincial ;;overnmrnt ne:ds, local and 
regional needs are not current y examined. R tpidly expam- 
ing urban development and future transport ition corndo,-s 
require an accessible sand an,j ,sravel detab; se. 

METHODS 

Terrain units with varying levels of sa Id and ::~.;w:l 
resource potential were identi.it:d on existing suriicial l:e”l- 
ogy maps (Thomson, I980a. bj of the Squar lish area (N?S 
sheets 92 G/I I and G/14) by ;tn evaluati”n o-the follor/irg 
geologic characteristics: genesis of the sur icial met&l, 
grain-sire distribution (if ,I\,ailable). ge xnorph”log~c 
expression, stratigraphic position, unit thick” :ss and de:,osit 
size. This information was supplemented u ith water-well 
data for several I: 50 000 NTS sheets (92G 5, I I and 14). 
obtained from the Ministry of EnvimnmeIt, Lands and 
Parks. The well logs were summarized and entered illi” a 
computer database. Well locatims on 92Gl’ I were idtnti- 
fied in the field where possible. 

Reconnaissance geom”rph”logic. sedin entologic ard 
stratigraphic field investigation‘; were condu:ted to test the 
validity of the aggregate potential designatic ns (.we below) 
and the utility of the cornpiked borehole (ata. Sand arld 
gravel deposits were investigat?d at about 2: different :;itl:s 
including several active pits and a number of abandoned 
operations. Sediment samples were collect :d in o&r :o 
determine the lithological ant. textural chara :teristics t~l’the 
deposits and assess aggregate potential. A! so&ted wood 
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Plate 4-3-4. Sheet joints in quartz diorite bluffs at Porteau Cove along Highway 99. the site of a number of rockfall disasters. An 
ambitious slope-stabiliration program was conducted at this site in 199 I by the Ministry of Transportation and Highways. 

and shell materials were obtained from critical horizons for 
radiocarbon dating to aid in interpretations of deposit gen- 
esis. Physical properties of the deposits, important for deter- 
mining aggregate quality (such as panicle shape, maximum 
clast-sire, grain-size distribution and the presence of delete- 
rious substances including structurally weak particles. clay, 
organics, chat and chemically reactive particles), were also 
described. Qualitative determinations of aggregate quality 
used in this study are based on these physical properties. 
Although the relative importance of each property varies 
with different construction applications (Barksdale, 1991). 
good quality aggregates generally are well graded and con- 
tain few large clasts, little silt or clay and few deleterious 
substances. Detailed laboratory tests, including specific 
gravity, adsorption, degradation, abrasion, sulphate sound- 
ness, sand equivalent and freeze-thaw tests, used to examine 
aggregate suitability for specific applications (Barksdale, 
199 I) are beyond the scope of this study. 

RESULTS 
DESCRIPTION OF AGGREGATE DEPOSITS 

The results of field investigations in the area indicate that 
the most common sources of aggregate presently or pre- 
viously exploited in the region are glaciofluvial sediments 
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deposited in braided stream, delta and fan-delta environ- 
ments. Terrain units consisting of glaciofluvial deposits are 
relatively easily identified and accurate mapping of these 
units appears to be more consistent than other terrain units. 
These sand and gravel deposits provide good quality aggre- 
gates as they generally are well graded and contain few 
fines or deleterious substances. Deltaic deposits are charac- 
terized by thick sequences of moderately to well sorted 
gravels with well developed foreset bedding (Plate 4-3-S). 
Beds of sandy matrix-filled gravels typically alternate with 
open-work gravels; silts and clays are rare. Fan-delta 
deposits are similar but tend to have a greater range in clast 
sizes with a larger number of cobbles and boulders (Plate 
4-3-6). Fan-delta deposits in the area are typically smaller 
than glaciofluvial deltaic deposits and they are mainly 
restricted to areas along the lower slopes of mountains 
bordering Howe Sound. Braided stream deposits are gener- 
ally dominated by pebble to cobble gravels with horizontal 
bedding and cut-and-fill channel structures on all scales 
(Plate 4-3-7). Braided stream deposits occur as prograda- 
tional sequences overlying glaciofluvial delta deposits at 
several sites (Plate 4-3-X). 

Alluvial fan deposits are the second most abundant aggre- 
gate source in the region, comprising nearly 25 per cent of 



the gravel pits visited. These deposits are generally lower 
quality aggregates than glacioiluvial deposits hecause they 
tend to have an overall wider range in clast size and more 
variability in grain-size distribution from bed to bed. For 
example, they often,contein diamicton units with relatively 
high proportmns of silt and/or clay interbedded with the 
sand and gravel. The proportion of large boulders in these 
deposits is also generally higher than in most of the produc- 
tive glaciofluvial sequences in the area. 

Talus deposits have been worked at a number of sites in 
the area and are an unexpectedly common source of sand 
and gravel. These deposits are characterized by crudely 
bedded, angular, pebble to cobble-sired gravels (Plate 
4-3-Y). They are typically monolithologic, consisting of 
fragments of basalt or other volcanic rocks. They are 
derived mainly from steep exposures of Garibaldi Group 
volcanics. Closely spaced columnar jointing (in some Casey 
on the order of a few centimetres) in these young volcanic 
rocks has allowed for the development of relatively thick 
talus accumulations of pebble to small cobble-sized mate- 
rial. At some sites the deposits are relatively uniform in size 
and they are a potential source of aggregate as they contain 
virtually no fine-grained matrix materials. 

SUBSURFACE (WATER-WELL) DATA 

The British Columbia water-well database, housed with 
the Ministry of Environment, Lands and Perks, is an excel- 
lent source of subsurface surficial geology data hut a pre- 
liminary evaluation of the utility of the data for the purpose 
of producing aggregate potential maps indicates a number 
of problems. First, the database is incomplete as there is no 
provincial legislation requiring submission of well logs. 
Date are supplied gratuitously to the province, mainly by 
companies and drilling contractors. In addition, the data 
provided are not independently confirmed by the province 
and consequently all data released to users by the Ministry 
is qualified with i cautioning disclaimer. The database 
includes a computerized listing of well logs and a manually 
plotted series of maps showing well locations. The well 
owner, date and method of construction and well depth are 
recorded for all sites in the computerized listing. However. 
detailed location data, well yield information, water table 
depth and water quality data are only available for some 
wells. Well locations have been plotted using the British 
Columbia Geographic System (BCGS) of mapping at SC&S 
ranging from about I:12 000 to I:16 000 in the study area. 
Unfortunately plotted locations have not heen verified and 
field checking of these maps in the Squamish area revealed 
a number of misplotted wells. In addition, cross-referencing 
of well locations in the computer database with locations on 
the maps is problematic as, in some cases, one or more sites 
with the same well number have been plotted in the same 
BCGS map unit and in a few cases not all well locations 
have been plotted. 

In spite of these difficulties, the provincial water-well 
database can he used at sites where there are no discrepan- 
cies between reco-ded and plotted locations or where 
detailed location data are available and can he verified. 
Similarly, although the quality of the well logs in the 

database generally has not bean independt ntly verilied, 
many of the logs have been pl-ovidcd h) professional 
groundwater geologists, as in i:hr: example pr wided PI ?ig- 
ure 4-3-2. Although there are otwious proble IX with usin;: 
unverified data, the database IF nevenheless considereJ~ to 
he a valuable source of suhsurace data beau ie of the good 
quality of many of the logs and the possihili :y of verii’ica- 
don of the data by field stud& and by swat graphic cam- 
parisons of independent logs with puhlished data. 

AGGREGATE POTENTIAL 

Terrain units in the study al’e:i having higt, medium ;ansJ 
low potential for aggregate deposits were idI ntified cmn th: 
basis of the geologic criteria aoutlined above from existin,: 
data. The relative terms high, medium and low are 11setJ 
because this type of classification can easi~ y be USB(. h,i 
land-use planners. Regional variations in fact NS controllin: 
aggregate potential, such as natural ahuN ance, qu,alit),, 
accessibility and degree of man-:lnduced alien &on, can idss 
he accommodated. In addition, although the c lassification is 
qualitative, it can he derived by quantitative n ethods, wi:h a 
degree of sophistication that varies with thr level of data 
available. 

Plate 4-3-S. Well sorted delvaic grwels t the Coait 
Aggregate Ltd. pit eat of Squamish. Forest : bedding i,i 
defined by alternating strxa <If randy (matrix-~ illed gravel:; 
and open-work gravels. 
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Plate 4-3-6. Glaciofluvial fan-delta deposit at a small gravel pit appronimatcly 500 rnctres north of Shannon Falls. The boulder at 
rhe base of the cxposurr is I. I mewes in diameter. Note the high degree of clast rounding. 
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Terrain units idertified as having high potential for aggre- 
gate deposits include glaciofluvial terrace and deltaic 
deposits (F”). Fluv:;d low-terrace deposits (Ft) and alluvial 
fan deposits (Ft) identified with sand, pebble and/or gcnerel 
gravel textural modifiers or those known to be composed 
mainly of sand and,‘rr grwel on the hasi% of drill logs wrrc 
classified as moderate potential aggregate deposits. 
Floodplain deposit!, (FAI) were identified as low potential 
sand and &ravel deposits because of the shallow water table. 
The latter can be inferred from terrain maps by the presence 
of a qualifying descriptor (identified with the h superscript) 
indicating active modifying prucesscs such as tlooding, or 
from subsurface dais SK h as water-well records (e-3.. Fig- 
ure 4-3-2). Other snap units with ION aggregate potential 
include idluvial fanr dominated by muddy debris-flow 
deposits, colluvial ceposits including gravelly landslide and 
talus deposits (Ctj, ;and gravelly or sandy moruinal deposits. 
Terrain units with moderate or high potential occurring as 
secondary or tertiary units within a map polygon, those 
occurring as veneers over bedrock or morainal deposits and 

those with thick overburden were classified as low potential 
units. There are sewral other types of surficial materials 
that have potential mainly as sandy aggregates but that were 
not mapped in the study area. These include: thick sandy 
eolian deposits (e.g.. sand dunes), sandy lxxstrine beach 

deposits. proximal glaciolacustr~ne sediment:, marine spit!:, 
bars and beaches, and glacioma::ine raised-b, ach and rcat’- 

shore deposits. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Uses of surficial geology d,:lta briefly o Itlined in th:s 

paper include applications in the fields of m neral exl’ ori.- 
lion and development. forewy, environr ental studies 
(including fisheries. wildlilr, wrcation. pad s and gro~ncI- 
water applications). enginrrrin::. geologic tazard s>:t dies 
and land-use planning. Surficial geology data in the for 11 cSf 
maps and drill logs currently exist for m tch of E:ritish 
Columbia but the information IS xxnplicated Ind comrn:mly 
must be scientifically evalw~ted, synthesizet and in some 
cases supplemented with new d&r before it :an be re;dily 
utilized in these applied field!;. 

Frum descriptions uf existing and peter t&l aggregate 
deposits in the study area. it i!; <:oncludcd th; t glacioflrii;~l 
braided stream and deltaic depwitc are the hi chest pate ltit~l 
aggregates because they we extensix, well s rted ancl ,:on- 
tain little silt or clay. Low-terrace fluvial dep Isits and priw 
elly ttlluvial t.an sediments are considered to be modrate 
potential aggregates as they WKI to be more poorly wrtezl 
than glitciotluvinl deptxits. Gravelly colluvia and mori~‘nal 
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deposits are low potential units as are moderate or high 
potential sand and gravel deposits that occur as thin wneers 
or with thick overburden 

Preliminary results of field evaluations of a$grc@te 
potential maps prepared in the office indicate that, in grn- 
eral. potential sand and gravel areas identified from existing 
data were much lxper than those identifiable in the field. 
The main reason for this is that sand and fraxl deposits 
typically comprise smull areas within larger. more prner- 
alirrd terruin units. In addition. many large map units with 
good potential for sand and gravel are not exploitable 
because of shallow frmmdweter tables. These map units 
include intermittently active tluvial channels and bars, and 
low fsrraces and tloodplains. Classification of sand and 
qawl potenrial from mapped surficial geology data will 
have to take these factors into account. For example. map 
units containing relatively small areas with high potential 
for agprcgate that occur within a larper region of lower 
potential will h;we to br distinguished from map units 
dominntcd by areas with high potential for sand and travel 
deposits. Similarly. map units with near-surface water 

DeDth unit 
Description 

Silt, wood chips and 
organic silt (tidti flat) 

Sand and gravel; 
water bearing 

Sand and gravel with 
minor wood and silt 

Sand and gravel 

Sand and wood 

Sand, gravel. wood and silt 

Silty, fine to medium sands 
and wood 

Sand with some 
gravel 

Sand with silt lenses 

Sand and gravel. some woo, 

Fine to medium sand and sill 
Silty clay with sea shells 

Figure 4-3-2 Sample well Iof from the British Columbia 
water-well datahesr maintained by the Ministry of Environ- 
ment. t.ands and Parks. The shallow wilter table. indicated 
by the prcscncc of wetcr-baring sand and eravrl near the 
surfax. limits the potential of these deposits for agqegatr 
PUrpCKCS. 

should be distiqqished from those with deep groundwater 
tables. Information on hi&h groundwater table levels may 
have to be derived from sources other than surficial geology 
maps, such as water-well records. Additional data on slope, 
topography and depth to bedrock should also be incorpor- 
ated into the classification. Other regional factors, such as 
the abundance of gravelly talus deposits derived from recent 
volcanics in this qion. will also have to be considered. 



FUTURE WORK 
Methodolo@es for the production of derivative products 

such as I:50 000 aggregate distribution maps which include 
volume and shape e&mates are currently being developed. 
Further research in the aggregate component of this pro- 
gram will include: 

l Testing the accuracy of these methodologies f”r pro- 
ducing aggregerc potential maps and their applicability 
to different arex of the province. 

. An evaluation of the utility of using existing subsur- 
face data fir three-dimensional reconstructions. 

l An investigation of techniques for capturing surficial 
geology data in digital format and producing derivative 
algorithms. 

In addition t” providing information “n aggregate 
deposits, data collected during this study will he used to 
elucidate the Quaternary history of the xca and to investi- 
gate the frequency and nature of fe”logic hazards in the 
region. Studies t” develop methodologies for combining 
surface and subsurface data t” produce other applied prod- 
ucts such as geologic harerd potential maps will be con- 
ducted in a whsrqusnt phase of this project. 
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DRIFT E:XPLORATION STUDIES, VALLEY COPPER PI’r., :HIGHL AND 
VALLEY COPPER MINE, BRITISH COLUMBIA: 

STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTOLOGY 
(92V6, 7, 10 and 11) 

By P.T. Bobrowsky, D.E. Kerr, S.J. Sibbick, 
B.C. Geological Survey Branch 

and K. Newman, Highland Valley Copper Ltd. 

KEYWOKDS: Applied geochemistry. lake sediments, High- 
land Valley Copper, Interior Plateau, drift exploration, surfi- 
cial geology, Quaternary, stratigraphy, sedimentology, till, 
lacustrine, ‘WI dating. 

INTRODUCTION 
During the 1992 field season, drift exploration studies 

were undertaken by staff of the British Columbia Geologi- 
cal Survey Branch at the Highland Valley Copper mine 
(Figure 4-4-l). The project is part of a drift-prospecting 
program integrating surficial geology and applied geo- 
chemistry in the search for mineral deposits in areas of 
glaciated and drift-wvered terrain in the province. Related 
studies rhis year include a case study documenting geo- 
chemical dispersion in till, conducted at the Galaxy deposit 
south of Kamloops, and the Anahim Lake map sheet, where 
reconnaissance till geochemical data were collected and 
terrain maps were produced (Proudfoot, 1993; Giles and 
Kerr, 1993: both this volume). The objectives of the pro- 
gram are summarized as follows: 

0 Develop, evaluate and recommend methods and tech- 
niques applicable to mineral exploration 

Figure 4-4. I. Lo~tion of the Highland Valley study arca, 
southern British Columbia. 

/ 

/ 

I” 

a 

l Stimulate mineral explol-ation activitie i in glacirted 
and drift-covered regions of the provinc : through ;pe- 
cialized surficial geology techniques. 

. Develop interpretive drift-exploration m ,dels fourded 
on principles of Quaternwy geology. 

l Produce surficial geology and applied dt,rivative maps 
at a scale of I:50 000 which will be of [ ractical WB t8) 
the exploration community. 

Previous studies relevant to the general dr ft-exploration 
program and its objectives have been derdled or sum- 
marized elsewhere (e.g., Ken and Bobrowsl .y, 1991; Sit- 
hick ef al., 1992). The present report provider a summa~!/ cf 
field activities and details of the stratigraphy and sed~lnen- 
tology in the Valley pit area of Highland /alley Co:,per 
mine located some 370 kilometres nonheast of Vancouver. 
Detailed interpretive results Iof the ancillar:’ geochemical 
and surficial data will appear Ielwwhere, folh swing con plc- 
fion of several analytical procedures now in progress. 

Highland Valley Copper mine was selecta for invesYg;~- 
tion during this field season &en: 

. Easy access to a lengthy and cornpIt x overburden 
sequence which overlies strongly miner dized bedrock 
(as recently exposed by mining in the ‘Mley pit:), 

l The fortuitous occurrence of organic naterials ~a:- 
tered throughout the depoiiw, which a-e suitable for 
radiocarbon dating and thus chronologi xl control. 

0 The opportunity to evaluate modern rn :thods of Iakt:- 
sediment geochemistry sampling by malogy to an 
ancient lake sediment saquence (in dire :t contact with 
the mineralized bedrock). 

. The possibility of obta,ning proxy Qratemary da,,a 
through paleomagnetic and pollen anal ises. 

0 The occurrence of econojmic mineral ,leposits iri tte 
region. 

A detailed study of the geology and gee :hemistry of a 
preserved lake sediment seqwnce overlying I he Valley ~::o])- 
per orebody was undertaken. as a complement tc the 
Applied Geochemistry Unit‘s lake sedilxnt prol:ra n 
(Cook, 1993, this volume). The goal of thit research is ‘:o 
define controls on metal transport and d :position in a 
drained lake directly overlying ore. The r :sults of ~he:;r 
investigations will provide us with information (i.e., gee,- 
chemical dispersion characte!:i:;tics) for ~:valuatir,@ the 
viability of modern lake sediment geochemi! try. The IwIder- 
lying premise of modern laks :sediment san tpling assum~:s 
that these samples provide regional geochem ical data r’:pr:- 
sentative of the underlying lithologies and ,eliable inzlica- 
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tions of local mineral occurrences. The occurrence of 
ancient lake sediments in direct contact with a known 
orebody provides a standard against which methods of mod- 
ern lake sediment sampling can be compared. The success 
of this investigation depends to a large extent on the detail 
and accuracy of interpretation provided by complementary 
stratigraphic and sedimentological research. The present 
paper describes this research work. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
Excluding the work of early geologic explorers working 

in the Interior Plateau of southern British Columbia, it is the 
notable mineral deposits in the area (including Bethlehem, 
Lomex, Valley Copper, Highmont and JA; Figure 4-4-2) 
which have significantly influenced ongoing geological and 
mineral exploration studies. These studies have added 
immensely to the geological database. 

Previous studies on the bedrock geology of the Highland 
Valley deposits and surrounding area have been detailed in 
several publications (cj Sutherland Brown, 1976 for review 
articles as well as discussion below). Previous surficial 
studies are, however, less well known. During the 1960s and 

1970s. R.J. Fulton (Geological Survey of Canada) mapped 
the surficial sediments directly east of the study site and 
developed a good understanding of the regional patterns of 
glaciation and deglaciation for the southern Interior Plateau. 
Based on his work (Fulton, 1969, 1975; Fulton and Smith, 
1978). the Quaternary stratigraphy for this region can be 
summarized as typically consisting of Okanagan Centre 
Drift deposits (type locality near Okanagan Lake) of Early 
Wisconsinan age (>6S 000 years old), overlain by Bessette 
Sediments (type locality near Lumby) of mid-Wisconsinan 
age (>20 000 65 000 years old) and Kamloops Lake Drift 
deposits (type locality near Kamloops Lake) correlative 
with the Late Wisconsinan (IO 000 to 20 000 years old). 
Much older sediments, including deposits with reversed 
polarity (Matuyama age; >790 000 years), have recently 
been identified south of Merritt (Fulton er al., 1992). Strat- 
igraphy in the Merritt area (Table 4-4-l) is better understood 
and, therefore. much more detailed than elsewhere, but the 
essential components remain similar to the generalized 
stratigraphy of the Interior Plateau. 

Perhaps the greatest attention has been paid to the history 
of deglaciation of the southern Interior Plateau and surficial 
deposits associated with the event (Fulton, 1967. 1969, 
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Figure 4-4-2. Location of the Valley pit and other deposits and features referred to in the text 



1991: Church and Ryder, 1972). The present day physiogra- 
phy, characterized by rolling uplands, steep-walled, flat- 
floored valleys, as well as open grassland and pine forested 
slopes, is strongly influenced by the style of deglaciation. 
Most of the major valleys and tributaries in the Interior 
Plateau supported large ice-dammed lakes as ice retreated 
northward at the end of the Pleistocene (Ryder ef nl., 1991). 
These glaciolecustrinr deposits typically consist of sand and 
silt, are of varying thickness and pose considerable herard 
to transportation corridors and structures given their propen- 
sity to slope failure tEvans and Buchanan, 1976). From an 
exploration perspective the pervasive glaciolecustrine sedi- 
ments conceal mineral deposits. As noted elsewhere in this 
paper, glaciolacustrine deposits are an integral component 
of stratigraphy of the valley-fill sequences of the study area 
and must be adequately understood. 

At Highland Valley Copper, an early Quaternary geologi- 
cal investigation by J. Mallard (Ripley, Klohn and Leonoff, 
1972) included air photo study and surficial map generation 
(scale of I :3 I 680) a,s well as an interpre?ation of borehole 
drilling results from Witches Brook, east of the present mine 
area (Figure 4-4-2). More recently, Colder Associates Ltd. 
(1992) drilled a 245metre hole in the valley floor north of 
the Highland Valley Copper mine. One other recent sutficial 
study completed near the mine area is that of Clague (1988) 
who examined tephrd and organic remains exposed in sedi- 
ments of McNaughton Lake which was drained and 
trenched in early 1985 to allow for mine expansion 
(Figure 4-4-2). 

BEDROCKGEOLOGY 
The Valley orebody is located in the central core of the 

Late Triassic Guicbon Creek batholith. The multiphase 
intrusions within the batholith are progressively younger 
from the border to the core. The core, or Bethsnida phase, is 
a coarse porphyritic granodiorite (Figure 4-4-3). The main 
alteration types are xgillic, potassic and sericitic. The cop- 
per sulphides are bornite and chalcopyrite. In the central 
part of the orebody bomite:chelcopyrite ratios arc 3: I and 
decrease away from the core to the fringes. Bornite and 

Geologicnl Fieldwork 1992. Prrper 1993-I 

Figure 4-4-3. Bedrock geolog:, of the VUley J It area. Src 
text for details. 

chalcopyrite are associated with a stockwwk of quartr- 
sericite and crystalline sericite veins. The fra:ture sets iare 
related to the north-striking Lomex fault ,md the east- 
striking Highland Valley fault. The southeasl extensiw 01’ 
the orebody is terminated by the Lomex fault Drilling tl,xti~ 
indicate that the Lomex fault fomxd a 70” t a 80” eswrp-, 
merit facing east with B heigh.t of at least 280 nwtres 
Erosion and subsequent “bedrock avabmchir g” along I:he: 
escarpment deposited ore-bearing boulders i nd debris or1 
exposed Tertiary volcanics which :are down-f wlted apains~ 
the Bethsaida phase. Glaciation and general erosion havt: 
modified the escarpment C@ McMill;m, 1’176; Wa:lcne: 
cf al., 1976; Osatenko and .lore~ 1976). 

METHODS 
Surticial data and geochemicai samples we ‘e collecte! a: 

the western margin of the Valley open pit (I ?gure 4-4-2). 
Ongoing mining in this area provides access I 3 both miner,. 
alized bedrock outcrop and deep valley-fill se liments. hIin,. 
ing procedures provided ready access to xposurss o’ 
unconsolidated sediments including the det pest depwitl; 
which are directly in contact wi.th underlyin: mineralized 
outcrop. Each mining bench is ~zxactly 12.5 metres a,bow 
the underlying bench, thereby pl-oviding xc, rate pow on- 
ing and elevation data for the study. The benches ,~Iso 
provide steep faces accessible for ldetailed str Itigraphic imd 
sedimentologic analysis (Table 4-4-2). During this summet. 
the east wall of the pit provided the best exposu~rc of 
unconsolidated sediments, including evident z of the rcla- 
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tionship of the lowest sediments to the mineralized bedrock. 
Excavation depth had reached 1100 me&es above sea level, 
which provided access to a total of 13 faces for a cumulative 
vertical exposure of 162.5 metres. 

Surficial studies included detailed descriptions of the 
nature and extent of the major lithostratigraphic units and 
beds exposed in the pit faces. Characteristics described 
include types of contacts, lateral and vertical extent of units 
and beds, internal structures and bedding style, sediment 
texture, as well as clast lithologies. shape, size and fabric. 
Bulk samples were taken from major units and unique beds 
for textural analysis. Similarly, palynological samples were 
taken from nonglacial deposits for relative dating and paleo- 
ecological analysis. Samples of wood were collected for 
conventional 14C analysis. Pebble samples (100 clasts/ 
sample) were taken from representative units and beds for 
lithologic analysis. Sample provenance relative to pit face, 
elevation and lithostratigraphic unit is summarized in 
Table 4-4-2. Palynological, textural, paleomagnetic and 
radiocarbon samples have been submitted for analysis. 

Geochemical sampling was primarily directed toward 
exposures of the oldest lacustrine sediments. Ninety-six 
bulk samples (2 to 3 kg) were taken from six profiles 
exposed on the eastern face of the 1100, I I 12.5 and 1125. 
m&e benches (cJ Table 4-4-2; Figure 4-4-4). Samples were 
taken at I-metre intervals depending on access and 
exposure. Fifteen additional samples were taken at IO-mere 
intervals along a well-defined horizon within the lowest 
sequence in order to study lateral variation in lake sedi- 
ments. These samples have been sieved to 
-250+125 micron, l25+63 micron and -63 micron size 
fractions for analysis by inductively coupled plasma (ICP) 
and instrumental neutron activation (INA) analysis. The 
-63~micron fraction will also undergo a sequential partial 
extraction procedure to identify the residence sites of copper 
and other metals within the silty clay fraction. Representa- 
tive sampling of the modern lake sediments (Quiltanton 
Lake) was also undertaken. A total of 20 bulk samples were 
obtained from various horizons in the calcareous peat and 
marl-dominated modern rhythmites (Table 4-4-2). These 
samples are now in process. 

Figure 4-4-4. Schematic view of Valley pit illustrating 
location and relationship 01 geochemical profiles in 
lithostratigraphic Unit II. 

RESULTS 

STRATIGRAPHY AND SEDIMENTOLOGY 

Mapping of the unconsolidated sediments in the Valley 
pit and surrounding area resulted in the identification of 
nine lithostratigraphic units (Figure 4-4-5). Bearing in mind 
the borehole data discussed earlier, the valley-fill sediments 
probably extend to a greater depth than that described in this 
report (most likely an additional IO0 metres or more) which 
is limited to pit excavation depth. 

UNIT1 

The oldest exposed lithostratigraphic unit in the pit area 
directly overlies the mineralized granodiorite and averages 
6 to IO metres in thickness (Plate 4-4-l). This unit is 
characterized by poorly sorted, alternating beds of strongly 
oxidized, silty sand and sandy gravel. Oxidation lines 
crosscut the natural bedding planes. All beds dip steeply 
toward the valley floor. Most clasts are strongly weathered, 
subrounded to subangular and of local provenance, the basal 
part includes a gms. Occasional rip-up clasts of laminated 
silty clay beds are interspersed in the lower part of the unit. 
An unoxidized, discontinuous, gravel-supported diamicton 
with a silty sand matrix, 30 to 150 centimetres thick, and 
containing both local and exotic unstriated cl&s, occurs at 
the base of the unit in one part of the pit. Sand and gravel 
beds in the upper part of the unit interfinger with rhythmites 
and therefore grade into the overlying unit over a short 
distance (-1 m). The sediments in this unit are interpreted 
to represent in situ bedrock weathering, colluviated bed- 
rock, sand with organics and fluvial fan deposits which 
typically form on steeply inclined slopes of deep valleys. 

UNIT II 

Unit II (35 m) consists of an intercalated rhythmite 
assemblage of silty clay and clayey silt laminae and beds, 
ranging in thickness from less than 0.1 to I5 centimetres 
(Plate 4-4-2). Individual rhythmites are primarily horizon- 
tally stratified, show graded bedding and sharp, planar con- 
tacts. The lowest rhythmites drape over bedrock and 
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Figure 4-3-S. Composite smtigraphic column of Quarrr- 
nary sediments fmn the Valley pit. Highland Valley Copper 
mine, B.C. See lexl for details regarding lithoslratigraphic 
““I,\. 

deposits of Unit I. Rhythmites become progressively 
coarser and thicker up section. Localized examples of Type 
B climbing ripples were observed in one location supporting 
sandy silt bed sets 5 zentimetres thick dipping towards 120”. 
Rare dropstones with drape laminations and minor penetra- 
tive structures arc also present. Laterally discontinuous 
interbeds of massive, matrix-supported and clest-supported 
diamicton are evident and increase in thickness and fre- 
quency towards the top in the unit. Diamictons range from 
I to 35 centimetres in thickness, although one bed I.1 

metres thick was observed. A pebble fabric sample from 
one of the diamicton lenses has a trend of 169.1” and plu?ge 
of 07.3’ (SI =0.546). Charcoal fragments and fine organic! 
are conspicuous throughout the unit. Along the soul:herr 
margin of the pit, rhythmites grade into ma.1 which l’re- 
served a palrosol (A-horizon) at three locatic ns. The Ibaa: 
contact is gradational over a (distance of apl roximatcly I 
metre as estimated from intertc~ngues of rhyth nite and sane 
and gravel beds. This unit is interpreted to repn::enl 
glaciolacustrine sediments of a p!:oglacial lake environnen-~ 
(cf: Ashley, 1988). 

UNIT III 

Unit 111 consists of steeply inclined. alter Wing plaal 
crossbeds of sand and sandy graxl (Plate 4.4- !) and is u:~ to 
25 metres thick. Beds dip at angles awragi Ig 25” to 38” 
toward 145” to 180” on the northeast side <f the pit ant. 
toward 25” to 60” on the soutbe;lst side of th: pit. Matrix.. 
supported beds of gravelly sand are main1 i mediu~n to 
coarse sand with minor perwntages of peb ales sc~ttwed 
along internal bedding planes. Clast-suppc rted beds 0~’ 
sandy gravel consist mainly of granule to smal pebble-sized 
clasts with B medium to coarse sand matrix Rarer c1i.S 
supported beds with cobbles al-Id boulders upporting an 
open-work structure are also evident. All types of ted:; 
average 60 centimetres in thic:kness and all {how intenal 
fining-upwards sequences (Pl;rts ‘1-4-4). Vel y rare OCIXT- 
rences of silty clay and clayey silt laminae, r ch in organic 
detritus including wood, are inrercalated wti h the coaw% 
beds. Rare boulder-sized dropstolws and discc ntinuous t’t:d!; 
of diamicton are present and increase in fre luency i:n tht: 
upper part of the unit. Fine gra: ned near the b; se, individual 
beds become progressively coarser, upward i through the 
unit. Minor normal faulting and occasional rip-up clastj ol 
laminated clay and silt blocks 11~1) 1~0 20 cm in diameter) an: 
present near the base. At one location, evid, :nce for local 
glaciotectonic deformation w~.s observed, The stt:q~l!~ 
inclined beds change to a curvilinear form at their blse, 
resulting in low-angle tangential contacts wit I the uncler~ly. 
ing sediments. The basal contact is, therefor 3, gradational 
over a few tens of centimetres with the rhytt mically Ii unit 
nated sediments of Unit II. This unit is interp eted to rr:re 
sent a foreset bed complex formed by a series of progradini: 
coalescing delta fronts (cj: McPherson ef al.; 1987). 

UNIT IV 

Unit IV consists of up to 55 metres of poo! ly sorted rand 
and gravel beds interbedded ,with poorly stl atified mxri:( 
and clast-supported diamicton (Plate 4-4-5). 5 ilty sand tedi 
alternate with sandy gravel lenses, both extr :mes showin:: 
variable contacts, gradation and sorting. Gra it+dominateqi 
beds up to 2 metres thick are rar~z, most beds md lenser ar,: 
less than I metre thick. Oxasional dropaones, up tl) 
17 centimetres in diameter, an: present in the sandy l;~),ers. 
Contacts between sand and gmwl beds and c iamicton beds 
are irregular, wavy and sharp. One mat ,ix-supporterj 
diamicton bed is up to I5 metres thick, xedominzntl y 
comprising a silty sand matrix (Face 5). This particular be.j 
had a pebble fabric sample trending 183.1” and plun,gin: 
I I .2” (S I =0.560). A thinner diamicton bed t igher (Fact: i) 
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Plate 4-4. I. View of fractured bedrock (A) and lilhostraligraphic units (I) and (II: 
of Valley pit excavation, Highland Valley Copper mine, British Columbia. Exposurr 
metros high. Pebbly diamicton at top of photo is modern road fill CR). Unit I is interp 
slope wash and grus. 

, at base 
is 12.5 

reted as 

Plate 4-4-2. View of rhylhmire sequence in 
lithostratigraphic Unit II consisting of allernaring beds of 
silty clay and clayey silt. Pick for scale is 65 cemimetrcs 
long. Arrow points to group of discontinuous matrix- 
supported beds. Unit is interpreted fo rrprrscnt 
glaciolacustrine sediments. 



Plate 4-4-3. View of steeply inclined, alternating planar crossheds of sand an<4 sandy 
gravel of lithostratigraphic Unit 111 interpreted as fan-delta accumulation (A). Note trm:iition 
into underlying rhythmitr sequence (B). 

Plate 4-4-4 View of cuxm hrds in foreset complex of Unit 111. Shovel for :;c,tle. 
Note Cininp-upwards sequences in the beds and diffuse over-sized clasts. 
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Plate 4-4-5. View of poorly sorted sand and gravel hcds interbedded with poorly 
stratified matrix and clast-swooned diamictons. Unit is interpreted as subaqueous outwash 

11 

and debris flaw deposits. 

in the unit had a pebble fabric trending 163.9” and plunging 
Il.5” (SI =0.71 I). Clasts in all of the diamictons range in 
size from granules to boulders (<I m in diameter). are 
angular to subrounded and are of mixed lithologies. This 
unit is interpreted as representing outwash deposits in a 
proglacial and subglacial environment (cf Miall, 1977) and 
resedimented debris-flow accumulations in a subaqueous 
environment (cf: Eyles er al., 1987). 

UNIT V 

This discontinuous unit consists of up to 10 metres of 
intercalated beds of sand and gravel. The dominant beds are 
moderately well sorted, stratified sandy silt and silty sand, 
ranging in thickness from 2 to 40 centimetres. The upper 
sand beds contain rare, over-sired clasts and thin (< I5 cm 
thick) discontinuous lenses of matrix-supported diamicton. 
Clast-supported deposits are poorly sorted, pebbly cobble 
gravel beds, with openwork structure near their base. Many 
beds show internal grading. Inter-bed contacts are all sharp. 
Crossbeds dip regularly in variable directions, for example, 
up to 16” towards 90” and 15” towards 185”. The upper 
contact of this unit is indeterminate to truncated. The lower 
contact is sharp, erosive and curvilinear into the underlying 
sediments. The deposits in this unit are interpreted to repre- 
sent subglacial outwash facies of an actively advancing ice 
mass (cfi Miall, 1977). 

UNIT VI 

Unit VI consists of up to 25 metres of diamicton beds, 
intercalated with isolated lenses of sand and gravel. Lenses 
are primarily stratified coarse sand and pebbly granules. 
Crossbedding in the lenses dips on average 22” towards 
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235”. Fine-textured horizons are discontinuous and less than 
IO centimetres thick. Most of the unit is a massive to poorly 
stratified, matrix-supported diamicton. This poorly sorted 
deposit has a silty sand matrix, very low stone content 
(maximum clast diameter 0.7 m). and is relatively dense and 
compact. Clasts are subangular to subrounded. Rare pockets 
of sorted sand are present. A pebble fabric sample from the 
diamicton provided a trend of 305.7’ and plunge of 05.9” 
(SI =0.523). Sandy interbeds support rafted diamicton rip- 
up clasts. Near the base of the unit, pebbles in a diamicton 
bed were measured and observed to have a strong 
(Sl=O.835) fabric trending 139.6” and plunging 12.1” 
(Table 4-4-4). Where visible, pan of this unit rests directly 
on bedrock, and the remaining pan sharply overlies and 
truncates the lower sand and gravel unit. This unit is inter- 
preted to represent a basal till accumulation (c$ Dreimanis, 
1988). 

UNIT VII 

Unit VIII consists of approximately 33 mews of strat- 
ified sand, gravel and diamicton. The lower part of the unit 
contains beds of massive diamicton, ranging from 0.2 to 
4 metres in thickness, separated by silt and tine sand beds 
averaging 50 centimetres in thickness (ranging from 15 to 
100 cm) and 5 metres in length. Pebble fabric data from the 
lower diamictons provide a trend of 19.6’ and plunge of 
13.3’ (SI =0.742). Rare over-sized clasts are present in the 
sandy beds. The diamicton beds are massive to stratified, 
poorly sorted, with a silty sand matrix, and rare clasts which 
are predominantly subangular to subrounded pebble to boul- 
der size. The predominance of stratified sandy horizons 
(beds up to 2 m thick) increases in the middle part of the 
unit (Face 12) where beds are laterally extensive and contin- 



uous for distances of hundreds of metres. In the upper pan 
of the unit, the diamicton beds show greater stratification 
and lack obvious sand interbeds. One of the uppermost 
diamictons has a pebble fabric trending 24.8” and plunging 
I I .3” (Sl=O.X53). Rare sand and gravel cut-and-fill struc- 
tures, up to 2 metres thick with crossbedding dipping 14” 
towards 04.5”. are present in the uppermost exposures 
(Face 13). The lower contact of this unit is gradational with 
the underlying deposits over several metres. These sedi- 
ments are interpreted to represent various depositional 
facies of a supraglacial environment (cf. Eyles, 1979). 

UNIT VIII 

This unit is a thin (--6 m thick), disrupted and complex 
assemblage of stratified sand, gravel and diamicton beds. 
Sandy to pebbly cobble layers are interbedded with diamic- 
ton beds (30 to 300 cm thick) near the base as a lateral facies 
change. These lower diamicton provided a pebble fabric 
sample trending 142.6” and plunging 16.1” (Sl=O.657). 
Higher up the section, the gravel beds alternate with discon- 
tinuous lenses and beds of pebbly sand which contain rare 
over-sized clasts. The finer textured beds show both planar 
and trough crossbedding dipping 20” towards 120” and I IQ 
towards -~YO”. Clasts are predominantly rounded to sub- 
rounded throughout the unit. The basal contact is inclined, 
sharp and erosive to transitional with intertonguing of beds. 
The unit locally shows a gradual fining-upwards sequence. 
This unit is interpreted as representing deposits associated 
with in situ ice decay in a braided stream environment C$ 
Ashley er al., 1985). 

UNIT IX 

Unit Xl is conf~ined to the recently drained lakes. 
Deposits consist of subhorizontally stratified sand and marl 
and interbeds of peat and bryophytes. Freshwater shells 
were observed throughout the unit, but those at the base 
provided a date of Y600?70 years BP (TO-21.5). The unit 
represents a Holocene lacustrine accumulation which 
formed shortly after deglaciation and stayed in existence 
until the lake was drained in 1985. 

GEOCHRONOLOGY 

Several specimens of wood and mollusc shell were col- 
lected from Units II and III and submitted for 14C dating. 
Previous chronologlc control at the Inine site has been 
obtained from wood samples collected by S. Daly (High- 
land Valley Copper ILtd.) from the base of Unit II. Resultant 
dates on the Picra specimens submitted by him are greater 
than 44 450 years BP (Beta-47216) and greeter than 45 070 
years BP (B&-4X735). The dates imply that the 
glaciolacustrine sediments are mid-Wisconsinan or older in 
age. Absolute dates are necessary to confirm the 
chronostratigraphy. 

PALEOECOLOCY 
Wood, shells and organic sediments collected by S. Daly 

have been analyred previously. Wood submitted for ‘4C 
dating (.we above) has been identified as P&u sp. (spruce: 
H. Jett, personal communication to S. Daly, 2X October, 

TABLE 4.,4-3 
HIGHLAND VALLEY COPIWR IMINE P”1.I.E 4 SPECTHlr 

TAXA FREC ‘UENCY 

Picea sp. (Spruce) 
Pinus (white pine) it3 
Pinus contorta (Lodgepole pine) 
Pinus sp. (species indetenm.) 5: 
Abies sp. (Fii) 5 
Behh sp. (Birch) 3 
Alms sp. (Alder) 2 
Salti sp. (wiiow) 1 
Graminae (Grasses) 13 
Tubuliflorae 1 
Arfemisia (Sage) 91 
Chenopodiineae (Chenopods) 3 
Unidentified 1 

Lfrom H. Jettk, personal communication) 

1991). Mollusc shell fragments were identi~ ied as fwsh- 
water gastropod and bivalve fr,qments (J. Toppin, persona 
communication to H. Jett, 22 Ocl:ober, 1991). Pollen an;tly 
sis of a single organic bulk sample contained high pexcnt- 
ages of Artr,nisia (sage), Pierr (spruce) and Pinrrs (pine: 
(Table 4-4-3). The environmeint at the time :>f deposilior 
was interpreted to have been dry and cooler then prexnt, 
with grasses and sagebrush in the valley bottoms ,mc 
spruce, pine and fir on the slopes. The ilssem blage is “bar- 
ginally similar to pollen spectra from Meadow Creek (about 
280 kilometres due east) where Besserte se~liments nwe 
dated at 41 8OO-t600 years BP t,GSC-716: Alley ei’ <I/., 
1986). 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIOPIS 
The purpose of this paper wa!; to review t K 1992 #d.ift,. 

exploration program field activities at the Valley pit 01’ 
Highland Valley Copper mine and detail the stratigrqhk 
and sedimentologic data now available. .4ncil. ary result: or 
paleoecology, geochronology and geochemist ‘y await :labo- 
ratory analysis. Given the results of this stud! and thaw 01‘ 
previous publications, an interpretation ca 1 be offfret: 
regarding the Quaternary history and environn tents of depose 
sition in and near the Highland Valley. 
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Ice-flow patterns in south-central British Columbia sug- 
gest that an ice-divide may have existed some 150 kilo- 
metres to the north-northwest of Highland Valley during the 
last glaciation (Ryder rf u/., 1991). During the final glacia- 
tion, ice-flow directions, as interpreted from large-scale 
ground features (drumlins, drumlinoid ridges, etc.), indicate 
a regional flow toward the south-southeast (Fulton, 1975). 
This orientation is confirmed by pebble fabrics from the 
diamictons in the Valley pit. Fabrics are variable in the light 
of differing genesis, however, sediments interpreted as till 
deposits agree with a depositional direction toward the 
southeast. We further infer that, ice thickness over the study 
area may have been 1000 metres or more during the last 
glaciation and probably much thicker during earlier glacia- 
tions. given ice-limit indications of 2000 metres elevation 
south of Merritt and 2500 metres west of the Thompson 
River and Fraser River confluence. 

Pre-Late Wisconsinan glaciation(s) may have signifi- 
cantly eroded and overdeepened Highland Valley without 
leaving depositional evidence of the event (see Mullins 
rr al., 1990, for a discussion of glacially overdeepened 
valleys and lakes in the southern Interior). During the mid- 
Wisconsinan, Highland Valley may have supported small 
streams or a river at a depth considerably below the modern 
surface (>250 m below modern surface). At the start of the 
Late Wisconsinan, ice present to the northwest would have 
resulted in increased water flow through the valley. Ice most 
likely filled the Guichon Creek valley to the east first, 

locally damming Highland Valley and resulting in the for- 
mation of a large and deep glaciolacustrine sequence. As ice 
advanced from the northwest, a prograding fan-delta com- 
plex developed leaving foreset and topset bed deposits. Ice 
eventually overrode the area leaving behind a discontinuous 
till sheet. As ice retreated from the area at the end of the 
Late Wisconsinan, a variety of glacigenic sediments 
accumulated in the valley and along its slopes, including 
subaqueous sediment gravity-flow deposits, outwash and 
ablation till. Further retreat of the ice resulted in the incision 
of preexisting valley-fill sediments and deposition of distal 
outwash deposits. These deposits were eventually covered 
by local lake sediments which developed in depressions 
previously occupied by stagnating ice blocks. 

DRIFT PROSPECTING IMPLICATIONS 
Three issues pertinent to drift prospecting arise from the 

observations reviewed in this report First, it is axiomatic 
that most glacially eroded valleys parallel preglacial fea- 
tures which in turn owe their existence to tectonic events 
such as large-scale faulting. 

Second, the exceptional thickness of valley-fill sediments 
documented in Highland Valley indicates a configuration 
exists which mimics the overdeepened lakes of the southern 
Interior Plateau. We know that large lakes such as Kam- 
loops, Okanagan and Shuswap, as well as several others in 
the region, occupy structurally controlled valleys which 
were glacially eroded to depths exceeding 400 metres below 
the present surface (Mullins er al.. 1990). Highland Valley 
provides another example of this pattern, differing only in 
that it does not support an active lake environment but is 
instead filled with a complex sequence of glacial and non- 
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glacial sediments. It is reasonable to suggest that most of the 
glaciated valleys in the region are similar insofar as they are 
probably overdeepened and now filled with complex 
Quaternary deposits. In the immediate vicinity of Highland 
Valley, this could include Pimainus Lakes valley, Guichon 
Creek valley and Nicola valley. The near-surface sediments 
in these valleys likely bear little resemblance (genetically or 
geochemically) to the underlying surficial deposits and bed- 
rock. Finally, one can expect drilling costs to be high 
considering the potentially thick accumulation of sediment. 

Third, most of the valley-fill sediments in the Highland 
Valley consist of glaciolacustrine deposits, a characteristic 
shared by the large lakes listed above and a feature probably 
typifying other valleys. We anticipate the results of our 
geochemical study will illustrate that these ancient lake 
sediments do indeed provide a reliable sampling medium 
for exploration. As such, we suggest that exploration strat- 
egies in the valleys sample lake sediments which are present 
at depth beneath the uppermost glacial sediment cover. 
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF GLACIAL DISPERSION STUDIES OV THEE: 
GALAXY PROPERTY, KAMLOOPS, B.C. 

(92V9) 
By D.E. Kerr, S.J. Sibbick, B.C. Geological Survey Branch 

and G.D. Belik, Getcbell Resources Inc. 

KEYWORDS: Applied geochemistry, Iron Mask 
batholith, Galaxy, porphyry Cu.Au, drift exploration, surfi- 
cial geology, till, soil geochemistry, glacial dispersion, 
biogeochemistry. 

INTRODUCTION 
This report describes the 1992 field season preliminary 

results of a glacial dispersion study on the Galaxy porphyry 
copper-gold deposit in the Iron Mask batholith, S kilometres 
southwest of Kamloops (Figure 4-5-l 1. The project involves 
three drift-exploratton techniques: till geochemistry, till- 
pebble lithology and biogeochemistry. This investigation is 
designed to demonstrate the applicability of a combined 
surficial geology exploration geochemistry program in the 
search for mineral deposits in areas of glaciated terrain with 
thick till cover. 

Successful drift-exploration strategrrs require an accurate 
interpretation and understanding of the genesis and distribu- 
tion of surficial materials, and ice-flow history 
(DiLabio, 1989). Drift sampling in the Galaxy area docu- 
ments glacial patterns of geochemical and lithological dis- 
persion in till. The Galaxy deposit was selected due to its 
physiographic envil-onment, geological setting. well under- 
stood Quaternary glacial history and overburden stratigra- 
phy, all of which make it suitable for a glacial dispersion 

“‘nr ’ Okanaga2Ke,own ) 

Figure 4-S- I. Location of the Galaxy property. 
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case study. This work complt:ments similar iurficial gt:ol- 
ogy and geochemicnl dispersion investigatic ns carried OL t 
on porphyry copper-gold deposits at Mount vlilligan (&I 
and Bobrowsky, 1991: Gravel and Sibblck, 1’19 I) and a: the 
Island Copper mine (Kerr of [I/., 1992). 

The objective of the Galaxy till-sampling program J to 
determine the style of dispersion and the rate at ‘which 
anomalous elements are diluted to backgrot nd concelltri: 
tions within a till sheet. Studies of soil profile i will ilhxtrate 
the effects of soil formation on the geoch :mistry 01’ till 
sediments. Relationships of glacial dispe-sion to !,IL(‘- 
fraction element concentrations. curficial ge )logy and x1:1- 
cial history will also be asseswd. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGI 
The Galaxy deposit is one of seven porph) ry copper- ;go~d 

deposits located within the Afton camp. Tht se depor,ilr;, as 
well as the Afton and Ajax orel,odies, are hr <ted withi?~ the 
Iron Mask batholith (Preto, IYhX), an elongate, north~w t- 
trending, alkaline subvolclmi.: intrusive car ~plex aboilt Z!O 
kilometres long by 4 kilometres wide, that inl:rudcs 
comagmatic and coeval andesitic to b tsnltic Iflaws, 
pyroclastics and sedimentary ricks of the ‘Triassic INicola 
Group. The batholith comprix:. four intrusi, e phase:, ‘XI:- 
ing in composition from pyroxcnite and gab1 lro to diori:e to 
monzonite and syenite. Emplacement of the intrusive units 
and the subsequent mineralizing; events were controllrzd by a 
complex system of recurring northwesterl! , northe.wxly 
and northerly trending faults and related ‘racture z:\nt s. 

Primary mineralization wtbin the depo its consists of 
fracture-controlled chalcopyrite and bornit : accomp~~ni~:d 
by pyrite, pyrrhotite and magw;ite. The Aft< n deposil:, prior 
to mining, contained a large wpergene zont of native cop- 
per, chalcocite and cuprite. 

PROPERTY GEOLOGY 
Copper mineralization on the Galaxy pror erty consicts of 

chalcopyrite and minor bornite with onl / minor, new 
surface oxidation. The main deposit occur: within L Ikec- 
shaped zone, about 150 m&e> wide. 400 I tetres Ion:; ad 
up to 70 mares thick, which 1s part of a nort west-trrzndirg, 
graben-like strwcture comprwd of sheare I and strongly 
fractured Nicola Group volcaics and diorit c phases of tx 
Iron Mask batholith (Figure 4-52). Irregula shaped bodies 
of sheared, serpentinized ~,li~~ir~e--pyro~ene-1 ich basic attu- 
sive, referred to as picrite, are ~exposed alon: the soutlwest 
margin of the graben. The graben is boundr d on the :oulh- 
west and northeast by ime-,; Lmined syen te and micto- 
syenite. 
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Figure 4-5-2. Simplified sketch of bedrock geology, 
Galaxy zone. Modified from Blanchflower (1978). 

FIELD METHODS 
Preliminary airphoto interpretation of the surficial geol- 

ogy of the Galaxy area at a scale of 1:70 000 was under- 
taken prior to fieldwork. Surficial sediment types and large- 
scale geomorphological ice-flow directional features (i.e., 
drumlinoid ridges) were identified and plotted on a I:5 COO- 
scale base map. Additional ice-flow patterns were obtained 
from striated bedrock and till-pebble fabrics at two sites 
over the deposit in order to further define the direction of ice 
movement across the study area. Detailed stratigraphic 
investigations of trenches and hand-dug pits at IO0 sites 
were undertaken to identify changes in the overburden sub- 
surface record. 

A sampling grid was established over the areas of known 
mineralization, extending to a distance of 1500 metres in the 
down-ice direction of the deposit (Figure 4-5-3). The orien- 
tation of the grid was established on the basis of inferred 
ice-flow direction, so that sample sites would theoretically 
cover the expected dispersal trains. The oxidized C-horizon, 
commonly occurring 0.5 to 0.75 metre below the surface, 
was sampled at approximately 170 sites. Along the long 
axis of the grid. A and B-horizon samples were also col- 
lected to contrast differences with the underlying oxidized 
C-horizon. Three detailed soil profiles were also sampled to 
identify geochemical variations with depth. The 80 mesh 
(-177 micron) fraction of each drift sample will be analyzed 
by instrumental neutron activation analysis (INAA) and 
inductively coupled plasma analysis (ICP) for forty 
elements. 
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Figure 4-5-3. Sutficial gealogy map of the Galaxy area, 
showing sampling grid location. 

At I I sites along the long axis of the grid, 25 pebbles 
were collected for lithological analyses and provenance 
studies. In addition, the stems, leaves and flowers of rabbit- 
bush (Chrysothamnus nauseosus) plants were sampled for 
comparison with soil data. Rabbitbush is a compact (50 cm 
high), olive-green shrub topped by a mass of small yellow 
flowers which is common in the dry interior of British 
Columbia (Lyons, 1991). Field observations show that the 
taproot of this shrub may extend 1 metro or more below the 
surface. Rabbitbush samples were analysed by ICP for 30 
elemmts and results are expressed on an ashed basis. 

RESULTS 
SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 

The last glacial episode in the Kamloops region occurred 
during the Late Wisconsinan (Fraser Glaciation) between 
20 2302270 years B.P. (GSC-194) and10 500% 170 years 
B.P. (GSC-1524). Ice movement during this final event was 
primarily to the southeast, as interpreted from ice-flow 
indicators such as well-developed drumlin fields developed 
in till. This observation of regional flow is in accordance 
with earlier studies by Fulton (1963) in the Kamloops Lake 
area. Fulton (1975) also mapped the extent of glacial and 
nonglacial sediments and noted the presence of ice-flow 
indicators to the east, southeast and south of the study area. 
Previous glacial episodes also affected the area, but the 
conditions surrounding these older events can only be inter- 
preted from more deeply buried deposits preserved in bed- 
rock depressions and larger valleys. During deglaciation 
phases, ice appears to have retreated towards the north and 
northwest. 

Drumlinized till sediments are widespread throughout the 
Kamloops area occurring primarily as a blanket (~1 m) in the 
northern and southern plateaus along the South Thompson 
Valley, as well as in range country which continues discon- 
tinuously south to Princeton. The shape and size of the 
flutings are variable, but the dominant trend of these land- 
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Plate 4-S. I. Gently rolling topography developed on till south oi the 
Galaxy property; view southeast. 

Plate 4-S-2. Massive: till and soil development exposed in 
a trench; large boulder measures 40 centimetres. 

forms is to the southeast. Surficial sediments identified in 
the Galaxy area include fluted diamicton (till) of variable 
thickness, thin veneers (m) of colluviated till over till on 
steeper slopes, and less than 5 per cent bedrock (Plate 
4-5-l). Drift cover ranges from less than I metre to tens of 
me&es in thickness. Near the deposit, surficial sediment 
cover averages 3 to 5 metres, obscuring much of the bed- 

rock near the deposit. Drill-hole data fron assessment 
reports show that significant thicknesses of UI lconsolid~ated 
sediments, in excess of 20 to 30 metres. are co nmon sol th- 
east and south of the deposit ~:Blanchflower, 1978; Belik, 
199Oa. b). For most areas, the till is compact very powly 
sorted and consists of angular to well-rounds d pebbles to 
boulders in a sand-silt-clay matrix (Plate 4-S. I). 

GEOCHEMISTRY 
Soils developed in the area c’f l:he Galaxy d :posit consist 

of orthic dark brown chemoxrns in the gt~sslands and 
eutric brunisols under areas of forest covet Results, for 
copper in soil samples collected along the sat nple baseline 
indicate that soil copper contents xe generally lighest in the 
C-horizon (till) and lowest in the A-horizon (I ‘igure 4-54). 
This feature may be due to the addition of low : to the upper 
soil horizons (H. Luttmerding, personal :ommuni:a- 
tion, 1992) which would dilute the origine metal (IX., 
copper) content of the upper soil horizons. As 3epositior of 
loess in the postglacial periocl was controlkd by factors 
such as wind patterns and topography, dilutior of the upper 
soil horizons (and their metal Iconcentratior s) would be 
highly variable and bear no relation to the 01 iginal A ;Ind 
B-horizon metal contents. 

Rabbitbush samples reported higher copper :ontents than 
corresponding soils at eight 01‘ eleven sites, but show no 
consistent trend with distance: from the de losit (Figure 
4-5-4). Rabbitbush was also found to contain higher na:an 
concentrations of boron, calcium, lead, magne iium, mol)b- 
denum. strontium and zinc. Additional bi[ geochemical 
studies are suggested in order to more accuratl :ly define the 
reliability and accuracy of this technique. 

Preliminary results (Figure iI-fi-5) indicate the existexe 
of a strongly anomalous (200 ppm), ribbon-s taped disf#w 
sion train of copper extending for up to I kill metre down- 
ice from the deposit. Copper concentrations i long the :‘;w 
that down-ice sample line (approximately 1X 0 m from the 
deposit) average 136 ppm copper, suggesting hat a signifi- 
cant (100 ppm) anomaly may extend for a gre rter distarce. 
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Figure 4-5-4. Down-ice dispersion of copper in A. B and 
C-horizon soils and rabbithush. 

Figure 4-5-S. Copper concentrations overlying and down- 
ice from the Galaxy deposit. 

These early results suggest similarities with the work 
described by Young and Rugg (I 97 I ) at the Island Copper 
mine; a linear geochemical anomaly, developed in till less 
than 9 metres thick over the orebody, extends for more than 
600 metres in the down-ice direction parallel to ice flow. 
FOX er al., (1987) describe a well-defined dispersion train 
developed in till over the Quesnel River gold deposit; this 
linear down-ice soil anomaly has been defined for approx- 
imately 1 kilometre. 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
Studies at the Gnlaxy property focus on the controls of 

glacial dispersion and soil formation on geochemical anom- 
aly formation. Data collected from this project will be used 
to develop a conceptual model of glacial dispersion and soil 
processes applicable to the search for porphyry copper-gold 
deposits. These studies will aid in the design and interpreta- 
tion of drift-prospecting and geochemical soil surveys con- 
ducted in the province. Geochemical, lithological and bio- 
geochemical orientation surveys will highlight the effects of 
mechanical and chemical dispersion and will define the 
grain-sire fractions which provide the highest anomaly con- 
trast. These surveys characterize the sediments over and 
down-ice from the deposit and may serve as a guide to 
similar mineral deposits with comparable surficial geology 
cover elsewhere in the southern Interior, notably in the 
Kamloops Aspen Grove Princeton region. Ongoing stud- 
ies investigate the hypothesis that significantly higher metal 
values are associated with the oxidized C-horizon in till as 
opposed to oxidized B-horizon soils developed from the 
same parent material. Mapping of ice-flow patterns and an 
understanding of the nature and origin of surficial sediments 
are essential in the interpretation stages of soil geochemical 
surveys. 
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NATURAL ACID-DRAINAGE IN THE MOUNT MCINTOSH / PEMBE RTON 
HILLS AREA, NORTHERN VANCOUVER ISLAND 

(92L/12) 
By Victor M. Koyanagi and Andre Panteleyev 

KEYWORDS: Applied geochemistry, acid water, Holberg 
Inlet, Vancouver Group, acid generation, sutphide weather- 
ing, water chemistry. Hushamu, Vancouver Island, sutphate. 

--.- 
GEOLOGIC SETTING 

The study area is underlain b? IJpper Tria! sic to Lower 
Jurassic rocks of the Vancouver Group and Lower Cre- 
taceous Kyuquot Group sediments (Figure 4,6-2). Mu :.er 
el al., (1974) describes the Vancouver Group : ;s a sequuce 
of Karmutsen basalt, Quatsino limestone, Parl on Bay :wd- 
mats and Bonanza volcanic!,. Upper Triassic (Camian) 
Karmutsen baselts crop out along the south sic e of Nahw.: td 
Lake and extend northward from I:he study are: This fortna- 
tion consists of basalt flows, pillow basalts, I reccia, aqua- 
gene tuff, greenstone and minor limestone. East-trending 
outcrops of Upper Triassic (Carnian) Quatsi 10 Formation 
limestones overlie the Karmutsen hasalts and grade upwarc 
to calcareous siltstones, argill~tc and locally chat. These 
limestones are typically massive, locally fos :itiferous 3°C 
altered to skam. The Quatsino limestone is an easily identi- 
fiable marker between Karmutxn votcanics ar d Parson 13aj 
sediments. The Upper Triassic (Norian) Parso 1 Bay Forna., 
lion consists of well-bedded calcsreous sil stone, shale, 
limestone, greywacke, conglomerate and brt ccia. Lot III), 
these sediments are skarn altered and miner llized. Lowe, 
Jurassic Bonanza Formation v~olcanics str; tigraphi8xll) 
overly the Parson Bay sediments. In the study breathe Iowa 
part of the Bonanza Formation consists of well-tayezd. 
tuffaceous. commonly pyroxetnbearing, tpiclastic z.nd 
pyroclastic volcanics. Higher in the section I onanza ru:k!; 
are dominated by massive pyroxene-bearin: andesitc, to 
basalt flows, tuffs and volc,lniclastics wit n minor znrt 
localized decite to rhyolite tlows and pyro:tastics 1:1’,m- 
teleyev and Koyanagi, 1993, this volume) Lower Cre- 
taceous Kyuquot Group conglomerate, iltstone a~nd 
greywacke (Muller er al., 19741 c:rop out in the south:ast 
part of the study area along the shore of I Iotberg Iallet. 
Intrusive rocks are mainly the .Jurassic Island ‘tutonic Suite 
(Muller, 1974 et. al.). These inlrusions are car lmonly quan:! 
diorite to granodiorite in compo:dtion and inlrude all ~rwki 
of the Vancouver Group. 

INTRODUCTION 
Natural acid-drainage can be generated from acidic 

atmospheric precipitation (acid rain) and by both organic 
and inorganic acid-generating processes. The greater extent 
of natural acid generation occurs as the product of oxidation 
of sulphide minerals when rock is exposed to water and air. 

The purpose of this study is to identify and measure the 
source and extent of natural acid waters draining from the 
altered and mineralired rocks in the Mount McIntosh 
Prmbenon Hilts area of northern Vancouver Island. An 
advanced-argillic, acid-sulphate, copper-gold system of 
alteration and minemtirstion related to a porphyry intrusion 
forms a belt trending northwesterly across the area of study. 
During the 1991 and 1992 field seasons. a total of 77 water 
samples were tested for pH, and 34 selected waters analyzed 
for sulphate and metal content. Waters draining altered and 
mineralized areas are contrasted with those from relatively 
unmineralized areas revealing a focused mineratiration- 
related acid-generat;ng system. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The Mount McIntosh - Pemberton Hilts area is located on 

northern Vancouver Island about 25 kilometres west of Port 
Hardy on the north side of Holberg Inlet (Figure 4-6-l). The 
area encompasses watersheds bordered by Hushamu and 
Clrsktagh creeks to the south, Hepler Creek on the west, 
Nahwitti Lake to the north and the Pemberton Hills to the 
east (Figure 4-6-Z). Welt-maintained logging roads provide 
access to the area from either Coal Herbour (southern 
access) or Port Hardy (northern access). 

Figure 4-h-t. Location map. 

ALTERATION AND M:INERALIZ ATION 
The study area includes mineral prospects i nd depo:.?:; of 

various types, mainly porphyry copper-got I, base nletzt 
skarns and advanced-argillic acid-sutpha e epithcrtnal 
mineralization. 

Lower Jurassic Bonanza Formation v )Icanics lost 
advanced-ergiilic, acid-sutphate alteration ad minera iza- 
tion that is transitional betwe:en porphyry and epith(zunEJ 
environments. This alteration and minsraliz tion is retaterl 
to the emplacement of the Jurassic Island l’tutonic Suite. 
Hydrothermally altered and 1r:ached silica ci ps form phy!;. 
iographically prominent bluffs outcropping from h4:wt 
McIntosh to the Pembenon Hills, revealing i linear xyxern 

4‘1.5 
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Figure 4-h-2. Geology and alteration map of the Mount McIntosh - Pembenon Hills area (9X/12) with water sample sites. 

of alteration zones (Figure 4-6-Z). Advanced-argillic, acid- 
sulphate alteration with quartz-alunite-kaolinite- 
pyrophyllite-zunyite mineral assemblages underlie and 
extend beyond higher level, barren siliceous rocks. The 
acid-sulphate environment is contimxd by the presence of 
sulphate minerals including alunite, jamsite, gypsum, 
anhydrite, barite and melanterite. The acidic and strongly 
oxidized character of the hydrothermal system creates an 
environment for high-sulphidation base and precious metal 
deposition. Sulphide mineralization consists of abundant 
disseminated and massive stratahound iron sulphides (domi- 
nantly pyrite and probably marcasite) with minor amounts 
of enargite and copper sulphides. Propylitic zones with 
characteristic epidote-chlorite-zeolite-pyrite mineral 
assemblages have formed peripheral to the advanced- 
argillic alteration zones. Sulphide mineralization of pro- 
pylite is significant but occurs in lesser am”unts than within 
the argillic zone. Rare phyllic alteration with quartz and 
sericite occur locally. 

Porphyry copper mineralization close to the c”ntact with 
a granodiorite stock of the Island Plutonic Suite occurs west 
of Hepler Creek. There propylitic Bonanza volcanics host. 
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small. massive lenses and disseminations of pyrite repre- 
senting an outer alteration envelope of a porphyry system. 
Outcrops of quartz diorite near Hushamu Lake also host 
porphyry copper-gold mineralization. 

Calcareous sediments of the Upper Triassic Parson Bay 
and Quatsino formations contain extensive calcsilicate 
alteration and host skarn mineralization related to the Island 
Plutonic Suite (Dasler, 1990). Parson Bay sediments are 
also host to bedding-replacement massive pyrite 
mineralization. 

ACID GENERATION FROM SULPHIDE 
OXIDATION 

The largest s”urce of natural acid generation is the oxida- 
tion of sulphide minerals. This oxidation process begins 
with the exposure of sulphide-rich rock to air and water. 
Stumm and Morgan (1970) describe the reaction process as 
follows: 

Iron sulphides, mainly pyrite, react with oxygen and 
water to produce ferrous iron, sulphate and free hydrogen 
(reaction A). 



?FeS,(sj+70,~--2H,O = 2Fe2 / +,IS0,‘+4H +~ 
With continued oxidation the ferrous iron will oxidize to 

ferric iron (reaction 13). 
4Fe*++OZ+4H+ = 4Fei / ~t2H>O 

As the level of acidity increases (to around pH of 3.2) 
ferrous iron oxidetiou may be catalyzed by certain acid- 
ophillic bacteria, primarily Thiohocillm fermoxidans 
(Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (B.C.) Inc., 19X9, pp. 2-5) 
and Furrohn~i1lu.s.ferrooxidan.s (Stumm and Morgan, 1970. 
p. 542). When combined with water, ferric iron will precipi- 
tate ferric hydroxide that coats stream beds and creates 
additional acidity (reaction C). 

Fel++3H,O = FIZ(OH)~(S)+~H’ 
Ferric iron then combines with additional pyrite to pro- 

duce ferrous iron, sulphate and hydrogen (reaction D). 
FeSZ(s)+14Fei’+XH~0=15Fe”~+2S0,‘~+16H+ 

Provided that there are no other major external sources of 
sulphate. sulphate concentrations may be used as an overall 
indicator of the amount of acid generated from sulphide 
dissolution (Stumm and Morgan, 1970 p. 540). If acidity is 
neutralized, sulphete content is not affected (unless mineral 
saturation with respc:ct to gypsum is attained) and the COT- 
relation is preserved (Steffen, Robertson and Kirsten (B.C.) 
Inc., 1989, pp. 2-7). Alternatively. if conditions of high 
acidity and low sulphate coincide, the source of acid is most 
likely not sulphide oxidation. Overall, if an extensive 
amount of pyrite is dissolved and the buffering capacity of 
the surrounding environment is exceeded, the result will be 
sustained acid generation. 

The decomposition of pyrite is among the most acidic of 
all weathering reactions. Marcasite. a dimorph with pyrite 
and common in the study area, usually disintegrates more 
easily than pyrite, generating acid at a higher rate (Hurlbut 
and Klein, 1977). 

The rate of dissolution of sulphides within stream drai- 
nages is variable. Extensive surface area exposure of 
sulphide-rich rock to air and water combined with low pH 
levels and elevated I:emperatures accelerates the process of 
acid generation. Uuder acidic conditions the presence of 
abundant acidophylic bacteria can also accelerate the 
PT”ClLSS. 

Organic generation of acid is also a contributor to natural 
acid-drainage. In our study area this process is likely to be 
much less significant than the weathering of sulphide min- 
erals. Fermentation reactions and sulphate reduction results 
in acid generation. Sulphate introduced into an area of 
decomposing organic mnterial will undergo bacterial reduc- 
tion (by genus De.~:&vihrio, Bernet, 1971, p. 123). This 
bacteria utilizes organic carbon as a reducing agent. The 
reduction of sulphate forms acid by the following gener- 
alized reactions (Berner, 1971, p. 123): 

2CHZOiS0,2-,, +2HCO;,, +H& 
2CH20+S0,Z~,,,-1HC0,~,,+HS~i,,+COz,qfHz0,, 

ACID NEUTRALIZING PROCESS 
The level of acidity produced from sulphide oxidation is 

dependent upon the ability of the surrounding environment 
to neutralize acid. Carbonate bedrock such as limestone is 

an excellent acid neutralizer. Sc~il:; rich with ci rbonate min- 
erals also have neutralizing capacities. The net tralization of 
acid by calcium carbonate is as fi:rllows (Stefffn, Robertwn 
and Kirsten (B.C.) Inc., 19X9 p. :2-7): 

CaCO,+H++C:a:!++HCO,~ 
and, 

CaC0,+2H+ +C;i.~~+ IH;,CO, 

FIELD STUDY AND ANALYTICAL 
PROCEDURE 

Acidity levels in stream drainages were me5 wed using a 
Corning CheckMateTM M90 pwtsble microprl cessor-bated 
pH, conductivity and dissolvzd oxygen me er. Readi I@ 
were taken and recorded in the: field suhmers ng the mctet 
directly into streams. 

Samples were collected during the suntm :r months of 
1991 and 1992. Low rainfall and warmer teml watures cur- 
ing July and August of 19Y2, in comparisor to the wne 
months in 1991, resulted in a reduced volum: of vats?!. in 
many streams. This, in some instances, may rt suit in highet 
acid levels as well as elevatecl c:onductivity md total dis- 
solved solids (TDS) in 1992. Siartding water i I a swamp OD 
Mount McIntosh was measured in 1991 and I992 (samplez 
EC9lAP-37 and EC92AP-IX. ‘Table 4-6-l) Acid lwzls 
were slightly higher in 1992 with conductivity and TDS 
significantly higher. 

The pH sensor was calibrated on a da& basis using 
prepared standard solutions. IPlastic 250.mi lilitre bottle!. 
were used to collect water samples from telected iites 
Samples were preserved with nitric acid jut were: 110~: 
filtered. 

RESULTS 
Natural acid levels in drainages throughcJt the Mwmt 

McIntosh Pemberton Hills ar’:a range betvx :n pH h.!i and 
2.0 (Table 4-6-l). Background acidity is cot sidered ~1~8 be 
the acid level in waters draining relatively mmineral:;~ed 
areas and lake waters in some of the lar;,er lakes, for 
example Nahwitti Lake. This level is about p J 5.6 (sample 
EC92AP.01, Table 4-6-l ). At,mospheric xecipita.t,~sn, 
organic fermentation and the oxidation of ubl quitous pyrite 
in the underlying rocks are ccntributors to as,id generation 
resulting in the lower pH bat:ki:roUnd kvd in the stud:/ 
area. 

A strong correlation between high acidit: (low pH) i:l 
waters and sulphide-bearing rocks is recog: lized. Se:w:ral 
locations within the study area contain va: t amounti of 
sulphides reflecting this correlation (F gure 4-6-Z:. 
Youghpan Creek for example, drains ?ne-grained, 
advanced-argillic altered Bonanza rocks ho ;ting disswni- 
nated and massive stratabound pyrite and n arcasite (:‘a- 
teleyev and Koyanagi, 1993. l:his volume). 1 his creek r,yr- 
tern transports a relatively high ,volume of wi ~ter and dtains 
a large watershed. Within a strmxn system of I his size it may 
be expected that acidity is diluted by the la’ge volume tmf 
water. Contrary to this prediction, measurem mts withill the 
main course of Youghpan Creek. returned rcid level:. t#f 
pH 3.1 (sample EC92AP-27, Table 4-6-l). A trlbutaty to 
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Youghpan Creek transports a lower volume of water and 
returns a pH value of 2.9 (sample EC92AP-28, Table 4.6. I). 
These low pH levels indicate the presence of an extensive 
amount of sulphide minerals that are being leached into the 
drainage system. Sample EC92AP-33 (Table 4-6-l) is 
located near the mouth of Youghpan Creek, 3 to 4 kilo- 
metres downstream from the sample sites mentioned above. 
A pH level of 4.2 indicates dilution, but continues to reflect 
a large source of acid upstream. 

Clesklagh Creek drainages include streams flowing from 
the South McIntosh area where abundant silicified and 
advanced-argillic altered Bonanza flows and tuffaceous vol- 
canics strongly mineralized with disseminated pyrite are 
present. A sample of standing water in a ditch at the base of 
a sulphide-bearing, argillic-altered and strongly weathered 
outcrop (sample EC92AP-21, Table 4-6-l) returned a pH 
value of 2.0. Creeks draining the South McIntosh area 
avcrage pH levels of 3.3. Upstream from South McIntosh, a 
southeasterly trending tributary of Clesklagh Creek drains 
unmineralired and unaltered Bonanza volcanics. Measure- 
ments in this tributary returned pH values of 5.4 (sample 
EC92AP.19, Table 4~.6-l) indicating acid contributions lim- 
ited to background levels. Downstream, below South Mcln- 
tosh, Clesklagh Creek holds acid concentrations of pH 3.9 
(Sample EC92AP.20, Table 4-6-l). The slight dilution of 
acidity at this location is a result of mixing waters from 
mineralized and unmineralized sources. These results indi- 
cate that the source of acid in the Clesklagh drainage is the 
altered and mineralized rocks of the South McIntosh area. 

A tributary on the west side of Hepler Creek returned acid 
levels of pH 3.9 (sample EC92AP-13, Table 4-6-l). The 
sample site is flanked by propylitically altered Bonanza 
volcanics containing disseminated and massive pyrite in a 
porphyry copper setting. Acid here is being visibly gener- 
ated by oxidizing iron sulphides adjacent to the stream. 

Acidity of waters draining Parson Bay and Quatsino 
calcareous sediments (samples EC92AP,-05 to EC92AP.09, 
Table 4-6-l) average well above pH 6.0. The Parson Bay 
Formation is locally mineralized with bedding-replacement 
iron sulphides. and Quatsino limestones are skarn altered 

and mineralized. Acid is most likely generate .I from th#:se 
sulphide-bearing rocks but the prrsence of t le carbonate 
bedrock neutralizes this added acidity. The presence of 
carbonate strata produces pH levels generall:’ well above 
the defined regional background levels. 

WATER CHEMISTRY 
Under natural weathering conditions, in wh ch acid neu- 

tralization does not take place, there is a correl~ don betwen 
acidity and sulphide dissolution. Sulphate co Itent can he 
correlated to levels of sulphide dissolution on< ler neutrsliz- 
ing or non-neutralizing conditions. Sulphate minerals witllin 
acid-sulphate alteration zones (such as alunitr, melantel,ite 
and gypsum) contribute some sulphate to tte drainages. 
However, their insolubility an,d relative spa, ~eness corn- 
pared to pyrite suggests that their significance is neglig;illle 
in comparison to contributions from pyrite oxia lation. Water 
sample analyses in the study area show su phate lev:Is 
varying between I and I300 ppri (Table 4.6. ). The sulp- 
hate levels show a strong positive correlation with acidity 
(Table 4-6-Z). This correlation indicates that ac d-producing 
sulphide oxidation takes pla,ct: in a non-xutrali;!ing 
environment. A low-acidity (high pH) high-s llphate reta- 
tionship would indicate sulphidegenerated a< id in a nt:u- 
tralizing or diluted environment. Conversely, a highacid 
(low pH) low-sulphate relationship reflects ac; d generation 
originating from a non-sulphide source of pos ibty organic 
origins. A Pearson correlation matrix (Table 4-6-2) illus- 
trates correlations between pH and sulphate as XII as ottw 
correlation data. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Natural acid is generated in surface waters in the Motlnt 

McIntosh Pemberton Hills wed. Clear-cut logging and 
road building indirectly increase acid generatio 1 by incr~:aj- 
ing the amount of fresh rock exposed to wea thering. The 
primary source of acidity is the: (oxidation of ‘he abundant 
iron sulphides contained within advanced-a rgillic a,c 11. 
sulphate altered rocks as well as nearby pot hyry cop[w 



and skam-mineralized rocks. Measurements of acidity in 
conjunction with sulphate levels can be used to locate 
sulphide-rich rocks that may contain ore deposits. 
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INVESTIG.ATION OF ANOMALOUS RGS STREAM SEDIMENT SI’I’ES IN 
CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(92N, 0 and P) 
By S.J. Sibbick and T.A. Delaney 
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KEYWORDS: Regional Geochemical Survey, reconnais- undiscovered mineralization CT they are fal ;e anoma,‘~e> 
sance strenm sampling, stream sediment, Mount Wad- resulting from a variety of mechanical, chemi xl and phys- 
dington, Taseko Lakes, Bonaparte Lake. iographic variables within the watershed. 

INTRODUCTION 
Multi-element data for three Regional Geochemical Sur- 

veys covering approximately 45 000 square kilometres of 
central British Columbia were released on July 7, 1992. 
These data comprise the re-release of date from two pre- 
vious surveys in NIPS map sheets Taseko Lakes (920) and 
Bonaparte Lake (92P). new data based on the analysis (by 
neutron activation) of archived streatn sediment from these 
surveys, and the results of a new survey conducted in NT!? 
map sheet Mount Vaddington (92N) during the 1991 field 
season (Jackaman rr N/., 1992a. b, c). Over I21 000 analyti- 
cal determinations on samples from 2568 sites are repre- 
sented in these threr map areas. 

This study details the investigation of sewn watersh:ds 
hosting anomalous RGS wrple sites wilt in the ~1992 
Regional Geochemical Survey release area v hich hwt no 
known minrraliration and were unstaked (sa ‘e one) as of 
July 7, l9Y2 (release day). The abjectivr of the study wa:; to 
determine the origin of the anomalies and, if n< It attributable 
to a bedrock source, assess thei.r impact on the Regiorlal 
Geochemical Survey program. 

INVESTIGATION OF ANOMALOUS SITIZS 

SITS SELECTION 

Sampling densities for the Regional Geochemical Survey 
program are designed to provide information on regional 
geochemical trends. Identification of individual drainages 
hosting mineralization. although proven through years of 
use. is not the primary goal of the program. Rather, geo- 
chemical data from tnese surveys are il tool to direct detailed 
geological and geochemical investigations into geo- 
chemically favourable regions. The rapid and efficient eval- 
uation of large multi-element geochemical databases. such 
as the RGS. poses a significant problem to explorationists. 
Further, the validity of geochemical anomalies generated by 
a survey of this type can be cast into doubt by the failure to 
detect mineralization expeditiously. As part of the Regional 
Geochemical Survey program, significant stream sediment 
anomalies which are not associated with known mineraliza- 
tion or in areas of exploration activity are cvalueted in order 
to: 

Selection of watersheds for mvestigation n as based lx- 
marily upon four criteria: magnitude of the ba! e or prtxi~xts 
metal RGS anomaly: number of coincident am malies in the 
surrounding drainages; lack 01’ recent staking actiY ty; 
absence of known mineralization: and the location and 
geologic setting of the watershed. 

. Determine the effectiveness of the RGS program to 
detect regions <of high mineral potential: 

l Document the tendency of the RGS program to gener- 
ate false anomalies, and; 

. Define the geological and geochemical controls on 
anomaly generation. 

Cook ef al. (1992) conducted an analysis of date from the 

In its present form, the base and precious n etal anomaly 
rating system developed for the F!egional Geos hernial C nor- 
vry program has been included in all RGS I zleases :;i ice 
1989 as both map and hardcopy output. A thor ,ugh desxp- 
lion of this interpretive method is included in c ach Regional 
Geochemical Survey release. In summary, the method 
involves calculating the 90th, 05th and 98th xrcentile for 
each metal in each geological formation coot lining ten or 
more sample sites in the survey area. Samples exceeding the 
98th percentile Sor a particular metal arc assig ted an arun- 
sly rating of 3. Samples with concentrations between the 
YSth and 98th percentiles are given a value o 2, and !wn- 
pies between the 90th and 05th percentiles a’e assigne:~ a 
rating of I. Samples falling bt:low the 90th t wcentilt: are 
given a rating of 0. Precious metal (Sb-As-Au- Ag) and base 
metal (Cu.Pb-Zn-Ag) scores ,xt: then sumrled for ,::tch 
sample. Anomaly ratings are not calculated f x litholocies 
with less than IO sites. 

1991 Regional Geochemical Survey release (NTS map 
sheets 82E, F, G, I, K and M). Their results indicated that a 
large number of gold and multi-element base and precious 
metal anomalies found within the release area remained 
unstaked and probably unexplored. Although nine of the ten 
highest gold concentrations (470.3530 ppb) were staked, 
seven of the next ten highest gold wlues (135-446 ppb) 
remained unstaked or partially staked. As the majority of 
these watersheds contain no known mineralization, the 
source of these anomalies is either due to the presence of 

All watersheds selected fcr investigation are in regi<ms 
charecterired by multiple RGS sil:es with elev; ted or arnn- 
alous levels of metals. Of the !;even sites, six were chosen 
based upon the magnitude of th<:ir base or p ecious metal 
rating (Table 4-7-l ). The sevet~th site, Ma’mot To,wrs 
(920/04 RGS site 79521 I), ‘was chosen bt cause of its 
unusual combination of anomalous., well-repr educing gold 
villues (234 and 201 ppb). cowxnrrations of amium. Lir- 
conium. hafnium and severill rare-earth elem :nts (Ce, La. 
Sm) above the 95th percentile, ;md thorium and tungrten 
above the 90th percentile (Table 4--7-l 1. 
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Only one site. Kloaqut Lake (92011 I RGS Sitr 5045) had 
bern staked before the release. 

SAMPLING,PREPARATION AND 
ANALYTICAL METHODOLOGY 

Where possible, the original RGS site was resampled at 
each drainage. Sampling programs within each drainage 
basin varied depending upon orientation of the warn, local 
topography, prrsumed style(s) of mineralization, and 
access. Investigation of each drainage was directed toward 
locating the mineral showings presumed to exist within the 
watershed. Stream sediment samples were taken above the 
contluence of streams, ttt 500.metre intervals, or at locations 
deemed appropriate. Samples were taken of rocks suspected 
to be mineralized or altered. Till samples were taken in 
areas of where drift cover thoroughly masked the underly- 
ing bedrock. In total, 25 stream sediments, 22 till and 
69 rock samples were collected during the count of the 
project. 

Sample preparation was carried out at the Analytical 
Sciences Laboratory of the British Columbia Geological 
Survey Branch. Stream sediment and till samples were dried 
at room temperature and dry sieved to -177 microns 
(-80 mesh). Rock samples were pulverized and ground in a 
tungsten carbide mill. Analytical duplicates and standards 
were inserted at the laboratory before analysis. Stream scdi- 
merit and till samples were analyzed by aqua regia extrac- 
tion and inductively coupled plasma emission spectrogre- 
phy analysis (ICP-ES) for 30 elements and gold by fire 
assay and ICP-ES at Eco-Tech Laboratories. Kamloops. 
Rock samples were analyzed by aqua regia extraction and 
ICP-ES for 30 elements and gold by fire assay and ICP-ES 
at Acme Analytical Laboratories, Vancouver. 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION 

BARNEY CREEK (92~104; RGS SITES 791250,791251) 

Barney Creek is located approximately 25 kilometres 
west of Clinton and I6 kilometres downstream from Big 
Bar Creek on the Fraser River (Figure 4-7-l). It is accas- 
ible from Clinton via the Big Bar Creek road. The creek 
decends 450 metros over its length of 5 kilometres as it 
drains westwards into the Fraser River. Most of the eleva- 
tion loss takes place in the final 2 kilometres as the creek 
decends the steep valley walls of the Fraser River. RGS sites 
791250 and 791251 were sampled above the Big Bar Creek 
road at an approximate elevation of 460 metres. Sample site 
791250 is on Barney Creek whereas site 791251 is in a dry 
creek 500 metres to the south. No tnce of the original 
1979 RGS sample sites was found during the investigation. 
Sample locations for this investigation are shown in 
Figure 4-7-2. 

Barney Creek is underlain along its length by massive 
black to dark green argillites and cherty argilliter of the 
Permian-Triassic lower Pavillion Group (Trettin, 1961). 
These rocks contain quartz-filled tension fractures and gash 
veins: joint and bedding planes in outcrop are often iron 
stained and gossanous. Gash veins and tension fractures are 
occassionally iron stained. Sulphides are not evident with 
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the exception of sample BN-RX-09 where fine-grained 
authigenic(‘?) pyrite was observed. Malachite was visible 
along the edgr of a quartz vein 2 to 4 millimetres thick 
(sample BN-RX-IO) in argillite, and a minor amount of 
malachite was noted on a talus fragment of argillite on a 
scree slope draining into Barney Creek below sample site 
BN-RX-15. This sample reported a copper concentration of 
1454 ppm (Table 4-7-2). A series of recessively weathering 
parallel shear zones is exposed on the northern slope of the 
creek within 500 metres of the Big Bar Creek road over a 
north-south width of approximately IO0 metres (samples 
BN-RX-15, BN-RX-16 and BN-RX-17). They are subvmi- 
cal, strike at 238’, and consist of crushed argillite and clay 
gouge with abundant limonite, lesser jamsite and irregular 
white quartz veins which are generally subparallel to the 
strike of the shear. Molybdenum, copper and arsenic con- 
centrations were anomalous in sample BN-RX-IS. Another 
shear was noted along the roadcut farther up Barney Creek 
(sample BN-RX-OS). Similar to the shears near the base of 
Barney Creek, this subvertical shear zone is approximately 
IO metros wide and strikes at approximately 285”. Material 
in this shear varies from strongly jointed black argillite to 
hematitic argillite with fault gouge and minor quartz vein- 
ing. Anomalous levels of molybdenum, zinc and cadmium 
together with elevated levels of copper were detected in this 
sample (Table 4-7-2). Another shear is exposed south of 
Barney Creek on the Big Bar Creek road switchback (sam- 
ples BN-RX-l I and BN-RX-12). It is 9 metres wide, sub- 
vertical, strikes at 220” and consists of argillite fragments in 
a limonitic-jarositic clay gouge matrix. Anomalous con- 
centrations of molybdenum and arsenic were found in these 
samples (Table 4-7-2). 

In general, elevated to anomalous levels of molybdenum, 
copper, zinc, silver, cadmium and arsenic are associated 
with the shear or fault gouge zones discovered within the 
watershed. Trettin (1961) has noted the presence of shear 
zones throughout the lower Pavillion Group and attributes 
their existence to regional folding events, possibly related to 
emplacement of the Coast intrusions. 



Stream sediments sampled along the length of Barney 
Creek (Figure 4-7-2’1 indicate that anomalous values of 
molybdenum, copper, zinc, silver, arsenic and gold are pres- 
ent downstream from sample site BN-SS-04 (Table 4-7-3). 
These concentrations are comparable to the anomalous 
metal contents reported from the original RGS site 
(Table 4-7. I). The source of the anomalies at RGS sites 
791250 and 791251 is undoubtedly the shear zones which 
outcrop in the creek and contribute altered, mineralized rock 
fragments and fault souge directly to the stream. 

KWAQUT LAKE (920111; RCS SITE 795045) 

Kloaqut Lake is located on the Chilcotin Plateau approx- 
imately 40 kilometres southwest of Hanceville and is 
accessible by logging road (Figure 4-7-l). RGS site 795045 
is on a creek draining a low, forested ridge south of the lake 
(Figure 4-7-3). Glacial drift (till) covers most of the slope 
between Kloaqut Lake and the ridge crest. This cover thins 
towards the ridge, permitting the limited exposure of Kam- 
loops Group basalt and mid-Jurassic granodiorite. Outcrop 
of granodiot-ite is restricted to the ridge crest and upper 
slopes separating the anomalous creek (795045) from the 
adjoining creeks. An outcrop of sdlctlted quartz feldspar 
dacite porphyry was found along this ridge. Mineralircd 
float is evident in the till covering the slope; most abundant 
is an angular light grey-green aphanitic silicified greenstone 
with up to 5 per cent disseminated pyrite, abundant limonite 
and lesser jarosite staining along surfaces and fractures 
(sample VL-RX-091. Analysis of this sample repotted an 
exceptionelly high concentration of zinc (I2 795 ppm or 
1.28%) and an tmomillous level of cadmium (36 ppm: 
Table 4-7-2). Other mineralized float samples consist of a 
suhangular stlutted diorite (sample VL,-RX-01 I containing 
approximately I per cent pyrite, an intensely silicified, 
sheared felsite (sample VL-RX-021 and an angular pyritic 
mudstone (sample VI>-RX-04). One fragment of gossanous 
silicified dacite (sample VL-RX-Oh), uncovered from the 
till. contains X21 ppm zinc and S6 ppm arsenic. Generally, 
however, metal concentrations in bedrock and float samples 
ttre within background limits. 

Stream sediment and till stnnples taken upstream from the 
original RGS sample site contained background or near 

background concentrations of all elements ( rable 4-7-3). 
Abnormally high concentratiorl of manganesr (2700 Pam) 
from the original RGS site suggects that ircn-mangan:se 
oxides may have precipitated and concentrat :d antimony, 
arsenic, mercury, zinc and. pxsihly, gold 1) anorns~l~~us 
levels. However. the presence of mineralized clasts in till 
within the drainage basin implies that the soon e of the !RGS 
anomaly may have been glacially transported from outside 
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approximately 1585 metres elevation on the east-facing 
slope of the drainage (Figure 4-7-4). Cl&s and boulders of 
this material are found along the logging trail for a distance 
of approximately 100 mews sooth of the outcrop. Signifi- 
cant amounts of this pyritic rock were found as float (sam- 
ple BD-RX-04) near the outcrop of a barren quartz vein 
approximately 250 metres from the pyrific outcrop. A lim- 
ited amount of trenching in the area by the authors failed to 
establish whether the pyritic float is derived from the pyritic 
outcrop 250 metros away or if it is related to the barren 
quartz vein in the immediate vicinity. One hundred and fifty 
mews north of the ovritic outcroo. a tustv c&wed. limoni- 

/ tic subcrop of felsic’pelitic schiit’(sampje BD-RX:02) has 

Figure 4-7-3. Sample locations, Kloaqut Lake site. been exposed by stripping. A rusty stained, glassy textured 
quartz vein 10 centimetres wide (sample BD-RX-03) is 

the watershed. Glacial striae mapped in the area (Tipper, 
1971) indicate that ice flow during the last glaciation was 
from the south-southwest in the vicinity of Kloaqut Lake. 

BIDWELL CREEK(~~N/~~; RGS SITE 919017) 

RGS site 919017 is on a tributary of Bidwell Creek 
5 kilometres southeast of Eagle Lake and 12 kilometres east 
of Tatla Lake (Figure 4-7-l). Access to the site is by logging 
road. Gneissic to schistose rocks are exposed along a north- 
trending ridge at the headwaters of a tributary of Bidwell 
Creek. Granodimite outcrop is exposed on the lower, south- 
em ridge slope. Contact between the metamorphic and 
intrusive rocks, in most cases, is relatively sharp, with 
gradational changes in the textore of both rock types over 
several metres. Dikes of granodiorite are commonly 
observed cutting both the gneissic and schistose units. Fine- 
grained granodiorite to aplitic dikes crosscut both the grano- 
diorite and metamorphic rocks. Metamorphic rocks range 
from a coarse-grained, mafic granitoid gneiss near the 
granodiorite contact to a fine-grained, felsic pelitic schist 
distal to the intrusive. Outcrop of an aphanitic, silicified 
rock containing 3 to 5 per cent pyrite (samples BD-RX-01 
and BD-RX-06) was discovered along an old logging trail at 

&posed in the outcrop over a length-of approximately 
2 tnetres. No visible sulphides were observed. Element 
concentrations in these outcrop and float samples are gener- 
ally very low; however, elevated concentrations of up to 
26 ppm molybdenum are found in the silicified, pyritic 
outcrop (samples BD-RX-01 and BD-RX-06) (Table 4-7-2). 

Sediment at the original RGS site (sample BD-SS-01) 
consists of a fine-grained organic-rich mock which appears 
to he derived from the organic-rich, vegetated banks of the 
stream. Water flow was negligible. Poor quality (due to 
increasing organic content) of stream sediment upstream 
from this site prevented further sampling. Analysis of sam- 
ple BD-SS-01 repotted an anomalous copper concentration 
of 142 ppm whereas a bank sample from an exposure 
15 metres away (sample BD-BK-01) contained only 19 ppm 
copper (Table 4-7-3). Contour till samples taken within the 
watershed (Figure 4-7-4) also reported background con- 
centrations of copper and other elements. Anomalous con- 
centrations of iron (4.50%), manganese (4810 ppm) loss on 
ignition (25.8%) and sulphate (17 ppm) from the original 
RGS site data (Jackaman et al., 1992~1) suggest that the 
anomalous levels of copper and mercury are the result of the 
precipitation and concentration of these elements from 
groundwater onto iron-manganese oxides and/or organic 
complexes. 
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VALLEAU CREEK (92~110; RGS SITE 917025) 

RGS site 917025 is on a tributary of Valleau Creek, 
8 kilometres southeast of Bluff Lake (Figure 4-7-l). The 
lower reach of the stream is accessible by logging road and 
foot trail, while the upper section is best reached by helicop- 
ter. Appmximately 4. kilometres long. the stream descends 
from 2450 metres elevation to its confluence with Valleau 
Creek at 1400 metres. Talus and felsenmeer predominate 
above treeline at 2000 metxs elevation. In the upper 
reaches of the creek, Lower Cretaceous andesitic t” basaltic 
rocks are intruded by quartz diorite. Dark green to black 
Lower Cretaceous argillite is exposed in the lower kilometre 
of the stream. These sediments are bounded on the east by 
the quartz diorite intrusion along the Tchaikazan fault (Rod- 
dick and Tipper, 1985). Near the headwaters of the stream, a 
hornfelsed c”ntact between the volcanics and quartz diorite 
is exposed in the creek bed. This contact is occupied by an 
irregularly shaped limonitic pod (sample VL-RX-071 
bounded by hornfelsed quartz diorite and basalt (Figure 
4-7-S). Fifty metres to the north, quartz diorite with minor 
irregular pods of hornfels and/or skarn minerals crops out 
along the banks of a stream. Boulders and cobbles of pyrite 
and pyrrhotite-bearing skarn altered quartz diorite occur as 
talus or felsenmeer Sample VL-RX-08. a talus clast of 
skam-altered granodiorite, contains 459 ppm copper 
(Table 4-7-2). A large (1x1x0.5 m) boulder of pyritic, 
malachite-stained altered basalt (sample VL-RX-al). is 
located on a saddle between tw” peaks at 2400 metres 
elevation and has a reported copper content of 2262 ppm 
(Table 4-7-2). Althwgh similar to nearby outcrop, no evi- 
dence of mineralization “T alteration was found. This boul- 
der is believed to be a glacial erratic; although it bears 
similarities to mineralization at the Math copper-silver 
occurrence (MINFILE 092N 021) located approximately 
3 kilometres to the northeast, the wurce of this boulder is 
unknown. 

The Tchaikaran fault is exposed in the bed and slope of 
the stream at an elevation of approximately 1700 mares. It 
consists of a rusty “range weathering alteration zone 
30 metres wide, marking the contact between argillites and 
the quartz diorite intrusion. Alteration is most intense within 
the argillite along the contact, consisting of a strongly lim- 
onitic fault gouge with original textures and composition 
that are nearly destroyed (samples VL-RX-09 and VL- 
RX-IO). Rock samples from this location contain anoma- 
lous values of arsenic and antimony (Table 4-7-2). This 
alteration decreases gradually “YW 30 mews within the 
argillite. Argillites along the edge of this z”ne contain spotty 
limonitic stains and minor pyrite (sample VL-RX-II). 
Alteration within the quartz diorite is less intense and 
restricted to an interval of approximately 5 mews from the 
fault contact. 

Stream sediment data for this creek (Table 4-7-3) indicate 
a dramatic increase in arsenic and antimony values imme- 
diately downstream from the Tchaikazan fault (samples VL- 
SS-04 and VL-SS-06). Sample sites above the fault report 
background concentrations in all elements. Skarn mineraliz- 
arion exposed near the headwaters of the creek (samples 
VL-RX-07 and VLRX-OS) is not reflected in the stTcam 
sediment data. Clearly, the RGS anomaly is related to the 
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altered argillites and quartz d!,ot?tes along tt e Tchaik:ai:an 
fault. Fault and intrusive-related ~copper mir eralizatiotl in 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks has been docl [mated 111 to 
I5 kilometres to the southeast at the Nuit MC untain (MIN- 
FILE 092N 020) and Rusty (MliYFILE 092N 1144) showing:; 
and the Fly (MINFILE 092N 056) prospect. F “wever, tlw: 
mineral “ccurrences are associate d with signit cant (133 ;md 
289 ppm) RGS copper anomaties. The lack cf stream sedi- 
ments or rocks anomalous in copper sug$ ests that, this 
alteration z”ne does not host !;imilar mineral zation. 

TROPHY LAKE (92~112; RCS SITES 9112;9,9152533 
Granitiod gneisses and schistose pelitic netasediments 

form a ridge extending northwards from ths: cirque of an 
unnamed mountain approximately 5 kil”metrm :s west of Ih- 
phy Lake and the Kliniklini River (Figure 4 7-l). Gralitic 
apophyses cut these rocks near the southem end of the 
ridge. Numerous crosscuttin:: psgmatitic c uartr-felds,px 
veins up to 5 mares wide disneB:t the metasc diments. lror 
stained to gossanous outcrop is prevalent in I he valley with 
the two anomalous RGS sites (91 1229, 9152 53). Both sites 
are located on streams which drain the pre zipitous, YWS~:. 
facing slope of the ridge. Elevation change be :ween the sites 
and the ridge crest averages E,Ol) mews ova an interval of 
I .5 kilometres, causing the streams to fort 1 near-w:ttic:d 
chutes for m”st of their len::th. Due to time and ;acet;s 
limitations, investigation “f I:he rite was it stricted tcl the 
ridge crest and ad,jacent slope of the cirqur The ori;:in.ll 
RGS sites were not revisited. Sample sites are show1 In 
Figure 4-7-6. 

No clear indication of mineralization was observed. One 
sample of pelitic schist with abundant iron oxide sta.nirrg 
(sample DB-RX-03) assayed 38 ppm m”.ybdenum and 
88 ppm copper (Table 4-7-2). S@“ngly gos~anous gneisxs 



found in talus (sample DB-RX-OS) within the cirque con- 
tained near-hackground concentrations of elements, most 
notably iron and manganesr, suggesting that the gossan is 
only a thin patina on the exterior and on fractures within the 
sample. Samples of colluviatrd till downslope from these 
gossanous gneisses report hackground element concentra- 
tions (Table 4-7-3). RGS data for the two sample locations 
(Table 4-7-l) indicate that site 91 1229 is anomalous in 
arsenic, copper, silver and zinc whereas site 915253 is 
anomalous in copper, silver and zinc. The spatial proximity 
of these two similar anomalirs is suggestive of minereliza- 
[ion and not an artifact of the stream environment. Anoma- 
lous sulphate (S0,2-) concentrations of 26 ppm at RGS site 
91122Y (95th percentile for all rock types is 21 ppm) further 
suggests the presence of oxidizing sulphides within this 
watershed. Elevation difference betwren the lowermost 
sample location and the RGS sample sites was on the order 
of 500 metra. It is possible th;lt there arz mineralized 
showings at a lower elevation than the area investigated. 

DOROTHY CREEK (YZNIOS; RGS SITE 9151251 

RGS site 915125 is approximately 37 kilometres north of 
Knight Inlet and 5 kilometres rast of the Klinaklini River on 
a north-tlowing tributary of Dorothy Creek (Figure 4-7-l). 
Access to the watershed is by helicopter. The upper half of 
the watershed is a cirque drained by three tertiary trihu- 
taries. Much of the cirque is underlain by a silicious gra- 
nitiod gniess. A unit of iron-stained black pyriric schist is 
exposed on the western ridge of the watershed. These sch- 
ists overlie the siliceous granitiod gniess and are dissected 
hy numerous barren quartz-feldspar veins which grade into 
the surrounding intrusive. Active glaciers ring the upper 
part of the drainage basin and a thick layer of boulder-rich 
talus and drift covers the cirque floor. 

The Darlene lead-zinc-copper-silver-gold showing (MIN- 
FlLE 92N 063) was discovered on August 25, 1992 by the 
authors. It consists of a vein 50 metres long and 0.3 to 
0.5 meme wide on a narrow ridge of siliceous granitiod 
gniess near the contact with altered pyritic schist at an 
elevation of IX50 metros (Figure 4-7-7). Vein material 
(sample DY-RX-09) consists of strongly altcred and sil- 
icified wallrock with original textures destroyed (Plate 
4-7-l). A grab sample of this vein contained 0.5 per cent 
lead and 0. I5 per cent zinc (Table 4-7-2). No sulphides are 
visible. Wwthered open spaces are lined with limonitic 
material. Limo&e and iron-manganese staining is also 
prevalent along fractures and weathered surfaces. 
Numerous angular clasts and cobbles of galene-sphalerite- 
chalcopyrite-hearing vein material were found less than 
50 mews away and immediately downslope from the vein, 
at the foot of a small glacier (samplrs DY-RX-07, DY- 
RX-OS and DY-RX-IO). These samples are cheractrrised by 
veins or stringers of galena and/or sphaleritr containing 
occasional grains of chalcopyrite. Sample DY-RX- IO 
returned an assay of 0.36 per crnt copper. 4.5X per cent lead 
and 15.3 per cent zinc. Similar fragments were found over a 
distance of several hundred metros down ice (north) from 
the glacier. A boulder of galena-bearing, hrecciated vuggy 
quartz (sample DY-RX-01) was found on the crest of a 
lateral moraine approximately 2 kilometres down ice from 
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the vein. Samples of pyritic schist taken along the western 
ridge of the cirque contained from I (samples DY-RX-03 
and DY-RX-05) to 10 per cent (sample DY-RX-04) pyrite 
and elevated concentrations of copper (Table 4-7-2). 

Stream sediment samples collected from four locations 
(Figure 4-7-7) all reported anomalous values of lead, zinc 
and gold (Table 4-7-3). Data from these samples compares 
very closely with the results from the RGS site approx- 
imately 2 kilometrrs downstrtream. In this case, the RGS 
program has effectively detected a new area of mineraliza- 
tion. The proximity of mineralization at the Hoodoo North 
occurrence (MINFILE 92N 029) suggests that this occur- 
rence may be related. Hoodoo North is a Tertiary porphyry 
copper-molybdenum prospect with associated chalcopyrite- 
sphnlerite-galena-bearing quartz veins hosted by Mesozoic 
gniesses. Lad isotope values were calculated from galena 
acquired from samples DY-RX-01 and DY-RX-OX (Table 
4-7-4). Unfortunately, these values cannot he used to define 
a unique date (C.I. Godwin, personal communication, 
1992): a Mesozoic age is indicated based on similarity to 
lead from the lskut area (Godwin PI (I/., 1991) whereas a 
Tertiary age is interpreted when compared to lead from the 
Silver Queen and Equity Silver lead isotope data (Godwin, 
198X) or to Tertiary gold veins on Vancouver Island 
(,Andrew and Godwin, 1989). 

MARMOT TOWERS (920/04;~GS SITE 795211) 

A small tributary creek of the Tchaikazan River drains a 
cirque on the west-facing slope of a group of peaks known 
as the Marmot Towers. This site is approximately 20 kilo- 
metres southwest of the southern end of Upper Taseko Lake 
(Figure 4-7-l). Access to the area is by helicopter. The 



watershed is underlain by grarlodiorites of th: Coast Plu- 
tonic Complex (McLaren, lY1<9). Talus, fel;enmeer 2nd 
glacial drift cover the lower slc~pes and tloor (tf the cirqre. 
At its confluence with the Tckaikazan River, the creek is 
underlain by a thick sequence of alluviul sand! and grawis. 
Investigation of this watershed was limited to he examina- 
tion of a zone of strongly zrltered gral odiorite at 
2300 metres elevation and the sampling of tt e creek war 
the original RGS site (Figure 4-7-R). 

Talus near the base of the alteration zoos consists of 
silicified granodiorite containing, hemaritic I reccia veins 
(samples TK-RX-02, TK-RX-03 and TK-RX -04), a bt IT- 
coloured. pervasively altered, fine-graina rock (gra- 
nodiorite?) with flecks of limonitt: (samples TI:-RX-OS 2nd 
TK-RX-06) and a granodiorite cut by pyritic ql artz-feldspar 
and calcite veins (sample TK-RX-01) (Figu e 4-7-8). In 
general. the chemistry of the rock samples dc :s not awe- 
spond to the anomalous villue:< detected at t:,e RGS site. 
Vein material (sample TK-RX-(II ) carries anon ~alous valoes 
of copper (170 ppm) and arsenic: I I68 ppm) hut does Inot 
report elevated levels of gold, lanthanum, on lium or thor- 
ium (Table 4-7-5). 

No trace of the original RG,S site sampled in 1979 was 
found for resampling. Stream sediment saml:le TK-SS.01 
was taken approximately 300 metres upstre tm from the 
confluence with the Tcheikarao River and prr bably 2OC to 
2.50 mrtrrs upstream from tht: original RGS site (Figlre 
4-7-8). A second stream sediment site (samplz TK-SS-112) 
was sampled at the mouth of the cirque at 2250 metres 
elevation (Figure 4-7-X). Resuits from these wo sites -311 
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‘b/Pb Ratit 

206/204 
207/204 
208/204 
207/206 
208/206 

within background concentrations (Table 4-7-6). Analytical 
results for the RGS site (Table 4-7-l) suggest that the 
anomaly is the result of the accumulation of the heavy 
minerals electrum, gold (gold), scheelite (tungsten), mon- 
azite (lanthanum, cerium, thorium and uranium) and zircon 
(zirconium and hafnium) and may not be reflective of min- 
eralization in the watershed. The poor correspondence of 
stream sediment and lithogeochemical results from this 
investigation support this hypothesis. Anomalous values at 
RGS site 795211 may have resulted from the reworking of 
alluvial material in the bed of the stream to form local 
concentrations of heavy minerals. However, the presence of 
pyritic quartz-feldspar veins in granodiorite (sample TK- 
RX-O]) and the proximity of granodioritr-hosted veins at 
Discord Creek (MINFILE 0920 122) and Twin Creek 
(MINFILE 0920 121) (McLaren, 1989) suggests that there 
is potential for similar mineralization near this site. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Results of this investigation have shown that anomalous 

metal concentrations at three of the seven RGS sites 
(Barney Creek, Valleau Creek and Dorothy Creek) are 
directly attributable to a bedrock source. Of the remaining 
four sites, three (Kloaqut Lake, Bidwell Creek and Marmot 
Towers) do not appear to be directly associated with miner- 
alization. The large precious metal anomaly near Kloaqut 
Lake appears to be derived from glacially transported mate- 
rial with a source area outside the watershed. Anomalous 
metal levels in Bidwell Creek may be the result of hydro- 
morphic transport and precipitation whereas high concentra- 
tions of elements at Marmot Towers appear to be the conse- 
quence of the mechanical concentration of background 
concentrations of heavy minerals within the streambed. 
Both Bidwell Creek and Marmot Towers may be classed as 
false anomalies resulting from unusual chemical or physical 
conditions which have amplified certain element concentra- 
tions to anomalous levels. Interpretation of these anomalous 
concentrations in light of other analytical or field variables 
available in the RGS dataset can provide an effective means 
to filter out false anomalies. The final site, Trophy Lake, is 
ambiguous; there is not enough information to confirm or 
deny the presence of mineralization. 

Results of this study have shown that the Regional Ceo- 
chemical Survey program is effective in defining water- 
sheds hosting mineralization. However, the RGS program is 
designed to provide information on regional geochemical 
trends; identification of individual drainages hosting miner- 
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Figure 4-7-8. Sample locations, Marmot Towers site. 

alization is not the primary goal of the program. Although 
new mineralization is often pinpointed by following up 
single RGS sites, geochemical data from these surveys 
should be utilized to direct detailed geological and geo- 
chemical investigations into geochemically favourable 
regions hosting multi-site anomalies. This approach will 
minimize the possibility of single-site false anomalies mis- 
leading an exploration program. Further, failure to detect 
mineralization within an individual watershed should not be 
viewed as a deterrent to a more comprehensive exploration 
program which includes surrounding watersheds. Success- 
ful application of the RGS database to mineral exploration 
requires an interdisciplinary approach focusing on favour- 
able geological environments and multi-site RGS 
anomalies. 
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EVALUATING BURIED PLACER DEPOSITS IN THE 
CARIBOO REGION OF CENTRAL BRITISH COLUMBIA 

(93A, B, G, HI 
By V. M. Levson, B.C. Geological Survey Branch 
R. Clarkson, New Era Engineering Corporation 

and M. Douma, Geological Survey of Canada 
--.-. 

KEYWORDS: Economic geology, Carihoo, placer gold. 
stratigraphy, reverse,-circulatic,n drilling. ganma logs, seis- 
mic, ground-penetrating radar, conductivity. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a report on the field activities and prelimin- 

ary results of the 1992 placer geology program conducted 
by the Surficial Geology Unit of the British Columbia 
Geological Survey Branch. The program is designed to test 
models of placer deposition and preservation (Levson and 
Giles, 1991. in preparation; Levson ;md Morison, in press) 
developed from geologic data collected at mines in the 
Carihoo region and other glaciated areus of the Canadian 
Cordillera (Clague, 1989x b; Eyles and Kocsis, 19X9a. h: 
Levson (‘f rrl., 1990; Levson and Morison, lY9l: Levson, 
1992~1, h: Levson and Kerr, 1992). The program includes an 
investigation of the Iutility and limitations of various suhsur- 
face exploration techniques for evaluating buried placer 
deposits. The Carihoo region (Figure J-8-I) was selected as 
the study area hecause of the relative wealth of geologic 
date available. Current exploration activities are focusing on 
deeply buried (-~ 20..100 mares) deposits with high placer 
potential. Detailed geologic date are required to identify and 
evaluate promising settings for these deposits, hut the 
potential for locating new occurrences is limited by the lack 
of an adequate stratigraphic database. This program 
addresses this need f(w data by investigating the geology of 
economic placer deposits in areas where they are deeply 
buried by surficial sediments. The results of these studies 
are provided to indlustry through conference presentations, 

field trips and publications in both technical (e.g., Levz~or~ 
I99 la) and non-technical formats. 

The I992 placer geology pl-o;+n consist :d of the fol. 
lowing components: 

0 A drilling program testing theoretical ge llo&ic model!; 
of buried placer deposits in glaciated ar :as. 

0 An evaluation of geoph:ysical tools for logging. 
boreholes (for natural gamma radiation. lpperent ‘on. 
ductivity and magnetic susceptibility) at sites nith 
good subsurface lithologic records. 

0 A study of ground-penetmting radar met lads for icll:n~ 
tifying subsurface placer gravels. 

l Tests of the applicahilit,y of seismic I etlection and 
refraction surveys for loc;itiog paleoct- anneI gravel:; 
below till deposits, in awxs with go”’ stratigraphic 
control. 

l An investigation of gold recovery from placer gravel; 
by reverse-circulation drilling. 

l A field conference on the geology of pla, :er depos,il!; in 
the Cariboo region for the mining ar .! exploration 
industry. 

l Property visits to compile stratigrapl,ic, sedimzn- 
tologic and geomorphic data on prod” :ing and xo- 
spective placer deposits. 

PREVIOUS WORK 
The bedrock geology of the study ared u as mappal by 

Sutherland Brown (1957. 19631, Tipper 1959, I9til,, 
Camphell (IY78). Struik t 1982, 19x6, I98 1) and Bailey 
(I 989). Regional compilation maps were prc duced by Tip- 
per zr <I/. (I 979) and Bailey (1990). The Quao :mnry geolsgy 
of the region was mapped by Tipper (19; I) and recent 
investigations of the Quaternary and placer geology lace 
been made by Cla&ue (I 987a. h; 1988: 1989; ., b; 199 I: and 
Clague rf (11. (1990). Depositi,xnl environmc nts of Carihco 
placer deposits have recently been discussa by Eylt:s and 
Kocsis (198X: I989a. b), Levson (1990) an< Levson 6’: al. 
(1990). Some implications of I.hese studies for lode: gold 
cnploration were presented by L.evson (I9 II h). Desxip- 
tions of geologic settings reprj:sentative of e: ch of the main 
placer-producing environment!; rn the Car boo was lprt:- 
sented by Levson and Giles ( I99 I ). Levso 1 ( I99 I b) di,;- 
cussed geologic controls on exploration, G valuation ard 
mining of placer deposits in each of the main settings. l;we 
element geochemistry studi’z!, of lode ani placer god 
deposits were conducted in the region ty Knight arid 
McTaggart (IWO). 
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Drill Log - Hole Number VL92-1 

Location: Gallery Resources Ltd. mine. Hannador property, Lightning Creek 
NTS: 93 G/l Cottonwood 
Latitude and longitude: 53”01’25”N, 122”01’5O’W 
UTM: 5675200m N, 565200m E 

Notes: The drill site is on the south side of Lightning Creek, approximately 1 kilometre downstream from its 
confluence with Moustique Creek; the hole is at the eastern end of the minesite at the top of a high 
terrace paralleling Lightning Creek. This hole is the same as Gallery Resources hole number 6. 
Exposures of massive. matrix-supported diamicton are present on the hill side about 10 metres above 
the drill collar. The presence of striated cl&s and the varied clast lithalagy (including quxtzite, 
phyllite, granite. basalt. dacite, andesite, gneiss. biotite schist. sandstone, cheri and pebble 
conglomerate) indicates a glacial derivation. The section measured in 1990 by Levson and Giles (in 
prep.) is located about 200 metres northeast (220°) of the drill site. 

Unit Depth 
(metres) 

0 - 3.0 

3.0 - 6.7 

6.7 - 9.1 

9.1 12.2 

12.2 -17.7 

17.7 16.3 

16.3 29.0 

29.0 35.1 

35.1 - 39.6 

10 39.6 + 

Descrlptlon: 

Fine sand and sill: light olive-brown colour (Munsell code: 2.5Y 5/d); well sorted; no dasts; poor 
sample recovery; Sample 6-O-10. 

Silt and clay: olive-brown colour (Munsell code: 2.5Y 4/4); no gravel clasts; very well sorted; 
Samples 6-10-15, 6-15-20. 

Pebble gravel; sandy matrix; clast lithologies varied; approximate proportions: 40% quartzite. 
20% phyllite. 20% vein quartz, 10% sandstone. 10% schist, etc. Samples 6-20-25. 6-25-30. 

Pebble lo cobble gravel; sandy matrix: clast lithologies varied; similar lo unit 3 except for coarser 
beds at top and bottom of unit; Samples 6-30-35. 6-35-40. 

Pebble gravel; minor, thin, sand lenses: gravels have a sandy matrix: clast lithologies varied: 
similar to unit 3; Samples 6-40-45, 6-45-50. 6-50-55. 

Boulder gravel; little matrix; clast lithalogies varied: similar to unit 3 except coarser; Sample 6.55. 
60. 

Pebble gravel; similar to unit 5; minor, thin, sand lenses; cobble bed in lowest 0.5 metre at base 
of unit; gravels have a sandy matrix; clast lithologies varied: pebble-chip count results (n=g5): 
54% quartzite (27% red micaceous quartzite, 27% other quartzite), 32% vein quartz, 7% black 
argillite/phyllite. 3% metasiltstone, minor (cl%) schist. minor sandstone, minor hornblende 
da&e; Samples 6-60-65, 6-65-70, 6-70-75, 6-75-80, 6-80-85, 6-85-90, 6-90-95, VL-92001 (at 
23 metres depth), VL-92002 (at 29 metres depth). 

Pebble lo cobble gravel; similar to unit 7 but with cobble beds at 30.5 - 32 metres and 33 -34 
metres; matrix is clay rich from about 29 32 metres, otherwise is sandy; iron oxide (red) staining 
present in some gravels; sand beds rare; clast lithologies varied; Pebble-chip count results 
(“~100): 57% quartzite (34% red micaceous quartzite, 23% other quarizite), 26% vein quartz, 
10% black argillite/phyllite, 2% meiasiltstone, 2% schist, 1% metavolcanics. 1% cheri, 1% 
hornblende dacite; Samples 6-95-100. 6-100-105. 6-105-I IO. 6-l 10-115. VL-92003 (at 31 
metres depth), VL-92004 (at 35 metres depth). 

Cobble lo boulder gravel; unit appears to coarsen with depth: minor pebble beds at 35.7 - 36.3 
metres and 37.5 .37.8 metres; sandy matrix; clast lithologies varied; large clasts are mainly 
quartzites; pebble-chip count results (11~50): 57% quarizite (28% red micaceous quart&, 22% 
other quartzile). 24% vein quartz, 24% black argillitelphyllite. 2% hornblende dacite; Samples 6. 
115.120, 6-120-125, 6-125-130, VL-92005 (at 36 metres depth). VL-92006 (at 39.5 metres 
depth). 

Bedrock: very dark gray (Munsell code: 5Y 311) to black (Munsell code: 5Y 2.511); litholcgy 
mainly argillite; Samples 6-130-135. 6-135-140, 6-140-145. 
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METHODS 
Sites with stratigraphic control and geologic evidence for 

buried placer potential were selected for field investigation 
by nirphoto study and office review of existing data. 
Geologic data collected during previous studies in the Cnri- 
boo were used to help identify areas with high buried-placer 
potential. Fieldwork included a reverse-circulation drilling 
program to collect subsurface data needed to test strat- 
igraphic correlations and depositional models. The effi- 
ciency of the drilling method for recovering gold was tested 
by New Era Engineering Corporation using radiotracers. 
Geophysical methods for evaluating buried placers (includ- 
ing borehole geophysics, seismic reflection and refraction 
techniques and ground-penetrating radar) were also investi- 
gated in conjunction with the Geological Survey of Canada. 
Shallow refraction hemmer-seismic data were collected by 
Howard Myers. The effectiveness of these exploration tech- 
niques for evaluating buried deposits will be discussed 
elsewhere. Detailed descriptions of the procedures for each 
subsurface technique and preliminary results are described 
here. 

DRILLING PROGRAM 
A number of drill sites were selected in different geologic 

settings in order to test depositionel models for placer 
deposits in British Columbia. Emphasis was placed on bur- 
ied placer deposits in both trunk and tributary paleovalleys 
and two holes (VL92.5 and VL92-6) were drilled in B 
terrace-placer setting. The type of data collected during the 
drilling program is exemplified by the log of drill hole 
VL92.I from Lightning Creek (Table 4-X-I). 

The Mobile 880 drill used in this study (Plate 4-X-l) was 
fitted with a I IS-millimetre (4.5.inch) diameter. skirted 

rotary tri-cone bit and 89.millimetre (3.5.ir:h) diameter 
drill rods. The rods consisted Iof an inner I ube to urry 
sample from the bottom of the: Ihole to the SI rface and an 
outer annulus to carry the comprased air use I to flush the 
drill cuttings from the hole. Approximately X60 litre!; per 
second (540 cubic feet per mitwte) of air c 1mpresse:d to 
2.4 megepascals (350 pounds per square incl ) was fcr:ed 
down the outer ilnnulus of the rods, Water will added to the 
compressed air stream to lubri<:ate the drill r( ds. Drill cut- 
tings were forced up the inner tubing through the rotar) 
head and hoses into a sampling: cyclone and vere collectec 
in buckets. Holes remaining open after drilli ~g was c<un 
pleted were cased with 5.centirnctre @inch) ( iameter pl,rs- 
tic (PVC) pipe to as great a depth ias possible to accomnto- 
date the geophysical logging tools. 

LIGHTNING CREEK AREA 
Drill holes VL92-I and VL’32-2 were I xated in the 

Lightning Creek valley at the Hannador property of Gall,zr~t 
Resources Limited. An active exploration program at thir 
site has targeted a buried depwit of probah e interg~lacial 
age that is believed to lie pwallel tc~ and south 3f the modzrtt 
Lightning Creek channel (L:vson, IYYIa) Prelimirw:~ 
results of the drilling program I:Table .1-8-l indicate that 
auriferous paleochannel gravels extend undr .neath a thick 
(30 m) sequence of glaciofluvial and flLvial drpcliiti 
exposed on the south side of the valley. 

AIKECREEKARKA 
Drill holes VL92-3 and VL,Y:!-4 were dril ed to in~vcsti- 

gate buried river channel depcwits in the Ali:e Creek 1x1 
believed to be Tertiary in age (Rouse er nl.. 1’190). Deposit< 
mined at Alice Creek are believed to be ct txlative ,witN1 

4ts 



those at the nearby Mary Creek mine (Levson and Giles, 
1991) but the extent and orientation of the paleochannel 
system is not known. Holes VL92-3 and VL92-4 were 
‘wildcat’ holes drilled in an attempt to constrain the pal- 
eogeography of the buried channel. The location of hole 
VL92-3 (Plate 4-8-l), due west of the Alice Creek mine, 
was chosen on the basis of industry drill records (Ed 
Kruchkowski and Jack Wyder, personal communication, 
1992). These data defined a deep channel in the Alice Creek 
valley with a cross-sectional geometry suggestive of a west- 
trending paleochannel. Bedrock was intersected in hole 
VL92.3 under till at a depth of about IO metres, well above 
base level in the Alice Creek paleochannel. These data, 
together with the known distribution of bedrock outcrops in 
the area, provide a new constraint on the orientation “f the 
paleochannel system. These results lead to the hypothesis 
that placer gravels mined on the east side of Alice Creek 
must have been deposited in a paleochannel system that 
either extends to the north or swings sharply t” the south. To 
test this, hole VL92-4 was drilled about I kilometre north of 
the Alice Creek mine. Several metres of gold-bearing 
gravels were encountered in this deep hole with bedrock 
occurring at 36 m&es depth. These gravels are believed to 
be the deposits of a northerly extension, possibly a tributary 
channel, of the main paleochannel system. 

Holes VL92.5 and VL92-6 were drilled along the Cotton- 
wood River to investigate Holocene terrace gravels and 
possible older paleochannel deposits in that area. The holes 
were collared on opposite sides of a broad, low terrace on 
the south side of the Cottonwood River. The terrace is a few 
metres higher than the present channel and directly 
upstream from a bedrock-floored canyon into which the 
Cottonwood River valley narrows. High ridges on both 
sides of the canyon are comprised mainly of bedrock to the 
north of the river and unconsolidated Quaternary sediments 
to the south. Small bedrock knolls are also exposed at low 
water levels along the present course of the river upstream 
from the canyon. Gravels occur throughout the entire drilled 
sequence above bedrock which was intersected at a depth of 
about 20 metres in both holes. The gravels are gold bearing 
with the highest gold recovery occurring in c”arse gravel 
beds at the bottom of the holes; the latter are interpreted t” 
be erosional lag gravels. 

Bedrock exposures in the modem channel of the Cotton- 
wood River, panicularly those along the canyon directly 
below the drill sites, constrain the depth of Holocene inci- 
sion of the river to that of the present-day channel. Conse- 
quently, as bedrock is nearly 20 metres below the present 
channel base at the drill sites, the gravels in the lower part of 
the sequence must predate the Holocene. They are believed 
to be interglacial or preglacial gravels deposited in a pal- 
eochannel that presumably lies south of the present river 
and may extend under the thick Quaternary deposits south 
of the canyon. Deep-channel gravels on the southwest side 
of the terrace have been previously mined at one site near 
the valley side. Mining was stopped when the gravels could 
no longer be removed because they were covered by, and 
apparently extended underneath, a thick clay (glaciolacus- 

trine:‘) sequence. The placer operation at this site is cur- 
rently evaluating the potential for mining these paleochan- 
nel gravels in areas where they may be preserved below 
Holocene terrace gravels. 

SOVEREIGN CREEK AREA 
Holes VL92-7 and VL92-8 were drilled in the Sovereign 

Creek region in an area with excellent potential for a large- 
volume buried paleochannel placer deposit of interglacial or 
preglacial age. This deposit occurs in a recently discovered 
buried valley that apparently trends northwesterly parallel t” 
Sovereign Creek. The paleochannel gravels were inter- 
sected in drill hole VL92-7 at depths from 8 to 27 metres. 
They overlie bedrock and are overlain by diamicton units 
with interbedded silty clays interpreted, respectively, as till 
and glaciolacustrine sediments. 

The paleovalley containing the auriferous deposits is sep- 
arated from the modern Sovereign Creek valley by a bed- 
rock high which has been exposed by recent mini”& and 
forms the northeast wall of the buried valley. Hole VL92-8 
was drilled to help define the southern extent of the pal- 
eovalley and its general orientation. Drilling results indicate 
that the channel gravels thin substantially to the south. 
Bednrk was encountered at shallow depths (16.5 m), sug- 
gesting that the drill site is located near the southwest 
margin of the paleochannel. 

REDDISH CREEK AREA 
Holes VL92-9 and VL92-IO were drilled between Fon- 

taine Creek and the Little Swift River to test the potential of 
a large buried “trunk” valley trending northwesterly paral- 
lel to the Reddish Creek valley. Previous stratigraphic stud- 
ies in the Little Swift River area (Levson and Giles, 1991; 
Levson, 199la; Levson and Giles, in preparation) suggested 
that a large paleovalley placer deposit may occur in the 
region. Past mining strategies have targeted southwesterly 
flowing streams such as the Little Swift River and Fontaine 
Creek, but little attention has been paid to the possibility of 
a northwesterly trending paleochannel, possibly following 
the strike of the Eureka thrust. This fault separates the 
Barkerville and Quesnel terranes (Struik, 1988) and may 
have provided a major structural control on preglacial drai- 
nage patterns in the area. Drill hole VL92-9 was drilled 
southeast of the Fontaine Creek valley and intersected gold- 
bearing gravels of similar thickness and type to those cur- 
rently being mined along it. Hole VL92-IO was a ‘wildcat’ 
hole drilled part way between the Little Swift River and 
Fontaine Creek. The occurrence of auriferous gravels at the 
bottom of this hole provides new evidence that strongly 
supports the hypothesis that a large northwesterly trending 
paleovalley exists in this area. 

GOLD RECOVERY TESTS 
The reverse-circulation drill used in this study was tested 

at four sites using gold radiotracers as part of a broader 
research program on drilling methods conducted by 
R. Clarkson of New Era Engineering Corporation. Infonna- 
tion on radiotracers (very low level radioactive gold part- 
cles) and their use in gold recovery research has been 



provided by Clarkson (1991). The results and preliminary 
concIusions presented here apply only to the four sites 
tested durine this study. 

For each test, four sizes of radiotracers were used: 0. IX 
millimetre c-65+ 1011 mesh), 0.36 millimetrr (-3514X 
mesh), 0.72 millimelwe (-20+2X mesh) and I .44 milli- 
metres (-IO+ 14 mesh). The radiotrace!-s were placed in the 
middle of barren compacted gravels and frozen into a solid 
cylindrical shape. The lest gravel cylinders were 300 milli- 
metres (I2 inches) long and 90 to IO0 millimetres (3.5 to 4 
inches) in diameter. The test procedure involved drilling to 
the desired depth (IO to 35 m) and pulling the drill rods out 
of the hole. The open hole depth was then Inea\ured and 
caved portions were redrilled until the desired depth was 
reached (where practical). The radioactive test cylinder was 
then dropped down the hole and the depth of penetration 
was drtcrmined and increased if necessary hy pushing with 
the drill stem. Gravel srrmminf was then dumped into the 
hole and compacted hefore redrilling. The collar of the hole, 
drill cuttings, drill equipment. sample collection equipment 
and personnel were checked for radioactive gold during and 
after completion of the drilling (Pla@z 4-X-2). Radioactive 
particles were detected using a scintillometer. Their low 
tions were recorded and all detected particles were co- 
&ted. Drill samples Icontaining tracers were processed in a 
small sluice and hy hand panning until each radioaclive 
particle present in the concentrate was recovered. 

Most of the recovcrcd radiotracers were out of the holes 
by Ihe time the bit had reached 3 lmetres beyond Ihr depth 
where the tesl cylinders were originally placed. The addi- 
tion of w~tcr 10 the compressed air stream increased segre- 
gation and entrapment of gold tracers. Water addition also 
increased spillage losses and made it difficult to collect and 

contain the samples. Although surges of high ~pressure air 
were used to flush the system, many tracers we, e caught and 
remained in the hose fittings and sampling cyclone. To 
~‘emwc them, the cyclone and ho5r fittings ‘vere diwm 
nrced and cltxmed out after the hole was comf leted. AI, lhe 
collars of the h&x were not waled a high pror ortion ofihe 
cuttings and trwers was forced up outside the d-ill rods oleo 
the ground near the collars (blc\v-by). 

Between 2 and 98 per cent 01 tl~e tracers wt re recovut:d 
from the four holes tested. In the hole with the drcps:st 
sample depth (35 m) only 2 psr cent of the tracers vi,:re 
recovered. one was on the ground next to the c ,Ilar and lhe 
other was trapped in the cyclor~e. E:ven in shallower ho 1:s 
(IO m) with relatively high recoveries, many ( f the traxrs 
were to\1 due to spillage and fo bll-#w-by around the collar (of 
the hole. Some of the tracers wwe trapped it the sam~,le 
cyclone and its plumbing. 

Natural gamma logs (.SPP b~:low) were ot tained from 
three of the four holes tested. In all three log!, anomelcus 
peaks in the gamma radiation, irldicating the presence Iof 
trxws. were observed at the approximate penetratix 
depths that the tesf cylinders initially reacha after being 
dropped down the holes. No anomalous pe;ks occurred 
mol-e than I to 2 mefrrs above these depths. 1 his suggeas 
that artenrpts to push the radioactive tesl cyli Idus to the 
bottom of the holes with the drill rods cause, part of the 
samples to be lodged in the yid: of the bole a or near the 
depth of initial penetration. In this regard, it is interesting ,,o 
note that the test with the highrsl initial penet aion of the 
sample cylinder relative to the h:,le depth (IO II in a IO.5 in 
hole) yielded the best tracer rec~wrry (98%;). Similarly, the 
hole with the lowest initial pewration (4 m m a KS 111 
hole) yielded the lowest recovery (2%). In thi latter G:;~:, 
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numerous anomalous gamma peaks were detected between 
the initial penetration depth and the base of the log (15 m) 
suggesting that the test cylinder was pushed at last part 
way down the hole. These rqdts indicate that caving of 
open holes in wet, unfrozen materials presents a major 
difficulty in testing gold recovery in this method of rwrrse- 
circulation drilling. 

Material derived from caving along the walls of the drill 
hole may also result in the introduction of significant 
amounts of sediment (and gold) into the sample over any 
one sample interval. Caving may occur when boulders are 
encountered or when saturated gravels arr drilled. Gold 
values may be overestimated as a result of caving if all of 
the recovered gold is assumed to have come from a volume 
of sediment calculated on the basis of hole diameter. This 
problem can be avoided if the actual volume or weight of 
the recovered sample is used to determine gold concentra- 
tions. Up-h& contamination can also introducr errors in 
determining gold values for any one sampled interval. Up- 
hole contamination occurs, for example, when the blow-by 
is lost. 

Although results of the four radiotracer tests suggest that 
unsealed, uncased reverse-circulation drilling is not a reli- 
able method of determining gold wdues in unfrorrn placer 
gravels, this method does provide samples which are suita- 
ble for determining the lithology and stratigraphy of the 
surficial deposits. Depth to bedrock is also readily deter- 
mined as bedrock cuttings are generally easy to recognize. 
Losses due to blow-by can be reduced by drilling a short 
length (3 to 6 m) of casing (Odex) into the hole and sealing 
off the drill rods with a packing case. Losses in the drill hole 
may also be reduced if casing is used for the total length of 
the hole (especially if the casing is driven ahead of thr bit). 
Losses and carry-over from the sampling hose, fittings and 
cyclone can be reduced with designs that eliminate gold 
traps and with frequent thorough cleaning. Other methods 
of reverse-circulation drilling should be tested at several 
locations to determine which drilling equipmrnt and pro- 
cedures maximize gold recovery on a consistent and pre- 
dicteble basis. 

GEOPHYSICAL PROGRAM 

Seven cased drill holes (VL92.I, VL92.4, VL92-7, 
VL92-IO, DH-14, DH-17, and TH-9) were logged by the 
Geological Survey of Canada using the Geonics EM-39 
logging system (Plate 4-8-3). Apparent conductivity, natu- 
rally occurring gamma radiation and magnetic susceptihilit) 
were recorded in six of the seven holes. Only natural 
gamma radiation was measured in one of the holes at 
Sovrreign Creek (DH-14) due to the presence of steel cas- 
ing in the hole. 

The radius of penetration for the conductivity probe is 
estimated to be I to I .5 metres and, as the tool is claimed by 
the manufacturrr to be unaffected by fluids in the plastic 
casing, the conductivity measured is taken to be that of the 
surrounding formation and associated groundwater. The 
results of a conductivity log of drill hole VL92-I at the 

Gallery Rssources mine at Lightning Ctwk are given in 
Figure 4-X-2. High conductivity in the upper several metres 
of the hole corresponds well with lithologic data (Table 
4-8-l) showing high silt and clay contents in Units I and 2. 
Lou, conductivity in the gravelly deposits underlying Unit 2 
contrasts sharply with the high conductivity in ths overlying 
finr~grained sediments. 

The gamma tool detects the decay of uranium, thorium 
and potassium, although for practical purposes the tool 
measures, quantitatively, the abundance of clay in the strata 
surrounding the borehole. Low gamma readings are an 
indication of coarse-grainrd srdimrnts, and high gamma 
readings arr attributable to fine-greined materials. A natural 
gamma log for drill hole VL92-I is provided in Figure 
4-X-3. The natural gamma peak at 5 metrrs depth cow- 
sponds well with a similar peak in the conductivity log at 
the same depth. The natural gamma log shows more vari- 
ability and fluctuations than the conductivity log, possibly 
reflecting a greater sensitivity to textural changes such as 
sand and silt content in the gravelly units at this site. 

Thr magnetic susceptibility probe measures how strongly 
the material adjacent to the borehole is affected by a mng- 
netic field, in this case the earth‘s field. It is accrpted that 
the overall susceptibility of a lithology is dependent only on 
the amount of fsnimagnetic minerals present such as mag- 
netite. pyrrhotite and ilmenite. Data collected with the mag- 
netic suscrptibility tool are currently being processed. 

SEISMIC SuwE~s 
Expending-spread seismic refraction and/or common off- 

set seismic reflection surveys were conducted by the 
Geological Survey ofCanada at the following sites: Ballarat 
mine near Barkerville. Alice Creek property, Sovereign 
Creek area. Fontaine Creek mine, Reddish Creek area, 
Golden Bench mine on the Cottonwood River and Corless 
Tertiary mine on the Quesnel River. The surveys can be 
efficiently conducted with a two-person line crew and one 
person operating thr seismograph (Plate 4-X-4). A portable, 
gas-powered auger drill was used to drill shot holes to a 
depth of about a metre and shotgun explosives were used as 
the signal source (Plate 4-X-4). For comparison purposes, 
shallow hammer-seismic refraction surveys were also con- 
ducted at two sites (Gallery Resources and Golden Bench 
mines) using hammer blows on a steel plate as the signal 
source. All refraction and retlection surveys were located 
near holes drilled during this program (VL92-4, VL92-6, 
VL92-7, VL92-9 and VL92- IO) or near industry drill holes 
at the Gallery Resources Ltd., Ballarat, Corless Tertiary and 
Sovereign Creek mines. The drill-hole results will provide 
stratigraphic control and reference data for evaluation of the 
seismic results. 

The purpose of the seismic surveys was to map the 
subsurface stratigraphy, in particular the thickness and lat- 
eral extent of gravel horizons that are known or believed to 
contain placer gold, and to evaluate the applicability of the 
various methods in different geologic conditions. Many 
buried auriferous gravel units pose a problem for interpreta- 
tion because their acoustic velocity is lower than that of till 
unit,s which they commonly underlie. These deposits con- 
stitutr what is known as a ‘hidden’ layer. The preliminal-y 
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seismic surveys conducted during this study will attempt to 
determine the potential of these techniques for locating 
these hidden layers. The seismic data are currently being 
processed and analyzed. The results of these analyses will 
indicate the potential for future studies. 

GROUND-PENETRATING RADAR STUDY 
Ground-penetrating radar surveys were conducted by 

Jean Pilon of the Geological Survey of Canada at six dif- 
ferent mine sites (Gallery Resources Limited, Ballarat, 
Golden Bench, Pawnee, Tregillus Lake and Corless Tertiary 
mines). The survey equipment consists of two hand-carried 
antennas, one for transmitting and one for receiving the 
radar signals, connected to the data collection and process- 
ing equipment by fibre-optic cables (Plate 4-S-5). Data were 
collected from a total of 25 lines up to several 100 metres in 
length. The results of drilling data from these sites, collected 
during the 1992 propram and by industry. were compiled in 
order to test the accuracy of the ground-penetrating radar 
data. Preliminary results indicate that the method is an 
excellent tool for determining depth to bedrock, water table 
level and major stratigraphic breaks and for investigating 
channel geometry in gravelly placer deposits. The main 
limitation of the method appears to be caused by the pres- 
ence of clay-rich sediments that may overlie or be interbed- 
ded with auriferous gravel units. 

FIELD CONFERENCE 
A field conferewe on the geology of placer deposits in 

the Cariboo region was held for the mining and exploration 
industry as part of ihis program. The following topics were 
discussed: the bedrock geology of the C&boo and relation- 
ships of lode gold and placer deposits (Chris Ash. B.C. 

Geological Survey), the geology of the Al ce and fvlar:i 
Creek placer deposits (Jack Wyder), the camp )sition of lode 
and placer gold in the Cariboo (John Kn ght and k:en 
McTaggart, The University of 13ritish Columb a), the forma- 
tion of placers, depositional processes, paystr :aks and si:di- 
mentary traps (Ted Faulkner, 13.1~. Geologica I Survey), the 
geology of buried placer deposits, field criteri; for recognir- 
ing different types of placers and ways of ider tifying poten- 
tial geologic settings conduci,vc to placer deposition !‘Vi<: 
Levson, B.C. Geological Survey), placer t,old recowr:, 
technologies, ways of reducing gold losses and samplio;; 
methods (Randy Clarkson. New Ezra Engineeri~lg), 
geophysical and other methods of locating am investigating 
buried placer deposits (Marten Douma, Sus in Pullan and 
Jim Hunter, Geological Survey of Canada). T me conferr:no: 
included a field trip to study the geology cf local pl,xer 
operations (Plate 4-S-6). Burled Quaternar) and Tertiar:i 
placers were examined at three sites: the Ba larat, Galler:i 
Resources and Alice Creek mines. High atttndance at th,: 
conference (100 people) indicates that this i ; an excellent 
format for the exchange of geoscientific informa:ion 
between researchers and induwy. 

SUMMARY 
Subsurface placer deposit!; ‘were investi :ated usirl,g a 

number of techniques including reverse-circu ation dril in& 
ground-penetrating radar, bort:holt: geophysil s and sei!anic 
studies. The utility and limitations of these techniques in 
different geologic settings were also evaluat :d. The ime- 
tigations were conducted in wnjunction witl I industry and 
the Geological Survey of Canada at the Gall :ry Resources 
Limited property, the Ballarat mine, the t iolden E3ench 
mine, in the Alice Creek area, south of SOI ereign Crsel.. 
near Fontaine Creek, in the Reddish Creek region, in the 

Plate 4-8-h. Some of the field conference participants examining the geology of a buried 
placer deposit at the Ballarat mine. 
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Quernel Canyon area and near the Tregillus Lake mine. The eniez, may be an economic way of obtaining useful strat- 
main results of this program include: igraphic information. Other methods of determining suhsur- 

0 The intersection of auriferous pnleochannel gravels in face stretigraphy such as refraction and reflection seismic 
eight of the ten reverse-circulation holes drilled. surveys and ground-penetrating radar surveys may also be 

. The discovery of previously unknown gold-bearing 
paleochannel &ravels at two sites (near Alice and Red- 
dish creeks). 

l Completion of the first phase of a program to invcsti- 
gate the applicability of ground-penetrating radar. 
borehole logging and geophysical studies to determin- 
ing the subsurface stratigraphy and geometry of buried 
olacers in a number of different settina. 

useful for locating buried placer deposits. Preliminary 
results indicate that ground-penetrating radar is a par- 
titularly good method for investigating buried channel 
gravels provided that they are not overlain by clay-rich 
sediments. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Stream sediments are the preferred sampling medium for 

reconnaissance-scale Regional Geochemical Surveys (RGS) 
over most of British Columbia, but the subdued topography, 
abundance of laker and relatively poor drainage of the 
Nechako Plateau in the northern Interior suggest that lake 
sediments may be a more appropriate medium in this area. 
Mineral exploration in the region has been limited by exten- 
sive drift cover and poor exposure, and lake sediment geo- 
chemistry may provide an effective tool to delineate both 
regional geochemical patterns as well as anomalous metal 
concentrations related to potentially economic deposits. 

Lake sediment orientation studies are an important pre- 
lude to successful application of the technique to explora- 
tion in the Cordillcra. Most Canadian studies of lake sedi- 
ment geochemistry have focused on Shield and Appalachian 
environments where there are considerable differences in 
climate, physiography and surficial geology relative to Brit- 
ish Columbia. Publicly funded regional lake sediment sur- 
veys, covering an area of 1.2 million square kilometres 
(Friske, 1991). have been conducted primarily in central and 
Atlantic Canada. These, run to the standards of the Geologi- 
cal Survey of Canada’s National Ceochemical Reconnair- 
snnce (NGR) prog,ram, have provided a wealth of high- 
quality geochemical data for mineral exploration and con- 
tributed to the discovery of deposits such as the Strange 
Lake yttrium-zirconium-beryllium deposit in Labrador. 
Regional lake sediment surveys in British Columbia, jointly 
undertaken hy thd Geological Survey Branch and the 
Geological Survey of Canada have. in contrast, been 
restricted to relatively small areas of NTS map sheets Y3E 
(Whitesail Lake) ;and 93L (Smithers) in the west-central 
Interior (Johnson et al.. 19878. b), and lO4N (Atlin) in the 
Teslin Plateau. There is consequently tremendous potential 
for the effective use of lake sediment geochemistry in cen- 
tral British Columbia, both for reconnaissance and detailed 
mineral exploration. Several regional surveys have been 
carried out in the northern Interior. including those of min- 
eral exploration companies, Spilsbury and Fletcher (1974). 
Hoffman (1976) and Gintautas (1984). The scope and 
results of the letter three have been summarized by Earle 
(1992) in a study of the applicability of regional lake sedi- 
ment surveys in thz area. Prospects such as the Wolf gold- 
silver occurrence have been discovered through the use of 
lake sediment gexhemistry. Nevertheless there is a paucity 
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of detailed orientation studies and case lbistor~ es on which to 
formulate exploration models, 

The purpose of the Interior Plateau lake se liment s:tl dit s 
program, part of the federal-provincial miner; I developtnerlt 
agreement (MDA). is to evaluate the rffecti ieness of lake 
sediment geochemistry as a sample medium br a propxed 
reconnaissance survey (Figure 4.-9-l) of I: 250 000 ‘ITS 
map sheets 93C (Anahim L&e), 93F (Nech; ko River) and 
93K (Fort Fraser). Results or the study Will increase otlr 
understanding of controls on Cordilleran trac: element getc 
chemistry and optimize sampling and intt rpretive tech- 
niques for the proposed RGS :survey, thus increasing tl-e 
possibility of new mineral deposit discoverit s in the north- 
ern Interior. It fulfills an important part 8 Nf the Imxior 
Plateau project objective of upgrttding the existing geologi- 
cal database to assess the mineral potential of the rcgiott. 
This paper outliness the obje;tiw:s of the study, desc-Ibcs 
fieldwork performed in 1992, and outline! the scc’pe of 
planned work. 

LAKE SEDIMENTS AI\;~D THEIR USE 17i 
MINERAL EXPLORATION 

Lake sediments consist of organic gels, erg anic sedimzn:s 
and inorganic sediments (Jonasson, 1976). C rganic g,:ls, or 
gyttja, are mixtures of particulate organic m mer, inorl;;m c 
precipitates and mineral matter iWetzel, I! 83). The), are 
mature green-grey to black homogenous sediments c h.traf:- 

Figure 4-9-l Location of Iproposed Region d Geochenlw 
al Survey, utilizing lake sediments, of NT:: map shst:ts 
Y3C. F and K, and of the I%6 lake and stn am sediment 
RGS survey of NTS map sheets 93E and L. 1utlined aria 
indicates the extent of the cement lake se liment stu,Jy 
shown in Figure 4-9-2. 
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teristic of deep-water basins. Organic sediments are imma- 
ture mixtures of organic gels, organic debris and mineral 
matter occurring in shallow water and near drainage intlows 
(Jonasson, 1976). Inorganic sediments, by contrast, are mix- 
tures of mineral particles with little organic matter. Of the 
three, organic gels have been found the most suitable as a 
geochemical exploration medium; deep-water basins where 
they accumulate have been favoured as ideal sites for 
regional geochcmical sampling (Friske, 1991). 

Lake sediment composition is influenced by bedrock 
geology, surficial geology, climate, soils, vegetation, min- 
eral occurrences and limnological factors. Sediment gee- 
chemistry in the Nechako Plateau, as in other areas of 
Canada. generally reflects bedrock variations (Hoffman, 
1976; Gintautas, 1984). Sediment geochemistry also reflects 
the presence of weathering sulphide minerals from pros- 
pects near Capoose (Hoffman, 1976; Hoffman and Fletcher, 
1981) and Chutanli (Mehrtens. 1975; Mehrtens era!., 1972) 
lakes, and has been successful in locating potentially eco- 
nomic gold-silver mineralization at the Wolf occurrence 
(Andrew, 1988). The effect of limnological variations on 
trace element abundance and mineral exploration has, 
however, received relatively little attention in the Cor- 
dillera. The temperature and oxygen content of lake waters 
in northern temperate regions may stratify during the warm 
summer months, overturning with seasonal changes in the 
spring and fall. Of such thermally stratified, or dimicric, 
lakes, eutrophic lakes are those small nutrient-rich lakes 
with high organic production and almost complete oxygen 
depletion with increasing depth. Conversely. oligotrophic 
lakes are deep, large, nutrient-poor lakes with low organic 
production and a much more constant oxygen content with 
depth. Polymictic or unstratified lakes are relatively shallow 
and are not thermally stratified. Earle (1992) and Hoffman 
and Fletcher (1981) have shown that there we distinct 
geochemical differences between the sediments of eutrophic 
and oligotrophic lakes, particularly with respect to the abun- 
dance of organic matter and of iron and manganese oxides. 
Both may scavenge trace elements, and their abundance in 
lake sediments is largely influenced by water productivity, 
oxygen stratification in the water column and the rate of 
elastic sedimentation (Gintautas, 1984). High organic mat- 
ter content is characteristic of eutrophic lakes. while man- 
ganese and iron oxide precipitates are products of the 
oxygen-rich conditions of oligotrophic lakes. The effect of 
within-lake limnological variations on these constituents, 
and on the transport and accumulation of trace elements, 
studied in southern Shield regions, has been summarized by 
Timperley and Allan (I 974). 

Limnological classification, or trophic status, may conse- 
quently have a major influence on interpretation of lake 
sediment geochemistry. Earle (1992) has recognized nine 
such classes in the Nechako Plateau. In the present study, 
trophic status was found to vary considerably even within 
separate sub-basins and channels of the same lake. As lakes 
in NTS map areas 93C, F and K for which limnological data 
are available are almost equally divided among the four 
most common classifications (oligotrophic, mesotrophic, 
eutrophic and polymictic types; Earle, 1992), the geochemi- 
cal responses of each must be evaluated prior to carrying out 
a regional survey. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE INTERIOR 
PLATEAU LAKE SEDIMENT STUDY 

The main objective of this study is to assess the effect of 
limnological variations on sediment geochemistry in the 
Nechako Plateau region in order to optimize sampling and 
interpretive techniques for regional geochemical surveys: 

Problems to be addressed include: 

l The effect of limnological variations on sediment geo- 
chemistry of lakes within and between different 
geological units. 

l The extent to which sediment geochemistry reflects the 
presence of nearby mineral occurrences. 

l Operational problems concerning sample media and 
sampling strategies for a proposed RGS survey of the 
Nechako Plateau. 

The first two problems are being addressed by evaluation 
of a systematic collection of case studies which, together 
with interpretation of regional lake sediment data from 
adjoining NTS map sheets 93E and L, will facilitate the 
development of interpretive models for lakes of varying 
trophic status in each geological unit. Operational problems 
to be resolved for future RGS surveys of the Nechako area 
include choice of the most suitable sample media, deter- 
mination of minimum and maximum lake size, optimum 
sampling location, optimum number of samples per lake, 
and optimum size of field samples and analytical subsam- 
pies necessary to detect and reproduce anomalies related to 
potentially economic mineral deposits. Whereas a standard 
sampling methodology has been used to evaluate geochemi- 
cal responses and limnological variations at each lake, some 
of the operational problems are the subject of specific 
substudies. 

SCOPE OF 1992 FIELD STUDIES 
Orientation studies of I6 lakes at I I localities (Figure 

4-9-2) were carried out in the period late July to mid- 
September, 1992. The program design was based partly on 
recommendations of Earle (1992). A total of 625 sediment 
samples were collected at 437 sites (Table 4-9-l). The lakes 
are characteristic of eutrophic, mesotrophic, oligotrophic 
and unstratified limnological environments above two dif- 
ferent geological rock types. These units, areally extensive 
within the proposed survey area and of considerable eco- 
nomic interest, are: 

0 Jurassic, Cretaceous and Eocene plutonic rocks of the 
Francois Lake, Bulkley and Nanika plutonic suites, 
respectively, hosting porphyry copper-molybdenum 
deposits and occurrences. 

0 Eocene Ootsa Lake Group volcanic rocks. hosting epi- 
thermal gold-silver occurrences. 

The lakes are adjacent to the Hanson Lake, Ken, Nithi 
Mountain and Dual copper-molybdenum and molybdenum 
occurrences, and to the Clisbako, Wolf and Holy Cross 
gold-silver prospects (Table 4-9-l). Lakes within each 
geological grouping were chosen on the basis of docu- 
mented trophic status (Balkwill, 1991), proximity to known 



mineral occurrences, exploration industry ake sediment 
data and road access. Most were chosen fr ,m NTS ~na,) 
sheets 9X, F and K, but twc I;ikes from m ip sheet!; 931: 
(Johnson ?‘I al., iY87a) were i&o included cn the ba:% of 
available RGS sediment geochemistry. The:se, Hill-?out 
Lake and Wasp Lake, contain anomalous car centratia,n!. of 
copper and gold. respectively. One lake underlain b:i 
Miocene-Pliocene basal& was also surveyed is being rzpre- 
sentative of lakes above a widely occurring r( ck unit gener- 
ally devoid of known mineral occurrences. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE: STUDY iREA 

LOCATION, PHYSIOGRAWY AND 
SURFICIAI. GEOLOGY 

The study area (Figures 4-9-I and 4-9-2) i bounded t:a!,t 
and west by Vanderhoof and IHouston, resxxtively, ani 
extends northward from the Clisbako River to the Babine 
and Stuart lakes area. Most of the ara lies o I the Nechlk3 
Plateau, the northernmost subdivision of the I lterior Plateau 
(Holland, 1976). although its southern limit e: tends onto the 
Fraser Plateau. The low and rolling terrain generall,y lies 
between 1000 to 1500 metres elevation. The area is thi:kly 
forested and bedrock is obscured by extensi ie drift cove 
Tipper (I 963) noted that over 90 per cent o’ the Necltakz 
River map area is drift covered Till and gla:iofluvial OUI- 
wash are the predominant ma~:erials. Giles at d Kerr (1,992) 
and Proudfoot (I 993) provide more detailed nformatio: on 
the surficial geology of thz southernmost p, art of the prc 
posed survry ara. 



REGIONALGEOLOGY 

The area covered by NTS map sheets 93C, F and K is 
almost entirely within the Intermontane Belt with the excep- 
tion of the southwest corner which is in the Coast Belt. The 
area includes parts of the Stikinia, Cache Creek and 
Quesnellia terranes. Within the study area (Figure 4.9.2), 
volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Lower to Middle 
Jurassic Hazelton Group are intruded by Late Jurassic, Late 
Cretaceous and Tertiary felsic plutonic rocks. These are 
overlain by Eocene volcanics of the Ootsa Lake Group, 
Oligocene and Miocene volcanics of the Endako Group, and 
Miocene-Pliocene basalt flows. The Anahim volcanic belt, a 
600.kilometre belt of Miocene-Quaternary continental vo- 
canic rocks (Souther, 1977). runs east-west through the 
southern part of the area. 

GEOLOGYANDMETALLOGENY 

FRANCOISLAKE,BULKLEYANDNANIKA 
PLUTONICSUITES 

Three of the lakes associated with plutonic rocks were 
sampled above Late Jurassic Franc& Lake intrusions 
(133.155 Ma). the fourth is adjacent to quartz monzonitr of 
either the Late Cretaceous Bulkley intrusions (70-84 Ma) or 
the Eocene Nanika intrusions (47-54 Ma). The Francois 
Lake Plutonic Suite, predominantly of quartz monronite 
composition, hosts many porphyry molybdenum deposits 
and occurrences. The most significant is the Endako 
orebody west of Fraser Lake, where molybdenite is hosted 
by east-trending subparallel quanr veins (Kimura ef al., 
1976). The Bulkley and Nanika intrusions comprise north- 
westerly belts of granodiorite, quartz monzonite and granite 
stocks in the western part of the study area (Figure 4-9-Z). 
They are two of the four subparallel belts of plutonic rocks 
known to host porphyry copper-molybdenum deposits in 
west-central British Columbia (Cater, 1981). 

OOTSALAKEGROUP 

Eocene continental volcanic rocks of the Ootsa Lake 
Group are exposed in two general regions of the study area. 
The first extends from the Nechako River to the west side of 
Francois Lake (Figure 4-9-2); the second, smaller area is 
west of Quesnel between the Chilcotin and West Road 
rivers (DuffelI, 1959; Tipper, 1963). Diakow and Mihalynuk 
(1987) recognized six lithologic divisions in the Ootsa Lake 
Group, which comprises a differentiated succession of 
and&tic to rhyolitic flows and pyroclastic rocks. Sedimen- 
tary rocks, although not common, are interspersed 
throughout the sequence. Potassium-argon ages of approx- 
imately 50 Ma have been obtained from Ootsa Lake rocks 
(,Diakow and Koyanagi, 1988). 

Interest in the precious metal potential of the Ootsa Lake 
Group has increased in recent years. The Wolf and Clisbako 
prospects ace epithermal gold-silver occurrences cunently 
under exploration. The Wolf prospect is hosted by felsic 
flows, tuffs and subvolcanic porphyria, and is a low- 
sulphur silicified stockwork deposit (Andrew, 1988). The 
Clishako prospect is hosted by Eocene basaltic to rhyolitic 
tuffs, flows and volcanic breccias exhibiting intense sil- 

icification and argillic alteration. Gold mineralization in 
both areas is associated with low-sulphide quartz stockwork 
zones. The Clisbako prospect has been interpreted to be a 
high-level volcanic-hosted epithermal system similar to 
those in the western United States (Dawson, I99 I; Schroe- 
ter and Lane, 1992). 

FIELD AND LABORATORY 
METHODOLOGY 

SAMPLE COLLECTION 

Systematic collection of lake sediments and waters. and 
measurement of temperature and dissolved oxygen content 
of the water column was performed at each lake (Table 
4.9-l:]. Sediment sampling was the main focus of activity; 
waters were collected primarily as a reconnaissance for 
possible future study of metal distribution in lake waters. 
Oxygen and temperature measurements were made to verify 
preexisting Fisheries Branch (Ministry of Environment, 
Lands and Parks) data, to determine the trophic status of 
smaller lakes for which no data are otherwise available, and 
to investigate the variability of these measurements within 
separate sub-basins of individual lakes. 

SEDIMENTS 
Lake sediments were sampled from a zodiac or canoe 

with a Hornbrook-type torpedo sampler. Standard sampling 
procedures, as discussed by Friske (1991). were used. Sam- 
ples were collected in kraft paper bags and sample depth, 
colon, composition and “dour recorded at each site. Sites 
were located along profiles traversing deep and shallow- 
water parts of main basins and sub-basins, and at all stream 
inflows. The number of sites on each lake (Table 4-9-l) 
ranged from a minimum of seven in small ponds to a 
maximum of fifty-eight in larger lakes in order to evaluate 
the relationship between trace element patterns and mineral 
occurrence location, bathymetry, organic matter content, 
drainage inflow and outflow, and sediment texture. 

Two substudies were incorporated into the sampling 
design to address specific sampling problems. First. an 
unbalanced nested sampling design similar to that described 
by Garrett (1979) was used to assess sampling and analyti- 
cal variation. A modified version of the Regional Geo- 
chemical Survey sampling scheme was used for this. Each 
block of twenty samples (Figure 4-9-3) comprises twelve 
routine samples and: 

. Five field duplicate samples, to assess sampling 
variability; 

l Two analytical duplicate samples, inserted after sam- 
ple preparation to determine analytical precision; 

. One control reference standard, to monitor analytical 
LlCCUElCy. 

Two of the five field duplicate samples in each block 
were randomly selected for funher use as analytical dupli- 
cate splits. 

Secondly, one lake was chosen for a comparative study of 
field sample sire. At this locality, adjacent to the Clisbako 
gold-silver prospect (Figure 4-9-2). two samples were taken 
at each of 36 sites: one standard sample obtained from one 
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Figure 4-Y-3. Typical sample collrction scheme. The 
modified 20.sample collection block incolporatcs twelve 
routine samples and live tield dupliczltes. Two blind dupli- 
cates and a control reference standard are insertrd in the 
leboratory prior to analysis. 

drop of the sampler, s,nd B larger sample obtained from two 
drops. Standard lake sediment samples typiczdly weigh 50 
to 100 grams when dry (Friske. 1991). Due to the perticle 
sparsity effect, larger field samples might be more represen- 
tative of gold concentrations in sediments above auriferous 
Ootsa Lake Group rocks. The ohjectivs is to ascertain 
whether or not there are significant differences in gold 
concentrations with irlcreesing sample size. 

Lake sediment samples were initially fiel i dried snd, 
when sufficiently dry to trensport, shipped t<, Rosshacxr 
Laboratory, Burnahy, for final c,rying at 60°C. jampIe pn:p- 
aration wils done ilt Bonder-C:legg and Co11 pany, North 
Vancouver. Dry sediment samph:s were d saggregalcd 
inside B plastic hag with a rubbr:r mallet. Thee ntire sam[‘le, 
to B maximum of 250 grams, *as; pulwrire I to apprrlr- 
imately -150 mesh in a ceramic ‘ring mill, and two anal).& 
cal splits taken from the pulverixd matuial. “he first ws 
submitted to Activation Lzlhr~rs.tories, Misl issauga, ~;x 
determination of gold and 34 additional &me] Its by hut -II- 
mental neutron activation anal:ysis (INAA) o t a 30.gmm 
subsample. The second was analyzed for 30 tr ce elem’xts 
(including Zn, Cu. Ph. Co, Ag, Mn, MO, Fe and Cd:, by 
inductively coupled plasma atomic emission ,pectrome:ry 
(ICP AES) and for loss on ignition. Blind dl plicates artd 
appropriate ranges of copper imd gold-bearil lg stand;nds 
were inserted into each of the two .malytical sui :es 8s part of 
a rigorous quality control program (Figure 4-Y.: ,) to monitor 
analytical precision and accuracy, 

WATERS WATERS 

Two water samples were collected in 250.millilitr~ poly- Water samples were filtered with 0.45 micrc n filters and 
ethylene bottles from the centre of each lake: a surface submitted to Eco-Tech Laboratories. Kamloopr They were 
sample and a deep sample. The first was taken approx- acidified and analyzed for 30 elaments by indL ctively cow 
imately I5 centimetnx beneath the surface, to minimize pled plasma atomic emission >,p,:ctrometry (ICP-AB!;). 
collection of surface scum, whereas the second was col- Sulphate and pH were also determined. Standi rds and (1: !i- 
lected with a Van Dorrl sampler I to 2 mews above the lake tilled water blanks were inserted into the sari ple suite to 
bottom. Bottles were rinsed in the water to he sampled prior monitor analytical accuracy. 

Geolu&al Fieldwork IYY2, Puper 1993-l 4% 

to collection, and observations of water co our and :xs 
pended matter recorded. The boat wils anchxed in pliu 
during both water sampling aoel temperature/( xygen pru’il- 
ing to prevent movement. Watrl-s were store1 in a coolel~ 
and refrigerator prior to snalys,is. 

DISSOLVED OXYGEN AND TEMPERATURI: 
MEASUREMENTS 

Water column profiles of dissolved oxyge, I content ,tnd 
temperature were measured at on,: to five sites on each Itke, 
using a YSI Model 57 oxygen meter with cable prc,be. 
Measurements were generally made, at I-metr : intervals, in 
the centre of all major sub-basim and at two or ar-shore si~tes 
to a maximum depth of 29 metres. A total c,f 49 prclfiles 
were surveyed (Table 4-9-l ), t:omprising 619 sets of mea- 
surements. The instrument was cidibrated for 1 xkke elew~tion 
and air temperature prior to mc:a:;urement at e Ich lake, ;md 
data collected only during the: :ifternoon pe:iod so iis to 
standardize measurement condirions. l’tevai ling wet&her 
conditions were also recordecl It the begin,dng of ,::ich 
profile. Measurements generally corrahorated earlier Fish- 
eries Branch data at most lakes, although considerable 
within-lake variations were encountered. Mei surementr at 
the last two lakes surveyed i:Clishako and Wasp) wre 
inconclusive due to the onset: of cold wea her in mid- 
September. 

SAMPLE PREPARATION AND ANALYYS [s 

SEDIMENTS 



FUTURE WORK 
No analytical results for lake sediments and waters from 

the 1992 field season are available at the time of writing. 
Analysis of regional lake and stream sediment data 
(Johnson et ul., 1987a, b) from adjoining NTS map sheets 
93E and 93L comprises the second component of the study 
and is currently in progress. It will show the extent to which 
sediment geochemistry reflects bedrock geology, whereas 
the individual orientation studies have been designed to 
show how mineralization is reflected by trace element pat- 
terns in sediments, and how these patterns are modified by 
limnological factors. Recommendations regarding the suit- 
ability ofthe Nechako Plateau for lake sediment geochemis- 
try, and the area, sire and density of the proposed 1993 RGS 
survey, will be an important product of the study. 
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SURFICIAL GEOLOGY IN THE CHILANKO FORKS AND 
CHEZACUT AREAS 

(93C/l, 8) 
By T.R. Giles and D.E. Kerr 

(Contribution tu the Interior Plateau Program, Canada - British Colrrmbin Mineral Deveh?ppmerrt Agrc ement 
199/-I993 

KEYWORDS: Surficial geology. driSt exploration. till, 
glaciofluvial outwash. glxiolacustrine, applied gwchemis- 
try. mineral dispersion. 

INTRODUCTION 
This report describes the preliminary re.wlts of surficial 

geological mapping during the 1992 field season in the 
Chilanko Forks (93Cil) and Chezacut 193CiX) map areas 
(Figure 4. IO-1 ). As part of the Canad;~ f3ritish Cofumhia 
Mineral Developme~~t Agreement, the British Columbia 
Geological Survey Rranch proposed to map the surlicial 
geology of these weiis to deriw drift exploration potential 
maps. The two map sheets to the tnorth, Clusko River 
(93(-/Y) and Toil MoLmtain (93C/l6) wcrc also mapped as 
part of this program (Proudfoot. 1993, this volume). The 
pmject’s main goals .rrc: 

. To produce I:%1 000 surficial geology map\ of NTS 
sheets YIC/I and Y3UX. 

. To define the regional Quaternary stratigraphy and 
glacial history. 

. To derive surficial drift exploration potential maps. 

This project illustr.rtcs the use of baseline surficial geol- 
ogy data, combined with a drift sampling program, for 
mineral exploration on a lowrelicf plateau with thick till 
cover. The Chilnnko Forks and Chelacut map xeu were 
selected hecausc mineral exploration in the region is hnm- 
pered hy the thick and variable cover of swficial sediment, 

which masks the gx~logical. geochemic;d and <eophysial 
signatures 01’ mineral occurrencs:s, Furthermor :, the sttri’i- 
cial geology has not yet heen meppe~j and little is knowrl :f 
the Quatcrnary geological history. Derivative d-ill explor:i- 
tim potential maps. which will aid in detailed planning ,:f 
re@onal gcochemical and drili exploration sur\ eys, will he 
one of the products resulting Srom this invest& tion. A I;x:k 
of mineral exploration has led to a low demand for geolagi- 
cal data in the reeion and few mapping projccl~ have hecn 
completed. Now, with increasing pressure on the mining 
and exploration industry in British Columbia a ( the inver- 
tory of caily explorahle lands decreases. new nethods WC 
being tested in areas previously avoided. 

The study region lies within the Fraser Pkteau, in t’le 
west-central part of the fnterior PI:ateau ifiollzu d, 1976). In 
the study area, the plateau is appl-onimately I 00 to I400 
mares ahove sea level and is deeply dissected by the Talla 
Lake. Chilanko River and Chilcotin River ‘alleys. Tic 
plateau has llat to gently rolling topqraph) hrokcn Ihy 
occasional mountains or ridges (Pl;~te 4~~ IO- 11, Elevations 
range from a high of 1615 mettr:; on Arc Mountain in tie 
Inorthwest oC the Chuacut t,Up shcet~ t” a low o ~YOO met,es 
in the Chilanko River valley in the southeast of he Chilan co 
Forks sheet. The topography bsccomes gen :ratly mct’e 
diverse towards the north of tht study area. 

METHODS 
Preliminary interpretation of ths surficial gr>logy of tlfe 

study arca was completed @or to I’irldwork usi Ig I :hO KO- 
scale air photographs. Access i? the region w IS by public 
and logging roads. ,411.terntin ,whiiles were used for tm 
verses aIons logging loads and trz~ils. A h?licor ter was LIS:~ 
to rcxh isolated arcas and complete sample cw cl-ape. SJII- 
pte and map-unit verification sites consisted of borrow Ipits, 
roadcuts, streanxuts. uprooted trtxs, hand-dug Iits and tx& 
rock enp~~sures. Site locations w~:rc plotted on I 50 000 tr; :;e 
maps with the aid of air photogl-aphs. Icc-flo h directicns 
were ohteined from striation me;~si.uwnents ott ( xposed twd- 
rock and fluting or drumlin oriclt;itions on air )hotograpix 
At each exposure the nature of thz deposit wa determirxd 
and a hricf description of the sediment ww m; de. f>exr II- 
lions include primary and secordary structure!. matrix txc- 
tore, pehhle content, six and :;hape, and cxy xure of the 
site. Detailed stratigraphic and ssdimentologi :a1 infbrnw 

tion was collected at a few larger, well expo ;cd secti’s IS. 

Samples of till were collected for geochemic II and gra~o- 
siLe analysis where a good expwure was avai able, an,J. ,IS 
needed to verify airphoto mapl)ing. Tilt si mples were 
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Plate 4-10-l. Aerial view of topography in the northwest of 93C/X, louking northeast. 
In the foreqound is Palmer Creek and the highest feature in the hackgruund is Arc Mountain 

recovered from sufficient depths to avoid subaerial 01 root 
contamination. Till samples will be analyzed by instrumen- 
tal neutron activation analysis (INAA) and inductively cow 
pled plasma analysis (ICP) for 32 elements. A total of I5 I 
till or colluviated till samples were collected in the study 
area at a density of one sample per 12.6 square kilometres. 
Approximately 100 pebbles were collected for lithologic 
analysis and provenance studies from most till sample sites 
as well as from a number of glaciofluvial outwash 
exposures. Bedrock samples were taken to document 
exposures for future bedrock geology mapping surveys and 
to help establish a representative lithologic reference collec- 
tion. In total, I46 pebble and 26 bedrock and exotic boulder 
samples were obtained. Sample and map-unit verification 
sites are shown in Figure 4-10-2. Table 4-10-l shows infor- 
mation pertaining to each terrain unit: sites, samples, veri- 
fications, minimum and maximum thicknesses, and typical 
stratigraphic setting. 

TABLE 4-10-l 
SUMMARY OF SELECTED SURFICIAL GEOLOGY 
DATA PERTAINING TO MAJOR TERRAIN UNITS 

r.-- t . . ‘\, . . . c,.,,, ,,.q. . 



BEDROCK GEOLOGY 
A series of bedrock geology maps of the Interior Plateau, 

including the Anahim Lake sheet, have been published by 
the Geological Survey of Canada. Extrusive igneous rocks, 
rhyolitic to basaltic in composition, dominate the Fraser 
Plateau and are exposed as knobs and ridges throughout the 
study xea (Tipper, 1969). The oldest rocks in the area ttre 
part of the mid-JurasF.ic Hazelton Group: exposed mostly in 
the south and central parts of the Chilanko Forks sheet, they 
consist of and&tic to basaltic tuffs or breccius and derived 
metamorphic and sedimentary rocks. These have been 
intruded by Jurassic or younger granodiorites and granites 
of the Coast Plutonic Suite and their metamorphic equiv- 
alents (quartz biotitr and granite gneisses). Cretaceous to 
Tertiary Ootsa Lake Group extrusives are found in the west- 
central parts of the Chilanko Forks sheet and in the eastern 
half of the Cheracut map sheet. These are dominantly 
feldspar-porphyritic andesitic basalts, amygdaloidal basalts 
or rhyolitic and andesitic tuffs. The study aa has only 
5 per cent bedrock outcrops, most of which are on mountain 
tops. There is only one mineral occummce in the study area 
listed in MINFILE and only five assessment reports have 
been filed. Exploration to both the north and south of the 
study area has been successful in locating mineral occur- 
rences in similar geological settings. 

GLACIAL HISTORY 
There is a lack of knowledge of the surficial sedimentary 

cover in the east half of the Anahim Lake (9X) sheet with 
the exception of a 1:250 000 generalized surficial geology 
map (Tipper, IYlle). This map provides a regional under- 
standing of glacial geomotphology, but does not provide 
information on the surficial sediments. The Chilanko Forks 
and Chezacut map areas were covered by Late Wisconsinan 
Cordilleran ice of the Fraser glaciation (Tipper, 197 I b). Ice 
originated in the Coast Mountains before flowing north, 
northeast and east onto the Interior Plateau. Coast Mountain 
ice extended as far east as the Fraser River before COB- 
lacing with Cariboo Mountain ice flowing to the west and 
northwest. The two ice masses then turned northwards and 
extended as far as the Parsnip River area (Tipper, I97 I b). 
During deglaciation in the Anahim Lake region, ice flow 
was increasingly controlled by topography as ice tnasses 
became isolated and stagnated. 

A late glacial readvance covered much of the Anahim 
Lake area and is postulated to have reached the north- 
western edge of the Chezacut map area (Tipper, 19710 
This ice mass, named the Anahim Lake advance, originated 
to the west in the Coast Mountains and flowed onto the 
plateau through the Tusulko River valley before spreading 
out to the north, east and southeast. It is the eastward limit 
of this ice, identified on the basis of differential ice-flow 
directions and pitted or kettled terrain (Tipper 197 I b), that 
is believed to have reached the study area. A second late 
glacial readvance may also have entered the Chilanko Forks 
map area from the :;outh through the Tatla Lake valley 
(Tipper, 197la). This Kleena-Kleene advance originated 
from the south in the Mount Waddington area (92N). The 
margins of the ice were topographically controlled as it 

flowed north and northeast alone ::he Tatla Lak:. Tatlaynco 
Lake, Kleene-Kleene and Chilko valleys. Til per (lY;‘l;~) 
places the limit of this advance at an rlrvatio I of 1065 to 
1220 metres on the slopes to the northwest and southea>t of 
T&la Lake Creek. 

Fluted bedrock and drumlin!; developed in till are p.t:- 
served in the Chilanko Forks map irea on the west-cent-al 
and southeast uplands. These lwge-sctde dir :ctional f<:.l- 
tures indicate a flow toward the northeast betw :en 050” and 
065”. Glacial striations measured in the southea it of the ;att:a 
trend between 059” and 082”. They may reflect lower &:\~;I- 
tion, topographically intluence#J, ice flow during wanirig 
stages of glaciation. Large boulders of exoti: litholo,? c:s 
were found throughout the st,idy region, th? largest of 
which was a quartz-biotite gnl:i<.s of the Co 1st intruziive 
suite measuring approximately IO by 6 b I 3 metrcs. 
Rounded erratics, found up to elwations of 14 IO tmetres ,n 
the south-central pans of the Chilimko Forks sl eet. indicate 
ice completely covered the region during the F rwer glac ;I- 
tion. Hummocky terrain was identified in the wthwestcrn 
part of the Chezacut sheet, but whether this is Fraser glac,.,- 
tion or late glacial sediment is uncertain. Geoc hemical s ;;- 
natures or pebble litholopic analyii!; may prov de evidence 
of tt late glacial readvance but a present o dy the Late 
Wisconsinan Fraser glaciation bar; been define J. 

SURFICIAL SEDIMENTS 

TILL DEPOSITS 

Surficial geological mapping shows that till is the domi- 
nant deposit on the uplands of the Fraser Platea .I. It f(nm:. a 
blanket of variable thickness acrws much of th: area and is 
expressed as hummocky or kettled, fluted or r :latively f ;a[ 
terrain. Surface exposures of till ire up to IO netres tbi:k 
but are more commonly I to 2 metres or less. 1 ills on ste:p 
slopes have commonly been reworked into toll lvial depn- 
its. Till is rarely found in valley bolnoms because: most of t?e 
valleys are either late-glacial meltwatcl- cha mels wbi:h 
have cut down into the surficial cover, or have h :en parti.:dly 
infilled by glaciotluvial outnasb wdiments. 

Till deposits in the area generally have a silty to ~fine 
sandy matrix with minor clay and little medium or co;w;e 
sand. Clasts range in size from r:mall pebb es to larg:e 
boulders, although medium to large pebbles do ninate. Sub 
angular to subrounded clasts are most comm, sn but xxx. 
exposures, notably those close tcl bedrock. are d ,minated ~3~ 
angular blocks; rounded clasts are quite rare. S me tills ire 
comprised of up to 50 per cent claits, but mo ;t exposurw 
have between IO and 30 per cl:nt. Striated cl 1st~ are ftt:. 
quently found in the tills and may represent I p to IO OCR 
cent of the population. 

Poorly to moderately compacted, massive, silty sand till 
with lenses and beds of silt, salad and pcbblel is the mwt 
common till deposit. This till is interpreted to have hacl 3” 
englacial or supraglacial origin forming humn ocky or f.at 
moraine during retreat and stagnation of the g acier. Cont. 
pact, platy structured clay. silt and sand till arms thi&, 
prominent cliff-like exposures (Pl;i.te 4-10-2). T xse tills ire 
tmassive with thin lenses and stringers of silt 0. sand ar~c a 



clear, erosive basal contact. They are interpreted to he a 
blanket or veneer of basal meltout or lodgement till dcposi- 
ted at the base of the advancing ice. 

Smo ANO GRAVEL DEPOSITS 

Sand and gravel was observed beneath the till in the study 
area. Thrsr sediments are over 5 metres thick on the upland 
between Tatla Lake Creek and Pyprr Lake and are overlain 
by I to 2 metres of till. They are dominated by well- 
stratified, suhangular to rounded, sandy, small-pchhle tu 
cobble gravels with thin lenses and beds of stratified sand 
and silt. They are interpreted as glaciotluvial sediments 
deposited during the advance phase of the Fraser glaciation. 

Glaciotluvial outwash is f&xl along most valleys; it 
varies from well-sorted fine sand tn coarse-cohhle gravel. 
There are wo types of glaciofluvial outwash deposits: melr- 
water channel, and esker or esker complex sediments. Melt- 
water channels. associated with &-margin arcas. carried 
water away from the advancing or retreating glacier. Steep- 
sided valleys with terraces on the sides and coarse cobble or 
boulder lags in the base are typical. Terrace deposits attain 
thicknesses of 20 metres in the Chilcotin River valley (Plate 
4-10-3) hut more often are I to 5 metres thick. Well-sorted 
sand deposits are fairly common in the base of the larger 
meltwater channels of the Chilcotin and Chilanko valleys. 

Sand and gravel ridges that branch and rejoin in braided 
patterns are interpreted as eskrr complexes. Deep depres- 
sions between the ridges are interpreted as kettles. The esker 
complex in the Chilanko River valley is 8 kilometres long 
and I kilometre wide and has ridges up tn 30 metrrs high 
(Plate 4-10-4). More typically. they are 50 to 400 metres 
wide, 500 to 1500 mrtres long and ridges are 5 to 15 metres 
high. Esker complexes in the Chilanko River. Tutla Lake 
Creek and Puntzi Creek valleys are evidence of topographi- 
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tally controlled subglacial or englacial meltwater flow. Se\,- 
eral single eskrr rid&es with orientations oblique to regional 
ice tlow were noted during mapping. They are located in the 
lee of mountains and ridges, on tlat, open terrain or in 
valleys oblique to ice flow. These eskers are IO to 15 metres 
high_ 25 to SO metres wide and up to 500 metres long. 
Eskcrs and esker-complex ridges are usually moderately 
sorted pebbly sand tn cohhly gravel deposits with suh- 
rounded to rounded clasts. 

LAKE DEPOSITS 
Parallel-laminated sand, silt and clay deposits in the 

Clusko River. Chilcotin Lake and Tatla Lake valleys are 
interpreted as glaciolacustrine deposits. In the Clusko River 
area they occur as a ubiquitous veneer, 20 centimetres to 
I metre thick, overlying till. These deposits have up to 5 per 

cent isolated clasts and rare thin diamicton lrnse.s which are 
interpreted tu be dropstones and subaqueous sediment 
gravity-tlows, respectively. In the Chilcotin Lake area. these 
deposits are finely laminated to thinly bedded fine sand and 
silt exhibiting climbing ripples or horizontal stratification 
(Plate 4-10-S). 

COMAJVIAI., ORGANIC AND EOLIAN DEPOSITS 
A loose cover of weathered and broken bedrock near the 

mountain tops grades downhill into B thin veneer of col- 
luvial diamicton derived from weathered bedrock and till 
(Plate 4-10-h). A colluvial veneer is commonly found over- 
lying till on steeper slopes in lower lying areas. Colluvial 
sediment is differentiated from till by its loose unconsoli- 
dated character. the presence of coarse angular blocks of 
bedrock, and crude stratification. Lenses of well-sorted and 
stratified sand and gravel are interhedded with the 
dinmicton. 



Plare 410.4. A part of the Chilanko Forks eskcr complex. the ridges here are apprun- Plare 410.4. A part of the Chilanko Forks eskcr complex. the ridges here are apprun- 
imately 10 to IS mews high and branch and rejoin in a braided pattern. View is looking north imately 10 to IS mews high and branch and rejoin in a braided pattern. View is looking north 
across the Chilnnko River near Ihe townsiv of Chilanko Forks. across the Chilnnko River near Ihe townsiv of Chilanko Forks. 
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Plate 4-10-S. A thick sequence of glaciolacustrine sand and silt on the north side of 
Chilcotin Lake. Planar 10 wavy stratification can be seen in the lower 1.5 mefres of the 
seclmn. The upper metre consists of climbing ripple CKXS laminations and planar laminations. 

Plate 4-10-6. Broken bedrock exposure in a roadcut wilh a thin layer of till and a capping 
veneer of collwial diamicton. 



The open, flat terrain in the northwest part of the 
Chilanko Forks map area and in the western half of 

Chezacut map area is characterized by marshes and shallow 
lakes filled with org;mic sediment. Organic deposits are also 

common throughout the deep, broad valleys of the Chilcotin 
and Chilanko rivers- and Puntri, Pyper and Tatla lakes. The 
organic deposits consist of decayed marsh vegetation with 
minor sand. silt and clay. In the bases of some meltwater 
channels organic deposits occur as a thin veneer of decaying 

vegetation over cobble and boulder gl-~1x1. There was no 
subsurface organic material recoverable for dating of the 
sediments and providing a simple chronostratigraphic 
framework. 

Well-sorted, massive to crudely laminated silt and fine 
sand in the valley bottoms are interpreted as eolian sedi- 
ments. They are derived from glaciolacustrine deposits in 

the Puntri and Pyper Creek valleys and usually occur as 
low-relief, dune-shaped forms which are not readily visible 
on air photographs. 

CONCLUSIONS AND EXPLORATION 
IMPLICATIONS 

Late Wisconsinan Fraser glaciation ice advanced across 

the study region from the southwest towards the northeast. 
Although multiple glacial advances are known to have 
occurred elsewhere in British Columbia (Clague, 1989). no 
evidence of any prior glaciation was found in the study area. 

A sequence of coarse-grained proglacial send and gravel 
was deposited in front of the advancing ice. The contact 
between the outwesh and the overlying till is sharp and 

unconformable, illustrating the erosive nature of the 
advancing glacier. During glaciation relatively dense till 
was deposited from the base ofthe glacier. Bedrock flutings, 
striations and drumlins attest to the erosive and sculpting 

capabilities of the ice and indicate a regional northeasterly 
direction of flow. Later, as the glacier began to stagnate, less 
compact, silty sandy till was deposited to form hummocky 
or kettled moraine. 

Synchronous with stagnation, large quantities of glacial 
meltwater formed channels in the Chilanko. Tatla Lake, 

Pyper, Puntzi and Chilcotin valleys. Confined subglacial 
and englacial meltwaters created esken and esker com- 
plexes on the valley floors. Unconfined flow in other areas 
deposited thick sequences of glaciotluvial sand and gravel 

in the channels. In the Clusko and Chilcotin River valleys, 
meltwaters appear to have been dammed by stagnant ice 
masses creating shon-lived glacial lakes. Late-glacial re- 
advances of ice from the Anahim Lake region and Mount 

Waddington may have reached the edge of the study area 
(Tipper 197la). Hummocky morainal sediments may have 
been deposited along the margin of the late glacial advances 

but no distinct deposits of either are identified in the study 
area. Meltwaters from these advances followed existing 
valleys and deposited more sand and gravel. These deposits 

have since been incised by modern rwers. The growth and 
decay of vegetation in valleys and on the open uplands to 
the west has produced organic deposits. Colluviation has 

been ongoing slowly since the rfztreat of ice, forming thin 

diamicton veneers on the steeper slopes. 

Successful mineral exploratior in this area aill probably 

require the use of drift prospectinp l,echniques lue to limited 
bedrock exposures. Different genesis and tran: port histo-ies 

of the various surficial sediments make some :ypes of srxli- 
merit more favorable than others for drift exploration (For. 
tescue and Gleeson, 1984). The thickness ok the depcr.it!, 
will affect the ease of sampling and in some < ases provide!. 
more information on genesis. The best sedin tents for drif: 

sampling are basal meltout and lodgemen tills. Ttesr: 

deposits occur relatively close to their source ! J that bouide 
tracing and geochemical anomalies in these ediment:; can 
be good indicators of nearby mineral occur’ences. 1J:;ing 

ice-flow directional indicators b,triations, flu ings, drutrdin 

and till fabrics) these tills can bc used to tax dispersal 
ribbons and isolate mineral :sources as detmnstrated bv 

DiLabio (1989) and Shilts (1976). Erglacially dr 
supraglacially transported debris deposited in hummocks or 

flat terrain is usually more distally derived i nd the prove- 
nance of the anomaly is less easy to track. Pri nary colluvial 
sediments from local bedrock z-e good indica ors of miocral 

provenance. Colluvium derived from a pre. existing sedi- 
ment is less desirable as an irdicator. 

Glaciotluvial outwash sand and gravel dr posits tend t,~ 
have more complex transport his,tories and th :y may be :&s 
reliable indicators of mineral occurrence. Cc mmonly t wze 

sediments are reworked from it variety of so” ‘ces and ,&:tel- 

mining their provenance maq be difficult. .‘hese depxits 
also experience a much more rapid dilution downstream 
from mineralization due to high rates of sedi nent trawpoit 

and deposition. In some cases Ihowever, the i may contain 

concentrations of heavy minerals that can be used to 8d&ct 
and trace mineral occurrences. Eolian sample :s are the 15ai;t 
useful sediments for drift exploration sampl ng. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This report dcscrihcs the details of field inucstigxions 

carried out during I :%I OOO-scale mapping of surficial gsol- 
ogy on NTS map shet%s Y3ClY and I h t,Figurr 4. I I I ), The 
area has good tninct,al potential but cnpluratiun is hindcrcd 
in !nany areas hy a lhick cover of sorficial sediment (Tipper. 
1971). Surficial geology maps at 3 xale of I:SO 000 are 

available for the anx directly north and east of thcsc map 
sheets but none exert fol- the current study ww The aim 01 
this project is to pr~:widc I :SO 000--sc;dc maps and surficial 
gculogy interpretat on that will assist lnlineral exploration. 
Map products will be of two type>: a terrain map. and a 
surficial exploration potential map. ‘Thar maps and an 
accompany~nf report will he published scparat~ly. The pro- 
ject is fun&xi by the Canada British Columbia Mineral 
Devrlopment A&w:ment I YY I 1’9% 

The only prior wrficial gcolupy map puhlishcd f<x the 
urea was based on fieldwork during the IYSOs and lU60\ 
conducted mainly f’ex the purp~wz 01 mapping bedrock (Tip- 
per, I97 I). The lmap was published at a scidc of I :2X) 000 
and described mainly surficial geology features. hut snot 
materials. Tipper’s study wns conducted prim to lugging in 
the wei, and so could ,no, take advantage of the ,many road 
exposures of surficial material now a\ailahlc. 

Tipper intcrprctcd an early. generally nwthward, glacial 
Ilow through the :,tudy area. which he equated with the 
Fraser glaciation of the Cordilleran ice sheet. Later eastward 

and northeastward ice lltw in the wertern part of the arca 
was interpI-eted iis readvancns hy Fruscr ice. A% ice thinned 
during deglacintion. topography had an incvxsing cffcct on 
ice-flow direction. causing dcflcctrons ar<lund tupog- 
ruphically high arei~?. Tipper descrihcd abundant sand und 
gravel dcpusils prrxnr in eskers and ~mclt~at~r channels. 
that he sugfcstcd developed from a stagwu~t ice amass during 
deglaciation He ;dso mapped the qqmrnimate limit US rc- 
advancing ice based on the position of “pitted terrain”. and 
the different directixx of ice-flow indicators on cithcr side 
of this terrain. This feeaturc trimsrc~s the western? part of the 
,map area. 

PHYSIOGRAPHY AND ACCESS 
The study arri~ is located on the Interior Plateau 

(Mathews, 1486) of British Columbia. It consists of wvrral 
broad valley\ that jisscct the plateau!. and the intervening 
hiph areas. Elc\atil,ns range from about IO65 metros in the 

Clusku River valley at the southern houndal-:’ of Y2CI9 IO as 
high as 1770 metrcs ahovc xx lsel at rl hillt ‘p southw:st of 
North Hill (Figure 1-l l-l). IMost of the an a lies ht:twee:n 
about I220 and I525 metres elevation. 

Access to tnost uf NTS 9309 is by High day 3’) vv,:\t :,f 
Williams Lake to 100 Road which runs mrth frr~m t le 
highway on the east side of the bridge uvtr the Chilwtin 
River at Redstone. The 100 Rwd follows tt 2 Cluskc iliver 
Valley north of Chezacut. intersecting the s xnhern hound- 
ary of the map sheet at abox Kilumrtrr 52 and traversing 
the map sheet from the w~~thext to the lorthwcst. T:x 
northern and catcrn parts of,~he ,nap area cc main a nomher 
of secondary logging roads rnd tracks that arc sail:, tra- 
versed hy f&r-wheeled all-tzrwin vchiclc ATV). Slewtal 
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seismic lines in the northern part of the map area were also 
traversed using ATVs. The southwestern quadrant of the 
map sheet and other areas with no road access were sur- 
veyed by helicopter for one half day. 

MAPPING AND SAMPLING 
A preliminary surficial geology map was prepared using 

I :63 000-x& black and white aerial photographs. This was 
then verified in the field using natural and man-made 
exposures and hand-dug pits. A total of 187 bulk till sam- 
ples, I t” 2 kilograms in weight, and I45 pebble samples, 
each containing 100 pebbles (2 to 4 cm in diameter) were 
taken. Most bedrock outcrops were also sampled. Where till 
occurs along roads, tracks and seismic lines, till samples 
were taken every I to 2 kilometres The interval between 
samples varied to take advantage of the best exposures or t” 
verify changes in sediment type. 

Sample depth varied according to the type and quality of 
exposure. For small road cuts (<2 m high) samples were 
taken near the base. generally at least 60 centimetres below 
the surface. For larger natural and man-made exposures 
samples were taken at least I metre below the surface and in 
m”st cases as close to the base as was possible. Where 
exposures were not available tree-throw pits were sought t” 
gain easy access for sampling 50 t” 75 centimetres below 
surface. Elsewhere pits were dug by hand t” sample to at 
least 40 centimetres depth. About 75 per cent of all samples 
were taken from existing exposures. Detailed evaluations of 
the exposed stmtigraphy and sedimentology were recorded 
at each sampling site. This involved the description of 
deposit type, internal units and beds, bed contacts, stmc- 
tures, texture, and clast content and shape. 

RESULTS AND INTERPRETATIONS 
ICE-FLOW HISTORY 

Ice-tlow directions were determined primarily from geo- 
morphic terrain indicators such as flutings and dmmlinoid 
ridges evident on aerial photographs, and also on two 
striated outcrops. Unfortunately bedrock in the area is so 
friable and easily weathered that striations are rarely pre- 
served. The earliest ice-flow direction recorded in the area 
is determined from two striation sites and numer”us stream- 
lined ridges. At site DNP92-7 in the south-central part of 
93C/9, southeast of Thunder Mountain, striations on a pol- 
ished metavolcanic rock trend 024” (Plate 4-l l-l). The 
direction of flow is confidently interpreted from miniature 
crag-and-tail features in the rock. This direction of flow 
agrees with the orientation of numer”us flutings in bedrock 
observed on aerial photographs about 7 kilometres to the 
east and in a zone 8 to I5 kilometres to the northeast (Plate 
4-l l-2). At site DNP92.150, in the northeastern part of 
93C/9, striations occur on B small area of bedrock beneath a 
compact till exposed in a roadcut. They also trend 020’. The 
interpretation of ice-flow direction is based on stoss-and-lee 
features on the outcrop. This trend is parallel to numerous 
flutings in the east half of 93C/9 and near the southeastern 
horder of 93C/l6. It is the same direction as determined 
from a few crag-and-tail ridges observed on aerial photo- 
graphs southeast of Mount Sheringham in the southeast part 
of 93Cl9. 

A limited number of easterly trending flutings (about 
080”) observed on aerial photographs in the southwest COT- 
ner of 93C19 are interpreted to be the result of a subsequent 
advance. They are parallel to numerous flutings several 
kilometres t” the west on NTS 93C/lO. It is unlikely that 
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Plate 4-1 I-,. Striations on a brdmck surface at site DNPY?.7. 



Plats 4-l 1.2. Photosterrogram of north-northeast-trending glacial flutings on bedrock and Iill terrain 
southwest of Canyon Mountain (aerial photographs BCXXO41-206 and X7). 

they were created at the snme time as the north-nonheast- 
ward flow that left flutings 17 kilometres to the east because 
the topography between them is not high enough to have 
caused deflection toward the northeast. Llnf[xtunetely the 
intervening area was subsequently eroded by subglacial and 
proglacial meltwater that would have removed this type of 
evidence. This second ice-flow direction is the same as 
Tipper’s Fraser readvance. 

There are also numerous northeast-oriented flutings in an 
area that extends northward from the north side of the 
Baezaeko River northwest of North Hill across the western 
third of 93Cll6 to within 3 kilometres of the Coglistiko 
River. In the southern part of this BIPB the flutings trend 
about 040” to 045” rind gradually vere ro 065” in the north. 
This gradual change in trend is probably due to topographic 
control of a relatively thin ice sheet ns it detlected around 
the high area that includes a number of hills rising to above 
167.5 metres elevation. 

A 500.metre band of short southeast trending low ridges 
that are tens of metres wide and about 100 to 200 metres 
long extends northwest from the northwest side of Narcosli 
Lake to beyond the northern boundary of the map sheet. 
They are only evident on aerial photographs. These ridges 
are most likely transverse moraines that formed perpendicu- 
lar to northeustward flow. This feature trisects a major 
northeast-trending esker system. The eskers must have been 
active during the ice flow that created the morainal feature. 

There is no evidence in the map area from which to 
determine the relationship between the two nreas of north- 
eastward ice flow. 

SURFICIAL SEDIMF:NTS 

This is a general description of surficial sediments 
observed in the malt area. Greater detail will be provided 
with the maps. 

TILL DEPOSITS 

The term ‘till’ refers to diL.micton of gla( ial origin .m,l 
should not be confused with till-like diamict m that oc:urs 
as colluvium on many steep slopes or a; debris-llow 
deposits in glaciolacustrine xdiments. Till xcurs on th: 
surface in more than half of the map arei and in most 
topographic settings, but is rare in valley fl( ors. The ;:eo- 
morphology of areas of till cover varies frolr feeturelex ti) 
fluted or hummocky. Till generally has a silty sandy te:wre. 
‘Jests are typically subangular to subroundec, range in :.iz,: 
from small pebbles to boulders and form fro n 5 to 25 per 
cent of the volume of the till. Where till form: a veneer over 
friable or fractured bedrock, clasts are cairnonly mar,: 
angular and comprise a much higher volume (up to 90% :I of 
the sediment. Till deposit thickrxw ranges from less th,ln ~~ 
metre to several tens of metres. No multiple till sequexei 
were found. 

Where good till exposures occur in arei~ that are not 
hummocky, the sediment is generally massi ye, containing 
no lenses or beds of washed sediment. It is CI impact to very 
compact and in some places has a platy :tructure. I‘his 
sediment is interpreted to have been deposita from the :lase 
of a moving glacier (Kruger, 1976). 

Silty sandy till exposed in hummocks typ ally contains 
lenses or beds of sand and/or gravel or silt an< is moderxely 
to highly compact. This till is interpreted to h we m&r. out 
from an englacial or supraglacial position \\ ithin a glxicr 
(Drewry, 1986). In some places. where sa ,d and gravr:l 
deposits occur in close association with hum nocky till, the 
till is low to moderately conlpact pebbly si nd contailing 
only minor silt. This sediment was probably also deposited 
from an englacial or supraglacinl position. T le coarser ter- 
ture of the till may result if a larger proportil ‘n of seditnerlt 
in transport was of glaciofluvial origin. A several sites 
(e.g., DNP92.151) a veneer of &at-rich (>7: % by volu:ne:) 



diamicton is dominated by angular cobbles (Plate 4-l l-3). 
This sediment is interpreted to have been deposited from a 
suprilglacial position 

A large area of hummocky moraine occurs in the north- 
western pa” of the map area (Plate 4-I l-4) and could have 
formed as part of the terminal moraine of eastward and 
northeastward ice flow during glacial readvance. Elsewhcrr, 
hummocky moraine is confined to small areas. 

In a few valley settings. (e.g., DNP92-58; Plate 4. I l-5), 
thin beds of diamicton (5 to 20 cm thick) containing relil- 
tively few claw (5% by volume) are interbedded with 
moderately to poorly sorted sandy gravel and laminated fine 

sand to silt beds. Contacts between these beds are sharp and 
drape underlying sediment. Laminations in silt-sand beds 
are c~1nlmonl~~ norm;dly gradrd. This scquencr was plr,ba- 
hly &posited in a &tciolacustrine envinxunent relatively 
close IO a source of meltwater. Sandy firavel and sand beds 
are probably high-density turbidity current deposits and 
sand and silt laminations are probably intertlow deposits all 
of which emanated from a mrltwtcr drainage system at the 
margin of the lake. The diamicton beds arc interpreted as 
debris-llow drp(>sits that slumped from valley walls and 
possibly a nearby glacier. 

Sampling ol’tills was limited hy the distribution of roads 
which tend to f(>llow valleys that are almwt all covered by 



sand and gravel. Geochemical analysis of bulk till samples 
and lithological analysis of pebble collections from most 
sample sites should help to clarify regional sediment disper- 
sion by glacial transport. 

SAND AND GRAVEI, DEPOSITS 

Sand and gravel deposits form a significant part of the 
surficial sediment cover in the area. They occur in two main 
settings: in most valleys. particularly trihutarics to mqjw 
river valleys; and in esker complexes that occur berween 

and within valleys. Most eskec; IX sesker come lexes lead IOU: 
of or into melrwater channels. 11~1 many place ;. perticul xl! 
where underlying bedrock is basalt, these ch: nnels GUI: unto 
bedrock. Where till is cut by channels, the cl annel flaw i:; 
commonly covered with a cobbly lag deposit. 

There are numerous steep sided valleys in the (map wea 
(Plate 4-I I-h). Some are occupied by small ml ldern stwms, 
others have no flowing water iI.1 them. The) are all rrclt- 
water channels eroded by subglacial and prog acial meltwa~ 
ter. Most of these meltwater channels contai I terracei and 



blankets of sand and gravel that were deposited by flowing 
water with much higher energy than any of the modem 
rivers and streams in the map area. This sediment was 
probably deposited by glacial meltwater that was no longer 
confined by overlying ice. 

Modem stream and river valleys also contain a significant 
volume of postglacial sand and fine gravel. Most of these 
deposits occur in channels and on the flood plain. The 
maximum grain size of these deposits is normally in the 
small pebble range. because of the considerably lower 
energy of the water flow. 

Most eskers in the area are cobbly to pebbly sand and 
gravel that ranges from poorly to well sorted. Some are 
draped by a discontinuous veneer of till (Plate 4-l l-7). 
Pebbles and cobbles are commonly subrounded to rounded. 
Thicknesses range up to about I5 metres but average 3 to 5 
metres. 

SAND AND SILT DEPOSITS 

Sand and silt deposits cover less than IO per cent of the 
surface in the map area. They occur in three settings: on the 
flood plains of modern drainage systems: as eroded rem- 
nants of glaciolacustrine valley fill in the Clusko and 
Clisbako River valleys; and as a veneer overlying till and 
glaciofluvial sand and gravel deposits. They are most sig- 
nificant in the Clusko River valley east and southeast of 
Horsehoof Lakes and in the headwaters of the Clusko River 
in the north-central part of NTS 93C19. 

The sediment on modern flood plains consists of inter- 
bedded fine to very fine sand and silt with minor clay, and 
occurs up to about 1.5 metres above present water level. 
Examples are well exposed along the Clusko River at site 
DNWZ-78. Beds are discontinuous and vary in thickness up 

to 20 centimetres. Cut-and-fill structures and buried organic 
detritus are common. Here sediment was probably deposi- 
ted by modern drainage during peak discharge periods and 
was derived from the winnowing of pre-existing glacio- 
fluvial and glacial deposits. 

Good exposures up to 8 metres thick of laminated fine to 
very fine sand, silt and clayey silt beds occur in several 
places (e.g., DNP92.XX, DNP92.65 and RFA92.144). At 
RFA92-I44 (Plate 4-l I-X) massive fine to very fine silty 
sand beds S to IO centimetres thick are interbedded with 
laminated sequences of very fine sand, silt and silty clay. 
Laminations are normally graded and 0. I to 5 centimetres 
thick. A few pebbles occur in this exposure. All of this 
sediment was probably deposited by medium to high- 
density turbidity currents in a glaciolacustrine lake. 

In many valleys a discontinuous veneer of interbedded to 
laminated silt and sand and clayey silt overlies diamicton or 
sand and gravel deposits. At DNP92-46, a large esker is 
draped by less than I metre of laminated sand and silt 
similar to the sediment described in the previous paragraph. 
At DNP92-49, a 3.metre exposure of compact massive 
diamicton. interpreted as till, is covered by 2 metres of 
laminated clayey silt and very tine sand. This surface mate- 
rial is interpreted to be glacial lake sediment deposited after 
the glacier had retreated. 

In Moore Creek valley in the northwest comer of 93U9, 
glaciofluvial sand and gravel and rhythmically bedded 
glaciolacustrine sand, silt and clayey silt deposits are COY- 
ered by a discontinuous veneer of massive to weakly lami- 
nated very fine sand and silt with no clay. In this area, at 
DNP92.4, a steep sided ridge, 8 metres high and composed 
of weakly laminated fine to very fine sand and silt, rests on 
a flat plain of diamicton that is interpreted to be till. This 
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Plate 4-l l-7. Glaciofluvial sand and gravel deposit overlying diamicton that is probably 
till. This is an example of a site in a broad area of sand and gravel where a reliable till sample 
could be taken (RFA92.214). The pick is 90 centimetres long. 



Plntc 4-l I-R. Intcrhedded lint to very fine sand and silt at site RFA92-144. Silty beds arc dark 
grry hecause nf higher moisture contmt than surrounding sand. 

ridge is probably a dune and similar sediment fc)und as a 
veneer in the area is idso interpreted to br eolian in origin. 
Unfortunately this area is heavily treed and appears feature- 
less on aerial photographs. Small dunes less than I .5 metres 
high were, however, observed on a grass-covered silty 
sandy fluvial plain, directly west of North Hill. All of this 
eolian sediment was probably derived from the surrounding 
glaciolacustrine, outwash and fluvial plains. Areas where 
diamicton is at the surface probably had the veneer ot 
glaciolacustrine sediment removed by wind after the lake 
basin dried and before the establishment nf vegetation. The 
veneer of gleciolacustrine and eolian sediment is under- 
represented during mapping because of the difficulty in 
recognizing it on aerial photographs. 

COLLUVIUMDEPOSITS 

Numerous sites on or at the base of relatively steep 
hillsides contain a veneer of massive or thinly bedded 
diamicton (P.R., DNPY2-48). Bedding planes and the broad 
side of flat pebbles are parallel to the local slope. Cut-and- 
fill lenses and stringers of sand and gravel are also common. 
This sediment was deposited by slope processes that 
occurred mainly when there was no vegetation, either in 
early postglacial time or after forest fires. 

ORGANICSEDIMENT 

Organic sediment consists of a mixture of silt, sand and 
decayed plant remains (mainly bog plants and grasses). It 
occurs in poorly drained depressions. especially in aban- 
doned meltwater channels, along the rdgr of ponds and on 
modern tlood plains. Away from modern drainage it con- 
sists mainly of black organic mud, however, along active 
drainage the mud contains abundant silt and sand. 

QUATKRNARY HISTORY 

The history of deposition and erosion of ! urficial :itd- 
merit in the area has been constructed from deposit and 
landform field relationships and sediment g xsis. There 
have been at least four glacial events recorded n this par: of 
British Columbia (Fulton, 19841. In the abwnce of good 
multiple till exposures and dateable organic material, the 
simplest stratigraphic interpretation is used. 1 hese Quawr- 
nary geologic events arc sumtnarized below: 

(I) Deposition of proglacial sand and gravel (luring gl,acial 
advance. Fluvial sediment dc:posited duri tg erosion of 
the area in late preglacial time woul11 have been 
reworked during and after glaciation and has not b,:en 
recogmzed. 

(2) Deposition of a till blanket or veneer by actively flow- 
ing ice during glaciation. 

(3) Deposition of hummocky moraine during ,:lacial retteat 
or stagnation. Contemporaneous developt lent of m:lt- 
wetter channels beneath anal Ibeyond glaci :r ice. Wltjor 
preexisting valleys would have been drair age conduits. 

(4) Punding of meltwater behind ice dams i nd ice-cored 
moraines that blocked drainage. This re ulted in the 
formation of relatively short-lived lakes along which 
deltas formed (DNP92-182) and finer r:diment was 
deposited. 

(5) Drainage of glaciolacustrine lakes and re-~:stablishment 
of regional drainage. Erosion of gleciola~wtrine :;ed- 
merit by postglacial drainage. 

(6) Glacial readvance into the western margin of map zwt:a. 
Deposition of hummocky moraine alnng the ice 
margIn? 



(7) Disintegration of readvance ice. Enhancement of drai- 
nage to cast and northeast from this ice. Further deposi- 
tion of sand and gravel in meltwater channels. 

(8) Dryin!.out of lake basins and outwash plains. Rework- 
ing ot ftnr sediment by wnd. 

(9) Establishment of modern drainage, hogs and colluvia- 
tion of hillsides. 

IMPLICATIONS FOR MINERAL 
EXPLORATION 

There arc three major problems for drift exploration in 
the study area: first the problem of basal-till sampling. 
There xc large areas that contain little or no basal till at the 
surface. In glaciated terrain, basal till is the most desirable 
sediment to sample because it is normally the shortest 
travelled of glacial sediment types and can he most easily 
traced to its source. 

The sediment in hummocky terrain was probably deposi- 
ted from debris well above the hasc of the glacier. This 
material is presumed to have travelled farther than basally 
derived till. The deposition of hummocky terrain occurs 
during melting and therefore has abundant meltwater asso- 
ciated with it. In the study area this meltwater has cut 
numerous channels (Plate 4-l l-6) many of which expose till 
of probable hasal origin. Detailed drift-sampling programs 
should therefore he devised to sample carefully along these 
channels. The resulting sample distribution would likely he 

less systematic hut far more useful. In the ahsrnce of melt- 
water channels, samples should he taken hetween hum- 
mocks to a depth of at least metre. This will he much more 
time consuming than typical sampling programs and will 
provide less samples for the same cost, hut the results 
should he more effective. 

Secondly, whet to do in a samplin& program where till is 
scarce? Anomalies in glaciofluvial and tluvial deposits 
potentially have had a more complex history of transport 
from bedrock source to final deposition. They may have 
been derived from till or sand and gravel drpwits and are 
thus at least a second derivative from their source (Shilts, 
1975). In most of the study area till underlies or is adjacent 

to sand and gravel and glaciolacustrine deposits. However 
because roads follow \,alleys and outwash, due to the pres- 
ence of sand and gravel. the only exposures are of sand and 

gravel. Sampling programs should he offset to @cent till- 
covered terrain where possible. The map area is anomalous 
because of the abundance of meltwater channels. In some 
areas of sand and gravel cwcr, till is exposed in the side of 
the channels. 

Finally, bedrock striation sites are rare and large-scale 
glacial-klow features only occur in a few places. These data 
have allowed for an interpretation of regional ice flow. 
howrvcr local variations due to topographic influences can- 
not he determined. Numerous detailed till-fthric tneasurc- 
merits must he carried out to determine local flow direc- 
tions. 
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PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF MULTIELEMENT REGIONAL 
STREAM-SEDIMENT DATA, ISKUT RIVER AREA 

(104B) 
By A. J. Sinclair and T. A. Delaney, Mineral Deposit Research Unit, U.B.C. 

(MDRU Courrihurio,r 020) 

KEYWORDS Applied geochemistry. Iskut River, stream 
sediments, probability plots, anomaly discrimin;lti~,tt. 

INTRODUCTION 
Multi-element grochemical data from regional \trean- 

sediment surveys provide a useful hax with which to dctcr- 
mine grochrmical ctlaracteristics of an area and thus, to 
assist in the design t:f more detailed, exploration oriented 
studies. The Eskay Creek area is of particular interst 
because of the enigmatic deposits found recently with 
abnormally high grad-s of gold and sil\ser. The general area 
was sampled in 1988 as part of the Reyional Grochrmical 
Survey program of the Geological Survey Branch of the 
British Columbia Ministry of Energy, ~%linrs and Petroleum 
Resources. Analytical data emer& from that survey wcr(: 
provided to us for evaluation. 

The analytical data were obtained from the -X0-mesh 
fraction of stream scdimcnt samples analyzed hy atomic 
ahsorption techniques for 21 constituents (Zn, Cu, Ph, Ni, 
Co, Ag, Mn, Fe, MO. II. W, Sn. Hg, As. Sh. Ba, Cd, V. 1.01. 
F and Au), and water samples (from stream-sediment sitn- 
plc sites) analyzed for uranuium. tluorinc and pli. In addi- 
tion, a number of caicgorical variables were recorded fol 
each sample site such 3s grain size. scdimcnt colour. stream 
velocity and lithology underlying the hnsin contributing to a 
streim sediment sample site. 

METHODOLOGY 
Our initial work has been oriented toward the recognition 

and charxtrrizirtion of background populations for tbr 
various metals analyzed. and the identification of thresholds 
for those elements that are clearly anomalous in known 
mineralized areas. The approach we have taken includes: 

l Updating the information pertaining to lithology 
underlying the dt~ainegc hasin for each sample in the 
light of the most recent geologic;~l mapping. 

l Grouping of samples with related lithologies to prw 
duce groups wi:h sufficient data for the rwluiltion 
procedure to hc used. 

. Interpretation of particular groups of data tning proha- 
hility graphs. 

. Examination of i:hc spatial plots of those elements for 
which multiple populations were identified. 

In particular. we examined the analytical data rcportrd for 
660 stream-sediment wmples from map area NTS 104B, 
that is, the Iskut Rover area which embraces the Snip 
deposit. Eskay Crrrk. area and the Sulphurcts camp. and 
chose two extreme groups of data with which to hcgin our 
study: samples reflecting drainage hasins underlain hy sedi- 

mentary rocks of the Bower Lake Group. tnd sw~plt:s 
which reflect wlcanic lithologie:; of the Hart Iton Grin lp. 
Thcsr groups are coded SLSN and BRCC IT: pectively in 
the publicly availehlc government data file. Thr lattcrfroip 
includes units that locally have: tbccn rrferrec to as J;tcl(, 
Unuk River, Betty Creek. Mount Diluorth md Salrn:n 
River formations although the correlations ilr,’ commor ly 
uncertain. We edited these data grwps suhstant: ally with the 
assistance of up-to-date neological informatior frotn Dr. I’ 
Lewis. The resulting modified files wrfe tht n cramin:d 
sequentially using prohahility plot,; (Sinclair. I’ 76: Stank:y, 
IYXX). 

RESULTS 
Results of our study are discuswi in terms (,f the shafts 

of the histograms (numbers of imrl-prrted dat. suhpopu ;I- 
tions) and selection of thresholds for the varia ales studiui. 

In nearly all cases we were able to interpret I he shapes of 
prohahility graphs (cumulative hi:;tngrams) as ndicativ’? of 
either a single lognormal population or corr hination!; of 
lognormal populations. In grnerxl. we can clas! ify varia~3 es 
from each frolo+tlly defined group into four uhgroups Iof 
increasing complexity of cumulative histogrw IS. 

‘The interpretetion of probability plots is su jectivc. tht 
cxpcricnce has shown that diffe-em suhpopt lations 01 it 
particular peochemical variable xe commonl) the prod~xt 
of different processes. For cxatrple, high suhps ,pulations of 
~nctals such as copper and lead in many cases ; re related :o 
mineralization. whereas. the lower suhpopulati ms for thws 
metals represent samples deriwd from unmit~ cralixd t<:r- 
rains. Where sufficient indcpendxmt data arc .vailahle the 
various processes rcprcsented hy data suhpopul ttions C:III be 
identified with reasonable certainty. As a genswl rule, we 
hnvc ignored two wry specific types of popu ation as fsll- 
lows: outlirr values which we d,;:fine for our purpose’< ias 
reprcscnting Ices than I prrcenl of a data set xt either the 
high or low ends of a di,,tl-ibution. alld pseudw 
suhpopulations that may appear where a !signif cant prop<“- 
[ion of values occurs near the detection limit o the annibti- 
cal procedure. This latter situation is of little cc tern for the 
metal variables considered here because, in gc wal. we ;are 
more interested in higher villurs than in lowa val~w: this 
need not hc true with such vzri.ibles ar 105s on ignitian 
(LOI) or pH. 

Results of this preliminary sl:udy we listed in Table 
4-12-l for samples from sedimentary wrains md in T.ll~lc 

4-12-2 for samples from volcanic terrains. For :ach of tht !se 
geological groups of data, variablss are suhdi\ ided acco~.ll- 
ing to increasing complexity of cumulative his ogrems (i.<a., 
increasing numbers of modes). ‘Thresholds are given for all 
variables (c:/: Sinclair, IYY I) 
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Ag 0.14 ppm 0.03 - 0.65 
co 1’ PPm 6-35 
C” 42 w 19.9, 
R 3.48% 2.32 - 5.21 
M” 6% w 285 - 1,424 
S” 0.9 ppm 0.2 - 3.7 
w 2.1 ppm LO - 4.4 
P’l 6.98 6.15 - 7.84 
” 1.9 ppm 1.1 - 3.6 

Two PoPulATlONS (” = KM) 
Lower 

Variable PO”‘” GeamMean % Threshold cuniu, 

71 
12 

3% 
97% 
2% 
98% 
5% 
95% 
2% 
98% 
7% 
93% 
10% 
50% 
45% 
955% 
23% 
87% 
16% 
ed% 
5% 
95% 
22% 
78% 
16% 
&I% 

2, wm 

4.7 ppm 

20 PPb 

18 wm 

72 wm 

@I PPb 

282 pw 

5.2% 

364 PPb 

Z.opP 

993 wm 

o.‘Npp 

IQ 

Ni 

A 63l 3% 213 ppm 
D a4 935% 32 mm 
c 5.6 35% 
A 166’ 2% 

97’ 
140 ppm 

II &I% 53 mm 
c 18’ 14% 

‘arithmetic mean 

ONE POP”LATTON (n = ‘8) 

mom 95%Rangf (units) 
Variable Mea” (2nd Sgurc is thrcshald) 

CA 0.5 .05.5 ppm 
S” 1.0 2 - 3.6 ppm 
2 0.4 33 .M 5 - 227 -2.3 pp 

ppm 

Iwo FoPulATlONS (” = 7.8) 

Variable POP’” mom man % nlrcshold 

PH A 7.18 95% 6.35 
B 3.20 5% 

zn A MO 5% 295 ppm 
0 142 95% 

PC A 4.04 95% 2.48% 
” t.55 5% 

“W A 0.32 14% .a PPb 
B 0.02 86% 

MO A 247 15% 7 PP 
” 2.7 llT% 

” A 6.7 10% 3.8 PP 
0 2.3 90% 

w A 2.5 4% 5 PPm 
B 2.6 96% 

c 33 
P A 794 

B 501 
c 324 

Mn A ,740 
B 74, 
c ,?A 

A” A 158 
B 8.7 
c 1.1 

Po”R roPUIATIONS (II = 78) 

hrnlnshold 

40 PP 
19.5 

1720 ppm 
902 

103 ppm 
6.2 

92 PPm 
44 

@a9 PP* 
391 

,320 ppm 
316 

T3”“” 

c 50 
0 17 

Pb A 10, 
* 31 
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DISCUSSION 
The two data groups dealt with represent surficial gro- 

chemical responses to two contrasting geological environ- 
merits, that is, sedimentary and volcanic terrains. Even a 
cursory comparison uf results in Tables 4.12. I and 4-12-2 
indicates that histograms of variables from the sedimentary 
group (Table 4-12-I) are less complex (i.e., fewer modes) 
and metal abundances are generally much lower than for the 
volcanic group (Table J-12-2). For about half the variables 
(i.e., Ba, Cu. IJ, As, h40, Au, Pb, V, F, Zn and Hg) the high 
abundance subpopulation for the volcanic-related group is 
substantially above the value at the 97.5 percentile of the 
corresponding population related to sedimentary terrains. 
The generally higher level of metal abundances in the 
volcanic-related data reflects both differing background 
populations for the two distinctive rock sequences and the 
presence of a substantial number of mineral showings and 
hydrothermal alteration zones localized within or at the 
margins of the volcanic sequence. It seems likely that for 
most metals with multiDIe submmulations the UDD~T sub- 
population correlates wi;h a n&&lized source. .&I excep- 
tion seems to be barium (.we Table 4-12-2). In some cases, 
tin for example, the histograms from the two groups are 
comparable. 

Examples of varying, complexity of the form of cumula- 
tive histograms are given in Figures 4-12-i to 4-12-4. 
Metals showing single lognormal populations are of limited 
practical use in identifying anomalous samples; we have 
adopted the mean plus two standard deviations of the log- 
normal population as an arbitrary threshold in such cases 
(Sinclair, 1991). 

The f&going observations are consistent with the known 
concentration of minwal deposits and occurrences in or 
marginal to the volcanic sequences in the area. and the 
general absence of showings in predominantly sedimentary 
terrains. However, there are several surprising results from 
our study: 

0 Silver and antimony values are remarkably low and 
their distributions are simple. This is particularly SW 
prising because many showings in the area contain 
abundant sulphosalts and have high silver contents. 

l Relatively few stunpIes are anomt~lous in more than 
one or two elements. For example, among the 
volcanic-related samples, 27 are anomalous in one or 
more of copper, lead. zinc, mercury and arsenic (Table 
4-12-X). This particular group of elements is importax 
because all the met~nls are strongly concentrated in the 
Eskay Creek area and the Sulphurets camp. From a 
practical point of .view results of our evaluation imply 
that multi-element analyses are essential for wean 
sediment samples to provide an acceptable level of 
anomaly recognition 

:: : : : : 

99 98 9S 81 70 50 
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Despite the limitatilxx discussed above regarding the 
inefficiency of using single elements for anomaly recogni- 
tion, several metals are useful on a more rrgional scale. 
High zinc values. for example, clearly identify a large area 
including and extending south from the Eskay Creek 
deposits. High arsenic values are concentrated in the Sul- 
phurets camp and are asociated with high lint values to the 

Figure 4-12-2. Log prohahility graph for wnium in 
water (U,) at volcanic-derived stream scdimrn sample 
sites. Eskey Creek arca. Ordinare is Log,,,(mct II ahun- 
dance). Open circles arc cumulalivr data: curve fittrd to 
open circles is a visual best fit hin~lodal distrihutirrr; sloping 
straight lines are partitioned logn<~mnal ruhpop llations: 
horizontal dotted lines arc at the 2.5 and 97.5 pew stiles of 
each of the partitioned rubpopula~ions. 



south of Eskay Creek. The fact that many samples are “one These low (anomalous) pH values appear erratically located 

metal anomalous” may he partly related to mineral zoning because of the scale of sampling comhincd with the shot? 
and secondary dispersion patterns. If this is so. closa distances over which local acidities are diluted 
spaced samples are essential to identify such patterns. (neutralized). 

The following comments relate to the volcanic-related 
data set: uranium in wtcr, molybdenum and to 3 lesser 
degree uranium, have very similar cumulative distributions; 
of these uranium in water is particularly well defined as a 
mixture of two lognormal populations. Association of these 
elements is to be expected because of their prochemical 
similarity in surficial environments. A small pcrcrntags of 
values that represent a high subpopulation relates spatially 
to small intrusive bodies. Zinc background is nwmal for 
volcanic terrains. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Stream-sediment samples in the lskut Rjverarea, taken as 

pan of a Regional Geochemical Survey. provide useful 
mformatian to guide further surveys and exploration. In 
particular, thresholds have been determined for all variables 
for the two geologically defined data groups in the publicly 
available data that we examined. 

Complex distributions we difficult to interpret with confi- 
dence. Several three-population variahlcs (Sb, Au. Ba, F, 
and Mn) seem to have one of their constituent populations 
generated artificially near the detection limit; hence. they 
are interpreted here as bimodal variables. Gold has two 
clearly defined and nhundant populations. The relatively 
high abundance of an upper population (27%) probably 
reflects the widespread wxurrence of mineralized and 
altered zones within the volcanic sequence and the biased 
location of samples relative to known mineraliration. 

hOlIldO”S 
Metal Association No. of Samples 

Copper and lead (and possibly mercury) have very simi- 
lar, complex histograms. The upper subpopulations of each 
of these three elements appears to be related spatially to 
known mineralization hut. as indicated previously, stream- 
sediment samples are generally high in only one of the three 
metals. 

Values for pH are largely concentrated near 7; however, a 
very small subpopulation (4 samples) of extremely low 
values (pH6.4j represents strongly acid conditions associ- 
ated with extensive gossan development over pyritic zones. 

% 
CU 
CutHg 
CutHgtAs 

HgtAs 
AS 
A.S+Pb 

Pb 
Zn 

Total Anomalous Samples 27 

Figure 4-12-4. Log prohahility graph for gold in 
volcanic-derived swearn sediment samples, Eskay Creek 
xca. Ordinate is Log,,,(mctal abundance). SCP Figure 
4-12-2 for explanation of symbols. 
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THE PREDICTED COKE STRENGTH AFTER REACTION VALl JES 
OF BRITISH COLUMBIA COALS, WITH COMPARISONS T<, 

INTERNATIONAL COALS 
By Barry D. Ryan, B.C. Geological Survey Branch and 

John T. Price, Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology 
--.-. 

KEYWORDS: Coal quality; coke strength after reaction 
(CSR), coke reacti\,ity index (CRI), ash chemistry; base- 
acid ratio (BAR), pulverired coal injection (PCI), blending. 

INTRODUCTION 
This paper provides background to the coke strength after 

reaction (CSR) test and gives perspective regarding changes 
in the cokinp coal market. It provides it sumtnary of some of 
the predicted relationships hctween the ash chemistry of 
coal, and coke properties of British Columbia coals. 

A brief overview iIf the ash chemistry of British Colum- 
bia coking coals is presented. The data arc used to comment 
upon the potential coke strength after reaction (CSR) of 
these coals based on their ash chemistry. Finally com- 
parisons are made ‘with coals from other part\ of Canada, 
U.S.A and Australia. 

BACKGROUND 
Coke making is a ma,jor production step in the steel 

making process. The blast furnace operator must be able to 
assess the performance of the coke in the furnace in order to 
run the furnace efficiently. Blast furnxes are operated on a 
continuous basis wilh every effort made to reduce variations 
in the operating conditions. They are only shut-down for 
expensive relining or because of unforeseen circumstances. 
It is therefore atmost impossible to measure the actual 
performance of coke in a furnace and the operator must 
depend on predictiwx of its performance. 

A variety of tcsm have hecn developed to predict the 
performance of coke in blast furnaces. Historically attempts 
were made to predict the cold strength of coke (stability 
fxtor, SF) hy measuring various petrographic and rheologi- 
cal properties of the parent coat. Fluidity, dilatation and FSI 
(free swelling index) are al1 useful pointers to the strength of 
coke that can be made from a parent coal. Unfortunately 
they do not cover illI aspects of the quality control required 
in modern blast furwes. 

More recently. pilot coke ovens have heen used to pro- 
duce samples of coke that can be used f6r quality tests. The 
tests, such as stability factor, measure the resistance of the 
coke to breakage and abrasion, both prohtems in the top of 
the blast furnace where the sintered iron ore and coke are 
loaded into the furnace. As it sinks lower into the furnace it 
heats up, dissolving! and reducing the iron ore hy the solu- 
tion toss reaction (Boudouard reaction) which in part 
provides carbon monoxide to reduce the iron. This reaction 
consumes coke which at the same time is still required to 
support the iron ori: and maintain a permeable pathway for 

the gases. Finally the coke dexends to the rat eway arw 01’ 
the blast furnace where it is totally consume d leaving ar 
unvolatilized ash residue. 

As htast furnace operation techniques ew Ived to make 
the process mow efficient, so i.lso have the tc :hniques I :;ed 
to predict coke perfcxmance in blast furnaces. A recogni::ot! 
of the importance of evaluatin:: the perfcmnal ice of cok: in 
the mid-region of the furnace ted to the dewlopmeot of a 
number of hot-coke evaluation tests (Inhaka~ a, 1983), I‘hc 
most accepted of these measure the coke itrength alie. 
reaction (CSR) and coke reacli\‘it:y index (C tl). ‘The CSF: 
test involves measuring the resiiitnnce of coke to breikxg: 
after it has been reacted in a carbon dioxide twnosphere iit a 
temperature of 1100°C. The CR1 test measures the 10s; o’ 
weight atier this reaction. The acceptance of the CSR test 
recognizes the fact that coke ptrfxmance mur t be evalu;~ted 
in all parts of the blast furma:, not just tl e top. collie- 
regwns. 

Coke is an expensive con~poncnt in the stect-mat:inl; 
process. It is made in coke ovens that nx st compelic; 
would like to see last as long ias possible whi e they det:idc 
which new technology to invst in as a rep acement. IFor 
both reasons there is incentive to reduce the a nount of iok,: 
used to produce it ton of hot metal. 

In the short term, pulverized coal injectio t (PCt) is ths: 
easiest way of replacing some oi’the coke us :d in the t,last 
furnace. This technology provides heat and c wbon mo~,x- 
ide but does not help maintain gas permeability in the: 
furnace. This tnetms that the remaining coke must be c~!el~ 
stronger if it is going to support rhc: same weii ht of iron ore. 
With increased use of PCI. COJIC with impwved hot <ok,: 
strengths will be required fc)r cxttinued cfficic nt and co~:iis- 
tent performance in the furnace. The CSR te! t will be~zom~: 
an even more important measure <of coke pe! formance. 

Figure S-l-1 (from Chardon XKI Barry, 1’91) illustrates 
the projected requirements of coke and PC in Europx~ 

blast furnaces. 

Steel producers are increasingly relying on the t:SI: 
values of coal to assess their value, which n cans that it ic 
now important to know alhat properties in t re parem :oal 
influence the CSR value of coke. Fresh~coal lhysicat p’op- 
erties that influence CSR are rheology, ran :, ash cortert 
and major oxide chemistry of the a:~. 0xida:iol 
“damages” the rheological properties of the coal and wilt 
result in lower CSR values. It should not bc forgotten thtt 
the dynamics of the coke making process dso influcnc: 
CSR. 

For CSR to be a useful screening test for cxds, valu:e cf 
CSR obtained on coke from small test pilot cc kc ovens ~nu!.t 
be similar to results obtained o:? the same coal when it is 
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Figure 5-I-2. Plot of CSR versus JIS drum strength, 
adapted from Figure 5. I 1, Pearson ( ,989) data from Ish- 
akawa (1983). 

coked in an industrial coke oven battery. The experience of 
steel companies confirms that the CSR values obtained on 
coke from a pilot oven are in fact similar to values obtained 
on the sane mixture of coal coked under similar conditions 
in an industrial coke battery. 

The original comparison of CSR to other coke properties 
(Ishikawa, 1983) compared CSR to Japanese Industrial 
Standard (IIS) drum strength (D 3005; Figure 5-l-2). This 
latter property is a measure of the resistance of cold coke to 
breakage and is similar to the ASTM stability factor test. 
Pearson (,1980, Figure 14) illustrates that the ASTM and JIS 
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tests behave similarly with reference to petrography and 
rank. It is obvious from Figure 5-l-2 that CSR does not 
correlate with cold coke tests. One way of interpreting the 
diagram is to draw a line from the origin through the point 
providing the maximum slope so that all points are either on 
or below the line. If one assumes that under ideal conditions 
all points should plot on the line then there is some factor 
which is variably degrading CSR values but which has 
either no effect or constant effect on the cold coke strength. 
Canadian and Australian hard coking coals have the least 
degraded CSR values. 

This is to some extent an intuitive and not a scientific 
argument, but it leads to two important conclusions. Firstly, 
CSR and cold strength values do not necessarily correlate. 
The blast furnace operator who wants good stability factors 
and good CSR values will have to perform both tests or 
have separate procedures available for predicting both 
values. Secondly, one must look for a coal parameter, one 
generally not used to predict cold coke properties, to help in 
predicting CSR values. 

A: PRICE ETAL 
CSR=56.9+0.08268x(c+ d)-6.86’@fBI)*+ 11.47xfimax 

bared on 33 Western Canadian Coals (Price er al., 1988) 
(Equation A) 

CSR-52,7+.0882x 
IH, 
c+d ~.73x(MB1)2+14.6&ma, 

based on 3 estern Canadian and 22 Appalachian coals 
(Price CI ol., 1988) 

FIATIONSHIP OF FLUIDITY TO YlLlTATION 
Log(tlu~d~ty)=.994+0.0635x(c+d)J3).0001Zx(c+d) 

(F+ and Gramden, 1987) 
This Equation can be approxxnated $ 

Log(fluidity)=0389lx(c+d) 5894 

I)cr+d) =4.97x(Lop(fluidily))l.695 

B: BHP AUSl’RALlA 
CSR I 133.8-15.56xBAR-3.1xVM+B.hlog(fluidityj~.22x1ncns 

(Pearson, 1989) 
(Equation B) 

c: KOB_E STEEL 
CSR = 70.9 x Rmu% + 7.8 x Log(fluidity) - 89 x BAR - 32 

(Goxidi et of., ldsESjlUatio” ‘) 

ABBREVLAl’lONS 
c+d = total dilatation 
MB1 = moditicd b&city index 

MB1 - 100xashx(Na~O+KzO+CaO+MgO+Fe203) 

(loO-VM)x(SiOz+Al203)) 

ii,, = Mean maximum reflectance 
VM= per cent volatile matter 
ash = per cent ash 
fluidity = maximum fluidity 

Log= 
in drum dial divisions per minuitc (ddpm) 

Incns = 
logarithm to base 10 
total incn material in sample 



CSRPREDICTION 
A number authors have investigated the possibility of 

using coal propertie:; to predict CSR vlilues of coke. Gos- 
cinski ef al. (1985) provide a good summary of some equa- 
tions that have been developed. Pearson (1989) provides an 
equation used by BHP Australia. Price ef ul. (1988). have 
developed an equation for predicting CSR of British Column 
bia and Appalachiarl coals using rheology, bese-acid ratio 
and rank. Equation> developed by Price et ul., BHP and 
Kobe Steel are outlined in Table 5. I I. 

All three equations introduce ash chemistry as an impor- 
tant variable for predicting CSR. In all probability, ash 
chemistry is the extra variable that confuses the correlation 
between cold coke properties and CSR. 

The Price Equation (Equation A, Table 5-l-l) uses a 
modified form of base-acid ratio (modified basicity index; 
MBI). The rheology term is a measure of total dilatation 
(c+d, Table 5-l-l). measured using a Ruhr dilatometer. It 
can be converted to an equivalent value of maximum fluid- 
ity measured with a Geislrr plasmmeter using a relationship 
provided by Price and Gransden (1987). Rank is represented 
in the-equation by the mean maximum reflectance of the 
axI (R,,,,). 

BHP Australia uses an equation described by Pearson 
(1989; Equation B, Table S-l-J), that has some important 
differences from Equation A. It has terms ftn base-acid 
ratio. volatile matter, fluidity and total inerts. 

Goscinski et a(. (1985) provide an equation (Equation C, 
Table S-1-1) used by Kobe Steel which is similar to that of 
BHP but has no term for the tunount (11’ inert material in the 
sample and therefore cannot respond to changes in ash 
content. 

A computer program has been written to calculate CSR 
values using Equations A, B and C. Equation A was modi- 
fied to allow for input of either fluidity or dilatation. The 
program allows for the consideration of the uncertainties 
attached to each of the inp>t variables (ash per cent, base- 
acid ratio, volxile matter,R,,,, and maximum fluidity). A 
specific value of each variable is picked from a gaussian distribution of possibilities defined by a mean and standard 

deviation for the variable. A number of predictions of CSR 

using one of the equations scatter about a mean CSR with a 
standard deviation that is a result of the combined effect of 
the uncertainties of the input variables. This process illus- 
trates the sensitivity of CSR to fluctuation\ in the values of 
variables such as base-acid ratio. iluidity.R,,,,, and ash per 
cent. 

changes in base-acid ratio as predicted by th : three equa- 
tions. A CSR value of 57.5 is uw~lly consid xed to be an 
acceptable minimum (Price and Gransden, 1,)X7) and Ihis 
value is indicated in Figure 5-l-3. 

The process of varying a single property 1 ghile keeping 
the others fixed is not totally jutitied because the variatLles 
are not independent, but it does give an intuit ve Feelin&: of 
how the variables effect CSR (over a limited ange. 

All three equations only apply to medil m and Iw+ 
volatile bituminous coals. The CSR is genen Ily at a max. 
imum in the range high-volatile bituminous to low-volatile 
bituminous and decreases eithl:r side of this ,ank windw 

These coal quality parameten :ha,ve uncertainties attachecl 
to them that derive from measurement errors and alsc, ‘#?a 
variations from shipment to shipment. If the uncertll!ptie!z 
are: ash, 9.5iO.S per cent: fluidity. 5Oi IO ddpm; I<,,,,,. 
1.35iO.05 per cent; and base-acid, ratio 0.1 De0.03, then 
the coal is predicted to make <coke with C jR value: o’ 
6426.0 (Equation A) 64?6..i (Elquation B 1, or 68?,4.:; 
(Equation C) at one standard deviation. Th:se rang-l; in 
CSR values are acceptable when the mean va ue is high but 
could cause problems at lowel- CSR values. 

Price a al. (1988). plot actual CSR value: against CSR 
values predicted using Equatitm A. Data SC; tter about the 
best fit line. This scatter is cau:;cd by measure nent en,t’!; in 

SrARTING~ COAL 

Ash% 95 
Vhf% 23.9 
Organic hem % 30 
&x Fluidity ddlpm 50. 
llmm 1.35 
BAR 0.10 

BAR 

Equation 0.06 O.CS 0.10 0.12, s::F 0. 6 0.18 %20 A 705 67,6 65.8 59+- __-.-- 4-I., i 40.5 1!.6 
B 64.8 645 64.1 63.8 635 63. ! 62.9 61.6 
C 71.6 69.9 68.1 66.3 645 62. ’ 61.0 S.2 

British Columbia product coking coals are characterized 
by moderate ash levels, low tluidity and low base-acid 
ratios. A hypothetical British Columbian coking coal is 
remesented bv the followine mooerties: ash, 9.5 per cent: 
R,,,,, 1.35 per cent; fluidity,. 5d drum dial di&ions per 
minute and base-acid ratio, 0.10. Table 5-I-2 indicates the 
sensitivity of CSR to these variables, as predicted by the 
three equations. At the starting values the three equations 
agree well with Equation A predicting the lowest values. 
This equation is also more sensitive to ash chemistry and 
less sensitive to rank and fluidity than the other two equa- 
tions. Figure 5-I-3 illustrates the sensitivity of CSR to 

b.%, 

Equation 1.u 1.25 1.35 1.45: 155 1. 15 ---_- 
A 60.6 62.3 63.8 65.4 66.9 68. I 
B 53.9 59.0 64.1 69.3 74.4 79. i c 

53.9 61.0 68.1 15.2 82.2 69. , 

MAX FLUIlDIDTY 

F!quation 5 10 So 1Ul .m mm 
A 60.7 62.3 63.8 &5.4- 66.9 68.r 
B 55.6 58.2 64.1 66~7 72.6 75. I 
C 60.3 62.6 68.1 X1.4 75.9 lit t 

E+ationa A, Band C from Table: 5.1-l 
R4R = base-acid ratio 

-.--_ __-.-- 



CSR versus Base-Acid Ratio 
R” Starting Coal 
-- 

Ash 9.5 
VM 23.9 
R rnax 1.35 
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Fluidity 50 ddpm 
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Figure S-l-3. Plot of CSR vrrws base-acid rzio 
illustrating equations in Table 5-l-l. 

actual CSR and by the inability of equation A to precisely 
predict CSR. The one standard deviation error about the line 
for the data is approximately 24.0 CSR units. which is 
similar to the calculated uncertainty of the predicted CSR 
values. Within the range of base-acid ratios represented by 
the samples, the equations can predict CSR well without the 
introduction of other important variables such as moisture 
and variations in the coke making process. 

Coal in the Currier Formation varies from low volatile to 
anthracite. Coal in the Comox Formation is high-volatile 
bituminous whereas coal in the Red Rose Formation varies 
from high-volatile bituminous to semi-anthracite. Coal in 
these formations is generally not coking. 

ASH CHEMISTRY OF BRITISH 
COLUMBIA COALS 

The major formations in British Columbia that contain 
reserves of coking coal we the Upper Jurassic to Lower 
Creteceous Mist Mountain Formation and the Cretaceous 
Gates and &thing formations. Possible rwxrces of coking 
coal exist in the Jurassic Minnes Group and Cretaceous 
Currier, Comox and Red Rose formations. There is very 
little coking coal in Tertiary rocks. 

The ranges of base-acid ratio for most of these formations 
are illustrated in Figure S-l-4, which is adapted from Figure 
3.7 of Matheson (1986). Most coals from formations in 
British Columbia have base-acid ratios less than 0.3, 
although some values for the Gething and Comox forma- 
tions are higher. Data from Pearson (1981) provide average 
base-acid ratios for the three major coking coal formations 
of 0. I3 for the Mist Mountain Formation, 0.18 for the Gates 
Formation, and 0.33 for the Gething Formation (Figure 
5-l-4 and Table 5-l-3). 

Data in this paper illustrate that ash chemistry is probably 
the most important parameter affecting the CSR of British 
Columbia coking coals, but coal rank is also important. The 
rank of coal in the Mist Mountain Formation generally 
varies from low or medium-volatile bituminous at the base 
of the formation to high-volatile bituminous at the top. The 
range in rank in the Gates and Q-thing formations is similar. 

In the Mist Mountain Formation it appears that the base- 
acid ratio increases up section. Data in Table 5-l-3 which 
are from the lower half of the formation indicate a weak 
trend towards higher base-acid ratios up section; average 
values range from 0.057 at the bottom of the section to 0.21 
at the top. 

Base-acid ratios from the upper coal-bearing section at 
Telkwa (Red Rose Formation) vary from 0.13 at the base of 
the coal section to 0.33 at the top (Table S-l-3). A single 
analysis for the lower coal-bearing section provided a value 
of 0.05, indicating that the lower section might have coking 

COAL A?,H CHEMISTRY 
TERTIARY DIAGRAM 

CaO + MgO + K20 + Na,O FW’-J 

B.C. Formations 
* Mist Mountain- 
_ Gates -__---- 
. Gething --- 

c,Jm(p .-.-..- 
: Tekwa 

0 AppalaChian 
c Illinois 
* o”ee”stan* 

Figure 5-1~4. Teniary diagram illustrating coal ash 
chemistry for British Columbia coals. 



Jura-Cretaceous Coking Coal Formations 

Formation Baseacid ratio % S.D COtlIlt 

Mist Mountain 0.128 56 6 
Gates 0.179 26 11 
Gething 03% 56 7 

SiO2 Al& TiOz Fe& CaO MgO NazO KZO 
Mist Mt 53.3 36 1s 6.2 2.8 0.8 0.15 LOS 
Gates x.5 22.6 1.7 7.0 4.3 1.26 0.75 0.77 
Gething 47.2 22.4 l.2 13.4 4.9 1.4 1.1 0.96 
Data from Pczmo” (19x1) 

Formation Base-acid ratio % S.D Count 
Red Rose Formation Upper Cod-bearing section at Telkwa 

Top 0.327 49 
0.16 69 

Base 0.13 25 

Mist Mountain Formation Lower Section 
t”P 0.213 69 

0.07 14 
0.094 35 
0.09 
0.077 60 
0.075 45 

BaSe 0.057 23 
Data fm assesment rep~nr 
S.D. = srandard deviation 

4 
24 
10 

8 
4 
8 
3 
5 

20 
4 

coal potential in atxs where the rank is medium-volatile 
bituminous or hizhw. 

Most of the catl in the Currier Formation is non- 
agglomerating because of the high rank. Some coal in the 
Comox Formation is reported to have good fluidity (Bick- 
ford and Krnyon, 198X). hut the rank of high-volatile 
bituminous and moderately high base-acid ratios probably 
mans that the coal will make a weak coke with low CSR 
values. 

Coal in most of the Tertiary coal hasins is not coking. 
One exception is the Seaton cwl basin near Smithers which 
has base-acid ratios averaging 0.16. 

PREDICTED CSR VALUES OF BRITISH 
COLUMBIA COKING COALS 

The low base-acid ratios of coal from the Mist Mountam, 
Gates and Gething lormations ensure that, despite low tluid- 
ity. cokes from British Columbia coking coals will gener- 
ally have good CSR values. 

Equation A is uxd to predict ranges of CSR values for 
possible British Columhian coking coals with 9.5 per cent 
ash. Figures 5-l-S and 5-l-6 illustrate the r_elationship of 
base-acid ratio to CSR for different vtducs of R,,,,, when the 

70 

CSR versus B&s+-Acid R;~tio 

so 

70 

60 

\ CSR versus&we-Acic Ratio 
‘\ 
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fluidity is kept constant at IO ddpm (Figure 5-l-5) and I 000 
ddpm (Figure 5-l-6). The ranges of base-acid ratio for the 
Mist Mountain, Gates and Gething formations are indicated 
on the figures. The CSR value of 57.5, which is an accept- 
able minimum value for coke (Price and Gransden, 1987). is 
also plotted on the figures. It is apparent that if the base-acid 
ratio is greater than 0.20 then the coals must be cleaned to 
an ash much lower that 9.5 per cent to obtain an acceptable 
CSR value. 

The sample to sample variability of base-acid ratios is 
considerable (Table S-1-3) and standard deviations are usu- 
ally greater than 30 per cent. Figure 5-I-7 illustrates how a 
standard deviation of 30 per cent in base-acid ratio affects 
the scatter of possible CSR values. What appear to be 
insignificant changes in low to very low base-acid ratios 
from one coal batch to the next can cause major changes in 
CSR. 

It is important to recognize which mineral phase in the 
coal is responsible for causing most of the variation in CSR 
values. Blast furnace operators require consistent coke 
quality. Anything that the mine operator can do to ensure 
this will make the coal more saleable. 

The effect that variations in the concentration of an indi- 
vidual mineral phase have on the base-acid ratio of an ash 
depends on three things; 

. the amount of the mineral already in the coal; 
l the percentage of the mineral that remains in the ash as 

oxides after ashing; 
l the base-acid ratio of the mineral. 

For example, all the quartz in the coal will remain in the 
ash as SiO, and it has a base-acid ratio of 0.0 but because 
there is usually a lot of SiO, in the ash, removal or addition 
of smtdll atnounts of quartz will not have much effect on the 
base-acid ratio of the ash. 

Figure 5-I-7. Plot of the effect of 30 per cent plus or 
minus errors in base-acid ratio on predicted CSR. 

On the other hand pyrite in the coal will contribute all its 
iron (46.5 weight o/r) to the ash as Fe,Ol and this will have a 
base-acid ratio of infinity. If the iron content in the ash is not 
high then small changes in the pyrite concentration of the 
coal will cause large changes in the base-acid ratio of the 
ash. The situation is similar for carbonates; for example the 
calcium in calcite (40 weight %) will remain in the ash as 
CaO and it has a base-acid rtttio of infinity. 

Table 5-l-4 illustrates the effect of addition of small 
amounts of pyrite or carbonate on CSR. For a typical 
cleaned southeast British Columbia coal with 0.5 per cent 
sulphur (I .O% or less visible pyrite) a 0.2 per cent increase 
in pyrite will result in a I2 per cent increase in base-acid 
ratio and a decrease in CSR of 3 points. Similarly a 0.1 per 
cent increase in calcite in the coal will result in a 6.0 per 
cent change in base-acid ratio. Obviously apparently insig- 
nificant changes in the pyrite or calcite content of the raw 
coal WI result in surprisingly large changes in CSR. 

Minerals such as illite fall midway between quartz and 
pyrite in terms of their effect on the base-acid ratio of the 
ash. About 90 weight per cent of the illite remains in the ash 

EFFECT OF SOME MINERAL ADDITIONS TO COAI. ON THE 
BASE-ACID RAT,0 OF THE ASH AND ON THE CALC”LATED 

CSR VALUE 

STARTING COAL 
Ash = 10 % 
RAR(Baseacidratio) = 0.10 % 
gUIItpr = 0.5 % 
R,, = 1.4 % 
Fluidity = 10 ddpm 

EFFECl- OF ADDlTION OF PYRlTE 
Pyrite = 46.5 % Fe and 53.5 % Sulphur 

Add 0.19 % ppite to sample 
Sulphur of sample increases by 0.1 % 
Iron concentration of the sample increases by 0.087 % 
‘I-Ids rcpOns to the ZSII as a 1.24 96 increase in Fez03 
BAR to change from 0.10 to 0.112 
This causes CSR to decrease from 612 to 583 

If fitc increases by 0.93 96 then sulphur increases 0.5 % 
BAR &ttges from 0.10 to 0.167 
This causes CSR to decrease from 61.2 to 41.4 

EFFEKX- OF ADDITION OF CALCITE 
Calcite is 56.0 % cao 44.0 % co2 

Add 0.1 % calcite to sample 
This provides 0.056 96 CaO to the coal or 0.56 % to the ash 
Ji4Rin- from 0.10 to 0.105 
Tlds causes CSR to decrease from 612 to 59.8 

Addition of 0.5 % calcite to sample 
BAR increases to 0.125 
This causes CSR to deerease from 612 to 55.0 

512 



as oxides, but it has a base-acid ratio of about 0.2 which is 
not markedly different from the composite base-acid ratio of 
many ashes. TherefIx generally small fluctuations in the 
concentration of illiw will not cause major changes in the 
ratio of the ash. 

Correlation analysis of ash oxide data from the lowermost 
seam in the Mist Mountain Formation indicates that much 
of the variability of base-acid ratios is related to changes in 
iron oxide concentrations. The best base-acid ratio versus 
oxide correlation is for Fe,O, (Table S-I-5). The iron oxide 
is negatively correlat~ed with sulphw. Obviously not all of 
the iron is in the coal as pyrite. 

The sulphur content of samples from this seam averages 
0.43 and most of it is organic. It appears that as the organic 
sulphur content incwws the iron content decreases. The 
iron oxide is correlated with calcium and magnesium 
oxides, indicating either a carbonate or mixed-layer clay 

MIST MOUNTAIN FORMAnON BASE SEAM (19) 

Fez03 CaO MgO NazO KzO S 

BAR ,954 ,942 ,819 .032 -.45 -524 
FezO, ,850 .7Ml 441 -54 -.35 
cao 330 -.im -.53 -35 
MgO -.170 -38 -.47 
NaO 31 -.07 
GO -.19 

GATES FORMATION (11) 

BAR ,842 ,865 845 A89 -.180 ND 
Fez03 ,497 697 ,179 -089 ND 
cao 661 ,657 -332 ND 
MU 227 046 ND 
NazO -.735 ND 

G!ATHING FORhfATION (7) 

BAR 6% ,445 ,320 .llM -362 ND 
F&J 408 -.os -.595 .064 ND 
cao 906 ,819 -.xm ND 
MgO ,575 -324 ND 
NaO -.639 ND 

RED ROSE FORhiATlON AT TELKWA (66) 

BAR ,802 366 A030 -.003 -.058 ,681 
Fez03 -24 -.038 -.oo‘l x390 ,930 
cao .6290 -.072 a55 -.33 
MgO .OOSO -.213 -.19 
NazO 2260 42 
IhO 282 

BAR = Base-acid mio 
&QR=(Fe203+CaO+~MgO+K~tNa~)/ 
(SiO.7 +A/203 + TiO2) 
Numbem in pamtheses eJ?tcrfommtion nattws = data a~,,, 

origin. Normative calculation:; Indicate that variation!, irl 
base-acid ratio are probably related to chanp :s in the ou 
concentration of iron carbonate ;tnd possibly pyrite. 

Base-acid ratios for the Ga:e:; Formation ITable 5. I ,-5: 
correlate with iron, calcium and magnesium (Ixides. Varia- 
tions in the base-acid ratios are probably cau ied by varia~ 
tions in the amount of calcite and to a lesser extent clays 
Base-acid ratios for the Gething Formation :orrelate htst 
with magnesiutu oxide, possibly indicating a chloriteclq 
intluence on variability in ratitls. Iron aide t as a neg.ative 
correlation to calcium oxide in the C&thin 3 Formation 
Pearson (1981) did not report sulphur data fat these forma- 
tions although sulphur content; of washed G ,tes coal:, are 
typically less than 0.5 per cent. 

Correlation analysis of base-acid ratio and (xide date ibt 
coal from the upper coal-bearing !xction in the Telkwa b.:iin 
(Table S-I-S) indicates that variations in ba eacid ratios 
correlate with changes in iron and sulphur CI ~ncrntratiws. 
Changes in the pyrite content must be influen :ing the YK- 
ability in base-acid ratios. Normative calcula ions indicate 
that most of the iron is present as pyrite with n inor Amos ants 
present in clays and carbonate:;. 

Iron oxide seems to be one of the most it lportant t;w 
oxides responsible f(x vitriaticn’: in base-xii! ratio. Tt,rer 
possible mineral hosts for the inn are pyrite mixed-l;yel. 
clays and carbonates. It is obviously importar t to know thr 
mineral form of the iron. Lowlemperature ishing of Ihe 
coal and x-ray diffraction analyji!; of the re ,idue miwra 
matter may be a way of idertil’ying change< in the iror 
carbonate or pyrite content. Usin,g this inform ttion it might 
be possible to influence the ba!.e-acid ratio an I CSR vitlue~ 
by changing the way the coal is mined or w;;hrd. 

Some coal-washing plants now have on-lir e radioactive 
ash monitors that can tdso dete:t variations in iron content. 
Data from these instruments cwld be used to provide real- 
time estimates of the CSR vaIut:s of the coal a! it is washtd. 

A plot of iron versus sulphur in the total coal can h:lp 
indicate if the iron is mostly in pyrite and can a so indicat: if 
there is excess sulphur or excess iron after al counting for 
pyrite in the coal. If all the iror, and sulphur a ‘e in the cxd 
as pyrite then the plot should pwluce a straig It line writ? a 
slope of 0.87 I. If iron is in excess then carbc joate or cl,ly 
hosts are probable, and if sulphur is in recess then a pyl,ite 
host is probable. Iron in pyrite is probably mo! t responsi :le 
for fluctuations in base-acid ratlo:;. iron versus sulphur data 
for the Mist Mountain and Red Rose formation ,s are plo:~:d 
in Figure 5-l-X. Coals from both formations have exc~:ss 
sulphur although the Red Ro>e (Telkwa) co rls have 11x 
most. 

Actual CSR values of clean <coals are genet ally not pub- 
lished for obvious reasons, but there are suffi zient data in 
the literature to make some estilma,tes. Ash c temistry 2nd 
rank data for many production coals are available in F’risx 
and Gransden (I 987). Base-acid ratios for cc als from I he 
mines in southeast British Colurnt~ia, range fron 10.06 to 13 I I 
with Byron Creek higher at 0.2,$5 Values for mines in, :3e 
northeast range from 0.10 to 0.22. Values for netallurgi:al 
coals from Alberta range from 0. I Z!7 to 0.22. 
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COMPARISON OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 
COALS TO OTHER CANADIAN AND 
INTERNATIONAL COALS 

Most Upper Jurassic to Cretaceous coals of British 
Columbia formed in an environment with very little marine 
~nfluencr. Mineral matter in coal is therefore rich in 
kaolinite and quartz and has low base-acid ratios. In con- 
trast. most of the bituminous coals in eastern North America 
formed in paralic environments. The marine influence 
caused modrmtr to high pyrite and illite contents, ensuring 
higher concentrations of iron, potassium and sodium in the 
ash compared to western Canadian coals. 

Base-acid ratios for the Carhoniferous coking coals from 
eastern Canada and eastern U.S.A. are reported in Table 
5-l-b. Base-acid ratios of Nova Scotia coals are high. aver- 
aging I .OS (average of 24 analyses reported by Cape Breton 
Development Corporation in Faurschou ef al., 1982) 
because of high iron oxide contents. The haze-acid ratios of 
elrvrn Carhonifirous coals from Illinois average 0.49ZO. I I 
and seven coking coals from the Appalachian region aver- 
age 0.?3ZO.Oi (Ahernrthy ef nl., IYhY). 

Eleven coking coals from Queensland, Australia have 
base-acid ratios averaging 0.21 iO.014 (Queensland Coal 
Board, 1975). This is somewhat higher than hasc-acid ratios 
f<)or the Mist Mountain and Gates formations in British 
Columbia. It appears that some Australian Permian coals 
are similar tu British Columhian coals but that they may 
contain slightly higher concentrations of iron. 

In general eastern Canadian and eastern U.S.A. hitumi- 
nous coals have high to very high fluidities and wash to a 

j/4 

L.3cation Base-acid ratio % S.D. COUllt 

Nova Scotia 1.05 90 24 
Appalachian 0.23 22 7 
IIhiOS 0.49 22 11 
Queensland 0.21 69 11 

APPAIACHMN COKING COALS (7) 
Fez03 CaO IdgO N& QO S 

BAR 773 .a7 A05 ,102 ~214 .45 
Fez03 226 354 -.144 -.llSl ,735 
cao .a -.103 -.731 081 
Mgo ,405 -.141 .051 
N-0 ,503 -306 
GO -.178 

AVERAGE OXIDE ANALYSIS (7) 
SiOz AhO, Fez03 CaO INgO NazO KzO S 

47.2 28.8 10.0 3.23 1.44 0.73 1.97 0.79 

QUBENSIAND COKING COALS (11) 
Fez03 CaO b&O NazO KzO S 

EAR .161 ,931 .753 ,113 -.lm ,143 

Fe203 -.19 .099 s2.5 .lSS a64 

cao ,673 -.134 -X73 ,139 

WJ 400 -236 -.175 

NazO .21 -353 

KZO -.llUJ 

AVBRA GE OXIDE ANALYSIS (11) 
SiOz &03 Fez03 CaO MgO NazO ICzO S 

Xl.0 30.2 7.71 5.78 .76 0.5 0.66 0.58 

% S.D. = pcrccnt standard dcviodon 
BAR = Bme-mid mtio 
Note: S is ndphur con,cnr in coal sample; aides m per 

Calf values in adI. 

lower ash than western Canadian coals. The improved fluid- 
ities are not sufficient to overcwne the detrimentel effects of 
high base-acid ratios which will usually ensure that these 
coals produce cokes with lower CSR values than British 
Columbia coals. 

Equation A was developed using British Columbia and 
Appalachian coals, which generally do not hawz base-acid 
riltiw greater than 0.30. The equation cannot he used to 
predict meaningful CSR values for Nova Scotia cottls. 

Correlation analysis of the ash oxide data from 
App;tlachian coals (T;lble S-l-6) indicates that base-acid 
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ratio correlates with iron, calcium and ma@xsium oxides 
and that iron oxide correlates with sulphur. Apparently most 
of the iron is in pyrite and the calcitm~ and magnesium is in 
clays. In contrast to Hritish Columbia cottis calcium oxide 
correletes with base-acid ratios f<,r the Queensland coals, 
possibly indicating a urhonatr influence on base-acid ratio. 

A plot of iron oxide versus sulphur concentrations (Fig- 
ure S-1-9) for Pennsylvania and Nova Scotia coals Produces 
linew trends with data plotting nrx the pyrite line. Data 
from Illinois and Appalachian coals plot to the right of the 
pyrite line and indicae excess sulphur. 

Base-acid ratios of eastern Canadian and eastern U.S.A. 
coals are high mainly because of varying amounts of pyrite 
and possibly iron carbonates. The coals do wash to a low 
ash and this provide:; tlexibility for blending with British 
Columbia coals to reduce base-acid ratios. 

BLENDING FOR IMPROVED CSR 
Recent work investigated the effect on CSR values of 

coke of adding specific minerals to the parent coal samples 
(Price et&, 1992). The addition of minerals such as calcite, 
pyrite and quatiz changed the base-acid ratios of the doped 
coal sample and produced a change in the CSR values of the 
resultant coke. The CSR values were changed &wwtlly in 
amounts predicted by changes in the base-acid ratios and 
Equation A. This suggests that CSR values of coal hlends 
can be estimated usag the calculated hlendcd base-acid 

ratio 3s long as there is not a wide disparit! of rank. or 
rheology. 

Equation A predicts that CSR decreases tot nlinearly as 
base-acid ratio increases (Figure S-l-3). Thi\ means th;lt 
there will be a better than additiw improvemen in CSR i’ a 
high base-acid ratio coal is blenti,ed with a IL w base-acid 
ratio coal. Tahlc 5-l-2 can he used tc, provide tu example. If 
two axills A (57% of blcnd) alttl B (43% of blend) vvith 
BARKSR values of 0.06/70.5(1\) and 0,20/D?. i(B) (line I, 
Table S-l-2) are mixed, then the wsultinp BAR’CSR \‘alt~es 
are 0.12159.3. This is no X2 per cent improvt merit in the 
CSR value of coal B and the hI’srid ha\ an act :ptahle C!;R 
value. There is adequate flexihility to product blends IV th 
good CSR valttes for the range of Ibase-acid rnti JS of Briti!,h 
Columbia coals. 

The study hy Price er <!I(. (IYY2) also indic,wd that the 
mitwal used to produce a change in CSR also lad an efft:<:t 
on the CSR value independent of its effect (8” base-acid 
ratio. Thus if the base-acid ratio was changed a constant ~81:r 
cent by addition of the appropriate amount: of apatit’z, 
gypsum, calcite or lime, the decrease in CSR \‘alue 
depended on the mineral (least for apatite mcit for lim’:). 
Similar rewIts were observed for iron. Siderite addition hi.d 
less effect than pyrite addition which had lcs effect th;.n 
adding iron oxide. 

This has interesting implications when cot sidering the 
cffcct of weathering on CSR. For a property I 3 dependwt 
on ash chemistry one might expect it to he resistant to 
weathering. which lnainly affects coilI, not mi teral matter. 
This is not the case. and an answcl’ might be tha: wratheri?g 
changes the form of some of tht: lxx oxides. I’or exampl~z, 
pyrite weathers to iron sulphatc: ;~nd in this w >y increa:t:s 
the detrimental effect of the as? w CSR witt out actoa ly 
changing the base-acid ratio. 

DISCUSSION 
Coke stren@h after reaction is an importen me;~sun: of 

coke quality. especially at a time whc I the ratio 
coke(kilogramVton hot metal is being drcreaxd by the LX 
of pulverized coal injection IPCI 1. 

A sensitivity analysis using ilro Iempirical t qnation 11131 
predicts CSR values provides for a better undt rstattdin:; of 
the relative importance of ash content, base-ac d ratio, rarlk 
and tluidity in intlurncing the restlltant CSK. 7 ne base-xld 
mtic of the coal is one of the mcst important cc .tI propertic? 
effecting the CSR of the resultat coke. 

Correlation analysis of ash oxide data can in licate which 
oxides are responsible for variations in base- lcid ratio. It 
then becomes impotlant to idc:ntif,y the min~rel host lot 
these oxides. This can hc achieved using cone ation an,a1:1- 
sis, iron-sulphur plots, normative calculati<ms or 1o.w 
temperature ashing combined with x-ray diffr; ctiott. Often 
variations in base-acid ratio are ~cnrrelated with vwiittions in 
iron oxide concentration, probably present as pyrite or ;.n 
iron carbonate. This information may lead to wi ys of selw- 
in& or washing run-of-mine coal ior improved CSR. 

On-line ash analyrers in coal wash-plants m ty be able ‘:o 
measure changes in iron content. From there ~lata it mignt 
be possible to predict fluctuations in the CSR aloes of tbr 
clean coat hefore it reaches the customer. 



Estimated values of CSR for coal from the major coal- 
hearing formations in British Columbia XL‘ good to excel- 
lent. Producers of British Columbian coking coals are forto- 
natr: they generally have base-acid ratios which are lower 
than rhe competitor coals in the rest of Canada and in 
U.S.A. This is an important advantape that should help 
improve the marketability of British Columbia coals. 

Data suggest that for coals with low to moderate hase- 
acid ratios there is a better than additive advantage to 
blending for improved CSR. 

There is a mineralogical influence on CSR which may 
help explain why CSR is sensitive to weathering while also 
being strongly dependent on ash chemistry. 

CONCLUSIONS 

l It is possible to predict CSR values using Equation A 
and these values compare favourahly with measured 
values. 

l For a limited range of bituminous coking cwls hase- 
acid ratio is one of the most important factors controll- 
ing CSR. 

l British Columbia coals generally have good to excel- 
lent CSR villues. 

l It may he possible to predict the CSR of a cottl blend 
using the calculated composite has-acid ratio. 

l Because CSR decreases non-linearly with increasing 
base-acid ratio there is a better than additive advantage 
to blending for improved CSR. 
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WASHABILITY OF LITHOTYPES FROM A SELECTED SEA.M IN THE EAST 
KOOTENAY COALFIELD, SOUTHEAST BRITISH COILUMBIP. 

(855/2) 
By Maria E. Holuszko 

-.- 
KEYWORDS: Coal geology, coal quality. Greenhills, wash- 
ability, degree of washing, washability number, coal 
petrography, mineral matter, lithotypes. 

INTRODUCTION 
This study is part of the Coal Quality project, and 

involves washability characteristics of British Columbia 
coals. The first two parts of the project involved collection 
and analysis of washability data from assessment reports 
(Holuszko and Grievr:, 1990; Holusrko, 199 I ). The wash- 
ability characteristics of coals from different regions, 
geological ftwmations and seams were studied wing classi- 
cal washability parameters, together with the washability 
number and degree-of-washing. The latter were found to be 
more appropriate for comparing inherent washability 
characteristics. This part of the study focuses on the analysis 
of the washability of different lithotype samples, collected 
from faces at producing coal mines. 

During the 1991 field season tt number of lithotype sum- 
pies were collected from two mine sites: Line Creek and 
Greenhills in southeast British Columbia. All of the seams 
belong to the Mist Mwntain Form&ion. The sampling was 
carried out in cooperation with Dr. A. Cameron of the 
Institute of Sedimentary and Petroleum Geology, Calgary. 
Samples collected from Greenhills 16.seam were chosen for 
the washability study using degree-of-washing and wash- 
ability number parameters. 

BACKGROUND 

LITHOTYPES AS INurcAToRs OF 
DEPOSITIONAL HISTORY OF THE 
COAL&AM 

Lithotypes are defined as macroscopically recognizable 
bands of coal, based con variations in brightness. They are 
assumed to reflect original contributions of organic mute- 
rial, and the physical and chemical conditions during and 
after peat accumulation (Kalkreuth and Lrckie, 1989). For 
example, the height of the water table is believed to pluy an 
important role (Dirssel. 19X2; Cohen, 1984). The bright and 
banded bright coul lithotypes indicate formation in a wet 
forest mire, while banded and banded dull ~rrr formed in a 
moderately wet t?vest mire or in an open mire environment 
with a higher water table (Kalkreuth et al., 1991). 

Frequently, both lithotype description and maceral con- 
position are used tu provide information on depositional 
environment (Kalkreuth and Leckie. 19X!)). Based on mat- 
era1 composition, a number of indices arc derived, and these 

are used to outline depositional ~environmrnt! with mu:h 
greater precision (Diessel, 19X6). 

Detailed studies defining coal f%zies, using I thotype a?d 
maceral data, have been completed on coals ft-o n the Lourx 
Cretxeous Gates Formation in Wctern Cana ia (Lambw 
son (I, rrl., 1989, 1991). For thcsr: coals it wili found tt,at 
vitrinite content decreases from bright to dull while incr- 
tinite and liptinitr increase in parallel with mi Ural mxt~:r. 
The most variation in petrographic compositi, mn is assoc- 
ated with dull lithotypes. Macroscopically sitni lar dull catI 
bands show significant differences in their nicrosco[ic 
composition. 

Generally, the petrographic amposition of tt e indiviclt id 
lithotypes has been proved to be wnsistent for various ccul 
seams (Hewer C, nl., 1990: L;mtberson PI </I.. I99 I : 
Kalkreuth ef 01.. 1991). 

LITHOTYPES AS INDICATORS OF 
QUALITY VAKMTIONS 

The fundamental differences in macrral al td lithot:ype 
composition account for diffcrawes in physic; I propcr:i:s 
of coal (Jeremic, 1980; Stach e; 01.. 1982: Tsai. 198;:: 
Hower ef rrl., 19X7: Hover, 1988). This can h; ve an inf ,- 
ence on the mining, preparation and utilization of coal. 

The density of lithotypes vuit:s significant y, with the 
bright lithotypes ha\‘ing the Iowcst density a Id the dt II 
lithotypes rich in mineral matte,- the highest. I “rosily ;mJ 
mechanical properties such a:r strength, hardness imsJ 
friability are also strongly dependent on lithoty IC compwi- 
lion (Howcr et al., IYX7, IYYO: Falcon and Falcon. 1987: 
Hover, 1988: Hover and Linebel-ry, 1988). The -clationsh 1) 
between lithotypes and their variation in grind; hility i&a 
(HGI) has ulso been established (Hewer et <I/., i’N7: Hou~tv, 
IYXX; Hewer and Linberry. 19:1X). Differenct s up to ‘~1) 
units in grindability index have been observ:d betwwn 
lithotypes. Dull lithotypes with a dominance o’ trimacr:rrl 
microlithotypes, especially those rich in liptinil e, are tna’~z 
resistant to breakage and grinding than those ric I in vitrilli:s? 
and inertinite. 

The tloutability of lithotypes Ihas been studied. confirnt- 
ing that lithotypes have different responses to tl station, dte 
to varying degrees of hydrophobicity (Horsley and Smith, 
1951; Sun. 1954: Klassen. 1966: Holuszko, l9”l). 

It is also expected that the ws,shahility of a 1 iholc seari, 
as derived from density separation. will be inflwnced by the 
lithotype composition. Varying as<? of washing or differrrlt 
lithotypes is expected due to :heir varying lnineral it113 
macrral composition (Falcon and Falcon, 19.5 1. 
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FACTORS INFISJKNCINC; WASHABILITY AND 
MEANING OF WASHABILITY NUMBEK 

The washability of a coal seam is directly related to the 
amount, type and. most importantly. the association of min- 
erals with the cwl. The way in which mineral matter IS 
incorporated in a coal seam is a direct result of the sedimen- 
tation conditions that prevailed during its formation. Min- 
eral matter in coilI originates from il \,aricty of sources. 
Some is incorporate3 in original plant matel-ial (chemically 
hound), some is wahed or blown into the mire during peat 
formation (epiclastic), home is precipitated during the very 
earliest peat xcumulation stage (syngeneticj. and some is 
subsequently introducsd hy migrating minera-forming 
solutions (epigenetic). 

Depending on the relatiw abundance of each type, lihera- 
tion of these minerals will range from impossible (chem- 
ally hound minerals) to easy (epiclxtic and epqenctic 
minerals). The case of washing will depend on liberation of 
mineral matter at any given six range of coal. Breaking and 
crushing during coal preparation Icxls to separation first of 
minerals formed along the bedding planes. and successively 
the syngenetic mincmls as the six approaches that of the 
mincml grains. Lihxation of amineral ~natter from coal ii 
also a functi,rn of the physical characteristics of the parent 
coal, and the\e are <.ontrolled hy the lithotype cwnpos,t,o” 
(Hewer and I.inehcrry. IYXX). 

The exe or difficulty of washing is ~nually related to the 
yield of clean cwl at o particular ash ICYCI. and the amount 
of near-gravity matrrial at the density of separation for a 
specified co;11 product. These parameters. however, are coal 
dependent, and the) are not rrliahlc when comparing coals 
of different origin.‘Iwo parameters. degree of washing and 
washability number. hwc heen established to describe thr 
inherent washahilit:~ characteristics 01’ ZI coal (Sarkar and 
Da, 1974: Sarkar c, <,I., lY77: Sanders and Brooks, 19X6; 
Holuszko and Griwe. IYYO: HolusLko, IYYI). 

The degree of wahing. when calculated at each density 
of separation and plotted against density of separation or 
yield of clean coal. firms a curve. The lmaximum on this 
curve reflects the ol~tin~um cut-point for separation. 111 other 
words, the maxiworn adxjantage in scpar;hting coal is 
expected at this optimum point. giving, the highest yield 01 
the cleanest produc: po\sihle. The ratio of optimum degree 
of washing to the clean cord ash at this point is the value 
dcscrihed as the wshahility numhrr. 

The degree of washing at any specific gravity cut-point is 
expressed as follows: 

N = w(,a-h)/a 

where: a = the ash contcn, of the raw coal (feed) 

h = the ash content of the clean coal at a given density of 
separation 

w = the yield of clean coal at a given density of separation 

The washability numhcr is calculated from the following 

whcre:h,,,,, = ash c,a”te”t ilt N,,,,,. 

It has been shown that the washability number can he il 
very useful tool in the study of coal seams a\ rock units 
(Sarkar and Das. lY74: Siirkar P, 01.. lY77). The way it IS 

expressed defines the houndxy hetwecn fre : (rcmo\ahle) 
mineral matter and mineral m;ltter associaed with ~:oill 
(fixed) and at the sane time it gives an idea )f the optimal 
conditions fbr separation. Accxling to Sark; r, washahilit:: 
number represents the effect cf Ih#s depositio lal cond,t oni 
on the association of coal witll ~minewl matte :r. It ha t~~:en 
shown hy the same author? that washahilit! nutnhen w: 
higher for coal seams formecl [under quiesc’:nt condlt con; 
(autochth,,novs) ils oppused to those formed L ndcr lurbu lent 
conditions (hypautochtonousI. Lateral chat ges in wish- 
ability number were used to outline patterns I 1 deposiri :“<I 
environment for sumc Indian and North AI ?ericiln ~:onl!. 

Comparative studies of w,rshahility IIUI~ hers fbr :oill 
seams in different fwmation!; in British C\ ,lumhia s xn~ 
significant diversity (Holuszko. I9Y I). Var ations in th? 
washability numhcr are also evident among different se;m; 
from the same geological fortnations. For SOI ,e formation!. 
there is an apparent trend in increxing washa )ility nu~n:,eri 
for coal seams higher in the formation. whilr for other; “(7 
trend is evident. 

The variations in quality wIthin each scan are lith,n :yp: 
dependent. and each lithotype represents a :hange in th: 
depositional environment. Therefore. it 1s exp :cted that ?a: 
of washing. as measured hy vwrhahility nun her, will jary 
for different lithotypes. 

SAMPLES AND PRCKXDURES 
Lithtuype samples from the Mist Mountail brmaticrl <of 

southeast British Columbia wcrc collected fro n a nurnxr cf 
producing seams. These COIIIS range from hig 1.wlatilt: /\ 13 
low-volatile bituminous in I-rink. In general, tt ey are cht w- 
terized hy low sulphur content. Ivlctallurgical products have 
good to excellent coking properties. while the rmal prc~ducls 
are also attracti\,e due to their high rank an I low xl >hLr 
content. 

In terms of depositional hisory,, coals of tl e Mist hlt~ur- 
tain Formation were deposited ;~long a hrw I coastal fliain 
with ~nurnerous high-energy wave-~dom natcd ilcltas 
(Kalkreuth and Lcckie, 1989). The coil1 seat, s in the I(~wtl- 
part of the tinnation arc helis:ved to have fc lrmed in open 
swamps with free movement uf water (Ca new”. I”721. 
Seams from the upper part of the fbmmation \ tiere depo:;ited 
in a fluvial to upper delta plain. These a? thinner and 
vitrinitr dominated, which incicates formati( n under fixe!;t 
hog conditions in stagnant water (Kalkreutl and Lesckir:. 
19X9). 

Samples of lithotypes from Greenhills ;6-scam were 
chosen for the detailed washab~ility studies. This sea11 :s 
located ill the upper part of the Mist hlount, Iin Forma:~o~~, 
and its thickness exceeds IO nw:res. This sea n has contritb 
uted more than X0 per cent of the recent c >al prodwon 
from this property. It is cl;x;ified as mt dium-vtllltile 
bituminous and is used as metallurgical coa The locx:ion 
of the Grecnhills mine is shwNn in Figure 5 2-l. 

A total of 33 lithotype sam~lcs from Gree Ihills 16.~t:atn 
were collected. Due to the small size of sorie of the :i:m- 
pies, only IX samples were used for sink-an l-float stuJie;. 
These represented six lithot,ype:;: hright: I nnded bmrl<ht: 
handed coal: handed dull; dull and sheart d coal Il:rhle 
s-2. I ). 

5,‘Y 



SAMPLING TECHNIQUES 
Lithotypes were collected according to the modified Aus- 

tralian classification (Diesel, 1965; Marchioni. 1980). As a 
general rule, a coal bend is considered to be a mixture of 
bright and dull components, and lithotypes are defined 
according to the proportions of the basic ingredients. A 
minimum thickness of 5 centimetres was used to delineate 
lithotypes, following the procedure of Lamberson et al., 
(1989). The lithotype profile of 16.seam is reconstructed in 
Figure 5-2-2. 

ANALYSIS 
All lithotype samples were processed for proximate, spe- 

cific gravity and HGI analyses. The chemical and sink-and- 
float analyses were performed by Loring Laboratory in 
Calgary. The data in Table 5-2-2 represent analyses of 
Greenhills 16.seam. The average values were calculated for 
each lithotype group. 

SINK-AND-FLOAT TESTS 
Sink-and-float analyses were performed on the coarse 

size fraction (0.50 to 9.5 mm) prepared from each lithotype 
sample, in seven gravity fractions: 1.30; 1.35; 1.40; 1.45; 
1.50; 1.60 and 1.70 grams per cubic centimetre. The ash 
content was determined on the float fractions and the 
cumulative yield and ash values were computed. These 
were further used to derive degree-of-washing values at 
each density of separation and washability number (W,) at 
the density corresponding to the optimum degree of wash- 
ing (No,,). 

MACERAL ANALYSIS 
Maceral analyses were accomplished by counting 500 

points on each sample. Petrographic composition on a 
mineral-matter-free basis was calculated as an average 
vnlue for each lithotype. The average macrral composition 
of all lithotypes in Greenhills 16.seam is depicted in 
Figure S-2-3. 
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Maceral composition of lithotypes from Greenhills seam 16. 
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RESULTS 

PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSES 
The lithotype profile of Greenhills 16.seam (Figure 

S-2-2) shows that it is composed predominantly of banded 
lithotypes, with banded bright as the most abundant. The 
base of the seatn is rich in banded dull lithotypes, the middle 
part contains a thick mudstone parting, indicating frequent 
flooding, and above it the seam becomes predominantly 
banded bright. In the top of the seam the composition 
changes gradually to banded dull and dull. Sheared coal is 
present in the uppermost and lowermost parts of the seam. 

On average, bright lithotypes are rich in total vitrinite 
(vitrinite A plus vitrinite B) reaching 96 percent by volume 
(Figure 5-2-3). Vitrinite content decreases from bright to 
banded dull lithotypes; the average value in banded bright 
coal is 88.7 per cent, and in banded dull lithotypes its \,alue 
decreases to 79 per cent. The ratio of vitrinite A to vitrinite 
B decreases in parallel with the decrease in total vitrinite. 
with the exception of the dull lithotype. Sheared coal is rich 
in vitrinite and its ratio of vitrinite A to vitrinite B is similar 
to that of dull coal. Plate 5-2-l illustrates examples of 
macerals found in the lithotypes from Greenhills 16.seam 

The opposite trend is observed for intertinite in various 
lithotypes, the highest content being associated with the 
duller bands of coal. The exception again is t?,r the dull 
lithotype. The liptinite content of these samples is neg- 
ligible. The highest values, however. occur in banded and 
dull lithotypes (2.0 and 2.3% respectively). 

CHEMICAL ANALYSIS 
Proximate analytical wtlues very between different 

lithotypes (Table 5-2-2). Volatile matter decreases with 
decrease in brightness from bright to banded dull, and the 
lowest value is in sheared coal. Ash content increases from 
bright to banded dull lithotypes, with a discrepancy for the 
dull lithotype, and highest ash is associated with the sheared 
coal. The specific gravities follow a similar pattern of 
increase in value with decrease in brightness. 

The grindability index (HGI) values are somewhat less 
predictable. The highest grindability is associated with the 
sheared coal and dull Iithotypes, followed by the banded 
coal and bright lithotypes. Banded dull coal has the lowest 
grindability. 

WASHABILITY CHARACTERIZATION 
The washability numbers and optimum degree of wash- 

ing, together with the parameters associated with the 
optimum cut point, such as density of separation and clean- 
coal ash at optimum, are presented in Table 5-2-3. For 
comparison, the average values are also calculated. 

The highest washability numbers and the lowest clean- 
coal ash values (at the optimum) are associated with the 
bright lithotypes, and equal 289.4 and I.62 per cent, respec- 
tively. The average washability number for the handed 
bright lithotype is 167.1. with clean-coal ash value of 2.75 

per cent. The banded coal washability number is about I IO, 
with the clean-coal ash 3.82 per cent. A significant dttcreese 
in washability number is observed in the banded dull 
lithotype (45.81). with a sharp increase in ash content to 
14.82 per cent for the clean coil1 at the optimum. The 
washability number f(x the dull lithotypr is much higher 
than for banded dull. and does not follow the general trend. 
The sheared coal washability number (7Y.25 and ash of 
clean coal at 6.26%) was found to be higher than that for the 
banded dull lithotype. and lower than for banded coal. 

From the analysis of maceral composition and wash- 
ability numbers (Table S-2-4). it is evident that washebility 
numbers decrease with decrease in brightness from bright to 
banded dull lithotypes, and this is accompanied by a 
decrease in total vitrinite. The ratio of vitrinite A to vitrinite 
B follows the same trend. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Examination of washability characteristics of lithotypes 

collected from Greenhills 16.seam suggests the following 
conclusions. 

The change in brightness of lithotypes is a result of 
changing maceral composition from vitrinite rich to inter- 
tinite rich, and generally the increase in minrrnl matter 
content (ash) from bright to dull lithotypes. Bright 
lithotypes are rich in vitrinite A and the ratio of vitrinite A 
to vitrinite B decreases with decrease in brightness. 

Thr amount of total vitrinite in the dull lithotype is 
similar to that of the banded bright lithotype, while the ratio 
of vitrinite A to vitrinite B is similar to the banded coal 
category. According to Kalkreuth ?f al. (IYYI) there are two 
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types of dull lithotypes, one representing a moderately wet 
forest mire, and referred to as “dry”, and the other “wet”, 
indicating high water tables with a strong influence of open 
mire or marsh environments. In terms of maceral make-up 
the “wet” dull coal is similar to banded bright and banded 
coal lithotype composition. It is reasonable to assume that 
the dull lithotype studied here is the “wet” dull type. 

For the dull lithotypes examined for washability, a com- 
bination of three factors may have controlled their 
appearance, as shown in Table 5-2-4. These are: increased 
inertinite, vitrinite B and, to some extent, liptinite content. 

The variation in washability numbers among lithotypes 
observed here is very wide (Table S-2-3). The washability 
numbers associated with the bright lithotypes are the high- 
est, and are accompanied by the lowest ash content in clean 
coal at the optimum. In general, the variation in washability 
numbers is narrowest for the bright lithotypes, and this is 
also true for the ash of clean coal at the optimum. Bright 
lithotypes are viuinite rich, with very low ash content. 
These were presumably formed under quiescent conditions 
with very little introduction of mineral matter, and this 
resulted in high washability numbers and low clean-coal ash 
at the optimum. 

For banded bright lithotypes, the range of washability 
numbers is quite broad, with great variation in raw and 
clean coal ash content at the optimum. The variation in 
degree of washing and washability number becomes nar- 
rower for the banded coal. However, raw and clean-coal ash 
values still vary considerably. 

The variation in washability numbers is always much 
greater for banded than for bright lithotypes. For the sam- 
ples where an increase in raw ash is the probable cause of 
the dull appearance, the range of variation in washability 
number becomes narrower. This is because the amount and 
type of mineral matter (ash) has a major influence on the 

magnitude of the washability number. It is also important to 
note that the density of separation at the optimum point, 
(d,,,,), is constant and equal to I.35 grams per cubic cen- 
timetre for all lithotypzs, except those with high raw ash 
content, and sheared coal. This may indicate that for these 
lithotypes, the optimum point occurs at the same density, 
regardless of their composition. The clean-coal ash, 
however, increases from bright to banded dull, indicating 
different associations of mineral matter in different 
lithotypes. 

The mineral matter and its association are the major 
factors in defining washability characteristics. It is not 
always the amount of mineral matter (raw ash) but type 
(association with coal) which contributes to the washability 
characteristics. For example, two different lithotypes, bright 
and banded bright, with similar raw ash contents, and simi- 
lar maceral compositions, have quite different washability 
numbers (Table S-2-4). This may indicate that the specific 
association of mineral matter with coal in one sample makes 
this coal look duller (due to its disseminated occurrence) 
and also contributes to the lower washability number, 
(W,=l23.83 for banded bright, compared to 289.60 for 
bright lithotype). 

Assuming that washability numbers indicate variation in 
depositional environment, the actual decrease in the magni- 
tude of this number, in conjunction with the decrease in the 
clean-coal ash at the optimum, suggest that moving towards 
the duller lithotypes the depositional conditions changed 
from wet forest mire to open mire. This is also in agreement 
with the change in maceral compositions, particularly the 
decreasing ratio of vitrinite A to vitrinite B towards duller 
lithotypes. Vitrinite A, representing structured vitrinite 
macerals, indicates a more preserving depositional environ- 
ment, and reflects deposition conditions with less frequent 
changes in water level. This results in less mineral matter 
deposition. Vitrinite B, representing vitrodetrinite and 
viuinite associated with mineral matter, indicates macerals 
of detrital origin, usually characterized by more degraded 
organic matter and a higher mineral matter content. 

Knowledge of the variation in washability with change in 
lithotype composition may be a useful tool for predicting 
the washability characteristics of a seam. An attempt was 
made here to calculate a seam washability number from the 
washability numbers of component lithotypes. The 
weighted average washability number of the whole seam is 
122.19. This compares with a washability number of 147 
from a bulk washability test. The standard deviation of the 
weighted average value is 50.1. 

FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents a preliminary attempt to relate the 
washability characteristics of a coal seam to its lithotype 
composition. More comprehensive studies are needed to 
confirm the validity of these findings. This should involve 
more systematic washability analysis of other seams and 
linking them with identification of their depositional 
environments. This may lead to meaningful conclusions 
regarding the sedimentation patterns and the predictability 
of washability from lithology. In terms of the statistical 
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significance of the additivity of washability numbers from 
the respective lithotypes, more samples must be tested. 

The next step in this study will be a more precise analysis 
of the association of mineral matter with macerals. This will 
be accomplished through microlithotype analysis of litho- 
type samples. This information will be used to better 
describe lithotype composition with respect to the original 
wetland environment and other quality characteristics. 
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PYRITE OCCURRENCES IN TELKWA AND QUINSAM COAL SEAMS 
By Maria E. Holuszko, Alex Matheson and D.A. Grieve 

KEYWORDS: Coal pxhgy, sulphur, pyrite, Telkwa, Quin- 
sam, coal cleaning. 

INTRODUCTION 
Sulphur in coil1 is il major environmental concern. The 

use of coal for combustion requires the control of sulphur 
dioxide emissions. To reduce these emissions, the total 
solphur content in c~ial product ~must he decreased. This can 
he accomplished by using low-sulphur coal. cleaning coal 
prior to combustion. retaining sulphw during wmhustion. 
or hy treatment of tlur gases after combustion. The use of 
low-sulphur coal is I?mitcd to the areas where such coals are 
available, and retaining the sulphur during combustion is a 
process in the expel-imcntal stage. The remaining alterna- 
tives are to clean co;11 before combustion or reduce sulphur 
dioxide emissions by blur gas desulphu~i/ation. Physical 
cleaning before combustion, however. is still the nmost eco- 
nomical option. 

Sulphur is found in coal in both inorganic and organic 
forms. The inorgamc sulphur occurs: as iron disulphide, 
either pyrite (cubic) or marcasite (ortborhomhic): as a sul- 
phatr, chiefly gypsum and iron sulphate: and iis clcmental 
sulphur. Elemental ,sulphur and sulphlrte ire usually found 
in very small concentrations. generally lest than 0.2 per cent 
and 0.1 per cent, rcspcctively (Greer. IY7Y). The organic 
sulphur is hound to the coal structure. Pyritic and organic 
sulphur, however. account for most of the sulphur in will. 

Conventional cleaning is not adeqwte for the removal of 
organic sulphur, and chemical cleaning would he more 
appropriate. Pyritic :rulphur is the only sulphur form which 
can hc removed hy physical methods. Therefore attention is 
usually focused on the forms of pyrite. For physical sulphur 
wnoval to hc successful it is necessxy to understand the 
nilt~re and OCCUITC~~~S of pyrite in the coal. 

The sulphur contents of most British Columbia coals are 
considered to he low (<I%). The two major coalfields. the 
Northeast and Southeast. product coids with sulphur con- 
tents in the range 0.30 to 0.60 per cent. Coals from the 
Telkwa, Bouron River and Comox coalfields. have, <,n 
average, sulphur v;~lues greater than I per cent. and are 
exceptions. 

British Columbia low-sulphur coal seams contain prr- 
dominantly organic sulphur, Table 5-L35lfa) shows the dis- 
trihution of sulphur forms in low-sulphur seams. Total sul- 
phur mnpes from II.23 to 0.69 per cent and the organic 
sulphur comprises from 55.4 to 96.5 per cent of the total. A 
decrease in the proportion of organic sulphur is usually 
accompanied hy an increase in pyritic sulphur. Organic 
sulphur is assumed to he part of the organic coal structure. 
and it is convenient to express it on a dry ash-free basis, to 
emphasize this aswziation. 

Coals from the Comox, Telkwa and Bowron River 
coulfields generally average between 0.5 and I .6 per cent 

sulphur. Compared with sub-bituminous c nls, ther na 
coals from these are;,s arc relatively high rank (higher k:al.’ 
kg), and therefore the elevetcd sulphur co! tent in ~;tcsc: 
seams will have much less effect on the po1 sihle sulphtu 
dioxide emissions. 

In coals with higher sulphur content an im rease of t:Gil 
sulphur content is mainly due to an incrr: se in p:y.iti<. 
sulphur (,WP pan h of Table :i-Ii-l). The xoporticn o‘ 
organic sulphur decreases drastically and ma! hc as low a!. 
4.5 per cent of the total sulphur in some case. The orgxnir: 
sulphur content. as calculated on a dry a ,h-free besis, 
however, appears to he much higher then th’: organic WI.. 
phur in the low-sulphur co& For Telkwa s :ams, org;mi(: 
sulphur is as much as I.81 per cent of organ c matter. I;o’ 
Quinsam No. 2 seam and No. I -Rider seam t ranges f:um 
0.80 to 0.87 per cent. whrr:as, for Iuw-s rlphur ccids. 
organic sulphur on a dry ash-free hasis averrges 0.56 pe’- 
cent. 

The objective of this study is 1:” investigate pyrite oc~:w 
races in Telkwa and Quinsam coals. as thse coalii<:ld:; 
produce higher sulphur coal. Pyrite occuv :nces will he 
discussed in terms of six and association vith maceral; 
(microlithotypes) with a view to assessing :heir poxihlc 
influence on the cleaning processes. 

BACKGROUND 

ORIGIN OF SULPHUR IN COAL 

Sulphur in coal may he cithw syngenetic :x epigenctic. 
Most is syngenetic; the rwly syngenetic WI phur is intro- 
duced during the peat formation process, and late syngcne- 
tic sulphur is accumulated during the gelification- 
humification stage of coalifiution. tipigel lctic sulpr.ur, 
mostly pyritic. is present in clats and fr; cture filling; 
(Renton and Bird, IYYI). 

Because organic and pyritic sulphur compri ie most of the 
sulphur in coal, special attention is given to the wigill oF 
these two forms. The organic sulphur in low sulphur c,:al:; 
is derived primarily from sulpbur contained i I plants fcrm- 
ing the peat deposit. Only a small pm? is derived f-‘am 
hydrogen sulphide generated by the microhi; I reductio~l of 
the sulphatr of interstitial water. Coals rich i I or&anic :.uI- 
phur imply a syngenetic contribution from flu ds with a~ Iligb 
sulphate content (Querol ef al., 1’39 I : Price an 1 Casagrande, 
1991). According to Casagrands and Nug (1979) or@: 

sulphur originates from complexing of sulp WI frorrl :,uI~ 
phatr ions and hydrogen sulphidr: hy humii acids du:in;; 
coalification. 

Organic sulphur in coal can be classified i ~to four t!‘pes 
(Markusxwski ef al., 1980): 

0 Aliphatic or aromatic thi<~Nls (mercaptans thiophenols:; 

0 Aliphatic, aromatic or Inixed sulphidl (thioetlws:: 
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6% Moisture Ash Sulphur % 
Caalfield Property Seam % % Total Organic S&hate Puritic 

% sorQld;,y!3 
%A 

Scutheasf Byron Ck Mammoth 0.96 21.70 0.23 0.21 0.02 81.30 0.27 
Line Ck 1OA 0.72 12.40 0.52 0.50 0.01 0.01 96.20 0.58 

8 0.67 49.00 0.31 0.26 0.01 0.02 90.30 0.56 
Greenhills 16 0.93 16.80 0.56 0.46 0.02 0.08 82.14 0.56 

22 3.33 6.12 0.58 0.56 0.01 0.01 96.55 0.62 
20 0.80 32.70 0.60 0.46 0.02 0.12 76.67 0.69 
3 0.51 19.30 0.65 0.41 0.04 0.20 63.08 0.51 

8almer 7RX 0.41 32.10 0.63 0.62 0.02 0.09 82.54 0.77 
7s 0.55 26.00 0.69 0.46 0.12 0.12 65.22 0.61 
4 0.57 24.80 0.62 0.48 0.01 0.13 77.44 0.64 

Northeast Bullmoose Al 0.76 21.30 0.65 0.36 0.01 0.28 55.40 0.46 
0 1 .oo 22.10 0.58 0.42 0.03 0.13 72.41 0.55 
E 1.10 21.70 0.55 0.45 0.02 0.08 81.62 0.58 

Ouintene J3 0.66 13.80 0.60 0.36 0.08 0.14 63.33 0.45 

(W Moirture Alh Sdphur % 
Coalfield Propen” Seam % % Total organic Sulphate Pyritic 

% %d ;,2,rj 
%A 

cornox ouinsam ouinram River ,b”b, 14.40 1.57 0.07 1.50 4.50 0.08 
Hamilfon Lake ,b”lk, 27.00 2.21 0.82 1.39 37.10 1.12 

2 2.30 30.90 2.63 0.53 0.06 2.02 20.20 0.79 
Rider 2.30 20.50 3.73 0.67 0.16 2.90 18.00 0.87 

1 2.50 9.80 0.59 0.33 0.01 0.24 56.90 0.38 
Telkwa Lower coal zone 0.49 23.12 3.52 1.38 0.15 1.99 39.20 1 .a1 

l Aliphatic. aromatic or mixed disulphides 
(bisthioethers); 

l Heterocyclic compounds of the thiophene type 
(dibenzothiophene). 

The proportion of different organic sulphur-bearing com- 
pounds is a function of rank and type of coal. The aliphatic 
(organic sulphur bound to the aliphatic hydrocarbon com- 
pound) to aromatic sulphur ratio varies significantly with 
maceral type and coal rank. Vitrinite macerals typically 
contain mcwe of the aromatic-heterocyclic sulphur than 
either the inertinite or exinite macerals. An increase in rank 
increases the ratio of aromatic to aliphatic sulphur (Hug- 
gins, 1992). The distribution of organic sulphur in various 
macerals has been the subject of many studies (Raymond, 
1982; Hippo er al., 1987; Stock ef al., 1989). 

Generally, it was found that mxerals from low-sulphur 
coals contain comparable amounts of organic sulphur. In 
contrast, the macerals of high-sulphur coals contain signifi- 
cantly different amounts of these substances. Sporinite has 
the highest content of organic sulphur, while vitrinite has 
significantly less. Furthermore, organic sulphur in sporinite 
was found to be more reactive than organic sulphur in 
vitrinite. 

“Pyritic” sulphur includes sulphur contained in either of 
the two common iron sulphide minerals, pyrite and mar- 
casite. The generation of sulphide in coal depends on the 
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availability of sulphur and iron, and on the intensity of the 
sulphate bacterial reduction (Figure 5-3-l). It is generally 
accepted that coals with the original peat or roof sediments 
formed in marine-intluenced environments have a tendency 
to have a higher sulphide content than those accumulated in 
limnic areas (Williams and Keith, 1963). Considering that 
the sulphate content of seawater is 120 times greater than 
that of fresh water or ground water this is not surprising 
(McMillan, 1972). - 

According to Navel (in Frankie and Hewer, 1985) iron 
sulphide can only form in peats as a result of bacterial 
activity, because there is not enough energy for chemical 
reduction of sulphates to disulphides. The source of sulphur 
is plant and animal protein, largely bacterial protein, or 
sulphare ions in streams or sea water. Iron is derived from 
the weathering of silicate minerals or is carried in with 
groundwater as Fe-ions. The environmental conditions, 
especially pH, appear to have dramatic effect on pyrite 
formation (Casagrande, 1987). 

The hydrogen sulphide which is transformed into iron 
disulphide is produced by sulphate-reducing bacteria, which 
thrive in high pH environments. The same swamp condi- 
tions that produce iron disulphide minerals determine the 
relative abundances of the various macerals in a particular 
coal seam. In other words, pH conditions in the swamp 
control the microbial degradation of plant debris to form the 
organic part of coal and, at the same time, control the 



MaSSi”* Pyrite IorQanic S”lph”r 

l Low Sulphur = Brackish to Fresh Water Source 
High Sulphur = Marine Water Source 

**Low and High Sultix from Fresh Water Source 

Figure 5-S I. Sulphide formation in coal 
(Pri;e and Shieh. 1979). 

reactions that generate pyrite. For example, higher pH leads 
to increased microbial degradation of the plant and peut 
components and, as a result decreased content of pre- 
vitrinitic materials. Increased microbial reduction of sul- 
phatr ions subsequently results in the precipitation of iron 
disulphide minerals, mainly pyrite, in coal. The end result is 
that coal produced under high pH conditions is more exinite 
rich and higher in mineral matter, especially in pyritic sul- 
phur. Typically the abundance of exinite and pyritic sulphur 
exhibit a strong staristical association with each other 
(Renton and Bird, 1991). 

Low pH, by contrast. promotes accumulation of pre- 
vitrinitic woody tissues and suppresses exinite formation. In 
addition, metal ions, especially iron, are readily dissolved 
and removed from the peat, and bacterial reduction of sul- 
phate to iron disulphide is simultaneously suppressed. Coals 
produced under these conditions are vitrinite rich and pyritic 
sulphur content is low; most of the sulphur is organic. 

Strong relationships between petrographic composition 
and pyritic sulphur in coal exist due to the same chemical 
conditions controlling the pyrite formation and abundances 
of various macerals (Renton and Bird, 1991; Kalkreuth 
et rd., 1991). 

PYRITE OCCURRENCES IN COAL 
Pyrite may occur in a variety of forms, the most common 

being as narrow veins up to IS0 millimetres thick and 
severt~l hundred millimetres long. nodules resembling fram- 
hoids, and discrete crystals. The framhoids, which range 
from a few to several hundred microns in sire, are aggre- 
gates of octahedral crystals: discrete crystals are usually 
much smaller (l-2 pm). 

There are a number of different classifications of pyrite 
occurxnce in coal. Neavel and Reyes-Navarro (in Frankie 
and Hewer, 1985) classified pyrite as: framhoidal, dendritic, 
euhedral, cleat and massive. Caruccio rr crl. (1977) consider 
two main categories, primary and secondary pyrite. Primary 
pyrite includes sulphur halls, finely disseminated pyrite, and 
primary emplacement pyrite. They also recognize five types 
of pyrite according to morphology: primary massive, plant 

replacement, primary cuhedral, secondary ck at coats i nd 
framboidal. 

Lowson (1982) suggested that for many purposes it is 
adequate to consider pyrite as either fremhoida or euhedr~al. 
In another classification, two types of pyrite motpholcgy 
arc defined: type I consists of !;ubmicrott-size grains e:ti!it- 
ing as loose particles or agglomemted in the f mn of fran- 
boids, typically IO to 20 mitxons in diam:ter; type 2 
includes larger individual crys~l!. (often >50 xm) with no 
apparent sub-grain structures (Cal~:y~ er al., I98 1). The latter 
are described as monolithic. ‘These two typrs of pyrite 
morphologirs coincide with framboidal and eu xdral fc’rx 
of pyrite discussed by Lowson (1982). It is i Iso beliaed 
that these two types may be considered as the ( nd memb~zrs 
in a maturity range. The frarnhoidal or sul micron s :x 
pyrites are believed to he the Ita>,t mature, wt ereas mm)- 
lithic pyrites are the most matuw 

In terms of pyrite reactivity it has also heel 1 establi?,ht:d 
that framhoidal pyrite is more reactive than other forms itlId, 
as result, responsible for forming acid solution: and cawing 
acid mine-drainage problemr; s:C:arrucio P, rrl., lW7; 
McMillan, 1972). Similarly, the framhoidal p) rite displays 
a higher level of reactivity upxl pyrolysis tl an euhed-al 
pyrite from the same coal (C&y er al., 1989) 

SAMPLES AND ANALYTICAL 
PROCEDURES 

Samples were obtained from ,diamond-drillir g projects ‘n 
the Quinsam and Telkwa coalfields (Mathxon, 1989; 
Matheson and Van Den Bussche, 1989). Locati xx of Quit- 
sam mine and Telkwa coalfield are shown in Figures 5-3~2 
and 5-3-3. 

Samples representing Quinsam No. I, I-Rid :I and No 2 
seams were analyzed. These seams have a higl pyrite cow 
tent and are typical of seams which have been it iluencecl Iby 
marine transgressions (Kenyon t’t al., 1991). Tt ey are ov(::- 
lain directly by marine strata. A summary t f analytical 
results is presented in Tables 5-3-2 and 5-3-3. Table 5-3-2 
presents proximate analysis (Mxheson, 1989). Table S-3-3 
shows the distribution of sulphur forms in these seaw. 
Quinsam No. I scam, as prescnred in Table 5-3 ~3, has hec:n 
subdivided into three intervals: dapper, rniddll and lower 
(the first two are RO-centimetre intervals, t te third 60 
centimetres). 

The Telkwa coal measures a’ part of an interbeddcd 
marine and nonmarine sedimaUary sequence which is 

Moisture Ash Volatile Fired 
Seam % % NiatIer % 0 :nrbon 3’0 

--30.00 
--.. 

#2 2.30 30.90 36.80 
#l 2.30 20.50 35.00 42.20 

Rider 
#I 2.65 9.65 37.00 50.70 
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Figure 5-3-2. Location of Quinaam mine and Comox coalfield 

divided in10 three units (Koo, 1984; Mathrson and Van Den 
Bussche. 1989). Only the lower and the upper unit contains 
coal measures. The coal seam No. I and some thin coal 
seams occur near the top of the lower unit (Matheson and 
Van Den Bussche, 1989). The upper unit contains ten 
seams. Palsgrove and Bustin (1991) described coal ge”l”gy 
and quality of these seams in greater detail. In general, the 
uppermost six seams in the upper unit have the highest 
sulphur content. ranging from 2.00 to 3.80 per cent. 

The incremental samples from the Telkwa No. I seam in 
the lower unit were analyzed for pyrite forms. Samples from 
the upper part of the seam have the highest sulphur contents, 
especially samples from the top of the seam, where sulphur 
reaches almost IO per cent. In general, the sulphur content 
decreases downward within the seam. The average total 
sulphur content for this seam is 3.52 per cent; pmximate and 
sulphur forms analyses are presented in Table S-3-4. Sul- 
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phur, ash and moisture c”ntents of samples taken in 20. 
centimetre intervals across the seam are reported in 
Table 5-3-5. 

PETROGRAPHIC ANALYSIS 
For detailed petrographic examination, epoxy pellets 

were prepared from coal samples taken in IO t” 15- 
centimetre increments from Quinsam No. I, I-Rider and 
No. 2 seams. The Telkwa seam was sampled in 20. 
centimetre increments. Maceral analyses were performed by 
counting 500 points on each pellet. Results are summarized 
in Tables 5-3-6 and 5-3-7. In addition, observations were 
made with respect to the sire, form and associati”n of pyrite 
with microlithotypes in vertical sequence of these seams. 
Table 5-3-X summarizes the macrral composition of the 
various microlithotypes. 



MOiStwe Ash sutpllur % 
Coal seam % % Total Organic Sutphate Pyritie 

% %rgl %&g 
Stat ---- 

#Z 2.30 30.90 2.66 0.54 0.08 2.04 :20.30 0.80 
Rider 2.30 20.50 6.08 0.67 0.27 5.14 11.00 0.87 

#I (first 80 cm fmm the top, part; 2.60 8.23 1.09 0.46 0.02 0.61 ,1*.20 0.52 
#I (second “al 80 cm *ram the top, part; 2.60 12.92 0.37 0.33 <O.O, 0.03 ‘919 0.39 

#I @mom last 60 cm, pan; 2.81 8.84 0.29 0.27 < 0.01 0.01 J3,10 0.31 

LEGEND 
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Figure S-3-3. Location of Tclkwa coallield. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SULPHUR AND ASH 

Q UlNSAM 
The average total sulphur content for Quinsnm No. 2 

seam is 2.66 per cent, The highest sulphur content, 6.08 per 
cent. occurs in I-Rider seam. The sulphur content of the 
upper part of No. 1 scam is much higher than the remainder 
of the seam and correlates with an increase in pyrite content 
(Table S-3-3). The increasing trend of pyritic sulphur 
towards the top of the seam is evident and in agreement with 
other studies (Casagrande, 1987: Querol, I991 et ul.). 

In the I-Rider seam, pyritic sulphur comprises 89 per 
cent of the total sulphur, while in the sample with lowest 
sulphur content pyrite contributes only a little over 3 per 

cent of the total sulphur. 

No. 2 seam has the highest ash content, followed by 
I-Rider seam. The lowest ash content is associated with the 

uppermost 80.centimetre interval of the No. I seam, which 
is enriched in pyritic sulphur. An increase in ash content in 

Sample No. Moisture Ash % Sulpl ur % 
1” 0.96 X04 9. II 
2 0.85 40.99 4. 34 
3 0.83 12.5 2.18 
4 0.98 ;!3.43 2.14 
5 0.86 1.1.61 I, !L 
6 0.99 1.0.65 3, I* 
7 0.88 31.03 3, ‘9 
8 1.12 118.93 0.19 
9 0.91 17.2 1.19 

analysis are on a5 received bark 
- 

* 
** smptes represent 20 cm inlervds 

the samples from the middle pan of No. I se em does lnot 
have a corresponding increase in the context of pyritic 
sulphur. Thcrc is no apparent correlation betw, :en total s,,l- 
phur content or pyritic sulphur and the ash co ~tent. 

TEI.KWA 
The average total sulphur content for the ‘I :Ikwa No I 

seam is 3.S2 per cent (Table S-3-S). Pyritic :ulphur corn- 
prisrs 56.5 per cent of the total sulphur conten and organic 
sulphur contributes a further 39.2 per cent. ‘btal sulphur 
decreases with depth down to ths: middle sectio I of the se.m 
(Table S-3-S). This corresponds with a genera decrease in 



ash content. with some exceptions. The highest sulphur 
content (9.7 I%:I is reported in the top sample, the car- 
responding ash content is 42.04 per cent. 

Vitrinite 
Seam Vol. % l 

2 (3)** 87.90 
Rider (4) 72.90 

1 (tint 80 cm) (8) 80.00 
1 (next 80 cm) (8) 78.80 

1 (60 cm) (7) 80.20 

Exinite lnertinite 
Vol. % Vol. % 

1.40 10.70 
2.40 24.70 
2.50 17.50 
2.20 19.00 
2.30 17.50 

* volume percent on mineral-matter-free basis 
** average based on ( )-number of samples 

Vitrinite Exinite Inertinite 
Sample No. Vol. % * Vol. % Vol. % 

1 l * 94.60 1.20 4.20 
2 81.50 0.60 18.10 
3 40.80 1.80 57.40 
4 69.60 1.40 29.00 
5 60.60 2.20 37.20 
6 61.20 1.00 37.80 
7 69.60 2.20 28.20 
8 59.80 0.60 39.40 
9 68.40 0.40 31.20 

AlWage 67.30 1.30 31.40 

* Volume percent on mineral-matter-free basis 
** Samples represent 20 cm intervals 

Classification Micmtithotype Minerat Group Composition 

MOIV3llLX~~al V&rite V > 95%, E+I < 5% 
(mineral free) Liptite E > 9S%, V+I < 5% 

Inertite I > 95%, V+E < 5% 

Bimaceral Clarite V+E > 95%. I -C 5% 
(mineral free) Vitrinettite V+I > 95%, E < 5% 

Dutite I+E > 95%, V < 5% 
TIilTWXril~ V+I+E (each > 5%). > 95% 

Maceral Carbominetite Any above microlitbotype with 
Association 560% by volume mineral 

matter (5-20% if sulfides) 

V - Vitrinite E- Exinitc I - lnteninite 
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DISTRIBUTION OF PYRITE FORMS 

Q UINSAM 
Examination of samples from Quinsam No. 2 seam, 

representing the top of the coal sequence, revealed that the 
coal particles are very much contaminated with pyrite. pre- 
dominately framboidal, with an average size of approx- 
imately I3 microns. There are also massive framboids, 25 to 
30 microns in size. Euhedral pyrite is found as very small, 
liberated particles, usually in cavities and cleats. indicating 
secondary origin. Some pyrite is intermixed with clays. 
Almost all particles are contaminated with pyrite, but only a 
few are heavily contaminated. Other minerals are clays and 
calcite. The latter is deposited in the cleats of coal particles. 
Examples of wvious pyrite forms in Quinsam coal seams 
are illustrated in Plate S-3-l. 

In I-Rider seam, the framboidal pyrite appears mainly as 
large particles, up to 30 microns, while smaller framboids 
are up to 5 microns. There is also an increased abundance of 
euhedral pyrite, typically as tiny particles (I to 2 pm). In 
general. there is a high content of pyritic sulphur in various 
forms. Large framhoids dominate the coal samples from 
I-Rider seam. In the top of the section very tiny euhedral 
pyrites are found near larger framboids. This suggests that 
the cuhedral pyrite may be the result of disintegration of 
ftimboidal pyrite (Figure S-3-l). Liberation of pyrite in 
these samples is insignificant, considering the crushing pro- 
cess for pellet preparation (reducing the size down to -20 
mesh). Most liberated pyrite particles are euhedral, but 
some framboidal pyrite is present in the cleats. 

The top part of No. I seam (uppermost 80 cm) also 
contains substantial amounts of framboidal and euhedral 
pyrite. Framboidal pyrite quite often occurs in clusters and 
some clusters reach 25 microns in size. There are examples 
of larger euhedral pyrite. The trend in decreasing total 
sulphur content from the top to the lower part of No. I seam 
is accompanied by a decrease in size of the framhoidal 
pyrite, and a parallel decrease in the ratio of framboidal to 
euhedral pyrite. In the middle SO-centimetre interval of the 
seam, there is almost no visible framhoidal pyrite; the only 
pyrite present is very small euhedral grains. 

TELKWA 

Microscopic analysis of pyrite occurrences in the Telkwa 
high-sulphur seam shows a variety of its types. A total of 
nine samples were examined, covering the whole seam. 
Samples from the upper part of the seam are enriched in 
massive and very large framhoids, some up to 250 microns 
in diameter. The first two samples appear to have an 
especially high mineral matter content. The first sample has 
abundant pyrite, whereas in the second the mineral matter is 
mostly clays. Plate S-3-2 shows the pyrite forms found in 
the Telkwa coal seam. 

There is an obvious trend from large framhoidal to more 
irregular pyrite forms with depth. Somewhere in the middle 



of the seam, transformation of regular framboidal pyrite into 
massive “cauliflower-type” occurs. The size of irregular 
pyrite occurrences ii somewhat smaller than the massive 
framhoidal type, reaching on average 50 to 100 microns in 
diameter. The abundance of euhedral pyrite also increases 
with depth. This type is usually 4 to 5 microns in size, filling 
cavities in fusinitc “T sem~fusinitr. I, compri\r\ il,“,“Sf 
95 per cent of the total pyrite in the samples from the hortom 
of the seam. 

In general, the liberation of pyrite increases with increase 
in ruhedral grains. Liberated euhedral pyrite usually occurs 
in small cavities and i:lcats, but in some cwx pyrite appears 
encapsulated in coal particles. In the part of the seam where 
the mineral matter is high and framhoidal pyrite abundant, 
liberation of pyrite i-caches up to 30 per cent. cspccially 
when pyrite particle!; are contained within the clay hands. 
Liberation is much less in the parts of the scam whrre 
irregular cauliflower pyrite occurs. The irregular form 
seems to have replacf:d semifusinite and is usually confined 
to this maceral. 

ASSOCIATION OF PYRITE WITH 
MACERALS AND MICROLITHOTYPES 
QUINSAM 

Petro&raphic analysis (Table 5-3-6) of Quinsam No. 2 
seam indicates that this coal is high in vitrinite. The average 

rxinite content is moderate, with it somewhat k igher content 
of knife in the top part of th? ‘wxn. This a so coinci,Jcs 
very well with the larger occurrences of framb, idal pyritt: in 
this part of the seam. The lower part of the sea n is enrkhcd 
in smaller framhoidal pyrite (5 to 7 pm) aaid sccond~ry 
cuhrdral pyrite is found in cavi.:ies in fusini :e and smalli- 
fusinite. Framhoid;ll pyrite 5 mostly ;xs~riared ,with 
vitrinite-rich microlithotypes: vitrite, clilrite an j trimaccritc. 

The I-Rider seam has a lower vitrinite cont~ nt than No. 2 
seam. Its exinitr content is higher and this is accompanied 
hy an incrcasc in ahundancc or inertinits, especially se n- 
fusinite. The average vitrinite CI~WSI~ is 72.’ per cent by 
volume Cfahle 5-3-6). with an increasing trrnc from the top 
to the hottom of the scan. The highest rxinitt content i:; at 
the top of the seam and corrt:sponds to thr highest c:n 
centralions of pyrite, as in the Ko. 2 xvm. b assive py,?te 
and large framboids appear to hc always a~lo: cd within the 
vitrinite particles. It is also evidrnt that framl soidal pyr (es 
are usually aligned parallel LO th<: bedding pl; nes. In terms 
of microlithotype association. fralnboidal pyrie is usually a 
part of the vitrite and claritr microlithot)pr, whrrxs 
euhedral pyrite occurs in cavitisv in fusinite o semifusiliite 
in the inwtite lithotype. 

Maceral composition throug,hout No I se un is almost 
uniform. Vitrinitr content is atlol.lt 80 per cer t by YOIIJ ne. 
exinite and inertinite contents arc in the range of 2.2 to :!.S 



Plate 5-3-2. Pyrite OCCUE~C~S in a Tclkwa coal scam. (250 mm on horimnlal). A. Large framboids; B. Regular Smmboids; 
C. Cauliflower-type: D. Small euhedral pyrite. 

and 17.50 to 19.00 per cent, respectively. There is very little 
variation in association of pyrite with the mace& within 
the seam. Larger framboidal pyrite is almost always ussoci- 
ated with vitrinite. while euhedral pyrite is found in cavities 
in vitrinite or fusinite. Framboidal pyrite is dominantly 
associated with vitrite and trimacerites (V+E+I). The 
higher pyrite content in the top of the seam is not matched 
by an increased abundance of exinite, as observed in other 
seams. 

TELKWA 

In general, maceral composition of the Telkwa seam 
changes from vitrinitr-rich in the top of the seam to 
inertinite-rich towards the bottom, with some irregularities 
in between (Table 5-3-7). The highest vitrinite content 
(94.6% by volume) is at the top of the seam. The variation 
in exinite content is even less regular. It ranges from 0.60 to 
2.2 percent by volume with no obvious correlation with the 
stratigmphy of the seam. 

Occurrences of mega-framboids (up to 250 pm) of pyrite 
in the first 20.centimetre interval of the seam are almost 
exclusively amfined to the vitrinite, as this maceral is 
dominant in this part of the seam. An obvious trend is 
observed moving downward in the seam: fremboids become 
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more regular in shape and smaller in size (I 50 pm or less). 
Regular framboidal pyrite is typically confined to the vitrite 
and clarite microlithotypes (V+E). In some instances, fram- 
boidal pyrite occurs in trimacerites (VtEfI). The cau- 
liflower pyrite is commonly associated with semifusinite in 
inertite microlithotype. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The high sulphur content in the Quinsam and Telkwa 

seams reflects marine influence during the deposition. In 
terms of sulphur distribution within the individual seams, 
there are no systematic trends. The highest sulphur content, 
however, is always in the upper portions of these seams. 
The ash patterns are also variable, with the highest ash 
content usually accompanying high sulphur content. 

High sulphur content is a direct result of increased pyritic 
sulphur. In the I-Rider seam at Quinsam, pyritic sulphur 
comprises almost 90 per cent of total sulphur, while in the 
upper part of No. I seam pyritic sulphur comprises only 
57.8 per cent of the total sulphur (Table S-3-3). In the lower 
sections of No. I seam totill sulphur decreases significantly, 
Here, organic sulphur is dominant and comprises more than 
90 per cent of the total sulphur. This is in agreement with 
trends in other coals (Casagrande er 01.. 1979; Given and 



Miller, 1985): in cwls with low total sulphur, the organic 
sulphur concentration exceeds that of pyritic sulphur, and in 
coals with higher total sulphur content, pyritic sulphur is 
dominant. 

The organic sulphur wntent of the ‘Telkwa swrn, c&u- 
lated on a dry ash-free basis, is much higher than or&anic 
sulphur of Quinsam high-sulphur seams. Organic sulphur, 
as discussed by many (Rrnton and Bird, IYYI: Price and 
Casagrande, I99 I : Querol of nl., I39 I). is derived from 
sulphur in plants or through the direct reaction between 
hydrogen sulphide derived from microbial reduction, and 
organic tnatter. Hydrogen sulphide may react with either 
organic matter or iron to form pyrite; however, it reacts 
ptrl’erentially with iton (Howarth, 1984; in Palsgrove and 
Bustin, 1991). Due to the deficiency of iron iott\ in the low 
pH peat, sulphur maq he tied up in organic matter instead of 
in sulphides. Bacteria reactiorx are slower and, its a result, 
hydrogen sulphide is incorporated into the organic matter. 

L.ower pH pmmwx preservation of organic matter and, 
coupled with the high water table in the peat, lads to 
vitrinitr-rich coal, as cvidrnt in the top of the Telkwa seam 
Another ohservetion is that a fair ~lmount of pyritic sulphur 
in this part of the seam. up to 30 per cent, is Liberated. This 
indicates introduction of secondary pyrite into the coal. 
There is also a possibility that pyrite was introduced during 
the humification and gelification stage. after formation of 
vitrinite. 

According to the accepted model explaining pyrite ftlr- 
mation in relation to the petrographic composition of coal, 
the chemical conditions favourahle for pyrite formation 
result in exinitc-rich :md vitrinite-depleted coal. None of the 
examined seams appcw to follow this pattern entirely. In 
parts of No. 2 and I -Rider seams at Quinsam, some correla- 
tion hetwern exit&: and pyritic sulphur content can he 
ohscrved. It is also noteworthy that these coals are 
impoverished in exinite, due tu the type of vegetation con- 
trihuting to the peat. 

Distribution of various pyrite forms is quite similar for 
seams from Quinsam and Telkwa. The large framhoidel 
pyrite is almost always dominant in the top of the seams. 
The six of frarnboi3s decreases with depth. The ratio of 
frramhoidal to ruhedral pyrite also decreases with depth. The 
size of euhedral pyrite varies from I micron (Telkwa) in size 
to 5 microns (Quinssm). An irregular cauliflower fcxm of 
pyrite wets ohserved in the middle part of the Telkwa seam. 
The association of c;iolitlower pyrite with semifusinite may 
indicate the secondary replacement of semifusinite by 
pyrite. 

It is evident from microscopic examination of Quinsam 
and Telkwa high-sulphur coal scmnr, that pyrite in the 
Telkwa seam is much coarser grained than the pyrite in the 
Quinsam seatns. The size of pyrite in the Telkwa seam 
reaches up to 250 rmcrons, whereas in Quinsam seams. the 
size of the framhoidal pyrite averages bctwcrn I? and IS 
microns. with a maximum size of 25 to 30 microns. 

The examination of pyrite six and t~~rr~~ces in high- 
sulphur seams from Quinsam and Telkwa suggests that 
pyrite in the Telkwa seams would he mwc amenable to 
removal in commrrcml cleaning. Large framhoids would he 
much easier to liberate than those found in Quinsam seams. 

Distribution of pyrite in the ‘Tclkwe seam s also mrw 
favourahle. The Inrgest framhaids are cancer [rated at the 
top of the seam; allowing isolatinn of this sect on for sel:c- 
tive mining, if necessary. 

Prtrogrrlphic xtalyses of sanplrs from ()uinsam ;,?d 
Telkwa seams indicate that itt hoth cws pyrite occurs 
mostly in vitrite, clnrite and trirnacerites fV+l tE). Sewral 
studies (McCartney e’f al., lY69; IFrankie and I lower. I’3 <5) 
correlating pyrite size and removal through the various 
physical cleaning circuits showed that fine pyr te (~20 @m) 
was always found in the clean coal fractions, It was also 
shown that clean coid was enriched in euhed al and fi-an- 
hoidal pyrite associated with ,vitrite and clarite. Masziive, 
Ixgr framhoidal pyrirc and pyrite associated l&h the IT& 
cral matter hands were usually c:ortcentrated n the reft rse. 
Pyrite particles smaller than IO tmicrons in sin remainct in 
the clean coilI. 

It is expected that pyrite particles smaller tht n 20 micnms 
in six and associated with vil:rinite-dotnil ated micro- 
lithotypes would tend to concentrate in clean coal product 
when gravity-based cleaning methods art: used, Large parti- 
cles of pyrite from the Telkwa seam would probahlv be 
much easier’ to remove when trated by conr xtionill rod 
cleaning techniques. Microscopic: analysis rel eals that: the 
large pyrite occurrences in tht: Telkwa seam are conc:n- 
trated in the part of the seam en]-iched in \itrinite. This 
would indicate il better chance to release pyrite during the 
six reduction. as vitrinite is the softest mxe al. 

Greater reduction in top siLe ,would he requil cd to liberate 
pyrite from Quinsam seams. C,u,:: to the fact hat pyrite in 
Quinsam seams is more dissctninated tttan II assive, mxe 
middlings will be produced durin,g the prepare ion. and 2 :; 2 
result the use of separators with sharper srpar ttion profiles 
would he necessary. 

The coilIs examined here hew week tloata lility charac- 
teristics, therefore, froth flotat,on would not he adeqwte. 
This would ttlso exclude the option of signific mt reductlmm 
in the top size of coal (E.,+, to liberate 25-1 micron py-ate 
grains in Quinsam coal), as there arc few rommerci;.ily 
available processes to treat fincs fw these co: Is. 

The only viable alternative for treating th: pyrite fwn, 
Quinsam coal, if required, may he the use of tl e agglornr:m 

tion process. This would allow further size reductior ir 
order to liberate the pyrite (Pawlak cr al., 1987, 1938) 
Given the f;lct that larger frambnidal pyrite is f<wnd mainl) 
associated with the vitrite microlithotype, the rohahilit:! 0. 
liberation and concentration in the fines wruld he mxt 
greater. To obtain maximum effect during a ;glomerat son. 
the size of coal must he reduced. Size redu:tion may br: 
impaired, however, by the f&t that Quinsan (oal has a II\\’ 
grindability index. Furthermore, the co: t of adding: 
agglomeration to the cleaning process will h; ve to he ibal~~ 
awed against the value of the improved coa quality. ‘l‘ht: 
end result may he that coarse ~coal will have ower sul~bu~ 
contents, but the fines recovered in form of agglomer.tte:. 
will have to be incorporated into the final xal product 

For further reduction in pyritic 5,ulphur in t tuinsam csal, 
the Agglofloat technique would hc far superior to 
agglomeration (Pawlak er nl., 1987, 19%). 1 his technir{w: 
combines both agglomeration and flotation nto one 1x0~ 



cedure, and is more selective in pyrite removal. It claims to Etyyy Mi,rc\ o,rd Prrn,lrrrm Rrsosnrs. Peprr 1984. I. pages 

reject up to 70 per cent of pyrite during cleaning, with as 113.121. 

high as 96 per cent recovery of combustibles. The main Lowson, R.T. (1982): Aqueous Oxidation of Pyrite by Molecular 

benefit of this technique is that it ctm treat very fine coal Oxygen; Chrnri<:<il Rev;<w. Volume 82. pages 461-497. 

(well below 0.50 urn). The reduction to such fine sizes leads Markuszwski. R., Fan, C.W.. Grew, R.T. and Wheelock, T.D. 

to greater liberati’on of pyrite particles and therefore greater 
chances of removal. The Agglofloat product, however, is 
finer and even more difficult to combine with the rest of the 
clean coal product. 

(I 980): Evaluation of the Removal of Organic Sulfur from 

1Y8”. 
Matheson, A. (1989): Subsurface Coal Sampling Survey, Quinsam 

Coal: Symposium on New Approaches in Caal Chemistry. 
.Amrriar,r CIw,n;cul So&r?, Pit&burg PA, 12-14 November, ,. ,. ,, 
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PEACE RIVER COALFIELD DIGITAL MAPPING PROJECT, 
1992 FIELDWORK 

(93V9, 10) 
By J.M. Cunningham and B.W. Sprecher 

KEYWORDS: Coal geology, Peace River, digital com- 
pilation, Belcourt Creek, Wapiti Lake, stratigraphy. coal 
exploration, Monkman Park, Kakwa Recreational Area, 
Belcourt Creek Park. 

INTRODUCTION 
The mapping completed during the 1992 field season 

covered the Belcourt Creek (931/9) map sheet and half of 
the adjacent Wapiti Lake (931/10) map sheet (Figure 5-4-l). 
These map areas straddle the foothills of the Rocky Moun- 
tains in northeast British Columbia, at the southeast end of 
the Peace River coalfield (Figure 5-J-2). This area is of 
particular interest because of proposed park additions and 
new parks in the Monkman Pass region which may include 
segments of the coalfield. 

The work done this summer essentially completes the 
fieldwork for the Peace River coalfield digital mapping 
project. Since mapping began in 1986, nine maps have been 
released as Open Files. The Wapiti Lake and Belcourt Creek 
geology maps will he released as Open Files in early 1993. 
Maps completed in the Pine Pass Chetwynd aren by Peter 
Jahans, as part of a Master’s thesis at the University of 
Alberta (Jahans, 1992). will also be released. Part or all of 
fourteen I:50 000..scale map sheets will have been com- 
pleted by the end of the project. 

An important adjunct to the field mapping has been the 
digital compilation of date from previous work in the area. 
An extensive digiral database (including virtually all the 
outcrop data from coal assessment reports. coal and 
petroleum drill-hole locations, as well tts digital versions of 
some of the coal report maps) has been compiled for the 
Peace River coalficld. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The total area tnapprd in the Belcourt Creek Wapiti 

Lake area is approximately 1300 square kilometres, extend- 
ing from the Outer Foothills in the east to the boundary of 
the Inner Foothills with the Rocky Mountain Main Ranges 
in the west. Elevations range from ahout 1000 to 2000 
mews, with treeline at around 1800 metres. Vegetation 
varies from rnatu~-e stands of pine and spruce to alpine 
tundra at higher elevations. Ridges trend predominently 
northwest, reflecting the underlying geological control. The 
principal drainages in the area, the Wapiti River, Red Deer 
Creek and Belcourt Creek, follow wide valleys, and cut 
across the ridges in a northeasterly direction. 

Outcrop is predominantly along the ridge tops, as well as 
in roadcuts and in the creek and river valleys. In 19X7, a 
lwge forest fire burned almost X000 hectares on the north 
side of Red Deer C:reek, making outcrop in the area easier to 
find. 

Road access from the city of Dawson Crf :ek to the ~nt~p 
area is by the Old Heritage Hi::hway (52). Wi:hin the wntnl 
part of the map area, logging and well-axes roads pwide 
access for four-wheel-drive truck. Mounttin bikes we’e 
used where roads were impaw~hle by truck. More renote 
areas in the west and south we::e reached b: helicopur. 

DIGITAL COMPILATION AND IvlAPPING 
Most of the data collected during the cm)mpilation and 

field mapping have been incorporated into a digital 
database. The methodology used has bee I described :o 
varying degrees in previous articles (Kilby md Wrig,htson, 
19X7a. b, c; Kilby and Johrston, 1988~1, t, c; Kilt,> and 
Hunter, 1990; Hunter and Cunningham, 199la, b; (III- 
ningham and Sprecher, 1992~1, tr) and so will only be b.xfly 
summarized here. 

The database has been compiled fi-om s:veral sotrcts, 
including coal assessment reports (explorat eon map:;, ccal 
boreholes, exploration reports). oil and gas drill-hole data, 
earlier mapping by the British Columbia Gee >logical Surwy 
Branch (Gilchrist and Flynn, 1978) and :he Geo~lcgical 
Survey of Canada (McMechan ;md Thompsc n, 1985; Taylor 
and Stott, 1979). Outcrop data from all the: e sources :haue 
been digitized using an in-house program. 0 ttcrop in~fo:ma- 
tion collected in the field this year was al o incorpcrat,:d 
into the database. 

Formation boundaries and structural tr.ces were also 
digitized fiom coal assessment report map; using QUII<- 
Map, a Geographic lnformution System ,GlSj pr~,i!raln. 
QUlKMap was also used extensively durir g all phzcs of 
map compilation, editing and production fo. the Le hlorsy 
Creek and Carbon Creek map sheets (0 nninghen ald 
Sprecher, 19923, b). Geological traces can ,e displc.yt:d in 
conjunction with outcrop data IMuch of the ( oal explw;tti~xt 
mapping in the area was don: id I:2500 sea e. These Itqe- 
scale, detailed geological rnuos can be digiti :ed, then c,dit%d 
and incorporated into the final I:50 000.seal? map, pn::ietv- 
ing detail and accuracy. This ability to displ, ly and query all 
the outcrop data, drill-hole Ioc;ttions and pr :vious ma:ping 
simultaneously on the compn~w screen, a lows GIS p!‘o- 
grams to be used in the interpretive stage If map pr:#duc- 
[ion, and not simply as a draft:ing tool. 

GEOLOGY OF THE STUDY AREA 

PREVIOUS WORK 
Previous mapping in the h’[onkman Par area italucles 

I:50 OOO-scale mapping completed by the Ideological Salr- 
vey of Canada which covers the southeart corner of 931 
(McMechan and Thompson,l!%S). Taylor i nd Stntt (19:‘9) 
published the I :250 OO@sca:e regional mar coverittg :a11 of 
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Figure 5-4-l. Location trap indicating the men mapped in 1992. Areas mapped in previous years are also shown 

1 

Figure 5-4-2. Map showing location of the Wapiti Lake 
(93VlO) and Belcourt Creek (93119) map 3-reas relative 10 
the Peace River coaltirld. 



931. Gilchrist and Flynn’s (1978) compilation maps of the 
Peace River coalfield included the coal-bearing strata in the 
Monkman Pass area. Detailed mapping of the coal- 
measures in the Monkman Pass area has been done in 
previous years by coal exploration companies. 

Detailed descriphons of the stratigraphy and structural 
geology, as well as interpretations of the paleogeography, 
have been published, by Stat (1967, 1968, 1973, 1982) and 
Hughes (I 964, 1967). The German Creek Formation of the 
Minnes Group in the Monkman Pass area has been 
described by Stott 11981). 

STRATIGRAPHY 

Triassic to Upper Cretaceous strata are exposed in the 
study area. The younger Upper Cretaceous Smoky Group 
and Wapiti Formation are exposed in the eastern Belcourt 
Creek map area (Figure 5-4-3). Limited exposures of older 
Triassic limestones and Jurassic Fernie Formation, as well 
as Lower Cretaceous rocks of the Minnes Group, are found 
in the core of the broad, regional-scale Belcourt anti- 
clinorium in the Wapiti Lake map area (Figure 5-4-4). 
Lower Cretaceous rocks of the Bullhead and Fort St. John 
groups are exposed in hoth limbs of the northwest-trending 
anticlinorium. The western limit of the area mapped is a 

major fault which thrust Paleo:roic carbonate .ocks wet the 
southwest-dipping Fort St. John Group. This i lult markr thl: 
boundary between the Inner Foorhills and the Rocky M~~un- 
tain Main Ranges. 

The formations found in the region are srmmarize,l ill 
Table 5-4-l. The stratigraphic nomenclature used fcmr tha: 
study area is that of the Geological Survey of Canada ;u.d ii 
derived from the work of D,F. Stott (I967 1968, N73, 
1981, 1982). This nomenclature IS used to naintain con- 
tinuity with previous mapping an this projr:t (Kilby and 
Wrightson. 1987a. b, c: Kilby and Johnstl I”, 1988a lb,~; 
Kilhy and Hunter, 1990; Hunter and Cunningmm. 1991&t; 
Cunningham and Sprecher, 19911e.h). Previa s descripti’sns 
of the stratigraphy are quite ,cxtensive, a Id only tlrief 
descriptions that highlight variations obsew d while map- 
ping in various parts of the: I?eace River coalfield ar? 
provided here. 

FERNIEFORMATION 

The Fernie Formation cowists predomini ntly of rwes- 
sive, dark grey to black marine shale. only limite,j 
exposures are found in the map area. hlost c utcrops oil th: 
Fernie Formation are found on the small tr hutary cr<:eks 
that cut deeply into the overlying Minnes G.oup strata, in 

Figure 5-4-1. Preliminary compilation map of the Belcoun Creek map area. See Table 5-4-l for kry to map-unit symbols 



1 WAPITI LAKE 93-l-10 

Figure 5-4-4. Preliminary compilation map of the Wapiti Lake map area. See Table 5-4-l for key to map-unit symbols 

the valleys of Red Deer Creek and the Wapiti River, along 
the axis of the Belcourt anticlinorium. 

MINNES GROUP 

To the north, from the Pine River to the Peace Canyon, 
the Minnes Group can generally be divided into four units: 
the Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous Monteith Formation, and 
the Lower Cretaceous Beattie Peaks, Monach snd Bickford 
formations (Stott, 1981, 1982). This is the nomenclature 
used for units in the Minnes Group in the Le Moray Creek 
map area (930/S: Cunningham and Sprecher, 199la,b) and 
in the Carbon Creek map area (930/15; Legun, 1988; Cun- 
ningham and Sprecher, 1992a. b). 

These divisions were not readily recognized in the Burnt 
River area, west of the Sukunkil River (93P/5: Hunter and 
Cunningham, 1990a. h). The Minnes exposures there con- 
sist of interbedded sandstones, siltstones, mudstones, car- 
bonaceous mudstones and thin coal seams and often display 
complex, mesoscopic-scale folding and faulting. In the 
Monkman Pass area, the upper part of the Minnes Group 
appears very similar to the deformed Minnes strata mapped 
in the Burnt River area. 

South of the Pine River, Stott (1981) divides the Minnes 
Group into two units: the lower Monteith Formation and the 
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upper German Creek Formation. This convention was con- 
tinued by later workers mapping in the Monkman Pass area 
(McMechan and Thompson, 1985). 

In the Wapiti Lake Belcourt Creek map areas, the 
Gornmn Creek Formation consists of sandstones. siltstones, 
mudstones, carbonaceous shales and mudstones, some con- 
glomerates and a few thin coal seams. The Gorman Creek is 
somewhat similar in appearance to the Bickford Formation, 
but is considerably thicker. Stott (1981) equates the upper 
Gorman Creek Formation to the Bickford. 

The Monteith Formation consists mostly of brown-grey 
weathering, resistant sandstones. 

Minnes Group strata are generally tree covered and 
poorly exposed in the northern half of the map area, but arc 
exposed along ridge tops in the south. 

BULLHEADGROUP 

The Bullhead Group comprises two formations, the 
Cadomin and the &thing. In the map area, the Cadomin 
Formation consists predominantly of grey-weathering, peb- 
ble to cobble conglomerate, forming a resistant marker unit 
some 40 to 50 metres thick. This is similar to the Cadomin 
mapped in the Burnt River area. In the Le Moray Creek map 
area, the Cadomin thickens northward to about 2.50 metres 
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and includes increasing amounts of sandstone and mud- 
stone. Farther north, inthe Carbon Creek and Peace River 
Canyon areas, the Cadomin Formation consists principally 
of resistant sandstones and is about 2.50 to 280 metres thick 
(Stott, 1968; Legun, 1988). 

YOUNGER FORT ST. JOHN GROUP STRATA 

Along the foothills northwest of the map area, the Fort St. 
John Group above the Boulder Creek Formation is readily 
divided into the Hasler Formation (marine shale), the Good- 
rich Formation (sandstone, siltstone), and the topmost 
Cruiser Formation (marine shale). On the eastern limb of 
the Belcourt anticlinorium, the Goodrich sandstone units 
grade laterally into shales and the entire shale unit above the 
Boulder Creek is called the Shaftsbury Formation. 

In the Carbon Creek area, the Gething can be over 
1000 metres thick (Legun, 1988; Gibson, 1985). To the 
south in the Monkman Pass region, it is much thinner, 
averaging about 80 metres thick. It comprises brownish 
grey weathering pebble to cobble conglomerate, brown- 
weathering sandstone, siltstone and mudstone and coal. 
Locally, conglomerate comprises approximately a third of 
the thickness and isolated outcrops of Gething conglomerate 
can be difficult to differentiate from Cadomin conglome- 
rate. Only a few coal seams of interest have been noted in 
the Gething Formation within the map area. &thing coal 
seams are thicker and more abundant in the Burnt River 
map area, where the formation was a primary exploration 
target on coal properties in the area. Significant coal seams 
are found in the Gething in the Le Moray Creek as well as in 
the Carbon Creek area. 

MOOSEBAR FORMATION 

The Moosebar Formation is about 40 metres thick and is 
generally identified in the field and on airphotos as a reces- 
sive, (shaly) unit between the more resistant Gates and 
Gething formations. 

GATES FORMATION 

The Gates Formation consists mainly of interbedded 
sandstone, siltstone and mudstone, conglomerate and coal. 
Coal seams are up to 15 metres thick in some areas. Car- 
honacous mudstones are also present, and siltstones and 
sandstones may contain carbonacous material and woody 
imprints. The Torrens sandstone is a resistant unit, 15 to 25 
met~es thick, marking the base of the Gates Formation, 
which averages about 280 metres thick in the map area. 

To the north, at the southern edge of the Burnt River map 
area, the Gates Formation contains only a few thin coal 
seams. Further north, across the Burnt River, there is little 
conglomerate or coal found in the Gates. In the Carbon 
Creek area, it consists of sandstones, siltstones and mud- 
stones with little carbonaceous material or coal. 

HULCROSS FORMATION 

The Hulcross Formation is about 20 metres thick in the 
map area. It is generally recognized as a recessive band of 
shale between the resistant Boulder Creek and Gates forma- 
tions. Farther to the south the Hulcross thins to only a few 
metres thick. 

BOULDER CREEK FORMATION 

The Boulder Creek Formation consists of light grey 
weathering pebble conglomerate and sandstone, as well as 
mudstone, and is approximately 90 metres thick. In the 
Burnt River area, it is slightly thicker, is dominated by two 
massive conglomerate units, and contains minor coal seams. 
In the Carbon Creek map area the formation consists mainly 
of finer sandstone, siltstone and mudstone. 

To the south of the Wapiti Lake area, the Goodrich 
Formation is exposed west of Mount Belcourt and Belcourt 
Lake, stretching along the western margin of the Inner 
Foothills (Taylor and Stott, 1979; McMechan and 
Thompson, 1985). No similar sandstone units are exposed 
in the map area, so for the present the Hasler, Goodrich, and 
Cruiser formations have not been differentiated. The reces- 
sive unit above the Boulder Creek Formation is mapped as 
the Shaftsbury Formation. Some sandstone outcrops on the 
north side of Red Deer Creek that have been exposed since 
the Red Deer Creek fire in 1987, and exposures along new 
logging roads on the south side of Red Deer Creek, may 
prove to be part of the Goodrich Formation. 

STRUCTURE 

The map area straddles the Inner and Outer Foothills of 
the Rocky Mountain thrust and fold belt in northeastern 
British Columbia. Structural elements in the area reflect the 
regional northwest structural trend. 

The plunge of fold axes is generally very shallow. On a 
regional scale fold axes may undulate gently, with wave- 
lengths of several kilometres as the plunge varies from 
northwest to southeast and back again along the length of 
the axial trace. 

The Wapiti Lake map area is dominated by the Belcourt 
anticlinorium. The west limb of the anticlinorium is 
hounded by the thrust fault marking the boundary between 
the Inner Foothills and Rocky Mountain Main Ranges, 
informally called the Bone Mountain thrust fault. Paleozoic 
carbonate rocks are thrust over the southwest-dipping Fort 
St. John Group in the west limb of the anticlinorium. The 
east limb is structurally more complex, with megascopic- 
scale faulting and folding. 

The style of folding varies from east to west. It reflects 
the transition from the broad, gentle folding and box folds 
found to the east in the Outer Foothills, to the tighter and 
more complex folding typical of the Inner Foothills to the 
west. 

The incompetent strata of the Gorman Creek Formation 
show complex deformation. Tight mesoscopic chevron 
folds and faults are commonly seen in outcrop. The forma- 
tion rellects a zone of disharmony. More competent Bull- 
head Group strata above, and Monteith Formation below, 
are not as deformed. Propagation of stress through the 
formations produced varying strain reflecting the compe- 
tency of the layers. 

Most of the faults mapped in the area dip steeply to the 
southwest. Some faults in the Dokkrn Creek and Red Deer 
Creek areas have been incorporated in later folding. For the 
most part. the Outer Foothills are less affected by faulting, 



with most of the stress taken up in large-scale folds. The 
Inner Foothills contain faulting on all scales, with some of 
the faults involved in later tillding. Most of the f;tults in the 
map area are high-angle reverse faultr: the most prominent 
and continuous fault is the Bone Mountain thrust. 

ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

PREVIOUS EXPLORATION 
Most of the coal exploration in the area mapped this 

summer took place between 1970 and 19x5. The important 
coal hori,+ons are found in the Gates Formation. Exploration 
was concentrated on two large coal properties, Monkman 
and Belcourt. In addition, some work was also done on the 
small Onion Lake property (Figure 5-4-S). 

The Brlcourt property extended southeastward from the 
Wapiti River to the Narraway River and the British Colum- 
bia Alberta border. along the east-dipping limb of the 
Belcourt anticlinorium. The coal licences were originally 
acquired by Denison Mines Limited in late 1970, and in 
1978 Denison and Gulf Oil Canada Limited formed the 

Bclcourt Joint Venture. Earliest explomtion on the property 
was in 1971, but most of the work took place in the middle 
to late 1970s. The <extensive exploration program included 
detailed mapping, rrenching and drilling. Test adits were 
driven for bulk sampling. 

Significant potential reserves were identified, and in !Y79 
four areas amenable to surface mining were proposed. Two 
of the proposed piks are in the Bclcoun Creek map area: the 
Red Deer pit, north of Red Deer Creek, and the H&slander 
North pit, between Red Deer Creek and Holtslander Creek. 
The regional reserves calculated for the Red Deer block 
indicated almost 400 million tonnes of coal in place, with 
72 million tonnes accessible by surface mining. (Johnson, 
1981). Similarly, over 300 million tonnes of in-place raw 

coal I-eserves were calculated to exist in the Holtslander 
North block, with over 70 million tonnes targeted for 
removal in an open pit mine (Johnson, 1981). Farther to the 
south, two smaller pits were proposed on either side of 

Flume Creek with combined reserves of ab )ut 43 m.:lion 
tonnes (Johnson, 1981). Coal outside these weas WE.S tar- 
geted for possible underground mining. By 1980, the fms 
of the project had shifted to the two propow pits near lied 
Deer Creek, with a preliminary feasibilty study do,ne to 
examine the existing and propwed infrastructure nect:r!:ary 
for a mine. However, this WB\ ‘:he last year any worli ws 
done on the Belcourt Property. None of the r reposed oper 
pit mines were considered feaible due to ax nomic collricl- 
wiltions at the time. 

The Petro-Canada Limited Monkman pro wty exo:nded 
southeastward in a narrow string: of licence blocks front the 
area of Bone Mountain to Nekik Mountain, f? Ilowing ~ri:lgcs 
underlain by southwest-dipping Fort St. Johl and Bullxad 
Group strata on the west limb oi the Belcourl anticlinoriunt. 
Two other major licence block,c were held :overing ~xl- 
bearing strata in the Five Cabin Creek Oni m Creek ;tre;t, 
and from Honeymoon Creek. !;outh to the Wapiti River. 
Exploration was carried out on the proptrty by I’t:tnl- 
Canada on behalf of its other ~~artners. Can Idian Sup:rior 
Exploration Ltd. and McIntyre Miner Ltd. McIntyre and 
Canadian Superior had done mtlctt of the init .a1 work itt the 
early 1970s. Most of P&o-Catda‘s work in the late I ;71& 
and early 19x0s concentrated on the Duke ?v ounlain Block 
near Honeymoon Creek, north of the Wapiti F iver map ,xe;t. 
In 1980, two open-pit mines, I:hc Honeymool~ and the Duke 
pits, were proposed and detailed mapping, t aching, drill- 
ing and structural interpretations helped to ou:line the Cxteta 
of the coal deposit. Measured coal reserves calculated for 
the Honrym~::w and Duke aras were 237 nillion tonws 
and 146 million tonnes, respectively (Petri #-Canada ::o;tl 
Division, 1981). A third possible open-pit mine sit: was 
identified to the southwest of the? Duke pit. P Ithough lb:+ tt~e 
mid-1980s it was apparent that significant reserves iwe 
indicated, mine development was unecono~ lit under pn:- 
wiling market conditions. 

The Onion Lake property was a small block of 5 licettws 
acquired by Shell Canada Rerources L.td. in 979 and oper- 
ated by Crows Nest Resources Ltd. The property wi,s 
located at the headwaters cf Onion Cree ;, sandwi:hed 
between the south end of ttle Monkman property sCnic,n 
Creek licence block on the eat and the Rvcky Mou~ltaln 
Main Ranges fault on the west. The propert) was relat:veJy 
inaccessible with little outcre,p. The explot ation program 
was limited to mapping the licences and scne of the sur- 
rounding area, and the drilling of two holes Based on tte 
results of this work, the licences were surrmdered in tt.e 
mid- 1980s. 

Gulf Canada Resources’ Iris Iblock in the ’ Vapiti prcz:~er.y 
extended as far south as the Wapiti River, t ut most of the 
interest was in coal in th,: Wapiti Forrtation on the 
Kaskatinaw block, farther to the north. On y a few holes 
were drilled and limited mapping was done il the Iris bloc<. 

COAL OCCURRENCES 
The only producing coal mines in thl Peace F:ivs:r 

coalfield are at Bullmoose and IQuintette. Bc th are opett-&bit 
mines that are exploiting coal seams in the G. .tes Formation. 
The Gates seams are mostly medium-volxile bituminous 
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metallurgical coal. Oxidized coal is sold as thermal coal 
(Grieve, 1992). 

Minor coal seams occur in several of the formations in 
the Monkman Pass area, but the principal coal-bearing 
strata are the Gorman Creek, &thing, and Gates forma- 
tions; Wapiti Formation coal seams are mined in Alberta. In 
this area, only the Gething and Gates formations contain 
coal seams of potential economic interest, and it is the Gates 
which is the most promising. 

Most of the Wapiti Formation coal seams in the map area 
arc thin and of little interest. One thicker and relatively 
continuous seam is at the base of the formation, just above 
the resistant Chungo sandstone of the Puskwasau Forma- 
tion. This 2.metre seam attracted some interest by Gulf 
Canada Resources on the Wapiti property farther to the 
north. 

The coal seams in the German Creek Formation are 
typically less than a metre thick. They are discontinuous, 
and the formation is often strongly deformed, making it 
very difficult to trace and correlate seams. The coal in the 
German Creek has not yet proved to be of economic inter- 
est. Minnes coal ranks generally range from high to low- 
volatile bituminous in the Peace River coalfield. Minnes 
coals sampled on the Monkman property are low-volatile 
bituminous (Wright, 1981). 

Coal in the Gething Formation is of more interest. Seam 
thicknesses vary, many are thin and discontinous, but seams 
of possible economic significance have been noted. In the 
north part of the Wapiti Lake map sheet area, Gething coal 
may be up to a metre or two thick. In the south of the 
Belcourt Creek map area, seams range from a few metres to 
several metres thick. However, the number of thicker seams 
appears to decrease from north to south within the map area. 
Gething coals vary from medium to low-volatile in the area 
(Petro-Canada Coal Division, 1981). 

The most important coal deposits in the region are in the 
Gates Formation. It contains several major seams and up to 
thirteen coal zones. Not all of these zones are continuous or 
potentially mineable. Thicknesses of the coal vary from a 
metre to several metres, and in some cases two or more 
closely associated seams form a coal zone. As many as five 
of these seams have been evaluated for by exploration 
companies. Gates Formation coals vary from high to Iow- 
volatile rank, but in the Monkman Pass area are mostly 
medium to low volatile (Cormley, 1977; Denison Mines 
Limited, 1979; Johnson, 1981). 

Most of the coal horizons in the Gates Formation, and to 
a lesser extent the Minnes Group and Gething Formation, 
have been extensively sampled in drill-core, trenches and 
adits. For this reason, and because of a short field season, 
our sampling program was limited. Only a few samples of 
Minnes and Gates coal, as well as samples from thin seams 
in the Dunvegan and Bad Heart formations were collected, 
most in very shallow hand trenches. Samples were prepared 
and analyzed using methods outlined by Kilby (1986, 
1989). Detailed analysis of the results has not been com- 
pleted, but preliminary results indicate coal ranks fall within 
expected ranges. 
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PROPOSED PROVINCIAL PARKS AND 
ADDITIONS 

“Parks and Wilderness for the 90s” is a cooperative 
program of BC Parks (Ministry of Environment, Lands and 
Parks) and the Forest Service (Ministry of Forests). As pan 
of this initiative, the provincial government is proposing 
additions to various parks and recreational areas, as well as 
creating some new parks. 

Additions have been proposed to Monkman Park and the 
Kakwa Recreational Area. A decision on these changes is 
planned for 1995. As well, a new park is proposed for the 
Belcourt Creek region; a decision will be made by the year 
2000. Although the proposed boundaries are subject to 
revision during the planning process, the areas that have 
been designated for the Kekwa Addition and the new 
Belcourt Park include parts of the Peace River coalfield 
where potential coal reserves have been identified 
(Figure 5-4-6). 

The proposed additions to the Kakwa Recreational Area 
would include the southern tip of the coalfield. The Saxon 
property, acquired by Saxon Coal Limited in late 1970, 
extended south from the Belcourt River to the Torrens 
River. The area was explored and drilled in the 1970s by 
D&son Mines Limited. In the middle to late 197Os, poten- 
tial coal reserves were identified in two areas on the prop- 
erty. In the Saxon East block, calculations indicated reserves 
of 162 million tonnes of in-place raw coal (Jordan, 1977). 
Development of an open-pit mine was proposed on the 
Saxon South block between the Torrens River and Saxon 
Creek. Indicated reserves available to surface mining were 
calculated at 71 million tons of in-place raw coal (Jordan, 
1977). A feasibility study was completed to assess the 
needed infrastructure to support a mine. As was the case for 
most of the mine development plans in the northeast at this 
time, economic considerations precluded mine development 
and continue to do so. 

The proposed new Belcourt Park straddles the border of 
the Belcourt Creek and Belcourt Lake (93U8) map areas, 
and also includes pan of the southern Peace River Coalfield. 

Figure S-4-6. Map showing the boundaries of the proposed 
additions fo Monkman Park. Kakwa Recreation Area and 
Beicourt Park, 



This area was pert of the Belcourt property explored in the 
1970s and includes areas where open-pit mines were 

ph!lWl. 

COAL EXPLORATION 
Most of the co&bearing strata in the northeast have been 

mapped piecemeal by various exploration companies at 
detailed scales, and several potentially economic deposits 
have been identified in the Monkman Pass area However, 
present economic conditions do not encourage the develop- 
ment of these deposits. As a result, there has not been 
significant coal exploration in the area for several years. 

COALBED METHANE 

The high to low-volatile bituminous rank of the coals and 
the number of coal warns in the Peace River coalfield would 
make this area attractive for coalbed methane exploration. 
Thick coal zones in the Gates Formation might provide one 
source. Strain in response to the dcformational stresses 
associated with the form&ion of the Rocky Mountains 
might provide incrrssed permeability within coal seams. 
Coalbed methane production could provide a way to exploit 
coal which is too deep to mine. 

The cold winters in the northeast could complicate water 
disposal from coalbed methane wells. This is an obstacle 
that would have to be overcome even if the geological 
factors are favourable. At present, there is little demand for 
coalbed methane in Canada, but as economic conditions 
change and the recovery technology improves, the coalfield 
may provide potential sites for coalbed methane production. 

PARKSANDOTHERPROTECTEDAREAS 

Some of the most significant coal deposits in the southern 
Peace River coalfield are within the proposed boundaries 
for Belcourt Park and the Kakwa Addition. Although the 
mines that were proposed during the 1970s and 1980s could 
not be developed under current economic and market condi- 
tions, it is possible that in the future it will become feasible 
to develop these deposits. As well, the potential for coalbed 
methane production in this area should also be considered. 
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